
Deluxe 
Paint IV 

DISK 

Create your own 4,096- I ' , . 

colour pictures with this ^ 

exclusive demo of the new 

version of the world- I . 

heating art package - the I 

most eagerly awaited 

non-game release in years. 

Making Music with the Bitmaps 
We give you the samples, the backing track, the music 

progfam and all the advice you need - so you can 
create your own stereo game music. 

Magic Pockets 
Anap special level of the Bitmap Brothers 

latest Renegade release Stuff your pockets 
with toys, frolic over fun packed platforms. 

• GET THE POWER with Mega-lo-Mania • POT BLACK 
in Jimmy White's Snooker • FLY the Thunderhawk 
• WANNA MAKE 3D GAMES? New AMOS in full 3D 
• LOOK AT THAT! Stunning new graphics packages let ' 
you draw, create fractal worlds, work in 24-bit colour 9'770957 486004 

Paint in 4096 colours with our 
exclusive Coverdisk demo! 

to know how the music 

their secrets 

NO COVERDISK? 
THEN ASK FOR ONE FROM YOUR NEWSAGENT the amazing Magic Pockets 

10 unique pages of 
incredibly useful 

hints, tips and advipe 
Workbench pi 73 

Gamebusters da 03 
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My head is (humpin', and my head is pumpirtg the adrenalin around every vessel of my 

hyper-tens© body - the driving unit’, that wilt be shoe-homed, wedged to a Cort AS info 

its holster, as I am placed into toe command seat erf my vehicle ■ ready to enter toe arena 

of play.. and combat. 

"Wild Wheels" they call as. Combatants who ptoy a "game" * a game where there are 

(wo ways to lose dawn on point? or down on toei - the fuel of He* And’auf/W*- (or acjfpn 

are the finely honed masterpieces at engineering... machines that $fll poiefato the 

opposition, meft them, crush them, detonate them into a mdbon white-hoi, speeding grains 
of shrapnel. The 'kit of death' where many of us writ experience our lent, fro. Wtocflng 

flash Now, in the arena, the game becomes a struggle fo win. a fight far life. The noise 

from the screaming crowd \$ drowned by Ihe Incessons roar of Ihe mighty heart of this 

mechanotd beast, Its engine pushing aul every ounce of power fo keep me fust ahead, 

and delivering a heavy, sickening blow into my bock os it accelerates at my command, 

Taking aim, I Jrm up every muscle ready toe Ihe great burst, Ihe deafening scream as I 

unleash my tofhal messenger. .. and its message * "GAME OVER!* 
Bui there just halt Ihe game story. Now YOU enter Ihe arena.. ENJOY THE SHOW! 

IW §Tf / j^/]] iiA 

en in fairy tales - but nothing so strange as 
^counter an your travels as Cornelius the 
gst many spells, increasing In power as you 
itscal lands of gooks and goblins. Even the 
ngs with the IQ of a cold-steel rivet, are on a 
■, may seem a little backward to start with, 
■d. bovver-bullies will soon become 
ie$ if you let them. Many weird, villainous 
uzzles test your game-play technique and 
can even control some of Ihe background 
ou to get to where you think you should be. 
deep within the forest where vital clues can 

3ut beware... , 
enalise to haunt you* 
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AD SALES EXEC Jackie Garford 

Advertising sales, pieblcmi with advertisers 

Workbench 173 
More good advice than ever before for seekers of help 

Subscriptions 178 
Make it easy for yourself: get your mag delivered! 

Special Offers 186 
Check out a few of the special bargains or of“er 

Cartoon Classics, 
the new Amiga 
bundle, could be 
the best seller yet. 
Find out what's in 
it on Page 9. 

Having problems 
stomping the 
spiders and 
cleansing the 
sewers in 
Eye of the 
Beholder? You 
need some 
Gamebusters hot 
help on Page 103! 

ADVERTISING PRODUCTION Fiona Milne 

Typesetting, ad layout, deadlines, ad film 

PROMOTIONS MANAGER Michele Harris 
* , * 

Coverdisk space FT wqu tition arrangement 
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CIRCULATION Sue Hartley/Kate Hodges 

Trade deals and availability problems 

5 U BlCPIPTIONSOEPAILMENT 
If you read Amiga Format every month, why 

not aaake sure of your copy by getting It 

delivered straight to your door? See Page 

178 of this issue for details! 

Take advantage of our mall order bargains 

See the Special Offers details on Page 186! 

Amiga Format 
Subscriptions/Mail Order 
The Old Barn, Somerton, 

SOMERSET, TA11 7PY 

Telephone 0458 74011 
Facsimile 0225 446019 

We cannot accept liability for any 
mistakes or misprints. No part of this 
magazine may be reproduced in any 

form without our permission. 
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REVIEWS 
AMOS 3D and Compiler 114 
If you want to program your own games, check this! 
Create full 3D games, make stand-alone programs 

Design Works 120 
Discover the easy route into print-perfect line art 
with the latest structured drawing software 

Art Department Professional 124 
How to work in 24-bit colour on a standard Amiga... 
image processing grows up and leaves home 

GVP Combo Board 132 
Get up to speed with a very fast accelerator 
that could be the answer to your ray-trace blues! 

Concept Keyboard 137 
Simple control system for younger or less able hands: 
an exciting educational hardware release 

Cutting one image 
into another and 
doing it in full 
24-bit colour is 
what makes 
Art Dept Pro 
special. See how 
well it does the job 
on Page 124. 

If you’ve ever 
wanted to make 
an imaginary 
landscape out of a 
Julia set, you're 
probably mod. 
If you don’t want 
to after reading 
about VistaPro on 
Page 140, you're 
definitely mad! 

VistaPro 140 
The sexiest graphics programs ever to hit your screen? 
Create realistic fractal landscapes in 24-bit colour 

TechnoSound Turbo 147 
Catch the sounds with this revamped sampler, now 
featuring a sequencing system and MIDI support 

Mac and DOS to DOS 149 
Talk to PCs and Macintoshes with these handy utilities 
that can read and write other computers' disks 

A unique idea: 
that's the 
Concept Keyboard, 
aimed at special 
needs and 
educational use but 
a very flexible 
piece of kit. Find 
out what it does 
on Page 137. 



SPECIALS w&m iw 

Deluxe Paint IV 22 
The year's most exciting release: but can it make the grade? 

Deluxe Paint IV not only brings 4096-colour HAM painting and 
animation, it can also still work with less. But is it any good at it? 

Making Music With the Bitmaps 31 
The secrets of in-game music revealed by the experts 

m 

If you've ever wondered how in-game music was made, we tell you: 
courtesy of the man who put Betty Boo's songs into Magic Pockets. 

DISK pi 7 
Magic Pockets 

You've seen it on telly, now try 

it yourself! As ever, we bring 

you the top games in playable 

demo form. Check out 

Renegade's amazing new plat¬ 

form romp and stuff your magic 

pockets with goodies. 

SCREENPLAY 

FORMAT GOLDS 

Mega-Lo-Mania 54 
Jimmy White's Snooker 58 

Thunderhawk 82 

REVIEWS 
Atomino 61 

Navy Seals 62 
Bart Simpson vs the Spaceman 64 
Llamatron 66 

Sliders 68 
Battle Chess II 71 

Swap 72 
Frenetic 76 
Cardinal of the Kremlin 79 

Challenge Golf 85 
Hero Quest Data Disk 

Arcade Trivia Quiz 
Armalyte 

Charge of the Light Brigade 
Striker Manager 

Billiards II Simulator 
Stack Up 87 

MEGA-LO-M 
Taking on th 
god games - and 
giving no quarter. 
Invent the atom 
bomb on Page 54. 

JIMMY WHITE'S 
SNOOKER 
Reap the 
whirlwind with a 
wicked 147 break 
on Page 58. 

THUNDERHAWK 
How come flying 
a chopper is 
suddenly easier 
and more fun than 
falling off a log? 
Get airborne and 
keep your finger 
on the firebutton 
on Page 82. 

LLAMATRON 
It's old-fashioned, 
it's obscenely 
garish, it's 
sickeningly noisy 
and it's more fun 
than fishing. Get 
weird on Page 66. 

Making music 
with the Bitmaps 
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This is the big one! We bring 

you an exclusive demo of the 

year's biggest non-game release. 

Create your own 4,096-colour 

pictures with the amazing new 

HAM paint package from 

Electronic Arts and find out for 

yourself how good it is... 



The new HAM-supporting 
DeluxePaint IV will do more than 

turn a few heads. 
It will also turn them inside out, upside down, spin them 

on an axis, or metamorphosise them into hairy rock stars before you 
can say "Tutankhamen", 

With Hold And Modify (HAM) video mode, DeluxePaint IV offers 
a staggering 4096 colours. This means gradients that arc smoother, 

more versatile and easier to define. 

Not only can you paint in HAM, you can animate in it, too. 
Imagine brilliant images, rendered in 4096 colours, moving 

effortlessly across the screen. 

DeluxePaint IV makes animation easy for you. 
The special LightTable feature allows you to review the last frame of 

animation while previewing the next. 
Or choose two different images - say a caterpillar and a butterfly - 
and DeluxePaint IV will carry out an amazing metamorphosis 

between them in as many frames as you wish. 
All these features arc directed from a new video-style Animation 

Control that makes animating as easy as pressing a button. 

So whether painting or animating, you can now achieve smooth, 
seamless effects of unbelievable subtlety. 

But don't take our word for it, 
Steve Franklin, Managing Director of Commodore Business 

Machines, described DeluxePaint IV as "a stunning innovation and 
probably the best software package for (his market", 

Available 27th September 1991 

£89.99 

ELECTRONIC ARTS 
1 I 49 Station Road Langley Berks SL3 8YN, England. 

Tel; 0753 549442 Fax; 075 3 546672 

TO UPGRADE from previous versions of DcluxePaim, send the from cover of your manual with a 

cheque t jvistal order to the Direct Sales Department at Electronic Arts Ltd. An upgrade from 

Deluxe Fail L ^ wT ir.-n, \\ *,55 and from 111 £45 Call 0753 549442 for details of this and the 

spex:di ido>v which will help sou make the most of DeluxePaint IV. 
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Pauf Ledbury - Oxon (Registered God} 
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NEW AMIGA 500 BUNDLE 
THE STRONGEST EVER? 
Cartoon Classics deal includes I Mb, Lemmings, Bart Simpson, Captain Planet and Deluxe Paint 3 
The new Amiga 500 ‘Cartoon Classics* bundle, which 

Commodore will be selling throughout this year* over 

the busy Christmas period and into the new year, is 

widely expected to he the strongest yet. Bui doubts 

have already been raised as to the appeal of the cartoon 

characters central to its success, and to the quality of 

the games based on them, 

There is no doubt lhai the core of the deal is very 

strong indeed, w ith an expanded I Mb Amiga (it 

includes the A50l RAM expansion at no extra cost) 

and, for the first time. Deluxe Paint III. 

Electronic Arts' lop-sell mg graphics package in its 

ultimate non HAM version is an extremely powerful 

selling point: no doubt EA have decided to include it 

because the release of Deluxe Paint FV (see the exclu¬ 

sive first review tin Page 22) has given them a possible 

upgrade market and because a I Mb Amiga can make 

decent use of its features. 

The fact that Psygnosis's hugely successful and 

widely-praised pu/./Je game Lemmings has been 

included is also cause to think that the bundle will shift 

in quantity. It's been received as the best game of the 

year in almost every quarter, making an impact and 

earning a repuiaiion far beyond the normal computer 

scene, and may possibly ever* bring the Amiga a char¬ 

acter which could do for it what Marin has done For 

Nintendo, Lemmings breakfast cereal, anyone? 

Hut doubts have been raised over the other two 

games, licensed from the cartoon characters who are 

expected to make the same kind of impact that the 

Turtles made last year. Captain Planet the ecologi¬ 

cally-aware TV cartoon superhero who rushes around 

living the earth with his ama/ing powers, has had an 

awful lot (d‘ hype from a Turtles-conscious media look¬ 

ing for this year’s big thing. 

It they arc right, anything with the Captain s name 

on will xell big to a younger audience. But there arc 

signs that Captain P will fail to live up nr everyone*s 

Lemmings: the big hit game of the year will help assure the 

uk cesi of the new Cartoon Classics bundle. 11 even looks 

passible that the cute green-haired chaps could begin to 

tpta off into areas beyond computers. 

Cap tom Piamtt: could turn out to be this years duff licence. 

expectations: u si raw poll ihat we carried out revealed 

that the character lacked the kind of street-wise appeal 

that made the Turtles a hit. 

A further problem lies with the game itself, written 

by veteran Tony Crowfher for Mindseape. The version 

of the game that appears in the box w ill be a different 

one from the one shat actually goes on sale in the shops 

and has its flaw's: it seems that the deadlines for inclu¬ 

sion in the Commodore bundle did not allow time to 

tweak the game id the levels of playability demanded 

by the sophisticated Amiga market. Wc'vc played the 

bundle version and it certainly lacks a spark. 

Bart Simpson has no credibility problems and it 

looks likely that the cull hit cartoon will sell many u 

product over the next six months. But Ocean’s conver¬ 

sion of the game seems to have hit problems* and 

rumours emanating from the Manchester software 

house give an impression of dissatisfaction at the qual¬ 

ity of the game. With the reception that MirrorsoftN 

Teerutge Mutant Ninja Turtles got at the bands of the 

press 135% in Amiga Format's review, for example) 

still all too fresh in the memory. Ocean will want to be 

very careful aboul releasing a less-than-sati si ac lory 

game. As ever, watch this space. .* 

Despite ihe inev liable doubLs over the qua lily of 

games from big-name licences, there is every cause lor 

optimism over the pn>spccts of the bundle as a whole. 

The free RAM expansion, the known quality of Deluxe 

Paim III and lemmings and the lure of the years two 

top names mean that every aspect of this bundle ts an 

excellent selling point. We. and many other commenta¬ 

tors. believe it will he the most successful 

Amiga deal to date. 

Commodore confidently expect to 

sell 200,000 new Amiga* in this bundle 

between now and the new year, which 

means we could go into IW2 with 

around three-quarters of a million 

Amiga owners across the UK. 

And there is one other ray of 

sunshine for the Cartoon 

Classics bundle: each one sold 

will come with a free Special 

Edition of Amiga Format* 

introducing new users to all the 

delights of the Amiga. 

Skirt Simpson: dovbts avef the 

quality of the game. 
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CD TV GETS PURE 
GENIUS AND GOLF 
The hues! releases for the CDTV include the Guinness 

Disk of Records and a new golf game based on 

Accolade's existing Jack Nicklaus licence. 

Launched in London just a couple of weeks ago, 

the Guinness Disk of Records will bring us all those 

facts and figures wc already know and love in the 

multimedia form of digitised pictures, sampled sounds 

and speech and, of course, on-screen text. Rumours 

thai it will also feature a digital Roy Castle are very 

much exaggerated. 

Accolade’s golf game will lake an entirely fresh 

approach, being based around digitised images of a 

golf round, While this should give it stunning looks, it 

remains to he seen what it docs to the playability. 

Another exciting CDTV announcement is that a 

third-pany developer is to release a keyboard for the 

system, leaping in ahead of the official product 

The launch of the Guinness Disc of Records in London. The 

COTV book will contain thousands of facts and figures 

presented with digitised graphics and sound. 

The Novia 20i is on internal hoed drive for the 

Amiga SOD: a useful, if very expensive, solution lo 

ASOO storage problems and unique,., unlfl now. 

The arrival of the Prima series of ASOO internal 

drives has brought o new level of power: 52Mb or 
102Mb of storage space. But it costs... 

CHANNEL 4 
HOSTS GAMESHOW 
Come on down for the first real gameshow on Idly: a 

computer game show, that is! Channel 4 have com¬ 

missioned a series of ten half-hour programmes under 

the name Gamcsmaster, to scan showing in January 

next year. The series will feature compelitons between 

lop players (whoever they are), reviews of new games, 

international sales charts and tips showing players 

how to crack the tricky bits of their favourite games. 

BBC Scotland's game show Catchword has also 

received ^ boost from the Amiga, courtesy of Amiga 

Centre Scotland’s Harlequin 32-bil colour card. The 

Amiga was used to produce animation links and 

graphics for the show, as well as stereo sound effects, 

catch the programme on BBC2 in the Autumn. 

SNOOKER STAR'S CUE FOR SUCCESS! 

The new 3D snooker gome from Virgin, the creation of 
Archer MacCleon, has received a boost with Jimmy While 

agreeing la lend bis name to it (see Page 58 for the 
review). The game was already expected to be one of the 

best of the year, but is now assured of sales as well as 

critical success. 

The picture 
shows Jimmy 

(left! getting a 
few tips from 
Amiga Format 

expert Trenton 

Webb: "See if 

you cun hit them 
red ones in that 

big triangular 
bunch down 

there,w advised 
Trenton..* 

AMIGA FORMAT TO ORGANISE 
BIGGEST EVENT OF THE YEAR 
Amiga Formal and Commodore combine to create the show of the year 

November wall be a big time for all Amiga owners. The two biggest shows for the Amiga, the Commodore Show 

and the Ami-Expo, have been combined under one banner and. what's more. Amiga Format wall be in charge of 

making ii the biggest and best show of the year. 

Many of the details have yet to he confirmed, but our influence will be put into making the show not just an 

exciting place to be, but also a comfortable and pleasant experience. We’ve found at loo many shows in the past 

that the people who attend somehow seem to be pul low on the list of priorities. We want everyone to enjoy (heir 

day out Ibis Lime around. 

Many of the top games software houses including Electronic Ans, M mdse ape. MicroPros^ and Psygnosis have 

already confirmed that they w ill attend, so you can expect to gain hands-on experience of the Christmas games 

releases as well as enjoying the glamour and glitz of their stands. We also expect a number of exciting new' product 

announcements, including the UK launch of the Amiga CD-ROM drive, the gadget that will hring CDTV-style 

software to the Amiga. 
Many events throughout the show wj 11 include question sessions with lop programmers, the CDTV City where 

the new CD stuff will be shown, a games arcade so you can play ail ihe top new releases, technical seminars and a 

multimedia theatre where expens will pass nn advice about this growing field. There will even be a Christmas 

Shopping mall where you can actually buy the latest stuff. 
The show will run from Friday November I5lh 

10 Sunday November 17th (trade-only day on 

Thursday I4lh) and entrance will cost £6 for 

adults, £4 for under-14s. We've arranged a spe¬ 

cial discount if you book in advance - details 

next month - and everyone who goes will get a 

free show guide. 

Last but not least, we'll all be there all the 

time so you’ll be able to find us and have a hit 

of a chal. See you there! 

All this and lari's Court 2: the venue for the 

biggest Amiga show of the year will be the most 

modern in London. 

ICD GET CARRIED AWAY WITH 
A500 INTERNAL HARD DRIVE IDEA 
New high-storage drives make ultimate Amiga 500 possible 

Not content with the new Novia 20i internal hard drive for the 

Amiga 500 (see News, last issue i ICD of America have now 

announced the release of a further range of hard disk drives that 

can sit snugly inside the Amiga where the internal floppy drive 

normally belongs. 

White the Novia 201 is a two-inch disk that offers only 

20Mb storage for £359 (il’s available from Power Computing, 

0234 843388), the new Prima series of drives are 3.5-inch units 

offering 52 or 105Mb of storage space, 'They are constructed 

using the latest in low-power 11 millisecond technology from 

Quantum, the name behind the besi hard drive units, US prices 

are $650 and S9(XJ for the Prima 52i and Prima 105i respec¬ 

tively. but no UK prices are yet available (distribution should 

be via Power Computing, 0234 843388). 

You will need I Mh of RAM to use the drives, which are 

installed using a ribbon cable connecting to an AdIDE interface 

system which plugs in under the 68000 chip. Also included 

with each drive is a Shu File Board adaptor which allows an 

eternal floppy drive to be treated as DFG:, essential if you are 

to avoid problems booting from floppy disks. 

Following the release of the Prima drives. ICD have had 

Americans drooling over their magazine advens which feature 

the ultimate in Amiga 500s. It contains a 105Mb Prima internal 

hard drive, an AdRAM 540 giving 5Mb of RAM and a Flicker 

Free Video card to cut Interlace flicker. All we need now is a 

matchbox-1sized power supply and you could have the ultimate 

A500 system and carry it around with ease! Estimated price of 

that lot: including the Amiga, round about £1900! 



Presents 
Select from the list below any 

TWO Spectrum, Amstrad, 

Commodore 64 or Atari 

XL/XE games or ONE Amiga 

or ST game - when you join 

the AIR CREW. 

S+UiX'HW7 \ 
majwm wamnm 
wnveMM ¥ %u0 

/xmm coafftx 
Tuts Absoivnvr 

fRtt. WH£H you UNO 

y* im y 
Championship Run □ □ 
3D Grand Prix Q 

I American Football □ 
l% Arcade Fruit Machine □ □ □ □ 

I Arcade Trivia □ □ Q 

\ / Bail Blasts □ 

I * Bionic Ninja □ □ □ 
/ B] inky's Scary School J □ J □ □ 

/ Death Chase □ 
Dr aeonus □ □ □ 
FI Tornado □ □ 

l Fantastic Soccer □ □ 
\ Full Throttle 2 J 

V Full Throtllc □ 
/ Jasper □ 

t Jocky Wilson's Darts J □ □ J J J 

I Kick Box Vigilante Q □ 
t Las Vegas Casino □ □ □ □ 
t Marie □ 
I Mirax Force □ 

O Mountain Bike Racer Q □ □ 
y ^ Ninja Commando □ □ □ □ 
^ Para Academy □ Q □ 

t Para Assault Course □ □ □ 
Phantom □ 
Pro Go Kart Simulator □ 

^ Psi-Droid Q 

^ Rally Simulator □ □ Q 

— # Sidewinder □ 
Spaghetti Western □ □ □ 
Speed Ace □ 
Turbo Skate Fighter □ 

World Soccer □□□□□□ 
Zybex □ □ □ 

y^sUN GROHner^ 
"JQMMW-OA ILL 
M-MRAMZ VCVR 
v 0*4C 

i*SSSsaSSjSS?: 

stukhan nc iui&^ 
TWS15 7Ht MOST 
exclusive games’ 
-V CLUB GOING* , 

To join Captain Cockpit. Sonrnm the Savvy. Gilbert Terraaitm-Hatchbatch . Stan Grommet 

& the rest of the AIR CREH pick your FREE GAMES by licking the boxes, complete this 

form, and send a cheque or postal order for £7*99 i £8,99 overseas) made payable to Zeppelin 

Games Limited at The Air Crew, P.O.Box 17. Houghton*le‘Spring Durham DH4 6JW, 

Name:_ 
Address: 

Postcode 

/ / Computers □ Sped □ Amsi □ C64 □ XL/XE 

Owned: □ Amig □ ST □ PC □ Console 
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NEWS 

GAMES CREATOR SEEKS 
ADVENTURE FANS WITH VISION 
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<T)lsloiuiry T)gmo 

Visionary is the new odvenluftf-creoting system from 
OxxEAegis, lerly demos give you on ideo of the system. 

^>tsiona»*Y ®emo 

Ike adventure is presented graphically, but graphic inter¬ 
action is limited to a few buttons. Text does the rest. 

There's been a revival in the Diy games scene lately, 

with the release of the excellent AD Construction Kit 

from Domark to let you make your own Freescape- 

styJe games and the various extensions and 

improvements to AMOS, Mandarin’s game-orientated 

Basic programming system. But there1* been nothing 

for adventure fans - until now. Visionary is a new* 

game creation system aimed especially at adventure 

gamers and produced by Ox x-Aegis of America, best 

known in this country for the HAM animation and 

paint package Spectmcolour and the sound sampling 

software Audkmamr. Visionary is a simple system 

for putting together your own graphic adventures and 

the nice thing about the system is that it allows 

graphic 'point-and-click' interaction as welt as having 

a powerful text parsing system. Full review soon. 

TURBONUTTER 
MODEM 
Possibly the fastest modem ever to hit the market, ihi> 

is the Supra modem 9600. It has V.32 and V.42 bis 

support, allowing it to transfer data at rales up to 

38,400 BPS. If you want the fastest modem ever, 

phone Surface UK 081 566 6677, 

TROUBLE BUYING PIXEL 3D? 
if you're having any trouble getting hold of a copy of 

Pixel AD. the bitmap-to-3D converter featured in the 

last issue, we recommend that you go to the guys who 

import it Contact Comp-IF Save on 081 848 7398. 

Pixel 30: great for converting bitmap images to 3D. 

SHARP PRINTER PRICES 
If you were fascinated by the DTP feature in the last 

issue and rushed out u> find a Sharp primer like the 

one we used, you should note that the prices we 

quoted for Sharp primers in the feature were actually 

incorrect. Please telephone Silica on 081 309 1111 to 

find oui the correct prices. 

SHARP SCANNER NEWS 
Tins is a real Stop Press, this one, hut wo ve just had 

details through from ASDG in America of their new 

Professional Scanlah U package that will allow you 

to use the Sharp range of scanners from the JX-300 

right up to the JX-650. It provides a full WYSIW YG 

interface on the Amiga 2000 or 3000 for full-colour 

scanning and is compatible with Art Dept Pm (see 

Pages 124-5). For details either phone ASDG 

America on 0101 608 273 6585 or wait till next issue. 

PIRATES STUNG BY FAST SUCCESS 
Continuing their camapaign against piracy, the Federation 

Against Software Theft (FAST) have announced the successful 

prosecution of a computer dealer in the midlands, who was 

copying leisure software in hi* shop. The man received a sen¬ 

tence of three months' imprisonment, 

We've recently heard of many cases of newly-released 

games being sold in pirated versions, and it is this kind of large- 

scale commercial piracy that FAST is out to prevent. During the 

month of June sixteen raids in England and Wales netted a total 

of over 10*000 illegal disks. FAST s only problem may be that 

in some cases they're up against the kind of people who solve 

problems by hitting them over the head with half a brick,. 

NEW PROTEXT ANNOUNCED 

Protent 5; now updated to Version 5.5. The main addition 
ie a thesaurus, but there ore other tweaks too. 

Amor have once again upgraded their top-flight word 

processor PromxL taking it to version 5.5. The major 

improvement is the inclusion of ihe long-awaited and 

much-needed thesaurus. Based on the Collins Packet 

Thesaurus, this will offer writers the choice of 827,(XX) 

alternatives picked from 43.000 head words - cross 

referenced by type and usage. 

Other improvements and fine tuning include an 

option to run the program m a custom screen: 

automatic hyphenation: widow and orphan control; 

analysis of text by word redundancy; viewing of files 

by date and size; and mail-merge linked directly to the 

database Prodata. The spelling checker has also been 

enhanced io catch simple grammatical errors such as 

repeated words ("the the spelling,.,") and lack of 

capital letters at the start of sentences. 

Protext 5.5 will retail at £152,75. with upgrades 

costing £30 from version 5 and £60 from 4,3 or 4,2. 

But is Pretext getting too expensive? Amor's Doug 

Thompson commented, “Since the early days. Protext 

has been the 'writer's choice'. At the expense of fancy 

graphics it offers speed when manipulating even a very 

large document* logical keystrokes* and a wide range 

of other facilities such as allowing the user to modify 

or create printer drivers." Expect a full review soon. 

ProOatah also revamped and improved with the release 
af Version L2, finally gaining pull-dawn menus. 

An upgrade of Prodata ha* also been announced. The 

new version L2 offers enhancements such as pull¬ 

down menus* control from either mouse or keyboard, 

label printing, automatic record numbering and a 

merge database facility. Prodata 1.2 costs £ 99.88. An 

upgrade for t.l users is available for £35.25. 

Amor 0733 68909 

CLEVER CARD 
Here's a sensible idea: you can now buy blank card- 

hoard keyboard overlays and write in your own key 

codes on them. It’s dead useful for remembering the 

key commands of anything from paint programs like 

Deluxe Paint to flight stms like F-/9 Stealth Fighter. 

The overlay* are already cut out and fit neatly over the 

key s: they come in pack* of five for £5 

SilverbmJ 0525 52614 



When You're 

SERIOUS 

About Your 

Get Serious. 

Get To Know Us. 

GOLD DISK - Serious 
Software For The Amiga. 

When it comes to productivity software. Gold Disk can provide everything you need. We are the leaders and we got 
there by providing the most professional produets for the job. If you want to unleash some of the real power of your 

Amiga computer, we can help. If you're ready to get serious, you Ye ready for Gold Disk. 

Professional Page 2.0 
the best gets better 

Desktop Publishing. For everything from a note to a newsletter to advertisements like this, 
Professional Page 2.0 can make your task easier, and your output more professional. 

Outline fonts. Text and graphic rotation. Style tags. Built-in word processor/ spell checker. 
Pantonc and 24-bit colour support. And continual refinement keeps Professional Page on 

top. "...The best all round workhorse has got to be Pro Page 2.0. It’s solid and totally 
trouble free.” - Amiga Format 3/91. 

ShowMaker 
the complete desktop vlc/eo solution 

ShowMaker makes it easy to create exciting video productions right on the desktop. 
Whether you simply need to sequence animations, or you need to integrate full motion 

video with Toaster effects and MIDI, ShowMaker can make you a professional. And it's 
PAL compatible. "For independent producers, ShowMaker is a big step forward.” - 

Television Broadcast magazine 7/90. 

HyperBook 
free-form personal information manager 

HyperBook is the ultimate Amiga tool for quickly and easily managing information and 
creating interactive presentations. Simply by pointing and clicking you can create 
applications like personalized appointment calenders, business presentations with 
interactive charts and graphs, and free-form educational teaching "books11* "Value: 

Excellent* Nothing else on the market comes close.” - Amiga Format 4/91. 

Gold Disk Office 
complete integrated business package 

Gold Disk Office is everything you need to succeed in business or set up a great home 
office: Powerful Spreadsheet, Graphing program. Database, Word Processor with 

English Spell Checker, and Desktop Publishing program. All the programs in Gold 
Disk Office are designed to work together and take full advantage of the Amiga's 

l powerful multitasking. "...A package of five separate and powerful business 
• programs that are as easy to use as they are to buy.” - Amiga World 2/91. 

These are fust four of a complete and growing fine of professional grade 
software from Gold Disk. Also took for The Advantage spreadsheet, 
MediaShow presentation package, PageSetter home publisher, 
TransWrite high performance word processor. Gold Disk Type outline 
fonts, and others. 

If your dealer doesn't hove the Gold Disk product you 
need, tell him to contact these authorized distributors: 

GOLD DISK 

Has 

Everything 

You Need. 

PCentresoft/IBD 021 625 3388 
HBM 0753 686000 
SDL 081 300 3399 

GOLD DISK 
This document produced with Professional Page 2.0 



30.49 3.99 12.99 

Xh 
~{ iK 

KIND WORDS 2 

WHEELS OF FIRE WINGS 11 MEG} 

6.99 10.99 

JINXTER PAWN 

3.99 3.99 

CUTE 

9.49 

EYE OF TORUS 

3.99 

Amiga Software 
30 CONSTRUCTION KIT 
3D POOL 
*D SPORTS POKING 
4D SPORTS DRIVING . 
A10 TANK KILLER (l MEG) 
AFHIKA CORPS ..... 
AFTERPURNER . 
ALCATRAZ 
AMNIOS +m 
AMOS) GAME $ CREATOR I 
AMOS 3D 
AMOS COMPILER 
APS. 
AQU AVENTURA 
ARKANCMD 2 
ARMOUR-GEDOON 
ATOMIC ROBOKlD 
ATOMINO 
AWESOME I WI TH T-SHIRT) 
BSSJANE SEYMOUR 
BAAL 
BALLYHOO (INFOCOM;. 
SANDIT KINGS OF ANCIENT CHINA 
BARDS TALE 3 
BARDS TALE 3 
BATMAN - CAPEDCRUSAOEP 
BATTLE OF BRITAIN 
battle squadron 
battlechess 2 
SATTLESCAPES 
i BORODINO A ARMADA I 
BEAST 2 (WITH T 
BEAST BUSTERS 
Betrayal 
BJLLY THE kid 
B^DSOFRREYii MEG' 
Black lam** 
blade warrior 
blood moms* 
BLUE MAX 
BOWSE* MISSION DISK 
BuDC-AN 
CADAVC» 
CAPTIVE 
CARDN-L O- ”-E kremlin 
CARR.Efi COMMAND 
CASHBOO. COV&C CASHBOOK 
CONTFtOLtiP i FjnAl ACCOUNTS) 
CENTURION DEFENDER 0* *OM£ 
CHAMPIONS C-F KRVNN 1 MEG 
CHAOSSTRjkES B*Ck i */EG' 
CHASE HOI 
CHRONOOUES" 2 
CHUCK ROCK 
COHORT ■ FIGHTING FQ* «DM£ 
CONFLICT EUROPE 
CORPORATION 
Corporation mjSS-On Disk 
CORRUPTION iM SCROtLS' 
CRACK DOWN 
CRICKET [1 MEG? 
CRUISE FOR A CORPSE 
crystals OF ARbore A 
CURSE OF THE 
AZURE BOND it MEGi OS11 
CUTTHROATS iiNFOCOMi 
DAMOCLES 
DAMOCLES - MISSION DISXS t 4 2 
DAS BOCT <5U& SIM i 
DEATH KNIGHTS OF 
KRYNNit MiG' iSSL' 
DEFENDER OF THE CROWN 
DEJA VU 2 
DELUXE MUSIC CONSTR SET 
DELUXE PA^NT 3 
DEMON’*,* 
DEUTEROS 
DEVPAC V2iASSEMBLER. 
OGCALC SPREADSHEET. 
DISNEY ANiHitATiON STUDIO 
DRAGON SPEED 
dragon spirt 
ORAKKttEN 
DRILLER 
DUNGEON MASTER H MiG 

31 BP 
7*0 

17 *9 
17*9 
22.99 
10 99 

>599 
I? 40 
30*9 
20 99 
10 49 
699 

17 49 
6 99 

T7 49 
799 

1? 49 
15 49 
16 99 
399 
7 99 

21 99 
8 49 

17 *9 
699 

1999 
7 99 

17*9 

199 
1?99 
17*9 
1999 
169 
1999 
099 

17*9 
6*9 

1999 
7 69 
6*9 

1699 
1699 
1699 
7*9 

45 09 
1699 
ifl 99 
1699 
16 S 
699 
'6*9 
099 

tfi 99 
19 99 

10 09 
7*9 

*5 99 
39 99 
19 99 
17*9 
*9 99 
26 99 

699 
•099 

DYNASTY WARS 6*9 
E‘MOT ION 6*9 
ECO PHANTOMS 16 99 
ELITE 9*9 
ELVIRA-MISTRESS OF 
THE DARK 11 MEG) 20 99 
ENCHANTER 7 *9 
EPIC 16 99 
EYE OF HQRUS 3 09 
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER 11 MEGl 1999 
F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2 (1 MEG) 22 99 
Fie FALCON 12 99 
F16 FALCON MISSION DISK 2 9 99 
F I® INTERCEPTOR 8*9 
FI 9 STEALTH FIGHTER 19 9» 
F29 RETALIATOR 16 09 
FERRARI FORMULA 1 $ *9 
FIRE AND BRIMSTONE 1*99 
FISH' iM, SCROLLS I 399 
FISTS OF FURY |DYNAMITE DUX 
NINJA WARRIORS SHiNQBi 
DOUBLE DRAGON 2) 
FLAMES OF FREEDOM 
FLIGHT OF THE INTRUDER 
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 2 
FORGOTTEN WORLDS 
FRENETIC 
FUN SCHOOL 2 12-6 6*6 OR 8*) 
FUN SCHOOL 3 12^5. 5-7 OR 7*1 
GAUNTLET 2 
GAUNTLET 3 
GETTYSBURG i&Su 
GFA 0ASC V3 C COMPILER 
GFA BASIC V3 0 INTERPRETER 
GHETOHIS KHANN 
GOOS 

19« 
22 99 
22 99 
23 99 
699 

1399 
1299 
1599 
699 

17*9 
999 

25 99 
37 09 
21 99 
1699 

GOLF WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD 6 99 
699 
699 

1699 
399 
699 
7 09 

10 99 
T0S9 
1699 
16 *9 

7 49 

GRAND PRl* CIRCUIT 
GRAVITY 
GREG NORMAN S GOL*7 
GUILD OF THIEVES iM SCROLL! 
HARD DRlVlN 
HARD DRlVlN 2 
HARLEY DAVIDSON 
harpoon 
«ERO S QUEST iGREMUNI 
HILL STREET BLUES 
HITCH HIKERS GUIDE 
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION 
iROBOCQP OHOST0USTERS 2 
INDIANA JONES BATMAN MOVIE) 10 09 
HOME ACCOUNTS (DIGITA) 
HOUND OF SHADOW 
HUNTER 
HYBRlS 
IK+ 

20 99 
6*9 

1999 
2 99 
699 

16 99 
7 90 

16 90 
39 

IMMORTAL 11 MEG) 
INDIANA JONES ADVENTURE 
INDIANAPOLIS 500 
INTERPHASE 
'T TAME FROM THE DESERT |- MEGl 10 90 
CF1DANT HEADS DISK 11 MEG) .10 90 
- N'CKLAUS GOLF 16 90 
. NCKiAuS UNLIMITED GOLF 
L COURSE DESIGN H MEG) 20.90 
. NCKLAuSVOl 1 COURSES 9 40 
/ NlCKLAUS VOL2 
'%*ERNA’'ONAl COURSES 049 
J NC- LAUS VOL3 
OAMP'QNSh o COURSES 1090 
jAMES pqnc 

J€T (SUBlOGiV 
JiN*7f n ,vi$CR0a*S 
JUDGE DREDv 

KE y$ OF VARAMCy* * MEG 
Kick off 
*Ot OFF 2 

KICK OFF 2 O-AN-S Of eIrOPE 
KOLOFT 2 «E*vRN *DE*TOP£ 
KICK Off 2 WINNING 'ACTCS 

Too gloves 
KILLING GAME STOW1 
KiNO ‘WORDS 2 w PFCCESSO** 
KINGS BOuVY 

0*9 
9 49 

17 *9 

KINDS QUEST 5 [1 MEG) 26.4* 
KlA* 130? 
KNIOHTS of LEGEND .19 99 
LAST NiNjA 2 . 6 90 
LEISURE $U<T LARRY 3 0 MEGl ...12 09 
LEMMINGS .,.16 09 
LOMBARD RAC RALLY ... 6 90 
LORD OF THE RINGS .10 99 
LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO CHALLENGE 1699 
MAGNETIC SCROLLS COLLECTION 
VOL 1 (GUILD OF THIEVES FISH 
AND CORRUPTION Hi MEG) ... 19 39 
MANCHESTER UNITED - EUROPE 36 *9 
MEGATRAVELLER 1 (1 MEG) 
MENACE 
MERCENARY 
MERCHANT COLONY 
MERCS 
METAL MUTANT 
MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE 
MIDWINTER 
MiG 29 FULCRUM 
MONOPOLY 
MOON BASE 
MOONSHINE RACERS 
NAM 1965-75 
NEBULUS 2 
NEVER M1N0 
N«GHT SHIFT 
OPERATION STEALTH 
OPERATION WOLF 
overrun i i megh&si) 
PANG 
PAWN IM. SC POL LSI 
PGA GOLF TOUR 
plane ttall 
PLAYER MANAGER 

. 1990 
5 49 

.. 7 99 
, 1949 

17 *9 
1? *9 

1690 
6 40 
70S 

17 40 
6 99 

19 99 
16 99 
399 

16 99 
7*9 
700 

POOL OF RADIANCE ll MEGltSSU 19 90 
POPULOUS 4 SIM CITY 
POWER UP iChaSE h o 
TuRRlCAlY x-out altered 

■BEAST RAINBOW ISLANDS) 
POWERDR1FT 
POWERDROME 
PQWERMONGER 
pOwermonger DATA DISK i 
PQW£RWOfl*S iMAXiPiAN PLUS 
SPREADSHEET KINO WORDS 2 4 
INFOFILE DATABASE) 
PRINCE OF PERSIA 11 MEG) 
PRO TENNiS TOUR 2 
projectvle 
PfiOTEXt W PROCESSOR V5 
OUESTRON 2 (SSI) 
R.TYPE 
fl-TYPE 2 . 
RAILROAD TYCOON 11 MEGl 
RAINBOW COLLECTION 'BUBBLE 
bobble. RAINBOW ISLANDS 6 
NEW ZEALAND STORYi 
R&l BASEBALL 2 
RENEGADE LEGION 
INTERCEPTOR iSSi). . 
RICK DANGEROUS 
RISE OF THE DRAGON <1 MEG) 
ROBOCOP 
RO&0C0P2 L. 
ROCKET RANGER , 
RQ&KES DRIFT.,. 

169 

1990 
309 
6*9 

1999 
li *9 

37 09 
1609 
16 09 
8*9 

92 99 
6*9 
699 

16 99 
22 09 

1* *9 
1099 

22 09 
609 

26*9 
15*9 
1609 
7*9 

1599 
RULES OF ENGAGEMENTMEGl 17*9 
STUN RUNNER 
SEARCH FOR THE KING 
SEASTAiKERi'NFDCOMi 
SECRET Of MONKEY 
SlANDH MEGl 

SECRET OF the 
S-lvER Blade ;1 MEG6 . 
SHADOW DANCER 
Shadow of th* BEast 

EN7SERVCE2 i MEG: 
kwQRm 
t City 6 POPULOUS 
i City anCi£nT Ct€S 
i City FUTURE WORLDS 

1*99 
20*9 
300 

17*9 

20*9 
17*9 
709 

17*0 
16 00 
22*9 
6*9 

SINBAD 7*0 
SKVCHASE Mi 
£KYFOX * 00 
STOCK ER 
SORCERER 

17 40 
7*0 

space harrier; 4 00 
space quest 3 ^erpa 2849 
SPACE QUEST 4 (1 U£G' i £PRA’ 26 40 
SPACE ROGUE 10 00 
space noGue 1000 
SPEEDBAU 740 
SPEEDBAli.,2 1800 
SPELLBOUND 300 
SPINDI2ZY 2 800 
SPY WHO LOVED Vt 18 00 
STAR-CROSS .TNFOCQM1 390 
STARFLHjH" 6*0 
STARFLIGHT 2 17*0 
STARGLIOEP l 600 
STSLLAR 7 ,1 U£(3a. 17 00 
STQRM ACROSS SS-H 20*0 
SUPER CARS 2 I 15 90 
SUPER HANG ON , 600 
SU P= R MONACO SPA*. Dpe * 17*0 
SURE ABASE PtA»C%*. 2 75 90 
SUPERPUUi n VE3SPaE*3$HSET 75 90 
SUPREMACY 1000 
SWAP 17*0 
Switchblade j : 1590 
£WTV 1700 
SWQRD OF SO1-AN 009 
TEAMSuZuk 1690 
team Yankee 1090 
TENTACLE 
TcSTORE'S 2 COLLECTION* 

17 40 

(TESTRIVE Of^k 10*0 
TETRIS 11*0 
THE WE PARK l/Y5"E*Y 5*9 
three stooges c SEIM ware 7*0 
TXUNDERSPDS *09 
THUNDERjAWS 16 00 
TIME. 6 MAGhx (LEVEL Bf . 11 00 
TIMES OF LOPE 6tt0 
TOYOTA CELKC* 0t °AL|> 
TRAD VOL 2 MENACE. 

18 00 

SAA-, TgTRlSk 7 00 
TRIAD VOL 3 SPEEDflAl- BLOOD 
MONEY ROCX£TRa\’GER‘ 1509 
TURBO CUP .. *99 
TuRRfCAt* 7*0 
TURRICAN2 15*9 
TV SPORTS ,!U.$) FDQ7B*l. 7*0 
TV SPORTS BASKETBALL n 99 
ULTIMA 5 
universal military 

20 *0 

SIMULATOR 211 ME G) 20*9 
VENUS - THE Fly trap 
VIRTUAL WORLDS (TOTAL 

609 

ECLIPSE, DRILLER. CASTLE 
MASTER THE CRYPT( 1990 
VIRUS 4 99 
VIZ 14 49 
WAR ZONE 13 90 
WARHEAD 6 90 
WARLORDS (1 MEG) 17*9 
WATERLOO 7 *9 
WHEELS OF FIRE (HARD DRlVlN 
POWERDRiFT chase H Q 
TURBO OUTRUN! 6 90 
WINGS 11 MEGl (CINEMAWARE . 10 00 
WINNING TEAM (VINDICATORS 
ESCAPE FT POT ROBOT 
MONSTERS. APB KLAX.) 19 09 
WlSH&RlNGER 7 *0 
WiZZBALL 6 09 
WONDERLAND n MEG) 10 99 
WORDWORTh (WORD 
PROCE 5SQR ■ 11 MEG ■ 70 99 
WORKBENCH 1 3 i*0» 
WRATH OF T«E DEMON 4 9 *9 
xENCMOPPh 4 *9 
X£NQ4*2 M£GAfl^*$T ’*9 
XYBOTS * 99 
ZAK MACKRAKSn ' 99 
20PK 1 7*0 

ZOPK 3 ‘ R 

AMIGA A59Q 20 MEG HARD DISK (AUTOBOOT, 
SOCKETS FOR 2 MEG OF RAM SCSI 

; INTERFACE FOR PERIPHERALS . 269.99 

29 99 

.999 
399 
.3 99 
12 99 

COMPETITION PRO EXTRA 
CLEAR AUTOf IRE 

QUICKSHQT 13OF 
PYTHON JOYSTICK. 

9.99 
OUICKSHOT 13BF 

MAVERICK 1 JOYSTICK 

13*99 

OUICKJOY TOP STAR 
JOYSTICK 

19.99 
QUCKSHOT STARFKjHTER 
remote with two infa- 

RED JOYPADS 

29.99 

JOYSTICK 

13.49 

AMIGA SCI RAM EXPANSION TO 1 MEG 
(GENUINE ITEM WITH CLOCK , 
FREE BART SIMPSON GAME 

64.99 

ROCTEC AMIGA RAM UPGRADE 
(TO 1 MEG) WITH CLOCK . 

' AMIGA TO SCART LEAD IGIVES MONITOR 
DUALITY ON TV WITH SCART/RGB INPUT) 

| DUST COVER FOR AMIGA (CLEAR PVC} 
MOUSE MAT ....... 
ROCTEC MOUSE FOR AMIGA 

ROCTEC 35' EXTERNAL 
AMIGA DISK DRIVE 

53,99 

DELUXE 
DISK BOX 
(M CAPACITY^ 
LOCKA9LE 

9,99 

3,5* DISK HEAD CLEANER 2 99 
DISK BOX 3 5'110 Ca= 1 50 

OtSK BOX (40 CAP I LOCKABLE 6 99 
J DISK BOX ISO CAP LOCKABlE @ 49 

^ DISK BOX i t DO CAP .OCKABlE 9 99 

SONY 3.5" DS/OD 
DISK - LABEL 
59p each or 

21.99 for 50 

59p each or 
21.99 for 50 



%fae£'ia,t Receive 
* Games C(u6 

Gameboy 69.99 
Tetris, batteries 
stereo headphones , two player lead 
FREE Special Reserve membership 
FREE Shockware Gameboy 

The Gameboy s high resolution mono screen 
and superb software provide brilliant playability, 
and the batteries last very well. Just the thing to 
take to school with your Walkman in the second 
pouch f Yeah - Mondoto the Maxi Iff! 

ALLEYWAY 
BALLOON *10 
BUGS BUNN* 
BuRAl FIGHTER DELUXE 
CHESSMASTER 
DOUBLE DRAGON 
OB MARIO 
FORMULA l RACE <WlTH F 
MAYE R ADAPTOR! 
GARGOYLES QUEST 
GOLF 
HYPERLODE RUNNER 
KING OF THE ZOO 

15 99 KW1RK .. 1609 
16 99 NINTENDO WORLD CUP 1699 
1999 QIX 16 99 
IS 99 radar mission 16 99 
16 99 revenge of gator 16 99 
16 99 SIDE POCKET 16 99 
IS 99 SOLAR STRIKER 16 99 

in EPIDERMAL 16 99 
24 99 SUPER MARIO LAND 16 99 
16 99 TEENAGE KERO TURTLES 18 99 
16 99 TENUIS 16 99 
16 99 WIZARDS AND WARRIORS 16 99 
16 99 HOLSTERS AND BE LT i SMQWN) TOT 

I Game Gear 
FREE Special 

I Reserve membership 
■ FREE Mains adaptor (essential) 

99.99 

Order early, shortages are expected 

COLUMNS .16 99 
DRAGON CRYSTAL 19 99 
G-LOC.19.99 
GOLDEN AXE 19 99 
MICKEY MOUSE 19 99 

PSYCHIC WORLD .16.99 
SHINOBI.19.99 
SUPER MONACO GP 16.99 
WONDER BOY .16 99 
Mains adaptor .14.99 

COMMODORE CDTV 
Remote Control Pad 
Hutchinsons Encyclopedia CD 
Lemmings on CD 
FREE3.5" Roclec Disk 
Drive allowing use of Amiga games 
FREE Special Reserve Membership 

599.99 
A BUN FOR BARNEY 
ADVANCED MILITARY SYSTEMS SERIES 
ALL DOGS GO TO HEAVEN 
AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY 
ANIMALS IN MOTION 
ANIMATED COLOURING BOOK 
BARNEY BEAR GOES TO SCHOOL 
BASKETBALL 
SATTLESTORM 
CASE OF THE CAUTiOUS CONDOR 
CINDERELLA . .. .. 
CLASSIC BOARD GAMES 
COMPLETE WORKS Of 
^i-akESPEaRE 
DEFENDER OF THE CROWN 
DINOSAUR FOR HIRE 
OR WELLMAN 
FT6 FALCON . 
FRUITS VEGETABLES AND HERBS 

34 49 FUN SCHOOL 3 12-5 YRSI 
29 49 GARDEN PLANTS 
34 49 HEATHER HITS HOME 
49 49 HORSE RACING 
19.99 HOUND OF THE BASKERVlLLES 
19 49 ILLUSTRATED HOLY BIBLE 
29.49 INDOOR PLANTS 
29 49 INDOOR SPORTS 
29 49 LTV ENGLISH 
34 49 MANY ROADS TO MURDIR 
39 49 MIND RUN 
34 49 MOVING STOMACH ACHE 

MUD PUDDLE 
34 49 MUSIC MAKER 
29.49 MY FAINT 
16 49 Nl'NJA HIGHSCHOOL COMIX 
S4 49 OUR HOUSE 
49.49 PAPER BAG PRINCESS 
34 49 PSYCHO KILLER 

24.49 
34 49 
39.49 
2949 
19,99 
34.49 
34 49 
29 49 
34.49 
29 49 
29.49 
3949 
34 49 
34 49 
29 49 
16 49 
34 49 
34 49 
19 99 

SCARY POEMS FOR ROTTEN KIDS 
SHERLOCK HOLMES . 
SIM CITY . . 
TAl £ OF BE N JAM IN BUNNY 
THE NEW BASICS ELECTRIC 
COOKBOOK. . 
THE TALE Of PETER RABBIT 
THOMAS' SNOWSUIT 
TIME TABLE Of 
BUSINESS POLITICS . 
TIME TABLE OF 
SCIENCE 4 INNOVATION...,. 
TOWN WITH NO N AME 
TREES AND SHRUBS 
WOMEN IN MOTION 
WORLD VISTA ATLAS 
WRATH OF THE DEMON 
XENON 2. MEGABLAST 

39.49 
.29.99 
29 49 
.39.49 

,39.49 
39 49 
34 49 

39 49 

39 49 
19 99 
34 49 
1999 
54 49 
23 99 
29 49 

i 
nr- * MW 

wL 

399.99 
Amiga 
A500 
Cartoon 
Pack 

tit i « I I III pWB II .IT /» * If t ? I I 1 * * III M 1 'Hitt 

299.99 
Amiga 
A500 
Computer 

Cybertoon 

7F7V 
i m 1 ± V Don't miss it 

Biggest and Best. 
Huge catalogue. Huge discounts. 

Huge stocks. Huge staff. 
Huge membership. 

Biggest Value, Best Service 
No obligation to buy 

Free Colour Catalogue 
Just phone our sales team on 

0279 600204 
Open to 8pm Weekdays 
and to 5pm Weekends 

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP 
UK £6.00 EEC E8.00 WORLD £10.00 

We only supply member* but you can order a* you join. 

xs costs £14.99 extra but 
LU3 saves you up to £120 

Annual subscription to KS NRG is just £14,99 lor 
Special Reserve members only The price includes: 
6 demonstration disks of pre release or lalest lilies. 
$ sets of £20 money-aft coupons, redeemable 
against lop items bought from Special Reserve. 
6 issues of XS NRG colour review magazine for 
Amiga. ST and PC users. Each issue is packed with 
reviews of new games (and some of the best older 
ones) and utilities. There's more about the NRG street 
gang plus cheal modes, bulletin board and club 
letters. You get more from the club with XS NRG 
That's 18 reasons lo buy XS NRG.hares two more: 

We ll give you XS NRG PLUS all lot £29.99. 
XS NRG + disks + coupons 4 Populous + Smt Cffy 

Enter XS NRG and pay El 4,99 
Or enier XS NRG PLUS a! E29.99 
These offers apply to UK <ytfy Spectad 
Reserve membership ns not included 

INEVITABLY, SOME GAMES SHOWN 

MAY NOT YET BE RELEASED 
intfw -MedUrtei Ltd Ht|liWrid Office 

2 South Block, the ttafengs. 

Sewbridgaworih Harts CM21 SPG. 

WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT *0 J CAS ORDER rCHJ JOIN 
THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50p PE* &AVf : *. ’t.f s-'.I sFr ‘ ROEAS 

l PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS! _ 
AMFQRM14 I 

Name 

Address 

.Poswode 

Telephone . WaCheOttyp* 

Enter number ■ ? app»c*Die) or 

Membersh-c -ee Efi UK. £fl EEC, £10 Wand 

itpm 

S£CL 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE A VAT £ 

1 MEG RAM. LEMMINGS. THE SIMPSONS. 
CAPTAIN PLANET. DELUXE PAINT 3 
FREE KIND WORDS 2 0 WORD PROCESSOR 
FREE INFOFILE DATABASE 
FREE MAXIPLAN PLUS SPREADSHEET 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP 

LEMMINGS, CAPTAIN PLANET 
MOUSE. TV MODULATOR 
FREE PHOTON PAINT 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP 

! Cheque P Q Access Wastercard/Switch/Visa 

Credit card eijxry dale_Switch Issue Number_ 

j Cheques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE 
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH j 

Overseas Orders: EEC software orders ■ no extra charge 
World software orders please add £ i 00 per item 

Noivsoftware items please add 10% EEC or 25% World, 
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card. 



AMIGA 1Mb CARTOON CLASSICS PACK 
This Great New Pack from Commodore often everything 

for AIL THE FAMILY, A Great Computer with some 
Brilliant Gamet Teetering the latest CARTOON HITS... 

AMIGA A500* COMPUTER with 
{C&mpfeJ& witti Mouse, leads. Manuals etc as itsteti ' below) 

AMIGA TM» SCHEINGEMS PACK 

Std Amiga A50Q* 6 AS01 1 Mb.RAM upgrade 

Back to Hie Future II 

Shadow ol Hit Boast II 
Days ol Thunder 
Nighlbreed A Deluxe Paint It 

***■ £372” 

% 
*4 

A 

£310 AMIGA 0 5Mb 'STAND ALONE' PACK 

Standard Amiga A500' without any software package 
AMIGA 1Mb STAND ALONE PACK (Inc A501) £349 

Std Amiga A5CKT without software but with CBM A501 0,5Mb u/g to 1 Mb 

AMIGA CUSS OF THE PACK 
Std Amiga AMO' S CBM A50I 1Mb RAM u g 

|Endq5dfrtft?HatrtmAi 
Talking 

BBC Er 
AssoSor Deluii MatW 

Of Primary Educiffon Delun Print II SBC Emvlftef 
, .iLrteo^ liftoff I ■ (OB sib l lUCBMOltfcj 

MUS|C Moat* Mouse Mai 

iueNtt®0 Aiwlietogo Rttourcp Fife 

nu locYinologY + 

The supreme Amiga pack for Business, 
Home, Education aid Leisure Includes: 
Centre! Preceding Unit (CPU)., 
!mb. RAM, two 3.5* Floppy Disk Drives and 

eight Expansion Slots that will take all Amiga 
2000 Peripherals The HEART of your system 

Keyboard and Mouse 

Piug-m Keyboard with a Numeric Key Pad. 
A Cursor Keys Two Button Amiga Mouse. 

£469’ 
pUt ft*™ 

THE WORKS: Fully Inlegrated Word 
Processor. Spread shed, 4 Delibes 

DELUXE PUNT M ■ Thf Hnr One I' 

THEIR FINEST HOUR - Tht tiltts ol 
Brill i n POPULOUS The PMMHl 
Lands. SIMCUT Terrim Editor, 
led BATTLE CHESS - JO Animaled’ 

AMIGA 15D0 CPU,KEYBOARD (As detailed 

AMIGA 1500 (As detailed) ♦ 1084S Monitor 

AMIGA 1500 (As detailed) * CM8833.il 

* STANDARD AMIGA A5QG" 
All our Amiga Packs lie Genuine UK Spec, 
with me following standard itemsAaatures 

Amiga ASM Compiri*f51?K RAM Wart 
beach System i Extras Disks. Fell aet of 
Amiga Manuels 4096 Col nun. Bui II I* 

Speech Syntktsil All Connnclirnj Leads. 
t m Infernal Disk Drum •elll-in TV 

Modulator KicAllan 13. Amiga Menu 
RAil111 Tasking. NoltpeS i«tf Id use bilk 

w»rs Pmees**r Stem Sound 

rtntsismf Jiurwnum rndtawiMn 
mot- or our «c*s fonttin EVEN MORE*1’ 

AMIGA CARTOON CLASSICS 

+ CMSB33 Mk II MONITOR 

including Hie neoessaiy leads and dusi 
covers for both Amiga and Monitor £615 

AMIGA CARTOON CLASSICS 

+ CM8G33 Mfc II MONITOR 

4 STAR LC 200 COLOUR PRINTER 

Including " « netes-sary leads, and dusl 
covert tor Amiga, Monitor A Printer £815 

OTHER AMIGA PACKS ALSO 

AVAILABLE - Phone us tot details. 

BUY 1 SORCERORS PACK WITH ANY OF MERLINS AMIGAS 

AND SAVE EVEN MORE WITH SOME GREAT PRICES"1 

teliwie #r 

1m * drift Li^, 

SOHCtRORS PACK 2 
3«axftiisf ncm 

-A VV •• W rt.P v*.l> >1 
■ : RWRJt ^dJC* 
mwan THUffiHL 

£25 

SORCLRORS PACK 3 
Sorwron PtSH i 1 2 TBifDw 
YUI$ rear (MU Man In* 
from Htriiai SdUn Stlttlior 

g% m t* m-§sof&i9»e 
V dh SorlwJXvJ.M? 
*-"W driferwiTfoaff 

REGISTERED 
DEALER 

M I Ml lll I 111 
LC 10 HONDO £159 
9 Pm Dot Main*. 240 * 240dpi, 120/25cps 

LC 24/10 MONO O £205 
24 Pin Dot Matrix. 360 x 36Gdp*. lEHMcps 

LC 200 COLOUR Q UAL Wi ML £199 
With a FREE Dust Cover OR Printer StandM! 
9 Pin Dot Matrix. 240 * 240d pi. IBSrtOcps 

LC 24/200 MONO 0 £249 
24 Pm Dot Matrix. 360 x 360dpi. 12?CL55cps 

LC 24^00 COLOUR 0 £CALL 
9 Pin Dpi Matrix. 240 x 240dpi. 120/25cps 

KB 2410 COLOUR 0 £379 
. 360 x 360dEH. 240mps. 

This is a true business machine capable ol 
printing true letter quality ai 46pin. huge 27K 
butler exp to 107K, with I£m1h on site maim 

LASERPRINTER 4 STAHSCRIPT 0 £1189 
Specification as Laserprmter 4, with an addrton of Stars Postscript, 2Mb Memoiy. 

14*35 fonts Apple Talk interlace , lyrs on site maintenance. 

LASERPRINTER 6* tellable 1c order EPhoiti tor full details 

LASERPRINTER 4Q £999 
Fully HP-1 IP £ Epson compatible, 

300dpi. 1Mb memory (expandable 24 Pin Dm Matrix, 

to 5Mb i senal/paraUel. 14 fonts, 
RISC processor, full lyrs on sfte 

1200* MONO 0 £139 
9 Pin Dot Matrix. 240 x 240 dpi. lifltfScos 

124D MONO MzxznnEzmuQb 
24 Pm Dot Matrix, hitr’.TL'JM 
360 * 360 dpi cpsTr'ilu ■ £JI 
SWIFT 9 MONO £199 
9 Pm Dot Matrix. 240 x 240 dpi. 160/40cps 
SWIFT 9 COLOUR £219 
9 Pm Dot Matrix, 240 x 240 dpi. 12Q/25cps 
SWIFT 24 MONO £2B9 
24 Pm Dot Matrix. 240 x 240 dpi, t2tt?5eps 
SWIFT 24 COLOUR £309 
24 Pin Dot Matrix, 240 x 240 dpi. I20£5cps 

Merlin Express are Citizen 

Authorised Dealers.. 

Prwrtj 
carry e rut 

FREE PRINTER 
STARTUP PACK 

W«i H Cauens except the 1200* 
you get 200SMS ContM Paper. 

5 Com EfttfopH. tOO Cert 
Address Laws i Printer Dtw 
Ott 1 Came for Am^a Hffllf 

i WTTH EVERY PRINTER < Marked 0 thysi from MENU 
LEAD FROM YOUR PRINTER TO YOUR AMIGA " 

MERLIN WORD PROCESSOR AND PRINTER SUNDRIES PACKAGE!!! 

a MOf DtWJTT tmcx 

*™™ wiiton* 
-i 1 UUIVEHML t NAT 

miHTfN S1MD VMQ*n****t 
Jkl-SFHf HOHOfllMDtt NfiOtfWtMlwt 

A PIN PAL ,.HIMVrt 

.V MBS HE ITS OF llii 5 PUUN 

U SSM MICRO POliID FM 

f010 CONItwuous PAPlft 

£99 99 

COMMODORE A590 HARO DISK DRIVE 
.., 20Mb Std Unpopulated £279 

«... 20Mb Populated to 1Mb £329 

, 20Mb Populated to 2Mb. £369 

COMMODORE 1011 3.r 2nd DRIVE 
ForallAmigas 5001000/ £79 95 
1500.7000. 8S0K Formatted Capacity. 
No external power supply required 

CUM ANA 3 5-CAX 354 DRIVES-* 95 
Enable/Disabie switch. Throughpon. 

MERLIN 3.5- DISK DRIVE £59 95 
3. S’ Second Disk Drive. Enabte/Drsabie 
Switch. Slim Design, S60K Formatted 
Capacity, No external power supply is 
needed. Througbport. THIS IS ONE OF 
OUR BEST SELLERS & GREAT VALUE ! 

COMMODORE 1352 MOUSE £39.95 
Commodores Own111 

nakSHA MOUSE £29.95 
Amiga/$T switchabie, high resolution 

28£Wpi. no additional moow drivers 
required, includes mouse holder and 
mouse mat E. A Discount voucher"I 

COMMODORE A501 0 5Mb £49 95 
OFFICIAL AMIGA RAM UPGRADE 

MIDI MASTER INTERFACE £29-95 
1 Through Port, 1 In 4 3 Dul 

RENDALE 6BQ2 GENLOCK £189.95 
Semi professional Genlock device. Now 
you can mix both video and computer 
sources ideal tilling to high standards. 

NAKSHA A5DD HANG HELD SCANNER 
Corning soon' Look out for this one! 1! 

PHILIPS CM 8833,11 
1*' 5(mo WrifiiiTi Rwoltilioti 

Cetaur Momtcr with Giw 
Sc,w Swiati MID FREE LEAD 

£244’ 
COMMODORE 1064S 
14'Stereo Med Res £259 99 

UfiiY.Monitor Stand £12.96 
Monitor Oust Cover £5.96 

AV730D TV Tunnr r7i,9S 

Ttlt-'Swfvcl Stand £14.96 
(Only fils Ph*ps CM8833 Mki"!) 

GODS The Brtraap Bros at Uwir twsl' GfstK Gods tum« agaiMi rnctn3tffs-MP(!:Ti S5rrp) 
TONI Great PUdorm Arcade Game 300 screens in tamastic cartoon style1 (E24.Wrcpi 
EYE OF T HE BE HD LO ER Dungeon Master style game Great otapfua1 (£30 Wrr pi 
PGA GOLF TOUR or me mosneaiisisc port sjmuuuwrs irour-d' C£?S 99rrpi 
TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES A tevomne every r£29S3npi 
DUCK TALES Become Tht Rclwst Due* World r a ijlcii* i£2SS3ftpi 
R0B0C0P llBaMoemfiiflitfihesanktnanic wehmetant icHniii ^SJ-tpi 
Fig STEALTH FIGHTER iargii ew f«! tws is TW SiMUUTO*1 ,£jg ggrm 
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION J GAMES N mi Batw Rodeccc *. m 9*^ 

SERIOUS SOFTWARE Y- . rtl 
FUN SCHOOLS S-Ttot?iom 
SUPf RiASE PERSONA! 2 m 
DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO 
photon paint II tor-m 
PEN PAL Wvi i< xnxr «*r tcacast 5v&-r 

aw*ww yewMwga mifrTs 

ft! » 
fti» 
£3t 90 
fll.M 
Til.9* 
ETI 99 
£1199 
£13 99 
£13 99 

tns 

£19 99 
0199 
£11 91 
mm 
mm 

iSMSMUH 

GREAT VAtUI, THATS THI MAGIC OF MERLIN 

w rxau <* mwr a mmtrm 
met mu or momtu mmu 
WEW HMl ELECTMC COOX tDCM 
nu awt* wtTiaius 
AL HOC* CO to HEAH1E Metro EnyH 
CUtli-L BDAXD [kUAE 1 
jkmftam omnai khohmt 
cOtfiPifTr wDfua H [Mjuuwui 

rwScMOOiJiNfftin 
“ij*i 

» Ml 
■An r ■ ' 

TM»JU*S»Wt$ 
regns. worrAiLis i remi 
nouno Of thi lAsxiRviiirs 

tM Mm Kt Mk ivaUMi to COTV un EXew OWt "Wipe jp JfH -on' 1ST DM EMm 
EHJIWEDN MASTFR JQUtlT > 
ROCKET UKIA TUUi rh* Fly Trt# 

Erf OP fHf flHOAMR 
dip i not n or mt cimm 
cohort rwwViliH 
tim) iHMiihM 

AIL Merlin Prices Include VAT @ 17.5% 

Jit! I»(iee>«t Ait » Htflr Oreti UeiiiM Hixi reap attest vm 
Cit4. if, itai ■ ibMit/pveiftl «r«ti *nh yeer rea<iie*«nl lelalls 
ftkiieii nti tiinini eiim liner at ‘ li>k/iaiiai*| lecieiy 
Si fBer faihillp 

Iain Hint ere teiHkbtf er lUEE i» «n ux H»iaie<e 
eNreiiet Hnewire it leiMitaia by eaerlap itrvita |ei m 3$t|| 
II loll ewe NEXT WORKING DAY i*i C? 90 le grief TWO 
WORXIHG UK1% a« U, l+r IPitlbl 1AI(J*DAY DELIVERY add 
fusl CTZ i&colt tit ntrmtttf niyjfrtir lint dtp »* artfar. 
irartu aHifwiti dhtMuufi t( Jftf tint} 

ntra*itt urerMii laaiti viuiia at iiyi am |« eimened lor new. 
Aitei 30 Hit led wMbln 12 ntRlU Ire* pirshait. Haiti will It 
feetuied ly ixe raliranl nunafaElarari' rtldli e|l>1 #nd re1ttM«d 
le )*i l| tliillf 1 all a era md tiaall lle*l cerir Tailaes 
*«mallet tieite aih lar daleili 

Hamt Ciprafi tiniiad ire Miitaitmir • well atdap tt*|in 
• ■I a* aakewe Eitnam la e«P Iriii’ttlletHei teaeldt aka 
wHb la bin ai |nli liiat ai ldb| <>i My «e e vim. wi in 
jlwiia Maned la htH *»■ auk peep am"lee 

Mtriie ire haapp ta iiptiy |FPQ aap tipart ajittli lei wblck VAl 
>■ aarnellp delactfehla Denory cierpei put Iran UK nlat tad. 
11 preiaetd tartf UK wirraeiiai «ely Ip«li| >itnt are la be 
itlarepa it Hirlla Ip lap teitaaap >■! rp-dpllttrp tbii|ai all! 

xpfllp 

wmid evtiy tifon n mide ta tain pi pnTarmiiien in eh is aoven ti 
cornet, yeu mould Slwlyt confirm any dITits. pnces. ivsilipuily 1TC prmr 10 placing ypiir aider Wi taijiivpyi Id supply goads li 
Shown Ihdl Will DULY change tolaill sfisyld H 19 made necasseiy by 
out suppliers etc As our idv«r|ifiri0 i| boohed ia far m advance 
MarM IhtrtlQn nsarw the right Ea slier producl speciTlcilioni. 
wilNdriw any produci/olfer'ser^icB or updeie pncn find ihit cm ha 
up OP dawnl wiitiQipt pngr notice Merlin guarmtaa never Ip supply 
ipytbing Ehil haa Qaen subject Eg ciimg* wirhoul yau. Ihe cusionnif, 
being intpfmed ol and igraamg E« Inti chenge Pima ALWAYS 
confirm damn PRIOR ta piecing your Order 

E&OE 

0 4 9 11 
1 I M | 

UiPHONi: 0602 



COVERDISK 

CoverDisIc 
This has to be one of the most exciting Coverdisk line-ups ever! Paint HAM pictures as you try out the 

biggest non-games release of the year, play the latest corker from The Bitmaps and enlist their help to 

make your own music. Here's how to use the disk... 

Deluxe Paint IV The full guide to creating your own 
HAM pictures and animations is on p26 

Electronic Arts 
The latest version of EA s top paint package is probably the biggest non-games release of the year. Exciting new additions hetp you use the 4,0% colours of HAM 
to the full, providing a heap of new palette tools and multi-colour drawing techniques. 

The exclusive Coverdisk demo contains most of the program for you to use, but naturally a few features have been omitted. You can 1 actually access the 
range-setting option and all loadlng-and-saving operations have been disabled. 

In order to bring you this exclusive peek, we have a rather early version of the excellent Deluxe Paint iV and you have to be a bit careful of one thing. In order 
to operate windows, such as file requesters, properly without causing the machine to hang up. make sure that the program has finished drawing the box on screen 

and is ready for your input before you try to do anything. If you don t, the program may 
decide it doesn I like you and go off in a Sulk! Note that the demo will only work properly on 
machines with 1 Mb or more. 

GETTING STARTED 

You'll need to load your Workbench disk to access the Deluxe Paint IV demo. Once 
Workbench has loaded, insert the Coverdisk in the drive and double-click on the disk icon. 
When the window appears, double-click on the Deluxe Paint icon and the program will load. 
Now lum to Page 26 to follow the step-by-step guide to using the program! 

MU PArI#fktC Find out how to control the Bitmap Kid 
and guide him to his bike on p32 

Renegade 
The Bitmap Brothers have a reputation for creating excellent games. The first release on their independent label, Gods, was a huge hit... and it was also an 
amazing Amiga Format Coverdisk 22 demo. Now we bring you another exclusive playable demo, the second Renegade release, and it looks set fair to be as big a 

hit as the first. 
Magic Pockets is the game that was featured on ITVs Motormouth, where players phoned in and shouted instructions to make our hero. The Bitmap Kid, move 

around the screen. With all that experience, the game has been massively improved: and controlling it with a 
joystick is a hell of a lot better too! 

The one thing you ought to know before you start is don’t plug in an autofire joystick: the weapons system 
relies on you being able to hold down the fire-button, 

GETTING STARTED 

To load Magic Pockets, turn on your Amiga and insert Coverdisk 26 when the Workbench prompt appears. 
After a few seconds a menu will appear offering you the choice of all the goodies on the Coverdisk. Type in a Y 
and press the Reiurn key for Magic Pockets> 

Some wild colour lines will flash about the screen, but don’t panic: it's just the game decrunching. After 30 
seconds you'll see the intro screen. You are now in demonstration mode, so press Fire to start the game with 
you in control. Turn to Page 32 to find out how to control the Bitmap Kid as he wanders through his pockets! 
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NoiseTYacker and Bitmap Samples 
Mahoney and Kaktus. Northstar and Silents A complete guide to making your own 

Bitmap Samples Py Richard Joseph musical masterpiece appears on p36 

You couldn’t ask for a more straightforward way of creating your own music. 
Richard Joseph, the man who creates the music for the Bitmaps’ games, has 
created a backing track using the PD sample sequencer NoiseTracker. 

NoiseTracker is a sample sequencer: it lets you create songs by playing 
samples from the Amiga s keyboard, recording them as you go and then, when 
you're happy, saving your tune onto disk. To get you going. Richard has also 
provided a set o! samples which are edited and prepared, all ready for you to 
set about making your own tunes. 

The only minor drawback with the program is that it will only work with 
Amiga 500s. Apart from that, it’s excellent for playing around with. 

GETTING STARTED 
To load NoiseTracker. turn on your Amiga and insert Coverdisk 26 when the 
Workbench prompt should appear. After a few seconds a menu will show 
offering you the choice of all the goodies on the Coverdisk, Type in an N and 
press the Return key to choose NoiseTracker, Wait for just a few seconds and 
the program screen will appear. Now you re all ready to mix some sounds: turn 
to Page 36 to find out which buttons to press! 

Note that there is also a read me instruction file with the program. You'll 
need to load your Workbench disk to access It. Once Workbench has loaded, 
insert the Coverdisk in the drive and double-click on the disk icon. When the 
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COVERDI5K 

Using Your Coverdisk 
1. Always write-protect your disk. Move the tab so a hole is showing. 
2. Copy the Coverdisk and use the copy, not the original. This may sound like a compli¬ 

cated task suitable only for techno buffs, but it’s surprisingly simple to do, just follow 
the simple instructions for copying the disk which are given below. 

3. Read the instructions when using the programs. 

Backing up your Disk 
First turn on your machine and load Workbench mne of the disks everyone gets with 

their Amiga). Once the Workbench screen appears and (he drive liglu goes out. 

remove your Workbench disk and 

insert the Coverdisk. Once Ihe 

drive light has gone out your screen 

should look tike this screen. 

After (he computer has read pun of the Coverdisk, it will once again display a 

requester box asking for the destination disk to be put into dll):. Put the disk that you 

want Ihe Coverdisk copied to in 

the drive, This prtK.edure of swap¬ 

ping disks will continue until all of 

the disk has been duplicated. 

Next, move the mouse pointer to the Coverdisk icon and click once with the left 

mouse button - the icon will highlight Press the right mouse button and keep il 

down. Tlie words 'Workbench'. Disk' and 'Special' will appear at the top left of the 

screen. Move the pointer to the 

word 'Workbench1, and a menu 

will drop down. Select the 

Duplicate' option: you should have 

got this far. 

Eventually, you will end up with two Coverdisk icons, one has the name 'Copy of 

Coverdisk 22'. Click once on this with the left mouse button to highlight it. Bring 

down the ‘Workbench’ menu again (by holding down the right mouse button and 

moving the mouse poinler to the 

top left) but this time select 

'Rename' from the menu. Let go of 

the right mouse button to select the 

Rename option. 

The computer will ask you to insert ihe Workbench disk again - it needs lo read the The name of the disk will appear in an elongated box - you don’t need to in^eri 

command to copy disks. After you've done this, a boxed message (a requester box) Workbench again because the Rename command is built into the machine, Press the 

will appear, asking you to insert ihe 

source disk. Insert the Coverdisk 

once again and click on the 'OK' 

option with the left mouse button. 

'Del4 key (which is next lo the 

'Help4 key) to remove the ‘Copy 

of purl, and press the Return key to 

make the computer put ihe new 

name lo copy. 

Disk not working 
We duplicate over 180,000 disks every month. Out of all those, obviously a few 

will be faulty. If the disk or any of the programs will not load or run properly, 

there may be a problem. Don't panic! 

First try using the DfskDoctor utility on your Workbench disk to rescue it 

before sending it off for a replacement. In-full details of DiskDoctor can be found 

in the user's manual that came with your machine. 

However, if your Coverdisk is faulty, you should send it back INCLUDING AN 

SAE for a free replacement wrthm a month of the cover date to: 

Amiga Format September Disk 
Disk Copy Labs 
Unit A, Westmarch 
London Road 
Daventry 
Northants 
NN11 4SA 

Remember to include that stamped, addressed envelope' 



(T> COVERDISK 

The easy Way 
There is another way to back up your disk, but 
because it involves using the typed-in instructions 
of the CLi or Shell, a lot of people are wary of it. 
Don t be! simply follow this step-by-step guide and 

you can't go wrong! 

3, The Amigo will now ask yon to insert the 'source' disk, 

it means the disk you want la copy, so pul the Coverdisk 

in the drive and press the Return key. 

Msrifcrtich ifftTtir 

1 toad your Workbench disk. Open the disk, find the koa 
that soys Shelf or CLI ond double-click on it. 

2 When the Shell window appears and the drive light is 
out, type in: 

Di.ak.copy from DFO; to DFO: 

and press the Return key* 

4. Wait for a while and il will read oil the information off 
the Coverdisk, telling you how lor it has got. Then il will 

ask you to insert the "Destination"' disk. Pul the disk you 

want to copy your Coverdisk onto in the drive and press 

the Return key. Note that the t£sk does not need to he 
formatted already. 

S. Put the source disk and destination disk in a couple 
more times when the Amiga asks for them. When it says 

"Diskcopy Finished" just type in: 

endcll 

la get out of the Shell or CLI. You may have to put the 

Workbench disk in again. Now your copy is ready! 

DISK PROBLEMS? 
It you have a problem with the disk - and you re sure the disk is in full 
working order - then you may need a little help IV you ring us on any 
Tuesday, and ask to speak to Pat McDonald, he will do his best to 
help you. Please understand, giving this sort of advice is time-con¬ 
suming and we are very busy people, so only call if you really have to 
and do be considerate H we can t talk to you just then. If the problem 
is particularly complex it is better to send it to us in written detail. It 
will then be dealt with in the Workbench pages of the magazine 

BE CAREFUL! 
We have done our best to check 
that the programs on the Amiga 
Formal Coverdisk are simple to use 

and have no known viruses. We 
cannot usually answer complex 
telephone queries on the software 
(see the Disk Problems? box) and 
we do not accept liability for any 
consequences of using the numef’ 
ous programs that are on the disk 

COPYRIGHT 
Unless it ts specifically stated, the 
programs on the Coverdisk are not 
in the public domain and the copy¬ 
right remains with the author of the 
program. 

Because some of the programs 
on the coverdisk are not PD, selling 
or distributing them without the 
authors specific permission is 
against the laws of copyrrghi 
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Earn up to £1000 
Name. Brief description. WE WANT 

YOUR PROGRAM! 

If you've got any programs wt*ch 

you think other readers would find 

useful, interesting or amusing. 

Address. 
Checklist (please tick): 

we d very much tike to know 
Stamped-addressed envelope for return about them 

README.DOC explanation file on disk 

Printout of README.DOC file (if possible) 

Name, address, machine type written on label 

Disk certified virus free 

1 Make sure you pro^am is sirrv 

pfe and foolproof ro use Test if for 

all those bugs wtvch you are sure 

you fixed there are afways more, 

2 Create a file called 

README DOC on the disk which 

explains exactly how to use your 

program Try to make it humorous 

and informative - a good 

README DOC gives a program a 

bener chance of going tn. 

3 Fff in this form, sign il and 

send it with your disk (and a print¬ 

out of the README DOC file if 

possible|, to: Coverdisk Software, 

Amiga Format, 30 Monmouth 

Street BATH BA 1 2AP. You could 

win a share of up to £ 1.000 in 

prize money. 

Telephone (Daytime). 

(Evenings.),. 

My program name is. 

Approximate total size of files ink.(we cannot use 

grams larger than 2QQK; shorter submissions, under 

100K, stand the best chance of publication), It is a: 

Game Technical tool 

IMPORTANT Please sign this declaration: 
This program is submitted for publication by Amiga Formal It s 

wholly my own work and 1 agree to indemnify Future Puttering 

against any possible legal action should copyright problems anse 

Signed... 

Business utility 
Music program 

Novelty 

Art program 

Educational 

Other 
Date. 
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Srreen shut from PC Sam vhtM from C1M Amif(i 

JkMd ■r 

WINNING ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE 
BY EUROPE'S MOST EXCITING AND 

CRUISE FOR A CORPSE THE SECRET OF 
MONKEY ISLAND 

Based in the 1920'$, Inspector Raoul Dussentier is aboard 
a ship in the Mediterranean. Bui no sooner has the cruise 
begun when Raoul is summoned to investigate a crime- 
the murder of his host Niklos Karaboudjan, the Greek 
shipping magnate. It's up lo Raoul to throw some light 
on this sinister mystery! 

• Wide ra nge of actions, in eluding ih e option to question 
other characters in true Agatha Christie style. 

i PC version features 256 colours. Ad Lib & Roland sonic 
support. 

• Amiga version features 32 colours, 

ATARI ST, AMIGA & PC (CCA, EGA, VGA, TANDY AD-LIB 
& ROLAND). 
C int DEI PH INI SOFTWARE. AH righli rrwrvrtJ. Cifitnuliquf R i liidenurk 

ctf Detplnne Soflwirr. 

Cinema 

NEED WELJPT CALL THE 

GOLD PHONE 
HINTS a TIPS UNE 

A comedy sel during the "golden age” of piracy in the 
Caribbean. The game's twisty plot leads our hero, fresh 
from the old wodd, on an hilarious, complex, swash¬ 
buckling search for the fabled Secret of Monkey Island. 

§ Features dazzling 3D graphics, an original reggae 
sound track and a point 'n' click no-typing interface. 

• A wide variety of original entertaining puzzles, unravel 
hidden meanings in hilarious repartee. 

• Proportionally scaled animated characters and 
cinematic pans and camera angles. 

ATARI ST, AMIGA & PC (EGA, CGA, VGA, MCGA, AD-LIB 
and SOUND BLASTER). 

1490 LutJtArH inlerltinnient C ampiny. All righls reserved. 

[UCftSFIj-M 

HAASE Afl * MNNI OF FUME - HEROES OF THE LAHC1 ffei M 

UKA5FHJH hilpune ■ competition - BRKAMA JONES * ZJUC1 

Otis Offf QE THE AHJH BONDS * POOL Of I 

Santa pmiM by ILS, GoU Hi, **** »I 

m* sm 441036 

I mi 0030 *14113 

rmwtgKom Q6 7AX, 



Sfffrfl sbol fftttn K Sown vt*a( linm CBM Amt&j 

K OF A WINNER 
SOURCED FROM AROUND THf WORLD OR CREATED 
INNOVATIVE DEVELOPMENT XALENT. . 

£ tOOHS * SK1ET Of TMC SliVfft BUMS * ETC OF ME MHOlOCt [WWi TO; 0491 441010 0MUT10N STEALTH * FUTURE WARS * CHASE K* 4 COtPSf VO; 0«lt 414144 
HUA&U * COMPETITION 111: 0010 0*4134 COMPETITION ■ £300.00 WORTH* Of US GOLD GAMES TO 01 WON EACH MONTH. * At Bvtvit Pricei 
m mm under 14 pleoi* get pemviiiion to ui* the telephone. Coif coir 34p per minute cheep fflN, 45p per minute all other timet. 

NEED HH>? CAU THf 

GOLD PHONE 
HINTS A TIPS UNI 

mis ZLE 
HW 1C mi 

This award winning game is an unbelievable task for 
beginner or veteran, but believe this, whatever your 
role-playing experience. Eye of the Beholder will 
SURPRISE, STIMULATE and CHALLENGE you every step 
of the way. 

"INCREDIBLE!! EYE OF THE BEHOLDER! DUNGEON 
MASTER FINALLY BEATEN! ' C&VG, 

"EXCELLENT! Well worth getting hold of a copyr 
Amiga Action. 

• Incredible graphic presentation and user interface 
makes the game state-of-the-art for RPG adventure 
games, 

t Over 150,000 copies sold worldwide. 

Cyberton Ml is a game of Epic proportions. 

"STUNNING, IMMENSE, EXCELLENT, GREA T, DEFINITIVE, 
ENORMOUS! " These are just some of the words used by 
hardened game reviewers to describe this game of epic 
proportions! 

"4 stunningly detailed virtual reality, tf you're after the 
definitive experience, this is where to find it. "CU Amiga. 

"With excellent graphics and acres ofgamepUy, Cy. vcon 
III plunges you into the heart of a defence complex with 
over 400 unique locations* GREAT STUFF!" Zero Hero. 

ATARI ST, AMIGA & PC. 
© jnd 0 1OTI The Avvembly line Jnd U.S. Gold lid. AM right* fi“v^r*rri 

CYBERCON 

PC (EGA, CCA, VGA, MCGA, Ad-Lib) and AMIGA. 
The T$R logo h a it jtJf-nurk owned by TSR. Inc jnd used undrrlkem* from 

Slritrgk Simulation v Inc, C 1SSM TSR, Inc. ^lWI Strjtegk Simuljlton*, tnc. 

AM right* PftffvN . * 

EYE OF THE BEHOLDER 
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GRAPHICS REVIEW 

After previews galore in the computer 

press, Amiga Format can now bring you a 

full review of the long-awaited update to 

the highly successful Deluxe Paint series. 

Maff Evans sharpens his bitmap pencil 

and gets his digital paintbrush ready to 

start creating some HAM masterpieces. 

Deluxe 
Pain 

Multi-mode Art and Animation Package 

£89 99 ■ Electronic Arts 

DELUXE PAINT HAS long been considered 

Lhe industry standard as far as paint packages 

are concerned, with Deluxe Paint ill being 

used by more Amiga artists than any other 

program. However, even DPaint HI had one 

serious limitation: the lack of HAM mode sup¬ 

port. If you wanted to create 44)% colour 

pictures, then you had to use something like 

Digipains or Photon Paint. Now these pro¬ 

grams are all very well, hut the problem is that 

they ONLY work in HAM mode, so you can't 

create standard 32-colour pictures or work in 

high resolution. 

Now those days of swapping from program 

to program to create artwork will disappear 

thanks to Deluxe Paint fV. The latest version 

This colcurised picture 

of King Tut shows just 

what if possible with 

over 4,096 colours at 
your disposal. Just 

think, people were 

a mated by the original 

a few years ago! 

of Electronic Art s superb an package not only 

gives you the ability to create and animate 

HAM pictures, it also supports all the other 

screen modes, including super-bitmaps and 

overscan screens, 

In theory, this ability should make DPaint 
IV one to watch, so let's have a look at some 

of the new goodies. 

PAINTING 
The ability to work in all screen modes isn't 

the only refinement that DPaint IV has to 

offer. There's much more. Much MUCH 

more. A number of the changes have been 

implemented to allow you to get the most out 

of HAM painting, such as improved colour 

mixing and a rather ingenious way of creating 

colour ranges. 

Mixing colours can still be done via the old 

red. green, blue values and hue. saturation, 

valence sliders to create shades, hut w hen your 

working with a 4,0% colour palette this may 

FAR RIGHT: Using 
HAM made, this pic¬ 

ture combines tt 

Mandelbrot, a fractal 
landscape and a tint to 

stunning effect 

This retrospective 
work shows the 

developments that 

Deluxe Paint has gene 

through over the 

past six years. 

What better use of the 

Contour fill than to 
draw a map? This 

shows the subtle 
shading and colouring 

effects that are 

possible with this 

simple to use system. 
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not be enough, What you can now do is draw 

colours directly on a mixing plate to create a 

new shade and plonk it wherever you want in 

your palette. 

Setting colour ranges is far more friendly 

cm the new version. Instead of just marking 

start and end points within your palette, you 

take your start and end colours from anywhere 

and place them on a range bar. The program 

then takes the start and end points and picks 

the required number of in-between shades to 

create the range. 

Another useful point worth noting about 

the new palette and range control is that you 

can mess around with them and still draw on 

the screen with the w-indows active. This 

means that you can test out your dabbling 

before your committed to using the settings. 

So once you've got your colours sorted out 

and your ranges set up, what can you do with 

them? Well DPaim IV has taken the idea of 

gradient fills and gone berserk. As well as 

HAM SANDWICH The main feature that previous ver¬ 

sions of Deluxe Paint lacked was a HAM option. 
DPaint IV features HAM painting and animation, with 
a range ol new tools to make use of 4,096 colours. 

o ■ MU j 

cyYitl irwM ric* wuti WVtPtT ONCK. Q* 

MIX AND MATCH As with the earlier versions of 
Deluxe Paintf you can create colours by oitoring vari¬ 
ous sliders. In addition to this, there Is a QuanteE-like 
mixing panel, where you can scribble blotches of 
colour over others to create new shades and place 
them where you want In your polaHe. 

- * wwJKi Q 

■ »» «i» i ■■■■■!j i \ i i 
**ti {WKBKM onm* random yrgto.ox 

LONG RANGE TARGETS To allow the artist to get the 
maximum effect from the subtle shading possible in 
HAM mode, o new method of creating ranges has 
been introduced. Instead of bracketing colours In the 
colour-mixing section, you can now create up to oight 
ranges using colours from anywhere in the palette to 
create colour gradients. 

f 

Line Fill 
Ht‘JWS .i !»fraurhl tine* cl14*11t 

dl Hit* si*I dirt-cliun <Mi*I a riffle* 

Shape Fill 
Marks is Line* fill except 
for* curving to flit? rdaos 

Circle Fill 
Fills concentric 
circle* frort a 
set centrr point 

Contour Fill 
Fills radialinjr 
colours to tin* 
sKdpv's edges 

Highlight Fill 
Uork& out tKe 
best hitfhliffht 

point fi'on a 
■given centre 

MAKING THE GRADIENT You can now create strange 
shading and shaping effects using a host of new gra* 
dlent fools. These Include line shading, shape filling, 
concentric circle-fills, contour effects and highlighting. 
By setting a range, you can use any of these modes to 
create spheres, curves and reflections with ease. 

horizontal and vertical gradient fills, you can 

create line shading, contour gradients, high¬ 

lights and concentric circle fills. All these 

effects are created by taking the filled shape 

you draw and calculating the positions of the 

edges. It then uses the current range to create a 

graduated tint across the surface of the shape. 

Right, $o you can create smooth ranges and 

use them for special gradient fills. What else? 

Wrell ihis is just the tip of the iceberg. You 

can also carry out what are called Process 

Effects. By selecting an option from the 

PROCESS menu, you can lint areas with a 

new colour range, change the hue of on-screen 

colours or make areas darker or lighter. 

Another effect new to DPaim /V is 

Translucency. "This allows you to draw or 

place brushes over the current picture so that 

the colours appear to be partial ly transparent. 

One system that regular custom-brush 

users may find interesting is the fact that you 

can store two brushes at the same time. By 

electing BRUSH -> SPARE' from the 

BRUSH menu, you can put the brush you’ve 

just picked up into a ’temporary ' storage bank. 

You can then pick up another brush and use it 

until you want to use the original again, at 

which point you just call up BRUSH <-> 

SPARE to swap the old brush w-jih the current 

one and Bob's you Ye Uncle! Its there ready 

for you to use again. 

Want some more effects? Well how about 

automatic anti-aliasing for smoother lines and 

intelligent colour-mixing as you paint for 

starters, In fact there are almost more painting 

effects than you can shake a stick at! The only 

problem is that the newr effects lake a lot of 

processing for the program to work them out. 

In HAM mode, carrying out any kind of pro¬ 

cessing. perspective or gradient operation 

takes an age. If you’re going to be using 

DPaim IV'$ special tints, Fills and effects for 

professional work, then an accelerator card is 

almost a necessity. Still, with patience the 

results yielded from the long waits are usually 

veryr impressive. 

ANIMATION 
Painting effects aren't the only thing that have 

been added, revised and updated on DPamf IV. 

The animation section has also undergone a 

fair amount of improvement, 

Animpainting ta system of automatically 

Hipping frames of an animation as you paint) 

has naturally been carried over from DPaim 

UL but w hcreas the original version only car¬ 

ried animpainting for animated brushes. 

DPaint FV gives you the ability to carry this 

out by simply holding down the Alt key as you 

draw. Using this method, you can create linear 

movements by simply picking up your brush, 

selecting a dotted line from the straight line 

options and holding dow n Alt as you draw* the 

line. The program will then automatically flip 

through the frames pasting the image on each 

screen as it goes. 

Controlling animations is a much easier 

process too. Instead of only having play, frame 

edit and so forth available as key presses or a 

pull-down menu item, you can now coll up an 

Continued Overleaf 
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GRAPHICS REVIEW 0 

animation control panel This contains all the 

frame-editing and action functions, including 

controls for a new feature that cartoon anima¬ 

tors will find invaluable - a light-table or 

•onion-skin' effect 

The light-table shows other animation 

frames behind the one you are working on, 

allowing you to gel movements in your clips 

smooth and precise. By clicking on various 

options, you can view the previous one or two 

frames, the scratch page behind ihe current 

screen, or make the ahem ate image dimmer so 

you can see exactly what's going on. 

Most of the functions are similar to those 

found in DPaint III apart from a few refine¬ 

ments to make animation operations more 

fluid. For a start, a new method of intelligent' 

cursor control has been incorporated in the 

move requester for a sian. This means ihut 

once you've entered a value in one of the dis¬ 

tance or angle windows, pressing return 

automatically moves you on to the next win¬ 

dow. Much simpler and much appreciated’ 

A MASTERPIECE OR A DAUB? 
Seeing as DPaint III was such a massive 

success and widely acclaimed product, am 

attempt to update or improve it is bound to 

have -to Ihe up to some high expectations and 

a substantial amount of excitement. When the 

news of Deluxe Paint /V hit the streets, with 

its promises of improved colour handling, 

increased animation power and ability to 

tackle any mode including the mighty HAM 

beast, a fair few Amiga artists wet themselves 

with glee. So now that the full product has 

arrived, can it hope to match up to the lofty 

hope s of DPaint III fans? 

Well there are a few niggling details. Even 

though the ability to use DPaint's superb inter¬ 

face with HAM mode, the fact that all the 

options work so slowly is pretty frustrating. To 

render a large area with a gradient fill can take 

anything up to a few1 minutes! 

One of DPaint III > strong features was the 

stencil. This is also available in its original 

form on Deluxe Paint IV in most colour 

modes, but the HAM stencil system has been 

totally changed. The new system isn't 

explained too well in the manual, and ii gels 

extremely confusing at times. There is a way 

around this though which saves the day. 

Instead of using a colour mask to create the 

As well as retaining the 
animation and movement 

systems employed In Deluxe 
Paint Il9t IV also contains 

some new effects. One fea¬ 
ture which Is a completely 

new method of creating 
DPainf Anlmbrushes is the 

'Metamorphosis' option. 
The function is similar to 

the 'tweenIng' system 
used by professional com¬ 
puter animation systems, 

where one shape seems to 
mutate, becoming some* 

thing totally different. 
Instead of only being able 

to use a single suitem brush 
(as in Defy** Point tII), you 

can store a 'spare' brush 
to use later on. When you 

select METAMORPH from the 
menu, DPaint IV looks at 
the spare brush and the 

current brush and calculates 
a series of Inbetween 

frames to create a meta¬ 
morphosis effect (obvious 

really from the name). 
All you have to do is pick 

up the picture you want as 
the start point as a brush 
and place it In the spare 

slot, pick up the picture you 
want to end at as a brush 

and select METAMORPHOSIS 
from the SPARE section of 
the brush menu. The pro* 

gram will ask you how 
many frames you want the 

mutation to run over and 
then automatically work out 

the inbetween changes* 
Once the program has fin¬ 
ished the calculations, you 

will have an animbrush set 
to the length you want 

which features the 'tween- 
ing' effect* Now you can 

animate it as a normal 
Animbrush in your own full¬ 
blown animation sequences* 

Video Post 
DPaint IV comes with 

some useful utilities, so 

that you can make the 

most of your creations. 

Slides 

fTW UH|rOj/fif|M I f n mw Mill r 
wtwVw®* Irinimram 
hand&arn.br in Utilities-Deno 

In the past. In order to put animations 
onto your own stand-alone disks you had 
to either do some pretty hefty coding or 
splash out on another animator program. 
Deluxe Paint /Vhas done away with the 
need to use any other editing system by 
Including a couple of utilities from the 
highly successful Deluxe Video lit In the 
package. By loading the Instant 
Slideshow editor from the utility disk, you 
can assemble pictures and animations 
into a sequence, along with information 
about how to move from one animation 
to another. All you have to do is specify 

Moving with the Target 
r * u* • 

The new Move Requester features a few refinements. 

Including the ability to bod and save movement paths. 

By ming the gradient fills, you (an create a rouge of 

effects, such as mo I tied backgrounds ad metafile surface*. to 
complex If AM art work cm be ecniy 
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Production 
RIGHT: In order to illustrate the Video Player utility, the 

disk con I ains this strange dip. The sequence is made up of 

a series of short animations, which are loaded from disk in 
the correct sequence to create an entire cartoon. 

BOTTOM RIGHT: One of DPomf IV's programmers juggles 

with the complexities of coding HAM mode options (all 
right! That's enough crap HAM gags - id). 

BELOW: The Instant Slideshow erector, which allows you 

to run pictures and animation in sequence, so that you can 

create free-standing demos for yourself. 

the file names of the artwork you want to use and 
place them In a cue-list' to arrange them In the 
required order. You can then set the first and last 
parts to be displayed, the loop position and whether 
to wait for a button press or a delay before moving on 
to the next clip. Clicking on MAKE VIDEO will then 
save the list along with any other information to any 
specified disk. All you have to do now Is copy the 
pictures and animations to a blank disk along with 
the Video Player tool and the Video list make the 
disk bootable and call up the animation from the 
Startup-Sequence. There you have It! Your very own 
cartoon film on a stand-alone disk! Now you can take 
It around your mates and Impress them. 

stencil, you can actually paint your stencil on 

screen by hand. This means that you can mask 

out exactly the area you want no matter what 

colour it is. Thank goodness for that! 

Another quibble is the fact that the 

extremely useful blend function (which 1 

tended to use for a whole host of effects in 

DPaint fID has become almost unusable. 

Instead of creating a smooth blend between 

colours as you draw, the program takes a while 

to calculate Ihc required effect, resulting in a 

strange and particularly non-smooth result. 

These few quirks aside, what's the program 

like to use? Well, putting it simply. Deluxe 

Paint tV is one hell of a program! Everything 

that was good about DPaint If! has been ear¬ 

ned over along with a whole host of additions 

and improvements. The new functions are a 

joy to use, and the ability to use DPaint in 

HAM mode is a dream come true. 

The new paint functions, such as the 

improved colour fills and the impressive new 

process effects, yield extremely impressive 

results. By using your imagination and plenty 

of patience, you will soon be able to create 

superb pictures with Utile effort. Couple these 

functions with the most friendly animation 

editing system available and you'll be creating 

excellent cartoons in no time. In fact if you're 

at all interested in producing Amiga graphics, 

get Deluxe Paint tV immediately! C? 

Deluxe Paint IV 

SPEED m m m 
In normal screen modes the effects are speedy 

enough, but HAM operations take a long time. 

DOCUMENTATION •••• 
Extensive, but such a complex program needs a 

lot at explaining, sometimes skates over stuff. 

ACCESSIBILITY • # • # 
Users ol DPiiIni III will hove no problem edjvot¬ 

ing and n«w users will quickly get going. 

FEATURES !•••• 
The program contains everything that mad* it* 

predecessor such * htt and much more. 

VALUE tiff* 
A rad expensive but old users can get a 
count and it IS the heel art program after air 

F4MCI- 

S5b 92% 

this Futuristic Ter minelor-style animation con sis Is ol vari¬ 

ous sections pasted together and amnia ted in DPaint IV. 

Tins robot was drawn and dropped in over the both ground 

at the climax of the animation. 

Locked on! What happens next? It's up to you! Try and 

come up with the end scene in your own DPaint animation. 
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TRYING OUT DPAINT IV flp 

Getting to 
grips with 

Deluxe Paint IV 

On 
m 

a 
i 
m 
70 

3 
<5 

Are you ready to try it out for yourself? Check out 

the loading instructions on Page 17, then get in 

the mood by applying some Van Gogh Vanishing 

Cream' to your ear or donning the end of a mop 

from the Addis 'Andy Warhol' range of cleaning 

products. Now prepare to follow Maff Evans 

on a step-by-step tour of the program... 

O Press F1Q to recall the menu bar and select PROCESS > TINT from the 
EFFECTS menu. Hold on© of the Alt keys down and press P to switch 
the Process mode on. Select Filled Rectangle with the right button to 

calf up the fill options once again and click on SOLID. Click on OK to 
exit the window Pick the first blue in the palette and press Ft0 to remove 

the menu bar. Draw a block over the rather gaudy sky and wait patiently for it to 

turn a nice tasteful mottled blue. 

OThe first screen you get is the mode screen, where you choose what 
graphics mode you want to work In. Click on the HAM button then hit 
OK to finish loading. Select red from the palette to paint with and 

select Filled Rectangle (Filled shapes are selected by clicking In the 
bottom right-hand corner of their icon). Hold down the Shift key to keep 

the shape square and drag out a block about an inch square. Select white from 
the palette and draw a square right next to the red one. Repeat this underneath 
the first two squares to create a four-by-four chess-board effect. 

©Press F10 to bring up the tools and select Brush Pickup. Pick up a re** 
sonably-sized area from the middle of the screen and press J to swap 
screens. Click on CLR to dear the screen and press Alt and P to turn 

off Process mode. Select Filled Circle with the right-hand mouse but¬ 
ton, click on WRAP then hit OK. Now draw a circle about (he same size as 

the brush you picked up. The program should now draw your brush wrapped 
onto a sphere. 

Getting into 
HAM animation 

Now that Deluxe Paint supports HAM mode, you can even 

create animations using the full 4000-and-more colour palette. 

Again, to get a real hands-on feel for how it all works, 

follow this simple step-by-step practice sesh... 

O 
First ot all, we need 

to force the program 
to give us a grey 

gradient. To do this, 
load up the program 

as normal and hit 
OK to access 32 colour mode. Once the program has fin¬ 

ished loading, go to SCREEN FORMAT in the PICTURE 
menu and click on HAM and OK. The computer will now 

adjust the colours, giving you a grey-scale gradient lo use. 
Select Filled Circle with the right button, click on CON and 
hit OK, Now draw a circle about two inches across. When 

the circle appears, move the end of the line that appears to 
the top left quarter of the circle and press the left button. 
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O Select Brush Pickup and move to the top left-hand comer of the 
squares. Hold down the Shift key and drag the box so that it fust picks 
up the tour squares. Press J to swap screens, then go to the menu 

bar and select PERSPECTIVE > DO from the EFFECTS menu. Move the 
brush to the centre of the screen, then press 7 on the keypad to the right 

of the keyboard until the first angle on the menu bar reads -75 degrees. Next 
select PERSPECTIVE > FILL5CREEN from the EFFECTS menu and... er... wait. 

OThe top section of the ground looks rather messy, so you'll have to get 
rid of it. Select filled rectangle again and press F10 to get rid of the 
menu bar and tools. Draw a block using the right mouse button, start¬ 

ing above the horizon and dragging down to the opposite side of the 
screen until you’ve cut out all the messy distant squares. Press F10 to 

bring back the tools and select Fill with the right button. Click on the button with 
the up and down arrows then click OK. Press F10 again and click on the black 
area at the top of the screen to fill it In, 

27 

O Press J to swap screens and select Filled Ellipse. Move to near the bot¬ 
tom of the screen, about two thirds of the way across, and use the 
right-hand mouse button to draw a black ellipse tbal horizontally 

reaches the middle of the screen. Press the right button to stamp It 
down and press J to get back to the spare page. Pick up the circle as a 

brush and swap screens again, Now stamp it down In the middle of the screen so 
that the bottom of the circle Is over the point of the ellipse. 

O Select PROCESS > VALUE from the EFFECTS menu and press Alt-P. 
Pick the thickest round brush and the first grey in the palette and draw 
an Empty Circle just inside the edge of the wrapped brush you just 

stamped down. Pick the second thinnest brush and a darker grey, 
Draw a circle just over the previous circle* For the final touch pick white* 

select Filled Circle with the right mouse button, click on SOLID and OK. Then 
press Alt-P to turn Process off. Draw the two highlight circles and you're done! 

o 
Select Filled 

Rectangle with 
the right but¬ 

ton, (hen click 
on SOLID and 

hit OK. Select 
red as your colour from the palette and draw a rectan¬ 

gle about half an Inch wide and the height of the circle. 
Pick up this rectangle as a brush and hit Zon the key¬ 
board to rotate It 90 degrees. Place it over the middle 

of the first rectangle and stamp ft down to form a plus- 
type shape. Now pick this shape up as a brush. Select 
PROCESS * TINT from the effects menu and press Alt 

and P to turn Process mode on. 

■ ,L < V * > 

circle and 
stamp the brush down. After a short waltp the pro¬ 

gram will tint the areas under the brush red, so thsl 
you have a picture of a ball with red stripes. Select 

Brush Pickup and pick up the ball. Be careful to get 
the brush size to just capture the edges of the ball, 
otherwise the animation will adopt a strange wob¬ 
ble. Press Aft and P to turn process mode off and 

hit J to swap screens. 

o 
Go to FRAMES 

> SET# In the 
ANIM menu 

and enter the 
value as ten 
frames, then 

hit OK. Once the frames have been created move your 
brush so that it just fits on the left of the screen about 
halfway up and stamp ft down. Select MOVE from the 

ANIM menu to call up the Movement Requester. Enter 
the X distance as 230 and the Z angle as 360, then hit 

DRAW. Once the frames have finished rendering (it 
takes a while, so be patient) press $ on the keyboard 

to see your bouncy rolling ball In action! 
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ily accomplices are the 
his objective: to attack 

Si i»> 

/ 

A / 
Hi / / ADAPT TO SURVI 
H / / 

The ltonter Is atone behind enemy lines. 
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SEEK TO DESTROY. 
versatility to make best use of a wide range of 
"ous missions, the Hunter is a breed apart 

tend structures found in his amazing three- 
survive. The Hunter has the will to win. Do you? 
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If your database looks like this, 
you’re ready to face the future. 

Given the chance to gaze at the future of database 

computing, what would you see? 

Graphical applications that are intuitive and yet 

incredibly powerful, supporting sound samples and 

even pictures. 

Applications like Superbase 4 Amiga. 

nl ■ I m! *T} avI I h| «? 1 si *0*4 

Unique features like the VCR panel mean browsing 

and reporting on data have never been simpler. 

Superbase’s WYSIWYG Form Designer lets you 

draw and design forms that are easy to understand 

and use. 

And, with its own comprehensive Database 

Management language, you can develop professional 

applications. 

You can share data with 

users of IBM-compatible PCs, 

while developers can make 

sophisticated database solutions 

available on both Amiga and 

Microsoft Windows platforms. 

e 

Superbase 4 Amiga also supports import/export of 

dBase. Lotus 1-2-3 and Microsoft Excel files. 

So, for your future’s 

sake, clip the coupon, send 

us your business card or 

call us on 081 330 7166 

to find out more about 

Superbase 4 Amiga. After 

all, the benefits are staring 

you in the face. 
Denote the relational links between the 
files referenced in your form. 

SUPE 
PROFE 
I currently own a copy of: 

□ Superbase Professional 

□ Superbase Personal 

RB ASE 
SSIONAL 

□ Superbase Personal 2 

□ Neither 

Name lob Title. 

Company 

Address . 

Postcode_Td_ 

Precision Software lid. 6 Park Terrace, Worcester Park, Surrey KT4 7JZ 
Tet 061 330 7166 Fat 061 3302089 All trademarks acknowledged. Screen shot taken on an IBM PC. 
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Now's your chance to learn 

the secrets and try it your¬ 

self, as Damien Noonan 

persuades top pop star 

programmers The Bitmaps 

to spill the beans... 

Making Music 
with the Bitmaps 

Ever listen to some really 

good game music and 

wonder how it was 

created? Ever heard 

something really average 

and thought "I could do 

better than that"? 

4 

m 
mm 

THIS MIGHT SOUND like a right old pile 

of pigeon droppings 10 you. but I reckon the 

lop games programmers are artists. Thai's 

nght, artists. Why? Well if you think about 

the kind of skill, inspiration and humour that's 

gone mto the graphics, the animation and the 

gameplay of something like Lemmings or The 

secret of Monkey Island, you're up there with 

the best cartoonists and film-makers. Hell 

there ought to be Amiga games Oscars! 

If there's one field of game-making that's 

particularly open to an injection of artistic tal¬ 

ent, it's the music. Yet music often gets left 

at of the limelight nowadays. In a sense this 

' quite right and proper, because you decide 

what games to buy according to how well they 

plav. mu how good they sound. But why do 

people Nv games w ith great graphics and very 

” e gameplay when they don't buy games 

with great sound and little gameplay? 

Good music and sound effects can add an 

awful lot to a game. The best music is appro¬ 

bate to the type of game, adding atmosphere 

md intensity, making a shoot-cm-up hectic, a 

r -ttform game jolly and an adventure dark and 

-wenous. And music can also give dues to 

SHADOW Of 
THE BIAS! 

wot a pretty average 
platform game bat 

with amazing colourful 

graphics, so lot* of 

people bought il. 

MOONSHINE RACERS 
was a pretty average 

driving game with the 

mast amazing banjo 

music, but it wasn't 

to popular. Why do 
graphics sell games 

when music doesn't? 

the player about what to expect, actually 

enhancing the gameplay: such as the ominous 

chords that sound as you finally approach the 

tender mercies of the end-of level guardian. 

But above all if you don't keep an ear out 

for the latest in game music, you're missing 

out tin the work of a talented hunch of people 

who are showing off the amazing Amiga's 

abilities. Let's find out how they do it,,. 

The hi I map Brothers have always been 

known as ‘the pop %lar programmers’, perhaps 

because they insist on wearing sunglasses 

every time someone points a camera at them. 

But there’s two very good reasons why they 

have now earned the title Lhut was once a 

friendly jibe and can wear it w ith pride. 

First reason. Iheir soundtracks. Thanks to a 

unique tie-in with record lahel Rhythm King, 

each game The Bitmaps have released on their 

independent label Renegade has featured a 

music track adapted from a song by a top 

band. It ail started with the Bomb the Bass 

soundtrack for Xenon 2. and if you think it will 

end with the Betty Boo track that accompanies 

Magic Pocken. you're wrong. 
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Second reason, their altitude. The Renegade 

label was set up to give the people who create 

the games lull credit - as artists - for what 

they do. in much the same way a band gets the 

credit for their music or the actors and director 

get the credit for their film. Which naturally 

kintla commits them to doing something pretty 

darned good and using only the best people in 

every aspect of I heir development work* 

including the music. 

So who heller to get to explain Ihe ins and 

outs of creating game music than ihe man w ho 

created the Renegade sound* the man behind 

what is widely accepted to be some of the best 

in-game music ever made, the man who put 

Nation 12 into Speedhutt 2 and Betty Boo into 

Magic Poi kcls. 

Richard Joseph is a professional musician 

who just happened to find his way into the 

computer games scene in the dayd w hen the 

Commodore fvl was a pretty cool machine, 

and has since earni a reputation as one of the 

best. He doesn't just work with the Bitmaps - 

you'll have heard his wild banjo music on 

HiUhilly Moonshine Racers for Millennium, 

his atmospheric reworking of Jupiter from 

Holst's Planet Suite on Mega-b-Mania, and 

you will soon hear his mediaeval pipes and 

lutes putting you in the mood lor Millennium's 

Robin Hood film conversion from. 

But when he's working with the Bitmaps 

on a soundtrack like the Magic Pockety one. 

featuring a famous chart song* Richard has a 

distinct advantage. He is given access to ihe 

M*goblast (On Precinct 13) was Hte soundtrack for 
Mirror** ft's Xenon 2, produced by The Bitmap 

Brothers and programmed by The Assembly Line* 
Tim Simenon of the band actually went back into the 

studio to recors a special remix of the track far the 
CDTV version of the game, where naturally it is on full 

hi-fi quality audio* 

SNAP 

This German club music 
bond have their studio 

in the some building as 
Demon ware, so It was 

natural for their 
rap-dance songs 

The Power and 
Oops Up! to bo plugged 

into the games of the 
same name. 

original studio tapes of ihe sung he's convert¬ 

ing and sometimes even the samples 

themselves. "For the Belly Boo thing 1 have 

the studio 24-track on DAT (compact digital 

tape, if you haven't heard of it before 1 with all 

the samples separately” He has. and he*s 

brought it along to play to us. 

it's quite weird hearing a tiny snatch of 

piano, a James Brow n sample or a ten-second 

hurst of Betty Boo singing unaccompanied and 

know ing that these are the pieces from which 

that Betty Boo song you've heard on the radio 

was made up. But that's the wav it's done: and 

that's exactly the way you do it on the Amiga* 

too* The Amiga has the amazing ability to 

work with samples* slices of music or noise 

stored as digital information in (he computer. 

This ability puts it up there with Ihe latest in 

music technology, and lets you use the tech¬ 

niques that made Acid House and many other 

modem styles possible. 

It s quite amazing whai you hear on the 

studio tapes sometimes*'' says Richard. "Very 

often there's lots of things in there you never 

normally hear on the record." Sometimes 

Richard is even luckier than having ihe studio 

tapes: when he's working with Simon 

Richards from Nation 12* as he did on the 

Gods soundtrack* he actually gets the guy’s 

original samples on disk. They're all done on a 

Macintosh and can just be transferred straight 

across to the Amiga as computer data, 

Bui with the Betty B*hv tape, the next step 

Richard has to lake is to get Ihe samples from 

the tape onto the Amiga.,. 

How to play 
Magic Pockets 

CHILD CONTROL 

This is how the Bitmap Kid walks, 
jumps and does his thang... 
Pushing left or right, without pressing lire, gets the Bitmap Kid 

walking. To jump, press the stick diagonally upwards* To leap ver¬ 
tically, press the joystick straight up. 

The demo of Renegade's latest game is there on 

the Coverdisk for you to play... but first, you 

might like a little advice from Trenton Webb to 

help you speed through the game. 

The Bitmap Kid has the most Incredible. Tardladlhe Magic Pockets. They are so 
massive, he's managed to lose his bike in them. Now, he’s going in himself to 
gel It back. The problem Is that his pockets aren't filled with the usual small boy 
kit - sweets* string and fluff - but a huge maze crammed with monsters. 

The young Bitmap walks and jumps round his Pocket domain, throwing 
whirlwinds to catch or kilt the nasties, and when he wins through to his bike* he 
must cycle to the Pocket’s exit. He has four lives and as much lime as he wants: 
but the aim Is not just to reclaim his wheels, but to get a high score. In a world 
where an Impressive toy-car collection no longer gains kiddie credibility, high 
scores are important,** 

I WANT TO RIDE MY BICYCLE! NOW! 
* The arrow shows the direction of the bike so follow it* but not loo rigidly. 
* When bonus sweets pop out oi a cloud they bounce, but you can't pick them 
up until they've stopped. 
• You can kill enemies with shots that go off screen. Listen for the crunching! 
* You can jump through platforms, but as 8K leaps in a high arc this means 
an accidental jump can sometimes cause him to contact a beast above him. 
• Auto-tire makes the game unplayable, because whirlwinds can't be built up. 
• It all else falls watch the demo all the way through and take notes! 

To initials a (witter press and hold fire* Then* lean the joystick in 
one of the f ix directions shown and it will he launched, killing or 

trapping ihe first creature If hits. If mo monster is hit, Ihe whirl¬ 

wind wild bounce around for a few seconds and then dissipate. 

There ore three different power twisters on offer: the longer fire 

is held, the more pokey the whirlwind* The power is shown by the 
size of the kid's pocket and the hand in Ihe lower-right corner. 

joystick, if he fills onything 

the spin can stop suddenly, leaving 

Large whirlwinds have two uses: jumping 
and trapping, la use one for jumping, 
hurl a large whirlwind diagonally dawn 

at the floor* Walk into the cloud while 

it's still spinning and pull down. The Bit 
Kid will then spin off inlo the sky* His 
direction is roughly controNabJe with the 

kill it, but lake core using this technique as 

this as it is vital 

Beasts can be turned into bonus sweets ff 

they ore caught. Hurl a large whirlwind 

so it lands on any creature that's cur¬ 

rently touching the floor* The whirlwind 
will then surround the creature. Quickly 

run up and slop Into the cloud to kill the 

monster and create a bonus vet of 

sweets* Let (hem land and scoop 'em up 
for extra points. If the cloud isn't burst* 

it simply disappears after a few seconds 

kilting the monster* 

To toggle pause an and off, press P* 

To quit this attempt press Q. Quitting 
lakes you bock lo th* beginning of the 
demo* ready for a fresh start* 
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sample* are the key to the way Richard's 

game soundtracks are made. From the 24-track 

Betty B*hi tape he samples the samples into 

the Amiga using the Fttturesound sampling 

hardware and AudioMasier 11 software. Then, 

with the samples lined up and ready to go. all 

he has to do is put them together into a sting. 

Which is not us easy as it sounds. 

This is done using a PI) tracker program of 

M>me kind: Richard uses SoundTracker, 

\tnsrTracker and StarTrrkker. depending on 

which is easiest for the particular things he 

warns to do, From here on in it's nine tenths 

perspiration and one tenth inspiration getting 

the stmg composed. The first of these is a little 

tricky to get hold of. hut the inbers you can 

buy from any good PD library. But you 

don't need to, because we\e given you 

KtHseTrackt’r on this month's Coverdtsk. 

"The biggest problem is the length and the 

pitch of the samples" says Richard. If you 

want to make a sample shorter* it usually goes 

up in pitch. You need all the samples to he in 

the same key for the song, as well as being the 

right length, It's a tricky process, hut Richard 

uses the Audiomaster II software to edit the 

samples until they're all in the key he needs 

and the righi lengths. Once again, you don't 

need to do this tricky part of the process: 

because for our Coverdisk demo, Richard has 

prepared all the samples for you. 

the game soundtrack that Richard develops 

from the Betty Boo song isn’t just a slav ish 

miiiaion of the original record: it ri actually a 

NATION 1 2 

Featuring Ultravox 

founder John Foxx and 

one-time Fall member 

Simon Richards, 

Nation 1 2 have yet to 

release their first album, 

but they're well keen on 

the computer connection and hove already contributed 

three tracks off the album to Renegade games; 

Into the Wonderful for Gods, Brutal Deluxe in 

Speedbafl 2 and an as yet vn-named track for the 

latest Renegade project. The Chaos Engine, 

BETTY BOO 

The spacy 

mistress of rap 

pop is another 

Rhythm King 

artist. She's now 

off making It big 

Stateside, but her 

first hit single 

'Doin the Do' has 

been turned Into 

the soundtrack on 

Magic Pockets. 

This bouncy little 

song fits the fun 

feel of the gome 

nicely and will no 

doubt work well. 

remix and intended to bo different Although 

the sung has been carefully chosen to he 

appropriate for the game the upbeul Boo for 

Pockeis. as opposed lo the more sombre and 

thoughtful Nation 12 track on G«/s - the 

Amiga remix has to be tweaked for maximum 

in-game feel. And there will be several 

distinctly different versions to play along with 

various bits of the game The idea is to make 

new tunes which are appropriate to the game 

as a whole and. more specifically, lo various 

bits of the game: the intro music might be 

quite different from the bit that plays between 

levels* for instance. 

When Richard is happy with each piece, 

if s ready to be sen! to the prog rammers who 

will put it in the game, Richard saves it as a 

module* but w hen the programmers get it they 

have in take all the samples out of the module 

and effectively rewrite the tune again, with 

their player system calling the righi bits at the 

right time. This stage involves much writing of 

copious notes a nd drawing of rather hi /am.1 

diagrams* as well as constant contact between 

the games guys and the musician. And then, 

with luck and skill, if s all readyl 

Ifs a hit mad if you think ahout it Betty Boo 

makes a Ming up in the studio from lots of 

different samples* Richard gets it broken back 

down into samples and then samples the studio 

samples onto the Amiga, then makes up the 

samples into a song again, Then he saves the 

song out as a module and the programmers 

just break it back down into samples,,. 

BUBBLE BOBBLE! 
Chewing gum may irritate some, but it s a life- 
saver for the Kid. When he finds the gum 
machine he must stand behind it and pull 
down on the joystick* This causes a bubble to 
be blown. 

Now the kid floats upwards, his direction 
can be controlled using the joy stick* ns There 
are a large number of aerial nasties here* and 
the Kid can't fire, so dodge the batters! 

ZOO S THAT? HFROGGERS - These stripey swines are quite tough and use their 
exceptionally long tongues to kill. 

mSBSi 

SLIMERS - Little lumps of green stuff, they're real wimps. Two hits 
with a small twister Is enough. 

BATTERS * Tough flying beasts that make using the bubble gum 
bonus very dodgy indeed. Beware the barter beasts, my son! 

ROCKERS - These are smart and will follow fleeing kids* They throw 
rocks and have a fair range. 

HIDERS - These guys are invulnerable when they hide in their shells. 
If you stand next lo one, though, it just cowers* Watch It peek out! 

One thing to bear In mind when attacking Is that just 
like the Bitmap Kid. monsters are temporarily invul¬ 
nerable after a hit. The stars show when these 
creatures, like yourself, are impervious to attack. 

MOUNTAIN BIKING, OK! 

When you find the bike what do you do? Ride It of course, as fast as possible to 
the exit. To climb on board just stand behind it and puif down on the joystick. 
Then hit the fire-button repeatedly to get peddling. Don't worry about beasts as 
the bike kills them* Once the kid goes into wheelie mode you can stop hitting the 
fire-button. 

IF YOU WANT TO GET AHEAD**. 
...Get a hart This is the laser 
helmet, and once you've put it on 
- by pulling down - pressing fire 
launches later beams. It shoots 
through wails and lasts until you 
take it off (pull down}. 

WOT S ON THE BOX? 
Pulling down on the joystick to 
use the TV scans the surround¬ 
ing area and shows you where 
the beasts and routes are. To gel 
back to the game* press fire or 
pull down. All items found lying 

around used by pulling down on the joystick. Some, like the bag of nails, work 
repeatedly: others are ‘one shot' only. 

SWEET LITTLE THING 
The bonuses are awarded for specific moves* so 
different tactics yield different rewards. All the 
bonuses are sweets or treats the Bitmap Kid 
wants. The more exotic or expensive the better* 
Working out how to gain certain items is an essen¬ 
tial part of a good high score. 
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AMIGA IN ROCK 
ST Aft SHOCK 1 
We've recently 

discovered that the 

Godfather of Goth, 
Sister* of Mercy 

supremo Andrew 

Eldritch, is on Amigo 
Ian. Apparently he 

uses it mostly for 

playing games. Con we 

gel him to da the musk 
lor Terminator 2? 

So how many flippin' 
Bitmaps are there anyway? 
Every time Renegade announces a new Bitmap Brothers production, there's a lot of talk of 
who's working on it. And every time there seems to be another Bitmap on board. If you're get¬ 
ting a little confused about who does what, you need the Amiga format complete guide to 
Bitmap spotting... 

RICHARD JOSEPH 

Music ahd sound effects for 
Gods. Magic Pockets. 
The Chaos Engine. 

PHIL WILCOX 

Design for 
The Chaos Engine. 

Still, before you go crazy, the important hit 

far as we re concerned is taking the Amiga 

samples and making them into an Amiga song. 

That's the bit at which Richard excels, that's 

ihe bit which is ihc core of the game musi¬ 

cian's art and that's the hit which you should 

concentrate on if you'd like to be a game musi¬ 

cian yourself. It's also the most enjoyable part 

of the process! And the besi way to learn how 

to do it is to Iry it yourself, so wchvc given you 

all the stuff that you will need. 

On the Coverdisk you'll find a full set of 

samples put together by Richard along with a 

copy of the NmseTmcker program that you'll 

need to create a song with them. The samples 

that Richard has prepared are actually from a 

soundtrack he created for a custom car video, 

so watch out for it. Richard's even edited the 

samples so they're all the right length and pul 

in a hacking track to give you the beat: all you 

have to do is make a song. Turn over the page 

now and gel on with it! O 

AMIGA IN ROCK STAR SHOCK 2 

Weird Belgian teihno-dance hand Front 242 da 
all their design, from album sleeves to T shirt*, 
using an Amiga and Deluxe Point. Recognise that 

low-res screen display? 

The kites! prefect far Richard Joseph, the man behind all the Renegade game 
musk to date. It to create something with an appropriately mediaeval fed 

for Millennium's game af the Rabin Hoad movie. Lutes, anyone? 

SEAN GRIFFITHS 

Programming and Design 
for Magic Pockets. 

STEVE CARGILL 

Programming lor 
The Chaos Engine. 

DAN MALONE 

Graphic Design for 
The Chaos Engine, 

ERIC MATTHEWS 

Creative Director, 
design tor Gods and 
The Chaos Engine 

STEVE TALL 

Programming and 
Design for Gods. 

TOM WATSON 

Managing Director. 
Renegade. 

NADJA SIM 

PA to Mr Watson. 

MIKE MONTGOMERY 

Technical Director. 

And the invisible Mark Coleman, Graphic Design for Gods and Magic Pockets. 
and Steve Kelly, Programming Director. 

A Richard Joseph 
Coverdiskography 

You might not realise If. but master musician Richard Joseph's compositions have featured on 
many an Amiga format Coverdisk demo game. Here's a list of just some... 

CADAVER (ImageWorks) 
Coverdisk game. Issue 13 
A strange original composition to 
accompany the last Bitmap Brothers game 
before Renegade. 

MOONSHINE RACERS (Millennium) 
Coverdisk game, issue 21 
Appropriately crazed down-home country 
banjo music, created with banjo samples 
from the Cajun weirdies who kill the city 
dudes in the cult film Deliverance 

GODS (Renegade) 
Coverdisk game, 
issue 22 
A weird, atmospheric 
and surprisingly 

catchy tune from the 
song into the Wonderful by Nation 12. 

MEGALOMANIA 

(I mage Works) 
Coverdisk game, 
Issue 25 
The full soundtrack is 
an appropriately 

threatening version of Jupiter, from 
The Planets by Gustav Holst. 

MAGIC POCKETS 
(Renegade) 
Coverdisk game, 
issue 26! 
There's only a tiny 

snatch when you finish the level, but (he full 
intro wilt be a remis of Betty Boo s hil. 



Wordworth 
a writer's dream 

Wordworth 

The graphical nature of Wordworth® makes producing 

documents faster and easier. The WYSIWYG display shows 
exactly how your printed document will look, different fonts, 
styles and sizes, headers and footers, graphics and so on. 

Commands are grouped under a series of pull-down 

menus, accessible either by the 
mouse or keyboard. Frequently used 

commands have on-screen icons, 

including Help, should you need it. 

Experience the look and feel of 
the new and exciting WB2 (even if 

you use WBl.3), 

Digits'’s® innovative Human 

Interface Protocol is incorporated and sets new standards in 
speed style and elegance. Each document is a separate multi¬ 
tasking window, which means you could for example, print 
one while editing another. 

Graphics have always been the Amiga's strong point. 

Now it's better than ever. Pictures from Deluxe Paint can be 
placed in a document, and then sized, scaled and dragged 

cl automatical ^m 

the image), 

Wordworth's enhanced fonts will 
give you the very best printed 
quality. You can also print special 
symbols, such as boxes, arrows and 
so on. Better still, you can mix 

graphics, Wordworth's enhanced 
fonts, Amiga fonts, Colorfonts and your printer's own fonts, 
all on the same page. 

Wordworth integrates with most word processors, and so 
yourll be able to use any documents created with Kindwords, 

Wordperfect Prowrite, Protext, Excellence, and any ASCII or 
IFF Text document. 

As Amiga Computing put it 'the only Amiga word 
processor to rival Pretext for speed, I would recommend the 
program to anyone thinking of buying their first 

word processor or upgrading from Kindwords," 
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Wordworth is written in the UK by Digita. Which 
means you'll be using an English Collins spelling checker 

and thesaurus, and you’ll knew where to come for 
professional support. 

When Amiga Format said "a 
new word processor that will 

give the rest of the world a run 

for its money" they weren't 
joking, "Wordworth is the most 
user-friendly word publisher on 
the Amiga." Praise indeed. 

The only way to really appreciate Wordworth is to use 
it. Phone 0395 270273 for more information or, write to 
Digita, FREEPOST, Exmouth EX8 2YZ. 

Wordworth costs £l 29.99, which includes VAT, postage 
and packing. If you already own a word processor and 
purchase Wordworth direct from Digita, you can save £30 
by returning your original disks with your order, 

Wordworth will be your writer's dream. 
However, if you don't agree with 

us (and purchased directly from 
Digita), return it in original 
condition within 7 days and we 
will refund your money , 

Wbnlworth 

Machine support 
Written specifically for the Amiga 
Fully supports WBV IJ and V2.0O 
Supports all medium or high 
resolution modes (mono and colour) 
Retires I MB of memory 

. 

) 

■v*. 

•DIGITA* 
INTERNATIONAL 

software tfoats right 

® 

Digita International Ltd Black Horse House Exmouth EX8 1JL ENGLAND Tel: 0395 270273 Fax: 0395 268593 
- A member d the Dsg.il * group - 

I>*iU the n»giU logo, Wordworth and the Wordworth logo « rvgBtrwJ trademarks and HIP. Hum* kttrpk* prriasJ and rthh«<T rh*ft rrfv art ttadrmvfca d f^i Tlrifr «.i L*4 

Afl other trademark* and the*f ow«n anr aduwwln%ed Said I to standard (ondanmol mIt i * Of 
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MAKING MUSIC 0 

Now that you know the basic idea, have a go 

yourself! When you've loaded up the 

NoiseTracker program from the Coverdisk, 

you're all ready to take the samples that 

Renegade have provided and make a tune. 

THE THEORY 
Rather than just playing one very long sample (which would take up far too much space 
in memory and on disk}, NoiseTracker lets you build up music by arranging small 
samples into patterns. Then you can arrange the patterns Into the full song. 

When you first load NoiseTracker. the tour columns of numbers represent the four 
sound channels of your computer. All the columns are filled with zeroes, because the 
program starts up blank every time. Every pattern has 64 spaces for notes to be entered. 

TO GET STARTED* just follow through the 

instructions on these pages. If you have any 

problems, these little hints might help... 

If you 11 nd a sample is too low in tone, hit 

the F2 key. This should raise ii up a hit. 

Similarly, FI hrings the note down in tone, 

II the mouse pointer g<»es purple, then you 

have accidently pressed the right button to edit 

some text {a IIle name, say), Press the leii 

mouse button or Return to get back to normal. 

When mixing the supplied samples, it s 

easiest to start with adding a Scratch sample. 

Just play about with it (don't bother recording) 

until you get a reasonable set of scratches. 

Then record them, Then try the Pop, which is a 

liny bit trickier. The drums come next - 

there's a Snare and Bassdrum in there. 

The hardest part to NoiseTracker is under¬ 

standing the commands. This involves typing a 

number or letter immedietly to the right of the 

music note. To break to the next pattern, for 

example, you would have to put a D lowards 

the end of the pattern - sec the example 

commands. Don't forget to adjust the length of 

the song by one. otherwise you won't hear the 

two patterns in succession. 

Have fun and take your time. Thanks to the 

PD programmers who have worked on the 

software, for no financial new ard (too many to 

name here, hut you know who you are}. 

Finally, thanks to Richard Joseph and Tom 

Watson of Renegade software for providing 

the example on disk - it s from the music set¬ 

up as used by the Bitmap Brothers, you know! 

GOING TO 

DISKOPS 

This is fh« first 

screen you'll see 
once you've loaded 
NoiscTro(ker. For 
the moment, just 

click on the 

DiskOps button 

using the left 
mouse button. 

Pat McDonald shows the way... 

LOADING THE MODULE 
When you click on DiskOps. the top-right pert of the screen change* and button* fur the various disk operations 
appear. Time to load a song! Just dick on L Module, then on MlxThls (which will appear). Then click on Exit, 

L MODULE; Loud Module. Click on this firsil You will fee ihe name MlxtbU appear. Cttik on the name, the module will load, 

S MODULE: Save Module. Out fa floppy disk, naturally* 

D MODULE: Delete Module, Use with care! 

v ? ^ i 
A A 

*• * HODUttf / 

« L L 
«S»1C IHOI 

’---fipsea — --•0000 

S SONG: 

Save Song* 
Once you've cre¬ 

ated a masterpiece, 
you'll probably 
want to save it 

onto floppy disk. 

D SONG: 

Delete Song. Wipes 

a sang file from a 
disk* Use with care! 

L Song: 

Load Song, 

loads any 

NoiseTr o<ker or 
SovndTf ocher song 

info the program, 

but you won't have 
any yet* 

MIX THIS: Name of the module* It w3l edy appear after you have clicked on L Module. 

HIT: Once you hove loaded the MiiThis —adak, click here to return to NoiseTracker. 

L SAMPLE: 
Load sample* 
Noise Tracker can 
load bolh IFF 
samples and raw 

binary samples. 

S SAMPLE: 

Save sample. 

Not o lot of point, 

unless you’re taking 

else's song to nick 

the samples. The 

currently selected 
sample is saved* 

D SAMPLE: 
Delete sample. 
Again, be careful! 

Doing the Do 
Yourself 

IT'S POPULAR! 
There are two main strengths to Noise Tracker (or SoundTracker. or ProTracker. 
or StarTracker - there are many variation*)* The first Is that it s easy to learn 
how to use the program just by playing around with It. Musician* tend to like 
simple, uncluttered systems that let them jam until they find the song. 

Another point Is that it's fairly easy for a competent machine code pro¬ 
grammer to Incorporate NoiseTracker modules into programs. This is why the 
program is used by many professional games software houses - they just hand 
the program to a musician, wail until some decent music is produced, and then 
slap it into the game. The same goes tenfold for PD machine code wizards. 

IT'S UNPOPULAR! 
NoiseTracker gives you very lew hint* as to how to do thing*. It's one of those 
programs you either like or dislike - certainly it's proved its usefulness many 
times over, but quite frankly It'* not everyone’s cup Of tea, It doesn't Hke hard 
drive systems or living on a disk that Isn't called ST-00, and It uses hexadeei* 
mal numbers for just about everything. 

Another very Important point Is that it only works properly on A500s. It 
loads and runs on A2000s/A 1500s, but the keyboard doesn't work, which ren¬ 
ders the program useless. The joys of PD... Still, at least It's cheap and widely 
available and used, so It does have some things going for it. 



^ MAKING MUSIC 

PLAYING WITH SOUND 
The main NolseTracker screen changes again after you have exited DlskOps - the Spectrum Analyzer appears. The musical notes on NoisaTrackar are played a bit 
like a musical keyboard, but on the Amiga's keys. The keys 2 through M play the lower notes (with sharps above and to the right) and Q through P piay the higher 
notes, again with sharps, Play about with these keys - the 'Huh' sample that loads up first you can play It at different tones and speeds. 

UP DOWN ARROWS: Click on 

these to change the selections. 

PATTERN: This is the current pat¬ 

tern for playback ond editing, 

POSITION: MoiseTnxker's current 

start playback, 

liNGTH: Change the length if you 

create extra patterns. 

PRESET: The preset sample list 
requires you to configure 
Noise Tracker using machine cade. 

Don't bother with it. 

SAMPLE: The current sample you 

are playing. This should start off 

as Huh, but there are others to 
listen la. Click on the up and 

down but tom to hear them all. 

VOLUME: Click here to adjust haw 
loud the sample will play (maxi- 

mum of 40}. 

LENGTH: The length of a sample, 
Adjusting the length con creole 
same interesting variations. 

REPEAT: How many times the 

sample loops. 

REPLEN: Erm.„ Your guess is as 
goad as ours! 

SON ON AM E: The name of the 

track you are working on is dis¬ 

played here. 

ADDING TRACKS: Adding a track to the existing 
backing is very easy, lust click on Record, move 

the cursor with the cursor keys la the second col¬ 

umn of numbers, and ploy the keyboard over the 
lop. Don't worry il you don't get it quite right - 

that's what the edit button is far. Click on Stop 

when you've finished. 

Click on the Edit button tor press the Space bar) 
to fine-tune your creations. This allows you to 

move up and down the column of numbers with 

the cursor keys, and across them as well Use the 

Delete (Dell key to blank unwonted samples, and 
piay the note la enter it. Simple. Press the left 

mouse button (or the Space bar again) to exit Edit 

mode - when you're editing, the mouse pointer 

goes blue. 

COMMANDS 
You may notice that there are some numbers after the sample note. These trigger NoiaeTracker to do something 
to the note, apart from playing It neat. To after them, use the cursor keys while the program la In edit mode (the 
cursor is blue). 

To deactivate the command, you have to enter a zero (0) into the command space. Here's a list of the avail¬ 
able commands. Note that all the numbers are hexadecimal: that is. you can specify numbers from 10 to 15 by 
using the letters A to F: 

0 ARPEGGIO - 0 +■ second halfnote-add + third 
halfnote-add 
This command wilt produce a one-channel chord. 
C-3 00037 produces a minor-chord 
C-3 00047 produces a major-chord 

1 PORTAMENTO UP - 1 + portamentospeed 
This slides the pitch up. 
C-3 00103 1 Is the command. 3 is the speed. 

2 PORTAMENTO DOWN - 2 + porta me ntospeed 
This command slides the pitch down. 
C-3 00203 2 is the command, 3 Is the speed. 

3 TONE-PORTAMENTO - destination-note + 3 + speed 
This will automatically slide from the old note to the 
new. To keep on sliding, just select the command 3. 
C-3 00305 C-3 is the note to slide to, 3 the command 
and 5 the speed, 

4 VIBRATO -4 + vrbratospeed ♦ vibratosize 
Make the sound oscillate (bounce up and down) 
C-3 00431 4 is the command, 8 is the speed of the 
vibrato and 1 lathe size of the vibrato. 

D PATTERN-BREAK - D + nothing 
This will end your pattern and go on with the next one. 
C-3 0OD00 O is the command, all others are a waste. 

A VOLUME-SLIDE - A ♦ upslidespeed + 
downslideapeed 
Adjust volume up or down gradually 
C-3 00A05 5 Is the speed to turn down the volume 
C-3 00A40 4 Is the speed to slide It up. 

B POSITION-JUMP - B + song-position to continue at 
Jump to a different position in the song. Mostly used 
for restarting the song, 
C-3 OGB01 1 Is the place to restart the song at. This 
command will also perform a pattern-break. 

C SET VOLUME - C + new volume 
Sets the current volume to your own selected. The 
highest volume is 40, Ail volumes are represented in 
hexadecimal. 
C-3 00C10 C Is the command, 10 la the volume. 

E SET FILTER - E + filter-status 
This command turns the sound-filter on and off. It's not 
fitted to early machines, so avoid using It if possible. 
C-3 00E01 disconnects filter (turns LED off) 
C-3 00EDO connects filter (turns LED on) 

F SET SPEED - F + speed 
This will change the speed of your tune, (how fast your 
patterns will roll). Speeds from 01 - IF are allowed. 
C-3 00F07 sets speed to 7 
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PREVIEWS 

Looking for the shape of gameplay to come, 

Trenton Webb drives a Ferrari, beats up the 

odd ninja and even goes in for a bit of fondling. Coming 
tttAttractions 

Double Dragon 3 
The Rosetta Stone 
Publisher Storm Release To Be Announced 

It w js an excellent arcade machine, but the game has a tarnished reputation on the Amiga after a 

couple of ptw conversions- This should change for the better with the third conversion in the 

senes: the graphics are sharper and so is the gameplay. Power-up extra moves can be bought to 

help slap down more troublesome foes, there's a puzzle element and a choice of characters 10 play 

when you use a 'credit'. The Amiga needs a new heut-em-up champ* and this could be it* 

Outrun 
Europa 
Publisher 
US Cold 

Release 
Late September 

The famous Out Run Ferrari 

gets a bit of rest this time 

around: the faithful red speedster is just one of 

the ways you avoid a continental criminal 

conspiracy w ho are oul to capture you. As w ell 

as the Ferrari F40 or a Porsche 911. you gel 

the chance to race a high-powered jet ski over 

the English Channel, ride a Yamaha Grand 

Prix bike through France and take a turbo- 

powered boat to cross the Med. A strong mix 

of race ideas, Outrun m Europa should have a 

real edge over one-vehicle racers. 

Short stuff 

Oh no! N't a crushtngly duff movie! And It's coming this way! 

Normally software houses fight loath and nail to get the latest, newest 

and most costly movies - hut Gremlin have to be different. They've just 

signed the licence to a movie that's universally agreed to be the worst 

ever made* Plan 9 from Outer Space. Fortunately it has far more going 

for it as a game than it did as a film, because the programming team in 

charge of the conversion is the excellent 

Pixel Productions I w ho used to work 

with Cinemawarej To them falls the 

task of 'shooting* and squeezing over 

5fl digitised scenes from the movie into 

the game Horrendous alien invaders 

should be landing early next year. 

Electronic Zoo's controversial Geisha 

will be sold in a brown paper wrapper 

marked “Adults Only"* Seriously! lt*s 

the plot that makes it a bit dodgy: you 

are trying to save your girlfriend Eva 

who has been kidnapped and "during 

your efforts to save Eva you w ill take part in a number of frenzied erotic 

episodes,., such as seduce, caress and excite". And these are the more 

polite ones! Geisha's gameplay 

is clean enough, though: a series 

of puzzles and tests of menial 

agility* No n a ugh ties there! 

Supplementary game disks are 

all the rage again. Hero Quest 

Disk I goes out this month, as 

does a rather bizarre golfing 

extra. Filling out ihe substantial 

Jack Nicklaus collection comes 

Clip An, which supports Jack'j 

Course Design, allow ing you to 

add extra cacti and hall-washers 

to the course of your dreams. 

Continued overleaf 

For your eyes only* tf you're 

over 18 with dodgy morals. 
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PREVIEWS 

Like father like 

nephew. The whole 

Godfather saga will be 

played out by Delphine 

in US Gold i graphic 

adventure epic. 

The cynics who reckoned that 

US (fold’s Godfather licence 

couldn I possibly make a good 

game may yet be proved 

wrong. Delphine* the graphic 

adventure specialists behind 

Crwisc for a Corpse (sec the 

review on Page 64). are to be 

m charge, giving it a great 

chance of making the grade. 

Big Run 
Publisher Storm 

Release December/January 

The1 ferocity of the Pans Dakar Rally has 

already hit the arcades with Jalceo's Big Run 

and soon Amiga rally drivers will be piling 

round this car*destroying course too. it*li be a 

toughie to convert, but if Storm can do it 

there's some cracking winter racing ahead. 

Keep death off the roads, drive in the desert" 

Thunderjaws 
Publisher Domark 

Release Late Summer 1991 

This is a mix of arcade blasting styles, taking 

the best ideas from the Rolling Thunder genre 

of horizontally-sc rolling, balcony-leaping, 

enemy-shooting two-player action plus a 

shoot-em-up style swimming section where 

divers go up against cyber sharks and worse. 

Authentic arcade graphics are promised along 

w ith a custom theme to add atmosphere. 

44 

Th#lr Fin«t Missions - never In th« field of computer flying has a 

game written by so few enthralled so many for so long. 

Another additional disk on the way will please fans of the hugely good 

Their finest Hour from Iucasfilm Rntitled Their Finest Mission*, it 

contains 23 new. and incredibly tough, jaunts into the wild blue yonder 
- including a delightfully named ‘Suicide’ mission lor the real pros, If 

you're still having trouble getting your Spit back to base, though* don’t 

worry, a proficient pilot for each plane is also provided. 

Italian software house idea has been showing out with a new concept 

puzzler Oik Ctak. If s sort of a Crystal .Maze meets Pipe Mania, where 

you have to try to pul 

together the working 

parts to make a clock, 

while working against 

a tricky time limit. 

There's a curious plot 

twist as well - you're 

building the clocks on 

famous monuments! 

This one is strange 

enough to work as a 

lesi of lateral thinking 

and mouse speed. Orange clockwork* - only less violent! 

Previews update 
Alcatraz Infogrames: two months to go. w nh good behav iour! 

Mega phoenix Dtnamics: Almost ready to fly. 

Arachnophobia Disney/Empire: Still spinning the code 

Dragon Fighter Idea; The first bout has now been rescheduled 

so expect il to come out of its comer fighting in September. 

Zone Warrior Electronic Arts; Has time-warped to late 199L 

Mad TV Rainbow Arts: To he broadcast shortly. 

Final Blow 
Publisher Storm 

Release September 

Taito's pugilistic arcade game could be a real 

contender on the Amiga. Usually arcade 

features gel lost in the conversion to computer, 

but Storm arc actually adding two new 

opponents to this gentlemen's heut-em-up. Ten 

lighters arc ready to punch you out with a 

gamut of boxing blow s - you just have lo stay 

standing until you find then- weak spots" 

Cardiaxx 
Publisher Electronic Zoo 

Release Autumn 1991 

At last there is a game that will bring 

Defender-style action into the 1990s, using 

textured metallic graphics and masses of 

samples. Instead of piling through a one-way 

system shooting all and sundry, you patrol an 

area - shooting all and sundry! A cyber feel 

and Amie-style speech add extra threat. 

Robin Hood 
Publisher Millennium 

Release October 

Fortune favours the brave, and fate has smiled 

on Robin Hood with the coincidental release 

of two major movies. Millennium claim the 

real-lime adventure system Robin Hood uses 

has been seven years in the making! All the 

characters have histories and a purpose: so 

players can roam a totally free environment 

picking up clues, ui the same time as robbing 
the p<xvr to give to the rich - eh? 

Sarakon 
Publisher Virgin 

Release September 

This puzzler is a race against time to clear a 

board by identifying matching pairs of tiles 

and the route between them. The game-play 

gets more complex as you progress, with the 

introduction of multiple layers of tiles on the 

same board and a time limn. Simplicity is the 

basis of any puzzle game and Sarakon scores 

there the only thing that remains to be seen is 

how Virgin twist this game on the later levels: 

and thal w ill decide its fate. 
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A Rainbow islands beater? 

Can Storm’s cute coin-op 

really take the top spot? So cute it'll make you ill'* boasts the 

press release - which may not sound 

like a compliment, but it hi What's 

more it stands every chance of heing true! 

Ever since they finished SWIV, the Storm ereu 

have been undergoing lessons in being cute, as 

they try to convert the Jaleco coin-op classic 

on to the Amiga, 

The lale is of everyday fairy folk who are 

on a mission to save their mom who went 

Tam, half of the 

hero team, Is under 

tttKk from a potato 

monster. This will 

coll for some swift 

footwork; and nifty 

use of the magic 

rod. If she can catch 

the beast and bash 

It's head on the floor 

then it will turn 

Into a bonus — 

which will help wipe 

Its fiendish friends. 

and got herself kidnapped by a passing eagle. 

The trail leads them to a tower filled with plat¬ 

forms, flowers, ladders and monsters The kids 

must dart up ladders, to reach the platforms, lo 

collect the flowers and avoid the beasts. 

As w ith all cute heroes Tam and Rit have 

a special power. In fit aiders it h the ability to 

create a temporary ladder to any platform 

Oh no it's the 

pathetic sharks! 

Their tears are 

deadly, so Tam had 

better take care 

when collecting the 

flowers - these flow- 

ert are the source of 

bonus points and 

are worth nabbing. 

immediately above or below . On top of ibis 

they have a magic wand which can catch or 

kill heasties. This combination of special pow ¬ 

ers and perils makes for some massively 

frantic climbing and bashing, when the nasties 

come en masse. 

Over the Rainbow 
Rodland lias that Rainbow fstands feci about 

it, but not in any derivative sense. Both share 

ihe same bright look* but it's in the way they 

play that hinds them together. Roth allow their 

heroes to reach higher/further up the screen in 

order to escape monsters and reach bonuses- 

Rodtand with us ladders, Rf with rainbows. 

How can these people be cute? 

If you look at Storm * previous releases H a guide, their preferred 

9AM form* look, well, vicious. Both St Oregon end SWIV were 

celebrations of excessive overkill, where you Impressed folk with 

the die of your power-ups. So it seem* highly Improbable that 

such dedicated followers of fire-power fashion could trade their 

'super-fast spread fire' roots for cuteness so easily. Storm's previ¬ 

ous releases, though, had some truly vicious game tricks under 

their not-so cuddly exteriors. Maybe there are tricks even a Special 

Weapons Interdiction Vehicle will have trouble beating* 

Publisher Storm Release September 1991 

More importantly* both games stress standing 

next to creatures in order to capture them. This 

enforces good timing and guarantees plenty of 

credit threatening dose calls. Furthermore, to 

get bonuses you have to manipulate the 

trapped monster. An act which fools you to the 

spot for several dangerous seconds. 

It is NOT a Rainhtw islands clone 

though. The similarities are only those of 

strong game play. Rtultmd adds further spice 

to the mix with its large sprites. They don't 

just look spectacular but also effectively 

shrink the playing area. And with less space 

for you to hide In when the going gets tough, 

precision is essential. 

Tears of a down 
Supporting the gameplay is a strong - tongue- 

in-cheek - sense of fun. The creatures kxik 

humorous, but have a psychotic glim in their 

eyes. Starfish wihble. wobble and giggle but 

throw a mean boomerang. Sharks break down 

into bouts of tears* but these are tears of the 
crocodile kind. 

Rodland looks set to be Storm's third 

arcade-style smash in a row. following in the 

shoes of St Dragon and SWIV. Its strength can 

only be judged in depth by serious play, then it 

w ill he clear if it can live up to its promise and 

challenge the cute greals of gaming. Could ii 

be Rainbow Islands* days are numbered ! 



"WE APOLOGIZE" 
‘7/i our past ads, we com¬ 

pared PageStream 2.1 to 
Professional Page 2.0 in she 
key areas. We said that Pro- 
Page could not draw Bezier 
curves. Well, that was wrong. 
Sorry Gold Disk. 

We have prepared a more 
extensive comparison of 
PageStream and Professional 
Page. 1 think users should 
judge for themselves which 
Amiga desktop publisher is 
now the ‘king of the hill. ’ Our 
first ads were rather lenient” 

— Deron Kazmaier 
Soft-lMgik President 

Actual PageStream 2* / screenshot 

ART IMPORT ProPage Page Stream 

IFF (24 bit) Y Y 

TIFF N V 

| GIF N Y 

EPS Y Y 

EPS - view TIFF preview N Y 

ProDraw Y Y- Editable! 
Aegis Draw Y Y - Editable! 
GEM N Y- Editable’ 

IMG N Y 

MacPaint N Y 

TEXT IMPORT 
WordPerfect Y Y 
Excellence1 N Y 

Scribble Y N mm 
ProWnte U Y 

ASCII text Y Y 

COLOUR 
CMYK Y Y wmm 
RGB Y Y 

HLS N Y 
h$v N Y 

Pantone Colours Y N 

ucr/gcr Variable Fixed 

FONTS 
PostScript Type 1 N Y 

PostScript Type 3 N Y 

Compugraphic Y Y 

Outlines on Screen Y v 
# Outline Fonts Included 2 18 
Typographic Precision 1 point 0.01 points 

Max Font Size (any type) 720 points 163,000 points 

INTERFACE 
Framed Text Y Y 

"No Frames'Text N Y 

= of Open Documents 1 Unlimited 
Linked Text Processor Y H 
Font Caching Manual Automatic 

View Magnifications 7 fixed User Scalable 

Zoom View N 15-1500% 
Templates Y bhh 
Master Pages N Y 

Measurement Systems 3 9 
Maximum Page Size 22x22 in. 1200x1200 ft. 

Standard XCV Editing \ Y 

Paragraph Tagging Y Y 

And the Winner Is... 
Price S395.00 S299.95 

“It’s a wonderful but also 
somewhat sobering thought 
that the brilliance of your 
final page is limited by your 
own creativity and imagina¬ 
tion, and not the capabilities 
of the software you are 
using. At the end of the in¬ 
troduction in the main 
manual, Soft-lMgik have 
included a rather poignant 
message - ‘ We give you the 
tools to dream I think, with 
PageStream V2.1, they 
might be right. ” 

— Jonathan Living 
Amiga User International 

"The new Amiga desktop publishing king of the hill." — AmigaWortd, February 1991 

"the new heavyweight champion among Amiga desktop publishing programs." — Amiga User international, April 1991 

* 

Soft-Logik Publishing Limited M, We give you the tools to dream. 
i* cSui-jjiij ir.uk-m.uk mid ’ Wl1 Uw hn*U iudwairi. i* a trademark **t IwilU.ogik F^il>li-.hin|: (’nrptiraiHni. PtMSknpt nil r^hicid limkriurk uf AUtihcSystem* Inc. limipuKruphu it a a’^iavkl inufcinurk 

f S' *l*\ t . '<npv*yr.iphk n .■ ti.idcMwMk ISnu’nc Jut Aitiijrn i% ii watered Imdcnmk olCVjmnMxkwE MaL-fiinev PfeigeStKiim 2,1 n u live up^Fiuk Inmi Pu^cSirciim 2,13. vmiijwed mi til bund 
»iher Sols I AiKerUwinctitt luve am firmed by cuvLmkT wkc nfpftviiliilrtes fmiu Ibial fintw. 



Vortex ATonce-Amiga 
THE ULTIMATE PC/AT EMULATOR FOR YOUR AMIGA 

£199,- 
Manufacturer s 
Suggested Retail Price 

VORTEX GATE ARRAY 

The vortex CMOS Gate Array^j, 
the ATonee Chip-Level 
Emulation and ATonee AT-BIOS 
give the emulator a very high 
degree of AT compatibility. 

VORTEX ATONCE 
THE 286 EMULATOR 

vortex ATonce-Amiga is the 
ultimate PC/AT emulator for 
your Amiga 500 or Amiga 2000 
computer. It is developed and 
produced in Germany by vortex 
Computersysteme GmbH, 
vortex ATonce-Amiga gives your 
Amiga a complete AT emulation, 
that includes an AT compatible 
BIOS, emulation of the parallel 
and serial ports, sound, colour 
graphics and hard disk support, 
yet while running as a task 
within AmigaDos! 
Thanks to the use of the vortex 
Gate Array and SMT technology 
the ATonee board is incredibly 
compact and easy to fit. vortex 
ATonce-Amiga plugs directly into 
the Amiga, No soldering is 
required. Fitting is a 10 minute 
operation and full installation 
instructions are included in the 
user manual. 
Each vortex ATonce-Amiga is 
supplied with a high quality low 
power Motorola 68000 CPU, 
saving you time with the • 
installation and providing a high 
degree of reliability 
vortex ATonce-Amiga does not 
affect the normal operation of 
your Amiga and is totally 
transparent when not in use. 

INCREDIBLE 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Low Power 16 Bit 80286 CPU 
High quality Motorola 68000 CPU 
7.2Mhz clock speed 

SMT (Surface Mount Technology) 
compact circuit board with low 
power comsumption and highly 
integrated CMOS Gate-Array 

Norton SI rating: 6.1 
MIPS Test: 10% 

ATonce-Amiga runs unrestrictedly 
as a task on the Amiga computer 

ATonce-Amiga will work with 
autoconfiguring autobootable 
Commodore compatible hard disk 
systems that use an AmigaDos 
compatible hard disk driver 

Full 640KB of DOS memory 
available on 1 MB Amiga. 
All memory above 1 MB (e.g, 
with internal/ external RAM 
expansions) can be used as 
Extended or Expanded Memory. 
The Protected Mode is fully 
integrated. 

With ATonce-Amiga the following 
video emulations are available: 
EGA-/VGA-monochrome-graphics 
(as far as this is possible with an 
Amiga), CGA, Hercules*, Olivetti* 
and ToshibaSlOO* {* these modes 
use interlace) 

MOTOROLA 68000 CPU 

Each vortex ATonce-Amiga 
comes complete with a 
high quality original 
Motorola 68000 CPU. 

80286 CPU 

vortex ATonce-Amiga is 
based on the standard 
AT microprocessor. 

ACCESS TO 1000's OF 
MSDOS PROGRAMS 

• Complete integration of the 
internal 3.5" disk drive as a 720 
KB MSDOS drive. External 3.6" 
and 5.25" disk drives are fully 
supported 

• The Amiga mouse can be used as a 
serial Microsoft mouse. It can 
operate at COM1 as well as COM2 

• The parallel interface can be used 
as LPT1 under MSDOS 

• ATonce-Amiga supports sound, 
RTC and CMOS RAM 

• All MSDOS versions from 3.2 up 
to 4,01 and DR-DOS 5.0 have been 
tested successfully 

• ATonce-Amiga plugs directly into 
the socket of the 68000 CPU 
(Amiga 500). In the Amiga 2000 it 
is plugged onto the adapter which 
is fitted in one of the Amiga slots 

• ATonce-Amiga is delivered with a 
detailed user manual. A 3,5" Amiga 
disk that contains the installation 
and emulation software is included. 
DOS and the adapter are not parts 
of the delivery 

• For further information or the 
update-service, please contact your 
local Amiga dealer or call 
CompuServe Box # 100015,330 

* 

vortex Computersysteme GmbH - Falterstrafie 51-53 - D-7101 Flein - Tel +49-7131-59720 - Fax +49-7131-55063 
SDL - Unit 10, Ruxley Corner Ind. Estate - Sidcup. Kent, DAM 5SS - GB - Tel 081-309 5000 - Fax 081-300 5440 

All company or product n&m vs art* trademarks or registered trademarks uf thetr respective holder- ATonee i* the registered German trademark of vortex Com putersy stem e GmbH. 



(Tn PREVIEWS 

Currently in progress is a game that 

will set players the challenge of 

building a dream world on a barren 

, icn moon, The ultimate aim is to bring the 

quality of life up by 9U per cent, which should 

prove tu be a real, but enjoyable, problem. 

There are planning puzzles to resolve, 

'^sources to manage, people to be gainfully 

employed, sports to organise and HI different 

iiien races to beat off tn the mean time! 

It is totally mouse driven and the aim is to 

-nng the logistic challenges of colony creation 

life in a realistic, isometric 3D mode. Using 

^th icon controls and directly driveable 

sprites for tanks and their ilk - Utopia 

'hiuiId be a high-speed race for domination. 

The Alien Nation scenarios, where you race 

4rtd fight strange itinerant species, add the 

*mee while the strategic side adds depth 

At the time of going to press, the graphic 

interface was up and running but many of the 

jetical control features have yet to be imple¬ 

mented. If s already clear, though, even on a 

•straight count of the variables, that the game 

will he a complex animal. Ifs not just a 

- raighi building game or arms race. Different 

\ictors will come into play at different points 

m the game, which should vary pace and play¬ 

ing style to keep this huge task entertaining. 

All the strategic options, though, are sub¬ 

servient to the graphics interface, which is 

whv that has received most of the attention so 

♦jr. Without it there's no useful wav to test 

and tweak the tactical side of play. An oulJine 

l the more basic options and how they will 

affect the game is given below. And even 

when the pressure's off, and you can study the 

figures, the potential for variety is staggering! 

Utopia. This is the display you'll sec of the colony. The Isometric perspective allows for that ID feel, while the sprite 

base allows real detail. To the right will sit the control Icons (shown below} by which all actions are initiated. 

What makes a good god game? Gremlin think they've found the 

answer in good housing and alien bashing! But is it paradise? 

Utopia Publisher Gremlin 

Release Late September 

Build - Pick 

a building, 

any building 

and slap H 

on the map. 

Pointer Placer - Vehicles are always 

Sent to pointers. Pop them on the map 

H you want a tank or plane to go there. 

Finance - This 

leads to one of the 

major 'sub’game' 

sections. Here you 

balance the colony 

budget and can 

also trade com- 

modifies to raise 

more dosh, 

Advisors - Brings 

up a batch of 

friendly folk 

who'll tell you the 

best place to 

spend your cash - 

and why you 

shouldn't invest it 

with 'dodgy' 

merchant banks. 

Destroy - Ooops, sorry! Didn't 

really mean to build that weapons 

plant next to your house sir! Click 

on any building to destroy ft- 

Map - Brings 

up a map of 

the entire 

playing area. 

Used for guid¬ 

ing vehicles 

and checking 

their current 

location. 

Iconography for beginners 
These are the main mechanisms by which the 

colony Is controlled. Each leads to a more detailed 

sub-menu and serve as an Indication of the game's 

potential complexity. 

Factory - Lets you 

influence the 

amount and nature 

of items produced 

in the factories. 

Getting the right 

people, for the 

right lob is Just one 

of the problems. 

Spy - Another 

sub.section, this 

lets you send 

out boys to see 

what the Allen 

Nations are 

doing. A very 

useful source of 

hints and early 

warnings. 
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Commodore Amiga A500 

PRICE CRASH 

£299.00 
inc VAT & Delivery 

A Includes: 
A Amiga A500 512K Keyboard 
A Built-in 3.5 DS/DD 1 Megabyte Disk Drive 
A Latest UK spec Kickstart 1.3 Machine 
A Workbench 1.3, Extras 1.3, Amiga Basic 
A 4096 Colours 
A Digital Stereo Sound 
A Speech Synthesiser 
A Notepad Word Processor 
A Mouse 
A TV Modulator 
A ...and all leads to connect to your TV! 

LIMITED STOCKS! - ORDER EARLY 
Credit Card Orderline Telephone (0908) 378008 
All major credit cards accepted! 

DIGICOM 
Unit 36-37, Wharfside, 

Fenny Stratford, 

Milton Keynes, 

MK22AZ 
Callers welcome at our showroom - Wharfside is opposite the Bridge Pub on the A5 Watling Street at Fenny Stratford 



Move Over ’Screengems’ The New Official Commodore Amiga Pack is at Digicom 

INCLUDING THESE NEW TITLES 

This years biggest hit 

Mil'll I h. k v \< r«» 
,-n. i uwwi... 

I bt rrlilfd k> Hit »«> 

AMIGA 

500 

The exciting world of graphics, animation 
and sound is at your fingertips with the 
Amiga 500, Cartoon Classics brings together a 
fantastic selection of Cartoon games and a paint 

package to create your own cartoons. 
Amiga AS00 Computer Keyboard 

Built-in I Meg US/DI) disk drift 

51 2 K A 5 01 Kam Expansion 
Cates! Kickstart and Workbench i,3 

Notepad Mini word* processor 

All necessary disks , manuals and cables 

T V modulator and Comrntickire mouse 

40% colour graphics, 4 chaimd tferen sound 

12 months warranty on all items 

kill 11 k spec ificat inn machine 

Bart vs the 

Space Mutants 
The new 1 meg game 

AND OUR OWN EXTRAS PACK 
Accessories 

Mircoswitched joystick \ 

Disk Library Case 
10 Blank disks 

High quality mouse mat 

Five Game Pack A Top Title 

Turbo Outrun 
Fnduro Racer 
Super Wonder Boy 
Thunder Blade 
Crackdown 

2/-~^ 

V 

Kick Off 2 
1 Meg version 
Voted European 
Game Of The Year v 
2, J 

Total Package Price i 
Including VAT & Delivery 1 
Next Day Courier Briber) W £5.50 Extra 

9.99 
CALL 
NOW 

n 
plujkudjuud 

Pads I dust cover 

riiMfps CMRR33FI Colour Sfrrpn Monitor' 

l£639.99 
Bart Vntififi imrl Monitor »k (n IT# f‘»* k I 

STAR (,('-2(1(1 Colour Prinlor 

Pack 2 
complolf- \x 11 h 
doMcmor and 
m dk 

■ £839.991 
HOW TO ORDER 
By Phone : 
Call our credit card order line, and 
quote your credit card details 
to our helpful sales staff. We accept 
\ccess. Visa, Euro curd, Mastercard, 
AMEX and (he new direct debii cards 
tike Switch and Barclays Connect. 

By Mail : 
Simply write down the del ails of your order 
along with your name and address, then 
pout it to us with a personal cheque,postal 
order, bankers draft or building society 
cheque made payable to, "Digicom Computer 
Services Ltd", 

Personal cheques require time to dear before despatch 
Pn*** »•* *tt iitbjttt (IP i hiAtr withoai a«lUr, 

art i*l «i • frl<l hull, ildl 

Digicom offers you ! 

Free Catalogue w ith all orders 

~y 12 months guarantee period 

“I All product tested before despatch 
“I Regular newsletters and special offers 

3Technical helpline 

□ 30 day replacement of faulty prntluct 

□ Price or product match 
□ Computerised order system 

36-37 Wharfside 

Fenny Stratford 

Walling Street 
Milton Keynes MK2 2AZ 

Showroom open Mon-Sal 9,0Qam-5^0pm 

(closed between 12.30-1,30 pm l 

Wharfside is opposite the Bridge Pub on the A5 Watling Street 

I DitiiCGiv! i 
(0908) 378008 



As an 6Jita member of 'MERLIN' you will be employed specifically to defuse 
crisis situations around the world without provoking full scale war. 

Control Thunderhawk in what is proclaimed to be 'The fastest 3D graphic 
system to appear on any home computer”. 

Avaifabta on 
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Have ImageWorks gone mad 
with Mega-Io-Mania? Is this 
gaming's new top God or 
a delusion of grandeur? 
Powermongers battle 
for Supremacy on P.54 

Screenplay is the showcase for all the 
latest Amiga leisure software, hs 

brief Is to review games Just before they 
hit the shops, to provide the most 
authoritative and accurate purchasing 
guide found In any Amiga magazine. 
You'll find no PC or ST games mas* 
quefading as Amiga software here. 

The reviews arc written by the 
Amiga Format staffers as well as sea¬ 
soned professionals, drawn from Future 
Publishing’s crop of market leading 
computer tides. This month’s reviewers 
•tre: Trenton Webb. Maff Evans, Paul 
Lyons. Frank O'Connor. James Leach„ 
Neil Jackson and Andy Hutchinson. 

i ? 1 ri Nfj, 
Gunning for Gunship! P.80 

Oriental classic meets 
pretly pics, but has the 

gaming gone to pieces? P.71 

04 , 

v . 
Virgin's Whirlwind gets 

15 on the Beaufort Scale! 
Join the cue on P.58 

Storming across Europe on a mission ute domination 

Get the 
Power! 

Atomino P.61 ■ Navy Seals P.62 ■ Sliders P.68 ■ Swap P.72 I 

Cardinal P.77 Challenge Golf P.83 ■ Spoutro and Charts P.8S 



First choose your 

island. Three moke 

up an Epoch and con 

be played in any 

order. Then select 

the number el men 

you wish to commit 

to the struggle* 

You're given 100 

new troops for each 

Epoch and you have 

to decide how many 

and where they'll 

fight on that Island* 

On arrival you see 

the chosen sector 

with yOur base 

tower* To the ieft of 

the tower is an 

open-cast mine, 

from where your 

minerals are 

rxtracted. At the 

moment It only 

yields a few* but It 

can he improved to 

give a wider range 

of resources* 

Click on the light- 

bulb kon In the 

cluster and you are 

presented with a list 

of possible inven¬ 

tions* To invent this 

shield, click on the 

picture When the 

equation appears* 

add researchers 

with the right but¬ 

ton. The clock tells 

you how long it will 

take to research. 

While waiting for 

the Invention to be 

finished, there's 

time to look around 

the island- click on 

any sector of the 

map {top left] to 

move around- Ob 

look. Yellow and 

Green are scrapping, 

which means your 

two worst enemies 

are actually killing 

each other! Ha! 

The numbers by the 

shields show how 

many men any team 

has out in Hie sector 

currently being 

viewed. You can 

also ask for an 

alliance by clicking 

any shield * Yellow 

here as he has most 

men — the leader 

will then appear and 

give a simple 'yes' 

or ‘as' answer. 

The invention is fin¬ 

ished and as a result 

the Blue team 

advances a tech 

level- This opens up 

new avenues - bet¬ 

ter minerals and 

weapons! The tower 

changes design to 

reflect Hits. The 

bricks and mortar 

icon shows that a 

mine can now be 

built. 

Mega-lo 

<0 
W 

V) 
Ferocious 

leader of the 

Red Army, 

She Is one 

nasty lady! 

The Green team are ahead In the 

mining field. They have a covered 

mine and an open-cast affair. 

These allow mineral extraction 

and weapons construction. The 

Open-cast mine Is less efficient 

than a mechanised one, but will 

do until the Greens rise through 

tech levels* A covered mine needs 

building and this takes manpower 

away from the main war effort- 

It looks like Populous and has the tactical edge of 

Powermonger. Is it trying to beat the gods at their 

own game, or is the similarity just skin deep? 

Political influence i* OK* and military 

muscle will do* but true megalo- 

maniac* lust after absolute power* 

Mega-h~A4anw focuses on ibis grim pursuit 

but with a smile on its face and wiih its tongue 

firmly in the check Have Sensible Software 

managed to crack it and creme a strategy game 

that's amusing, or arc the laughs being used to 

disguise light-weigh! gameplay? 

Of cabbages and kings 
Me %a-lo-Mania is a game of minerals* tech¬ 

nology and people* Minerals are what's used 

to build weapons wiih, technology provides 

the designs they arc built with, while your 

people go out and use them on the enemy. 

Managing all three properly can prove di fficult 

though, in this four-way amis race* because 

victory is far more important than quality* 

Mega-lo-Mania is a batik to dominate 28 

islands. Each one is divided into sectors and ii 

is here that the minerals come into play* Only 

one warlord can control a particular sector and 

estract minerals from it* Because each sector 

has different minerals, controlling the ones 

with the best range of elements is important. 

Without minerals you cannot develop weapons 

and without weapons: well you're history! 

Technology is the driving force behind 

\tega4o-Mania. Man s trip ihrough the art of 



SCREENPLAY 

Mania 
The scroll icon will 

tell you which ele- 

Red Is In trouble, real trouble. 

They have been unlucky In their 
choke of lector Going for good 

minerals they find themselves sur¬ 

rounded by Green and Yellow. 
Unless they form an alliance with 
one, or both of them, they will not 

be able to move out any troops 

without going to war. 

Yellow fs playing a strong game. 

They have a mine and are getting 

ready to send out a raiding party. 
If they are going to war. their lack 

of sophistication (they look like 
cavemen!) will make them easy 
meat. They could colonise the sec¬ 

tors below them, though, and 

build their strength up that way. If 
they form an alliance they will not 
be able to build. This a handy tac¬ 

tic when you want to stop another 

team expanding before you're 

ready to meet and kill 

Leade r of 

the Yellow 

Squad, A 

very violent 

customer. 

King of the 

Blues, he's 
very defen¬ 

sive, but 

plays well. 

a 
n 
u 

<8 

2 

Jestructiofi has been split into 10 dif¬ 

ferent ‘tech levels', At first you can 

only use slicks and stones to 

break bones. But as Lhc little 

people gather more minerals, 

they make scientific break¬ 

throughs and so advance through 

tech levels. This allows you to 
build belter weapons and gain that 

vital edge. If you've a cannon then a 

guy wiih a stick ainT much hassle, if on (he 

iher hand you've got a nuclear missile ihe 

man with a cannon's dead meat. 

The people you command are stupid. Left 

i ibeir own devices they'll just collect rocks 

y ^ieks and reproduce. It's how you use them 

dial matters - where, w hen and for what task - 

tfui seals your fate. They can be left in the 

tower (your home base ! to procreate, or go out 

and mine for minerals, work in factories build¬ 

ing weapons, research new battle systems or 

go to wax, If you make the wrong call then an 

aggressive enemy will simply sneak 

in an early attack with basic 

weapons while you are labouring 

away on the high-level stuff. 

Alternatively, lower-tech equip¬ 

ment often proves to be all but 

useless when up against high- 

tech defenders 

Island records 
Mega~!o-Mdrtia is split into It) levels or 

Epochs. Each Epoch has three islands, and 

they share the same starling tech level, !fs 

possible to advance three lech levels above 

this* so a clever warlord can battle bows with 

biplanes, All an Epoch's islands must be dom¬ 

inated before you move up lo the nexi Epoch, 

Knowing which weapons to expect from 

which minerals ai any given tech level forms a 

vital part of the Mega*h-Afanui learning 

curve, essential if you're to u in an Epoch. 

Continued Overleaf 

fur an Invention to 
he built. The shield 

icon »howi your 

shield invention can 

now be built. The J5 

men allocated to the 

bricks-and-mortar 

mine Icon are the 

folk who are cur¬ 

rently employed in 

building the mine. 

Oh look, a mine! 
That little building 
next to your tower 

replaces the open- 

cost pit of 

yesteryear, This 
building Is obvious 

to all the other 

players F so they will 
know of your poten¬ 

tial mineral wealth 

and may attack. It's 

time to start think¬ 
ing about weaponry. 

Moire the hand cur¬ 
sor to the numbers 

below each Icon and 

press the right but* 

ton to instruct your 
people to do a job. 

Mere 10 are digging 
for Planetarium, and 

seven are mining 
Moon life. The other 

3$ are sat In the 

tower breeding until 

they are given 
an Instruction. 

Back In the design 

cabin, your 

researchers now 
have plans for a 

crossbow defence. 
Having pulled out 

some miners means 

there Is a potential 

force of A? Inven¬ 
tors. The equation 

shows that tills 

many men will take 

zero game turns to 
invent the bow. 

Now the bow's fin¬ 

ished check out 

what It's made of. 
The logs are col¬ 

lected automatically 
but the Planetarium 
Has to be mined, so 

some people will 
need to be put on 

the case If bows are 
to be built. The bin 

at the bottom is 

used for scrapping 

redundant designs. 

The bows are begin¬ 

ning to roll in, hence 

the appearance of 
the bowman icon, 

signifying i 

for your tower and 

mine. Grey arrows 

show which knot 
you can currently 
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SCREENPLAY /Tn 

56 

Each def?nd#F ham to 
be placed |n a 

turret, lust click on 
the master-defender 

icon and then pick 

the weapon (here 

it's bows) and place 
them there. They are 

well protected and 

so should see off 

any wandering 
villains who try to 
have a crack at the 

Blue tower. 

A quick check on the 

minerals situation. 
The hands show that 
a mineral Is coll¬ 

ected automatically 

and the men Indicate 
that people have to 

go and dig them out. 

Unfortunately even 

the 30 miners pro¬ 
duce very few of the 

minerals, necessary 

to build Blue's 
defensive bows . 

Looking at the state 

of the whole Island 

is worrying. Yellow 

Is well ahead of the 

game with two tow¬ 
ers (squares) and 

one wandering army 
(dots). Green Is on 

the hoof too. and 
they are coming this 

way! Is It time to go 
to war or perhaps 

It's better to |ust sit 
and hide? 

A qukk inventing 

session has yielded a 

spear for Blue, an 
offensive weapon at 
last! The sword icon 

leads you here. Click 
on the number 

below the weapon 

to start an army. 
Eleven high-tech 

weapons (spears) 
are better than 

loads of rock throw- 

ersr so lets fight, 

Once an army has 
been built the hand 

changes to a sword, 

dick In any adjacent 
sector to advance 

them there. The 

army Is on the 

march and Is looking 
for an army to fight. 

Time has been 

advanced {the man 
is running) to speed 

up events dick on 
him to slow It down. 

Into the Yellow sec¬ 

tor! They were 
waiting with an 

equally-armed fore* 

of greater numbers. 

Run away! The num¬ 
bers fay the shields 

tell the sorry story. 

This battle Is 

already lost but 
there will be 
another day, another 

battle, another go at 
Mega-to-Mania? 

Graphically sinking* Mega-to-Mania paints 

quite a misleading picture: it looks like a sprite 

game!. The weapons, aircraft and little people 

animate humourously on the full-screen tPALi 

display. Vet, although they dominate mo 

thirds of the screen, they only serve as a visual 

shorthand to relate import am information 

graphically. The game is won or lost with the 

icons, the miniature map and your fellow 

megalomaniac's faces. 

after these bouts of brinks mans hip* missile 

defence networks cut in and the game takes on 

a far more serious hold. It's a stem test of 

pure power, 

Lear we go! 
Mtga-khManm is contagious, A finely bal¬ 

anced test of logic and logistics, it grows in 

complexity without you noticing. The graphics 

give this tough tactical test a humorous edge. 

"Icons systems have to be designed with the player in 

mind if they are to work well. Mega-lo-Mania's control 

system is clear, intuitive and witty." 

Icon systems have to be designed with the 

player in mind if they arc to work well. Mega- 

to-Mania's control system is dear, intuitive 

and witty, each icon leading logically to a 

more detailed breakdown of what's happening 

in the area it commands. These controls are 

□Iso reassuringly constant with the right button 

increasing manpower commitment to an icon, 

the left decreasing it. Which is just as well as 

the clicking soon becomes frantic, 

Mega-Io-Mama literally speaks for itself 

in the sound department. Anyone who played 

AF25*s Coverdisk will aLrcady be familiar 

with "Zee dezirrc is fccnishcd." and similar 

phrases. The full game runs with the speech 

and either music or sound effects simultane¬ 

ously. all at no cost to speed. The code loads 

from disk one. and all the noise is packed onto 

disk two. which lives in the drive during play 

- avoiding the need to swap disks* There's 

masses of sampled speech, all professionally 

recorded by radio actors who bring real per¬ 

sonality and comical speech defects into play. 

And every time something important happens, 

the game tells you. personally. 

Nowhere to hide 
It’s not the effects though that make Mega-h* 

Mania, it's the gamepiay. Each island, tech 

level and Epoch has its own tricks. As the 

Epochs start to fall and the tech levels 

advance* more has to be done* but faster. 

Furious bouts of clicking, waiting and battling 

are necessary as the islands begin to get 

laugher to capture. The computer enemies get 

more devious, weapons take longer to build 

and the islands themselves gel bigger, offering 

more places to run and control for all panics. 

But the gamepiay changes as Mega-to-Mania 

progresses and new tech levels are reached. 

Aircraft are the first quantum leap, 

because w ith an airforce you are freed from 

simply advancing and attacking enemies in 

adjacent sectors. Now you can fly planes to 

attack anywhere in the island world. Some 

islands aren’i even joined by land and must be 

attacked this w^ay* On these islands there's a 

period of relative safety, when defences can be 

buih and alliances made to ensure your sur¬ 

vival. The initially slosv pace is then suddenly 

drow ned in a frenzied series of air attacks, 

When the tech levels reach the nuclear 

stage* the gamepiay once again undergoes a 

metamorphosis, tf you don’t develop and use 

nuclear weapons first then you're radioactive 

ash. It's a straight first past the post race and 

which is further honed by the speech samples. 

They don't try to disguise the game's true 

nature - strategy, not god game - but add real 

personality to what normally is a dull genre. 

Mega-lo-Mania pulls you in. Its neat 

segmented nature means that islands can be 

played quickly and repeatedly, upping the 

Slouiy the great orb bee one; surrounded 
by all Kenner of creatures 

Ths gods fight for control of this new sector 
of the universe. This Is ttic sotting for Mega- 
lo-Mania, as the winner will become the 
over-lasting dotty of the people. Theology 

con welt though, first you hav* to win all 
the Islands and the mother of all battles* 

pace and the enjoyment. This j$ Mega-h- 

Mania's true strength: the ‘one more go’ 

factor. When this is combined with a never- 

ending trail of technological carrots, jet 

fighters, nuclear weapons, spaceships and toys 

that tempt you into yet more hours of play* 

then Mega-lo-Mania becomes a ferocious 

strategy challenge but contains an addictive 

arcade appeal. 

Trenton Webb CD 

Mega-lo-mania 
Image Works ■ £29.99 

• Brilliant use of speech helps create 
a real personality, 

• The gamepiay changes in tempo 
and style continually, presenting 
new challenges. 

• Has that *just one more go” edge, 

• Fast-paced strategy that has an 
arcade atmosphere. 
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SCREENPLAY 

M~ any celebrities have lent both their 

names and credibility to crass 

games and must die of embarrass¬ 

ment each lime they pass a computer. Jimmy 

White, though, can hold his head high, 

because the game entitled Archer Maclean's 

147 3D Snooker has now become Jimmy 

White's Snooker. The result is a rare mix of a 

big name, w ith a hig game to back it up. 

This latest arrival into the sports arena is a 

3D green-baize spectacular. Essentially it’s a 

polygon representation of everything that 

makes snooker a test of nerve, skill and imagi¬ 

nation. It provides an environment where you 

can check angles, line-up and play perfectly 

accurate shots. It's not a snooker game, but a 

true snooker simulator, 

Jimmy White himself and three decreas- 

tngly skilful pros wait to test your snookering 

skills in the one-player mode. There's also a 

trick-shot editor and of course a two-plaver 

feature, so you can try your cue against a 

Jimmy White's 
Snooker 

Welcome to a packed auditorium, 

where ex-champion Typhoon Trent 

takes on newcomer Whirlwind White. 

friend. The score-board even tells you if you 

need to play a certain colour, and if so which 

one, so an encyclopaedic knowledge of the 

sport isn't necessary before you Man potting. 

Hie structure of the game isn't what makes the 

game great though, it's the playing. 

Pfeyer i 

Ball required 

Break score 

1 Co to cue ball 
2 View line 

3 Disk options 
4 Chalk cue 

5 Add follow 

£ Score I 
Compute best shot 

Change cue power 

Zoom In 

Zoom out 

TRENTV 
8 

BREAK O 

s 
2 j 
, 1 

9F—1 

V 6 
> j 

PS 
mH 0 t' 

K- r 1 J n 
i 

7 Left hand side 

a Take shot 
9 Right hand side 

10 Overhead Icons 
tl Add screw back 

12 Select plan view 

Tilt table up/down 

Change cueing 

angle left/right 

Opponent score 

A shot in the dark? 
Snooker has a crisp feel to ii. The table rolls 

swiftly in unison w ith the mouse, so any area 

or ball can be fully checked out before a shot 

is taken. A zoom function is only an icon or 

click away, for a close-up examination or a 

long-distance look. The table can even be 

tipped for over-the-top views or an edge-of- 

the-cushion perspective. 

Playing a shot is icon intuitive. Click on 

the cue ball (or any other ball for that matter> 

and you're whisked to bridging distance 

behind it. Using icons or the mouse, you can 

roll the table left and right, or up and down to 

cheek the angle. Any doubts about the cue 

ball's line of travel, or how ii will bounce off a 

cushion can be answered by simply selecting 

the projected line from the menu. 

Snooker s about more than cueing in 

straight tines, though, and the best players will 

use side or top spin to control the impact and 

final position of the cue ball. After a squeaky 

chalk session, you're ready U> manipulate the 

way the cue ball's addressed. Again it's the 

simple and flexible icons option which adds 

playability and realism without hampering 

TOh Trwty lines up another stunning shot, this time using back spin, Well lf» ■ safety shot thet 
will hopefully nestle the cue bell In the peck of reds. Not exactly aggressive but effective. 
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FOUL. TRENTY CHOOSE - 
H C4HTIHUK M1TH 4MOT 

tO R HAKE TOH 
PLAY RfiAIH 

» col niff' mx PoiNtm a* n ht& mu £MT 

Eww the computer fouls up. The fool patttd 

a colour instead of a rod. At last some points 
on the (word, even If you didn't score them. 

Using the view-line feature helps you to 

work out doubles- Kind of makes you wish 
you hadn't potted the red, doesn't It? 

With the cue hall on 
the baulk Cush too, 

you're In trouble. 

This Is where the 

mouse driven flexi¬ 
bility of IW's 

Snooker comes In to 
Its own. Rolling 

around the table you 
can check the shot 
from any conceiv¬ 

able angle- if youV* 
in a real tight spot 
though. It won't 

make the shot easier 

to play. You'll Just 
know exactly why 

you missed! 

Win, win, win! 
Even as a single-player game, though, it has a 

strange and powerful hook. The only thing 

pulling you into the game is the desire to mas¬ 

ter the system and win - be it either a 

computer or a human foe. You want to get bet- 

ter. you want to make bigger breaks, you want 

to be able - one day - to beat Mr White. 

Hours and entire evenings melt away unno¬ 

ticed. though, as you play and play again, 

gaming an ever better understanding of this 

snooker system and its particular rules. 

Jimmy White's Snooker is not without its 

foibles. The only downer is the slightly 

unsound potting effect. It doesn't quite capture 

the sound of a ball falling into a pocket, but 

you're so relieved it’s happened you don’t 

really notice. The lighter side of Mr White's 

game is odd. but reassuring. If you leave the 

table unattended then you’ll find software flies 

across ihe screen. Balls loo don’t like being 

left alone for too long as they begin to poke 

fun of inactive players who are taking to long 

over a shot. They bring a levity to a serious 

sim and while they seem somewhat out of 

place they are endearing. 

The strong 3D effects make it all possible 

"Expect to spend countless hours 

unconsciously creeping closer to the 

monitor, muttering to yourself about top, 

side, screwing back and kissing bails." 

speed, After that all you have to do is pick 

h<nv much power you want to wind into the 

shot. Then it’s lime to find out if all the plan¬ 

ning was worth the effort. 

Pot luck 
Setting up a shot quickly becomes second 

nature, as does reading the perspective for 

longer-range efforts. And it's here that Jimmy 

White's Snooker pulls clear of the impressive 

effects and becomes a game. This is not just a 

pot and hope job, you have to plan if you want 

to win. Shots have to be evaluated, assessing 

to the risk of missing, the safety options and 

what your nest ball will be. These factors have 

to be taken into consideration, because they 

arc always at the forefront of the computer 

opponent's simulated mind! 

The computer opponents * Tom. Dick. 

Harry and Jimmy - prov ide a flexible response 

to your growing snooker skill Tom is reason¬ 

ably useless, only being able to string a small 

break together and he miscues with regularity. 

Dick and Haro are pretty sharp, but neither of 

them will make the cut as hustlers- Jimmy, on 

the other hand, is unbeatable. He's as good on 

disk as he is in real life (if not better) and LOO 

breaks arc every day occurrences. 

The computer plays a devious game, cal¬ 

culating every move visibly. This adds 

character to the opponents and can be used as 

4 M>urce of amusement in its own right. In 

practise mode the computer can be asked to 

calculate the best way to pot a ball. If deliber¬ 

ate obstacles are put in its path, you can force 

the most infeasible shots out of the machine. 

It s impressive hut terrifying, because the 

same logic is used by Jimmy when he plays 

you! No snooker can ever be considered safe! 

Snooker is a game of touch and judge¬ 

ment, One pixel can make all the difference 

between a huge break and a shameful defeat 

This makes it ideal to play against friends, 

because both players agonise about a shot's 

potential success and laugh at its failure, 

The balls tire 
quickly of slow play¬ 

ers. Inactivity causes 

some strange 
behaviour. This is a 

composite shot of a 

few of the antics uf 
the snooker 

spheres. Silly but 
endearing It under¬ 

lines the character 

of the game well. 

A trick-shot editor,, 
where you can 

arrange the balls In 

any order on the 

table Is also on 

offer. First this 
serves as a useful 
trainer, where you 

can chase a red ball 
around the table 

until you've mastered the finer points of potting. Later you can build 

and save outrageous moves, testing the physics of both the game 
and the coding to the full. In both this and the practise mode the 
computer can even be asked to calculate the best shot for you! 

Unfortunately both this and the Undo feature can't be used when you 

play for real. 

and the crafty coding brings it alive. It looks 

and feels like the real thing. Don't expect to 

swan straight in and score a 147, it won’t hap¬ 

pen! Do expect to spend many hours 

unconsciously creeping closer towards the 

monitor, muttering about side, screwing back 

and kissing balls 10 yourself, Jimmy White's 

Snooker is an absorbing real snooker environ¬ 

ment brought onto ihe Amiga. The sport even 

seems to benefit from the treatment, as more 

outrageous view ing angles ore offered than the 

TV could ever dream of. It’s the next best 

thing to dragging a 12 x 6 table into your com¬ 

puter room and doing it for real 

Trenton Webb C? 

Jimmy White’s Sno« 
Virgin ■ £29.99 

• Plays, feels and looks just like the 

real thing. 

• A big name with s real game to 

back it up. 

• Serious code with underlying wit, 

• Competition, two player and a 

trick ahoi editor, 

• Incredibly smooth 3D makes for an 

ultra-playable snooker simulator, 

Iferdkfl 91% 
EWBMtar 
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Introducing 
Saxon Publisher & Draw 4D 

to the UK... 
Saxon Publisher provides you with performance 

unparalleled by other DTP programs, with features so 

powerful and flexible that even the most complex 

documents can be created in a fraction of the 

time. A program that incorporates numerous 

advanced typesetting features not available 

anywhere else - at any price. Saxon Publisher 

will change your perceptions about what a truly 

professional DTP program should be*.. 

The DTP Standard for the Amiga 
& Text sizes up to 2000 points 

& Import text from any Amiga WP 

& Rotate, Scale and Skew text in any direction 

& The ability to import and print 24 bit images 

without convertions utilities 

& Support for Encapsulated PostScript 

SKEWING 

Draw 4D is the first Multi Dimensional Structured Drawing | 

and animation software for Desktop Publishing and Video, 

The interface is the fastest, smoothest and easiest to use 

available on any computer. 

& Zoom range is nearly unlimited 

& DRAW 4D is fully multitasking 

4k : O. 
RO d 

-Jp 

•o. 
£V' 

PICTURE DISTORTION 

Saxon Publisher V1.2.**.£249.95 

Draw 4D.^XI49.95 

Saxon Publisher/Draw 4D Package. .X349.95 

...and the New Supra Range 

/ 

Supra Drive™ Floppy quiet reliable floppy disk drive 

works with all .Amiga1 computers. 1MB unformatted capacity. 

Pass-through pon for connecting additional drives..,£89,95, 

Supra Drive™ Removable 
Syquest™ removable cartridge drive for the 

A500 or 2000. Great for primary back-up [ 

storage.Comes complete with SCSI 

interface, or as add-on drive* INTERNAL 

£599.00 EXTERNAL £599.00 

SupraDrive™ 500XP Micro-power 

hard drive, SCSI interface, Sr RAM for the 

A500. Easily expands for 1/2 to 8MB RAM. 

Includes Amiga bus pass-through, SCSI port* 

software. From £425.00 

SupraDrive™ WordSync™ Easy-to-install, autobooting 

hard disk card for the Amiga 2000. Uses high-perfonnance 

Quantum™ hard disk &r includes SCSI port, utility software, 

40MB £425 • 52MB £475 ■ 105MB £625 

SupraRAM™ 500RX 1/2. 1, 2, 4 or 8MB of FAST RAM for 

the Amiga 500. Easy to expand. Zero wait states & hidden refresh. 

Amiga bus pass-through, from £129.95 

Dealer enquiries welcome 

W'ULI I J 

SupraRAM™ 2000 2.4.6 & smb of fast ram for the 

A2000 & 3000, Easy to expand. Zero wait states &r hidden refresh. 

Four-layer board improves reliability. From £119.00 

SupraModem™ 2400 too% Hayes'* - 

compatible 300. 1200, 2400 baud modem for 

2400 virtually all computers. Compatible with all 

popular telecommunications software. £149.95 

SupraModem™ 2400 Plus 
SupraModem 2400 with MNP5 & V*42bis error 

correction & data compression protocols. 

Allows transmissions up to 9600 bps. £199,95 

*400 SupraModem™ 2400zi internal half- 

card modem for the Amiga 2000 & 3000* 

Installs easily in any Amiga bus slot. Supports 

multiple modems on one computer. From £119.95 

All prices include 17.5% VAT* 

Access & Visa Welcome 

UK Limited 

SURFACE UK LIMITED • 5 ROCKWARE AVENUE ■ GREENFORD MIDDX UB6 0AA 
TELEPHONE 081-566 6677 EXT 204/205 FAX 081-566 6678 
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Do you remember school chemistry 

I lessons? All that talk of atoms, 

molecules and valences when all you 

warned to do is mix things together and see 

whai happens (preferably from a safe dis¬ 

tance), Well with the first puzzle game from 

Psygnosis since Lemmings you are given the 

power to mix your own molecules, without all 

that tedious attention to real chemistry and its 

unpredictable consequences. 

Your task is to combine atoms to form 

molecules and there are four kinds of 

molecule, each with a different number of con* 

neciors (or valence number). To create a 

molecule all you have to do is connect two ot 

more atoms together so that all the connec* 

lions are made and Si*s as simple as that. Well 

actually it's not quite that simple at all To add 

a bit of life to the game you have to add the 

atoms to the playing area in the order that they 

appear in the supply chute. 

Molecular madness 
There arc two modes of play; in one you sim¬ 

ply have to create as many molecules as 

possible, competing only against the steadily - 

increasing flow of atoms. In the other mode. 

Wtk«M to level SO - new things start to 

9*4 really towgh, Yaw talk b tv rmmmwm mM 
the screwed-down atoms by linking them 

Into mol*cul*s. Tie* problem H that n*w 

atoms are app lari leg in the tWhury cheat* 

almost » fait as you can piece than. 

each level has a specific task that has to be 

completed before you can advance on to the 

next level ‘Create X molecules with at least Y 

atomsf is self-explanatory. The 'Remove the 

given atoms' challenge involves creating 

molecules around already present atoms, often 

screwed to the board preventing their move¬ 

ment. The most fiendish task is ‘Complete the 

given pattern” one, where you have to create a 

single molecule that fills the whole of the 

playing area. 

As the game progresses through the 

levels, the playing area gets smaller and 

changes shape so the atoms have to be placed 

faster and faster - if the seventh hall falls into 

the supply chute, then the game is over. It may 

all sound terribly complicated, but after a cou¬ 

ple of levels everything becomes clear - if no 

less frustrating. 

On the down side it lacks the attention to 

detail that is usually attached to Psy gnosis’ 

releases. The difficulty factor of the levels is 

pretty uneven and the fact lhai passwords arc 

only given every 10 levels makes advancing 

from levels 50-80isb a needlessly frustrating 

task. The soundtrack and background could 

have benefited from the occasional change d la 

Term. Most annoyingly, there is no facility for 

mouse control, an option that would increase 

the playability no end. 

Atomic atrophy 
In the long term. Like many puzzle games, 

Atamino's lastability suffers because of the 

game's repetitiveness. Although coming back 

to the game is an enjoyable experience, it 

Lacks the ability to make you want to pick it up 

again. On the whole, though, it is a fast-paced 

and deeply absorbing game. 

Th* trickiest levels 

art those mrtwr* you 

haw to make a 

single molecule fill 

nw ffitirt playing 

■r**, Think very 

urtfiiiiy lutort act’ 
log: W you flit tfc* 

Mi toe fHt wtth- 

Q**t m.tkmq «R tfc* 

links. It'll be 

'Cum Over', nun. 

If you're a serious puzzle fan, or if you’re 

Looking to add a good-quality puzzle game to 

your collection, then Atomino has much to rec¬ 

ommend it. Unfortunately it doesn't quite have 

the hook that makes a good game into an 

essential buy. 

Paul Lyons O 

Atomino 
Psygnosis ■ £25.99 

• A fast-paced puzzle game requiring 

good forward planning. 

• Pleasantly functional graphics and 

spot effects. 

• Sadly there is only one tune 

throughout the game. 

• There la not an option for mouse 

control, which would of helped. 

• It all becomes somewhat repetitive 

after a while. 
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Ocean's latest is based on ihc God¬ 

awful movie of the same name. The 

movie tells the late of a group of top- 

secret super agents* much in the same mould 

as Britain's SAS. The game follows the plot of 

the movie fairly loosely and sees you control¬ 

ling a group of five American soldiers. There 

are two main objectives: to rescue the occu¬ 

pants of a recently shot down helicopter and 

then destroy a stockpile of missiles. 

The game is set in the Gulf region, possi¬ 

bly bad liming in light of recent events there. 

Basically, it involves a lot of platform action* 

Swinging precariously along * balcony, you 
hivt to deal with the machlnt yun wielding 

goon above you. 

It s basically a plat¬ 
form sboot-em-tip, 

but the second level 

if a lot more maze- 
like than the first 

and H may be wise 
to make a map. 
Here a massive 

eaplosion ensues as 
you shoot an unfor¬ 

tunate Arab geezer 
with an unfeastbty 

dangerous bazooka. 

interspersed with some noisy shooi-em-up 

hits. The screen scrolls in four directions and 

most levels are fairly complex. 

The American Dream 
As you wander urnund ihe screen, you will 

come across crates that arc stamped with an 

American Hag. These contain missiles. 

Walking over these crates activates a timed 

explosive device. To complete a level, you 

must find all of the missiles and plant the 

explosives on them* 

Hampering your progress in (his matter, 

are lots of Arabian soldiers. These guys will 

shoot you on sight, but only if you are directly 

in their line of vision. Your Navy Seal dude 

Crawling away from 

the bad guys, like 

the damned coward 

you are. You should 
kill that bloke and 

get hold of the Juicy 
weapon hidden 

Inside the crate. 
Weapons range from 

crap sub-machine- 

guns, to an 
Impressive flame¬ 

thrower. Babes flip 
for flame-throwers. 

NAVY SEALS vs SAS 

Everyone knows how hard the SAS *r*. They are often to be found 

scaling waits, fighting Russian kung-fu masters and biting the 
hearts off Doberman pinschers. SAS troops tend to live life to the 

full, seeking danger and excitement wherever they may be. 

In light of this, we thought It might be a nice Idea to run a 
comparison between the SAS and the Navy Seals, 

Having no Idea what the Navy Seals actually did, we contacted 

their top-secret HQ In North Carolina and spoke to agent Dave 
"Spanky" ScheInfold. We told him about the SAS and asked him 

how he thought the two sides compared. 
'‘Frankly," he said, “Wo really enjoy sitting In and watching a 

bit of Oprah Winfrey. All that danger stuff Is a bit stressful for 

u*,w, Pausing for a moment, he added. "The action in the movie 

Isn't like us at all, we much prefer a bit of male bonding. We're 

also very keen on personal hygiene r. 
So there you have It. The authoritative guide to the world s 

most dangerous secret agents. 

can perform some fairly athletic manoeuvres 

on ihe obstacles and platforms. It's* quite easy 

to knock out one of the enemy by tumping on 

him or swinging down right onto his bonce 

from a platform. 

The main problem with ihe game is the 

difficulty level. If an Arab dude spots you and 

opens fire, it's almost impossible 10 avoid the 

bullet, mainly because your sprite is so slow to 

respond The instructions on controlling your 

hero are a little misleading, but once you fig¬ 

ure it out it gets to be quite enjoyable. 

Sights and sounds 
The graphics are pretty, but they lack variety 

and the urge to see what lurks on the next 

level. The sound is fine, neat spot effects and 

decent samples. It think it could have bene¬ 

fited with some in-game music though. 

In the elevator, and It looks like you're lost, 

lump oft to reach the next missile. 

Navy Seals isn't a bad game at all, but there 

are so many niggling problems, it seems a 

shame more time wasn't spent on it. With 

some thought and good design, this could have 

been a brilliant platform game. As it is. Navy 

Seals is average, 

Frank O'Connor O 

Navy Seals 
Ocean ■ £25.99 

• Tricky platforms and irritatingly 

frequent death causes some unnec¬ 

essary frustration. 

• Variation between levels is almost 

non existent, 

• Graphics are decent, marred by 

some odd animation, 

6 A reasonable licence, making use 
of a tired old formula, but not the 
worst of Its kind. 



In just five years Incentive Software have 
built a reputation for producing the very 
finest in 3D exploration games. Their 

development systems 
Freescape and Freescape 2 
have become synonymous 
with quality, depth and 
playability, These four games 
represent the pinnacle of their 
success, We hope you 
enjoy them. L 
What the press have said: 
DRILLER 

One of the best ever - 90% 
- ZZAP! 64 

Dazzlingly original - 963 - ACE 
Generation 4 (France) - 98% 
TOTAL ECLIPSE 

All the addiction and challenge you 
can handle - 907 - ACE 
Incentive have done it again - 93% 

- CRASH 
Micro Hobby (Spain) - 90% 
CASTLE MASTER 

The best Freescape game yet - 90% 
- C&VG 

Easily the best - 90% - THE ONE 
Joystick (France) - 96% 
THE CRYPT 

The Crypt has never before been released. 
An immaculate follow-on from Castle Master, 
Incentive at their very best. 
AVAILABLE OH: IBM PC 5.25" & 3.5”, Ami3a, Atari ST, 
CBM 64 cass. & disc., Spectrum cass Amstrad cass. & disc 
Screenshots taken from Amiga version 

OBfCHlU , 

MARK 
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Try Jump]Itfl Bart m 
the Mn fur a spring 

surprise, but watch 

out for that horrible 

orange nasty 

Shows at 2pm and 
Jpm? Well 

Bartlock' because It 

sounds like a big 

clue to me. 

Throe nasties and a 

purple sign. The 

three have to be 

avoided and the 

sign needs spraying. 

Ah! A can of spray 
paint but how do 

you reach It without 

leaping back Into 

the aliens? 

A locked door, well 

Intriguing or what! 

Maybe there's a key 

somewhere later on, 
Or maybe not! 

Its Spider Bart! Just 

by leaping on a local 

phone booth he can 

reach safety and 

those towels. 

Hint number two - 

there's an axtra life 

In them there 

bushes. It's getting 

It and staying allva. 

64 

L iving on Sky TV has hardly earned 

Ban Simpson mass exposure, hut the 

yellow peril is still popular. The 

Simpsons* it seems, can sell everything* from 

T-shirts to satellite dishes, a fact which led the 

more cynical members of the press (Damien 

included!) to voice doubts about the potential 

quality of the game. Ban himself may be an 

“underachiever and proud of it"* hut the game 

most certainly isn't! 

Radical man 
The Simpsons comes in console flavour, 

packed with Super Afario-style platform leap¬ 

ing, timing traps and hidden bonuses. Few 

console games have made the transition to 

computers with grace, losing their playability 

somewhere between cartridge and disk, but 

Ban retains his charm, 

Bart, resplendent in garishly bright 

cartoon colours, has a simple mission - to save 

This is a raal cru+l 

UtH* tf*n*r to g*« 
right, Th* mutant 

scurries kft and 
right eft bar a, id# of 

th* drinking foun¬ 
tain. Bart ha* to 

sneak In and g*t 

spraying. Ht't not a* 

fast at th* mutant, 
though, to go raal, 

rani careful Of you'll 
find out whar* car¬ 

toon kid* go whan 
they dial Probably 

to tha BBC! 

Simpsons 
Big name hunting can be a perilous task these days. 

Has Bart Simpson vs the Space Mutants survived? 

the Earth! Having watched aliens invade his 

back >ard he sets out to become the saviour of 

Springfield, The aliens have ‘bodysnatched' a 

whole bunch of people not only this but they 

have planted a number of baby monsters who 

bounce around on guard. The final pan of the 

attack is far more subtle, the Space Mutants 

are building a super weapon! For this they 

need purpk scuff and ail manner of curious kit. 

Don't ask daft questions like w'hy? This is the 

Simpsons and the logic is natural, even if it's 

not exactly sensible. 

Bait, while leaping and running along a 

horizontally-scrolling town, has to spot the 

body snatchers in a They Live parody. 

Whenever he pulls on his X-ray specs he can 

see the tentacles looming out of what looks, in 

regular vision, to be a normal human head. 

Jumping on ihe head in question kills the 

'proof and wins him a gem. (Obviously 

Th* mutants arc 
always changing 

sp**d so look 
bifort you hap. 

Candy may b* 

dandy, but alt th* 
canopy n**dt is 

painting! 

One* again a bln 

really com** to your 
aM, bonne* again 

Dick Whittington. 

Walk on th* grass 

by Jumping, This 
g*t* th* purple 

polteaman on. 

Dodging th* 

Pol iceman, though, 
tf hard. Leap back 

on the grass, quick! 

Thcrt't a purple 

parrot In that win¬ 

dow, a r*al ****** 



SCREENPLAY 

Lva-plitg up for a 

bom** will cost you 

a life. to take care. 

Spraying that plant 
H tricky. Stand to 
ttw loft of the 

window ledge and 

paint a$ you spray. 

This plant Is ev**» 

harder to roach, try 
lumping on the door 

but watch out for 
tfl# mutant. 

an extra Hf* and is 
wall worth getting 

even for a cartoon 
character. 

Scope that guy out 

cash to be had. 

that he's an alien 

'proof1. Jump on his 

head to gat a gam. 

lob Bart in, son 

items are vital s 

buy carefully. 

lumping mi the skull of a normal human is 

frowned upon and so costs Ban half a life.) If 

enough gems can he grabbed then the other 

Simpsons can drop in one by one to lend a 

hand at the end of the level: and in force on 

Level Five. 

Don't have a cow! 
Bart's platform leaping is a test of joystick 

dexterity and liming. And it's here that Ban 

That Httl* blrdy will 
tall you a lal* If you 

rag* tt off 

Shat* efty and a 

lows but watch out 

for the surf dude' 

really scores. The puzzles are simple but 

feature fiendish variations around a common 

ihcmc. Well judged in distance and tempo, 

these push Bart's leaping and running abilities 

to the limit. They also ensure that even when a 

level has been explored inside and out. you'll 

still be leaning in your chair to encourage the 

sprite to safely. 

Painting things ‘uttpurple’ provides The 

Simpsons with its puzzle platform. Bart can 

grab spray cans and then use it to change a 

dangerous item's hue. Life, especially for 

Bart man, h never that easy because every item 

is guarded by a space mulie. 

Certain items it seems are unreachable, 

even with the bravest leap, These have to be 

manipulated by remote means, forcing Burt to 

visit shops and buy and use tools to change 

their hue. All the active objects on a level have 

to be rendered safe if Bart is to proceed, again 

adding an extra tweak to the gaming process. 

The Mutants are after purple kil on Level 

One. Lalcr they hum hats, balloons, exit signs 

and other weird items as Ban systematically 

Level Two end 
Bart's at the Mall. 

Here he has to catch 

hats that fail from 
the celling. It's 

tough, but try not to 

lump on the head of 

any humans or you'll 
lose another Iff*. 

stops them building a super weapon. Each 

requires different skills to keep and collect if 

the aliens are to be robbed of their ingredients. 

Aye carumba! 
Ban isn't perfect. The sprites are small, the 

colour* retina-damagingly bright and a rendi¬ 

tion of the Simpson's TV tune echoes 

throughout the entire game. These an? niggles 

don't hinder the playing of the game, which is 

where Ban's strong points lay. 

Above all else The Simpsons is highly 

"The Simpsons isn't a brilliant game: it is 

a good game which uses its licence well." 

Spooky Allens! 

playable. Its pretty front-end graphics demand 

you watch, then the well balanced gameplay 

cuts in. First, the puz/Jcs intrigue while the 

timing tests add tension, then as expertise 

grows and (he level's brushed aside, explo¬ 

ration and ex peri mentation become possible. 

The hidden bonuses and disguised traps 

are worth hunting for. as arc the warp screens. 

There's even a safety net system, which 

allows observant players to recover from ear¬ 

lier mistakes. These features don't make Ban 

vs the Space Mutants stunningly original, just 

solid, with enough varied elements to ensure 

that attention is paid to each new screen. 

The Simpsons isn't a brilliant game, bill it 

is a good game which uses us licence well It 

draws on the resources introducing "real’ 

Simpsons incidents. On top of this it has an 

addictive edge, even to folks who have never 

seen a living Bart in their Life 

• Look* and feels like a console 

game: a good console game, 

• Intro capture* the flavour of the 

Simpson* well. 

• Small sprites and garish colours 

are a tad hard on the eyes. 

• Infuriatingly good timing and plat¬ 

form puzzles - 

• A highly playable game that u&ea 

its licence well. 

ferric) 82% 
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When was the last time you can 

remember playing a totally mad- 

Lhra^h shoot-em-up? These days 

game companies tend to concentrate on graph¬ 

ics presentation, whereas in the 'old days' 

video games consisted of simple, brightly* 

coloured sprites and overpowering sound hut 

with gameplay that left you breathless. 

Jeff Mimcr has long-professed his admira¬ 

tion of early 80s coin-ops, particularly 

Williams games such as Defender and 

Robot ran 2084, and was the man responsible 

for the Amiga version of Defender If. M inter 

thought that ii was a crime that there wasn’t a 

version of Rohomm available on home com¬ 

puters so he put his talents to the task of 

producing his own interpretation. 

Sorry! Then's no 
time for m toilet 

break, you've still 

got » whole hoard 

of 2y a x mi an mutant 

invaders to blow 

away and a herd of 
friendly beastles to 

rescue before the 

level's over. Don't 

be tempted by those 
cool, refreshing cola 

drinks either. 

They're really deadly 

alien Invaders trying 

to infiltrate our 20th 

century lifestyle, so I 
wouldn't trust them 

If • were you. 

Furry monsters 
and laser creeps 

You lake control of a laser-spilling llama lyes, 

a llamai who travels through a series of 100 

zones attempting to rescue innocent stranded 

creatures from alien mutants. In order to 

rescue the camels, goats, Hamas and sheep the 

Llamatron 2112 
heroic animal must walk around the screen 

picking up the creatures while fending off 

attacks from the aliens. 

To help you kill the enemies, is a 

directable laser-weapon, which can he locked 

in one direction by holding down fire. This 

allows you to attack in one direction. 

Oh nol Heavy! Hung 
around too long 

under that 16 ton 
weight and your 

llama wilt voon be 

nursing a rather 

severe headache. 

As If the marauding 

aliens weren’t 
enough, they've 

started sticking 

lasers Into the 

affray. Hardly fair! 
Still that's furry 
Interstellar war! 

AH that Glisters helps your Quest 

You can get an edge over the alien mutants by picking up the 

icons that they occasionally drop. These give you extra tools and 

weapons to help defeat the foa. 

3-WAY SPLIT - Gives 

you a spread three 
laser streams. 

HOT BULJ-ET5 - Fires 

a faster stream of 
more deadly shots. 

BOUNCE SHOTS - 
Allows you to ricochet 

shots off the walls. 

INVINCIBILITY - Makes 

you immune to enemy 
attack for a limited time. 

FLOYD BONUS - A 

bonus is added to 

your score. 

SMART TOMATO - 

Zaps everything on 
the screen. Ul 

EXTRA LLAMA - Adds 

a life to your supply. 

WARP - Adds 50,600 to 

LOVE HEART - Makes 
the creatures fall in 

love with you and 

rush towards you. 

Once you've managed to clear all ihe 

mutants from a screen, you can usually 

progress to ihc next and if you collect all of 

the lovely creatures before you finish, you gel 

a bonus score! However, some waves arc 

classed as ‘Herd Waves’, which require you to 

collect all the friendly creatures before you 

can finish the level. 

Free for all 
Not since PGA Tour Goff has a game managed 

to grab the attention of (he entire Amiga 

SHARE AND ENJOY 

Llamatron occupies a strange position in 

that it isn't m commercially available 

game. It's essentially a public domain pro¬ 

gram, so once you've got hold of It you 
can distribute R freely among your 

friends. However, H you have a copy of 

the game and enjoy playing It, you are 
obliged to send £S to Jeff M inter for his 
trouble, ft's a good idea to be honest and 

shell out the dosh (after all, look at the 

quality of the game for the price) since 
good programmers deserve to get some¬ 

thing for all their hard work. It may even 

induce other writers to come up with 
great games under the Shareware scheme. 

Format staff, with much joy stick-wrenching 

and swearing to be witnessed. Even though ihe 

game is pretty old fashioned with its frantic 

sound effects and simplistic graphics, it packs 

a hell of a punch in the ganieplay department. 

The game is very easy to get into due to its 

simple nature, but it's very difficult to put the 

Joystick down once you've started, so be pre¬ 

pared for some long nights of game playing! 

There are a few quirks, such as the odd 

glitch in the sound and graphics every now 

and then and the fact that the collision detec¬ 

tion lends to go rather awry from lime to time, 

but even (his doesn't detract from the highly 

enjoyable and furiously addictive game play. 

Since the game is shareware, the only ask¬ 

ing price is a plea from Jeff to send him a fiver 

for his efforts, this game shouldn't be missed. 

So get those fivers out! 

Maff Evans <Z> 

LLAMATRON 2112 
Llama soft ■ £5 

6 Simple graphics with incredibly 

bright colours and highly-Intense 

strobe-lighting. 

• Wild sound packed with odd sam¬ 

ples and excellent echo effects. 

6 The simple game play Is fast and 

massively addictive, 

• An old style game which Is superb 

value (If you*re honest). 

Mk) 89% 
Lggswwr_ 



THE SECOND WmLCDROWif YOU! 
Emergency News Bulletin 07.63.... Attention oil 

Storfighter pilots....The evil Bydo Empire is out for reven¬ 

ge.... Stronger, faster and more dangerous than befo¬ 

re....the attack waves have $tarted....a remodeled "R-9" 

Storfighter is armed and ready for you....proceed to the 

battlefront immediately....the nightmare has returned.... 
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Balls have always held u si range (usd* 

nation fur computer-guming folk. This 

game has all the traditional trappings 

d spheroid spectaculars, combined in a two- 

player sports special. Balls, as they say, have 

been done though; so can this one offer 

enough new features and playability to offset 

the loss id novelty? 

The game is, the retroactive school of 

game justification argue, a future sport* played 

by humans Cybernet i cal ly, directly m to Mime 

The yellow square in 

the top left is the 
opposition's goal. 

You have to drag 

the ball across it to 
score. Vqu have to 

coax the ball to 

move your way. It s 

easy when the other 

guy Isn't around but 
when you're scrap¬ 

ping for possesion... 

In two player mode 

you share a spin 

screen. It's fine 

when viewed like 

this but when you 

are going at It head 
to head you’ll need 

good sea legs. 

Screens are going 

this way then that 

and ... excuse me I 

think I'm going to 
be ill! 

meg ah (hie ether net. In reality ifx a hall game 

of attraction. You control a large coloured 

sphere, that roams a rectangular grid. Also 

making its presence fell is your opponent's 

sphere of, a puck and a few terrain-based sur¬ 

prises. just to keep things rolling along. Sliders 
Use the force 

The aim as to magnetically drag or shoot a 

puck across your opponent's goal area. 

Controlling the magnetic force with the fire- 

huttem, you simply have to shepherd the puck 

to the small coloured square that the other 

sphere started in. After you have scored a gout 

you’re whisked hack to your end and the 

whole show starts again 

It’s simple to play: joy slick commands 

following logical lines and with an obvious 

objective. What makes life difficult arc the 

Slippery when culd. The ice sends the 
spheres skidding Around uncontrollably. 

When combined with the ramp Around the 

goal the k* It A real points killer. 

manifold ways each of the 12 pitches are set 

up. Some are littered with ice ihai rohs spheres 

of control, one-way tiles thai force halls in 

specific directions and slopes that ^ap speed. 

The tougher, luicr pitches even have trampo¬ 

lines to send pucks and players sailing into the 

air, often way over the goal. 

The way each pitch, piaycT and puck will 

behave are offered as options before the game 

is played. Everything from ball speed to grav ¬ 

ity can be affected, which makes it a useful 

utility lor firs! time Sliders. These modifiers 

The targets Are 
trampolines. Hit one 

of these and you're 
thrown into the air. 

This \% annoying on 

a high gravity situa¬ 

tion, hut if you've 

tweaked the play- 
field wt up then it 

can send Sliders sail¬ 
ing off into space. 

The trampolines are 
particularly nasty 

here as the puck Is 

affected too. 

The options screen 

allows you to set up 

the game with any 
combination of dif¬ 

ferent factors. Some 

make the game 

faster, so are just 
funny. It’s possible 

to even set one 

player's parameters 

differently to the 

other's. While highly 
effective It does 

smack of foul ptay! 

may even he applied to a single player, giving 

them a particular advantage or handicap. And 

while initially amusing, it is a liulc pointless. 

Get personal 
All sport games arc best in two-player mode, 

as healing a human opponent is far more satis¬ 

fying than u hupping a computer-generated 

one, and this is a particularly good hall game 

against friends because it requires both skill 

and luck to he in the lead when time kicks 

itself out. Two players jostling, miming and 

shooting is Sliders at its best. When you just 

play in ihe one-player mode, though, there is 
something that is sadly lacking. Therers no 

personified opponent and victory feels 

strangely hollow. 

There is graphic style but no real glory. 

The screens scroll smoothly, slopes and spe¬ 

cial tiles are easily visible, but there’s nothing 

breathtaking or even inspired. Sliders is func¬ 

tional. bur not flashy, doing liulc to try and 

draw you m Even goal’s are only faintly lav¬ 

ished w ith sound effects, which is just a quiet 

Marilyn Munroe-lype sound sample. 

Sliders doesn’t really offer enough, 

despite a huge list of options. It has no visual 

magic and only 12 different playing fields to 

explore. Played by two people it becomes a 

frantic race for puck control. i\ race only inter¬ 

rupted by insane geography. Play *1 alone and 

the interest quickly flags. 

Trenton Webb O 

Sliders 
Palace ■ £25.99 

• A wealth of options to affect play, 

• Lacks the necessary definition to 

pull players in. 

• The graphics work well but lack 

any personality, 

• Only 12 different zones to play in, 

• Seriously improves when played 

against human opposition. 



FOLD 

\ ( ieuh)n Classic* Pack I Mb i 
only £3*9*99 Inc, VAT 

Basic Vmi&A Pac k 
i»n1> *510 UC. VAT 

i 61 Gainsborough Rd, Finchley, London, N12 8AA 

l(S)< ARTOON UASSltS 

1 including 
1 Mb disk driven JatL 

I TV modulator. 
*096 colours* yV\\pi 
mult Masking, speech 

synthesis, Amtjgahasic, 

i channel stereo, mouse, 
3 operation manuals, 
Workbench L3, 

Tutorial dick, all cahle*, 
notepad w/p. 
PLUS 

I The Simpsons 
| Captain Planet 

Lemmings 

I wwf t prici 

only £339 

POWIB PACK I Its your CHOICEI You 
CHOOSE 

(S) CARTOON CLASSICS 1Mb, include*; 
Pack A PLUS the official Commodore 1/2Mb 

upgrade complete with battery backed up dock, 

protective metal casing Does not invalidate war* 

rarity 1 year Commodore warranty. 
PLUS 10 GREAT GAMES 

Daiastnrm, Dungeon Quest, Grand Monster 

Slam, Kid Gloves, Powerplay, HVF Honda, 
ShufFIcpuck Cafe, Microprose Soccer* Tower of 

BabeL E-motion, 
OR POWER UF - The ultimate compilation including 

Rainbow Island - Format Child & all time favourite 

Altered Beast ■ 60-70% review 

X-Ou, - 70-80% review ?SSuSS 
Turned n - 85-90% review AND joystick AND 
Chase H.Q. - 80-90% review’ Dust cover 

> POWtK PRICE only £395.99 

your own 
diort hit 

© 
Pack B w itli 
chart game of 
your choke 

(up to £26) 
e.g, PGA Tour Golf. 
F19. H Type 2. FIS 
etc. 

ROWER PRICE 

only £399 

SMASHED 
PRICES 

I W ith Hack 

f PRICE 

only £573 

POWtK PACK 2 
PHILIPS 8833 MKII COLOUR MONITOR 

With Pack 0 

SJff‘ POWER PRICE 

only £633.99 

w 

With Pack (ri) 

PORTER PRICE 

only £619.99 

| AXf* POWER PACK 3 AMIGA 1500 - ITS GOT THE POWER 

From £599.99 without software 
I Liiesi Commodore Amiga Icomes with 1Mb of RAM (possible expansion to 9Mb) and 2 x 3-5* 
I sgOKb internal drives, detachable keyhoard and mouse Accepts all Amiga 2000 peripherals and is 
I upgradable to full IBM compatibility? 
I MATS The Works ■ platinum edition. An integrated word processor, database and spreadsheet, it's 
I.ill you need! PLUS Populus + Promised lands and Sim City + Terrain Editor(2 real ebssies wor¬ 
ldly of any collection \ PLUS Battler besa. The Grandmaster classic PLUS ilieir Finest Hour, Battle 
Inf Britaim fighter pilots are having a hard time - now its your turn/ PLUS Deluxe Paint lit - The 
I tunuk- art package - it's worth buying your 1500 just for this! PLl s A~Z of computer (argon 
I PLUS 2 introduction books ’Get the most out of your Amiga* and official manual 
I NEW At Once (with adapts), PC Emulator - run an IBM PC alongside your Amiga Only £249.99 

| THE ULTIMATE MOdMf* 

POWER PRICE ikc. m 

without morUn ir.£63999 
with Philips 8833 Mk H. £879.99 
with (xxnmtxkin- 1G84S £87999 
or with dust ctrecr   £88999 

with Xetrc 80Mb hard card il 14899 
with «0Mb hard card £1009-99 
s2Mh Quantum Drive £389 99 

EXPANSION POWER 
‘A* 

512K memory expansion wiih dock 1 A 
3.51 external drives ..£54,99 .. . ..only £32,99 
Very quiet, slimline design - suits any Amiga. CBM A501 official 512K expansion £44.99 

| Qn/off switch, 880K formaned capacity - extra 1.5Mb Pop. RAM braid....£99 99 
Call for further details 

VISIT OUR SHOP! 
Power Station Computers, 14 Station Hoad, Finchley, London N3 2RY 
ITs right by Finchley Central Tube Station so now you can try our products before 
buying) ■ our trained and friendly staff will be pleased to demonstrate any product 

IMPORTANT ALL machines art ttfftd prior to shipping 

- we* 
in* SCOOP! MONITOR POWER 

COMMODORE 1084SD 

Green screen facility 0 
14p RGB & CVBS 

colour moriitorEj^ 
80 characters x 25 lines | 

Stereo sound output 1 
Amiga compatible [” 

Earphone/headphone socket E? 

Free leads GJ 

RRP £300.00 
THE COMMODORE MAGIC 

at the AJff' Scoop! 

POWER PRICE of only 
£244.99 im.VAT 

PHILIPS 8833 MK11 
UK VERSION 

Featuring 

14* screen B 80 column display O' 

Stereo 13 Amiga compatible 

600 x 285 pixels Qf Free lead 1~3^ 

RGB/A1, TTL comp video & stereo audio mpui.s [ 

Retractable foot Twin speakers 3 

Earphone jack socket Free dust cover l~T 

FREE l year OMk rmiraenai*e GZ 

RRP £310.48 

*#*Scoop! POWER PRICE 

only £239.99 im.VAT 

PRINTER POWtK ^ 
All Citizen printers carry a full 2 YEAR WARRANTY 

Citizen 120D 9 pin, 120cpsr NLQ, 80 col....... 1149,99 

Citizen Swift 9, colour, 213cps, NLQ, 80coL 4 fonts, includes colour kit.£199.99 

Citizen Swift 24 pin, colour, up to 160/50 cps, NONE Bt i’i ti me. colour kit £289.99 

Citizen Swift 124D letter quality, 24 pin, dot matrix work horse 

(no cototir optkm)______£209,99 
Citizen Swift 9 & 24 colour fciLs, Transform your dull mono model 
into FULL COUXIB . . ,........... .only £34.00 

HEWLETT PACKARD PAINTJET i includes 1 year on-site maintenance) 
$630A quiltfy dolour graphics - S pnnury rokwi ind thousand* at -twks ami huo - lav N LQ text - 
167t ,p,»t d 10 pfldi - dvfKiuhk prim * jflndgi; - lOOP«r Amigi ocvnpaubtlffy' B^dct-d by ONE VtAR 
HEWLETT PACKARD fAiUVn ( MlATAMI yUAlJTY. 

RRP £1170 jUff> POWER PRICE i.<.vm £789 

Star LC24 200 colour.. only £299 99 

PERIPHERAL POWtR 
Cnmmodore AVX) 20Mh hard drive LOW Ptia ....£279.99 I 
flu" 1-mtu 2Mb M does N< »‘l -UNm ^,m-.inlv ...£.^> ** I 
AT Once for A500 - PC Emulator (hnlltam).. .*.....,..1189.99 I 
Mnuse (micfoswitched)..........^,...£19.99 I 
Printer stand with w ire paper tray... ...... £19 99 I 
Astra Pack (10 great games)....—...... £2999 I 
L^nhrandcd disfo 40 plus 40 cap lockable storage Ixjx........£24.99 I 
KCS Board.......... £219.99 
Sony branded 20 x 3 5" with Sony box - very compact... £19 99 
GorMBril centre - aluminium - space fur drive - monitor platform mew 
Kenttile Genlock 8802 wiih FREE v*«di box... £1»4 99 I 
Replacement power supply..........£3999 I 
Quiekfoy TOI^TAK (for professionals) - microswiiches, auToFire.. , £21 99 I 
Qukkjoy jciriGHTER * & miowwitches - autoftre * speed control * smnoih £13 99 I 
Konlx Specdking - hrilliant - autofire ■ Tile Best. £12 99 I 
Masterwund - ihe ultimate in low cost sampling inc, over sampling £34.99 I 
Cl 2 Genlock ■ used by professionals SfCCJAL . £659.99 I 
Sega megadnvc * English or Japanese - plus great games from —---.... £129 99 I 
t xcelkmee 2 - great word pnicess^ir gie.it reviewx l3pi> I 
Dusl cover for 1500. Covers monitor, CPU & keyboard ... £11 [ 
Till ’n’ Swavd monttor siand with position kicking £P,99 | 

Authorised dealers for Commodore, Atari, Amstrad, Citizen, Star, Panasonic, Supra, Sega, Hewlett Packard 

ORDERING POWER It's so easy! 
24 HOUR SALES POWER HOTLINES 

081 343 0419 (6 lines) e 
VISA 

"jET By phone 
081 343 0419 

By fax If s fast 

?|By post; make 

l_I cheques, bankets 
drafts, postal 

mdFfs nr titulding society 

cheques navabte te> 
Dtrcci Ltd 

Allow > +uniting day's fur 

pcncKud cheque dear- 

DELIVERY: UK mainland only. 
POWER SERVICE 

Next day delivery only £10,00 irx. VAT 
>5 day only £6,00 
P&P under £100 00 only £2 50 
m? over £100.00 only £4.00 

SPECIAL WEEKEND 
DELIVERY 

WITHIN M24 ONLY 
A1S.00 

Please have >xju? credit card ready when 
* irdcring fur easy rdmixt Dunk you 

OPENING HOURS; 

Mon-Frt; 8.30am - 7.30pni 
Saturday; 9.00am - 6.00pm 
Sunday: I shop) open StUMbim-1.00pm 

*425X57 PRICE...P0Mf»...PiRF0RMANCi 

F ife O.E, Fnce* arc curzeci M 

linic of going tci press, and 
indude VAT bui subject to 
change. aA wr air sometimes 
let down by suppliers Call 

First. 

Name (Mr, Mra, Ms)_____ 

Address ■■■ - ■■■■ ------- 

Postcode 

Credit Card TET Hoiedide Card V _ _V, _/ 

Signature , Exi 

7 

airy dale 
CZSZZ. ' 

PLEASE SFND ME PRODUCT PRICE QUANTITY POWER PRICE 

All pnxlutts are sourced from the UK - no 
urev imrviils - SO rest easv with vour official 

Carriage 

UK warranties. Total Power Price 
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?fALOF THE MOfmi 
Star XB24-10 
f S,°u?,ity 24 Pin Colour 
1 YearFree Onsite Maintenance 
A-OOO inc VAT 

Ss^****, 

iOLl &*1 
+*» M#1* n* 9*w 

A^e 0* 

?0 9^ 
9^ 

}r5*e 
?n*&2r <<, 

Njf? 

.*36® 
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TELESALES NO: (0923) 894111 
Government and School Orders Welcome. 

Next day delivery lor credit card orders placed before 4,00pm subject 

to aval lability Alternatively send cheque, postal order to 

Micromail Lid, Unit 9, Smug Oak Centre, Lye Lane. Bricketwood, St, 

Albans. AL2 3UG. Please allow S working days lor cheque clearance. 

Subject to availability, despatch is normaly within24 hours ot receipt of 

cleared payment 

DELIVERY CHARGES; UK Mainland (not Highlands} 

Small consumables & Despatched by post, please check 

software items char ges when order mg 

*#* 
,VP® 

\ tap 
V v* 

VS* V 3,9*5 
'££k2>~ 

software items 

VlfS 

**> 
„ ^ M* 
>? *3 

i* «*** 1 

1m¥ 
01 her Items excepl lasers Next day cour ier service. E10 per box 

Laser printers Next day cour ier service. £ 17,50 

Onshore and Highlands Normal rate plus €20 < VAT pet box 

In addition we otter the following express services 

Saturday deliveries Normal rale plus £10 + VAT surcharge per box 

7am Sam next day Noimal rale plus £10* VAT surcharge per box 

Am next day Normal iaie plus £5 + VAT surcharge per box 

Assss®1 

Prices are subject to change without notice E. & O.E 

Callers Welcome at our Showroom 
open 9-5.30 Monday - Saturday 

open 10-4 Sunday 

AMPLE FREE PARKING 
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Rook takes Knight! 

But not the way 
you d eapect, The 

Knight Is the 
Samurai character 

leaping into the air 

to dodge the 
Dragon's breath. 

The Dragon is actu¬ 

ally the Rook, which 

transforms Into this 

mythical beast when 
edmfnstering the 

coup dr grace. 

However, In Chinese 

chess. It s always 
the character on the 

right which wins. 
Eat heat and fry, 

Shogun* 

have more restrictive movement patterns and 

the knights can no longer jump, this is left to 

the cannons. Well, (hey dorTt actually jump, 

they just lob cannon balls over the heads of 

other pieces to move around the board. 

All in all, the game is more ruthless and 

barbaric than chess. Pieces are traded a lot ear¬ 

lier and because there are fewer pieces the 

whole same is generally quicker to play. It's 

difficult to leant the game and cope with the 

obscured 3D ai limes, and this is where the 2D 

window really comes into its own. There's 

even a selectable help mode which highlights 

all the legal and illegal moves thai pieces can 

make, to really spell it out if you're unsure. 

Slow boat to China 
The animations are similar in style to those in 

Battle Chens, and sadly, they suffer the same 

drawbacks too. Disk-loading is triggered every 

Battle Chess II 
- Chinese Chess 

'"■> r *'■ *5- * - > 

0% f £ % * % HH 
Although he looks like a stereotype yokel In 
a silly bat, the minister Is in (fed One of the 

king s staunchest defenders. Pity he can't 

walk In a straight line thought 

The minister cops It full In the foe* from one 

of the cannon balls launched by the opposi 
tion. Strangely, these ministerial chappies 
turn into elephants during their demise. 

Roughly two years ago. Electronic 

Arts thought it would be a nice idea 

to add some new spice to one of the 

oldest games in the world: chess, This they did 

in the form of Hank Chess, an animated 

action-version of the old masters* fave. Now 

they have turned their attention to a liulc- 

known variant of the game: Chinese chess, and 

revitalised this loo. 

This version features many oft he qualities 

(hat made Battle Chess such good fun; there's 

the ubiquitous mndem/serial link, for playing 

head-to-head games long distance; you can 

load and save games at any stage in their 

development; there are nine different ability 

levels, giving scope for newcomers and grand 

masters alike and. of course, there are the 

detailed death sequences* w hich is the game's 

main attraction, 

Several new features have been added, 

just to show that EA aren't slacking. For 

instance, there are no less than four versions of 

the board, a 3D, iwo 2D and a 2D window on 

the main 3D screen. By using these it’s a lot 

easier to clarify where pieces are located, 

because the 3D hoard has a habit of obscuring 

vour view. Music has been added, with a tune 

for each piece. These arc quite cute at first, as 

their Chinese-style koto sounds are atmo¬ 

spheric and appealing. However* the smaller 

number of pieces means you get to hear them 

more often than is healthy. A tad repetitive* 

once the initial buzz has worn off. 

Samurai strategy 
The game of Chinese chess itself has been 

well-implemented, and follows the rules 

exactly las you'd expect). It's a good deal dif¬ 

ferent from chess, and unless you know how 

to play it you're going to be spending the first 

10 or so games just getting your head around 

it. Kings cannot move more than two spaces 

from their start-point; queens and bishops are 

replaced by counsellors and ministers which 

Chinese Chess fea¬ 
tures more varied 

screen layouts than 

Its older stablemate 

Battle Cbm* Tb* 

pictu re- in - pi ctu re 
display shows the 

board from above, 

thus clarifying the 

position of the 

pieces. It s still a bit 
confusing If you're 

unsure what the let¬ 
ters represent. 

time a piece is taken, because the animation 

has to be loaded into RAM, This is a real pain 

for floppy-drive owners* but hard-drive users 

can install the game to speed this aspect up 

dramatically. The animations themselves are 

attractive and often highly amusing, Each 

piece has its own attack and defence sequence 

against each other piece, Obviously* there are 

a finite number of possibilities, hut only the 

most frequent ones become hiring, 

Neil Jackson O 

While not as 

detailed in strategy 

m normal chess, 

Chinese Chess, Is still 
no easy game* Vow 
can actually take 

pieces on the first 

move, but doing so 
puts you at an 
immediate disadvan¬ 

tage, Confused? You 

will be. 

Battle Chess II 
Interplay ■ £25.99 

• Good fun, but « bit derivative. 

• Too diverse to be mainstream. 

• Too clumsy and slow for beginners 

• Loads of different viewpoints to 

show where everything is 

• Fantastic If you know the game 

and have a hard drive. 

IGk^, 

Met 76% 
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Clicking on the edge 

of any triangle 
causes the shape the 

flip poistton with 
the piece H shares 
that border with. 

If this brings two 
similar colours into 

contact they disap - 
pear leaving a hole 

on the board. 

Swapping costs 
points H no match 

results, so for the 

first few moves of 

any level your hands 

are tactically tied. 

Swap 
Pu/^le games come and puzzle games 

go, bin few make a real mark. The 

successful few have all combined pres¬ 

sure* mental agility and control dexterity. 

Rather than stressing speed* the emphasis is on 

intensive forward planning, to make players 

sweat out a solution. A brave departure from 

the normal puzzler formal. Swap is initially so 

bewildering to play it's not entirely clear why 

you should play. 

Multi-coloured swap shop 
You are presented with a wall of multi¬ 

coloured tiles. The tiles range in shape from 

triangles to hexagons and come in six different 

colours. The tiles can be manipulated by click¬ 

ing on any touching edge, which causes ihem 

to swap position, by pivoting around the 

clicked side. If a swap causes similar colour 

tiles to touch, they disappear; scoring points 

and leaving a dirty great hole in the middle of 

the wall. Clearing a wall ends that level, 

Swapping mutes have to be calculated, so 

that similar tiles aren't isolated when its neigh¬ 

bours disappear. This is complicated by the 

Severe eyestrain time! Small squares are 

really evil* It's not the shape, it's not even 

the flee, It's the number of the little beg¬ 
gars* Still there are plenty of points up for 

grabs on this level. 

V 253^9 
**** 
*** 

r 
iMfcrC ££p'-"IB ■ 

si 
variety of sizes and shapes. Each one needs 

specific playing tricks if loo many tiles aren't 

to he left hanging space and unable to swap, 

Avalanche! 
Swap isn’t a fast game: even the timed levels 

are temporarily generous, It’s a cerebral test of 

thinking ahead, working out which tiles will 

disappear as a result of any particular swap. 

You are rarely stranded with unswappable tiles 

at the end of a level* though, as there arc a 

number of points debiting cheats on offer. An 

avalanche introduces gravity to the situation, 

pulling all the remaining tiles to the bottom of 

the screen and removing any resultant 

matches. Some spare tiles can even be bought 

at a direct points cost, to match up lonely solo 

tiles and make them vanish. Even these cheats 

aren't limitless and real caution is needed if 

you warn to leap through the levels and clear 

that wrall. 

Progress throughout the game isn't 

sequential: the more efficiently you clear any 

screen, the more points you earn and the 

higher the next level you have to face will be. 

If this isn’t to your taste then a level designer 

is on hand for some self-cons true ted practice. 

In fact it is quite curious, fascinating and for¬ 

gettable, The game doesn't work hard to pull 

HtKiywrt krt 
reasonably simple 
because they've u 

many sides. The 
black stars to th* 

right Of the game 
beard show how 
near you are to fin¬ 

ishing the level. 

When they are all 

blacked out you can 
exit and still 

Advance a levet. 

These big squares are the easiest shapes to 

swap, because the results that they produce 
can be mentally predicted, unlike hexagons 
or triangles. 

you in. bui does exhibit some delightful 

touches in design. Its simple concept allows 

for few real embellishments, bui the game's 

simplicity can prove absorbing. 

To hook or not to hook? 
The puzzles ure formed by the limited move- 

mem and the disappearing nature of the tiles 

which combine to form this strange puzzler. 

Swap doesn’t develop these inherent gameplay 

strengths, hut it doesn't really need to* it 

merely dishes out more complex permutations 

with far fewer cheats. The unfortunate side of 

this is that if it doesn’t hook you straight off. 

it never will. 

There are few traditional puzzle-game 

trappings to be found. It is truly different, not 

stressing action or time, just thought. This can 

be considered a failing as the slow pace 

implies a lack of intensity* but it does not lack 

depth. It does not even lack intensity, the focus 

is just on the brain and not swift mouse or 

sprite control* 

The lack of physical interaction with 

Swap, gives it a cool if not cold feel though. 

There’s little excitement while playing, a fac¬ 

tor which could be easily balanced with big 

pay offs elsewhere. Yet, no such pay-offs are 

to be found and the interest in completing lev¬ 

els wanes. And without player interest Swap Y 

longevity is limited. 

Trenton Webb O 

Swap 
Palace ■ £25.99 

• Simple but strong puzzle formula. 

O Supporting effects are sparse. 

• Non sequential levels allow quick 
advance for better players, 

• Requires forward thinking rather 
than fast reactions. 

• Lacks staying power as there are 
few payoffs'. 

Iferdic) 59% 
m 
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SV203 ANALOGUE JOVSTOC 
witti Twin Rift Games Card 

SV301 NI5 tor Nintendo 
6 Mcfoswflfches New Pilot Grp 

SV122 JLPfLQT Twm Fwe 
Buttons Autafire Sue ten Ops 

SVI20 MFGAflCVLRD 8 McxrwKixx 
Stopwatch & Gxrtdbwn rimer Autotwe 

CiS-95 

£29-95 

Joysticks 

EUROPE’SM@.i 

SELLING RANGE 

SV119 JUNIOR Twin Fire Buttons 
Suction Cups 

SV401 SG FIGHTER lor SEGA 
6 Micfosweches New fttof Gnp 

SV127 - TOP STAR 
6 Mcroswfcrtes 
Autotire 

£23 95 

SV124 TURBO 6 Mtcroswrictes 
Autatoe 

i t * v" - ll 
r-mP00 ■> |as 

r i ?! 

»r ^17-95 

SW^D f toOBM PC 
M5 0 McrcSttTfctes Atew Pipf Grp 

SVjOS M-PRQfrNrmna>SoiFm 
Buttons AMw mm Speed Canto* 
Six LED U^krpa&wvnszxm' 

£6 95 

SVJ^3 SupefC/W$6f Twin Fire 
Buftofe Aurofre Suction Cups 

95 

SVI^ JFTFlGmEfi 6 MjCfO' 
swrfcftes N£W Ptof Gnp Autofoe 

£17-95 

SV125 SUPER90AR0 W Mcro 
switches Digital Stopwatch Autofre 

Now available from Selected Branches of 

AVI I SMITH ♦ HOOTS 
□ v = available from 

S Selfndges ’^**1 ».y' 
Software 

PLUS 
and all good computer dealers 

SPECTRA- SPECTRAVIDEO. UNIT 21 NORTH FIELD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE BE«'ESFC*C MENUI< WIMBLE ¥, MAO 1NU. ENGLAND 

IMM? TELEPHONE &H »0C 0Q2* « FACSIMILE 0 81 903 6625 



THE FIRST BATTLE 
YOU WIN IS 

AGAINST YOURSELF. 
It’s your first day on the assault 

course. 

You're cold.wet and knackered. 

Ahead of you is a wall that 

looks about ten feet too high. 

And some joker in uniform is 

yelling at you to get your rear 

end into gear and get over it. 

Not surprisingly, it’s at this 

point that many recruits begin 

to have a few doubts as to the 

wisdom of a career in the Army. 

(Not to mention the capacity 

of their muscles to take more 

punishment.) 

But if you don’t walk away 

now, you'll have won your first 

victory. 

That’s why we push you hard 

to begin with. 

To get you fitter than you’ve 

ever been. 

And to find out if you can take 

the pressure. 

Because the Army can’t afford 

to have people who walk away 

when the going gets tough. 

Thankfully, it won’t be too 

long before you begin to change 

for the better. 

As well as gaining muscle, 

you’ll also gain in confidence. 

The rifle that felt so odd at first 

now feels familiar. 

The strangers you trained with 

are now your mates. 

You stop getting lost on night 

exercises. 

Finally there is a big break¬ 

through: your instructor smiles. 

One day, you realise you have 

begun to think and feel and act 

like a soldier. 

You can allow yourself a pat 

THEARMY. 
YOU CAN MAKE IT. 

The Army, Frtcposi 435$, Dcpi. 3461. Brimol BSi 3YX, 

Mr/Mn/Mi»/M& (Please print. 1 

Addmt 

Postcode 

Telephone Age 

The Regular Army it an equal opportunities employer 

and welcomes applications from ethnic nunoriUe*. 

on the back, because you’ve 

made it. 

But there won’t be much time to 

rest on your laurels, because you’ll 

soon be meeting new challenges. 

Learning a trade perhaps. 

Or getting a posting overseas. 

Gaining some valuable quali¬ 

fications, Or simply perfecting 

your chosen sport. 

We wouldn't like you to think 

the Army’s a picnic. 

But it’s a lot more exciting 

than most careers. 

If you think you could make it, 

and you’re aged 17-24, we’d like 

to hear from you. 

(You can even join the Junior 

Army at 16,) 

Call in at your local Army 

Careers office, fill in the coupon, 

or phone 0345 300 111, quoting 

dept, 5461, 

You’ll find there’s really only 

one obstacle to making the most 

of yourself. 

You, 
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SCREENPLAY fiTh 

arc Design are famous for iheir 3D 

I masterpiece Corporation and so this 

is a bit of a departure for Ihem in that 

it's a vertically-sc rolling shoot-em-up and it's 

a fairly brainless one at that. The story as a 

little convoluted: apparently Earth is knack¬ 

ered and the inhabitants are on the move. 

Loonies from the pianet Mozone have 

been attacking Earth for over 200 years and 

the Earthlings are just about sick of it. So you. 

Weird jellyfish monsters from the planet 

3Eob. Use your Freem propulsion blaster to 

eradicate their kind. The jungle Hke terrain 

makes spotting the little critters a bit trick¬ 

ier than It might be* 

whilst languishing in the comfort and security 

of the Space Cadet lounge, have been called 

upon to save Earth from the alien filth. Your 

bosses feel a bit sorry for you and have 

decided to kii you out with a massive great 

gunship. With it. you must dear a path to 

a safe planet, destroying any aliens which 

get in your way, 

Get yerself 
tooled up fer a rumble 

Luckily, as the screen scrolls upwards, banco 

linger space monsters drop extremely 

powerful weapons when you shoot them. 

These can be picked up and bolted onto your 

craft. The weapons include spreading lasers, 

meaty cannons and homing-missiles. Some of 

ihese weapons, such as the side-firing electro 

phaser* tag along behind you like drones as 

you move around. They usually return to the 

centre of your craft when you stop, but a neat 

power-up causes them to trail permanently 

You can collect speed-up pods njust as 

well because you start off very slowly t and if 

you collect too many* you can pick up slow¬ 

down pods to counter the effect* Sadly, if you 

lose one of your lives* you lose all the 

weapons you have collected. 

The game features the usual end-of-level 

bad gee/ers. very big and requiring huge 

amounts of fire-power to destroy* There are 

This whirling, swirling alien space fiend pops up a little more frequently than you might expect. Blow up his head 

section to reveal a loverly little extra weapon* The animation of this beastie is fluid and quick... possibly a tittle too 

quick. Some fast reactions are called for to kill this baddie. 

Arid desert land¬ 

scape flows 

smoothly below you. 

This seemingly life¬ 

less environment Is 

actually teeming 

with nasty alien 

sprites and should 

be approached with 

extreme cautlon- 

The glowing aura 

around your ship is 

a shield pick-up. 

Now on the second 

level and the planet 

is coming alive 

around you. 

Startlingly fast alien 

sprites room toward 

you at breakneck 

speed. Lots of extra 

weapons are 

required if you want 

to progress. 

Mankind is making yet another last stand in the 

latest vertically-scrolling shoot-em-up. Frenetic may 

be frantic, but is it fun or simply forgettable? 



SCREENPLAY 

This Is an #rtd-of level bwldlt. There are eight of these and this Is the smallest and weediest one. It may look big. 
hard and clever, but It's very easy to dodge. Problem Is, the damn thing takes squllllpns of shots to destroy and you 
could die of boredom before you actually kill It. 

Things are getting a bit frantic at this point. 

Far too many baddies are trying to kill you 
and the only way out Is to collect some add¬ 
ons and kill, kill, kilt! 

really jump out and grab you. though, and 

some of them have been strong ly in Hue need 

by the game's peers in the genre. 

But what 
about the graphics? 

The sprites are often attract!ve, but again 

never outstanding. The aliens don't vary too 

much, but they're all well animated and 

smooth. One problem which surfaces a little 

too frequently is the slowing-down when lots 

of things are moving on screen. This is espe¬ 

cially noticeable in two-player mode and can 

get quite dreadful 

The scrolling is a little jerky, but not to 

the detriment of the game, Sound is really 

cool. Heavy guitar soundtrack, backed up by 

hflor* jungly madness as you swoop low ovir 

the planet. The scrolling tends to got a bit 

Juddory whin lots of things are all over the 

screen at once. It doesn't seem to ever slow 
down. Spooky! 

eight levels in all, featuring differing terrain, 

getting more and more alien the further you 

gel. The attack waves are tricky and often 

frustrating, but there are no real surprises. 

Two bloke action! 
One neat feature is the two-player mode You 

play as a team, doubling the amount of fire- 

power available, but the competition to collect 

weapons and bonuses is intense. It does 

become a little easier in two-player mode, but 

is more fun just the same. 

The end-of-level baddies are fairly easy, 

they take far too long to kill though, and 

they're kind of dull The graphics on the other 

hand are actually quite nice. The backgrounds 

are well drawn and fairly effective. They don't 

"Sound is really cool. Heavy guitar 

soundtrack, backed up by extremely 

porky sound-effects." 

extremely porky sound-effects. Gamep1a> 

wise, the game falls into the category of 

mediocre. It's not dreadful but it doesn't offer 

anything you haven't seen before. In fact ibis 

game blags so many ideas from other games, 

that the main feeling after playing it, is one of 

ddji vu. By its very nature, Frrntnc cannot 

afford to be too original, bat in die light of 

competition like SWJV and BanU Squadron, ii 

falls in a very dark shadow 

Frank O Connor O 

77 

An everyday tale of space folk, 
shooting and interstellar nasties 

Frenetic Open* with * dntmttit-styk Intro that shows a 
shadowy human moving mysteriously towards hit craft, ft 

sots the seen* well for the blast. The Milk Tray figure is 

supposed to be you, getting ready for battle. 

Glorious cinematic openings used to be the domain of 

Psygnosls and the occasional high-profile game. Now every¬ 
body is getting In on the act. The net result can only be 

good nows for Amiga game players as visual treats galore 
are dished out before a game begins. 

The problem with this approach used to be that you ha 
to wade through the entire Intro every time you croaked, 
take Shadow of the Beast for instance. Frenetic sidesteps 
this by allowing you to boot the game directly from the sec¬ 

ond disk, while the intro lives on disk one! 

Sure, no amount of pretty plccles can save a tame game 

but they establish atmosphere and realty show what the 
machine can do when It lets rip - and It's useful for Impress¬ 

ing your Gran and Other folk who think computing Is still In 

the Speccy age. 

---J 

Frenetic 
Core Design ■ £25.99 

• Lots of levels and thongs to 
destroy, hut not much to do at the 
end of the day. 

# Graphics suit the game, but no 
prim for originality or style. 

* Cool music and superb sound 
effects Add some atmosphere. 

• A reasonable game, hut In a genre 
full of better shooters. 
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Amiga 
Repairs 

If something is wrong with your Amiga 
500 or C64, who better to turn to than 
The National Repair Centre. 

For all repairs to your computer, one low 
payment covers diagnosis, repair 
{including parts and labour) and delivery 
back to you, 

The experience and expertise of our 
technicians ensures that your computer 
is repaired to a high standard at a low 
cost. And each repair will be carried out 
within 12 working days! 

To schedule a repair, simply call Michelle 
or Audrey on 0733 391234, 

Please be ready to give your name, 
address, computer type, serial number 
and the type of fault. 

The cost is £57.45 for an Amiga 500 
and £47.45 for a C64, Payment can be 
made by cheque, postal order or credit 
card. 

THE 
NATIONAL 

REPAIR CENTRE 

0733 391234 

FMG Flouse 
Newcombe Way, Orton Southgate 

Peterborough PE2 0SF 

£57.45 
COVERS 

ANY 
REPAIRS 



SCREENPLAY 

T| he Wall has fallen. Democracy has 

swept into the Hast and the World is 

becoming a fur safer plate to he in. 

Bui behind the public handshakes and smiles 

the Cold War is still going on. The Bear and 

the Ragle never sleep. 

The USA is still developing its Strategic 

Defense Initiative (SPI) bat the Russians are 

dosing fast. 'Bright Star’ is a Soviet laser 

defence system to rival SDL ITs proceeding 

apace and only you cun stop it. You're in con¬ 

trol of the SD1 project, which encompasses 

everything from hiring and tiring the staff to 

arranging for enemy scientists to be ‘liqui 

dated’. It's not an easy job. 

Star wars 
The majority of the game is mouse or joystick 

run and you control everything from a main 

menu. Sub-menus take you to the detail and 

the whole thing works srwxithly. simply and 

well. It needs to because it runs in real time 

and you'll have to make some quick decisions 

about where to place your spies, assigning 

people to top jobs and conducting naughty 

espionage in the USSR, 

Bar graphs display everything from team 

efficiencies to the danger your operatives in 

the field are in. Slowly, as you manage your 

people, the SD1 project comes together and 

(hopefully} Bright Star runs into big US- 

initiated hassle. The knowledge of your team 

increases as you tesi all ihc latest devices. You 

must determine how well the devices worked 

and what changes need implementing. Then 

you get some bods in to carry ihe changes out. 

chew the asses of those who’ve failed and 

keep the project rolling. This is simultaneous 

pi ate-spinning and juggling territory. 

Dealing with the FBI and CIA spooks 

acquires a deft touch. They jump at shadows 

and just love to open lire, Bui their intelli¬ 

gence is vital if you're to trip up the Russians, 

They also look after your own security. Leaks 

cost lives, and worse, make the President look 

bad in front of the cameras. 

You can talk to the Russians, and even 

negotiate with them (the flesh creeps,,.}, but 

ihe game really hinges on how you play your 

two irump cards, fine is the Archer. This is an 

elite Afghani rebel who is fighting for his 

homeland (which he's since had back, inciden¬ 

tally}. “Bright Star" is close to the Afghani 

border, so a stray missile might perhaps be 

1- The laser research team. 
Watch fo-r your 099-heads 

burning out (due to hard 

work), and make sure they 

don’t blab about their jobs. 

2- The laser tasting team. 

These guys try the lasers 

aut (what on exactly Isn't 

specified} They also write 

the software (and the odd 
virus Wfhen they're bored). 

I. The CIA. 

The spooks look after your 'overseas 
«ts'. They all wear shades and have I 

armpit-bulges. So whatever you da m 

annoy the CIA, 

Choose your 
department heads 

carefully. Logically 

this would mean 

avoiding people 
with dark glasses, 

strange hair and 

foreign names, but 

since that rules out 

90 per cent of the 

USA's scientific com¬ 

munity, you'll have 
to have some pinko 

weird-beards in. lust 

keep a dose watch 

on them, that's all. 

1^22 POWER DEPARTMENT 
WmtFTMi HEAD 

hPl lAhll ITU - 

Priority,** 
Fi l L IhE’ILl T t 

STfttus [off - Duty- 

■SfSDFTHRRE DEPARTMENT 
I I EFFORT HERD 

Priority *■_!“ status |Off-Duty 

I TARGETING 
trroRT 

Priority i 

Will Green just quit, 
Kathy Fresco just quit. 

Cardinal 
of the Kremlin 

reconnaissance 

satellites, then 

TtVfr m from tli# PrtwdtrVt 

1 The Sow#** n#we befw project artfht star 

launched. Ytm actually gel U> do (his is in a Ut¬ 

ile arcade sub-section fotighi on a map of 

Afghanistan. You control Archer's troops with 

ihe keyboard (mouse or joystick strangely 

aren’t allowed). When he moves close enough 

u> the Bright Star complex you simply hit ihe 

attack key and he should do the rest. 

The Empire strikes back 
Then there’s the central character. The 

Cardinal, He’s a Red Army Colonel but luck¬ 

ily for you he's also an American spy. Believe 

what he tells you because it’ll he vital to 

whether you win or lose. 

thr Shuttle, chuck 

out all the civilians 

and get the press 

out of the area. 

Bung your satellites 

in the hatchback and 
off to the stratos¬ 

phere you go. 

The Cardinal, A 
deeply religious 

man, he likes noth¬ 

ing better than guff, 

social drinking and 

betraying his coun¬ 
try's most important 
secrets to the infe¬ 

rior Western 

capitalist war-mon¬ 

gers. But if you ask 

too much of him he 

could get caught and 
be given a severe 

ticking off from the 

KGS. it might even 

limit his chances of 

promotion in the 
Red Army. 

The game is based on the 1987 Tom Clancy 

novel of the *ame name, bui the uirm*sphere 

Clancy imbues his honks with h sadly run 

repealed here. What wc have is possibly the 

ultimate management sim. The detail lull lifted 

from the impressively accurate book} goes 

some way u> instilling ihe feeling of 

Superpowers on a knife-edge, hut it’s mainly a 

case of compromise and leam, until experi¬ 

ence lelk you what settings to select and who 

to hire. The arcade sequence dtxvm'i help 

much because if s restricted by memory and i* 

loo simple in presentation. 

The Cardinal Of The Kremlin is nicely put 

together. It's pleasant to use bui still complex 

anil taxing. However, (he Cold War is being 

forgotten, and this is one management game 

that already feds out of dale 

James Leach O 

Cardinal of the Kremlin 
Accolade ■ £24.99 

• Clearly written game and manual. 

It s definitely a slick piece of work, 

• Time limit and huge number of 

variables make it a tough game, 

and one which can be solved in 

many different ways. 

• Atmosphere of international 

intrigue and governmental inter¬ 

vention U lacking, especially since 

it the Cold War has passed us by. 

• Arcade sequences are distracting 

from the main football manage¬ 

ment-sim style game. 

A. The FBI. 

The FBI took after the security of your 

project. If there are any leaks or defec¬ 

tions then it’s the FBI who should get it 
fn the neck* if you can find them, that Is, 

|nNhs 

mmigm*. 

Me! 59% 
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Why We Insist on Viewing Ourselves 

Some may say our perception 
is a bit bold. But for Amiga 
users, it perfectly describes 
where we fit in the image 
processing world. Directly in 
the center... joining 
input, processing and 
output. 

even output to video, film recorders or PostScript® 
printers. And you can expand input and output 
capabilities as your needs grow. 

cONcfpr.. 

Our 24-bit image processing software, 
Art Department Professional (ADPro), 
gives you the power to import from video 
digitizers and color scanners. Or input and 
save to a wide variety of file formats including 
PCX'", IFF, CIF,M, TIFF* and TARGA®*. You can 

SQifffCfi.,. 

ADPro also solves many complex imaging problems 
which have plagued the Amiga artist. 
Modify dynamic range to adjust color 
vividness. Create professional backgrounds. 
Remove unwanted pixels in one 
simple operation. Make 
aspect corrections or 
eliminate jagged 
edges with 
powerful scaling 

and anti-aliasing tools. 

*TIFF and TARCA support are pan of the professional conversion pock. Available separate 
The foilowing names me trademarked by the indicated companies: 

Art Department Professional, The Art Department - ASDG, Inc.; Amiga - Commodorefat.; PCX - /Soft 
Corporation, Gif - CompuServe tafarmrtjDn Systems; TMGA - rruevrirort, fac., and PostScript - Adobe Systems Corp. 9 25 Stewart Street Madison, Wl 



INPUT... 

And merge images from different 
sources (in true color). ADPro solves 
these problems and more with a 
simple point and click. 

It also supports the 
programming 
language, ARexx. 
So you can process 
hundreds of images 

automatically or 
set up your own 

shortcuts for 
often-used 
sequences. 

RESULT. 
So, join us at the center of the universe. 

You'll love the view. 

Choose ADPro for 
professional uses. 
Or for an entry-level 
alternative, consider 
The Art Department 

(TAD). Both 
place the 
exciting 
world of 
color processing 
within reach of every 
Amiga user. 

53713 USA 608-273-6585 

Trade Inquiries: SDL, 081 300 3399 
HB Marketing, 07S3 686000 
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SCREENPLAY 

44 ir+ Thunderhawk has been 

undergoing lest flights and 

the findings are outlined 

below. The opinion of all test 

pilots is unanimous, this bird was 

bom to fly. There's one thing all 

Amiga-based airforces will want to 

know before procurement lakes 

place though: does it clip the wings of 

Micro Prose's Apache GumhipT* 

Rotary club 
Once you take a look at the spec, it becomes 

obvious this is not a real aircraft, but has been 

built by the programmer (Mac Avery 1 as a 

combination of both current design and pro¬ 

jected military technology. It’s a fictional 

helicopter that musi fly realistic missions in a 

bid to hold together a fragile peace. 

Flying 10 themed missions in six scenar¬ 

ios, the Thundcrhawk has to live up to its 

billing as a multi-talented attack chopper. Its 

roles encompass that of bomber, rescue craft, 

flying missile platform and submarine killer. 

Each campaign starts out as a single mission 

which opens a 10-flight story: a tale you have 

to see right through to the end. 

Thurutetrhawk edges in for a landing at Ice Station Omega, making Apocalypse Now look like Terms of Endearment. 

What wfH ft find? The answer to this mystery will provide the impute us for the next following sorties, so let's hope 

it s sometfilng really violent! Then there wilt he an eveuse to shoot that truck which is locked in your sights. 

! Thimderhawk 

As each mission unfolds the pressure is slowly 

upped. Raids go deeper into enemy territory, 

new information alters your objectives and 

retributive strikes turn simple missions into a 

hardware hell. 

Collective responsibility 
The control system of a chopper defies accu¬ 

rate simulation: the cyclic joystick and 

collective are two totaLly separate systems 

which traditional methods jus! can’t mimic 

effectively, This is where Thunderhawk's 

trump card is played. It uses a custom system 

that pushes chopper sims further than ever 

before, by uniting all the disparate elements of 

helicopter control into a single mouse system 

which adds to the accuracy and playability. 

With a crafty combination of button dicks 

and holds, the helicopter can be flown almost 

entirely via the mouse. The keyboard com¬ 

mands that remain are for chaff, flares and the 

Uoggleable’ systems, such as night sights. The 

main guidance comes from the mouse so 

there’s always a free hand available to slab at 

Close or Mbit! Tti« 

Tfiurtclerhawk and a 

Hind go at it an out¬ 

side view. One of 

the choppers has to 

die, but which one ft 

tf depends very 

muck on th* speed 

of the trigger fin¬ 

gers and the state of 

the arsenal. 

Missile madness! 

Before take off you 

get to choose which 

ordnance you'll take 

out on the killing 

spree. Just select the 

weapon you want 

from the stores and 

stick It on the hard- 

point of your 

choice .Thu nderhawk 

can carry a load of 

kit, but special tools 

are needed for spe¬ 

cial tasks. 

the necessary keys when the missiles sum to 

rip. Effective control is never lost as bands 

transfer from joystick to keypad. Panic, when 

under fire remains the only problem. 

The weapons systems need practice 

before they can be used effectively, and many 

Thunderhawks will tumble before it's mas¬ 

tered. Competence comes quickly and then the 

game changes from a futuristic helicopter sim¬ 

ulation to a deadly battle for survival. 

Thimderhawk is all about action: a non-stop 

shooting war where there are only the quick 

and the dead. Missile batteries have to be 

blasted or avoided, radars ducked or 

destroyed, while fighter planes and hunter- 

killer helicopters oT the opposition prowl. 

Using the mouse, the Thundcrhawk soars 

smoothly with a reassuringly realistic lag 

between command and response - a factor 

good Thundcrhawk pilots will quickly assimi¬ 

late and build into their flying technique. 

Flexible and fast, the mouse system allows a 

thorough exploration of the helicopter flight 

experience, which is just as well because the 

60 missions test the Hi underhawk well outside 

its performance envelope. 

Slick stuff 
Any flight simulation has a limited appeal if 

the world it inhabits presents no threat or chal¬ 

lenge, Thmderhawk doesn't suffer here, if 

anything it overdoses on action. You’ve hardly 

time to orientate yourself on the first flight 

before unpleasant things start hitting the fan. 

Unpleasant things like anti-aircraft Fire and 

missiles, Lhe fan being your rotor blades. 

Slick polygon work and graphic effects 

ensure that the feel of flight is dramatically 



crD SCREENPLAY 

Look b* Hind ywml TW only helicopter joke im cxhtHK* rtwih a prim stm^gir The ThiwMuwk 

OHfpEwin the fee red Soviet battle chopper but has to catch It he tie the killing starts. The boot is wwih It though, 

the enemy helicopters drop out of the shy with real grace when they're blasted, lost like earths Thantlerhawki. 

Thunderhawk is trying to blast Gunship from the Amiga sky and 

grab the mantle of the top chopper sim. Can a revolutionary 

control system and 60 sequential missions give it sufficient lift? 

retold. Rolling smoothly with every command 

the world can quickly become a swirling mass 

of HUD lines and hills if concentration and 

control is lost. Yet even when the deadly yel¬ 

low triple-A fire pierces the night sky. and 

you’re using the night-sight, everything 

remains dear. The HUD and computer-control 

screens relay flight information calmly, read¬ 

able at a glance, just the way they should. 

The polygons used to create the actual 

world over which Thunderhawk hovers are 

solidly constructed and move well. Mountains 

and vehicles are nothing new, but the effects 

are. Explosions are a swirling sphere of stip¬ 

pled red and yellow spots, that fade to grey 

when the fire bums out. A small effect but it 

adds vastly to the realism of the situation. 

The atmosphere of the simulation is usu¬ 

ally supplied by the craft it copies, but 

Sjt — ■ -If _1-fc n i ■■■ TWii a w&mwm vjNipy vi i 

Hurt with all th# 

th* Military 

luvt, thtf could at 

Tli under hawk* being an object of fantasy, has 

to build and maintain its own mystique, lire 

clever animated briefings and reports that fall 

between each mission help to establish a 

mythos. There’s even a cartoon intro sequence 

explaining the unit’s inception, a dressing that 

only arcades or adventures have had to date. 

This package is a complete one, establishing 

Thunderhawk as the hybrid it really is, 

"Thunderhawk is a non¬ 

stop shooting war where 

there are only the quick 

and the dead." 

Really? 
The biggest problem is that it plays for keeps 

and it plays fast There's no flying to-and- 

from missions, you’re delivered within 

striking distance at the start. So* good pilots 

will find themselves progressing rapidly 

through the 60 missions simply because each 

sortie lends to be a short, swift exercise: a fac¬ 

tor which limits lesser pilots’ progress. 

Reality fans may claim Thunderhawk 

lacks 'serious military credibility1. This is a 

mistake: sure, every thing isn’t accurate down 

to the Iasi rivet, but in terms of playability and 

speed it’s leagues ahead, Gunship now looks 

its age and can’t hope to match state-of-the-art 

1991 3D work, if there is one ihing that hasn’t 

been simulated, though, it's any flaws. Even 

the best modem technology has at least one 

foible - a ’flight characteristic' - that has to be 

worked around, but Thunderhawk has none, 

Thunderhawk creates a thrilling 3D envi¬ 

ronment. filled to the brim with bullets, 

blasting and battles. Its unique control system 

promotes fast learning and allows the game 

itself to start at a sprint. Trick flying and quick 

firing are the only routes to survival from the 

word go. Segmented well with animated brief¬ 

ings, each campaign is a story that you create 

with brave deeds and hot flying. 

Trenton Webb O 

Thunderhawk 
Core Design I £30.99 

• The excellent control system 

frees the game from the normal 

aim constraints. 

• Six campaign stories, each with 10 

tough sorties. 

• The animated Intro and briefing 

screens add continuity. 

• High-speed simulation with more 

hostile fire than you could possibly 

care to imagine. 

• Futuristic violence in a fast vector 

world, an action adventure in 

every sense of the word, 

Me) 90% 
kgvzmMT?' ̂ _ 
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10 MARKETPLACE 

ST. ALBANS 

HERTS AL1 3DG 

TEL (0727) 56005/41396 

THE GALLERY 

ARNDALE CENTRE 

LUTON, BEDS LU1 2PG 

TEL (0582) 457195/411281 

C O M 1 U T II N G 
ESTABLISH 

AMIGA STARTER PACK 
full Amigo 5W pock, WITHOUT Carloon Ctoais/kreen Gwm 

wforat: BUT WITH: 

15 disc faMflt PD Gtesii pod torlud tog Virus Killers, lb 

B^i Star Trek andoihei lop ten gomci Aicode Classics, Board 

Classics, BhI of (lie Utilities. Home pock induding Word 

Process*, Spreadsheet. Uoioixr^ 

10 blank disks, mouse met, Joystick 

512K AMIGA 
1 MB AMIGA 

£299 

£325 

X 

(spetifylSor 

ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS PACK 
FULL AMIGA 500 PACK, PLUS: 

POSTMAN PAT, SNAP SNAKES AND LADDERS, LUDO 
J SCHOOL 2 AND FUN SCHOOL 3 

i under 6 yeats, (specify under S yeois, 
6 to 8 yean, or 8+ years) S to 7 years, or 7 + years) 
I? stunning UK educational games *# bawtiM (xchres, writing vintfar md 

dMit that yp to detototvnbw, word and arto skto Lto $ 6 AJ tab 

Cartbrm to tetonol Cirriairn nquemeniv 

HOBBTTE EDUCATIONAL PACK, tang up to I? 'ten wftoyfci 
play' gomes (vanes according to ege group) 

HGBBYTE 30 EASY CHILDREN S GAMES, 
10 Ah pak mt Son Set Gome, flasiiSw 

JOYSTICK 
512K AMIGA__.___£355 
IMS AMIGA...._. £375 
ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS S/W PACK £55 

A500 PROFESSIONAL PACK 

Ful A SOU pad, without Cartoon Gowks/Si teen Gems softrae 

BUT WITH A) 500 SOFTWARE PACK: 

THE WORKS PLATINUM professional daldbra, W Sfeadshwi 

DELUXE PAINT III, POPULOUS, THEIR FINEST HOUR 

BATTLE CHESS, AZ OF COMPUTER JARGON1, 'GET THE 

MOST FROM YOUR AMIGA1, 

PLUS: 10 BLANK DISCS, LOCKABLE DISC BOX, MOUSE 

MAT, JOYSTICK 

I MB AMIGA -.... 
I MB AMIGA PLUS 
CITIZEN 24 PIN BLACK/COLOUR PRINTER jq 

"£499 

ORDERING 
TELESALES NO: (0727) 56005 
Next day delivery lor credit cord orders pieced before j 
4.00pm subject re aratotfly. Atteiwffvtly 
send cheque postal order, bankers draft or official order 
{PLCs. Education wd Government bodies only) to Dept. 

AF, Hobbyte (otopvlff Centre, 10 Model Place, 
St. Albans, Herts AL3 SDG. - aito* : . 
cheque dewonci. Subject to availability. dispatch is rwmdfi 
within 24 hours of receipt of decree! payment Prices at coma or | 
timed going to press, howeves. wetne iometunes lotted i® 
change them, either up oi down. Pfease died before ordering 

DELIVERY CHARGES: UK Mainland (not Highland.. 
Small comsumabfes £ Despatched by post, please check 
software items charges when ordering 
Other item, except tosets Next (toy courier service, SI 0 per box 
Laser printers to (toy tome service, S 3 7.50 
Offshore and Highlands Normal rate ptos £20+VAI per bon 

In addition we offer the following express services: 
Saturday tWveries Homwl rnUe pkti £10 ^ VAT per box 
] an to tan next dor NoimdTrteptos£10 + YU per box 

i Am nen toy Narmoi rote pta £5 - VAT per box 

AMIGA GAMES PACKS1 
CARTOON CLASSICS OR SCREEN OEMS 
Fdi Arnigg MW pack, PLU5i L emnmg*. The SrpR - Sort v Tht Spate 

WBHontSv CqHom Planer end tbe Pfaneewfv Ikekiv Paws Hi (TteaePrifflil 

isrttfi 5TZK Camwn Ctesics) 

OR Scr«m Gem software. Shadow d rbe Beast II, Bode .to M F it jib H. 
Boys rif Ttomdw. N^hrbraaJ, fckis* (tout I! _ _ _ _ 

S12K AMIGA £329 
1MB AMIGA £349 

DP III inilnd of DP II (1MB wily) ADO . £40 
Screen Gems S/W Pock only™.™.,..£39 
Cnrtoon Classics S/W Pock only.£49 

AMIGA FIRST STEPS 
EXPANDED EDUCAT!0NAL/APPLICATIONS PACK 

FULL AMIGA SOD PACK, PLUS: 
A501 512K m expansion 
Lets Spell at Home, Musk Mouse, Ptowtife WPr Inlofte spmodshee' De^e 
Pmni II, Deluxe Prim, Musk Mouse. LOGO, tolmg torfle, BBC Erototof. 5 
BBC pfogtumtnes, 10 disci, DGs and DON'T* poster, Resource Fte K Pod 
Video, WE Booklet, 
HOB BYTE EDUCATIONAL PACK, featuring up to 12 team 
vMc you pkry gomes {rain according to age group] 
HOB BYT! 30 EASY CHILDREN'S GAMES, TO: :< 
iiC Tram Set Game, f tamr. r%rn a# 
JOYSTKK _£jiT 

‘STOP PRESS - ‘FIRST STEPS' HOW £449 

DP lit imieod ol Of II11 MS only | AJD 

FIRST STEPS SOFTWARE UPGRADE PACK 

£40 
£149 

A3000 WITH 19S0 MONITOR OFFER 
MOOO?S/« ?5 *M0 M *5. Wl MM. 113.S’ MB fern, lirio* ClfW 
MOMM/lOO !l**i iUDMM.TMIIW. 113 i'SKIfe. irrtocrt 132*9 
tHI slot* UM f* A3000 EIW 

PHONE FOR DETAILS OF 1950 OFFER 
A3000 Trade m price m above lets £1 SO - C7W, Ptott pbw. 

FVoie m under lift?/ fo pMronal e^rv:' 

CBM CDTV 
A ttiotooittrr new mepl*i bra wtoiawwm aid erijtctw Jn*$c besed vfii c 

0) iymn ond^hvivd rinioto ennTrgl unfl, Na jintoiiijneBroutooVCI | 
ond Mmgjty tpnpcts no your tetewsm (ondl «ji Mi ivsw^ H w wtsk f# irifedtte 
Mtmfee Rn^nmotbo kwkI ml graphs eWeds, The (M QHV skm 

STANDARD CD WW) BtSCSc. 
CD - GRAPHICS DISCS: 

inuwr ubkt m slew mirflifteni, vsuhne v» wm hgfc gukme tawA* ryswn b o 
lift toti ef the iwutsol t enenKial t«r 
CD MULTl.VilDlA TITLES: Svmicc to umputo nc^es ond edutotonal Mies birr better 
CDs tow a missiw MWfi stwuge copotrtr ConloBwd by wsei rig nmwie twitof unr 

COIV SYSTEM.£599 
INCLUDES CDTV ptoyw, rhz wd wrote {or*» ■* benres, tkAtwsflK 
Enrtvdepoodo a, SflW emnas, 7.000 bfigubhet. 250 mbb Lemnwip ■ top 
seeing gome. Welt one dtw. dsr toddy, mnmior cubit4. 

CDTV KARAOKE 
CDTV KARAOKE SYSTEM. £699 
As 3M, remote W# Ste' S^&fO Ntenteem. Hair DM. to6. ptot m n 
l4?3e€i js;. r ^n^rwg 18 Rip Emote tes 

CDTV PROFESSIONAL KARAOKE SYSTEM... £999 
ttWAttOwisnrtort 
Plus £n WJ tffoofce 6tx\, es^umng 36 Kv Kflfoote site 
PLUS c joe of toge jjairi Sett LiesMe and'toft. 13ChV nuj 
y -T^e x«vic soeeur vrtHr h "jri Tefosoto and 
Vfcwt to y te rf Ga*£ */T6ic Tt fa 

NQ DEPOSIT CREDIT FACILITIES (UK mainland] 
Cm# terms ff 3A 8- APS vanob^ be ci^ged ktputtosesoutf ETSO, 

subiedtows. Cwige^m tos*gschemesmd»mMtorbuwsssK, 
bxtofing sole troderv arm pcmttrsh$s Just id foe *rrten oetods and 
ajplicattcn form __ 

IQMMOOCMFI OHS OR PWIIPS WD3 COLOUR MONITOt. 

LEADS t72D *FTH AAT PAUL 

SWLOAjnaMWFaHTEiMDUIOS IVIWITHunPM< 

AMIGA THE LOT!! 
EVERYTHING YOU COULD EVER NEEDU 

CARTOON CLASSICS OR SCREEN GEMS GAMES PACK 
AS LEFT, PUIS; 10 GREAT INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED GAMES 
pfevtoui BRPi £19.9H39.W «xh, phone to choose town tune# list 
of 15, or km rf to us! Chldten's gomes ovolotibe. 
IS DISC HGBBYTE PD GREATS PACK, lud.ngVirusKHIeo. tkBtST 
5m Trek Computer Conflict. Bcwkcwt and cimsJnichofi I6r, Bliifljrt and other ganw, 
ArtaSe Oossks, Beoto ttossia StoofrenHJp Cissies, Bksr el ftt Ufibties, tome pock | 
nctoing m ftomsm/Spei Ow*. S^«tosh«tr tatoose 

Oust Cover, 10 Blank Disci, Disc Box. Mouse Mol, MfcmwHch 

| Tufto Jeyilkk S12KAm^o £365 
J MB Amigo £389 

\ WITHOUT CARTOON/SCREEN GEMS S/W DEDUCT £20 

AMIGA 1500/2000 
f J bust version with IMfl RAM. mouse, e*pon$iorc os B2000, 
rmnuas cno operating bscs, Qiwtk os 
IISOO/2000 PLUSrl 5 DISC HOMYTE PD GREATS PACK 
.niwNig Vwj Wn, Tto BEST Sto W Cornputo Cdifer Breaks ond »M 
tot &ii?7dd and ottw gorwi, Arcade Oma, Bowl Ckssks, ShoowUp (taia. 
Best of Home Prick tnc?uckng Word Ncesw/Spel Check. Sp*mfch«L 
Datitouse. 

SO * ?091 a? MB QUANTUM HO 
SO - 7091/52 MS Oil HO + ?Mfl 
$0* 2091/100 we GU HD 

m 
869 
929 

WMi I0B45DI 
maifor 

719 
999 

1049 
1129 

A1300/2000 PLUS: A1 m SOFTWARE PACK <ndute 
Tht noEi, Ptothim Database, W Spteoisheef, Deluxe PriiM III, ^ 
Srfri Oty. Populous, Their Finest Hou. BoHtocfiess, A-Z el Compute toigon, 
Get the Most’ from yout Amiga, 

PLUS: 15 DISC HGBBYTE PD GREATS PACK AS ABOVE 
_ WftW r™tor, With 10B4SDI 

wfh inoducitor 
DUAL KM 649 
50 * 2091 /S2 MB 0UN1UM HD 94? 
SO - 2091 52 MB QU HO, ?MB 1049 
SO*2091/TOOWBQUm 1079 

S59 
1159 
1229 
1289 

m 

A500 TO 1500/2000 TRADE IN 
Dud Driv^ wifh Hobhyle 15 Disc PD Greats Pack, 
bu? without A1500 sortwo?e pod oi monitof. E369 
As above with A1SDO S/Ttt pock.. C479 
As obove with A1500 S/W pock plus 1004 SOI.. £679 
Slide ENwe phis 52M0 Ouartum Had Drive end 
2091 rontnlef, with Habbyte 15 Disc PD Greats Pod, 
few! withcKif A1500 sofiware poet of rrmtor.. £689 
As above with A1S00 S/W pock . £799 
As above with 1500 SfH pock plus 1004 SOI  £999 

EXTRAS nc VAT 
Slur IC700 (dour prttr Into_._£195 

I StoLC24 200 (tour p>«m WhlMto.....£299 
Cihjw 5Wi 9 (xir [fliour pi tnier *flli leod*. .... £189 
Grirefi Swifl J4j»ii> (tour printef mlti tato .. £299 
Commodore 1 w*iDl or Phifijn 8433 Mill Skrw tokmr Montw. 4 leodi £22 7 
S«w>dwlrnd3.5'dmrt with dtoydte torou^N pom ond dtoabto twiich £49 
PC WO atodbuxL Anrt....    £55 
AsaiTtoofticidciiismiAWE^ £44 

j Sift RAM [xparuiri - Cluck...-. £29 
MLkordlnwhKS 1.3).  £75 IS KAM Board |nmh »CS 13|... 

I GVP ASOQ SO MB HD-7MB H 
! AT awe AT Fnwiaiot for ASM ... 

A59G 20MB Hard dnvt.. 
ASM 20MI Hard drivt + ntra 2MB_ 
AS90 52NI Hard ton___ 
ASM 52NB Hard Ant • 2M1 
10 Honk toes 100% gutranieed tok AN m m bon 
SO blank discs 100% wi«wii»d with HN no.... 
K«nilalc WO? G*nl«t..-.„.. 
62 fo*xkfa2W150OJ 

.£619 
£199 
£264 
£3T9 
£399 
£469 

£6,99 
£16.99 

£179 
£649 
£99 A?3M intond gctocli for 2W0/1500_ 

A2088 H Bitlge twd WOK MS DOS 3 3 *S IF*ter far 2000/1 SOD £139 
ATQSSSAUtUMeipbnto popukmd Kr 7il b 7000/1500 £199 
NIP SMI m op board pep 1e SMI lor Sfi^WC-. £349 
A2630 6M30 tard. gwpvkitwl M Jil f«r 2000/I5W..£999 
A?3?D Dispkry tnhomer card! t Flkkar Innr) fw 7000/ f 500 £249 
A2091 /52MB Quonlam AuhtooDl m Igr 7000/1S00. . £349 
hmmm Omnium Amotoer HD br 20Crt/15»___ £499 
A19S0 high res (toout mtiv h 7000,1 SOD M A23201 ard 3000 £399 

.„. £23 

,1 

COMMODORE PREMIER DEALER 
Habbytt proudly onneuitu ibis highest CBM 
ouoiadt awarded to only tht trip Few derm 
CBM dealer* offering the bt*r in tiperrisi end 
iuppon AH Amigos full UK vtftiom, 

CALLERS WELCOME AT OUR ft RANCHES OPEN 9^5.31, Monday to Saturday Amigo plites, except where stated are mt, VAT E SO F 



SCREENPLAY 

Hands up who remembers the golf 

game Uaderhoard? Only the excel¬ 

lent PGA Tour Golf has managed to 

match its stylish and addictive golfing game- 

play. So how does the latest golf sim shape up 

m a fairway of games which have attempted to 

go one better than the Under, which is now 

showing its colours on the budget circuit? 

It's a game of 18 holes Brian 
You know exactly what to expect from a golf 

game. The conditions have got io be realistic, 

ihe club selection's got to be easy and the 

graphics need to look something like a large 

area of greenery w iih 18 flags sal on it. On the 

surface Challenge Golf follows these criteria, 

hut start playing the game and a very different 

impression is formed. 

Bnnrr Spaiucs 
SaRAY 

PlAVEA I: 
STEFI 

Bruit 
11111 Hi 

Hole I Par H 
Shot 1 
H7S Vabds 

Driver Cl I4odo1 

This is the sort of 

game that'll soon 

hove you tearing 

clumps of hair out of 

your head in sheer 

frustration, lit this 

case Cafri is finding 

life difficult at the 

very trying Banff 

Springs course, 

which is apparently 

somewhere in the 

States. The graph¬ 

ics! aren't terribly 

true to life! hut 

Brrff Spumes 

SpRfiV 

pLH¥tft 2; 

that if real golf Is 

this uninspiring then 

Mick Fahto is one 

over rated chappy- 

Challenge 
On the tee, Steffi 

Graf has thrown the 

grass in the air and 

muttered to hersetf. 

She's cheesing a 

dub, and yes she's 

gene for the one 

wood - old faithful. 

Swinging into the 

hall, get the power 

on full and you'll 

have a job control¬ 

ling the direction. 

iiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiitiiiiiiiiniuMmimumiii 

The menu screen is where conditions me cho¬ 

sen. names entered, players loaded and saved, 

sounds turned on and off and the skill level 

chosen. The screen itself is tatty and you sixm 

realise that things don't bode well for the 

actual game. Having vet up your options you 

can choose to either shoot ai the driving range 

or lake pan in a bit of strokeplay. 

Additionally, com pul cr-eoot rolled opponent % 

can he selected, simply pick the one thai looks 

like heTII get the beers in after the game. 

The driving range is entirely bland, but 

then you could level that criticism at real driv¬ 

ing ranges. Different clubs can be chosen, 

enabling you to perfect your swing, though 

perfecting your swing is the leasi of your 

problems with this game. 

, the 
ball whizzes down 

the f Airway and 

thou, erm, lands. 

WHat fun. 

There are four 

i to 

nattly, there isn't a 

three-year waiting 

list and you don't 

have to sit in front 

of a committee to 

become 

But why are the 
balls that funny shape? 

The main play screen presents you with a 

behind ihe shoulder' view of the fairway with 

your golfer sal in the middle sir addling a large 

red arrow. On the left-hand side of ihe screen 

is a miniature map of the golf course, the cur¬ 

rently selected club, a wind meter and the 

load, save and exit options. 

To choose a club all you have to do is 

vimply click on the dub screen and cycle 

Don't ask me how you're meant to concen¬ 

trate on your putt when there's a huge great 

red arrow obscuring the cubist abstract 

green. Faldo never had these hassles. 

through until you find the appropriate stick 

you'd like to hit the funny white ball with. 

When the w ind looks like it has subsided from 

gale force you can change the general direc¬ 

tion of the hall by moving the large red arrow 

in the appropriate di reel ion. 

Whacking the ball down the fairway (or 

the sand in my easel you get to choose a dif¬ 

ferent club and have another crack at the pin. 

Sink the ball and a sample of a goldfish hitting 

a pavement echoes about and the ecstatic 

phrase HOLE" greets your amazing feat. 

Oh, so that's a 
putting green is it? 

Unfortunately this golf sim is extremely lack¬ 

lustre. The gameptay is slow, riddled with 

annoying pauses and bland. The game brings 

Hole One at 

Sotog rondo and 

Uwrc't a 

challenge on. Simply 

keep hitting the bail 

up the fairway until 

you roach the small 

smooth area of 

grass, then you hit 

the ball a bit softer 

until It goes Into the 

little hole* 

Golf 
nothing new- to the arena of computer-simu¬ 

lated golf except a had feeling that people 

actually want you to pay money for this game. 

In a llight simulator you have realistic 

combat conditions, in a racing game you have 

pilstops. bui in this golf simulation you have 

large red arrows and some dreadfully 

simplistic gameptay, 

tf Challenge Golf had turned up in the 

public domain then, no doubt, it would have 

received rave reviews and a large pat on the 

back. But it isnl public domain and it isn't a 

challenge. Either go and buy PGA Tour or 

Uaderhoard (the super-dooper 27 zillion 

course pack), or wail for MicroPros*'* golf 

game, because Challenge Golf brings about as 

much credibility to Amiga games entertain¬ 

ment as Japan d<ies to w hale conservation, 

Andy Hutchinson '3? 

Challenge Coif 
On-line Ent. I £25.99 

• Tame graphics and sparse samples. 

• Game play is lacking, lasting inter¬ 

est is minimal* 

• Clumsy shot direction controls. 

• Annoying pauses every lime an 

overhead view is shown. 

• Massively simplistic graphic depic¬ 

tion of a putting green. 

IGkW 
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/Ta SPOUTRO 

Epilogue time, or in other words: time to wrap up the Screenplay pages by mentioning the 

games that just squeezed in and to fill you in on the important chart news,.. 

Spoutroltl 
Hero Quest - The Return of the Witchlord 
Gremlin ■ £14.99 

GremliiYs spiffy conversion of the low-level 

hack-and-slash board-game now has more quests. 

Return of the Witchlord is part two of the sword-waving, spell-casting 

tale of warriors and wizards. Ten new missions are on offer, to test the 

mettle of even the best questers. 

These new quests are lough stuff, with hordes of hard nasties inside 

the very first door. So those saved parties from Hero Cues/, complete 

with all their purchased weaponry and magic armour is going to be 

essential if you arc to make a successful assuait on the Witchlord 

10 new- challenges await the party and all are proper Hero Quest ( the 

board game version) adventures so you can be sure that all have a few 

surprises tucked up tbddr armoured sleeves. Yet they all use the same 

interface established in Hero Quest, so play will be just as slick. 

Previously when you played the game it was so easy (even Fot the 

solo player) that managing four characters was a cinch, so the data disk 

has arrived just in time to catch the preliminary buzz of ihc original 

release. There has to be a huge number of heros questing out there 

already, with the original riding high at number seven in the chans (see 

overleaf) and this data disk deserves to be an equal success. Hero Quest 

is needed in order to run Return of the Witchlord. but it has to be an 

absolute must for any Barbarian , Elf Wjz or Dwarf w ho want who want 

more Chaos Warriors to kill, zombies to slice, skeletons to slice.... 

A magical history score, 
or that was the month that was... 

THIS MONTH S SCORES Manchester United Europe 80ft Fllghtpath 737 10ft 
Mega-lo-Mania 9m Barbarian 76 ft 
Jimmy White's Snooker 91 ft Prof light 75 ft ONE YEAR AGO 
Thunderhawk 90 ft Germ Crazy 75 ft Operation Stealth 90ft 
Bart vs the Space Mutants Sift Mercs 72ft Supremacy 90% 
LI a matron 89ft Gunboat 72ft Monty Python 88ft 
Frenetic 67ft Impossible Mission 72ft Magic Fly 88ft 
Atomlno 72 ft Life and Death 70ft Shadow of the Beast II 87ft 
Navy Seals 65 ft Ghost Battle 69ft Extase 86ft 
Challenge Golf 45ft Sharkey's Moll 69ft Time Machine 85ft 
Battle Chess 11 76ft Frostbyte 69ft Tie Break 84ft 
The Cardinal of the Kremlin 59ft Prehistorlk 68 ft Plotting 81ft 
Swap 59ft Tang ram 60ft Simulcra Hflft 

Sliders 60ft Bill and Ted's Ex. Adventure 58ft Venus the Fly Trap 79ft 
Armalyte 51ft Champion of the Raj 57 ft Thunders trike 77ft 
Striker Manager 53ft John Lowe's Ultimate Darts 55 ft Unreal 74ft 
Billiards 11 Simulator 58ft Crime Doesn't Pay 54ft Gold of the Aztecs 73ft 
Arcade Trivia Quiz 57ft LED Storm 46% Bomber Mission Disk 7tft 
Stack Up 80ft Halls of Montezuma 43ft Ziriax 68ft 
Hero Quest Data Disk 85ft Bionic Commando 43ft StarbLade 67ft 

Interceptor 42ft Codename Iceman 64ft 
A MONTH AGO Beastbusters 41ft The Colonel's Bequest 60ft 
R-Type 11 88ft Thai Boxing 16ft Web of Terror 48ft 
RBI 2 84ft Protector «% Yolanda 46ft 
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SPOUTRO KTh 

Arcade Tkrivia Quiz 
Zeppelin ■ £7.99 

The Games: 
Summer Edition 
Kixx ■ £7.99 

Dear Points of View, why, 

oh why,do people still 

keep producing quiz 

games where you win 

pretend cash? Despite the 

obvious flaw (you don’t 

gel the dosh) they are still 

massively intriguing, 

especially when played 

by a group, with every¬ 

body yelling wrong 

answers. Arcade Trivia 

Quiz spoils this advantage with a dodgy joystick system that you don’t so much con¬ 

trol as react to. The categories flash past while the timer kicks down so you're 

penalised for waiting for a topic you can answer, which seems a bit unfair. The ques¬ 

tions are varied and offer some reasonably outrageous answers. The game looks 

pretty but can't escape its owti essential pointlessness. A reasonable example of a 

strange genre Arcade Trivia Quiz isn't horrendous it just isn’t that hot. 

Ah yes! 1 remember 

when these multi-event 

sports simulation games 

were all the rage. 

Unfortunately the idea 

had been pretty much 

wrung dry by the time the 

Summer Edition of 

Epyx's The Garnet series 

had been reached. It fol¬ 

lows an earlier proven 

formula, with 16 differ¬ 

ent sporting events to try. all controlled from the joystick. The game itself is well 

presented with a number of varied sections, but the whole thing seems like a bit of a 

waste of lime. The controls are complex and confusing and the loading is painfully 

slow. Still, it’s fairly cheap and worth a look if you REALLY have to have an 

Olympic simulation. Otherwise. 1 wouldn't bother if l were you. 

Armalyte 
Thalamus ■ £25.99 

This frenetic space blast was 

originally released a few years 

ago on the CM to massive 

critical acclaim. Now that an 

Amiga version has arrived, 

you’d expect improved audio¬ 

visuals and more fluid 

gameplay. but unfortunately, 

the sound is weak, the graph¬ 

ics arc gaudy and the game 

itself is rather unplayable. As 

far as the appearance goes, 

the brightly coloured scenery 

leaves the background looking 

rather flat, instead of the 

futuristic image that it should have. It’s quite a struggle to get the ship to respond to 

the controls, so the movement just doesn't feel right. Armalyte"s programmers. Arc 

also wrote R-Type //. which is a much better game than this will ever be. 

Striker Manager 
D&H Games ■ £25.99 

There arc already a 

host of soccer man¬ 

agement games on the 

market, with Anco's 

Player Manager, 

without a shadow of a 

doubt, at the top of 

the heap, So can 

D&H hope to knock 

this classic from its 

position? The answ er 

is actually no. Sinker 

Manager has some 

nice menu graphics and option screens, but that's about it really, instead of try ing to 

create a frantic and realistic soccer atmosphere it bombards you with lists of 

attributes and options that only go to confuse the player. Although it seems quite a 

deep game, the lack of explanations soon become frustrating. Another poim is that 

the * arcade highlights* (the game’s attempt at atmosphere) are tragically hilarious! 

Billiards II Simulator 
Infogrames ■ £19.99 

Stack up 
Zeppelin ■ £7.99 

Isn't it strange that as 

soon as one unusual 

style of game appears, 

another similar game 

seems to quickly follow 

Elsewhere in this issue 

you'll find a review of 

the superb Jimmy 

White's Snooker (Page 

58), and wrhat should 

also appear? A billiards 

simulator! What a coin¬ 

cidence. There's an attempt to flesh out this least-exciting-of-all baize sports up with 

a number of variants and modes. In between sit a number of static screens to create 

the impression of being in a casino. There’s even a choice of overhead and 3D mode 

but neither are massively convincing. Unfortunately, Infogrames' version looks 

rather scrappy and dated next to Virgin's somewhat slicker product. If you have to 

play a game based on the old ‘green’ table, it has to be said that Jimmy White's your 

man. The variety and options offered here can't compensate for Jim’s class. 

Basically a variation 

on the Terris-Columns 

genre. You control 

sets of traffic symbols 

as they drop from the 

top of the grid. The 

idea is to form lines of 

three or more match¬ 

ing symbols running 

vertically, horizontally 

or even diagonally. 

Forming rows of four 

symbols counts as tw o 

lines, making it easier to reach the target. Later levels feature more hazardous obsta¬ 

cles, such as randomly generating blocks that fill the empty gaps on the grid. As you 

would expect from this type of game, the actual gameplay is extremely simple. 

Despite this, the going is preity good fun and you’ll soon find that it’s strangely 

addictive - more so than many full-priced games. At the budget price of less than 

eight quid it’s well worth any puzzle game fans having a look. 



SPOUTRO 

BUDGET TOP TEN 
K-l Full Contact Team 17 

2(3} Lombard RAC Rally Hit Squad 

3(-) Xenon 2 Mirror Image 

4(4) North and South Action 16 

5(1) Fantasy World Dizzy Code Masters 

6(2) Defender of the Crown Mirror Image 

2(5) Miami Chase Code Masters 

8(.) Run the Gauntlet Hit Squad 

9(10) 3D Pool Mirror Image 

10(8) Little Puff ( 'ode Masters 

Contact! 
Congrats all round for Wakefield's globe trot- 

ting Team 17, who have stomped, punched. 

kicked and nutted their way to number one 

with Full Contact. The glorious graphics more 

than make up for the few flaws in the game- 

play. They've set new standards for original 

budget games and their entrance into the 

full-price sector, w ith Alien Breed, is 

eagerly awaited. 

The Hot Spot 
The new Number One - F- 

15 - has (desert) stormed 

in, can it match the illus¬ 

trious F-19 for staying 

power? Both leapt in to the 

top of the chans the month 

after their release, F-19 is 

still stalking the lower reaches 

strong chan position. Despite its £50 price tag 

its interactive potential has already catapulted 

it to number 24 and it's sure to go higher. It 

will also provide the ideal retort next lime a 

dour faced ST techie lays the “games 

machine" trip on you. 

Staying Power? 
The bnlliam Monkey island continues to hang 

in iherc at Number Three, a stunningly high 

position for an adventure. With Eye of the 

Behohkt . Lemmings, Gods, Railroad Tycoon t 

PGA Tour Golf F-15 ft, Speedhatt 2t Kick Off 

2 and F-19 it proves that quality always wins 

out. All have been on sale for absolutely ages 

and still they are dominating sales. Strange, 

but has anyone seen a Turtle recently? 

of the Top 30 to this day (although it's hard to 

spoil, but only time will tell if it can deliver its 

chart ordnance as effectively. 

Game maker 
You cannot be serious! Well you can actually, 

because 3D Construction Kit has built itself a 

Below 
Ah, you noticed! Well, we were hoping, that 

being such nice folks you wouldn't ask, but 

since you have, here's why wc haven't 

reviewed some of the games that are 

currently in the chan. 

Kick Off 2 - Winning Tactics - Anco 

Despite the best efforts of our scouts wjc 

have not been able m negotiate a 

transfer deal. 

Cricket Simuatror - Soundware 

International. The review has been rained 

off due to bad tight and our need for soft¬ 

ware before review (SBRl which is a bit 

like LBW but less conclusive. 

Spirit of Excalihut - Virgin. Ah no 

excuses* we let this one slip a few months 

hack. No excuses it's our fault. We have 

played it though* so here goes: it's a slow ish 

(well very slow) knights game* with some 

spiffs pics and neat plot. Verdict 62% 

THE AMIGA FULL 
PRICE CHART 

1(0 New F-15 Strike Eagle 

MicroPros* £29.99 FG90% 

2(-) New Manchester United 

Krisalis £25.99 80% 

3(2) ▼ The Secret of Monkey Island 

Lucasfllm/US Gold £29.99 FG92% 

4(1) ▼ Eye of the Beholder 

SSI/US Gold 00.99 FG92% 

5(4) T PGA Tour Golf 

Fleet runic Arts £25.99 FG90% 

6(6) ■ Lemmings 

Psy gnosis £24.99 FG92% 

7(5) ▼ Hero Quest 

Gremlin Graphics £25.99 85% 

8(3) ▼ Kick Off 2 - Winning Tactics 

Anco £12.99 See Below 

9(14) A Switchblade 2 

Gremlin Graphics £25-99 70% 

10(9) ▼ Gods 

Renegade £25,53 FG90% 

11() • Toki 

Ocean £25*99 78% 

12(11) ▼ Railroad Tycoon 

M icro Prose £34.99 FG92% 

13(7) ▼ Armour-Geddon 

Psy gnosis £25.99 85% 

14(22) A Life and Death 

Mind scape £25.53 70% 

15(8) ▼ Speedball 2 

Image Works £24,99 FG94% 

16(15) ▼ Chuck Rock 

Core Design £24,99 80% 

17(16) ▼ Cricket Simulator 

Soundware International £24,99 See Below 

18(21) A MegaTraveller 

Empire £29.99 70% 

19(-) New Mercs 

US Gold £25.99 72% 

20(24) A Supercars 2 

Gremlin Graphics £19.99 80% 

21(25) A F-19 Stealth Fighter 

MicroPros* £29.99 FG91% 

22(0 New Line of Fire 

US Gold £24.99 80% 

23(17) ▼ Kick Off 2 

Anco £24,99 FG94% 

24(0 New 3D Construction Kit 

Dornark £49,99 91% 

25(27) A Sim City/Populous 

Infogrames £29.99 Compilation 

26(26) m Super Monaco Grand Prix 

US Gold £25*53 83% 

27(30) A Brat 

Image Works £29.99 87% 

28(0 New Spirit of Excalibur 

Virgin £29,99 See Below 

29(20) ▼ Panza Kick Boxing 

US Gold £24.99 69% 

30(0 New Neuromancer 

Electronic Arts £25.99 81% 

PhUMwi 
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AT LAST!! 
A PREMIER TRADE SUPPLIER COMES DIRECT TO YOU - THE PUBLIC! 

31/2" DISKS 
Large or small users ■ we have the prices for you! 

SONY D/S D/D 135 Ip* 
50 s.,.42p each. .121,00 
100‘s..41p each.141.00 
400‘s  .39p each.1156.00 
800 s.36p each.1266 00 
1200 s... ...35p each 1420 00 

MITSUBISHI D/S D/D 135 tpi 
60s. 37p.116.50 
100 s.36p. 136.00 
400's.  33p.  1132.00 
800 s.30p. 1240.00 
1200 s.. 29p.. 1346.00 

All disks are PIN numbered and carry a 100% quality control/no quibble 
guarantee. Disk labels supplied 

STORAGE BOXES 
31/2" (10 capacity bo*) *Stimpak" see through 
31/2* (10 capacity box) *Slimpak‘ 

i thr< 

10 ■ 10 
31 /T (10 capacity box) see through "Vision 10'.   11 
31 f? (40 capacity box) lockable disk storage box.. 13 
31/2' (50 capacity box) lockable disk storage box , 13 
31/2‘ (80 capacity box) lockable disk storage box.. 14 
31/2' (100 capacity box) lockable disk storage box.. 14 
31/2' (120 capacity box) lockable disk storage box... 16 
31/2' (150 capacity box) lockable and stackable storage box ... 124 
31 /T ‘POSSO stackable box (holds 150).Z.T. 
31/2* BANX lockable/stackable (holds 90)...... 

All disks boxes are anbstabc. Amiga beige, contain keys, 
dividers and rubber feet (with the exception of 10 s) 

95 tich 
95 *#eh 
00 **ch 
50 each 
95 **ch 
30 each 
.95 **ch 
50 Mcti 
95 uch 
11595 
17 95 

ACCESSORIES 
Printer Stands (80 col).... 15.50 
Printer Stand wrth tray (80 col & 132 col)... 16.95 
Tilt nP turn monitor stands for Amiga.... 19.95 
Four Player Adaptor......•..... 14.95 
Data Switches (2-way serial or parallel)... .. 115,95 
Mouse/Joy stick Extension.....- 14.95 
A4 Desk Top Holder .............17.90 
Mousemats (deluxe) red, blue. 12.95 
Mousemats 5mm packaged ,........11.95 
Mousebrackets..........II ,95 
Amiga printer leads......13.95 
31/5" Cleaning kits.   11.95 
Amiga Dust Covers...*..-.12.95 
Amiga Screen Filters. ....... 112.95 
Roll of 1000 3 1/2’ labels.......16.95 
1000 Tractor feed labels. 19.95 
Mouse/Joystick Switches manual........ £9,95 
Star LC24 200 dust cover... .14.95 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
QTY1 
12.90... 
13.90 

QTY5 
....12.60. 

13,60 

QTY10 

...,.,12.20 
13.20 

13 50 13.20 13,00 
12.90 £2 SO 12.20 
12.50 12 30 12 15 
13 90 13.60 13 20 
12 90 12,70 12.40 
12 90 £2,70 1240 
13 60 1340 13,10 
12 90 12 70 12.30 
13 90 1370 13.20 
12.90 12.70 12,40 
1590 15.30 £5.00 
13 90 13 60 13 20 

Amstrad DMP 2000/3000 . 
Amstrad DMP 4000 . 
Amstrad PCW 8256/8512 
Amstrad PCW 9512. 
Brother HR15/20/25/35 
Brother Ml009/1109 
Citizen 120D/LSP10 
Epson MX/FX80/85/800 . 
Epson FX100/105/1000 . 
Epson LX80/S6. 
Panasonic KXP 1080/81/82. 
Star LC10.. 
Star LC10 4 colour. 
Star LC24 200 Mono. 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS IS JUST A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR LARGE RANGE, 
TELEPHONE 0530-813591 FOR PRICING ON OTHER RIBBONS NOT LISTED 

r- RAM EXPANSIONS 
1/2 meg upgrade (without clock) . £26.95 

1/2 meg upgrade (with clock) £28.95 

1 ln meg upgrade (with clock).-£89,95 

Features include; ON/OFF memory switch, 

auto-recharge battery backed clock. 

AMIGAS 
Screen Gems 1 Mb.£349.94 
Basic Amiga including Modulator 

and mouse..... 1329.99 

i- SPECIALS 
Star LC20O Colour Printer.£259.95 
Star LC24-200 Colour Printer.£279.95 
Star LC10 Mono Printer.£158.95 
Commodore J084S Monitor.£249.95 
Philips Colour Monitor.£249.95 

|ref. CM8833J 
11 * 91/2 S,P plain 70 GSM Micro per paper 

Pack 100. £2.50 
Pack 250.£3.95 
Pack 500....£5.95 
Pack 1000. £8,95 
Pack 2000.  £16,95 

AMIGA 

OMC AMIGA STARTER PACK] 

COMPRISES: 
Screengems 
1/2 meg additional RAM upgrade 
3 1/2* external disk drive 
10 3 1/2" D/S D/D 135 tp. 

NO NEED TO 

SHOP AROUND 

R.R.P £679 

diskettes OMC All mclusivt 
l (40 cap) lockable storage box price of 

1 nxxjsemat £465,00 inc. VAT 
1 mouse 
1 mouse bracket 
1 joystick 
1 Amiga dustcover 
PLUS the usual 4 great software titles 

PHONE FOR DETAILS ON CUSS OF 90 * PACK 

A saving of £214.00 

POWER SUPPLY /h 
rf DISK DRIVES H SOUNDBLASTER 

Fully compatible replacement 
Power Supply for Amiga 500 

ONLY £38.95 

JOYSTICKS 

C 
T B 

Quick shot II Turbo...  ,£7.95 
Qmckshor i Turbo.....£8.50 
Qutkshot III Turbo Mtcroswitch.....£8.99 
Qmckshct Maverick. £11.99 
Qutckshcf Mavenck Microswitch ...... ....£12.99 
Qutckshct Slaughter infra Red..,,£29 99 
Quck shot Apache .£6,50 
Zip stick Autohre. £10.99 

Pkis many more stocked 

31/2* External disk drive for Amiga, 

Slimline design colour coordinated 
throughport connector, 1 year guarantee 

ONLY £55.95 

MICE_j 

Amiga mouse, two button fully compatible 

as replacement..XI7.90 

Naksha mouse inc 2 year warranty. 

mouse mat & mouse bracket.£26.95 

Geniscan GS4000 Amiga Scanner .£159.95 

ZYFI 
Twin stereo amplified speaker system for the Amiga. 

Pack includes: cables, built-in power supply, speakers 
and easy fitting instructions, 

Only £39.95 inc. VAT 

TO ORDER 

CHEQUES AND P.o. S PAYABLE TO OMC LTD AND SEND 

TO ADDRESS BELOW 

CREDIT CARDS SIMPLY TELEPHONE YOUR 

ORDER ON 0630 613591 (8 LINES) 

or 0860 922436 (mobile) 
FAX 0530 813595 FOR OUR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION 

i nb yKiMinmip 

FIPT AF MEDIA HOD! 

TEL 0530 ffii359l(1?flinJJs)| 

A : • ■ • 1 DELIVERY 

COSTS 

>30 8135! 

Trade a/cs welcome. All prices include VAT. Corporate, education orders welcome. 

EAL DIRECT b DEAL D 

3-5 day TNT 
£3.95 

Next day 
Carrier 
£8.95 



NOW - from the makers of Amiga Format 

n© 

,ort^‘ 
Every issue contains: 
• Bike tests - Britain's 

definitive reviews 

• The latest equipment 

• Racing news - big competitions 

at home and abroad 

• Touring - what you need, where 

to go, how to get there 

• Riding techniques 

• Maintaining your machine 

And a whole load more! 

From some of the top names 

in the industry* 

PAUL HINTON - Raleigh team pro, mountain bike journo of the 
year 

STEVE WO R LAND - one of the dudes from Pace Researchf the 
hottest UK bike manufacturer. 

PLUS - In the current issue - 

WIN A RALEIGH ODYSSEY IN 
OUR £1,000+ COMPETITION! 

BRANT RICHARDS - MTB tech expert - all you need to know 
about how a mountain bike works (what do you mean itfs just 
a bike?) 

BRIAN HEMSWORTH - the man who knows everything there is 
to know about riding an emteebee (you don t just get on and 
pedall) 

* antt it's fusl possifite Paul 1 utto a mounts^ Lyons «*fl cna l® mftng Iqt ua as wofl 
(bul we re tryw+p id (discourage turn | /' 

AND Check out our 
amazing subscription 
offer - six quid’s 
worth of free lube! 
(to use on your MTB 
not your Amiga) 



IffiFW 

"INDY HEAT" 
HAS TO BE THE MOST 

INCREDIBLE DRIVING ARCADE 
MACHINE IN THE WORLD! IT GIVES 

3 PEOPLE THE CHANCE TO RACE EACH 
OTHER, AS EACH PLAYER HAS THEIR OWN 

rSTEERING WHEEL AND FOOT PEDAL TO DRIVE 
THEIR OWN CAR! PLUS THERE ARE 14 GREAT 
RACE COURSES ON WHICH YOU CAN TAKE UP 
THE CHALLENGE AND GO FOR THAT RADICAL 
RACING ACTION! BUT THE BEST THING ABOUT 

THIS PARTICULAR INDY HEAT MACHINE IS THAT 
WE'RE GIVING IT AWAY! YUP, THE WINNER OF 

THIS COMPETITION WILL GET TO HAVE THIS IN 
THEIR HOME - SO YOU CAN PLAY IT AS OFTEN 
AS YOU LIKE WITHOUT PUTTING A PENNY IN 

THE SLOT! SOUNDS GOOD? THEN CALL... 

0898 404609 
PLUS! WIN THIS HONDA 
RADIO CONTROL 
MOTORCYCLE! 

THIS HONDA G-CON BIKE IS READY TO RUN THE 
MINUTE YOU OPEN UP THE BOX! THE 1/5 SCALE 
MODEL IS SO REALISTIC THAT WHEN YOU TAKE 
CONTROL YOU CAN REALLY EXPERIENCE 
WHAT ITS LIKE TO RIDE A REAL SUPERBIKEt! 

0898 404607 
Calls cost 34p (cheap rate) and 45p (at all other times) per minute incl VAT. For details of winners send SAE to: 

Populuxe, PO Box 2065, London, W12 9JH. Average length of call is 5.5 minutes. 0898 calls are more expensive than| 
normal cails so please ask permission to call if you doni pay the bill. 



0 BASEBALL CRAZY 

Be the coolest hitter or 
catcher in the country 
with some real sound 
baseball lut, courtesy of 
Domark and RBI2! 

THE LOW-DOWN 
You may have got yourself a copy of RHt2, Domain's 

excellent baseball game which scored a cracking 84 

per cent in the last issue. You may have had hours of 

fun playing it, going for those home runs and striking 

out the opposition’s hitters. But it being summer an' 

all, why the heck not gel out there in the park or your 

mate's back garden and have a go at the real thing? 

Catch some fresh air and sunshine (likely story!) and 

catch a few balls at [he same time! 

If you don't have the baseball kit and your finances 

won't stretch to the necessary readies, then what you 

need to do is win yourself a compo prize... oh. and 

here come a few now! How handy! 

We've got five sets of kit ready and wailing. Each 

one contains a ludicrously colourful Hu orescent base¬ 

ball bat. a ball and a special RBI 2 baseball hat just to 

pus you in the mood. But best of all, the overall win¬ 

ner will also get an extremely expensive leather 

catcher’s min and a unique limited edition RBI 2 

baseball jacket. You can’t buy those, you know! 

THE QUESTIONS 

What famous cartoon character always loses at 

baseball? 

a Calvin 

b Mickey Mouse 

c Charlie Brow n 

What famous cartoon character plays baseball 

with his tiger? 

a Mickey Mouse 

b Charlie Brown 

c Calvin 

Which famous cartoon character doesn't really 

play baseball terribly often at all. really? 

a Calvin 

b Charlie Brown 

c Mickey Mouse 

THE WAY TO WIN 
So all you have to do to win this mega-simple compo, 

and get all this really lush kit, is write dowm the 

answers to the three easy questions that are on your 

left on the back of a stuck-down envelope or a post¬ 

card for that matter, along with your name and 

address. Then stick a stamp on it and whack it in the 

post to: Dead Easy Baseball Compo, Amiga Format, 

29 Monmouth Street. Bath Avon BA1 2BW, All 

entries must reach our office by September 13 at the 

very latest. You should get your baseball bat just in 

time for the last days of summer... 

THE RULES 
All employees of Future Publishing or Domark are not 

alio weed to enter. The judges decision in all matters is 

final and no correspondence will be entered into in 

connection with this competition. 

No entries from members of the Newr York Mets or 

people whose middle name is Elephant, you know 

who 1 am talking about! 
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New Showroom 
232 Tottenham Court Road 

London W1 

onD 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD 

1Mb PacK 1Mb 

COMMODORE 
CARTOON CLASSIC PACK 

AMIGA 500 + 
Lemmings, Captain Plane! 

Sad Simpson, Deluxe Paint ill 
+ RAM board 

ONLY £359.00 
Extras 10 Games 

Man United. Toraii Recall. Speed Ball II, 
Xenon II. Teenage Mutant Nm>a Turtles, 

Final Battle. Stunt Car Racer, Golden Axe, 
Cadaver. Super Off* Road Racer, joystick, 

mouse, mousemat. dust cover 
ten spare disks + box 

ONLY £399.00 INC VAT 
WITH 

B&33 MK II Colour Monitor 

ONLY £569.00 

1Mb PacK 
CLASS 

OF 
90'S PACK 

Everything you need for 
Art + Design + Word Processing 

AMIGA 500 + 
AMIGA LOGO, INFOFILE, LETSPELL 

MUSIC MOUSE, CBM EMULATOR. 
DELUXE PAINT II. D501 1/2 Meg 

upgrade. Mouse Mat + 10 free disks 

only £459.00 INC VAT 

1Mb PacK 1Mb 

AMIGA 500 MEGA PACK 
INCORPORATING 

AMIGA 500 + 
‘512KRAM ’ Three Manuals 
‘ 1 Mb Disk Drive * Oper ating System 
' 4096 Colours ‘ Built in Speech 

Mouse ’TV Modulator 
* Extra 512k RAM w4h Clock 

ONLY £339.00 

WITH 

8833 MK II Colour Monitor 

ONLY £549.00 

PacK 
THE BEST OF 

PUBLIC 
DOMAIN 

THE 24 CARAT 
DIAMOND P.D. PACK 

AMIGA 500 + 

The best 24 Titles available 
in P.D- software including 

Ski games. Fantasy games, 
Word Processing, Amazing Graphic Dames, 

and Electrifying An Pack + many more 
too numerous to mention 

only £325.00 

NEW Pack NEW 
AMIGA 500 SpeedBall PACK 

INCORPORATING 
' 512K RAM ’ Three Manuals 
■ 1 Mb Disk Drive * Operating System 
■ 4096 Colours ’ Built-in Speech 
' Mouse Synthesis 
■ TV. Modulator 

* MEGA PACK * 
Speed Bali *1 Tbta^ Reca ..Man United 
Xenon II, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, 

Final Bame. Stunt Car Racei. Golden Axe. 
Cadaver. Super Off-Roic Raoar 

ONLY £349.00 
WITH 

8833 MK It Colour Monitor 

ONLYE549.00 

ONLY WHILI LAST 

AMIGA 500 AXE PACK 
INCORPORATING 

* 512H RAM * Three Manuals 
* 1 Mb Dtsk Dnve ' Operating System 
* 40% Colours ' Buih-m Speech 
* Mouse Synthesis 
‘TV Modulator 

‘ 10 GAMES’ 

Golden Axe, Hard Ervin, Phobia, 
Saint & Greavsie, Silk Worm, 

Datastorm, Continents; C reus* 
Turrican, Ninja Warriors 

Emotion 

only £349.00 
WITH 

8833 MK II Colour Monitor 

ONLY £549.00 

T3be adventoreS of 

IN-fog SECRET DIAMOND DEN .. 
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• Dorset 
€ 0202 716226 
# Bristol 
€ 0272 522044 
• Manchester 
€ 061 257 3999 
# Warks 
€ 0962 312155 

Diamond Retail Outlets Around The United Kingdom 

• Southampton 
€ 0703 232777 
• Romford 
€ 081 597 8851 
• Edinburgh 
€ 031 554 3557 
• Central London 
€ 071 453 0434 

Export Hotline Bristol REMEBER. 
0272 522044 

Richard Brown 
AT DIAMOND YOU HAVE A CHOICE 

Authorised full service centre at our Bristol Office, 
now offering same day repairs. Contact Keith our 

service manager for details Bristol 0272 522044 

NEW PacK NEW 
AMIGA 500 SKILL PACK 

INCORPORATING 
AMIGA 500 + 

Disk Storage Box 
* 1 Mb Disk Drive 

4096 Cotours 
‘ Mouse 
* T V Modulator 

Oust Cover 
* 10 3.5" Disks 

* Three Manuals 
' Operating System 
‘ Buift-ir Speech 

SyrrTtu*sis 
EXTRA 51ft RAM 

' Mouse Mai 
* DpainJ 91 

■DIAMOND MEGA Ifl GAMES' 
Man United, Tpiaii R , . speed Ball II 
Xenon It, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turues. 

Final Battle, Stunt Cat Race Gotten Asa, 
Cadaver, Super Oft Bcwtt R^cer * Joystick 

ONLY £369.00 
WITH 

6833 MKII Colour Monitor 

ONLY £579.00 

24 

PIN 

QUALITY 
COLOUR 

PacK the 
AMIGA 500 ultIMATE 

PLUS HOME OFFICE 
The ultimate word processor/DTP pack 

‘ Integrated Wordprocessor 
* DTP 
‘ Spreadsheet 
’ Database 

PLUS 
24 pin SWIFT 24 colour printer 

Including colour kit 
PLUS 

512K RAM Board 
Philips 8832 Mk II Monitor 

£899.00 

-< “ 2 —_ 

PacK 
AMIGA 500 NfNJA PACK 

INCORPORATING 
AMIGA 500 + 

+ Desk SiiX304 * Three Manuals 
* 1 Mb Dak Qrtv* * Operating System 

4096 Colours * Buitt-'n Speech 
’ Mouse Synthesis 
* TV ModkABO' ’ EXTRA 512fc RAM 
* Dust Cove*- * Mouse Mai 
‘ tO 3,5* Dttks Dpamt 11 

♦DIAMOND MEGA 10 GAMES" 
Gotten As*. Hr i D£*, PTwiM. ptoflh A South, 

Silk Worm > Com, r>entaf Circus, 
Tumor, tmoten, Nr**|^t« * Joystick 

onlv £369.00 
WITH 

8833 MK II Colour Monitor 

only £579.00 

9 |X Word 
PIN rAC lx Processor 

QUALITY ___ & DTP 
AMIGA 500 

* 512K RAM board 
* Philips 8833 Mk 1! Monitor 
* SWIFT 9 Colour 
* Connecting Lead 

PLUS HOME OFFICE 
The ultimate word 

processor DTP peck 
’ Interg rated Word 

Processor 
* DTP 
* Spreadsheet 
* Database 

ONLY £775.00 

PacK PacK 
A590 DIAMOND 

20Mb Hart) Disk with 2M& RAM MUSIC MASTERS PACK 

1 • 20 FREE 3 t/2‘tfsks Everything you need 
■ 80 Disk Capacity. Disk Bo* to create your own 

ONLY £339.50 in house musical extravaganza 

A590 20Mb Hard Disk AMIGA 500 
4. MUSIC-X 

0Mb RAM £279.00 512K RAM £299.00 (the complete MIDI sequencer 
1Mb RAM £319.00 2Mb RAM £339.00 as used in recording studios 

by the professioals) 
IVS TRUMPCARD + MIDI interface 

+512k RAM upgrade 
0590 40Mb Hard Disk 

0Mb RAM £399.00 2Mb RAM £499.00 only£399.00 INC VAT 
4Mb RAM £622.00 6Mb RAM £739.00 

8Mb RAM £939.00 

liwee-4 our* qn& mam Vsjuo can 

OF ThE- 

pRicc PTetx&e. *. 

CApfAIN 'DIAMOND.'// v'' 

■'I'Hfc'r'U Bfc COMIN& 

"XfbR US Nfcx-r lLj 

»f OKLT Nf COULp CAPlufcfc THE PRlCfc- 
PL&D6& fRoM DIAMOND... -nie-N 
KlolhiNfe WoUu-T> IKJ Qyjfe VJM ■! 
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c* WANT A1500? 
GOT A 500? 

SWAP IT 
FOR ONLY 

£499.00 Cr 
MR DIAMOND’S PART EXCHANGE CENTRE 

Mr DIAMOND’S 
WORLD OF AMIGA 

COMPARISONS 
A500 

A1500/2000 rev B 
A3000 

= A Ford XR3 Fun for a while, looks great but lacks any real power compared 
with higher spec models, 

= A Mercedes Designed for high performance and reliability 

= A Ferrari Quite simply the ultimate 

Now you understand the machines, you can improve your social standing with a great part 
exchange deal from Mr Diamond. 

Don’t you owe it to yourself to drive the best? P/X now available at all branches 
Well now you can, with DIAMOND P/X throughout the U.K. 

A 1500 1Mb RAM. v 
3.5* floppy disk dnve. 
base machine with 2x 3.5" floppy disks 
and software pack £699 00 

all above + Monitor £899 00 

with XT Bridgeboard £999 00 

INCREDIBLE PX OFFER 
visit Mr. Diamond and discover what 
your A500 is worth in part exchange 

XT Bridgeboard 
5.25" floppy drive Cl 49.00 

AT Bridgeboard with either 
3.5" or 5.25" floppy drive £575.00 

The NEW 
Commodore AMIGA 

AMIGA 3000-25-100 25Mhz, 100Mb hard disk 

An Incredible £2395.00 INC 
Mr Diamond Incredible Offer 

with 1950 M/sync monitor 
£2595.00 INC 

AMIGA 3000 4Mb RAM expansion 
£349.00 

This machine is 3 veritable workstation rt comes wrth 
Workbench 2,0 - The new Commodore Mutt-tasking 

Operating System - ft can run the normal video monitor or a 
multisync monitor without having to ffl a flicker fixer It can 

even run under UNIX. This is the machine to set the standard 
lor professional use in the 1990's. 

If you have reached the limits ol the A5Q0 
then take advantage ot the Diamond Part 
Exchange Upgrade Option. Swap your 
1Mb A500 for an A2000 for ONLY £349.00 

Mr. DIAMOND AMIGA 2000 PACK 
A200Q Rev. B 48Mb Autobooting Hard Disk, 

28m$ average access ONLY £995.00 
With Colour Stereo Monitor ONLY £1195,00 

A2000 base machine £469.00 
Ex-demo A2000 £645.00 

PCX! & AT Compatibility for AMIGA 

XT Bridgeboard 
5.25" floppy drive £149,00 
AT Bridgeboard with either 
3,5* or 5 25* floppy drive £575.00 



MR DIAMOND’S SUPER SPARES CENTRE 

IVS TRUMPCARDS 
The IVS Trumpcard is the top selling SCSI hard drive 
controller. Representing the latest in technology directly 
from the USA, it is the only controller to support IBM, Amiga 
and Apple MAC partitions on one hard disk. This allows 
you to run software for the three main hardware platforms 
on one machine. Only one computer can do this. 

PHILIPS MONITOR 
8833 Mkll colour monitor 
inc. dust cover and lead 

only £234.00 

HARD DISK DRIVES 
IMPULSE FUJITSU 
IMP52S/LP 52Mb 9ms £229.00 M2612ESA-MJ 90Mb 19ms £379.00 
IMP80S/LP 80Mb 9ms E369.00 M2613ESA-MJ 135Mb 19ms £379.00 
IMP105S/LP 1Q5Mb9ms £399.00 M2614ESA-MJ 180Mb 19ms £379.00 
IMP 170S 170Mb 8ms £599.00 
IMP210S 2T0Mb8ms £659.00 
SYQUEST 

44Mb 28ms P.O.A, removeable cartdhdge drive 
TRUMPCARD FOR ABOVE add £115.00 

MEMORY UPGRADES 
for your A1500 or A2000 with the 
Supra 8Mb RAM board 

Bare Board £01,00 
2Mb populated £75.00 
4Mb populated £149.00 
6Mb populated £223,00 
8Mb populated £295.00 

EXTERNAL DRIVE 
3.5" external drive £54.95 

HIGH RES 
1024x768, 0.28 dot pitch 

Multisync Monitor £349*00 

FUCKER FIXER 
Get those flacker free high res modes, 
use the Flicker Fixer Video Card 

£299.00 

SOFTWARE 
Pro Page 2.0 £169.95 Pro Video Post £149.00 
Propage Templates £34.95 Propage OipArt £34.95 
Pro Write £85.00 Sculpl Animate 4D £279.00 
Broadcast Tiller II £179.00 X CAD Designer £69.33 
X CAD professional £229.00 Deluxe Paint 111 £34.95 
Digiview Gold 4 £88.13 Pixmate £35.00 
Vista £49.00 Distant Suns £36.00 
Pen Pal £81.00 Cross DOS £25.00 
Devpac Amiga £45.00 Hisoft BASIC £55.00 
Lattice C V5.Q £149.00 Lattice C++ £250.00 
Hisoft Pro Flight £34.00 Pro Draw £81.00 
Quarter Back £35.00 Videotitler £100.00 
Turbo Silver £100.00 Director 2.0 P.O,A 
Photon Paint II £23.50 Bars 8 Pipes £120.00 
Excellence £89.95 Pagesetter 2,0 £44,95 
Pagestream 2.1 £129.95 Pro Write 3.1 £89,95 
Quick Write £34,95 Scribble Platinum £34.95 
Transwrite £27.95 Platinum Works £69.95 
Home Office Kit £69,95 Superbase Pro 4 £116.50 
Hyperbook £34,95 Wordworth £85.00 

SPEED UP 
your 1500, 2000 
with a 
Co-Processor 
board. 
Phone for 
details 

GVP PRODUCTS 
GVP COMBO board, The SCSI hard disk 
controller with built in 68030 accelerator and 
RAM expansion capability, 

22MHz Combo with 1 Mb RAM £799.00 
33MHz Combo with 41 Mb RAM El 495.00 
40 Mb SCSI hard disk £249.00 
114 Mb SCSI hard disk £449 00 

GVP Series 2 RAM Card comes with 2Mb 
RAM as standard. 
2Mb £200.00 4Mb £275.00 8Mb £345,00 

GVP Series 2 RAM Card 
Bareboard £209.00 
40Mb £369,00 
52Mb Quantum 11ms £429.00 
114Mb NEC 20ms £549.00 

1CD Adspeed £175.00 ICO Flicker Free video £250.00 
fCD FFF & VGA Monitor £499.00 KCS PC Power board £235.00 
AT-Once £169.00 
(2000 version also available) £199.00 

ICO 
FLICKER FIXER 
Clots,00 

600 Mb 
Hard Disk 
£Lots,00 

Taoe Streamer 
£Lot$ 00 

NEXUS COMBO S 
High speed Hard Disk Controllers taking 
up to 8Mb of on board RAM 

Bareboard £229.00 
40Mb £389.00 
52Mb Quantum 11ms £449.00 
114Mb NEC 20ms £559.00 

GENLOCKS 
Rendale £149.00 
G2 £575.00 

20Mb Floppy 
drive 
£LotS.00 

I 
Obviously, when you carry as much stock as 
DIAMOND, you can t advertise all your spares; 
but contact your local branch and we guarantee 
you won’t find the part that you're looking for at 
a better price. 



THE VISION OF THE FUTURE^ IS NOW THE PRESENT 
AT DIAMOND 

C.D.T.V. £599.00 
EDUCATE YOUR CHILDREN THE WAY THEY WANT TO BE EDUCATED, WHILST BEING THE ENVY 
OF ALL YOUR FRIENDS, WITH A NEW DIMENSION IN SOUND AND GRAPHICS FOR YOUR HOME. 

So what is C.D.T.V. ? Are you confused by all the hype? 
If you are , then why not pop into your local Diamond branch for a full working demonstration of 
this exciting new medium and have all the answers to all of your questions translated by experts 

from unnecessary gobledegook into plain easy to understand English. 

GREAT PART EXCHANGE OFFERS 
You will be surprised at just how generous Mr Diamond will be 

when yo trade in your old Amiga 500 for a C.D.T.V. 
C.D.T.V. ROM, normally £599.00, only £349.00 when you P/X your old Amiga 500 

External Amiga A500 ROM Player ONLY £399.00 

ENTERTAINMENT 

A3I Dogs Go To Heaven. Etectne Crayon £34,99 
Classic Board Gaum £34,99 
Psycho Killer £29 99 
Wrath ©I m Demon £29,99 
Case of She Cautious Condor £34.99 
Battlestonn £29.99 
Sim City £29.99 
Defender of (tie Crown £29,99 
Lemmings £34,99 
Xenon It M&gadast £29,99 
Indoor Sports £29,99 
Many Roads lo Murder £29,99 
Snoopy £29,99 
Spirit of Exeahbuf £34,99 
Horse Racing £29.99 
Ninja Highschool Comix £16,99 
Dinosaurs for Hire £ 16,99 
Basketball £29,99 
Battlechftss £44.99 

REFERENCE 

Hutchinson* Encyclopedia £49.99 
Time Tabs of Science & innovation £39 99 
Time TaWe of Business Politics £39.99 
Dr. Wellman £54,99 
The New Bases Electnc Cook Book E39 99 
World Vesta Atlas £54,99 
American Heritage Dictionary £49.99 
Complete Works of Shakespeare £34,99 
Illustrated Holy Bible £34.99 

[ EDUCATION 

Bamey Bear Goes lo School £34,99 
Fun School 3 (lor under S'S) £29.99 
My Paint £24.99 
A Bun tor Bamey £29.99 
Mind Run 29.99 
Thomas s Snowsurt £34.99 
Scary Poems for Rotlen Kids £39,99 
Paper Bag Princess £34.99 
The Tales ol Peter Rabbit £39,99 
Mud Puddle £34,99 
LTV English £34,99 

ART & LEISURE 

Indoor Plants £29,99 
Women In Motion £34,99 
Animated Colouring Book £34.99 
Advance Military Systems Series £29.99 
Garden Rants £34.99 
Trees and Shrubs £34.99 
Fruits. Vegeiabos and Herbs £34.99 

MUSIC 

09.99 
Muse Maker 

SOFTWARE SUPERSALE 

EVERY DAY IS SALES DAY WHEN YOU SHOP THE DIAMOND WAY 
ALL THESE TOP TITLES FOR ONLY A REDICULOUS £5.00 

Man United. Totall Recall, Speed Ball II. Xenon II, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Final Battle, Stunt Car Racer, Cadava, 
Super Off Road Racer. Golden Axe, Hard Drivin'. Phobia, North & South, Silkworm, Shockwave, Continental Circus, 
Turrican, X-Out, Ninja Warriors, Table Tennis, Chess Player 2150, Datastorm, E-Motion, Dungeon Quest, Grand Master 
Slam, Kid Gloves, Mercenary. Rick Dangerous, RVF Honda. Shufflepuck Cafe, Soccer, Menace, Blood Money, Saint & 
Greavsie, Netherworld. Nightbreed, Slaygon, Snowball Hell, Fastlane, Aton 500, Balistrix, Gold Runner, Tower of Babel, 
Fantasy World of Dizzy, Star Blaze, .star Ray, Terra Quester, Jupiter Probe. Bombuzzal. Days of Thunder, Dark Castle, 
Dark Side, Prospector, Archepelagos, Terrorpods and many many more... 

ONLY SOMEONE AS WONDERFUL AS MR DIAMOND CAN OFFER YOU THE LATEST TOP SELLING TITLES AT 
UP TO 1/2 PRICE, JUST CHECK THE PRICES 

Lemmings only £14.95, Bart Simpson only £9.95, Captain Planet only £9.95, Deluxe Paint III only £34.95 



D5Q1 512k RAM card + clock 

ONLY £29.95 

ALL PRICES 
INCLUDE 

VAT 

ALL PRICES 
INCLUDE 

VAT 

05011512k RAM card-f 

Disk Drive ONLY £81.00 

CHIPS & DISKS 
We only sell new chips 

A590 Memory chips 
0.5Mb £17.60 
1.0Mb £35.25 
2.0 Mb £69.00 

A590 2Mb populated £328.00 

8UP BOARDS. CHIPS 
Bare Board (0Mb) £81.00 
add cost of RAM to your 

specification 
2Mb +£69.00 

4Mb +£137.50 
6Mb +£206.00 
8Mb +£274.00 

DISK CONTROLLER CARDS 
The GRANDSLAM, new SCSI controller 
from IVS. Extra Parallel port - space for 
6Mb on board RAM 

ONLY £235.00 
NEXUS SCSI hard disk controller card - 
space for 8Mb on board RAM. 

ONLY £199.00 

The U.K. official importer 

MONITORS 
ALL PHILIPS U.K. MONITORS 

HAVE 1 YEAR ON SITE 
GUARANTEE 

PHILIPS 8833(11X4 
Colour Monitor with stereo sound 
+ FREE LEAD 4 OUST COVER 

Only £229.00 
+F19 competition £245.06 

DIAMOND Multisync Monitor 
Only£347.00 

COMMODORE 1084/s 
Only £222.00 

COMMODORE 1084/SD Monitor 
Onfy £234.00 

DISKS 
FOR A LIMITED PERIOD WE ARE 

SELLING HIGH QUALITY 3.5" SONY 
BULK DISKS AT ONLY £0.35 EACH 

PRINTERS & RIBBONS 
STAR LC200 COLOUR £189.00 
CITIZEN 1240 £190*00 
OKIDATA LASER 400 £704*00 
PHILIPS MNS1432 £116.00 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24 P.O.A 
WITH COLOUR PJXA 
PANASONIC kxp/1123 £187,00 
OKIMATE 20 £153.00 
STAR LC MONO £140.00 
STAR LC/24/to PO.A. 

RIBBONS 

OKI 20 colour £4.95 
OK I 20 BLACK £4.95 
PANASONIC kxp/1124 £4.95 
KXPi00&t®3 £4.95 
JUKI 6100 £4.95 
MTALLY mtbo £4.95 
STAR LCiO £4.95 
STAR IC10 COLOUR £4.95 
STAR LC2A'10 £4.95 
EPSON LXBOG £4.95 
AMSTRAD pm R4000 £4.95 

VIDEO SECTION 

Deluxe Paint III £34.95 DigiView Gold 4.0 £88.13 Deluxe Video III £67.95 
Digipaint III £54.75 Rom bo Vidi £81.00 Amiga Vision £69.95 
Photon Paint II £23.50 Disney Animation Art Department £49.95 
Spritz £3.50 Studio £82.25 Art Dept Pro £124.95 
Icon Paint £3.50 Art Dept Pro 
Comic Setter £23.50 Video Studio £116.50 conversion Kit £59.95 
Can Do £89.95 Can Dot Pro Pack £24.95 Deluxe PhotoLab £49.95 
Elan Performer 2 £74.95 Hyperbook £39.95 Scala £169.95 
Scene Generator £27.95 T.V. Show £48.95 

AUDIO MUSIC AUDIO 
Alt the latest and best audio and music 

packages from Mr Diamond at the 
keenest prices 

MusicXverl.l £59.00 
Perfect Sound £39.00 
Audio Engineer £149.00 
MasterSound £25.00 
Quartet £33.00 
MIDI l/F £26.00 
Keyboard £25.00 

LHC Microsales 
121 Regents Street 
Leamington Spa - Warks 

TEL 0926 312155 
FAX 0926 883432 

^ ▼ OPEN ON SUNDAYS ▼ 
Diamond Computers 

^ ' V 144 Ferry Road 
^ Edinburgh 
^ Scotland 
4 TEL 031 554 3557 
▲ OPEN ON SUNDAYS ▲ 

♦ 
♦ 
♦ 
♦ 
♦ 
♦ 

Diamond Computers 

1022 Stockport Road 
Manchester 
TEL 061 257 3999 

FAX 061 257 3997 

HOW TO ORDER 
Simply telephone through your order* giving your Access 

or Visa card Number or send a cheque or postal order to 

your Local Dealer. 

All prices include VAT unless otherwise stated. 

Next Day Courier Service Delivery £11.75 
Please allow 5 working days for cheque clearance. 

Bankers drafts clear on the same day 
All prices ire earned at time of going to press but rru\ change m 

THE 
Diamon 

ri thout notice 

iD 
PRICE PLEDGI 

^ tft u*hiht buying goods from its, you can sheno us a better pr^i 

cm the same goods from one of mir <U.% competiors then 

‘IHanwnd wilt match that pnee 

Diamond Computers Ltd 
84 Lodge Road 

SOUTHAMPTON 
TEL 0703 232777 
FAX 0703 232679 

Diamond Computers Ltd 
406 Ashly Road 

POOLE - Dorset 

TEL 0202 716226 
FAX 

Diamond Computers Ltd 
227 Filton Avenue 

Bristol 

TEL 0272 693545 

FAX 0272 693223 

Diamond Computers 

232 Tottenham Ct Rd 
London, W1 

TEL 071 453 0434 

Amiga World downstairs 

'Even if our prices hatv increased, tut wifi honour the pruts in this 

adoertisment on items in Umg as you bring it sitffi you 

■This applies only to customers producing or relying on this 

adwtlisment before the end of the month of publication 

It does not apply to competitors prices offered t» closing doum 

LAN Computer Systems 
1045 High Road 
Chadwel! Heath - 
Romford 

TEL 081 597 8851 
FAX 081 590 8959 



GASTEINER vs 
TechnoW1 

Tel: + 44 081-365 1151 
Fax: +44 081-885 1953 

Trade and Educational 
Orders Welcome 

Personal Callers 
Welcome 

Outstanding NEW products from Gasteiner Technologies 
MEMORY MASTER THE TRACK BALL GOLDEN IMAGE 

OPTICAL MOUSE 

A half-length FastRAMN expansion with 4 
MBIT technology upgradeable 2, 4f 6 & 
8Mb. No additional Wait State in the 
Amiga 1500/2000 16 But-Bus-Technalogy. 
Includes RAMtest program and detailed 
manual* 

PRO-MONITORS 

NEC 3D £499 
QUADRAN 1480 £399 
PHILIPS 8833 £229 

ALF 3 

Switchable between Atari/Amiga with the 
third button 'Click & Hold' feature this must 
be the best value trackball at only 

. 

Amazing accuracy ond reliability with the 
first optical mouse for the Amigo + ST 

ALFA DATA TRACKBALL 

ALFA DATA MOUSE 

Best replacement mouse which includes a 
mouse nolder & cutting pad* 

For Only _► £16.95 
Alfa Data Trackball. Excellent high 
performance trackball for Amiga and Atari 
ST. Operates from mouse or joystick port. 

UK's LEADING TOP SELLING 
mechanical design, 

only for £24.95 
SCANNER 2Mb RAM CARD 

High speed excellent performance. 
Hard disk delivered ready for use after ^^0 into a free A2000-Slot. 

nal data trasfer independent from 
processor & uses fully the Amiga-busband- 
width (16 Bit). •-*£ POA 

OKTAGON 500 
Outstanding quality, excellent value - this 
package includes a 100-400dpi scanner 
with dither options, plus the amazingly 
powerful TOUCH-UP software package 
which drives the scanner directly. Scanner 
includes viewing window & backlight for 
accurate scans. Scan either Jine*ort or grey 
images up to 400dpi. 

*£149.00 
GOLDEN IMAGE 

RC 2000 = 2Mb-8Mb 

* Fully populated board 
* Plugs into trap door expansion 

ana connects to gray chip. Populated 
RAM board with dick * _ 

^£34.95 
Ram card Vi Mb 

Ram Card 2Mb 

512K RAM/CLOCK CARD 
A really intelligent SCSI controller for the 
Amiga 500. 
* Autoboot by FFS 
* Automatic reading from SCSI devices 
* Supports up to 7 SCSI devises 
* Multi tasking capable 
* Login and password security 

| ALL THIS FOR ONLY — £249 
GASTEINER Unit 12 a Milimead Business Centre, Mtllmead Road, London N17 9QU 

Populated for A1500 

2Mb - 

4Mb - 
6Mb - 
8Mb - 

£149 
£219 

£POA 
£POA 

100% A500 compatible 
Battery Back-up Read time Clock on Board 
Support ON/OFF Switch to 
enaole/disoble expanded RAM. 

£29.95 

Tel: 081-365 1151 Fax: 081-885 1953 Opening hours Mon-Sat (9.30am-5.30pm) 



FIRST NEWS • FIRST REVIEWS • BEST BUYS • YOUR WEEKLY GUIDE 

EVERY 
WEEK 
GARY PENN 
Every Thursday the 
game's industry's 
most respected 
writer (it says here) 
reports on the fast- 
moving games scene EXPRESS: it's Amiga Format's weekly 
-previews,reviews, (0mpani0n - packed with Amia* " ” 

»s 
• ' ivmuumvii — uumcu wim «■■■■*■*- 

news and tips! ^ 

reviews - ttttd ail 

the best prices! 

□ PD round-ups, techie 

fwiddly-fype pages, 

readers' letters, 

competitions and, er„. 

much, much more! 

OUT - ^.apanion 
- uuf every Thursday, 
all year round 
• It's 68 pages of 
steaming good value! 
• You get change out 
of a quid (12p, in fact) 

GIVE IT A GO - YOU NEVER KNOW, YOU MIGHT EVEN LIKE IT! 



SAMPLERS & SEQUENCERS EXPLAINED 
SAMPLE 
A sound ms! has been loaded rto ■ computer, and s represented by numbers (ijgrtati rather man noses lanatoguei 

SAMPLER 
Usual? a smal cartridge tFiM slows you to teke sounds Iron a rncrophone (wth amptfcation). tape CD etc and record (Ogrtra) 
them mto yoix computers memory Once m me memory a sample (sound) on be changed using the sampfcng software 

SAMPLING SOFTWARE 
AJIqw* you to alter sounds thai have bean d gases by the SAMPLER Normal function* unto sampkng software mdude loading and 
sawing a sample to tak. atemg the sample by cutting, weeding vo'dpwn. fading eVput, |0*mhg to other samples and much much 

A-MA'S 
THE ADVANCED MIDI AMIGA SAMPLER 

Ouf lop lave) sampler tor the Amiga SOGtfOOO 
and 1000* fspeoal otoerj combine lop of the 
range electronics with a sensible price Oir 
untgue wedge shaped carnage nouds a burn 
m MID! Hmct fn. twl A thru] elimmatmg the 
need to Swap between sampler and mto 
interface Other poite nckrie iwcraphone input 
yvj phgno left t> ngftl in Our software s a 
■wvming package* as described by AMIGA 
WORLD magazine, and mcorporates a stale of 
(he art stereo edging sute with vrrtyally every 
Feature you'd wand to toy your hands on A 

•fc ses-aMif l.';0 i-nr-e d ■ws i..iinsal--m 

me buin-m interface with the possibility lo piay 
back up to ID"1 different samples pdch sbfied 

on your MID* keyboard Don I think AMAS is a toy after. our pnce policy bnngs 
high quakty pradudi to you at sensible pnces Used by amateur and 
profewionais AMAS was featured by Paula Abdul m bar award wfwimg «J» 

Cartridge, software & manual £99.95 

Our mono sampler is tow in pnce but 
high m features Our stylish car¬ 
tridge for direct connection to ydur 
parallel portllll has a buffl-to mono 
audio in socket suitable Tor Input 
From the headphone socket on your 
Walkman, cassette or CD player. 
Full Feature editing software includes 
cut. paste, fading. Alters, scope, 
graphic equaliser etc, and MASTER 
SOUND even has tis own built-in 
mmi sequencer for real jime record¬ 
ing of your own music sequences 
“AMIGA FORMAT magazine said '« 
produced some of the best quality 
samples I have ever heard" tf you 
are looking tor a low cost sampler 
that's packed full of features then 
took no Further 

Our tow cost MIDI INTERFACE 
provides ihe easiest way of 
hooking up your Amiga to a Midi 
Music Keyboard Complete with 
cables that just plug straight into 
your INF OUT midi ports and a 
disk of Public Domain mtdi 
software 

Cartridge, software & 
manual £39.95 Midi Interface £24.95 

TO ORDER: SIMPLY PHONE 0726 68020 WITH YOUR CREDIT CARD NUMBER OR POST YOUR CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDERS 
OR CREDIT CARD NUMBER TO: MICRODEAL LTD P.O. BOX 68 ST AUSTELL CORNWALL PL25 4YB, I 

QTY PRICE each TOTAL 
NAME 

AMAS 
ADDRESS MASTER SOUND 

QUARTET 
MIDI INTERFACE 
POST & PACKING ...POSTCODE. 

FT1 aaaw ^E®J credit card no 
ALL PRODUCTS FOR THE AMIGA EXPIRY DATE. 

GRAND TOTAL 
ENCLOSED 

Ths sophisticated sequencer atows you to take samples ati sequence item 
into Frtu$»c Image# yijuf sample* as a bard wth QUARTET & the conductor 
your band ■* composed of 16 ntfruneffe of which 4 can ptoy at any one time 
QUARTET comes wftfi 100 rstownente 
and SQLTKta (Or mduUMT fi youf own g|p< 
composttm and lirther sands can tie 
added using AMAS MASTER SOUND or « 4*^*?-'^ *m\ 
most other qualfy sampler* Musk can be 
mpul (ram the Amigss keyboard, by / , , 
moose or i you have a synthesizer 
keyboard wkh a nutk cM toduH by ptoymg j 
on the keyboard Control of sample Hi 
rvcWes Tempo. Volume. ftWi logrthet 
was a button «wor lor changng samples m l . * 
withouteiftngQUARTET Whoknowsrau T’’r ... 
coukj eawty be tommorTow* ‘Adamsn or 
'Mozart" with this highly acclaimed 
package 

Software & manual £49.95 

;; 



f*Th PLAYING TIPS 

Winners Box 

The wanderful Eye of the Beholder maps 

and ups are well worth this month's prize, 

so a mail-order voucher is on it's way to 

Paul Hardy for the tips and another goes 

out to Mike Kershaw for the maps. Well 

that's the big stuff sorted out. What else? 

Oh vest Lee Patterson and Bryan Miller 

win £25 vouchers for their Helping Hand 

cheats! Enjoy your prizes, folks? 

If you've got a cheat, hint, map (we 

still tike them as IFF files on disk folks * 

or solution, then get them sent in to 

GAMEBUSTER5, Amiga Format. 30 

Monmouth Street, Bath BA) 2BW To 

help us sort out all the tips, write down the 

name of the game you are sending tips for 

on the back of the envelope, 

Sorry', but wc can’t enter into personal 

correspondence, so make sure you DON'T 

send originals of disks or solutions, since 

we can’t promise to return them. 

Game 
Busters 

Well, it's getting late-on in the holidays, and you're all obviously 

trying to get that last mad thrash out on your favourite games 

before you have to pack away your joystick and start working 

again. The problem is, how are you supposed to finish off that 

tricky level before you quit? Well all you have to do is read 

Maff Evans' hot tips in this month's latest thrilling installment... 

This is a good shoot-em-up, is it not? Well, obviously we thought 

so, that's why we gave it a Format Gold! Still, as is the nature of 

shoot-em-ups, they are a little 

difficult once you gel stuck 

into them! Fortunately, a 

whole host of you helpful 

readers have sent in this 

little cheat to help you along. 

Start the game as normal and press P to pause, then type in NCC-1701. The game will he 

so impressed at your know ledge of Star Trek it w ill give you infinite lives! Not bad, eh? 

SWIV 

PP HAMMER 

More puzzle game mayhem! This time featuring pneumatic tools. 

Whatever next? These tools are dangerous things, and they should 

only be handled by experts. This could explain why you can't get 

very' far in the game! Never mind, try these codes for size and 

romp through with ease! 

LEVEL CODE 23 ZBIWHFJD 45 GEHRBIRF 

2 WUCREBWA 24 AABVJEAC 46 CDESSHFE 

3 HTSJVAUW 25 FWVJID5B 47 VCUSUGTE 

4 WRIJWVIW 26 BUHICBRB 48 CARIHEHD 

5 HJBIJUWV 27 UTRJEAFA 49 DWDJGDGC 

6 WXWHSTSU 28 BSOJUWTA 50 SVAJICBC 

7 HGIHGRRU 29 FJHKWUGW 51 STJUCAIB 

8 WFFG1JFT 30 BIDSJTFV 52 DSGLTODB 

9 HEVECITS 31 UHASTSAV 53 DRWUVCA 

10 WCSEEGHS 32 BFREGJIV 54 SJTOWUTW 

11 HBEFVFGR 33 FEHFIIDT 55 SHFWRSDW 

12 WABFAEBR 34 BDACCHCT 56 DGCVTKW 

13 IVRCSCIJ 35 UCUBEGUS 57 DFTBGJVJ 

14 AUHBUBDI 36 BAGBVEES 50 SDJBIHJU 

15 ITADHACI 37 GWQABDWR 59 SCCBCGAT 

16 ASUAIWUH 38 CVTHSCVJ 60 DBWBEFST 

17 IJGCCUEG 39 VTJHUAJJ 61 EWICWDRS 

18 AIDCETWG 40 CSCGGWAI 62 TVFDBCFR 

19 IHTUWSUF 41 IGRWFVSH 63 TUVDSBTR 

20 AFFUBJEF 42 CIIECTRH 

21 lECTSIWE 43 VHFFFSFG Martin De\lin. 

22 ADSWUHVD 44 CGVFWRTG Knights wood, Glasgow 

GEM-X 

Pondering over a puzzle game 

can be great fun, especially when the 

presentation is as lovely as this one's. 

However, it can be frustrating to be 

slung out of the game just 

because you can't gel the knack 

of one screen! If this is the case 

then here's a treat for you: a list 

of the level codes to help you bash 

through to the end of the game. 

LEVEL CODE 

B EARTHIAW 

C KENICKI 

D INGKUMA 

E BURAI 

F BATMAN 

G NETWORK 

H YOKOHAMA 

I EXACT 

J K68000 

K TURRICAN 

L REDMOON 

M CAMPAIGN 

N MAGAMAKN 

O SYVALIQN 

p Fi-rrcvtNS 

Q CHIERIE 

R GAMER! CM 

$ ZAXA5 

Murray Clarke. 

Soli huh West Midlands 

SHADOW DANCER 

A lot of people enjoyed this mamal-aris thrash, hut 1 have to say l 

found it pretty frustrating. %Tm? You did too? Well why not try this 

cheat for size? 

During the game. prt*s pause and type in GIVE ME INFINI¬ 

TIES You will now be blessed with infinite credits and magic. That 

should make all those baddies easier to kill off! 

Malcolm Davies, 

Evesham* Worcestershire 
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Eye of the 
Beholder 

104 

Not since Dungeon Master has there been a game that has stirred the adventure-game scene 

so much. In fact it has been winning fans all over the place due to its superb 

presentation, rich atmosphere and sheer depth. However, this adventuring lark can be 

difficult for novice game players, so here are some hints and maps to get you going. 

A - This I* whtrc you will find » dwarf who 

It willing to loin you/ party. 

■ - Thar* are a lot of Inscription* written on 

the wall* for you to read, 

C - This room wh«r« you will find some 

clothe* and a medallion to u» later on. 

O - When you search this room, you 

will come across a Dwarven Shield. 

f - A sealed-off entrance with a note warn¬ 

ing of the evil beyond. You should use the 

Stone Medallion here. 

F - This room Is labelled as the 'Oracle of 

Knowledge'. It Is where you can find out 

about all your magical Items. 

C - The Stone Sceptre can be located In this 

room, ft I* the Hem that works the fireplace 

teleport systems. 

H - This ring Improves your armour 

class by three points. 

THE MAPS 

Maps 10 the first few levels are included in the 

package, so you only need additional maps 

from Level Four. Here are guides to three of 

the sewer levels lo get you started. If you still 

have trouble, we’ll try and bring you more as 

we get them* so keep watching this space! 

CREATING YOUR PARTY 

There are only four basic character classes for 

you to choose from and these are; Warriors* 

Clerics. Mages and Thieves, in order to com- 

pleie your quest successfully, you will need at 

least one of each character type to join you 

in your party. 

Warriors (Fighters. Rangers and Paladinsi 

are highly skilled with weapons and will he 

extremely useful at the front of your party, 

w here they will be able to handle most of the 

melee fighting. 

Thieves are only average fighters, but 

they come into their own in certain locations* 

since they are the only character class with the 

ability to pick locks. 

Mages and Clerics should stay at the back of 

the party* so that they can cast spells without 

fear of being wounded in battle. Mage spells 

are mostly offensive, with Clerics casting 

spells of mainly a defensive nature. Clerics are 

particularly useful, since they are the only 

class (except for Paladins) with the ability to 

‘turn* undead monsters. 

Demi-Humans are initially more powerful 

than their human counterparts, since they can 

become multi-class characters. 

When selecting characters beware of the 

Class Restrictions* because a Dwarven Cleric* 
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can only proceed to Level 10. Once the 

maximum level for a character has been 

reached, they may not increase any fur¬ 

ther in rank. For example, a Halfling 

Fighter isn't as good as a Dwarven 

Fighter, since the Halfling can only pro¬ 

ceed to Level Nine, Bear these 

restrictions in mind when Mining out 

your team** attributes. 

Half-Elves seem to be a good 

choice, because they are semi-resistant 

to certain spells and poisons. They also 

have the greatest number of available 

classes and have no level-restrictions. 

However. DON'T select Elves as Flayer 

Characters! They do have certain advan¬ 

tages over other classes, but they can't 

be raised from the dead by any means! 

MEMORISING 
AND CASTING SPELLS 

As you can see in the manual. Clerics 

and Mages cast rather different types of 

spells. You have to know what spells 

are initially useful and how to proceed 

w iih the various kinds of magic. 

First level Mages will Find 

DETECT MAGIC and MAGIC MIS¬ 

SILE spells useful to begin with. 

DETECT MAGIC reveals any magical 

items the team may be earning, while 

MAGIC MISSILE is (as you may have 

gathered! a low-level offensive spell. As 

a Mage increases in level, he will gain 

much more effective attacking spells 

such as MELF'S ACID ARROW. 

LIGHTNING BOLT and CLOUDKILL. 

Clerics should select CURE LIGHT 

WOUNDS and BLESS spells to benefit 

the party in combat. Clerics' ranks 

increase so they will gain more power¬ 

ful spells like CREATE FOOD AND 

WATER. NEUTRALISE POISON. 

FLAME STRIKE and RAISE DEAD, 

Both types of magic users need to 

memorise or pray for spells in order to 

commit them to memory. Once you 

have selected the spells you want to 

memorise, rest your group for a while 

and the spells w ill be remembered ready 

for casting. If there are any creatures 

nearby, you won't be able to rest, so 

move away from any nasties so that you 

can't even hear them. 

Spells may be found on scrolls 

which arc throughout the sewer systems 

and may he for cither Clerics or Mages. 

Spells for Mages can be used directly 

from the scroll or transferred to their 

spell book using the SCRIBE command 

from the CAMP menu. Whichever you 

select, the scroll will vanish from the 

Mage's hands when used. Note that you 

can only Scribe spells into the book that 

the Mage doesn't yet have! 

Clerics, unlike Mages, don't have 

spell books. Therefore Clerics can only 

use spells directly from the scrolls, so 

they can only be used once, 

FEEDING TIME 

You must always make sure that your 

characters are well fed! You will notice 

that there arc both small and large food 

packages, offering according amounts 

of nourishment. There arc also some 

potions which, once drunk, can drive 

away hunger. The best way to nourish 

your party is to get a Mage to cast a 

CREATE FOOD AND WATER spell 

when they can. This will restore all the 

(cam members' Food hars to maximum. 

LET BATTLE COMMENCE 

Most of the other characters you will 

come across will he hostile, so it's vital 

to adopt a good combat technique. 

Position any Fighter-type characters you 

employ in positions one and two and 

any Clerics or Mages in positions three 

and four. This way your Fighters will be 

able to battle on the front line while 

being backed up by spells cast from the 

back of the formation. 

Continued overleaf Jl«laim 
entertainment, irtc. 

ACCLAIM’- AND MASTERS OF THE GAME1" ARE TRADEMARKS Of ACC AIM ENTERTAINMENT INC 

THE SIMPSONS1* TM 4 C 1390 TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX FILM CORPORATION ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 
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A - Operating thlt lever will reset ell the 

holes found In the room below, 

B-A magic ring It to be found here with an 

unspecified use. Experiment to try and find a 

useful place to use It. 

C - There are a few useful Items to be 

found here including a Scroll containing the 

Spell of Invisibility, a lO-foot rod and also 

the Plate Mall armour. 

D - This Is where you will find the 

Scale Mail armour and a key, 

E - You will come across a dwarf at this 

point, he will give you a mission and will 

tell you how to use the portals. 

F - This is the Cleric Dwarf- Me comes In 

extremely useful, since he can heal your 

party and raise the dead. 

C - In order to operate this portal, you need 

to use the necklace found at point H, 

M - This Is the Stone necklace which Is to 

be used with portals and it Is what 

you need to use at point G. 

I - Here Is where you will find an 

extremely useful spell to add to 

your magic - the Wand of Cone of Ice. 

A - The Bracers can be found here. You cart 

use this piece of armour to deflect shots 

fired at you by enemies. 

H - Mere Is a hostile Mage who will attach 

your party. Also to be found here Is the 

rCone of Cold' Wand and some potions 

C - in order to operate this portal you will 

need to use the Stone Ring, which 

you can find at point F, 

ri - Should you look around at this point, 

you will find an extra piece of weaponry 

In the form of an Adamantfte Dart. 

E - A useful magical weapon - the Magic 

Missile1 Wand - can be found here. 

F - The Stone Ring that you need to operate 

the portal at point C Is here. 
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Unlike Dungeon Master, this 

adventure game doesn't allow you to 

injure monsters by closing doors on 

them. Instead you have to hold your 

ground and fight it out wish an enemy. 

Alternatively you can swipe at your 

opponent, step back and swipe again 

and so on until he is slain. 

Don't be afraid to execute a 'tacti- 

cal retreat' - all right, run away if that's 

what you want to call it! It is sometimes 

easier to close yourself off in a room to 

cast healing spells than it is to try and 

heal a player while fighting. 

Undead creatures are usually pretty 

easy to overcome, providing you have a 

Cleric handy! Use the Cleric to tom the 

creature, then follow it sls it runs away, 

striking it in the back with your 

weapons and spells until it drops. 

Giant Spiders and Mantis Warriors 

are another kettle of fish completely. 

These creatures are VERY dangerous! 

Spiders are poisonous, and poison is 

fatal unless you cast a NEUTRALISE 

POISON spell or find a Potion of CURE 

POISON. SLOW POISON spells will 

postpone a character's death, but the 

next time you rest your party, the poi- 

soned character will die in their sleep. 

Mantis Warriors will paralyse a 

character if they manage a successful 

strike. Paralysed characters can’t attack 

or cast spells and will be useless during 

combat unless a Cleric casts a 

REMOVE PARALYSIS spell on them. 

With both these creatures, your best 

method of combat is to cast offensive 

spells from a distance. If you have to 

take pan in close combat with them, use 

the swipe and retreat method as detailed 

previously. Make sure that you don't 

back into a dead-end though, because 

this is Likely to be certain death! 

ADVENTURING 

It's a good idea to make sure that you 

select characters from different races for 

your party, since you will find massages 

(Shouldn't that be messages? - Ed) on 

some sections of walls in the sewers. 

Some of these will be in Common (so 

anyone can read it), but others may be in 

Dwarfish, Elvish or another language, 

Unless you have someone who can 

understand the language, you will be 

unable to decipher the writing, which is 

often important w'hen solving puzzles. 

When you find some writing and a 

character utters, “What a strange mark¬ 

ing to place here." insert a dagger in to 

the crack in the wall and this will open a 

secret door. 

You will find two skeletons on the 

earlier levels, both of which you must 

take. Later in the game you will be able 

to resurrect the dead adventurers, which 

w ill then join your party as non-player 

characters. As they say - six heads are 

better than four... don't they? 

Agree to help the Dwarves on level 

four and allow Dohrun the Dwarven 

Fighter to join your party. You may now- 

visit the Dwarven Cleric, who will heal 

wounded pan) members and resurrect 

any that have been slain. 

Whenever you find new items* use 

a DETECT MAGIC spell to see if they 

have any magical properties. This won’t 

actually reveal what they do (you can 

only find that out by experimenting), but 

it will give you some indication of what 

magical items you possess. 

Never fight the Rust Monsters 

hand-to-hand. Instead use missile 

weapons and long-range attacking spells 

such as MAGIC MISSILE and MELF'S 

ACID ARROW, Rust Monsters don't 

injure characters when they strike, 

instead they dissolve a metallic object 

the character is carrying - usually 

armour or w eaponryt 

Tips from: Paul A Hardy* 

Wales. Sheffield 

Maps from: 

Mike Kershaw* Weeks, Winchester 

PlAb ' 
THE GAME 
« MAN! - 

loeoeni 
/Aiitokm 
entertainment Inc 

ACCLAU™ AND MASERS Of THE GAME™ ARE TRADEMARKS Of ACCLAIM ENTERTAMMENT INC 

THE SIMPSONS"1 TM * & 1990 TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX FILM COLORATION ALL FUGHTS RE SERVED 
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PLAYING TIPS 

US3 Helping Hand 

Too much monkey business 
[ have jusi bought the game Toki. hut Lm having a 

hil of a problem; basically i cannot gel past the first 

section. Can you telJ me the cheat code? 

Joshua Entwhistlc, 

Manchester 

Well today*s your lucky day! Here > a solution cour¬ 

tesy of Bryan Miller in Elantyre. Glasgow. All you 

have to do is start the game and type in KILLER. You 

will then he blessed with infinite credits and the obit* 

irv to select levels by pressing FI to FH, What more 

could you possible ask for 7 

In space, no-one can 
hear you whinge 

I was wondering whether your magazine has ever 

done a full solution to the game Space Ace by 

Ready soft. If you have, could you tell me how I 

could get hold of a copy? 

Lewis Mackenzie, 

Alness, Ross hi re 

Well ice did print a full solution way back in issue 

10. but this is unfortunately no longer available. 

However* oil is not lost because it was reprinted in 

the Screenplay book. 

Looks like a job for weedol! 
This may he a totally stupid question to ask you, hut 

how the hell do you gel the last two stones on Level 

10 of Archipelagos'} 

Simon Harrison, 

Salford Priors, Worcestershire 

A stupid question? In Amiga Format? Perish the 

thought! In order to get all of the stones. you hove to 

follow one fundamental rule. You hove to he able to 

reach the stones by a CLEAR land-path, That is by 

straight, not diagonally, connecting squares with 

green kind {not sand) on them. Once you've set up 

your land-path, vwf can then destroy the lost two 

stones and go on to take out the Obelisk, 

Helping hand and 
the last cheat mode 

Please could you print a cheat for Indiana Jones and 

the Last Crusade, because I am totally stuck! 

Paul Reeves, 
Po legate. East Sussex 

A lot of jteopfe have been asking about this; and I'm 

glad to say that 1 do have some maps and a solution, 

so a full set of hints will he primed soon. How soon ? 

Well how does next issue sound? Ah. 1 thought that 

would make you happyl 

Cruise for a cheat 
In Issue 23, you asked for a cheat on Days of 

Thunder, 1 have just discovered this weird cheat. 

First, enier the qualifying race as normal and press P 

to pause the game. Nowf type COMEFLYWTTHME. 

The screen sht>uld Hash to confirm the code, and 

when you unpause the game you can pull back on the 

joystick to soar into the air. Use the fire-button to 

move forward and the function keys to gel a view of 

yourself flying through the sky. 

p 
Lee Patterson 

Burscough* 

Lancashire 

Well done. Lee. 

Thanks for yout 

helpI A m 

Helping Ham. 

voucher will he on its urn 

to vow soon! 

password will be displayed on ihc high-score table. If 

the second disk is write-enabled the password will 

have been saved to the score table on the disk. Just 

inputting ihe password, though, won't take you to the 

shop, it will only lake you to the beginning of the 

Level reached. Due to the strange font, U and V lend 

to look similar - so don’t gel confused! 

Another thing to note is that the codes only 

apply to the copy of the game they were found on! 

Any attempt to use them on someone else's copy of 

ihe game won’t work at all, so don't bother sending 

them in! AH those people that have already sent me 

codes, sony^ hut their just no use U> me? 

Well that’s it for another month. I'm afraid. Sorry if 

your letter wasn't answered, don't worry though, 

because the solution may come up in a future issue. 

Before I finish, a note to all those people asking for 

photocopies of maps and solutions. I'm sorry , but we 

just don’t have the time to reply to letters personally, 

so 1 can't send any letters out, even if they come w ith 

a siamped-uddressed envelope. All I can do is prim 

tips in Gamebusters and Helping Hand or tell you 

where you can get help. 

Divine 
Inspiration 

A lot of people have been 

writing in wondering about the 

pass codes in Renegade's Gods, 

Unfortunately, the manual doesn’t 

explain how to find them very well? 

The game is divided into Levels 

and Worlds, with three Worlds per 

Level. To get a password, which will 

allow you to begin at the start of a Level, 

you must have completed at least the first 

World of a Level AND reached the shop which 

immediately follows, When you eventually die the 

If you're stuck on a particular game or have a solution to another reader's 

problem then write it down and send it in to us at HELPING HAND, 

AMIGA FORMAT, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA1 2BW. 

Once more Maff Evans tries to help out all those struggling games players. If there is a 

problem that he can't answer, maybe you can help? You could win yourself £25! 



£100,000.00 worth 
of stock MUSI bo sold. 

A unique opportunity to purchase major manu¬ 
facturers stock at silly prices. We are moving 
to new premises and to save us carrying all 
this stock it must be sold this month only. 

JUST LOOK AT THESE PRICES! 
100 DSDD 135 TPI disks plus 100 capacity 

3.5" LOCKABLE BOX £44.95 

OR '**«**«,* 
200 DSDD 135 TPI disks plus 2 

100 CAPACITY 3.5" LOCKABLE BOXES £69.95 
All diskettes supplied are absolutely 100% certified and guaranteed supplied by one of the worlds 

most premier manufacturers. Storage boxes are antistatic, lockable, have plenty of dividers. 

All diskettes are supplied with superb colour coded labels. 

MD OFFICE SUPPLIES 
18 CRESCENT WAY, ORPINGTON, KENT, BR6 9LS 

TELESALES HOTLINE: 0689 861400 
EDUCATIONAL & GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 



COMPUTER MATES LTD 
TEL. 0753 631101 <3 Lines) CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS TO: 
FAX. As Above COMPUTER MATES LTD. 

PINEWOOD STUDIOS 
IVER HEATH 

r i i 
VISA 

FI II II 

WE GUARANTEE 48 HOUR 
DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR 
AT NO EXTRA COST!!! 
WITH 90% OF PARCELS 

BUCKS SLO ONH ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & CARRIAGE ARRIVING NEXT DAY! 

A 
M-2D 
5%" DSDD 

1 BOX . 
2-5 BOXES 
6-10 BOXES 

1 BOX 

MITSUBISHI BRANDED 
THE THREE DIAMOND DISKETTES 

PROBABLY THE MOST RELIABLE DISKETTES ON THE MARKET 

NO QUIBBLE REPLACEMENT. 100% ERROR FREE MADE IN JAPAN 

•2HD 
DSHD 

£6.00 
£5.50 
£5.00 

M- 
5%“ 

1 BOX 
2-5 BOXES 
6-10 BOXES 

£8.95 
£8.15 
£7.60 

FREE GIFTS WHEN YOU BUY MITSUBISHI BRANDED DISKETi 
FREE MOUSEMA T 5 BOXES FREE 50 CAP BOX 10 BOXES 

MF-2DD 
3y2" DSDD 1MEG 

1 BOX 
2-5 BOXES 
6-10 BOXES 

£8.65 
£8.15 
£7.10 

MF-2HD 
3V2" DSHD 2MEG (1.44) 

1 BOX £15 75 
2-5 BOXES £14 70 
6-10 BOXES £13.65 

'ES! 
FREE 100 CAP BOX 

COMPUTER MATES — THE FIRST MAIL ORDER SUPPLIER OF MITSUBISHI BRANDED DISKETTES 

H" MITSUBISH6~BULK 
LIFETIME GUARANTEED 

3)4" DSDD 
50 DISKS 
100 DISKS 

QUICKSHOT 
JOYSTICKS 

SEGA/ATARI/MSX/ 
AMSTRAD/COMMODORE 

MAVERICK 1 £14,50 
FLIGHT GRIP £11.50 
PYTHON 1 £11.50 
STARFIGHTER 1 £35.00 
(Remote Control/Wireless) 
ATARI/COMMODORE 

APACHE 1 (Digital). £9.00 
TURBO II . . £11.50 
APPLE 2E/C, IBM PC 

AT/XT £14,50 

MOUSE MATS £2.50 
MOUSE HOLDERS £2,00 
HEAD CLEANERS 3.5" or 5.25" £2.00 
MINI VACUUM £6.00 
CLEANING SOLUTION £2.00 

500 DISKS 

£18.00 
3’4'' DSHD 
50 DISKS £32.00 

£35.00 100 DISKS £63.00 
£68,00 200 DISKS £125.00 

£152.00 500 DISKS £295.00 
£295.00 1000 DISKS £580.00 

INCLUDING LABELS 

5%" BULK DISKS 
LIFETIME GUARANTEED. PACKED IN 25s INCLUDING LABELS 

48TPI 

25 DISKS 
50 DISKS 
75 DISKS 
100 DISKS 

96TPI 

£8.15 25 DISKS £8.75 
£15.50 50 DISKS £16.50 
£21.50 75 DISKS £2300 
£27.50 100 DISKS.£28.50 

HIGH DENSITY 

25 DISKS £13.50 
50 DISKS £25 50 
75 DISKS £3750 
100 DISKS £46.00 

COLOURED DISKS] 
DSDD WITH LABELS 
RED, YELLOW. ORANGE, 
GREEN, WHITE 

5%" 
10 DISKS £4 00 
25 DISKS £8.75 
50 DISKS £16 50 
100 DISKS £28.50 

3V 
£450 

£10 75 
£21 00 
£40.00 

14“ MONITOR STAND 
SWIVEL WITH 
HANDY KNOB £1350 

80/132 PRINTER STAND 
WITH PAPER TRAY £9.00 

A4 DESKTOP 
COPYHOLDER £7.50 

ALL BLUE BOX PRODUCTS ARE COMPLETELY PACKAGED IN 

PRINTED CARDBOARD BOXES WITH LABELS. 100% GUARANTEED. 

RAMBI-2DD 
25 DSDD 314" IN 25 
CAP STORAGE BOX 

1 BOX £14.00 
2+ £13,00 
5+ £11.00 

MF-2DD 30’s 
30 DSDD 314" 

1 BOX £14.00 
2+ £13.00 
5+ £11.00 

MF-2DD 10s 
10 314" DSDD 

1 BOX £6.00 
2+.£5.00 
5+.£4.50 

M-2D 48 TPI 10’s 
10 DSDD 5y4" 

1 BOX £4.25 
2+ £3.75 
5+ £3.25 

M-2DD96TP110’s 
10 DSDD 5%" 

1 BOX £4.75 
2+  £4.25 
5+ £3.75 

BAMBI-2HD 
25 DSHD 31/,'' IN 25 
CAP STORAGE BOX 

1 BOX £21.00 
2+ £20.00 
5+ £18.50 

MF-2HD 30’s 
30 DSHD 314" 

1 BOX £21.00 
2+.£20.00 
5+.. £18.50 

MF-2HD 10’s 
10 314" DSHD 

1 BOX £8.50 
2+ £8.00 
5+.£7.00 

M-2HD 10 s 
10 DSHD sy4" 

1 BOX £6.50 
2+ .£6.00 
5+ . £5 00 

DATA CARTRIDGES 
VERBATIM DATA LIFE 

DC2000 £17.80 
DC300XLP £17.80 
DC600A £19.60 
DC6150 £21.50 

STORAGE BOXES 
3 Vi" 5y2" 
120 CAP £9,SO 140 CAP £8 75 
100 CAP £7.90 120 CAP £8 25 
80 CAP £7.50 100 CAP £7 50 
SO CAP £6.50 50 CAP £6 50 
40 CAP £6.00 

ALL ABOVE BOXES LOCKABLE + 2 KEYS 
£2 OFF BOXES WHEN ORDERING 100 DISKS OR MORE 
10 CAP £1.50 10 CAP £150 
5 CAP £1.15 5 CAP £100 
1 CAP £0.50 

Ca/g BM M <a>r pA T Ato w! 

SORRY! SORRY! SORRY! 
WE DO NOT PRICE MATCH BUT WE DO GIVE 
QUANTITY DISCOUNT, WITH SERVICE, QUALITY 
AND BACKING FROM THE LARGEST DISK 
MANUFACTURERS IN THE WORLD. IN ADDITION 
OVER 200 LINES OF PERIPHERALS IN STOCK. ASK 
FOR OUR COLOUR CATALOGUE & PRICE LIST 

WITH YOUR ORDER OR SEND 22p S.A.E. 

ora 0753 ©3D 1D1 CALL 0753 631101 
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ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY Evesham Hicros] ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY 

• ## the chance to buy Quality, 
High Capacity Hard Disk Systems for the 

Amiga 500 at REALISTICALLY LOW PRICES! 
Specially designed for the 

A500, our new Reference SCSI 
Hard Drive Systems offer 

exceptional value for money, 
incorporating top brand, high 
performance NEC hard disks ! 

^ NEC SCSI Hard Disk Mechanisms for optimum performance, 
25ms Average Access time, with Autoparking 

^ Includes its own Dedicated PSD. Commodore recommends 
against use of peripherals without independent power supply, 

O QU!ET.„ latest technology drives run cool - no fan needed' 

& Option for up to 4M8 of additional RAM Expansion, made 
simple through the use of SIMMS - the modern way to upgrade 

^ Includes SCSI Throughport at rear for further expansion 

^ High quality metal casing, colour matched to the Amiga 500 

& Includes Configuration/Format Software, plus MRBackup Pro' 

MRBackup Professional 
FREE with every hard drive! 

Inducted with every h 

offering hard drive cn 

peace of mm6 MRBac 

disk or SCSI tape sire 

“last" format feature F 

interface, plus Data 

help reduce the quanlri 

ird dnve MRBackup Pro. 

vners lull data security and 

fcup can backup files io floppy 

amer, wrlh or without rts own 

:eatures include intuitive user 

Gompms&on options which 

y of backup media required 

j MRBACKUP 
| Available Separ 

PROFESSIONAL |! 
ately for Only £29.95 1 
-a 

REFERENCE-40 : £299 
REFERENCE-100 : £449 
2MB RAM VERSION: ADD £80 • 4MB RAM VERSION: ADD £160 

Prices include VAT and delivery 

PLEASE TURN OVER FOR FURTHER OFFERS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 

AH3AI73Q V 1VA 3am0NI SSDIdd 77V • • AN 3All 30 V 1VA 3Cm0NI SSOIdd 71V 
►»> 
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All PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY lEvesnamnitrosi ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY 

RteHyi ifi 
rrrnm 

PRICES INC.DELIVERY & VAT @ 17.5% 
Express Courier Delivery: 

(UK Mainland Only) £6.50 Extra 

BUY WfTH CONFIDE NCt Irom one ol ihe longest eeubll«h*d 
compsnlet In I hole fktW. with a reputation for good 

and price* W* have Invesled heivily in a camputar lyittm 10 
enable Out T*l*ul*fl Hall lo provide up-t o-the-mlnole *1 ock 
InformilJon, coupled with highly elf idem order precwlng 
Our fully equipped Workshop enables us to carry out almost 
any impair on our premrsn We ted bu» lhal you won I be 

dMuppointeff (1 you choose Evesham Mtcroa 

HOW TO ORDER. 

Cali us now on 

0386 765500 
Lines open Monday - Saturday, 

9,00am - 5.30pm 

Send Cheque, Postal Order or 
ACCESS/VISA card details to 

Evesham Micros Ltd 
Unit 9, St Richards Rd. 

Evesham, Worcs 
WR11 6XJ 

ACCESS/VISA 
Cards Welcome 

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome 

Same day despatch whenever possible 
Express Courier delivery (UK Mainland only] £ 6.50 extra 

Please note that 5 working days must be allowed for 
persona/ cheque clearance. 

Mail Order Fax: 0386-765354 

^Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham ^ 
Worcestershire WR1 1 6XJ 

TT 0386 765180 
fan 038© 76535* 

Open Mon-Sat ,9 00 530 

5 Glisson Rd, Cambridge CB1 2HA 

■ZT 0223 323898 
fete 0223 322883 

Open Mon-fri. 9.30 - 6.00 
and Sat ,9.00-5.30 

Corporate Safes Dept * IBM dealer 

1762 Pershore Road, Cotteridge 
Birmingham B30 3BH 

■ZT 021 458 4664 
fa* 021433 3825 

Open MorvSat .9 00 530 

-3- 0386-40303 
Monday to Friday, 10 00 ■ 5 30 

12 MONTHS WARRANTY 
ON ALL PRODUCTS 

Ail aetiis caret! j.- r -v* ©f * Afl goods subject lo £ & 01 

AMIGA 1500/2000 UPGRADES 
HARP DRIVE / RAM IjPQRADE BQARP KIT 

Kits comprise of full size hard d«s*t controller cards 
incorporating unpopulated SIMMS RAM expansion sockets 

tor accommodating up to 6Mb RAM: PLUS h»gh speed. Iasi 
access NEC SCSI hard disks 

40MB HARO DRIVE & INTERFACE / RAM CARO.... E 349.00 

100MB HARD DRIVE 4 INTERFACE / RAM CARD.. 1499 00 

PLEASE NOTE These are unpopular RAM sockets - Add £ 119 00 per 
2Mb D- RAM required 

6Mb RAM Expansion Card with 2Mb Fitted 
easily upgradeable to 4Mb. 6Mb or 8Mb ...... E 149 95 

372" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 
AMAZING LOW PRICE! 

£51.99 
including VAT & delivery 

F quiet • Very i 

• Slimline design" 
• Suits any Amiga 
• Cooling Vents 

• Sleek, high quality metal casinl 

• On / Off switch on rear of drive 
• Quality Citi^en/Sony Drive Mechanism 
• Full BBQK Formatted Capacity 

• Long reach connection cable 

Arso available: 
5,25" External Drive 

" 40/BO Track Switch able 
Only 199.00 Inc. VAT/delivcry 

AMIGA A500 SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADES 

512K RAM/CLOCK 
UPGRADE 

ONLY £28.99 
including VAT and delivery 

512K 
RAM/CLOCK 
EXPANSION 
FEATURES; 

'Jr Direct replacement for the A501 expansion 

i Convenient On / OH Memory Switch 

Jr Auto-recharging battery backed Real-Time Clock 

*i> Compact Unit Siie : Advanced, ultra-neat design 

> Only 4 low power consumption FASTRAMs 

512K RAM Expansion 

also available without 
clock for only 

£24.99 

1.5MB RAM BOARD 
1> Fully populated board increases total RAM in ASOO to 2MB \ 

*> Plugs into the trapdoor expansion, and connects to GARY chip 

Includes Auto-recharging battery-backed Real-Time Clock 

> Socketed FASTRAM ICs for accommodating up to 1.5MB RAM 

Unpopulated RAM board with dock....Z 34.95 

RAM Board as above, with 512K FASTRAM installed .... £ 54.95 
RAM Board as above, with 1MB FASTRAM installed.£ 69.95 
RAM Board as above, with 1.5Mb FASTRAM installed... £ 79.00 

N.B.: The expansion board requires Kickstan v3 to operate * 
Kickstart 13 upgrade available from us for £29 95 

NEW! 'MEGABOARD' 
Connects to your 512K RAM 

upgrade to give 1.5MB 

With the MEGABOARD, you can 
further expand your ASOO's 

memory to a total of 2Mb without 
disposing of your existing 512K 
upgrade (must be 4 x RAM-chip 

type, or not exceeding 9cm in length). 

ONLY £59.95 
MEGABOARD needs Kickstan 13 lo operate (Kichslafl 1 3 upgrade 

available 1mm us tor £29 95] In si a I Ml ion requires connection to 
the GARY chip Easy lo follow instructions provided 

AH3AH30 V 1VA SOmDNI SSDIHd 77V EfiJapHiueusaAi AH3AI130 V 1VA 30m?Nl S3DIHd T 



U PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY 

^YmPt amplified stereo 
^ ■ speakers 

[Evesham Micros] ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY 

REALISE THE 
TRUE SOUND 
POTENTIAL OF 
YOUR AMIGA 

WITH THIS PAIR 
OF FULL RANGE 

SPEAKERS! 
-our Am*0a produces rin* quatfty tn-li tfereo round 
t-4&y quanty iierw soiard reprqdudm to to# M 

toe specialty d*Myi*d grttl nf» twm ipfaker 
f^iseny Feaiure* rvhav ported ipeeker design wdh 3 

<frv#fS #1 each gnu end tficofpouttM i 
twfir amplifier *rtTi adfuSOtto volume control fiitoi 1*T1 PSU ISUppMuJl Of hom bafienea [nol refuted) 

50*wk#r Dim#t»ajofis f£5mm (HiW*D) 

ONLY 
£39.95 

CBM A590 HARD DISK 
Good quaSty Ctwrrvjdcv* 2Q«b Hard Osh lilt, 

crkjdrhg T5 own PSU and bu#f'«n «»*f>g Ian F**furu 
«K(i kx up to ?M& c* on-boerd FAStRAM eipantior 

see bebw) BOms Aams t#n# *4h up lo 2 4Mtk«ac 
Vender tala AdotMOHi W*i*fi used w*h KcKfl*rt t J 

CBM A5TO UPGRADES 
4RAM upgrade* Ml*d l>ww of charge when bought wfl* A590"> 

512K RAM Upgrade £ 2S » 
1 Md RAM, Upgrade £ SO 95 
2Mb RAM upgrade t ftft OS 
NEC *OMb SCSI Drive repleewmenl mechanUm t IM 00 
N£C tOOMb SCSI DflV* replKemenl mecheniem C 140 00 

A590 ADD-ON HARD DRIVES 
4590 OWNERS! Expand yOuf hard disk storage further With or* Of 

pyr add-on, etriemaHy cased SCSI Hard Drives leatuneg 2£m* 
aiiiopartung NEC mechanism* with separate power supply Simply 

slugs into ihe sockei provided on th# rear of ih* A590 Hard DnA unn 

Efternai «Mb SCSI Drfv* cased mm PSU 
10 directly add-on to [he Commodore A590 £ 299 00 

Enema) 1 DOMb SCSI Dri« cased with PSU ... £ 449-00 

TRUEMOUSE 
WE GUARANTEE that thli is the 

smoothest, meet responsive and 

accurals replacement mouse you 

can buy lor lh« Amiga. E xcelled 

performance, amulng low price 1 

£17.95 SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE Amiga^ST eompiftte ■ 
eicetiem travel & accuracy assume_ C 29,00 

GOLDEN IMAGE HANDY 
SCANNER & TOUCH-UP 

Outstaying Quafly, aiucafieni vi'j* tor menay * toe 
P46U0* retoda* 4 tOOAOOdpi scanner wr urer udv* 

pM the 4*inyy poeortui TOUCH-UP Krtwit 
M<**g* when c'vh Che scanner d -eevy Sc*"F»F 

mdudae mawng wndew A tuttdghf *v lOUfS 
scans every tm* Scar s.toer Ine-oh a g-ey 

Image* up to 400dpi Many ^aga 

enhancement A spaoai aNiets evi AEw 
from wimm Touch-Up A Hnne* 
mnetment '& D*»k-,oc PuWefvng wort 

,««E0.BLE VALUE- ONLY £145.00 
NEW LOW PRICE - 

NEW! ROCGEN GENLOCK 
YOU WILL HAVE TO PAY AT 

e^. LEAST TWICE AS MUCH 
MONE Y to obtain a umber 

J krve i of g ueiity. tu ncli on 
J M and sophistication ottered 
M by pgr new GENLOCK 

£ a da pier, compatible id all 
m Amigaa1 Special lulu res include 
W Ihe sb4ity Ip record graphics A 
f animaiiorv on video r ec o' der e and 

r overlay praphe and leu s Ohio video. 
Capable of smooth and seaPto fading and 

overlaying eHtCtfc With st^cial lun.ng hnod 

r ONLY £114.99 

PHILIPS IS" TV/MONITOR 
Whh lit dedlciltd monttor Input, this modal 

com bans lha advinligH or ■ high qunty mHlIum 
fisotulkm colour monitor with the convtnlana oi 

rwnois control Ttmsid T\ m an ixctHaift low price 1 
NEW V*ttlon> IsiMM dark glaaa aerwn lot improvtcl 
tontnat. du* toll rtftp apaakar sound output 

COCO An lnciu<*lnfl VAT, L40y,UU delivery A cable 

Philips CMSS33 Mk.ll including cabte £ 239~Qo| 

AMIGA 
SPECIAL DEALS 

LOOK WHAT ELSE 

YOU GET WHEN YOU 

BUY AN AMtGA 

FEATURE PACK FROM 

THISE FABULOUS GAMES; 
Tracksuit Manager 30 ■ Subbuleo - Astern * 

it Block ALanche * Jungle @ook * Treasure Trap * 

AMIGA 500 
COMPUTER 
BASE PACK 

I Eves ham Micros] 

Di s h Ma n < Battle Squadran * Diet fl lot * « 

| Tank Battle* Nigel Mansell • LostNMiie j 

| PLUS ! A wordproceesor and ipreadibeel [ 

Feature^ a Genuine UK version 5t2K 
Commodore Amiga 500 computer with 

1 Mb Internal Drive. TV Modulator. 

Mouse. Power Supply. Kickstafl i 3. etc 
AMIGA 500 BASE PACKAGE 

ONLY £ 307.49 
A5Q0 PACK AS ABOVE, WITH 

512K RAM/CLOCK FfTTED 

ONLY £ 333.99 
A500 PACK 

WITH EXTERNAL 37i* DRIVE 

ONLY £ 357.49 

A500 PACK WITH EXTERNAL 
3/r DRIVE AW512K RAM/ 

CLOCK UPGRADE FfTTED 

ONLY E 383.99 
NB Cfoes NOT ifKiiiGe e*fra software 

tnciutimi with other packages 

NEW! AMIGA 500 CARTOON CLASSICS PACK 
Include? Amiga 500 with 1Mb RAM. pJu? 1Mb Drive, TV modulator. LEMMINGS , 

CAPTAIN PLANET, BART SIMPSON VI THE SPACE MUTANTS r Deluxe Paint III . 

A50G tMB CARTOON CLASSICS PACKAGE.. E 369.99 
A500 Cartoon Classics PLUS 3 /*“ External Driw*„*.E 419,99 

AMIGA 500 SCREEN GEMS PACK 

includes Amiga 500 with 1Mb RAM plus 1Mb Dnve, TV modulator Nigfil Breed 
The Beast Z\ Back to the Future 2 . Days of Thunder. Deiuie Pam II' 

A500 1MB SCREEN GEMS PACKAGE ... E 369 99 
A500 Screen Gems Package PLUS 37/' External Drive .. E 419.99 

AMIGA 500 CLASS OF THE 90 S PACK 

AaOC c*uS A5C1! 5f2K RAM upgrade TV VoMK* G?waiew»ef tODeks mou»maif m&t 

CLASS OF THE 90 s Package ... E 499.DO 
Class of the 90 s Peck plus 37jp Drive..t 549.00 

AMIGA 1500 STARTER PACK 

-idu9»A:5CiCair-EkafrVto &AU 113 r Own I wur w Hc%< 
pU 'vudng OewRiri i 34f«i>«u Sn C4y ind weai ibuwwa «Mi) 

AISOO STARTER PACKAGE...... £ 949.00 

VIRUS PROTECTOR 
BANISH VIRUS PROBLEMS! 

NEW! Olivetti DM124C 
Outstanding 24 Pin COLOUR Printer 

Our compact Vlrua Proiector fits Htlty id ih* Pen of itw imi dnk dnv# m 
your Amiga aytlam. prottcUng »H mtemal and *it#mal drives from bool 
block vlruui. incorponls* a 
t*rflch to *nsbla or diubla 
th* pfotKtron facility. 

ONLY £9.95 ittttlV, 
’.mill 

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY 
e 24-PIN COLOUR 1 

REPLACEMENT A500 PSU 

r Genuine Commodore Amiga A500 

- type replacement Power Supply 

Unit. Good quality switch mode' 

type, Super low price! 

PRINTING NOW 
AVAILABLE - AT AN 

AFFORDABLE PRICE! 

ONLY £39.95 

MIDI INTERFACE 

Ccmbwung ihe advantage* bf advanced COLOUR output with me superior I 
Qualify of O ivetti Profes^onaJ 24-pln pmtllng , the rtewDMi24C repcesents | 

e^ceiiehi value for mpney< Consistent tugn Quality is assured every time, 
with no ink crosses or pale ime$ at any spma Peace 01 M^nd lor Iroubie^ 
tree use is Guaranteed wim Olivetti s 12 Months On-Site Warranty cover1 

□ 200 cps output <n dr«1t. 50 cps In LQ mode, huge 4QK butter 

J 7 Cotour output, Graphics resolution up |o 360 * 160dpi 

3 Complete with cable & 12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY | 

Olivetti OM124C Normal RRP; £ 3S9 9S Inc.VAT 
Our 1 uiiy Mmpaitjie high Quality MOi mieftace corrects drectiy with the Amiga 
senai pod arsd provides IN, OUT & THRU pons for good Hearty Features LED 
rtdcelDrs on aadi port leu 

taagnoslk purposes 
compad desgn 

Superb ONLY £19.95 
Evesham Micros ONLY £269.00 
Special Offer Price Inc.VAT, Delivery & cable 

- Aufonnffc Cur Sheet feeder aveiiebfe tor only £ 79.95 - 

STEREO SOUND SAMPLER || STAR LC10 SPECIAL OFFER 
Offering lull compatibifety with almost arry Amga audio drgxwr package our 
Sound Sampler features ncetlent orcufliy. yielding professoral resuis The 
mam AD converter grves a dgNismg resoauioi c* up to SOKHr wth a laS slew 
me Two phono sockets are priced lor stereo kie ncu pkg an option for 
nKTOphone Adiustawe gar $ achieved *i» Pua^m control krob Complete 
Wilh public domain disk 
containing sound sampling 
acclaims utikps ONLY £29.95 

BEST EVER SELLING 9-PIN PRINTER NOW 
AVAILABLE AT AN EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICE! 
Providing un»urp»**d p*p*r handling, lour *«c*ll*nt NLO fonts 

and « raspactabl* pnnl Sp«*d of 1*4/36 cp* IN ph«norr«','*i> 
«ucc#*sf ui LOO represent! terrific v*tu* at tn-s pne* 

INCLUDES CONNECTION 

TRACKBALL 

CABLE A 12 MONTHS 
ON-SITE MAINTENANCE 

EHceNnl ntw h>Qh psrtprrTWK! Irsckhfti 
dtrechy aynpaitbJe lo any ArTvga, or Atari ST 

Operates tiom the mouse or joystpR port 

Super-smooth accurate and vendtSe - 
you prtbawy worn warn io use e 

mouse again aifier ustvg ms 

Tiackbal' Total tsncJw*3ed cantirri 

Top cuawy constoj^ion and opto- 

mechancaj design w*v*nng h^ speed and 
accuracy every tme No dm*f sohwar# nwdedr 

ONLY £29.95 

NfW! A5O0 INTERNAL 3.5" REPLACEMENT DRIVE 
Fully compatible, KH includes full fitting instructions £ 41.99 

VlDlAmiga video Ongatser package me viOi-Chrome tnooc 

VlDf-Chronw Amiga wtourfrairw geniffaiion kR liOm BAW images C it« 

VIDI RGB colour Irame generarion Ml from B*W images t «4 9* 

MINIGEN Genlock Adspier ... £ «.oo 
KCS PowerboarO Hardware PC EmUlalOr with its ^ri 
1 Mb of RAM on-board. S12K useable in Amiga n*xte t 22* » 

KlekatBrt 1.3 Upgrade . .. C 29 to 

Amiga SOO Quit Cover ... t 1.W 

DDIAfTCDC Prices incKx**VAT. 
rfClfV/CfCa dekvory ond cobie 

EVESHAM MICROS SPECIAL OFFER t 
All STAR Printers include 12 morrfhs Ori Site Montenance 
Star LC ttO ?-p - 4 teH* ‘K tkbt 
Star LC 24-10 2i-Pri 4 
Slat LC 24-200 24.fNi S isnSe 200 f 
Stir LC24-200C ? colour v«43n Of above 
Automatic Sh#vt Fwdwr to# toM pnniKt (pi* flat* mftSil) 
Star FR-16 3-pi* including Colour Upgrade 
STAR XBS4-10 INCLUDING COLOUR UPGRADE ft 
AUTOMATIC arrSHtiTFlEDiAlar Only 

£200 00 
£209 00 
£ 24ft 00 
£ Sftft DO 

£ 64 ftS 
£2Sft00 

Clift 00 
CTO" Pfedot-24 ^o'«*Kjnel 2*4hn COLOUR Primer 
Offvertf jP-tSo tokj*icompact, powertoi - anopOonal value 
Oriwro jFvJSO irt^ei: e icn#nt rvgn speed 300dpi punter 
Oirv*m DU100S 20030 cp* ft-pm. me 12 monttv CSV 

£ 2*0 .00 
£ 24ft M 
£ Mft « 
£ US,00 

3'A" Track Display Drive 

Dig4a Wcrdvcrth 
Kind Word! 2 
Proteal VS 
D>g4a Nome Account! 
Detune Piurri 3 

£23 ft5 
£79 05 

Defeat venc 3 
Musc-x 1 1 
AMOS . 

tM95 
CftftOC 
£ 3? SO 

H.Soh Uhice C £ IftftOO 
GFA BASIC V3 £3Sft5 
GFA BASIC CorrtHlet E34 9& 
Dwnpec 2 IS C44 95 
DAttpy An matior- Studio EOS ft* 

High quality double-sided 3 5‘ floppy ] 
drive oHenng the full 

680K fomnatted | 
capacity per 3 5* disk. 

Features a special 
LED display which 

accurately shows the 
^current track being accessed 

during any disk drive activity, 

ONLY £64.95 
»AHAma ? iva zaniDNi ssDind nv LSOJMUIUCIISJIAal AU3AH3Q V IVA SamDNI SSDIVd 77V 
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PROGRAMMING REVIEW fTp 

There is no easy way to Jearn games programming, but you 

can cut a lot of the hassle if you start off with a language 

specially designed to do some of the nastier jobs for you. 

Jason Holborn shows you the AMOS short-cut to success. 

114 

So you want 
to be a 

games 
programmer? 

SO YOU WANT 10 be a games programmer 

eh? I'm no* surprised. After all who could 

resist the lure of the lifestyle that these seem¬ 

ingly super human coders seem to enjoy. Fast 

cans* mountains of cash and* to top it all, you 

gel to wear those silly shades that are standard 

equipment for every games programmer. 

So what is a budding games programmer to 

do? You've got two choices. Either you can 

swot up on assembler language for about five 

years, analyzing every piece of code that 

comes your way. or alternatively there’s 

Mandarin's AMOS. Badgcd as ‘ihc Number 

One games creation tool\ AMOS certainly 

looks like (be answer to every coder's dreams. 

Like all things in life, however, the reality is 

somewhat less attractive. 

Many people fall into the trap of thinking 

that AMOS will write your games for you. 

Unfortunately, this just isn't true. Just like an 

assembler or any other programming lan¬ 

guage, AMOS is nothing more than a tool that 

is only as effective as the coder that uses it. If 

you've got little idea of how a game ticks, then 

there’s simply no way that you'll produce even 

a half-decent game in your first few weeks of 

AMOS programming. Nought* and Crosses 

maybe, hut Rainbow Islands 2? Forget it. 

What AMOS does deliver are the tools to 

make the process of games programming that 

bit easier. Previously, about S0% of the time a 

programmer spent coding a game was wasted 

writing routines that might do little more than 

redraw the screen display and sprites or play 

music and sound effects on cue, AMOS takes 

away these boring tasks, allowing you to con¬ 

centrate almost exclusively on the mechanics 

of the game itself. 

To make things even simpler, AMOS 

includes a number of extra utilities that cover 

the many aspects of games coding. For 

starters, there's a powerful sprite editor that 

takes away much of the hassle involved in 

producing the objects that you'll want to have 

moving around the screen - the player's ship 

and attacking aliens, for example. There's also 

a Map Editor, which lets you create huge 

multi-screen levels that cat up a minimal 

amount of RAM - something that is imponam 

if your game is to run on a basic 512K Amiga, 

Just about the only utility that AMOS 

doesn't offer is a music editor, but even this is 

covered with AMOS’s pow erful music conver¬ 

sion program, You can produce your music in 

any one of a number of commonly-avail able 

music packages and then have AMOS play the 

tunc under interrupt while your game is left to 

run at full speed. 

AMOS is must certainly an impressive piece 

of software, but it has only one limitation - 

you, the user, If you're prepared to put in a lot 

of hard work learning to use it, then go for it. 

If you expect the Amiga to do all the hard 

work for you, then steer clear. £> 

THE STORY OF AMOS 
■tarts In September 

1988 with the launch 
si a game-creation 

system called STOS far 
the Atari ST, Created by 

French software 
developer Jawx and 

published by Mandarin, 
it gave an unparalled level of control ovor the ST 

hardware and sold like hot tuna* 

Jaws had no plans to produce an Amiga version, but 
the success of STOS convinced Mandarin if would be a 

good Idea* Chris Payne, the man In charge of the 
project, soon realised that the Amiga version could go 

an awful lot further If It used the Amiga to the full*** 

«.so programmer Francois Lionet, one of the laws 
team, was sot to tinkering and became a convert to 

the Amiga almost overnight* Since that day, Francois 
has concentrated his efforts on putting all the power 

of the Amiga hardware under AMOS't control. 

AMOS was announced In 1989 and caused a stir 
among Amiga owners keen for an oast way to 

program, but as project co-ordinator Richard Vanner 
tweaked the quality the release was delayed* Only in 
July 1990 did AMOS finally go on sale, eight months 

after the first news of It was released* 

AMOS proved its werth 
with four groat little 

demo games (free with 
the system) and 

Mandarin Intended to 
produce full-price 

games with AMOS* As 
far as we know none 

has over appeared, 
though the top-selling 

educational package Fun School 3 from sister label 
Database, was partly programmed in AMOS* 

Anything you make 
with AMOS can bo sot 

up as a stand-alone 
program and 

distributed wherever 
you like* A flood of 

AMOS-built programs 
quickly appeared in the 

PD and there's now 
oven a special AMOS 
PD library with hundreds of disks on offer* Contact 

AMOS PD on 0943 495361* For some reason, 
there's heaps of educational stuff* AMOS seems to 

have topped a rich seam of parents with good ideas 
who want to do It for themselves. 

The latest update of 
AMOS has just arrived, 
along with a Compiler 

to speed up your 
programs and, most 

exciting of all, 
AMOS 3D* 

Programmed by 
Voodoo Software, the 
guys behind the game 
Xlphos, the 3D system will let you create spectacular 

fillod-voctor games and domes* How road on! 

The Game Creator 

NETWARE ? W 
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BAD CRAZINESS IS the best description of 

the way AMOS forces you to go about making 

a stand-alone program that you can pass to 

your friends. You have to include the RAMOS 

run-time module, which takes up masses of 

space, has to be obtained separately from 

AMOS PD if you're not a registered user and 

never quite seems to work properly anyway. 

You may think that RAMOS does the job 

perfectly well as it tsf but the advantages of a 

compiler have to been seen to be believed. If 

you're using AMOS to write software that you 

wish to share with your friends* give to any 

one of the AMOS-related PD libraries or even 

send into Amiga Format for publication on our 

Coverdisk, then a compiler is an absolute 

must. And now, at last, there is one! 

Because the program no longer needs 

either the AMOS Interpreter or RAMOS to 

run. you can distribute your programming 

wares much more easily. Indeed, once it is 

compiled, it's perfectly likely that no-onc 

would ever know that your programming 

masterpiece was even written in AMOS! 

Probably the most striking feature of the 

AMOS Compiler is the extra speed that it gives 

your programs. Because the compiler converts 

your AMOS programs to high-speed machine 

code, programs are turbo-charged beyond 

recognition. In fact, it's all to easy to end up 

with a compiled program that actually runs too 

fast! In general, though, you can expect your 

programs to run at least two to five times their 

original speed. 

There is a belief thal compilers are terribly 

complicated beasts, but this most certainly 

isn't the case with the AMOS Compiler. 

Whether you’re running tl from the CLI or 

from within its beautifully-designed front end. 

you’ll find The Compiler child's play to use. 

With its big, bright presentation and logical 

design, you'd have to have the intellectual 

capacity of a cornflake to go wrong. 

Operating The Compiler is a pretty simple 

task. Once it's loaded into memory , all you 

need do is to tell The Compiler whether to 

compile direct to disk or to RAM. select 

"Compile', give it the filenames of the source 

and destination files and you're away. Then in 

a matter of seconds your AMOS program is 

If you've got AMOS,you 

need to know about this. 

It promises to speed up 

your creations and make 

them into proper stand¬ 

alone programs at last. 

Jason Holborn clicks the 

Compile button and sits 

back to se what happens... 
Pretty isn't ill This is the main Compiler screen. Click on the 'Compile' gadget 
and everything is done for you automatically. 

The AMOS Compiler 
Program compiler for AMOS ■ £29.99 ■ Mandarin 

_CfltyiM prog**" sthy_ 

- Include imr nessagts? j Y»s ; 

- Cmtf fault sewM? : fto 

- Send #05 TO- BACK upon booting? ~H»~ 

* CLI pragTAns to run in the bsckg^ots^^i, Ho 

- Long forward jumps (option -L for VERY long program)? Ho 

__ Coiyiler st tup_ 

- Copy all libraries onto r*it*di«? Ho 

- Leave libraries on pjjHisc upon exiting? Ho 

* Keep collier prosran in nfn&ry upon exiting? Ho 

- Squash coif-iled prograM* Ho 

Save this configuration Exit 

compiled into super-fast machine code. Once 

compiled, the resulting files still have a habit 

of being rather large in size. To combat this. 

The Compiler has built into it some very fast 

and very effective compression algorithms 

that crunch the program down in size. The 

crunched programs automatically decompress 

on loading, although this has the inevitable 

side-effect of slowing things down somewhat. 

Customise your 

compiler to suit your 

own needs. 

The AMOS Compiler 
£29.99 Mandarin 
0625 859333 

It’s been a long time coming, but 1 can safely 

say that the wait has most certainly been worth 

it. Mandarin have managed to produce a 

compiler system that is not only powerful, but 

is also easy to use. If you've sussed out how to 

use AMOS, then there's no question of 

whether or not you could get to grips with the 

AMOS Compiler. Just a couple of mouse- 

clicks are all that is needed to set the 

compilation process in motion, 

Should you buy it? Well, pul il this way - 

if you're an AMOS owner, then you’d be a 

fool not to. The advantages of having your 

AMOS productions in a compiled form most 

certainly out weight the cost. 

And even for those people who don't have 

AMOS, the release of The Compiler has 

suddenly made AMOS a much more attractive 

proposition, because it finally lets you create 

applications and games that actually took as if 

they were written for the Amiga, Who knows, 

perhaps now well fihally start seeing AMOS- 

produced games appearing in the Screen Play 

section of the magazine! ^5 

WHAT'S NEW IN AMOS 1.3 
Supplied with th# AMOS Compiler is a special Updater disk that upgrades your AMOS master disk to the latest 
release, Version 1,3. The Updater operates on working copies of your AMOS disks and converts them to the new 
version automatically. Written by Gary Symons, the upgrade includes several new and improved features that 
push AMOS still further. Here's a rundown of what's on offer. 

IMPROVED MULTI-TASKING SUPPORT - AMOS is now multi-tasking friendly, allowing you to run other programs 
simultaneously. This is supported by three new AMOS commands. 

LOAD AMOS FROM A DIRECTORY - Hard disk owners will be pleased to know that AMOS can now be installed 
anywhere on a hard disk. 

INTERLACE SUPPORT - Now you can open both hlgh-resolutlon and low-resolution interlaced screens with 
SCREEN OPEN'S new HIRES option. 

REQUEST - A new REQUEST command generates a requester which can be handy for getting quick yes no 
answers from your program's user. 

FASTER GRAPHIC COMMANDS - Gary Symons' new turbo-charged routines speed up both Bob and Screen copy 
operations considerably, making your games run much faster. 

AMOS Compiler 

SPEED ||««i 
H you thought Amiga compilers were slow, then 
you r* In lor a pleasant surprise. 

DOCUMENTATION • t • i 

You don't really need the manual, hut It contains 

everything you need to know, 

ACCESSIBILITY 
Load ii up click on compile and that s it. 
Compiling programs has never been so easy. 

FEATURES ••§ 
Perhaps not as comprehensive as the techies 

would like, but it does the job well enough, 

VALUE «•••# 
At £30, the AMOS Compiler la din cheep. Whal 

else could you buy for that hind of money? 

Wm icsl 
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PROGRAMMING REVIEW f£p 

When AMOS was released, the most ambitious aim was 

the addition of a 3D games programming system for it. 

Now, finally, the ambition has been realised. If you've 

ever wanted to create your own 3D worlds, this is your 

big chance. Jason Hofborn shows you the way. 

AMOS 3D 
3D programmming system ■ £34.99 ■ Mandarin 
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IMAGINE BEING ABLE to create a 3D 

universe within your computer. It could be 

anything you like. From little more than a 3D 

aircraft skimming through space under your 

control, to a whole new world of virtual 

reality. Imagine too if you could create this 

universe yourself in just a couple of hours, 

with no crash courses in assembler language 

and advanced 3D mathematics required. With 

a copy of AMOS 3D and some good ideas, this 

dream can become reality. 

Mandarin have delivered the tools to dream 

with the arrival of AAffJS 3D. possibly the 

most exciting programming utility ever to hit 

the Amiga. Written by leading game develop- 

ers Voodoo Software, authors of the 3D 

extravaganza Xiphos. AMOS 3D is an 

extension to the existing AMOS programming 

system that will allow you to create just 

about anything that requires complex three- 

dimensional graphics. Whether you're hoping 

to create StarGlider 3 or explore the exiting 

new world of virtual reality, AMOS 3D gives 

you the power. 

AMOS 3D consists of two totally separate 

modules. The first is an extension to AMOS 

that adds no fewer than thirty new commands 

to the already impressive command set of the 

programming language. These new commands 

allow you to pull together your 3D universe, 

move around it and even animate the objects 

within it, The second module is a powerful 3D 

object modelling program that makes the pro¬ 

cess of creating 3D objects simplicity itself. 

The heart of AMOS 3D is OM. a sophisti¬ 

cated solid Object Modelling program ths.it is 

used to create all the objects that you wish to 

use within your programs. Without this all- 

important utility the AMOS extension is 

virtually useless, so you can expect to spend 

an awful lot of time sitting in front of OM. 

Using OM is a little daunting at first, but 

despite its complexity you quickly come to 

understand its way of working and creating 

objects becomes an absolute joy. Until then, 

though, it's well worth taking time out to at 

least read through the tutorial in the manual. 

That should be all you need. 

Objects are created within OM by building 

them up using five basic shapes or primitives'. 

These Lego-likc building blocks can be 

modillcd in any number of ways to create the 

object you require. 

Obviously in their basic form the primi¬ 

tives may not quite be what you're after, so 

you'll be pleased to learn that they can be 

modified in an almost infinite degree to suit 

your own particular needs. You're still 

restricted to the basic dimensions of the object 

(you can't warp a fiat surface, for example), 

but you can pull out points, expand and shrink 

faces, scale and rotate the object to your 

heart's content. 

3D BY COMMAND 
The workhorse of AMOS 3D is a language extension that contains no fewer than thirty new 
commands designed specifically for Ihe manipulation of 3D objects. Here’s a rundown of some 
of the more obvious commands on offer (note that all start with the prefix Td1). 

Td DIR - Sets the directory that AMOS must use to read In 3D objects created within OM. 

Td REDRAW - Redraws @11 visible 3D objects and any background. 

Td LOAD - Loads a 3D object into memory. 

Td OBJECT - Invokes a loaded object and displays it at a given position In 3D space. 

Td MOVE - Moves a 3D object by either an absolute or relative value. 

Td FORWARD - Simply by specifying which direction the object is pointing, Td 

FORWARD pushes the object in that direction at a given rate. 

Td SET ZONE - This command defines an invisible 'zone' around the object which Is 

used for collision detection between 30 objects, 

Td COLLIDE - Checks for a collision between two specified objects, 

Td ANIM - Animate your objects by pulling out a point by a given amount. 

At any time you con view your object in zoom mode. 

AMOS 3D 
£34,99 
Mandarin Software 
0625 859333 

Some quite complex objects can be created by 

combining pri mi lives to form larger objects. In 

theory, this should allow you to creaie objects 

of infinite complexity, but the reality is some¬ 

what different. For starters, a restriction has 

been placed on the number of primitives (or 

blocks' as OM calls them) that a single object 

can contain. 1 managed to create a fairly hefty 

object from a maximum of eight blocks, which 

hardly leaves much room for creating very 

complex objects. 

To avoid problems, it's well worth plan¬ 

ning out your 3D objects before you try to 

creaie them within the object modeller. You 

may end up being able to cut out a lew blocks 

by modifying existing ones. Not only will this 

give you greater room tor manouevre, but also 

your programs will run faster. 
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Allhough oil the block* hove been merged, you can slit! edit individual blocks. 

The surface detail editor in oclio«L Nate the grid on the right-hand side. 

Another powerful feature of AMOS 3D i£ its 

unique Surface Detail facility. Using up to 

four colours you can etch a pattern onto any 

face of any object. If you use colour zero* you 

can even create transparent "holes' within a 

face, allowing you to actually look into and 

even through a 3D object. 

Clever use of surface detailing can create 

the illusion of a far more complex object than 

you have really created. And because surface 

detailing makes extensive use of ihe Amiga's 

Blitter, you can achieve much greater speed 

with decorated objects than you could by 

attempting to achieve similar results using lots 

of blocks. Indeed, if surface detailing is used 

effectively, the resulting object can look as if it 

is built up of many smaller primitives, As 

always, experimentation is the key. 

The AMOS 
Interpreter 

is ihe bosk AMOS 
programming 
language and is 
required to use 
bath AMOS 3D and 
The Compiler, 

£49*95 
Mandarin Software 
0675 859113 

CREATING A SIMPLE OBJECT 
Despite the fact that all objects must be created from five fairly simple graphic primi¬ 
tives, a tittle bit of experience and a lot of experimentation is all you need to start 
crafting some quite complex 3D objects. Some of the more complex shapes may need 
to be created by combining multiple objects, but on the whole the primitives will suffice. 

The jet aircraft below is a prime example of a fairly complex 3D object that could be 
created within a matter of minutes. If consists of just two basic shapes, both of which 
were crafted from the cube primitive. The wings were created by stretching out a cube 
and Ihen flattening It to form the basic shape. Then, simply by selecting the left most 
face, the wing was shaped by pulling the edge of Ihe face to the right. Once this was 
done, the finished wing was then stored in one of the temporary shelves . 

The fuselage was the simplest object to create. The nose cone was created by fiat* 
tening a cube on one side to produce a sort of wedged shape. This was then attatched 
to a stretched cube. Once all this was done, ft was only a matter of attaching the wings 
to the fusllage to produce the final jet. Clever eh! 

AMOS 3D certainly won’t put professional 3D 

programming teams like Argonaut Software, 

Realtime and The Assembly Line out of a job, 

but it’s a revolutionary piece of software 

nonetheless. Up until now, ihe likes of you and 

I could only dream of writing games that 

utilise 3D graphics, but AMOS 3D has tmly 

delivered the tools to make this possible. 

You may find working with 3D graphics 

rather confusing at first, but after little more 

than a few hours you should be churning out 

3D demos at a blisteringly rate. The combina¬ 

tion of what is undoubtedly one of the 

friendliest 3D object editors ever developed 

and a very powerful language extension makes 

AMOS 3D a virtual must for AMOS program¬ 

mers, Even if you don’t own AMOS, perhaps 

now is the time to finally take the plunge, ^ 

AMOS 3D 

SPEED 
The 30 is not the fastest and smoothest |'ve 

seen, but it rattles along at a good enough rate. 

DOCUMENTATION 
The manual Is very daw and any to read, but 
then h definitely needs to be, 

ACCESSIBILITY ••• 
You won't have problems If you read the man* 
uaL but even then It takes some getting used to. 

FEATURES §••§ 

Packed with features, AMOS 3D is rather an 
impressive achievement. 

VALUE !••• 
H you've already got AMOS, then it's great value, 
H not, a total of E&5 is still not at all bad. 

W 4AItGK 

MB 82% 

AT THE HEART OF THE SYSTEM: THE OBJECT MODELLER 
The AMOS 3D Object Modeller is a fairly simple program to use once you've sussed out what all those icons do. 

DELETE SELECTED SHELF CONTENTS CALCULATE CENTRE OF GRAVITY ZOOM IN ON SELECTED SHELF 

COPY BLOCK 

MERGE 

BLOCKS 

UNDO 

(AGAIN) 

BLOCK HIGHLIGHTING MODE 

GROUP 

BLOCKS 

BLOCK 

— MANIPULA* 

TION TOOLS 

SELECT BLOCK, FACE, LINE AND POINT 

PULL OUT SELECTED POINT POSITION OBJECT 

OBJECT PALETTE 

SURFACE DETAIL TOOLS 
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You deserve the best! 
Now you can get the best... with PEN PAL! 
A superb [Kickagi1. with immense power, to fulfil all your 

word processing requirements and... it includes a Database! 

It's all so easy to use, you probably won t need to refer to 

the extensive 250 page manual tcw> often. 

Whilst working, you can open up lo four documents 

simultaneously (memory permitting), search and replace; cut 

copy tind paste; check your spelling with a 100,000+ word 

dictionary. You can import your favourite IFF/HAM 

graphics, from programs such as DPaint II or Clip Art files W* 

in various sizes and colours. You can auto¬ 

matically flow text around graphics in any 

Workbench compatible font (there are over 

200 available styles), in different sizes and 

colours to suit your design.., even as you 

type. All this from a word processor 

and.,. Much, Much, More! 

As you can see, this is not just any ordinary word 

processor! Full Page View with position, edit and creation 

of graphic objects. Mail Merge using the built in database 

and forms designer. Creation of templates for complex 

reports, into which the database can be merged. 

Operating with 32 fields per record, and 32,000 records 

per database with a fast sort of KKX) records in less 

than 5 seconds this is a real database. 
¥S 

RmPSI 

Yv* 

■m 

Pen Pal requires an Amiga 500/1500/2000 
ur 3000 with a minimum <>f I megabyte 

qf mailable memory . 

Pen Pal 
When...you deserve the best! 

v f79-95 
/ VI7 ^ ' v 

v- 

."...its handling of graphics is unsurpassed: 

Pen Pal is the only program 1 tested that will 

automatically wrap text around graphics..." 
A rni#a World., Jut, 90 

."..without beating around the bush Pen Pal is very 

special..” - "There is link to fault Pen Pal and it 

deserves to do well." 1 miga l armat..J)et\ ’90 

\,d am extremely pleased with your product especially 

the Graphic Capabilities within the Word Processor. Having 

the Database on the same disk has made PEN PAL the best 

program 1 have..." D.S.li., Plttmsteud, LONDON 

"...Please let me tell you how amazed I am a! how EASY 

IT IS TO USE PEN PAL, The manuals supplied arc 

very informative and very clear..." 

P.S.S., Clifton, NOTTINGHAM 

"...A most excellent piece of software..." 

EJ>JP Strathclyde, SCOTLAND 

Software 

MARKETING 

Pen Pal is supplied into the UK through.- 

Gordon Harwood Computers New Street Alfrcton Derbyshire DE5 7BP 
Telephone: 0773 836781 Facsimile: 0773 831040 

GORDON 
HARWOOD 
HARWOOD 



SPECIAL OFFER 

• Reviews of over 

100 games will help 
you decide what to buy 

• Tips, cheat 

modes and advice 
for over 100 
games can help you 
out if you’re stuck 

• Maps for f 2 big 

games show you the 
way to reach the end 

• Complete solu¬ 

tions and playing 

guides will take you 
further than you've 
ever been before 

• Stuck on an 

older game? This is 
the only place you'll 
find the answer! 

All these games 

reviewed, tipped 

and hinted: 
Aaarghf. APB. Arkanoid, Austerlitz, 
Barbarian. Batman the Movie. 
Batflehawks J942. Battle Squadron. 
Beach Volley. Bloodwych. Bombuial. 
Castle Master, Chase HO. Conqueror, 
Continental Circus, Corporation, 
Cybernoid I and If. Denari s. Double 
Dragon. Drakkhen. Dungeon Master, 

Elite. Escape from the Planet of the 
Robot Monsters, Eye of Horus, 
Federation of Free Traders, Fighter 
Bomber, Flood, Fusion, F-29 Petaliator. 
Gemini Wing. Ghouls nf Ghosts. 
Goldrunner, Hard Dnvin'. Hawkeye. 
HeJter Skelter, Heros Quest, Infestation, 
Interceptor. Interphase, Jumping Jack 
Son. Kick Off t and 2, Klax, Laser Squad, 
Lost Patrol. Menace, Millennium 2 2, 
Nebulus, Neuroma ncer. New Zealand 
Story, Ninja Warriors, Omega. Pipe 
Mania. Platoon, Player Manager. 
Powerdrome. Rainbow Islands. Rick 
Dangerous. Robot op. Rock, n Rolf, 
Rotor, R-Type, Silkworm, Srm City, 
Starglider l and 2, Stricter. Stunt Car 
Racer, Supercars, Switchblade. Three 
Stooges. Thunderblade. Untouchables, 
Venus the Fry Trap. Vigilante, Wicked, 
WlzteJI, Xenomorph. X-Out Xybots 

Complete solutions 

for these gomes: 
Batman ■ The Caped Crusader. Cadaver, 
Damocles, Dragon s lair. Future Wars, It 
Came from the Desert, Kult Operation 
Stealth, Shadow of the Beast I and II, 
Space Ace 

Buying games? 
Playing games? 
You need this! 

Lovingly constructed by Amiga Format Gamebusters 

supremo MAFF EVANS and costing only £9.95, this 

162-page tome is the vital accessory for anyone who's 

serious about their games. Get it now! 

Order form 
I would like to order_copy/copies of SCREEN¬ 

PLAY at the price of £9.95, 

(please add £1.45 per copy to cover p&p.J 

If paying by cheque please send payment with this 

order form in a sealed envelope to: 

AMIGA FORMAT SCREEN PLAY book 

FREEPOST 

Future Publishing Ltd, 

The Old Barn, 

Somerton, 

Somerset TA1 T 78R 

No stamp required if posted in the UK 

Please allow 28 days for delivery 

Name 

Address 

_Post Code_ 

Telephone____ 

I enclose a cheque/PO for £ ___ 

Please debit my Access/Visa card:rootie m appropriate! 

My card no is: ,____ 

Expiry date:____ 

Signature _____ 
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Structured drawing programs enable you 

to output your pictures at the highest 

resolution your printer can handle and 

impressive results can be achieved if you 

use the right program. Marcus Dyson 

takes a look at a new runner in the field. 

Structured Drawing Package I 

New Horizons 

£99.95 

DesignUorks 1,9 - @ 1991 New Horizons Software, 
IQ Ruanda pic! 

Design 
Worl 

COSTING MORE THAN your average paint 

package, offering fewer features and at the 

same lime being more difficult to use, 

structured drawing programs do not seem to 

have much going for them at first inspection. 

Why would anyone splash out for a package 

that apparently offers less for more? The 

answer lies in the way that structured drawings 

arc made up, 

Instead of the picture being composed of 

hundreds of little coloured dots, it is made of 

separate objects which are stored in the docu¬ 

ment as pure mathematical information. 

Because the positions of the points arc stored 

as co-ordinates and the lines as directions, this 

types of program is sometimes known as a 

vector drawing program. It's the same kind of 

system as 3D games. 

When the Amiga comes to output the 

image, it tells the printer where the points arc 

that make up a shape and what thickness and 

colour the lines are that join those points 

together. The printer then goes about drawing 

the shape at the highest resolution it is capable 

of: so if the picture is greatly enlarged, the 

lines and curves still stay very smooth. 

Structured drawing software for the Amiga 

is not incredibly common. Potential buyers of 

a pixel paint package would have lo decide 

between Deluxe Faint /V, Photon Faint 2, 

Spectraeolour and DigiPaint 3, to name just 

the options that offer HAM. whereas Amiga 

owners wanting a vector drawing program 

had, until very recently, Hobson's choice. 

Until now Professional Draw 2 from Gold 

Disk was the only structured drawing software 

for the Amiga worth a mention: but now a 

contender in the shape of New Horizons' 

Design Works has emerged. 

Dtfttjp Works 
£99,95 Sitka 
081 109 1111 

Design Works loads into an unccpandcd 

Amiga 500 with no problems, aside from a 

good few Program disk-Work bench disk 

swaps. Once loaded the program runs quickly 

and smoothly, but there is not a lot of space 

left for the creation of large pictures. Adding 

an additional disk drive without expanding the 

RAM causes the program to refuse to load. 

A nice feature of the package is that it can 

be launched by doublc-cLieking on the icon of 

any document that has been created using it. 

Many Amiga applications deposit an icon w ith 

any document file they create, but few can 

actually load the program by selecting the doc¬ 

ument in this way. On the Apple Macintosh all 

applications can be opened this way, and 

programmers should endeavour to make 

Amiga programs work in the same way if the 

machine is ever to rival the Mac's friendliness. 

Once you are up and running, all of the 

functions you would expect from any decent 

drawing program are displayed in the tool 

palettes a! the top right of the screen. These 

windows can also be dosed to enable more of 

the picture to be seen. 

As well as the usual shape- and polygon- 

drawing and freehand tools, there are palettes 

to control the pen colour and fill colours, 

Changing the pen colour will alter the colour 

of the Lines that things are made up of while 

the fill alters the colour of the flood that auto¬ 

matically fills every shape that is drawn, 

SETTING A BAD EXAMPLE 
Whenever you buy a graphics program, be It a 
pixel paint package like Deluxe Paint IV or a CAD 
program like AutoCAD, you will find, if you look 
hard enough, that somewhere on the disk there 
are some examples of what the program cert do. 
These documents are there to give you Ideas and 
encourage you to learn how to use the program 
so that you too will be able to do similar or better 
things. But also they are so the programmers can 
show off a little bit, since they know how the pro¬ 
gram works better than anyone else. 

But If you load up the examples that come 
with Design Work*, you will see Images of the 
quality shown at right, Not exactly a Picasso, is 
ft? If this is the best they could get out of ft, what 
are you to expect? 

Some of the Example art 

redly inspire confidence. 
Ike program. It doe rat 



laid 

The colour and paltem of a fill can he easily 

changed by selecting an object and clicking on 

the fill palette. 

Design Works supports HAM and will 

allow you to create drawings in up to 4.096 

colours, but will only display things on screen 

as the nearest available screen colour, RGB 

(red. green, blue) or HSB (Hue. Saturation, 

Brightness) sliders are used to set up a colour 

which will then be displayed in the handy 

palette on screen. If you need more colours 

than there is room for in the palette, don't 

worry: colours that have been used can be 

replaced without affecting the colour of shapes 

that were drawn using those colours. But 

memory restrictions prevent changing the 

screen colours in a half-Meg machine. 

One of the first things newcomers to struc¬ 

tured drawing should know is that once 

something is on the page, it can still be 

changed, no matter how long ago it was pul 

there. Pans of the picture that are behind other 

elements can be brought to the front and 

shapes can be changed almost as easily as the 

colours can. If you want more of one thing in 

your picture you can simply duplicate the first 

one you drew' and resize and recolour the sub¬ 

sequent copies. 

Even afleT the picture has been saved to 

disk, it can be loaded back into memory and 

played around with. This Ls another advantage 

of vector over bitmapped drawings. Most of 

the program's functions are available through 

(5 GRAPHICS REVIEW 

To make a structured drawing, you start with the 
outlines of things in simple black-and-white. At this 
point colour Is irrelevant, but the shapes have to he 
more or less corr«ct. Design Works features a grid te 
help you got things lined up; you can define the six# 
of the grid and switch on a 'snap to grid1 function to 
make sure things are exactly level. 

Once the shapes are 
sorted out. It's time to 
add some colour. This is 
done by selecting the 
object to be coloured, 
then clicking on a 
square on one of the 
palettes at the top right 
of the screen* The top 

palette defines the pen colour and will change the 
colour of a shape's outline: the one underneath 
defines the colour and pattern of the fill. More colours 
are available than can be diplayed at one time 
(4,096 to be precise), so it's just a matter of mixing 
a new colour over one you have finished using. 
Changing a colour In the palette will not affect objects 
that have already been drawn in that colour. 

the correct position and hai 
Design Works enables you 1 
pictures, but cannot resixe I 
right font at the slxo you w 

After the colours come 
the fine details. 
The wallpaper is fust a 
filled rectangle placed 
behind all the other 
objects; the deck hands 
are created using the 
freehand drawing tool. 
Tho blind is movod into 

a pattern added to it. 
o use text in your 
\r so you neod to have the 
int to use. 

The lack of graduated 
fills can leave drawings 
looking a bit flat, but 
adding highlights on 
the windows and 
shadows can help them 
look a bit more 
realistic. Shadows are 
created by duplicating 

an object and making a dark fill for it. Then you use 
the Arrange menu to send the shadow back so that It 
is behind seme things and in front of others. This Is 
quite easy to do, simply because until you get it right 
it looks it looks very wrong! 

the keyboard, which saves lime on having to 

go up to the menu bar every time you warn to 

change something. When something docs have 

to be changed, the requesters arc very clear, 

leading even the novice through such opera¬ 

tions as setting Preferences or opening a 

document with the minimum of hiss. 

Design Works is limited in its ability to 

manipulate text. Admittedly it can be rotated, 

but only through increments of 90 degrees. 

Making text flow around the path of a curve is 

not possible, and resizing text is limited to the 

sizes of fonts installed on your system. 

At output stage the program looks for 

larger fonts and scales them down to improve 

the quality of the printed results, but this 

depends heavily on you having the required 

larger point sizes. Using outline fonts would 

probably improve this situation though. 

Objects can also only be rotated through 

right angles, but this is less of a problem, since 

they can be drawn at the desired angle in the 

first place, or manipulated to it if necessary. 

The other opportunity that New Horizons 

have missed is the failure to include graduated 

fills, or a blend function like the one in 

ProDraw2, This means that all areas of colour 

end up being flat, or filled with one of the 

user-definable patterns, it can be difficult to 

give pictures any feeling of depth. 

In its favour Design Works is fast and easy to 

use, which makes it suitable for the younger 

Amiga user, or for entry-level exploration of 

the siruclurcd drawing arena. 

It seems strange that software which has 

several enhancements for AmigaDOS 2, the 

operating system of the mighty A3GOO, should 

not offer features that users of much more 

modest Amigas have come to expect from 

such a program. For the record, if you have 

Workbench 2. one such enhancement is the 

support of AREXX macros, which enable you 

to write short routines and assign them to a 

key, offering user definable keyboard short¬ 

cuts, This is all well and good, bui t cannot 

help wishing that they had spent less time 

making ii Workbench 2 friendly, and more 

time coding useful functions. Design Works is 

left as an entry-level program written with an 

extremely high-level machine in mind. 

Design Works 

SPEED 6 6 66 
Very Iasi: tivetn on an unexpended A500 I ho 

program boots, loads and redraws quickly, 

DOCUMENTATION ♦ » » » » 
the manual explains every feature at the 

program In a clear and concise manner, 

ACCESSIBILITY •• O t 
Using Design Works Is Just a matter of booling It 

up and giving II a gor totally simple. 

FEATURES 6 6 
No graduated tilts and very limited text manipu¬ 
lation will consign this to beginner status. 

VALUE 
It costs more then, tor example, Deluxe Paint IV 

without delivering the kind of features. 

W AMGfr 

iferdici 71% 
ky»Kwr 
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Mega Value GAMES PACKS Mega Value 
ARCADE CLASSICS 

An amazing pack full of 
nostalgic arcade games 
including; Space Invaders, 
Asteroids, Pac Man, Misile 
Command. Breakout and 
Qiz. Order cwfcGPI 

'aBt 

ARCADE PACK 1 
Tfie first of our special arcade packs with 
shoot 'em ups and platform type games 
includes Paranoid, Galadria. Drip, Peters 

Quest, Drive Wars and Cosmic, 

Ortin qpd|GP2* 

ARCADE PACK 2 
More brilliant arcade attacks with Tetris, Pipe Line, Air 

; Ace 2. Organic Horror. Gore Plasters 

and Escape From Jovi excellent! 

BOARD GAMES 1 
A cnmpilauafj of of cinsju board Rtf rw« inclttdt * ButA 
(ni ffjmoo, ftw fit -4 Line. Chess, JTtrs-, Fhpper. Amigo, China 
Challenge, Master Mind, AmigaThilitnt. Up and Dcmn, fu.mxU- wui 
Pipte Yacht l Order codr GP4 

rrwrri 
j ■ 

> T 1 — ¥ * » “ 

j CARD GAMES 1 
1 If sou like playing card 
1 game\ then this (5 the pack 
I for you! includes Card n 

Rama. Spades. Black Jack, 

Solitaire X Klondike 
Sol mu rt. Canfield Solitaire 
and Cnbbage. Onkf code Y,px 

^jJkidg - 

TRIVIA PACK 
{ A mega compilation of trivia quizzes 
j that will keep V&W occupied tpr hours ' 
E includes thousands of questions on rt 
1 variety of mbiecis* Includes Qmz 
I Hollywood Trivia. Trek Tm iff. Sfur Irek 1 
1 Next Generation Tm ia Order code GPt* 1 

xA4f, 

=*vi a 
rwfjA 

ADVENTURE GAMES 
Four excellent new advtmturts to take 
you into different worlds Includes 1he 
Hoh Grad, Golden Fierce, Midnight 
Thief and Dragon Cave with its 3D 
graphic display Order cock GP7 

SPORTS PACK 
TTiis piH’k should kepp you ill! 
Indudra Temtfc Ctmb RAM 3. Dflwtt 
Hill Skim# aim! Car racing. 

M i \ M £< m I c 

PSLi - Space Blob is a bflWaril platform cav*m game £3 M) 
PSU Mr Dig. help Mr DigcoAoct the apples anpkui the monsters Requires 1M6 RAM £3 00 
PS4.3 - Q BonJ shooi blocks al the various random shapes deoendmg on you A Toths variant £3.00 
PSL4 Computer Conflict iiKteileni speech and graphics in this an action arcade game. Requires i MB RAM £3,00. 
PSL5 - Subculture by Kevin Kendall a mega moot era up. £3.00. 
PSU Oiizy Lizzy an excellent game across between Pacman and Bouderdash £3 00 
ALPS ■ Jungle Bungle adventure in tfw jungle minty kw cftWren w*ttv excellent graphics, speech and aramaliofi Requires 1MB HAM 

050 
A LPS Pukado avoid the baddies and skua as you try to empty the screen of tiles. 050 
ALPT 4 Way Lynx a 22 level puzito gam# where the object is to conned a speeded number of tiles to the mam centre Die Requires 

ims ram. 0 50- 
ALPll ■ Go Getter an excsHotit board game that will keep you occupied tor hours! Guns whether your on youf path the number on the 

next step is higher or lower than the one you are on. watch out tor teleports and and bonus points Requires 1 MS RAM £3 50 
ALPift Reverse I! based on the board game Gtheao Requires 1 MB RAM £3.50 
ALP17 Dog Fight!! upto B players can play th« bnftarl aenaf shot ’em up. Requires i MB RAM £3 50 
ALP1D X IT 50 A spit screen shoot em up £3 50 
ALP21 Guingo an exoattent quiz game where you answer questions and play bingo Requires tMB RAM £3 50 
AMU 13 6u« Run an American eivi war simulator £3 00 
AMU M Battle Medh a strategy war game between robots. £3 00 
FAUG52 PacMan 67. £3 <X>. 
FF1M ■ Mona the single player dungeon adventure game. Requires 1 MS RAM, £3.00 
FF33G Car A brilliant racing game £3-00 
POM Tennfci and exwttem mptementalion cH the sport Requires i MB RAM £3 00 
PO7»*0rl1 star Trek by Twisted Images FuA gnphes and sounds Irom the oripnal Star Trek Requires tMB RAM and Extern* <*sk 

drive. £900 
PC? 15"315 Star Trek by Agatron Full graphics and sounds and animation Inara the new generation Star Trek £6.00 
PD233 Hply Grail adventure Ihflt requires 1 MB RAM £3.00 
PD234 The Golden Fleece adventure £3.00 

£3 Mega Value SOFTWARE Mega Value 
Under 8 s pack The 

5 disks with an ALP 
ctxte are a DEJA VU 

License ware Product and are avail- 
as a pack lor only £17.50 or indi¬ 

vidually for £3.50 each 
ALP1 Colouring Book a good colouring 
book tor young children. £3.50. 
ALPS Arc Angel Maths a good math 
program that includes graphics to aid 
learning. £3.50. 
ALP4 Thinga Majig Is a puzzle program 
with 24 built in puzzles to choose from. 
£3.50 
ALPS Work and Play (requires 1MB 
RAM) 3 excellent programs Runtimes 
Table, Let's Go Shopping lor maths and 
Click Clock teaches a child to tell (he 
time. £3 50. 
ALP10 Word Factory which is a games 
type environment that teaches spelling. 
£3.50 
AMPS Over 8's pack: 2 excellent map 
drawing programs of any location on 
earth. Evo follows the evolution ol life. 
Chemistry Element Periodic Table 
■ndudes With details and graphics Of aM 
elements. Unit Conversion is a program 
that allows you to choose ail types of ur>i1 
i.e lengih, lime, weight, speed etc and 
then do conversions and comparisons 
between them, plus morehGerman 
Language Tutor. Speak and Spelt Tutor. 
Study Aid Cards. Hermes Formula. 
Cloud, the weather GEO Time, Gravity 
Simulator FUNC2D Gravity Weil, Air 
Foil, Wave Maker and others. An excel¬ 
lent pack lor only £l£ 50f 
PSL8 FUN TIME » a great educational 
offering aimed at children age 3 to 6. 
Thts disk is oammed with delightful 
tuition on many subjects shapes, key' 
board, clock and picture, £3.00 
PSL9 FUN TIME 2 a great educational 
offering aimed at children age 3 to 6 

1 This disk is crammed with delightful 
j tuition on many subtects: money, 
i sons and mouse £3,00 

rAttF3 Graphics Pack V. 
the excellent high raso- 

CAD package. ROT 3D 
program VQraw the 

rpaintnng program, RayTracer lor 
amazing ray traced pictures, 

lull of graphic utilities: Clip 
you to clip any part ol the 

screen and save to disk as a picture Me. 
FilterPtx aflows manipulation of pictures 
with enhancers, edge definition, colour 
and size shifters. C64 picture converters, 
picture showers, screen and window lo 
disk savers, icon editors and icon con¬ 
verters (brush to toon, IFF to icon etc,). 
£8.50 
AMP?l Graphics Pack 2. The Mse 
M&ndefcrot explorer includes some 
excellent examples, a picture converter 
to convert Alarl ST DEGAS and NEO to 
Amiga IFF. Apple MAC view and convert 
to IFF. PopColpufs pops up a colour 
palette, picture viewers 
DPSkde, SeeiLBM, ShowHAM and 
IFFEXEC which allows a picture to be 
shown simply by double clicking on ft. 
Afcso NewGetlmage and Brush2C which 
convert IFF and Brush picture files to C 
code for inclusion in programs. Also lor 
weird spaced out visual effects try 
PolyGon. VtZ and KAL afi these alow 
you and your mouse to create amazing 
weird screen displays; PolyGon even 
allows colour cycle I A HAM scribble 
screen, DBW Render the raytradng 
package Also In this pack Is FBM fbm 
is an image manipulation library. CB.50. 
PD502 - G bght. The Ray Tracing 
Program £3 00 

- NorthG l^iheC 
that featrues 

Unker. assembler, 
retamptes and tools £3 00 

FF456 457 - CManual V2.0 is a | 
Fcomptete C manual for the - 
Includes 70 example programs on I 

rdisk with source code. £6.00 
FF33® PCO Pascal Compiler £3,00 
FF34T - Cursor the Amiga Basic 
Compiler E3.0C. 
PD60 - Modula II compiler. £3.00 
FF314 A66k V2 .61 of the 68000 macro 
assembler £3.00. 

i 

FpSFFi - Fleicher Font Pack 
Ft contains 66 multi coloured 

Fronts on 6 disks for £15 00 com- 
Fpatibie with all IFF font using pro- 

Fgrams 
_ __1-5A-5S‘56 • Public Dommator 
Ffont peck contains 50 single coloured 

Ftonts on 4 dist<s for £10.00 compatible 
[ with all IFF loot using programs. 

Also available as individual disks 
for £3.00 each 

Tie following 4 OpiT' pecks are 
Black and White clip art spot 

Illustrations suitable tor any program 
■hi graphic capabilities EacT Dec* 
Wnams 5 disks 

ClAt - Subjects covered sports ‘ags 
cadoons. humorous Xmas 

Jewish. Borders. Halloween Valentines 
hOfsesH eyes, alphabets hands 1930 s 
trademarks, zodiac, cars etc plus Jots 
more. £12 50 
CIA2 Subtects covered men. women lu- 
mrnated A to 2, arrows, stars euptoscns 
humorous, cartoons, pointing *ands food 
and more £12.50. 
Cl A3 Subjects covered Fruit, herbs, 
meal, arrows, special secessions, vegeta¬ 
bles. kiichen utensil, cups and glasses an 
deco and breakfasts £12.50 
CIA4 Subjects covered Mo*e Art Deco 
Babies, Beys and Grris. lots of humorous, 
illuminated A to Z. scrolls, more special 
occassions and calligraphy ornaments 
£12,50 

Fpo21i 282 Otaiyier Vi t tfe j 
^nustc composer £6 00 

- Game Music Creator ere- 
Fate music for games, demos etc 
'3,00. 

MED V3 00 ihe ihe music editor 
[ with MIDI support £3.00 

POS53 - Sound Tracker v4 00 £3 00, 

r£3( 
FP0299 

Aps«Baae VJ.7$ (he txeetom daiabaM C3.0C 
FF4Z5 A Gene V3 1 Dn excellffnt qvraMiogy pm- ] 

Lraatd to 600 pwm$.^00 tnorhOgn R«quir« IMS 1 

Typing Ti*r. ■ simptu typing vtot pfogwn which msaskXM I 
ng »pe^ and adjuftii (fw tevtt or #tiojiTy aomkigly. E3.0D. I 
jin* Busrfwu Pack UEcirt ihe excsHen; worpprocasaor and ! 

rM»^l checker, V.ftjcalc Uw spreadshMil RlM and Jflna# two bfilkanl J 
ataba$$$ only C4.S0I 

TO414 - MCoram VI 9 ALL you need for wrTWXifticttng w th* qhorw Hne. 1 
C300 I 
POSi Aratswr Rate Dusk StafTami V3 o. Tamm* propm. » I 
nAM Deubaw tor tm Amqa Amateur R*»o Group Monw Code, 1 

I ard w&i at HAW £3 00 
AAdPa Siartar utibTy Pack Ttes pack was corapited wiffi the n*w Amtga u»f ■ 

I r mnd. AD progwni ww icon dnwi and Mv* «ey rwoHHiy doeurawiiatno I 
I Th* pacfc includes lite ccmprassors usod on ihe Amiga ARC, LHARC, Zoo | 
I and Power Packer DhWqA tha inandiy anworaent that aitowa many of iha 
I Cli command* to bo executed m The ckck oi yout rrous* AHO a wus dveka* 
I Mroyw. hi >oon editor, a sector *Ortor. a nmnuncai*oro pto^wn tor 
I -Todem usara and tot* irora, PLUS t* word penttor u€»t end the 
I Database JBa»' The aw»«ert p«fc e onfy £9.501 
j Trie* PrintStudu VI2 Itvs program aflowi you lo pnnt any text file m many 
| s!yte* (Win: any part of or a whote pcfc**, eoean w window, also control youf (printer and much more. C3 00 

T*i6 OU W«rard VI Z a die exceKenl mouse cperaied CLI reptecemem 
makes uswj the CLI a doddte' £3 00 
POZ7V - ESA UH'ly Disk 1 This tSsk comamt 3 dozen aKpakfent ytilmes! AH 

I meru trwr. 4 includes Amiga Tool. BooiGenarator Coder Board PCopyii. 
I Tont Rvpar Menu Maker Poww UMny Power Packw PPMcx* VI 2. Sen* 
I Yf= Samar V2 0 Saga Makar 2 pAjs vnu oveten and destroyers and 
1 Oadi- mew’ £3 00 

EFiT* MACH tr V3.0 to*! bniamt "al in one' Uhlty features your help screen, 
nr**** aoceteraior PoqQLi. Screen Blanker. Mouse OFF Sun Moose ( acti¬ 
vate* ■ W.ndowr by placing mouse it). CSck To Fron! Itiring window to Iron! by 
cAcksq on «], Cybte (move a wwfr* or screen to back with left then ngtw ■ 
mouee ouiton cR*. Window and Screen Shuffler. Clock, AJaro, Beeper and i 
toidtm&f* Dettorir 0.00* 
POIOD The Master Vnui Koar be teteet wr**on n always in stock. Th* ut* I 
ry '«cogn$n f24 mAMw< avaAedte exceM and very easy to u$e I 
and **ry coraqrehenenie O 00' 
*0*2 The Pubic Oonwitfor An* Virut d*fc Cdnams Wu* X V4 01. VCheck I 
VI 2 dor memory VChwA Vt.ft <lt*r dtek drives). Zero V.rui VI S the toiy 

itkg-aied vifue detector md kxiiar Also Boot Bloc* Chanw> ihe utWy and 
■mortmainon on boot otodt* £3 00. 
Till SnoWc Show any peture wah or wnhout you own oontnaiing tenpt, 
^sow t qctue or wren 1 or more dak tons «t$o p«y a mu** hie and show m 
tail e\ any colour Perfect tor tra*erttiton$ £3 00 
PMS ARP VI 3 ihe Am^ DOS RepteDemera Project. C3 00 
FP22b JazzBench vQ.6 « a mumaaking WorkBench replacement £3 00 
WW141 MoChck vg 6 this program slope you d*k dfwes clicking when there 
IK rw disk in the dtwe a 00. 
FF2S1 OukSaiv Vi 42 more pawertui than Dak Doctor th* upety m* attempt 
to savage date from tmd Uska £3 00 
P03W MstsyPOS handtes MSDOS tormehed sksks flh* irdudei Atan ST> 
eiacdy the same wey tha; natve Amiga d*ka are used £3 00 
FF34J Password Vt 21 you specify th* password tof you lydem security 
Aao Poooy V2 0 the n «Mtent *4k copter M w 
FF2T* MR Backup V3 3 the hard task backup ufUity £3 00 
FF300 TltieGen Vt 6 exoelieat kscnfH language' m» creates scrolling text m 
any loot and colour upto 500 Mnei tong’ Perfect for video Mies C3-O0. 
mi % ICONS Th* dish contains 300 B colour <ons' £3 00, 
AMI22 Pwi*f Drw Generator th* program iwii create a driver lor your 
printer £3 00 
APOC14 Floppy Dak DtMw QtKkCopy. Dak Mvper Dak SaVag*. Wi* 
CftedL DMory Muter. Anuga Monitor Catoutetor and nor* C3 00 

J 

CATALOGUES 
A concise primed catalogue is supplied with each order. A disk 

based catalogue showing jut/ details of all our products costs only 
£1.00 or is free if *WrJi any purchase of £ 10.00 or over! 

TO ORDER 
Simply quote the order code given in RED, 

we are; 
Public; Dnminutor Amiga, PO Box 801* Bishops Stotlfordf 

Herts. CM2^ 3TZ* L'K. 
Tel&Fax; 0279 757 692 

All prices are fully inclusive no more to ;»v. 
Foreign orders must add £ 2.75 for registered post. 

PD0M SUPPLIES 
Blank disks including labels 

n 10-C7m 50-E33.00. . 
Disk boxes: 10 capacity £i .00, 

“ 40 cap £6.50, SO cap, E9.00. 
Disks and box. 

10 £7,75, 50 £36,00 and 100 £67.00. 
Blank disk labels: f~IJ 

O 1O0-£3.OO+1OOO-£20.0O. 
Disk cleaning kits - £3.00. . J 

Mouse mats ■ £4.00, 



GET DOWN TO BUSINESS 
•••or programming or video or DTP or comms or 

music or education or graphics or AmigaDOS or... 

Amiga Shopper is the 

magazine dedicated to 

taking the Amiga 

seriously. Our panel of 

expert writers bring you 

the best tips and advice 

every month on 

everything from 

programming AMOS 

to getting the best 

results from a 

digitiser. Add to that 

comprehensive and 

up-to-the-minute 

reviews of the 

latest hardware 

and software and 

you're on to a 

winner. 

In this month's 

packed issue, 

out now: 

• Sound 

samplers - 

How can 

you choose 

the best? 

• Scanning - The best hand scanner 

revealed 

• C programming - Using the mouse with your programs 

• Canon's BubbleJet printer - Laser quality at dot-matrix price? 

• Comms - The best Amiga bulletin boards examined 

• Action Replay II - Could you use a freezer cartridge? 

Plus 1 2 pages of solutions to Amiga problems in Amiga Answers 

AMIGA SHOPPER - FOR PEOPLE WHO ARE 
SERIOUS ABOUT THE AMIGA 
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GRAPHICS REVIEW 0 

Image processing just took a big step up. 

124 

Once it meant converting files from HAM to 

32-colour or adding corny special effects. 

Now, for the first time, you can cut 24-bit 

True Colour' images seamlessly together into 

a perfect photo-montage. Brian Larkman 

yells 'Gotcha!' as he airbrushes Maggie out of 

the Downing Street press photos... 

Art Department 

Image Processing Software ■ £. 199.95 ■ ASDG 

REALISM? DON’T TALK TO ME about 

realism! It's a tricky task for a computer artist 

to get an image exactly right. Usually you 

choose the best picture you can find to digitise, 

or you create the most accurate model you can 

to render, or you paint to the best of your abil¬ 

ity, But then the colour, contrast or size is not 

quite right, or you need a special effect, or... 

something! At this point you turn in desparu- 

lion to an image processing programs. 

Nowadays, to get the very best images 

possible from the Amiga you just have to hang 

the expense and work with 24-bil colour. Even 

if it’s a HAM picture you're working on. you 

only get great results if all the processing is 

carried out using the greatest amount of infor¬ 

mation possible - the 16-mill ion-colour palette 

of 24-bit True Colour". 

Art Department Professional will accept 

image data from almost any source, convert it 

to 24-bit. process it, mix it with any other 

image and save il in almost any common - or 

uncommon - image format, all in True Colour. 

CUTTING IT UP 
The desert background 

and the Figure were 

digitised separately 

using DigiView, which 
outputs on RGB file 

format that is very 

close to being 24-b41 

colour. I then cut the 
runner, pasted her 

in and colour-balanced 

the whole thing. 

Notice the dodgy edges 
around the runner: this 

H currently Aft Dept 

Pro'*, main failing. 

Art Deportment 
Professional 
£199.95 Silica 

081 309 1111 

Available September 

Keeping it flexible. Art Dept Pro uses 

separate Loader Modules so new ones can be 

added in as new' image format* appear. All 

Amiga IFF formats as well as 3D rendering 

formats for Silttpt. Turbo Silver and imagine 

are covered. TIFF, GIF and many others are 

available, making it possible to pinch stuff 

from Macs or PCs, so finding images is easy. 

An increasing number of programs save 21-bit 

or 24-bit files as well as ihc normal IFF 

images. NcwTek’s lop digitiser Digi-View, for 

instance, is a good source of almost True 

Colour material. 

Though Art Dept Pro has no proper 

drawing tools, simple rectangular backgrounds 

with vertical, horizontal or diagonal colour 

gradations can be created and saved within ihe 

program, so you*re not at a loss for something 

else to do with a greai picture on top of an 

uninspiring background. 

THE CONTROL PANEL 
INPUT AND OUTPUT OPERATIONS 

Loaders and Savers that can handle a heap of different tile formats and Amiga screen modes make file 
conversions easy, h comes with most Amiga, Mac or PC formats Including PostScript, but because the 
Loader Saver system is modular, new ones can be added. Backdrop creates simple gradient backgrounds. 

COMMAND GADGETS COLOUR CONTROLS 

Balance controls: Red, Green 
and Blue levels. Brightness, 
Gontrasl and Gamma correction. 

Six Dither methods including 
Random ensura a good balance 
between speed and accuracy. 

The Palette can be locked. 
Enhanced and Edited. 

IMAGE OPERATORS 

The Image Processing Operators are modular aJlowing new 

functions to be added later. A reasonable range is offered 
Including Negative, Flip, colour-to-grey and Dynamic range. 

iff 1 
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Load - Displays requester for 
raw data input according to 

Loader, Orientation, and 
whether you are compositing. 

Save * Requester allows raw 
data to be saved in the Saver 

lormat or any screen 
rendered according lo 

Screen Controls, 

SCREEN CONTROLS: 

You can select screen resolution and number of 
colours for rendering 24-bit data when the Execute 

Gadget is pressed, IndudesHFres HAM modes. 

You're spoilt for choice when you've 

finished playing with your image too. Output 

is just as flexible as input, allow ing Art Dept 

Pro to be used as a versatile file conversion 

system. As well as all the image formats used 

for the Loaders, you can also save Postscript 

files ip either Encapsulated or Non- 

EncapsuJated form, so high-quality print 

output is guaranteed. 

Three control screens offer you a wide 

range of adjustable parameters so that you can 

output the stuff direci to a Postscript printer. 

Similarly, images can be sent direct to any 

graphics peripheral that has a Saver module. 

Both the Mimetics and ACS Harlequin frame¬ 

buffers are supported in this way. If all this is a 

little oui of your league. Art Dept Pro will also 



DROP SHADOWS? A mask of the mniter, 

polled al 50%ifiix produced the 

shadow, followed by the original. 

1 

EMBOSSING: Easy rmbotiiitg by pasting 
a negative image then the positive ol 

50% mix, off let by two pixtH. 

output ycr ordinary HAM, EHB 16-colour or 

even fouT-colouT images with better dithering 

than any other program* bar none. 

■*Hu.t what happens inbe tween the input and 

output?" I hear you cry. Aha! We're coming to 

the crunch, What Art Dept Pro is really all 

about is not only file conversion, but also 

image processing and digital photo-montage- 

Let's look at the image processing first. 

Any picture file you load in is converted 

into raw 24-bit data. This uses up huge 

amounts of memory, so at least 4Mb is recom¬ 

mended. making this a real lop-end prospect. 

Now the program can apply any or all of a 

number of functions, repeatedly if necessary* 

The overall colour balance - red, green or 

blue level, brightness, contrast and even 

gamma correction - can be altered with simple 

sliders. The image can be rotated, flipped and 

resized, cropped, turned made negative or 

monochrome, and converted to line art. Video 

colour 'smear' can be reduced by ’modifying 

the dynamic range'* or in plain English culling 

the number of colours slightly to get rid of the 

intrusive ones. The possibilities are endless. 

Now for (he clever bit* Once the various com¬ 

ponents of your montage have been processed 

individually, you can start sticking them into 

fTp GRAPHICS REVIEW 

«$0 WHAT IS THIS 24-BIT COLOUR ANYWAY?" you 
may wall bn wandering. Wall, Eft actually quit# 
simple* Each bit is an an/off switch. Two-colour 
screens use one switch for oath pixel on tko screen - 
on or off, black or white. Four colours use two 
switches, eight colours use three, sixteen use four and 
sot on, the number of colours doubling with each 
extra bit or on/off switch. 24 switches - or, to use 
the correct terminology, 24 bits per pixel - provides 
a pallette of over 16 million colours far each pixel. 

WHY USE 24-BIT COLOUR? Well, exciting as It was 
using HAM'S 4096 colours while the Mac was still 
bAw and the PC had four colours, times have 
changed. Macs and PCs now have millions of colours 
- at a price - leaving the Amiga HAM-strung. 
Affordable 24-bit systems are appearing - like 
BlackBelt's £300 HAM-i - cheap 'true colour' for all. 
The difference? - 1 6 colour dithered top right, 
undithered top left; HAM dithered bottom right, 
undlthered bottom loft; 24-blt in the centre. 

MASKING, 
MODELLING 
AND A 
BACKGROUND 
More elaborate 
masking plus 
the Background 
Loader make 
the window 
transparent 
for the sun 
(modelled in 
ScvfpF40 and 
rendered In Jleaf3D) to shine through. The ghost-kike 
runner Is pasted at 40% mix so she seems almost 
see-through. Lining things up without seeing them 
was quite difficult, needing several attempts. 

PASTING COLOUR 
INTO GREY 
IMAGES 
The room was 
converted to on 
8-bit greyscale 
and then back to 
24-bit so that the 
coloured objects 
could be pasted 
In where I 
wanted them. 

place, a task known to the experts and within 

the program as compositing". Areas you warn 

to be blank or transparent must be masked 

using a pa ini program first. Even allowing for 

masking* compositing is fairly straightforward, 

as long as you keep a careful track in your 

mind of the ‘layering' of the montage: in other 

words, which picture is on top of which. 

if you've got the CGMPositing button 

pressed* when you select an image lo load the 

program passes you straight to the composit¬ 

ing screen to decide how and where it will be 

loaded. Positioning is a rather hit-and-miss 

affair* however* with only an ouilinc box of 

each object for guidance* 

Time for some constructive criticism* here. 

The next upgrade of Art Dept Pro really needs 

some simple drawing tools and a more friendly 

interface for compositing. Even just a grey¬ 

scale or 16-colour on-screen representation of 

the 24-bit picture would be much better than 

this blank rectangle. 

But you're not left completely in the dark. 

At any time during image processing or during 

compositing, you can view the picture so far in 

any of the normal ( and some abnormal ) Amiga 

modes, The dithering methods used are so 

good ihat even a 16-colour hi-res version gives 

a pretty darned good impression of what the 

final 24-bit picture will look like. Work in 

progress can also be saved in 24-bit or Amiga 

mode as you go along* 

So, does it cut the mustard? Well* the 

competition to Art Department Professional is 

pretty Limited* provided you don't start making 

comparisons with Mac software. The classic 

Amiga image processing programs* Ftcmate 

and Butcher, are too old for 24-bit, but ihcre's 

a lot of new stuff on the way and True Colour 

image processing is bound to be one of the big 

growth areas on the Amiga, 

For now* Art Department Professional has 

three distinct advantages. One* it's the first of 

its kind, so there's nothing else you can get to 

do this job. Two, it really does give excellent 

results - with the one exception of the edges 

around images. And three, its modular form 

will lei it keep on improving. Arr Department 

Professional is the best there is and is well set 

up to slay that way. O 

Art Department Pro 

SPEED • » • 
Reasonable - tout an accelerator and Ids of 
memory ere sciential for professional work. 

DOCUMENTATION Ml 
A eottd ring-binder with plenty of reference but 

non mueh tutorial help, 

ACCESSIBILITY_MM 
Simple control panels with good labelling. 

Compositing is a stab in the dark though. 

FEATURES f • I 
Good* with many unique aspects. Easy lo add 
updates. Only major fault le edging. 

VALUE_ Ml 
Simple yet powerful with no real competition - 

for now, that la. 

KHfi&fe , _ 

(ferdic) 75% 
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AVAILABLE 
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a’pS^action REPLAY SIMPLY PLUGS INTO THE EXP/ 

1M/L @8$HV 

• W# r. 

3N REPLAY SIMPLY PLUGS INTO THE EXPANSION PORT OF 
YOU THE POWER TO FREEZE MOST ANY PROGRAM. THEN 

©Mi;©W! 

Hi ©m^ 

KUOCA 

PLUS A MACHINE CODE FREEZER MONITOR WITH EVEN MORE POWER!! 

MOW TO GET YOtW OEPEE EAETf 
TELEPHONE [24Hrs] 0782 744707 CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WTTHIM « Hr*. ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO 

GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE* FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. 

FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 

JUST LOOK AT THE UNMATCHED RANGE OF FEATURES 
SAVE THE ENTIRE PROGRAM IN MEMORY TO DISK 

Special compacting technique* enable up to 3 program* to lit on one disk. New 

■iv»« directly to dtsk am Amiga Doe - reloadm independently of the cartridge - 

even transfer to hard drivel Work* with up to 2 Megs of Ham - evon 1 Meg Chip 

Mem (Fatter Agnus). 

UNIQUE INFINITE LIFE/TRAINER MODE ~ NOW MORE POWERFUL 
Allows you to generate more and avert infinite lives, fuel, ammo, etc. Perfect a* 

a trainer mode to get you past that “impossible” level. Very easy to use, 

IMPROVED SPRITE EDITOR 
The full Sprite Editor allows you to vlewfmodtfy the whole sprite set Including any 

attached sprites, RANGE OF IMPROVED FEATURES, 

VIRUS DETECTION 
Comprehensive virus detection and removal features to protect your software 

Investment. Works with all presently known viruses, 

SAVE PICTURES AND MUSIC TO DISK 
Picture* and sound sample* can he saved to disk. Files are saved directly IFF 
format suitable for use with all the major graphic and music packages. Samples 

are displayed as screen waveform. 

SLOW MOTION MODE 
New you can slow down the action to your own pace. Easily adjustable from full 

spaed to 20% speed. Ideal to help you through the tricky parts! 

RESTART THE PROGRAM 
Simply press a key end the program will continue where you left off. 

FULL STATUS REPORTING 
At the press of a key now you cen view the Machine Status, Including Fest Ram, 

Chip Ham, RamDisk, Drive Status, etc. 

POWERFUL PICTURE EDITOR 
Now you can manipulate and search for screens throughout memory. Over SO 

commands to edit the picture plus unique on screen status ' overlay - shows ell 

the Information you could ever need to work on screen*. No other product comes 

ciose to off*ring such dynamic screen handling of frozen programs!! 

MUSIC SOUND TRACKER 
With Sound Tracker you can find the complete music In programs , d#mo*T*fc. and 

save thorn to disk. Saves in format suitable for most track ptayer programs. Works 

with toads of program*!! 

AUTOFIRE MANAGER 
From the Action Replay II preferenca screen you can now set up autofire from 0 to 

100%. Just Imagine continuous Are powor? Joystick 1 and 2 are set separately for 

that extra advantage! 

DISKCODER 
With the new ~DI*kco<fer" option you can now ‘tag1 your disks with a unique code 

that will prevent the disk from being loaded by anyone else. Tagged' disks will 

only reload when you enter the code. Very useful for security. 

PREFERENCES 
Action Replay II now has screen colour preferences with menu setup. Customise 

your screens to suit your taste. Very simple to use. 

DISK MONITOR 
Invaluable disk monitor • display* disk Information In easy to understand format. 

Full modIfy/save options, 

DOS COMMANDS 
Now you have a selection of DOS command* available at ad times - DIR, FORMAT, 

COPY, DEVICE, etc. 

DISK COPY 
Disk Copy at the press of a button - fester than Dos Copy, No need to load 

Workbench ■ available at all times. 

BOOT SELECTOR 
Either DFO or DF1 can be selected as the boot drive when working with Amiga Dos 

disks. Very useful to be able to boot from your external drive. 

Full M6S0OO Assembler /Disassembler Full screen editor LoadLSave Mock Write String to memory Jump to specific address Show Ham as text Show Keren picture 

Play resident sample Show and edit el! CPU registers and Itag Calculator Help command Full i 
search feature Unique Custom Chip Editor allows you to see and modify all chip registers - even write only 
registers Notepad Disk handling - show eclu&l track, Disk Sync, pattern etc. Dynamic Breakpoint handling 

Show memory as HEX. ASCII, Assembler, Decimal Copper Assemble Disassemble - now wilh suffix names MOotM.iw bwnctMrf* gn-*" 



AMIGA PRO SAMPLER STUDIO II 
+ DATEL JAMMER 

• New design hardware now plugs into expansion socket of A500 completely freeing the 
parallel port* • Save files In Raw or single* multi-octave IFF format* 
• Surface mount technology* iwin A/D converters for realtime stereo sampling. 
• Extensive filters for extremely dean and noise-free sampling* 
• Through bus allows existing add ons, e g. hard drive* 
• The NEW Sampler II software has been completely re-written In 100% Machine Code 
and incorporates faster routines, bigger displays and many new editing features such as 
Cut, Copy* Insert* Replace, Mix, Erase, etc. # Stereo lock control. 

Separate zoom windows and controls for left and right channels. 
Multi-bank facilities for 1 Meg users. 
Adjustable trig record level and sound monitor. 
Separate buffer for editing waveforms and improved wave-editor with Instant update. 
Envelope control panel for ramping up and down re-scale amplitude, noise filter and 

scan waveform. • On screen display of filenames sample rate, length, etc. 
• Input* for microphone or line J /4"Jack and DIN connections at rear of unit. 

NOW ONLY £69.99 I COMPLETE (A500) 
INTERNAL 2000/1500 VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE 

NEW LOW PRICE 

ONLY £69.99 
IF NEXT DAY COURIER DELIVERY IS 
REQUIRED THEN PLEASE ADD C5 

MICROMIDI 

CUMANA CAX 
354 3.5” DISK 

DRIVE 
• Legendary Cumana quality now at an 
extremely low price! 

• Throughport allows daisy-chaining with other 
disk drives. 

• A full 1 meg of unformatted capacity (880K 
fully formatted). 
• A good length of cable is provided for 
convenient positioning on your desk etc. 

• High precision head positioning 
• On/Off switch. 

• Extremely quiet and click free operation. 

NEW MINI SAMPLER 

ONLY £24.99 
COMPLETE PLEASE STATE 

A500/1000/2000/1 $00 

• A top quality 8 bit mono sampler 
complete with 
Pro Sampler and 
Jammer software* 

• Also compatible with most other 
PD Sampler software. 

• Inputs for microphone or line 
3.5mm Jack and din connections, 

• Utilises latest surface mount 
technology and incorporates all the 
features found on bigger, more 
expensive samplers. 

• Easy to use - just plug in and 
start sampling? 

LC 200 OLOUR PRINTER 

• Fully compatible 
Midi Interface for 
A5GO/2GOG 
+ MIDI In MIDI Out 
- MIDI Thru, 
# Fully Opto isolated 

NOW ONLY £19.99 

512K RAM CARD 

• If you can obtain your own Ram chips, 
we can supply the card. 
0 Accepts 16 x 41256 D Hams. 

• Available with /without clock option. 

• Switch disable feature, 

NOW ONLY £14.99 
CLOCK VERSION £1 9.99 

N.e. THESE PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE RAM 

CHIPS. 

MIDIMASTER 
• Midi In - 
3 x Midi Out 
6i Midi Thru. 

• Full Midi 
Interface for 
A500/1000/ 
2000 (please 
state which model req,|. 
• CompaUble with all leading 

Midi packages (In D/Music). 
• Fully Opto Isolated. 

NOW ONLY £29.99 
INC. 2 FREE MIDI CABLES 

INTERNAL MIDI 
INTERFACE 

FOR 2000.1500 

• Now an internal interface for the Amiga 
2000 and 1500. 

• Easily fitted In minutes. 
• Leaves serial port free Tor other uses, 
• Midi In, 3 x Midi Out and Midi Thru, 
• Fully compatible - Opto Isolated, 

ONLY £29.99 
INC. 2 FREE MIDI CABLES 

MOW YOU CAN PRINT 
OUT YOUR PICTURES 
IN FULL COLOUR* 

• The Star LC200 
Colour Printer not only 
prints in Near Leiior 
Quality for vour regular 
Jobs but also prints out 
your pictures in genuine 
colour! 
• No more to buy - just 
plug In and print!! 

• Contes complete with 
printer lead. 

NOW ONLY £229.00 

GENIUS MOUSE 
• High quality direct replacement for 
mouse on all Amiga*. N 
• Teflon glides lor smoother 
movement. 

• Rubber coated ball for minimum 
slip, 

• Optical system counting - 500/mm 

Special offer * FREE Mouse Mai + Mouse House (worth £7*99) 

NOW ONLY £24.99 
COMPLETE 

row ro oor rooR order rash 
TELEPHONE [24Hrs] i W V*/* V/iVJ CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 4ft Hc*r ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO*,*, 

/J4JTTL GLGCmGMGS CTU, = 
GOV AN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. 

FAX 0702 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 
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MOW YOU CAM MOITIZE PICTURED 
FROM AMY VIDEO CAMERA OR VCR 
• Completely newly designed Interface that plugs into the 
expansion connector of the Amiga 500 or internal connector of the 
Amiga 2000, 
• Standard phono video input 0,5 to 2,0 volts to take signals from 
TV, video or camera. 
• Control brightness, contrast and throughport on A500 version, 
• Frame grab in 1/50 second, record update up to 3 frames per 
second, 
• Single or continuous update in 4, 8 or 16 grey levels, 
• Play frames backwards or forwards up to 15 frames per second, 
• Save Raw, IFF or sequence files. 
• Automatically adjust for maximum number of frames according 
to memory available. 

• Display 256 x 256 pixels, but optional 320 x 256 IFF Save. 
Screen editing features Cut, Copy, Brush, Paste and Undo. Effects 
menu to reverse pos/neg, compress, etc. 
• Second display editor controls sequence production: Record, 
Play, Insert, Clear, Delete Frames, 
• Set start and end position number of frames saved, number 
frames, step backwards and forwards, loop, etc. Time lapse feature 
adjustable in 1 second increments to 1 hour between each frame. 
Ideal for capturing flowers opening, sky movements, special effects, 
etc, 
• Separate player programs included to insert into your own 
program disks. Hard disk transfer program. 
• Please state A500 or 2000 version when ordering. 

only s79.m 

ONLY £ 149.00 

\y^nTTK] Cf’CLDCLLL 

©CPTTDOK] 
WITH THE ADDITION OF THE RGB SPLITTER, 

TO THE VIDEO DIGITISER II YOU CAN OBTAIN 
COLOUR IMAGES IN ONLY 1 SECOND!! 

plugs alongside the Digitiser and a lead is supplied to couple the two units together. 
• Full adjustment of Red, Green and Blue signals together with a saturation control enabling you to 
take full control over any image. 
• The Splitter is switched in software and comes complete with Digitiser Colour Software. 
• You can select single continuous colour or B*W input. Files can be saved in Raw 4096 colour 
format, 8 or 32 colour IFF files or 16 shade B/W IFF. 
• Features include full pailette control editing of frame and colour retouch calculator. 
• Input from camera, camcoder or video recorder (paused). No more messing with colour filters. 

ROIT TO OUT TOUR ORDER i-ASTl 
TELEPHONE [24Hrs] [•UtyJBrCLYi'H CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

ORDEHS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 49 Hr,. ALL CHEQUES'POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO.... 

D/iffFL eLGCTKOWCS C17L 
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND 

FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 
1 



NOW YOU CAN ADD UP TO 1.5 MEGS TO YOUR 
AMIGA AT THE LOWEST PRICES EVER!! 

*CHIPMEM OR FASTMEM OPTION 
2 MEG DEMO DISK WITH EACH RAM-MASTER II 

UPGRADE YOUR 
A500 TO 2 MEGS! 

• THE FIRST RAM UPGRADE CARD TO OFFER THE UNIQUE FASTMEM 

OR CHIPMBM OPTION AT THE FLICK OF A SWITCH** NOW YOU CAN 

HAVE THE EXTRA SCREEN HANDLING ABILITY OF THE A20O0 - PLUS 
LOTS MORE!! 

• Simply plug into your Amiga A500 and upgrade to a full 1 Meg in 

minutest! 

• Features tbe latest 1 Meg DRams. Low chip count m ans very low 

power consumption. No bigger than a Credit Card!! 

• Top quality high grade PCB and connector to give unu etched 

reliability - 12 months guarantee. 

• Switch to enable/disable plus ChipMem' option*. 

9 Now you can run ALL Amiga IMeg programs. 

• Also available with clock/calendar option. 

9 Easily fitted into the slot under any A500 - does not affect warranty. 

NOW ONLY £24.99 
£34.99 FOH CLOCK VERSION 

STANDI fill VERSION 

• Yes. if your Amiga wu bought Ln ihe Lvl 12 months ud hu KICKS TART 1.3 therm It probably has the tatter 1 Meg AGNUS Chip. Even 
though this was mot publicised by Commodore, those machine* with the 02‘ AGNUS, have I Meg Chip Ram ability. The PRORAM PLUS'*1 board 

can be configured to glee 512E of extra Chip Memory OR Fast Memory at the flick of ■ switch. 

m With 1 Meg of Chip Memory you can do lots of things previously only available on the A2DOO - more Hi Res screens, multitasking graphic* 
programs. CAD, DTP. larger sound samples, etc., etc. 

• Remember, no other card!* offer this unique feature. 
* On* NmpN **U*rta* ** b repaired to enable the ChipUetn feature 

I Oyettfat yo-ur ASM may limJJdate your warranty 

EVEN IF YOU DON'T HAVE THE LATEST AGNUS CHIP THE PRORAM PLUS' WILL (T ILL GIVE YOU THE FASTRAM OPTION* OFFERED IV OTHER BOARDS AND AT AH 

UNBEATABLE PRICE ■ YOU JUST CAM T BEAT THESE DEALS” 

m IF YOU NEED EVEN MORE POWER THEN 

RAM-MASTER II™ IS FOR YOU!! 

• Adds an extra 1.5 Megs to your A500 (giving a total free 

memory of 2 Megs). 

• Uses the latest 1 Meg DRams resulting in extra low power 

consumption. 

• Ram Master II needs Kickstart 1.3 onwards. 

• Complete with onboard clock/calendar. 

9 Top quality connections used throughout. 

• Comes with 12 months guarantee. 

• Easily fitted Into the slot under your A500 - requires no 

soldering (the cover of your A500 must be removed for fitting 

"plug inM connector #) 

now only £99.99 WITH 1*5 MEGS OF RAM 

ONLY £39.99 FOR CARD WITHOUT RAM 

SG6T TV GST TOSS GROSS SASTl 
TELEPHONE [24Hrs] ■ 'H ■vmi~ r7i¥a CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN Hr*. ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO,**. 

p/trcc trurcnraMCgcm s 
GOV AN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. 

FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 



A Top Quatity 400 DPI 

atakuly 

Prt»5S 

NEW 
VERSION III ^ 
SOFTWARE 

NOW ONLY 
£129.99 

COMPLETE 
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE eniScan 

SCANNING COULDN'T BE SIMPLER 

NEW FUTURES.. IFF Buffer Save 1600 x 1024 pixels, 
dual buffer and scan matching for I Meg users, view 
Buffer and NEW interlace version of software. Full 
keyboard control of most functions. Includes hard disk 
transfer to run under Workbench. 
# Unmatched range of edit/capture facilities and keyboard 
control simply not offered by other scanners at this 
unbeatable price, 
• An easy to handle Handy Scanner featuring 105 mm 
scanning width and 400 dpi resolution enables you to scan 
graphics and text Into your Amiga. 

• Adjustable switches for brightness/contrast 
levels. 
• Powerful partner for DTP that allows for cut 
and paste editing of images etc. 
• Genlscan gives you the ability to easily scan 
images, text and graphics and even offers 200Dpi 
Dual Scan Mode. 
• Save images in suitable format for most 
leading packages Including PHOTON PAINT, 
DELUXE PAINT, etc. 
• Package Includes GS4500 scanner. Interface. 
Power Pack and Scan Edit HI software. 

GS 4500 
COMES WITH 

FREE 
PHOTON PAINT 

• Comes complete with Photon 
Paint Illustrator Software. 
• Huge range of features. 
• Top selling graphics package. 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL REPLACEMENT MOUSE 

... NOW A TRUE OPTICAL 
MOUSE! FOR THE AMIGA 
• YES A FULL FEATURE OPTICAL MOUSE FOR 

YOUR AMIGA - THAT MEANS NO MOVING PARTS! 

• Incorporating full optical tracking and coimilng - no ball so 
no problems with clogging, slipping, etc. 

• High count output for very flue movement. 
• Two button microswllch action. 

• Direct replacement lor all Amlgas, 
• Comes complete with special "Optical Pad". 

• Superbly styled ■ supersmooth shape moulded to Hi the hand. 
Comes complete with moulded 9 pin connector. 

No more to buy!! 

COMPLETE 

ONLY £39.99 

ROW TO GET YOUR ORDER EAST! 
TELEPHONE [24Hr$] 0782 744707 CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 48 Mr.. AIL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO.. 

DA TEL ELECTEOA//CS LTD. 
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. 

FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 



■ With the Amiga Genitizer graphics tablet you 

can streamline the operation of most graphic or CAD programs. 

The Genitizer graphics tablet utilises latest technology to offer up to 

1000 dpi resolution at the tip of a stylus ■Complete 9" x 6” digitizing area plus 

super accurate stylus combine to enable fast, accurate and easy control ■ Works by "mouse emulation" 

so the Genitizer will work with most packages where mouse input is the usual method - Deluxe Paint, Photon 

Paint, CAD Packages etc. etc. ■ Supplied with template for Deluxe Paint. ■ Full easy to follow instructions. 

■This is the input method used on professional systems - now you can add a new dimension to graphics/CAD. 

■ Fast input of drawing by "tracing" is made easy - plus "absolute reference” means you can move around the 

screen many times faster than by a mouse. flThe Genitizer fits in the serial port of your Amiga 500/1000/ 

2000 and "co-exists" with mouse. ■ Unlike a mouse the Tablet gives absolute co-ordinates so that tracking 

and menu selections are possible from the tablet face, ■ A pressure sensitive switch built into the stylus 

tip activates the Tablet overriding the normal mouse input. When you are not using the Tablet you have normal 

mouse control ■ Complete system - Graphics Digitizer Tablet, Stylus, Deluxe Paint Template, Power 

Adaptor, Test Software, Interface Unit plus Driver program - no more to buy! 

rrr. XOHiC* 

mmw @Lgn 
TELEPHONE [24Hrs] 0782 744707 ' CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
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ACCELERATOR REVIEW 0 

132 

If you are seriously into 

graphics on your Amiga, 

you must have thought 

about buying an accelerator 

card. So check this out: a 

68030 with bags of extra 

RAM and a SCSI controller 

that has the reputation of 

being the fastest on the 

market. Brian Larkman 

presses the loud pedal... 

Impact II 
Combo Board 
68030 card with SCSI Controller and RAM ■ £1495 ■ Great Valley Products 

MOTORBIKES ARE SPEED for pure fun: 

fuller processors aren't. You have u> have a 

darned good reason tor investing this kind of 

money. Most things you can do with an Amiga 

aren't speeded up by a faster processor any- 

way. and you'll soon gel sick of watching the 

Workbench window whiz* smoothly up and 

down at the end of your motive pointer only to 

discover that it's disk access times that are 

really slowing your word processing down. 

But if you are into 3D rendering or getting 

obsessed by 24-bit graphics on the Amiga, 

speed is of the essence. Here a job that could 

take hours can be done in minutes instead, as 

the 68030 chip and its accompanying 68882 

Impact Series II 
Combo Board 
£1495 Power 
0234 843388 

Import Series II 
A500 HD4 
£4 SO for 50Mb 
Power 
0234 843388 

Each 1Mb of RAM 
you add will cost 
£40 far the chips. 

maths co-processor hang through the complex 

mathematical calculations at many times the 

speed of a standard Amiga. 

Over the past year 1 have slung plenty of 

different accelerator cards into the trusty 2CKK). 

When they didn't crash they all definitely 

speeded up the machine, hot the differences 

betw een them were really minimal. 

The GVP Combo is a different kettle of 

fish. It’s claimed to he the fastest accelerator 

card around, and it certainly piles on the speed. 

The Workbench windows slide about siJkily. 

Imagine’s modelling views update almost 

instantly and you gel through much less tea 

when you're waiting fora 3D render 

The Combo card contains a 33Mhz 6803(1 

CPU and 68882 FPU (floating point unit), both 

surface mounted to a six-layer RCB. There is 

4Mh of 60ns 32-bit RAM surface mounted, 

and slots for another 12Mb of SIMM chips. 

The SCSI controller is a very fast autobooting 

DMA device that can access 16Mb of RAM 

rather than the mere 8Mb that your Amiga is 

normally limited to. 

Does it work with everything? Well* to he 

honest, no. But then my B2QOO has a very 

early revision 4.4 board that has severe liming 

problems and suffers for it. Considering this, 

the GVP board is remarkable. Admittedly 

some programs seem a little fragile, falling 

over occasionally after quilting, but all Amiga 

owners are used to a little meditation. Those 

lucky people with revision 6 motherboards 

should have fewer problems. 

The only other hitch is one that occurs w ith 

every accelerator I've ever tried. One in three 

start-ups or resets leaves you with the bottom 

fifth of the screen being out of bounds U> the 

pointer, Sometimes another reset clears things, 

tun usually a start from scratch is required. 

Some software, particularly games, will 

refuse to work with a new processor, so most 

accelerators can also prelend to be the plain 

old 68000. In this case, you run a program 

called Baot6ft000 - and if you do. it'll happily 

run everything. 

More rcmarkabJy. if you don’t run another 

program called SnCPU (which copies the 

Kick Sian into RAM for extra speed) the GVP 

combo will work with A MAX 2, speeding up 

the Mac emulator and making seriously good 

Mac programs like A Ulus Free Hamt worth 

using, for the first time! 

GVP, in their usual efficient way, have 

created a very stable and powerful card. It all 

works excellently and, though l didn't make 

benchmark tests, it certainly makes the Amiga 

a lot faster, cutting a rendering task that would 

have taken half an hour down to about three 

minutes on average. Now everything in the 

next render can be made of glass and I'll have 

time for tea again... G 

GVP HAVE A REPUTATION: their products 
are generally excellent* It isn't just the 
physical hardware, either: the software 

is nearly always very user friendly 
and doesn't crash* 

The most popular GVP product of them 
all is the Series II Impact hard drive. 

Available for both the A5O0 and A2000, 
it features extremely fast controller 

circuitry, quality hard dish units (usually 
Fujitsu or the ultra*reliable Quantum) and 

lots of RAM expansion potential 
using SIMM modules. 

The latest A500 version has its own power 
supply (no more unexpected crashes due to 

power shortage!} and a game/autoboof 
switch, which Is dead useful - you can cut 
the hard drive out and boot from floppies 

while still using the RAM in the hard drive. 
If you're looking for an A5O0 hard drive, 

look no further. 
This excellent hard drive is styled to look like an A50Q expansion. 

The fact that it also works the best is pure coincidence! 

Impact II Combo Board 

speed • • • • 
GVP make the best accelerator* end this is one 

of them. Definitely fester than moat. 

DOCUMENTATION 
A 54-page booklet with plenty of reference and 

all you need to know to set up the board. 

ACCESSIBILITY tilt 
Plug (1 into your CPU slot, modify your startup' 

sequence and go, Easy! 

FEATURES ••••§ 
Has everything that a 'state-oMhe-ari board 

should have - and more. 

VALUE m • • 
The most expensive 33Mhz accelerator there is, 
but also the fastest. Adding memory with 4Mb 

SIMMs might be costlyE 

Jk 

* 
95% 



★ MEDIA DIRECT 
AMIGA MEGA PACKS 

PACK 1 (1 MB PACK)- CARTOON CLASSICS + MUCH MORE 

□ Si 2K MEMORY 
□ BUILT IN DISK DRIVE 
□ 4096 COLOUR GRAPHICS 
□ 4 CHANNEL STEREO SOUND 
□ KICKS!ART t 3 
□ WORKBENCH 1 3 
3 EXTRAS 1 3 AND TUTORIAL DISK 
□ AMIG A MOUSE 
3 TV MODULATOR 
3 POWER SUPPLY UNrr 
□ A500 KEYBOARD 

□ 512K HAM EXPANSION 
INCREASES MACHINE TO 1MB 

0 BART SIMPSON 
HLEMMNGS 
"JCAPTAW PLANET 
□ DELUXE PAINT II 

□ MOUSE MAT AND POCKET 
□ DUST COVER 
□ 10 BLANK DISKS AND BOX 
□ QUICKSHOT JOYSTICK 

ALL FOR ONLY 399.95 

PLUS 10 MORE GAMES 
* FOOTBALL MANAGER 
* HOTSHOT 
* LAS VEGAS 
it FLIGHT PATH 737 
it FIRE0LASTER 
it KARTING GRAND PRIX 
* THAI BOXING 
it SECONDS OUT 
* MOUSE TRAP 
it PLUTOS 

PACK 2 
AS PACK 1 PLUS:- 

STAR LC200 COLOUR PRINTER 

ONLY 604.95 

PACK 3 
AS PACK 1 PLUS- 

STAR LC200 COLOUR PRINTER 
AND PHLUPS 0*8833 II 

STEREO COLOUR MONITOR 

only 828.95 

CUMANA 3.5" EXTERNAL DRIVE 
O VERY QUIET 

O SLtMUNE DESIGN 

© THROUGH PORT CONNECTOR 

Q ON/OFF SWITCH ON REAR 

O LONG CONNECTING CABLE 

O 880K FORMATTED CAPACITY 

cumana 
■THrt b***t name « 

© FITS ALL AMIGA'S 

cm 59.95 

ZYDEC EXTERNAL DRIVE 
O VERY QUIET © LONG CONNECTING CABLE 

O SLIMLINE DESIGN O 880K FCWIU 77E0 CAPACITY 

O QUALITY CITTZEN DRIVE MECHANISM O FITS ALL AMIGA'S 

O QWOFF SWITCH ON REAR 

L 54.95 

SWITCHES AND CABLES 
AMIGA TO CBM 1084 MONITOR CABLE 9.95 
AMIGA TO PHILLIPS CM8833/II MONITOR CABLE 9.95 
AMIGA TO SC ART MONITOR/TV CABLE 9.95 
AMIGA TO HITACHI /GRANADA 7 PIN DIN 9.95 
AMIGA TO MULTISYNC 15 PIN 3 ROW PLUG 9.95 
AMIGA TO MULTISYNC 15 WAY 3 ROW SOC. 9.95 
JOYSTICK/MOUSE EXTENSION CABLE 5.95 
PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE 7.95 
36 TO 36 WAY CENTRONICS CABLE 7.95 
25 WAY D-TYPE MALE/MALE CABLE 7.95 
25 WAY D-TYPE FEMALE/FEMALE CABLE 7.95 
25 WAY D-TYPE MALE/FEMALE CABLE 7.95 
2 WAY PARALLEL DATA SWITCH 12.95 
2 WAY SERIAL DATA SWITCH 12.95 
3 WAY PARALLEL DATA SWITCH 17.95 
4 WAY PARALLEL DATA SWITCH 22.95 

c TRADE, GOVERNMENT AND 
EDUCATION ORDERS WELCOME 

NAKSHA UPGRADE MOUSE 
© SIMPLY THE BEST 

© 280 DPI RESOLUTION 

O ERGONOMIC DESIGN 

© SMOOTH PRECISE OPERATION 

© 2 YEARS GUARANTEE 

O FREE MOUSE MAT 

© FREE MOUSE POCKET 

ncilQhci ONLY 22.95 
NOW INCLUDES 
OPERATION STEALTH 
FROM U.S.GOLD REC. RETAIL PRICE 24.99 

5.25" DSDD DISKS 
30.  9.95 
50..13.95 
100. 24.95 
200.46.95 

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE 
INCLUDES ENV/LABELS) 

- 

5.25" DSHD DISKS 
30.18.95 
SO.21.95 
100.36.95 
200..68.95 
{ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE 

INCLUDES ENV .LABELS) 

AMIGA 0.5 MEG UPGRADE 
* INCREASES MEMORY T01 MEGABYTE 
*16 BIT TECHNOLOGY 
* REPLACEMENT FOR A501 EXPANSION 
* FIT IN MINUTES 
*QN/OFF SWITCH 

only 26.95 verso* 29.95 

RAINBOW DISKS 
(BE D.GREEN, YELLCW.OflANGE .BLACK .WHITT COLORS WD QTYS OF YOJB CHOICE) 

3.5" DSDD DISKS 5.25" DSDD DISKS 
25 DSDD. .13.75 25 DSDD.. .10.45 
50 DSDD. .26.45 50 DSDD. .........18.95 
100 DSDD..,.. .44.95 100 DSDD. .34.95 
200 DSDD. .84.95 200 DSDD......... .67.95 

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE and ARE SUPPLIED WITH ENV /LABE LS) 

REMEMBER !!! WE ONLY SELL HIGH QUALITY DISKETTES MADE 
BY K.A.O OR ATHANA. WE 00 NOT SELL SUB STANDARD 

DISKETTES FROM THE FAR EAST. 

MORE THIS WAY CS= TEL 0782 208228 MORE THIS WAY f£t 



MEGA DEALS * 
AMAZING OFFERS ON DISK STORAGE BOXES GENERAL ^ 

3.5" DSDD DISKS 
25 DSDD 135 tpi.11.95 
50 DSDD 135 tpi.21.95 
75 DSDD 135 tpi.31.95 
100 DSDD 135 tpi .37.95 

ALL DISKS SUPPLIED WITH LABELS AND ARE 100% ERROR FREE i FOR 1 GUARANTEE 

3.5* 100 CAPACITY.5.95 
3.5' 80 CAPACITY.5 45 
3.5' 50 CAPACITY.4.95 
3 5' 40 CAPACITY.4 45 
5.25' 100 CAPACITY .5.95 
5 25' 50 CAPACITY 4 95 

DEDUCT £1.00 FROM 
ABOVE BOX PRICE 

IF PURCHASING 
DISKETTES 

ACCESSORIES 
MOUSE MAT 2 50 
MOUSE POCKET 1 50 
3 5' DISK CLEAN 1.95 
5.25'DISK CLEAN 195 
ATARI D/COVER 3.95 
AMIGA D/COVER 3.96 
PRINTER STAND 5 95 
MONITOR STAND 12.95 
MONITOR PUNTH 19.95 

BANX BOX 
HOLDS 90 3.5" DISKS 

CAN BE STACKED 
HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY 

1......9.00 
3+.....8.50 
5+.8.00 

_/ 

5 .25* OR 3.5" 10 CAP BOXES 
5 FOR 4.50 

10 FOR 7.50 

ALL OUR ACCESSORIES 
ARE OF THE HIGHEST 

QUALITY 

^GENUINE SONY 3.5" DSDD BULK DISKETTES 
25... .12.45 200.. ....79.95 
so... .22.95 500. ...179.95 
100. .41.95 1000. .339.95 

(all disks too% error free AND ARE SUPPLIED WITH LABELS) 

QS138F MAVERICK 
NEW MCWStWTCH V&tKW 

Standard 
Auto ftre 13.95 

ZfPSTICK 
Standard 11.95 
Autoftre 13,95 

POSSO BOX 
HOLDS 150 3 S* OR 70 5 25" DISKS 

CAN BE STACKED 

HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY 

ONLY 15.95 

STINGRAY 
Standard 14.95 
Autoftre 15.95 

(THE ULTIMATE BACKUP UTILITY) 

☆ FLOPPY DISK BACKUP 
☆ HARD DISK BACKUP 

☆ SACKS UP IBM/ST DISKS 
☆ CHECKSDISKS FOR ERRORS 
☆ FAST FORMATTING UTILITY 
☆ INCLUDES HARDWARE FOR 

EXTERNAL DRIVE BACKUP 
☆ BACKS UP VIRTUALLY 

ALL KNOWN DISKS 

THIS UTILfTY tS RECKONED 
TO BE THE BEST ON THE 

MARKET 

ONLY 34.95 

XCOPY 
PROFESSIONAL 

COMP. PRO 5000 MANTA RA Y 
Standard 11.95 Standard 12.95 
Autoftre 13.95 Autoftre 14.95 

SPEEDKING 
Standard 9.95 
Autoftre 10.95 

NAVIGATOR 
Standard 

Autoftre 13.95 

OS131 APACHE QSt3QF PYTHON / 
Standard 6,95 ^ MOROSmcn vEf&Kw 
Auto fire Standard --- 

Autotire 9.95 j 

THIS MONTHS 1 

SPECIALS 

☆☆ OFFER 1 ☆☆ 
CUMANA EXT.DRIVE 
PLUS 512K RAM EXP. 

S&90 84.95 

☆ > OFFER 2 ☆☆ 
ACCESORY PACK 

MOUSE MAT 
MOUSE POCKET 

DISK CLEANING KIT 
DUST COVER 

JJ-30 7.99 

☆☆ OFFER 3 ☆☆ 
CUMANA EXT.DRIVE 

PLUS XCOPY PRO 
89.95 

☆☆ OFFER 4 ☆☆ 
ZYDEC EXT.DRIVE 
PLUS XCOPY PRO 

.se-so 84.95 

☆☆ OFFER 5 ☆☆ 
200 3.5" DSDD+ 

2100 CAP BOXES 

Z»r95 67.95 

MORE THIS WAY 1®= TEL 0782 208228 US’ MORE THIS WAY US’ 



PACKAGE INCLUDES:- 
© Naksha A500 Scanner 

© Interface 

© Power Supply 

Q Data scan professional 
software "the ultimate 
scanner software" 

naksha only 129.95 

THE NAKSHA SCANNER 
FOR ALL AMIGA A500 COMPUTERS 

400 dpi 32 GREY SHADE HANDHELD SCANNER 

PRINTERS 
STARLC10 120/25 CpS 159.95 
Mull pie fom options ExMlknnr paper handling facilities 
Simultaneous, continuous 240 X 240 dp+ Graphics 
ajnd sing I* sheet stationary 

STAR LC24-10 180/60 cps 214.95 
Exceptional letter Quality pnrt Adttonal fort eartndgea available 

4 iis^nl forts 360 X 360 dpi Graphics 

STAR LC200 COLOUR 
240 dpi 6 pm colour printer 
6 resident lorts 
16 hb buff Of 
166/40 cps 

214.95 
Add4mnai fort cartridges available 
360 X 360 dp. G raphes 
Supplied wrfin colour and mono npbons 
Fiort pannel pitch selection 

STAR LC24-200 MONO 259.95 
360 dpi 24 prn mono printer Additional font cartridges available 
10 resident fonts Supplied with mono ribbon 
7 k buffer expandable to 39k Front panne pneh selection 
220*5 cps 

STAR LC24-200 COLOUR 309.95 
360 dpt 24 pn colour porter Add*anal fort cartridges available 
10 resdert forts Supplied erth mono ana odour rfebons 
30k buffet expandable to 62k Fro nr panne i pnch selection 
220*5 cps 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
1 5 

STAR LC10 MONO 295 13.25 
STAR LC10 COL 595 26,75 
STAR LC24-10 4.95 22.25 
STAR LC200 MONO 5,50 24.75 
STAR LC200 COL. 10.95 49.25 
STAR LC24 200 MONO 4.95 22.25 
STAR LC24 200 COL. 11 95 53,75 

WE STOCK A LARGE RANGE OF RIBBONS 
FOR ALL TYPES OF PRINTER IF YOU DONT 
SEE YOURSLISTED CALL US FOR A QUOTE 

ABACUS BOOKS 
Advanced system programmers guide 3245 
Amiga 3D graphics bas*c programming 1845 
Amiga basic inside and out 18 95 
Amiga C advanced programmers 32 45 
Amiga C for beginners 1845 
Amiga DOS inside and out 1845 
Amiga dos quick reference 8.95 
Amiga desklop video guide 1845 
Amiga disk dnves inside and out 27.95 
Amiga tor beginners 12.95 
Amiga machine language 14 95 
Amiga pnnlers inside and out 32 95 
Amiga system programmers guide 32,95 
Best amiga tricks and tips 27 45 

^Making music on the amiga 32 95 

^ "pHILUPS CM 8833/fl ^ 
STEREO COLOUR MONITOR 

THIS SUPERB STEREO 

COLOUR MONITOR 

ONLY £244.95 

THE ALL NEW 
AMIGA 

CORDLESS MOUSE 

SO NEW 
WE CAN'T EVEN 

SHOW YOU A PICTURE 

THIS AMAZING MOUSE 
HAS NO LEAD TO 

GETTANGLED 

A STAR BUY 
AT ONLY 

£24.95 
CAkk FQn MOBS IMFOi 

LOW 
COST 
AMIGA/ATARI 
REPLACEMENT MOUSE 

ONLY 14.95 

HOW TO ORDER TELESALES HOTLINES0782 208228 
A 

FAX 

BY POST Print name and address and 
order requirements and a daytime telephone 
number it possible Enclose a personal cheque, 
bankers draft,building society eheque,or 
postal order made payable to MEDIA DIRECT 
C.SXtd. Please note cheques require 5 working 
days lor clearance 

0782 281506 As post bul include 

credit card number.expiry date and cardholders 
full address tor immediate despatch 

DELIVERY SERVICE. Please add £3.35 for 

standard delivery or £9.00 tor netfl working day 
delivery. UK mainland only (excluding highlands) 

COME AND VISIT OUR SHOWROOM 

CLIFF VALE 

RAILWAY Em\ 
CENTRE 

TOM6 J15 
J 

dept AFT UNIT 3 
RAILWAY ENT.CENTRE 
SHELTON NEW ROAD 
STOKE ON TRENT 
STAFFS 
ST4 7SH 

MEDIA DIRECT 



6>®§ir 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR! 
Select any \ titles valued at £7.99 of less and you pay only £20 

Th$ foffowlt10 M/rw fflfei 
V9 ftmtM oners if tto 

of going tv pres i 
order aviy to arofit 

9mt of 
Jfl 

iVW stock *B me iffcnj and 
current}? ava/tatte ffles 

wricft we otter at W** Off 
of m omrmnded remt price! 

GAME I 

3D Construction Kit 
3D Poo* 
Afterburner 
Anarchy 
Arttawd* 
Atomic Robokrt 
Balance ol Power 
Bitbirim {Palice) 
Batman 
Batltemaster 
Bionic Commando 
Blitzkrieg 
Bouid«rfli*h Con/Kfl 
Capa *rf Carnage 
Captain fln 
Carrtar Command 

3709 
709 
609 
609 
009 
609 
600 
600 
709 
699 
699 

17 99 
4 90 
6 90 
400 
990 

Indiana Jones+Zak Me K wen 
Jamee Pond 
Jocky Wilton* Darts 
Jumpm Jackior 
tt«! the Thief 
ntx 
Last Nina 2 

boddMMt of Photo* 

ftafty 
Legend of Ojed 
Lombirt RAC 
Loom 
New rom anew 
Nina Rabbit 
Nina Remix 
Nkifi Spirt 
Overtancfer 

17 99 
7 09 
6 09 
709 
700 
7 09 
609 
709 
6 09 
609 

17 99 
799 
590 
7 90 
7 90 
6 09 

CDTV 
Nwr in Stock 

•nly £569 

10* OFF ell CDTV 
Software! 

Wacky Dull 5 99 
Warhead 7.90 
Wheel) of Rr* Comcolition 17 09 
White Death 12 99 
Wind Walker 7 99 
Wing* 512k 16W 
Wiert D-eamj 7.99 
WwiUft Tacticl 600 
Wish bung* 7 00 
World Om Lead*rteard 609 
World Cup Year 00 Compil 009 
X Out 7 09 
Xenon 6 09 
Xenon II 7 09 
Yogi's Great Escape 6 90 
Zo* 7.90 
2oiK III 7.90 

wornii 
VIDEO 
Fhrton Video (CM Ammitor) 14 99 
Deluxe Video 111 50 09 
AegisAnmaoic 59 00 
Broadcast Trier 2 174 09 
AmtatVIilon 69 00 
Sc a ll 174 09 
TV Text Pnoletatonal 69 W 
TV Show 2 49.00 
ttdecttflw \ 5 3D 69.90 
WORDPROCEf 11H Q 
Scnbtde Flittum 3909 
KindwOfd) 2 30 90 

CashbooWRn at Accounts 44 90 
Personal Tax Renner 79.90 
Personal Finance Manager 7100 
Small Butmess Accnts tash 59 00 
Small Busmen Accntt Xln 79 09 

Detune P#nt 3 
Rioton Petal 
Deluxe Photoiib 
Mo* nutter 
Real Things Birds 
Real Things Humana 
Real Things Horses 

A590 Upgrades 
45«k_1M9 
<Mb_JBI9 
1351*_M79 

17 J»_8529 
Hi ^neei IneWe PHUng, 

fcmttttail A fftsis peflag4ff 

Mnri 
Pac manta 
Banefel 
Powerdrome 
F*swerpt*y 
Pr editor 
Pro Boxing Simulator 
Pub Trivia 
R-Type 

QBT 
Road bf asters 
Rufl tv Reedy 
Shuffiapack Cate 
Shadow of the Bent 
Silkworm 

790 
790 
7 90 
790 
4 90 
699 
609 
4 09 
609 
409 
609 
609 
600 
0 99 
6 90 

Gwilreftfd Squares 7 90 
Chaos Si nk« Back 14 
Ghm HO li 000 
Chuckle Egg 7.69 
Chuckle Em) II 7.99 
Qaselcl 5 90 
Colossus Chess X 7.89 
Corporation & Minion Disk 12 9$ 
Connie PI rite 6 09 
Datastorm 609 
Defender of the Crown 7 09 
Deluxe Strip Poker 7 09 
Double Dragon 6 09 
Double Dragon II 7 99 
Dragon Breed 609 
Unvm Force 4 90 
Dungeon Ouesl 6 90 
l&ynasiyWari 999 
iE Motion 4.90 
Elite 14.99 
Enchanter 709 
Txolon 4.09 
c4 16 Interceptor 6 99 
Falcon Missions Vof 1 7 99 
fi^isy World Dizzy 5 09 
^ati Food Dtny 500 
fm lane 4.09 
Fernand er Mu St Di e 4.09 
Femn formula One 7.09 
Fill Con tad 7.09 

7 6.99 
Grand Monster Slim 6 99 
Hard Dmrwi' II 0.09 
Hflchhksn Guide to the Galaxy 7 99 
Hong Hong Piooey 6 98 
HM&0M 690 
|lmpOttbi«M**on 11 6 90 

54 00 
609 

49 90 
39 00 
24 00 
24 99 
tO 09 

ProRli 24 99 
flxmato 37 99 
Butcher 27 09 
The Ail Department 49 99 
The Aft Department Pro 134 99 
Kara Aram Fonts 1 79 99 
Kara Aram Fonts 7 29 ‘96 
Kira Aram Fonts 3 29 90 
Kara Fonts Headlines 1 49 99 
Kiri Fonts Heatjri as? 44 99 
Kan Fonts Sub Headlines 44 99 
80 WOO FLU HO A RHDEftlHQ 
Sculpt 3-DXL 64 99 
Sculp! Animate4D 229 90 
Vlstl 42 99 
Vista Proles si or |J 60 99 
Imagine 169 90 
30 Pn 

Dinosaur Discovery Kit 
Ofitanl Suns (Astronomy) 
Deep sky Ob pacts 
Skyman Expansion 
F’ral letlars 
First Letter* & Words 
Fun Schod IN? 6) 
fui School it 6-6J 
Kn School II (Over 6s] 
Fun Schod 111 funder 5*) 
Fun School III (5-7) 
Kin School IH (Over 7s) 
Game Set and Match 
G»fy'* Railway 
Henrietta's Book olSpriIs 

17 K 
32 M 
14 00 
14.09 
600 

17 09 
14 40 
14 40 
14 00 
17 40 
17 40 
17 40 
13 99 
17 49 
17 49 

VofesWonil 34 9 00 

MS 

CANON BJ10E 
BUBBLE JET, 

Near Lit* Qulrty 
£289 

Including Amiga 
Printar Driwr & Leaf! 

FAST FIXES PRICE COMPUTER REPAIRS 
AMWA3 [EmMj KifW, Wt Dri* mi Ftf Ajwtl J45 

Mari STt [bobfrg K*ykmd mi M _H$ 

CMi ^Ei^i446j ■»»« »!»>■•<• _iu 

Al pric«» indaii rftam pKttgi! 

512k RAM 

EXPANSIONS 

only £25 

£29 aft* M 

Skate of tie art 
Sporting Til angles 
Sieve Dtvis Snooker 
Super Scramble Simulator 
Steel 
Subbuteo 
Super Grand Pfljc 
Super League Soccer 
Swords ofTpflight 
Teenage Mu tint Hero Turtle* 
Twtnl* Cop 
Terrorpod* 
The Deep 
Thunderblade 
Treasure I aland Dfriy 
Trivial Punuil 
Turrlcan 
Tusker 
Vigilante 
Vlndtaton 
Voodoo Nightmare 

mterpord 
Penpal 
Excel lance ? 
Protext 4 2 
Protext 5 0 
Pro Write 3.1 
Word Perfect 4 1 
Wort Perfect Library 
Wort worth 
SPREADSHEET 
Advantage 
DGDaic 
DATABAtES 
Infoftle 
Super base Personal 2 
Super base Professional 

6 99 Super base Professional 4 
limaftAT® (WPftS^t) 
The Work* Platinum 
Gold Disk Office 
DTP 
Pagewtter 2.0 
Pro Page 1.3 
Pro Page? 
Pro Drew 2 
Outlne loots 
Gdd Disk Fonts 14 
Structured Op art 
Eclp* 
Proclips 
DNuxe Prirl II 
CAD 
X-GAO Designer 
X CAD Profeswonil 

7.99 
799 
699 
4 99 
699 
599 
699 
799 

1299 
699 
499 
4 99 
699 
4 99 

1299 
799 
7 99 
6 99 
6 99 
7.99 

ai* Dra w 2000 
ouim 

Home Accounts 

39 99 
69 99 
89 99 
74 99 

109 99 
99 99 

159 89 
79 99 
69 99 

79 89 
26 99 

34 99 
69 99 

14999 
299 99 

59 89 
100.98 

52 89 
89 99 

19989 
99 09 
99 99 
34 99 
39 98 
70 98 
17 99 
34 99 

74.99 
15999 
99.99 

77 99 

CDTV 
104k OFF Ml CDTV software 
A590 20Mb Herd Drive 
A590 20Mb H/Dnve*?Mb RAM 350 
Tmmpeird 500 40Mb HTOrrve 539 
Trumpcirt 2000 40Mb Hfflrivt 510 
45Mb Hirtcard A2000/A1500 349 
90Mb Hi rteard A2000/A1500 499 
135Mb Hartford A200fVA1500 575 
173Mb Hardcird A200QfAl500 649 
45Mb SCSI Hart Df* (Bare) 
90Mb SCSI Hart Disk (Bare 
135MB SCSI Hard Disk {Bare) 
173Mb SCSI Hard Disk (BareJ 
Cumin a 3 5' External Dnve 
Zydec 3V External Drive 
Rf 5.25' Exlemal Drive 
CBM 3 5' Internal floppy Drive 
5121 Ram Expansion no dock 
512k Ram Expansion + clock 
1 5 Mb Ram Expaniioo 
ATOOOflSOO 6Mb Ramcard 
256kx4 RAM chtps per Mb 
iMbxl ORAM chips per Mb 

66030/6866? 25Mhi 
Colour Sofubon{Vidt+RGBsplrt) 150 
Sharp JX1OOA0Ctf Scanner 6?s 
Sharp JX30O A4 Coi Scanner 2750 
Golden Image Hand Scanner 176 
Pod*cat Graphics Tablet 199 
2ydec Microswitehed Mouse 17 

77Q 

Moony lor Henriecti (5-12) 17 40 
Junior Typift (5-10) 1249 
lOdTNk 17 99 
W^tType 17.49 
Lei) Span it Home 14 49 
Lets SpeA at flit Shop* 14 49 
Mickey's Run 1 way Zoo 17 49 
Magic Mafli* (4 8) 16 49 
Maths Mania (over 8) 16.49 
Math Talk fractions 17 99 
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing ?o 49 
Mfx & Match 17.49 
Pr^ Hunts for Words 17 99 
Prof Look* Worts 17 99 
Prof Make* Sfrlffice* 17 99 

Real 3D Beg" 
Real 30 Prrtt 

AMOS 
AMOS Com pier 
Devpac ? 
Latte a C 
Hrwft Ba^C 
Hlsott Bi#c Irtend 

mers 109 99 
leswonal/Turbo 299 99 

32 98 
20 49 
49 88 

219 89 
57 99 
14 49 

Deluxe MuHc Const S#1 40 99 
Ouirtei 36 99 
Mistersoixid sound tamper 28 99 
MuStc X Junior 74 99 
Tiger Cub+Midi Inleriacft1ead3 79 99 
Bars 6 Ph* Prc4e*Nonil 174 99 
HltCBLLANEOUl 
BAD Duk Opnmtaar 34 09 
Cross Dos 4 n 99 
Dm 2 Dos 39 98 
Disk Metier 39 99 
FbccII 24 08 
GB Route 34 00 
ton Pita I 999 
Quarterback W DM Backup 40 99 
Quarterback Tod* 59 99 
Bfe NBeckFV Disk Backup 18 09 
EDUCATIONAL 
Answerback Junior 1449 
Answerback Senior 14 40 
At 1th m*tK (An s w r back facts} 749 
Ais Footbafl (Answrback facts} 740 
Spelling (Answrback lacts) 7 49 
Better Maths (12 16) 16 40 
Betlai Spelling (over 6) 16 40 
Three Bears 1640 
CkndTf Alphabet 1746 

Pm liofi ie KX-P44ZO 
Later Printer 
only £849 
HP P«intjet 

eelo* inkjet printer 
only £825 

AHIGAS 
500i fen £319 

1500/2000! froM 
8649 

3000* fror 2099 

Prof Flays ■ New (Time 
Rjjae Book 
Puitte Book If 
ft] id a Story book 
Sesame Sir eel Letters 
Sesame Street Number* 
Spoil boot 
Things to do wifi Number* 
Things!o do wrti Word* 

HARDWARE 
AMlQAt 
Amai 500 Ba#c 
ASj0u screen G»ns 1 Mbyte 
ASOO Cartoon Games 
A6O0 Oats of 80 s Pack 
A1500 Including Monitor 
A15C0 No Monitor 
A200040Mb FVDisk 
A3000 l9Mhi/40Mb 
A3000 25MM740Mb 
A3000 25Mhz/lG0Mb 

17 99 
14 49 
14 40 
17 69 
14.49 
14 49 
14 00 
14 49 
14.40 

310 
370 
370 
469 
666 
540 

1140 
2090 
2400 
7999 

Nikfh* Mouse 19 
Turbo Mouse 17 
Mouse Mat 4 
50 Blank Disks go 
ATARI tTi 
570ST Discovery Pack 259 
5205TE Discovery Pack Extra 770 
52CSTE with 2Mb RAM »» 
520STE with 4Mb RAM 459 
lMOStE Ffmlly Curriculum 366 
MegaSTt POA 
STlCVf POA 
51 ?Jc expansion for 570STE 29 
51 ?k euanvon lor 520STRM 49 
1Mb External Floppy Drive 54 
tMb fniemal floppy Dnve 59 
Zydec Microswrlcned Mouse 17 
Naksha Mouse 19 
Mouse Mat 4 
50 Blank Disks 70 
MORI TORI 
At monitor* Include leads 
Riilp* 6833^1 730 
Commodore 1064* 2S4 
Commod or* 1950 MiXftiync 499 
PfllRTERI 
All prin ten indud e leads 
and AMIGA PRINTER DRIVERS 
Star LC200 Colour 719 
Stir LC24 2O0 Mono ?§9 
Stir LC24 200 Colour 290 
□men Swift 0 Colour 199 
OH ran Swift 24 Colour jgg 
Can on Bu bfafejet Porta Me 289 
HP PaintJet Cofour InkJet 825 
Pmaiomc 4420 Laser S4Q 
Pana»Nc 4420 1Mb Upgrade 100 

You name it... We do it... Just phone and we II quote... We are faster and cheaper! 
PRICES QUOTED ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.. SOME OFFERS ARE LIMITED SO ORDER EARLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT 
Cheques/PO Orders to M31F3,11a Burgate Lane, Canterbury, Kent. CT1 2HH 

TELEPHONE HOTLINE 0227-764204 9.30am to 7.00pm 
{Answerphone outside normal hours) 

VISA, MASTERCARD and EUROCARD orders welcome 
Visa, Mastercard, Eurocard and PO Orders are despatched same day! 

Please allow up to 4 working days for cheques to clear. Overseas orders add £2.00 postage. 
MAIL & TELEPHONE ORDERS ONLY.... NO PERSONAL CALLERS PLEASE! 



^5 EDUCATION REVIEW 

YOU COULD BE FORGIVEN for thinking 

the Concepi Keyboard is some new idea in 

multi-vo ice, poly phonic, velocity sensitive 

MIDI keyboards as it costs the thick end of 

250 quid. Sorry, music fans: this is one item of 

hardware that won't help you arrange The 

Planets Suite in one movement. But it will 

enhance just about every application that 

requires QWERTY keyboard input. 

The original Concept Keyboard, designed 

by the then Star MicrotermLnals, started life 

almost ten years ago as a Special Needs educa- 

lion peripheral for the Acorn BBC Micro. The 

idea was to provide an input device usable by 

children and adults with limited co-ordination 

or cognitive abilities. 

The problem is that such people can have 

difficulties using conventional methods of 

communicating with a computer because they 

often cannot manipulate a keyboard accurately 

or more frequently even read the letters. Even 

the mouse, another recent innovation, requires 

a certain amount of coordination. Similarly, 

touch sensitive screens arc rarely accurate 

enough to be of any use. This left program¬ 

mers (and at ihc lime I was doing just that) 

with a parados: how do you design a program 

to educate people who cannot easily respond 

to questions? 

Not everyone finds the 

Amiga easy to use, but a 

new kind of input device 

promises to change all that 

by allowing access to all. 

Mark Smiddy pushes the 

button that opens doors for 

people with special needs. 

The Concept Keyboard may look Ike a turbo- 
charged Z1A1 - but looks can be very deceiving. 

Concept Keyboard 
Programmable Keyboard ■ £246.40 ■ Concept Keyboard Company 

UNTIL QUITE RECENTLY, people were 

taught by the 'rote' method, where subjects arc 

taught by constant repetition of information. 

This can be applied to many areas of education 

because little or no user interaction is required 

* except for testing. If you have memories of 

“two twos arc four, three twos are six, four 

twos arc eight" echoing round the classroom 

then you were probably taught by role. 

The Concept Keyboard changed all that 

with an impact that was felt throughout 

Special Needs education. Quite simply it was a 

breath of fresh air, opening doorways no-one 

even imagined possible. However, when the 

BBC Micro developed into the pow erful - and 

expensive - Archimedes, the idea was almost 

lost for all time. 

Interestingly, in the early development 

stages of Commodore*s BBC Emulator, ii was 

suggested a hardware add-on - to emulate the 

BBC's User Port - should be designed to 

make use of existing BBC hardware such as 

the Concepi Keyboard. This was eventually 

decided to be too expensive so when Star 

Microtcrminals (now The Concept Keyboard 

Company) decided to developed the keyboard 

for ihc Amiga, they had to choose a different 

method of interfacing, 

SO HOW DOES IT WORK? The Concept 

Keyboard is, in essence, a plain keyboard 

w-ith, 128 or 256 individually programmable, 

touch-sensitive areas. One obvious advantage 

of this design is its robustness and resistance 

to spilt cups of tea. 

The whole thing initially looks like an odd 

idea, but in effect you have a touch sensitive 

area with a resolution of 16-by-8 or 16-by-l6. 

This allows you to design keyboard layouts 

(*overlays') tailored to the needs of individual 

programs. Overlays can be anything from 

numbers and letters lo pictures: anything. One 

Simple overlays like 
this one are suitable 
for a surprising number 
of programs. This was 
designed and imple¬ 
mented for the AMOS 
PD offering. Treasure 
Hunt, in kss than five 
minutes. 

enterprising programmer I know, created over¬ 

lays by sticking real objects - coins, cui-outs 

and the like - lo overlay sheets and using them 

in educational programs, 

WHAT MAKES IT SPECIAL is the incor¬ 

poration of an overlay manager. This allows 

anyone to design overlays and use them with 

existing software. The system works well w'ith 

almost anything that can be run from the 

Workbench or CL I, though auto-booting soft¬ 

ware cannot be used. The overlay designer is, 

to say the least, very' clumsy, but a new ver¬ 

sion is said to be imminent, 

I tried the keyboard with AMOS-created 

programs like Treasure Hunt (AMOS PD> and 

Hooray For Henrietta (Scctlanderl plus 

Kosmos*. Answer Back Quiz, Although the 

AMOS stuff had to be started from a CLL it 

proves the keyboard works, and works well, 

opening up a vast range of existing applica¬ 

tions to special needs clients. I wonder who 

will be (be first to incorporate a Concept 

Keyboard interface as standard? 

For the sake of old-timers and new users 

alike, the new unit does not rely on the old 

design's use of a hardware bus, using the 

THE CONCEPT 

KEYBOARD 

£246,40 

(£178.25 plus VAT 

for educational 

users only) 

HB Marketing 

Unit 3, Payle 14, 

Newlonds Drive, 

Coinbrook, Slough 

SL3 ODX. 

0753 686000 

THE CONCEPT 

KEYBOARD 

COMPANY LTD. 

Moarside Road, 

Win no II Industrial 

Estate, Winchester, 

Hampshire S023 

7RX. 

0962 843372 

existing serial port hardware instead. Although 

the port only supports a fairly slow baud rate 

(4HIM)) it is quite fast enough to cope. 

Alihough a lot of existing software can benefit 

from the Overlay Designer, writing software 

for the keyboard is theoretically simpler than 

ever before. 

Since the 23 way serial connector is 

now standard on all major micros, production 

should hopefully go up allowing the still pro¬ 

hibitive price to come down. By the middle of 

1992, if sales are proceeding as planned, the 

A3 rise model will become a reality. In any 

event, the existing A4 unit is functionally at 

least as good as the original and it looks better, 

too. Also, bona-fide educational establish¬ 

ments can enjoy the benefits of a special 

discount scheme. Any Amiga owner with 

physically or mentally disadvantaged children 

would be well advised to look at this, O 

Product Name 

SPEED •§« 
At jusi 4800 baud, it could hardly be called a lasl 
aortal device 

DOCUMENTATION »» 
The overlay designer's is borderline; the user 

guide is good though, 

ACCESSIBILITY §•««« 
The appalling software interlace contrasts with 

the brilliant hardware like coal in a blizzard. 

FEATURES •••§ 
A (airly wide range at options ■ for ihose pre¬ 

pared to program. 

VALUE ••• 

Most readers will have no use lor this device 

whatsoever. Those that do will find ii invaluable. 

W AMGk _ 

ferdic) 85% 
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zVirgo— Take it up to 2Vi megs 

Amiga A500 2 meg expansion 
Here at last is the memory expansion board you have 
been waiting for! The V2000 will give you up to 
2 megabytes of additional fast RAM. 
The V2000 can be expanded in xh meg stages, from 
Vi meg to 2 megs, and it represents the best value for 
money available. 

* Compatible with Kickstart 1.2 and 1.3 
* Real-time clock/calendar 
* Top-quality gold-plated connector 
* Memory disable facility 
* Plugs into slot under your A500 

(no soldering required) 
* Comes with full instructions 
* Helpline available 

A UK COMPANY 

£104.95 
inc VAT P&P 

Introductory price for 
full 2 meg expansion 

V500 512K extension without clock £25.99 
V501 512K extension with dock £29.95 
(chip RAM configurable with Fatter Agnus) 

Also available (phone for full range): 

V2000 board only 
V2000 + 0.5 meg 
V2000 + 1.0 meg 
V2000 + 1.5 meg 

RAM chips per Vi meg set 
(compatible with A590) 

£37.95 
£53.96 
£70.95 
£87.95 

£18.59 

£44.96 Sound Demon 
(quality stereo from your Amiga) 

Kickstart 1.3 £28.40 
Disks (3.5" & 5.25") 35p each ( + P&P) 
Full range of software available. 
Phone for details. 

Yes. Prices include VAT & delivery 

Virgo Developments Ltd, Sapphire House, Fishponds Road, Wokingham, 
Berkshire, RG11 2QJ. Tel: 0734 890588 Fax: 0734 891646 

I -d t »rd +35% Same day dispatch. 24-month guarantee. Commodore-registered Amiga developer 
credit card +3.5% 

Tel: 0462 686977 24 Hour. FAX 0462 673227 
AMIGA TOP 50 

3D Construction Kit 
.£39.00 
Manchester Utd.£13.99 
Centurian.£17.99 
Chuck Rock.£13.99 
Golden Axe..£17.99 
Lemmings.£17.99 
Lite & Death.£17.99 
Speedball II.£17.99 
Kick Off II.£14.99 
Mig 29.£19.99 
FI9 Stealth....£20.99 
Ml Tank Platoon ...£20.99 
Price Of Persia.£15.99 
Pro Tennis Tour II ..£18.99 
PGA Tour Golf.£17.99 
Indy 500.£17.99 
Cricket (IMeg)..£17.99 
4D Sports boxing...£17.99 
Khans' Squash.£15.99 
Naksha Mouse.£26.00 
Warzone.£12.99 
Man Utd II.£17.99 
Eye of Beholder.£20.99 
Toki.£15.99 
Int Champ Wrestling .£11.99 

Hero Quest.....£17.99 
Gods.£17.99 
Railroad Tycoon ....£20.99 
Gem X.£16.99 
Bardstale III.£17.99 
Secret of Monkey Island 
.........£17.99 
Supercars II.£17.99 
Super Monaco G.P. 
.£17.99 
Swiv.£17.99 
Pro Flight.£30.99 
Wonderland.£23.99 
Viz.£14.99 
FI 5 Strike Eagle II.£20.99 
Frenetic...£13.99 
Megatraveller.£20.99 
Interword.£26.99 
Intersound..£26.99 
Interspread..£26.99 
James Pond.£6.99 
Thunderhawk.£18.99 
Midwinter II.....£22.99 
Metal Mutant.£17.99 
AlOTank Killer.£22.99 
RBI Baseball.£18.99 

COMPILATIONS 

SEGA MASTER 
MIX AMIGA 

£20.99 
Superwonderboy. 

Dynamite Dux. 
Crackdown. 

Turbo Outrun. 
Enduro Racer 

SPORTING 
GOLD AMIGA 

£20.99 
Cal torn lan Games. 

The Games 
Winter Edition, 

The Games 
Summer Edition 

MIND GAMES 
AMIGA 

£15.99 

Waterloo, 

Conflict Europe, 

Final Frontier 

CHALLENGERS 
AMIGA 
£20.99 

Bomber, 
Slum Car Racer 
Pro Tennis Tour. 

Super Ski, 
Kickoff 

FULL BLAST POWER PACK WHEELS OF FIRE HOLLYWOOD 
AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA COLLECTION 
£20.99 El 5.99 £17.99 AMIGA £20.99 

Ferrari Formula Xenon II. Hard Drivm'. Batman The Movie. 

One. P47, TV Sports Turbo Outrun. Robocop II. 

Carrier Command. Football. Chase HQ, 
inaiana Jones 
Last Crusade, 

Rick Dangerous Bloodwych. Rowe rdf ift Ghostbusters II 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
Space Harrier. .£7.99 Or Dooms Revenge.£7.99 
Stun Runner.. .£7.99 World Championship Soccer.£7.99 
Warhead. .£7.99 Dogs of War. .£7.99 
Bunkeys Scarey School.£7.99 Curse of Ra.. .£7.99 
Turtles. ..£7.99 Botics. .£7.99 
V12. .£7.99 Monty Python..,. .£7.99 

PRODUCT format COST 

TOTAL 

Send to PROTON SOFTWARE 
ENTERPRISE HOUSE BlACKHQRSE 
ROAD, LETCHWQRTH. HERTS 
SG6 1HL 
T* (0462} 686977 
Fa. (0462) 673227 

NAME ..,.. 

PO Cheques payable to: PROTON SOFTWARE. 
New releases sent on day of release TEL no . 
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Dept AMFSCI, 

ORDE 

Advantage 
Digicalc...... 

Maxiptan 500 

ORDER BY POST: 

MUSIC/SOUND GRAPHICS/ANIMATION ACCOUNTS UTILITIES/PERIPHERALS 

WORDPROCESSORS/DTP 
EDUCATIONAL JOYSTICKS 

STRATEGY / SIMULATIONS 

Arena Accounts ,.,,,,. 
Home Accounts. 
Personal Accounts - ....... 
Small Business 

Fun School 2 Under 6.W.13.99 
Fun Schools 6-8___\.13,99 
Fun School 2 Over 8..V. 13.99 
Fun School 3 Under 5„. \ 16 99 
Fun School 3 5-7...16,99 
Fun School 3 Over 7....^699 
French Mistress.....*,**.***„„„,..70 99 
German Master.......... 
Italian Tutor,.,.13 
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing..19 99 
Spanish Tutor.....13 99 
Spell Bock 4-9...14 99 
Things to do with Numbers.,,,,.14,99 
Things to do with Words..14.99 

* Product not yet releued 

All prices Include VAT, All goods 

subject to availability. Prices subject 

to change without notice, E&OE 

vki 

...1099 
.....,1399 
....12.99 
.13.95 
., 9 99 
..5.99 
.9.99 
..13 99 
.....,.,.,.19-99 
...12 99 

AID Tank KM*..................22,99 
FI 9 Stealth.........,.19.99 
F29 ReraHalor..   16.99 
FI 5 Strike Eagle 2 ......22 99 
Flight Simulator 2......23,99 
Ml Tank Plaloon .......19.99 
Mifl29.....19.99 
Sim Earth. ...19 99 
Team Yankee ..............J9 99 
UMS 2,.,.  20.99 
WoH Pack.,....12 99 

K Data.. 
Superbase Personal 2 
Superbase Prof 4...™.. 

HOW TO ORDE] 
ORDER BY PHONE: Phone our orde1 
your Access/Visa card quoting card nul 
expiry date. 

ieqi 
CONNECT INTERNATIONAL'! Please send 

aytime telephone number along with 

FREEpSSTAfa-DELIVERY t£l ovetfc 
Please allow up to 28 days delivery 

34 99 
29 99 

9.99 
.3 99 
.2 99 

.. .* I ,W 
44.99 

.119.99 
59.99 

169.99 
109.99 
.1699 
64 99 

..«....,,..32 99 
3.     59.99 
*......**.79.99 
..«....,,,49.99 

2 ..   34.99 
Video3..59.99 

.........25.99 

.. 59.99 
...6999 

Animation Show......59.99 
Setter .  49.99 

Photon Video.24 99 
Parnate,..,...   ,34.99 
Photon Paint 2..... 19.99 
Professional Draw 2_  96.99 
Spectra Colour 1T,.„„.,.5 7.99 
Tiger Cub .    57.99 

Chrome. 

Music X 
Mush:- X 
Perfect 
Quanet 
Sonix. 
Sound trap 3 
Techno Sour 

... 99 99 

.2999 

.49 99 

.149 99 

.. 65 99 

.179 99 
.109 99 

.109 99 
-43 99 
„ 4299 

.5999 
_109 99 

Excellence V2 J 
Kfndwofds 2j 
PagesetterJ 
PagesKeniBB 
Pen Pal,, 
ProlessionttflglA&tyi 
ProlaKt 
Prowrtie 3 
Qu»ckwritf /, 
Scnbtjie r 
Trans write 
Wordsworth 

The Genlock People 
Do you want to overlay computer graphics or titles onto 
your videos? If so, you will need a Genlock, Rendale 
Genlocks are built to a very high standard, and are used 
widely in the professional environment. Each of the 
Rendale machines offers both foreground and background 
modes, the 8802 is a purely composite machine, the 8806 
also offers a professional RCjB mix option, as well as other 
advanced features* Do not be fooled by cheaper versions 
of our Genlocks which are presently on offer, buy direct 
from the manufacturer or an approved supplier. Please call 
for further details* 

MODE 
SWITCHBOX 

FOR THE 
RENDALE 8802 

Only £34.99 

62 Tenter Road, Moulton Park 
Business Centre, Northampton, 

NN3 1AX, England 

Tel: (0604) 790466 
Fax: (0604) 647403 

Super-VHS Genlock 
At last, the Rendale Super-8802 is available. As well 
as operating in a similar fashion to the standard 
8802, the Super-8802 also boasts the following: 

+ Super-VHS both in and out. 
• Hardware controlled fades. 
• Hardware controlled wipes. 
• Cross fade between Amiga and video. 
• Integral mode switching control. 

Rendale Super-8802 £599.99 

Existing Rendale 8802 users can also upgrade. 
Please telephone Fiona for a date to send your unit 
to us. We will require It for around two days. 

Rendale Super VHS Upgrade £420.00 

GENLOCKS 
RENDALE 8802 

£199.99 
RENDALE 8806 

£862.50 
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GRAPHICS REVIEW 

Fractal graphics techniques and 24-bit 

colour combine to allow you to create 

three-dimensional landscapes of stunning 

realism. Paul Lyons shapes the land... 

Fractal scenery generator ■ £79.99 

Virtual Reality Labs 

140 

NOT JUST A FLY-AROUND landscape toy, 

this. Virtually every feature of a vista is user- 

definable. Change the angle, direction and 

intensity of the lighting; add rivers, lakes and 

raise or lower the sea level; change the colours 

of the land and sky; move the tree and snow 

lines; smooth, shade or sharpen the landscape. 

The way VistaPro works is by taking the 

US Geological Survey Digital Elevation 

Models (USGM DEMs) and rendering them 

using its own version of artificial intelligence. 

A number of these landscapes are provided 

with the program and literally hundreds more 

are available from as Vista Scenery Disks. 

However* VistaPro also has a fractal land¬ 

scape generator which creates scenery just as 

spectacular as anything on Earth. If you just 

change the seed number. Vista will create over 

four billion different fractal landscapes from 

islands to canyons. 

The rendering of a landscape is really very 

simple. Using the mouse* you position the 

camera (your viewpoint) and the target (the 

point you want to look towards). Decide what 

resolution you want to render at. and click the 

Render button, 

If you have an A500 at this point you 

should go and get something to eat, have a 

bath, watch some TV and perhaps visit a few 

fnends. The point I'm trying to gel across here 

is that iTs slow. Much faster than the original 

This t» how a VistaPro 

imago looks when Ft is 

rondo red In the 

maximum possible 
resolution with all Iha 

tweaks turned on and 

output as 74-bit colour 

to a Postscript device. 

It’s pretty stunning. 

Vistarie 
£79.n 
HB Marketing 
0753 686000 

t/rtfa it may be, but on high resolution if takes 

a seriously long lime lo render cm an A5Q0, 

The high-resolution 24-bit images on these 

pages look well over an hour to render on a 

standard A2000, 

If you need extra speed more tham you 

need extra cash there are ways to decrease the 

lime it takes to render an image. Because 

creating three-dimensional landscapes is a 

very maths-intensive task* the addition of an 

accelerator board with a maths co-processor 

can reduce rendering times of 80+ minutes to 

less than five. 

Rendering an image in detail is a serious 

undertaking and unsurprisingly VistaPro does 

no* work in real time. However, the program 

has a bulit-in animation scripting system that 

allows you to create high resolution HAM 

fly-throughs of a landscape. 

To create an animation you first set up the 

landscape just as you would for a single-fra me 

render. Once you're sure of the colours and 

lighting, you create a script - a list of different 

camera and target positions - by simply 

moving the target and/or the camera veiy 

slightly and saving the new position, 

If you tire of the landscapes pro¬ 
vided with VistaPro (and the four 
billion others that can be created 
using the in-built fractal generator), 
there are literally hundreds more 
available on disk from the UK 
Distributors, HB Marketing. Scenes 
are as wide and various as the 
Moon, the Grand Canyon and targe 
chunks of the Rocky Mountains. 
Plans are afoot to have a set of UK 
landscapes created* but as yet 
there ts no date fixed. Really keen 
Vlstarians can obtain the Vista 
DEM formal specifications to cre¬ 
ate their own landscapes by 
sending $5 to VRLI In California. 



GRAPHICS REVIEW 

CREATING LANDSCAPES IN FOUR EASY STEPS, 
ONE: Open VhtaPro and 
load a map In from disk, or 
click on Hie fractal control 
to ganarate a artificial 
mathamatical one. Move the 
target and camera to the 
desired position In space 
and enter the desired 

heights In the dialogue boxes on the left. Add rivers, 
lakes, waterfalls and sea by clicking the correct 
button and clicking on the map where you want the 
feature to start. Sea raises the sea level to that point; 
lakes fill the surrounding are to that point; rivers 
start at that point and run downhill forming lakes 
where the water pools, 

TWO; Click on the lighting 
panel and adjust the angle 
and direction of the light 
using the mouse. Adjust 
the angle af view using the 
lens control. 

THREE: Do a low-resolution 
test render to check the 
angle and lighting by 
selecting 'I' on the render 
panel. Repeat stage two as 
necessary until yau are 
satisfied with the result. 

FOURsSet the resolution at the desired level and add 
Blend, Smooth and Gouraud Shading as necessary 
(these are added last because they greatly increase 
the rendering time). Click Render, wait and there you 
have it - In this case a large chunk of tho Grand 
Canyon appears before your very eyes. 

For a continuous loop of animation, repeal this 

task until you have a closed loop of target and 

camera points. Now check that you have 

enough disk space (30-4OK per frame will be 

needed for low res HAM> and click “Script. 

Execute’. For a 10-second aninu at 10 frames 

per second in low-res HAM you need about 

4Mb of disk space and between 60 and 70 

hours on a non-aecelcrated Amiga. We set 

ours up tMi Friday night and let it run . .. 

The package also includes a proprietary 

animation player called VANIM w hich allows 

you to view your creations at up to 13 frames 

per second. To use it all you have to do is 

enter the CLI and type: 

Viewer <name of the animation:* 

The animation will automatically load and run 

“ the frame rate can be controlled from the 

numeric keys on the keyboard while Lhe key¬ 

pad acts as a fast forward/rewind system. 

VistaPro is instantly enthralling. Visitors to 

the Amiga Format office have found the sight 

of hall the team crowded round a monitor puz¬ 

zling. to say the least. But the expectation of 

another new landscape coming into view is so 

strong that after a few hours you even begin to 

believe the ‘Califomia-spcak’ in the manual — 

“VhtaPra will free humanity from its current 

boundaries,,." There’s a strong compulsion to 

see what the landscape looks like from over 

there, or higher or at night, or at sunset... 

Using the fractal landscape generator you 

can also creme landscapes based on particular 

numbers such as dates of birth. In all ii*s a 

facmating program that delivers high-quality 

results and a lot of fun combined with a good 

deal of educational value 

The only other program on the market that 

really compares to VistaPro is its predecessor 

Vista, Even between such close relatives there 

really is no comparison: VistaPro is faster, 

more heavily‘featured and produces results of 

a vastly improved quality. At £80 it’s not a 

cheap program, hut the polished interface is a 

joy to use and the quality of the results it pro¬ 

duces speak for themselves. 

Add to this an almost overwhelming 

degree of control and an animation engine that 

is child's play to use and there you have it - 

VistaPro is most definitely a winner. O 

VistaPro 

SPEED • t 

Er. slow. But then at top resolution etch image 

contains 130.000 polygons in full 24-btt colour... 

DOCUMENTATION Itlf 

An excellent manual that tells you all you need 

to know about landscape generation 

ACCESSIBILITY §•••• 

Load the program, load a landscape, click ren¬ 

der. If § that easy to get going. 

FEATURES Mill 

Sub-menus and dialogs give incredible control 
over every conceivable aspect Of rendering. 

value a a • a 

At £30 if s not cheep but the results speak tor 
them wives Have patience end enjoy! 
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Choose from one of the 3 packs below, but 
hurry, stocks VERY limited. 

HEROES PACK 
★ A500 Computer ..........RRP £399.95 

I ★ Robocop.RRP £24.95 

I * Batman The Movie...RRP £24.95 

★ Ghostbusters II.RRP £19.95 

★ Indiana Jones.RRP £19.95 

ARTISTS PACK 
★ A500 Computer.RRP £399.95 

★ Spritz Paint.RRP £49.95 

Super Paint Package 

BEGINNERS PACK 
★ A500 Computer.RRP £399.95 

★ Wicked 9 Game Pack.RRP £24.95 
(9 basic games to get you going) 

★ Megablaster Joystick.RRP £6.95 
★ Quality Mousepad.RRP £6.95 
★ Pack of ten disks....RRP £9.95 

TOTAL RRP £489.75 TOTAL RRP £449.90 TOTAL RRP £448.75 

I VALUE PACK PRICE £310 .99 VALUE PACK PRICE £310 .99 VALUE PACK PRICE £310.99 
Want a 1 Meg machinef 

Order any of the packs above and we will install an extra 512K Ram hoard for only 

£24.95 (£29.95 for clock version) 
Prices quoted supercede those previously advertised. 

* NEW * AMIGA ADDED VALUE OUTFIT PACKS 
All packs come with the Amiga Value Pack of your choice (choose from above) 

MONO PRINTER PACK 
★ Amiga Value Pack 

(Your choice of 3) 

★ LC10 Mono 

★ All connecting cables 

COLOUR PRINTER PACK 
* Amiga Value Pack 

[Your choice of 3) 

* LC200 

* All connecting cables 

STLRF.O COLOUR 
MONITOR PACK 

* Amiga Value Pack 

(Your choice of 3) 

* 1084S or Philips 883311 

(Please state which) 

* All connecting cables 

PROFESSIONAL PACK 
* Amiga Value Pack 

(Your choice of 3) 

★ 1084S or Philips 883311 
(Please state which) 

* LC200 
★ All connecting cables 

ONLY £439 99 ONLY £494 99 ONLY £539 .99 ONLY £739 .99 



FROM THE POWER HOUSE 
11.5Mb A500 Ram expansion card...£79..00 

Blitz with PC880 drive. £65.00 

Blitz Turbo. ..£19.95 

A500 anti-click board.......£15.00 

Power mouse.    £14.95 

Slimline hard disk 40Mb. £299.00 

Amiga 2000 internal drive kit.  ....£46.95 

| A500 internal floppy drive......£46.95 

amiga ■ disk drive starter kit 
'/2 MEG UPGRADE ■* PC880 3.5’ High Quality Disk Drive.£89.99 

BOARD ■ (Features anti-click, on/off, superslim design) 
* uses latest 4 chipdesjgn I * Ten 3.5' DS/DD disks with labels . .RRP £9.99 

I Sy0t°5Xrt ■ * 40 Capacity lockable disk box RRP £9.99 
.SuSi ■» 3.5* Disk drive cleaner kit... RRP £9.99 

'trr-* I TOTAL RRP £119.96 
£24,95 I rco 

clock version £29*95 B Starter Kit Price &*^*/*99 

PRICES STAR PRINTERS 
LCtO Mono 
9 Pin Dot Matrix 144/34cps..£149.95 

LC200 Colour 
9 Pin, 180/45 cps, 16K Buffer.£199.95 

LC24-200 Mono 
24 Pin Dot Matrix, 200/67cps.£239,95 

LC24-200 Colour 
24 Pin, 200/67 cps. 30K Buffer.£289.95 with lead 

PRINTER ACCESSORY PACK 
I Only available when purchased 
I with a printer. 
I* Parallel printer cable ■ RRP £14.95 
I ★ 200 sheets listing paper ■ RRP £6.95 
|* Quality tailored dust cover ■ RRP £12.95 

TOTAL RRP £34.85 

RRP OUR 
PRICE 

Music X VI.1 £149.95 £69.95 

Music X Junior £79.95 £39.95 

Midi Interface 
{In-thrihout-outl 

£29.95 £17.99 

with lead 

PACK PRICE £9 

with printer stand 

£14.95 

95 

1 ESSENTIAL ACCESSORIES 

Disks 
|Pack of 10 high quality 3.5‘ DS/DD.. ....£4.99 

1 Box of 10 branded TDK 3.5* DS/DD. ....£7.99 

1 Box of 50 3.5' DS/DD with labels. ..£18.99 

Ibox of 100 3.5' DS/DD with labels... .£35.99 

1 Box of 250 3.5" DS/DD with labels... .£79.99 

13.5" disk drive cleaning kit...... ...13.99 

Disk Boxes 
3.5" 10 capacity Ryford box. ...11.49 

3.5" 40 capacity lockable box. ...14.95 

3.5" 80 capacity lockable box. ...16.95 

3.5" 80 capacity Van 3 [slim design). ...17.95 

Mouse 
[8mm high quality mousepad. £3 59 

IMouse/joystick extension leads.. £5 99 

[Dustcovers 
| PVC quality covers for computer/pnnter£6.99 
1 High quality solid Perspex dustcover ...19.99 

MICROSWITCH 
JOYSTICKS 

The only joysticks tronh buying, 

full 1 year guarantee! 

QUICKJOY III SUPERCHARGER 
Two fire buttons, Auto-fire, 
Sot rmcroswrtches...*....,..£8.99 | 
QUICKSHOT TURBO 
Two fire buttons, Auto^e, sw fmcrO'Swrtcbes..£9.99 | 
QUICKJOY VI JETFIGHTER 
Two fire buttons, Autofire with fast/siow mode. 
6 m/s.....,...,..£12.99 | 
COMPETITION PRO 5000 

Two fire buttons, steel shaft, Autofcre. m/s .,..£12.99 | 
ZIPSTICK AUTOFIRE 
Two fire buttons, steel shaft, Autofire, rrVs ...£13.99 | 
STINGRAY AUTOFIRE 
Direct replacement for Koow Navigator.....£14.99 | 
QUICKJOY V SUPERBOARD 
Six hre buttons. Autofire, stopwatch, 
Ten m/S.......... 
QUICK JOY T0P5TAR Higfty recommended 
Two fire buttons, M slow motion. 6 m/%, 
see through body____,....-£19.99 
QUICKJOY MEGABOARD 
Four fire buttons, 8 m/sr M slow mobon, 
stop watch, countdown ........,£23.99 I 

TELESALES ORDER LINE (MON-FRI) 0480 403222/(SAT) 0480 

DOWLING 

HOW TO 
ORDER 

VISA 

BY PHONE 
Simply call our head office quoting your 
Access/Visa number on 

Mon-Fri 0480 403222 
Sat 0480 403304 

By personally calling at 
our St Neots or Hertford Shop 

ST NEOTS HERTFORD 

6 Priory Mall, 
St Neots, Cambs 

Tel: 0480 
403304 

BY POST 

49 Railway St 
Warren Place 

Hertford. Herts. 
Tel: 0992 554469 

Make cheques, building society drafts or 
postal orders payable to 

Dowling Computers 

If I DELIVERY {UR MunLund. mo« areas) 

In ^ Please add £6 courier delivery for coders over I 
• ^ 1100. add £2 p&p for orders under. 

★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 

GOLD CLUB SERVICE 
I ★ 7 day money back guarantee if not completely satisfied I 
★ 30 day exchange for new policy should a fault occur 
* 1 year guarantee giving FREE collection and delivery 

service should a fault occur 
I * Exclusive gold card wrth personal membership number | 

entitling you to special offers 
1* All this tor a nominal £10 per item over £100 

ANEW* PLATINUM CARD SERVICE *NEW* 

* All the benefits of the successful gold card service (above) 
plus the following 

-* Extended 2 year cuiunwt from hit of punbjse. (Puce of wand 
1 for2ytm) 

* Free use of loan machine should vnurs need to be repaired. \<w 
ro* never need he without your ixppm't fwdbut 

| -* f ree collection and delivery service lor the full mo vein should a 
fault occur. (fmt make one ample phone call and leave the rat fo 
ui!) 

I -* Exclusive nlaimum pmilcdged customer card eniidmg you to 
I special offers. 
14 All of these benefits for the incredible price of just £39.95 per item 
i purchased, , 
| \' j5 In the unlikely cjht of ihoruga of identical model loan machines 

it mu hie ahenuttn e ittlf he offered, 

WHY CHOOSE DOWLING? 
| * ESTABLISHED OVER 5 YEARS 

With a growing reputation for ‘putting the 
customer first - We intend to satisfy many more 

I customers for years to come 
* TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ON-STTI 

ENGINEERS 
Employing over 20 specialist staff, we are 

, eaiipped to deal wrth the majority of queries 
| * FULL TESTING PROCEDURE 

Al computer hardware is tested poor to despatch, 
proving Dowlings commitment to customer care 

So choose Dowling and put 
our reputation to the test! 
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COMMODORE 
1084S STEREO 

MONITOR 
Including FREE lead 

ONLY £229.00 

i-1 

j PHILIPS 8833 MK H | 
i STEREO MONITOR i 

Including Free Lead 

ONLY £229.00 

L. 

r 
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BATTLE OF 
BRITAIN 

THEIR FINEST 
HOUR 

ONLY £20.00 
i 

i 

. j 

CDTV now in stock Order welcome 

AT ONCE AMIGA i 
PC 286 AT EMULATOR 

FOR THE A500 

I ONLY £175.00 

AMIGA PACKS 
I SCREEN GEMS PACK, inc. Shadow / Beast II, Bach/Future II. Nightbreed, Days of Thunder. Dpaint n—— ...........£359,00 
J AMIGA A50Q. mouse, modulator, power supply. Workbench 1.3, Basic Tutorial and .........................£309,00 
I CARTOON CLASSICS inc, 1Mb Ram, Lemmings, Simpsons. Captain Planet, Deluxe Paint 3,...............£369.00 
I CLASS OF THE 90S FIRST STEPS, inc. Extra 512K, Ft-Write, Info File, Dpaint + Ppn n t n etc   ...........£515.00 
I CLASS OF THE 90S, me, Extra 512K. Publishers Choice, MaxiPlan, BBC Emulator, Midi Int. etc.................£515 00 
J AMIGA CREATIVITY PACK, with Word Processor, Music ft Paint packages, 3 games + Tutorial Video............£419.00 

AU Amiga A SCO ' s supplied with mouse, modulator, manuals, workbench, Basic + Tutorial 

I 
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AMIGA ASOO FUN PACK AMIGA ASOO MAX PACK 

, Amiga ASOO, Mouse. Modulator. Manuals. Basic. Workbench, Tutorial, Joystick. Disk Box. , 
" 10 Blank Disks, Dust COvei, Dpaint a. PLUS 14 GREAT GAMES Shadow of the Beast I. < 
| Back to the Future II. Nightbreed, Days of Thunder, Star Wars, Toobin, Barbarian H, f 
I Licence to Kill James Bond Game. Running Man With Schwarzenegger. APB, Xybots, i 
! Dragon Spirit, Hard Dnvm. Voyager 

STILL ONLY £399.00 1 Meg version £429.00 

Amiga A500. Mouse Modulator. Manuals. Basic, Workbench. Tutorial. Joystick, Disk 
Box. 10 Blank Disks, Dust Cover, Dpaint H, PLUS 10 GREAT GAMES Star Wars. Toobin, 
Barbarian H. Licence to Kill - James Bond Game. Running Man * With Schwarzenegger, 

APB. Xybots, Dragon Spirit, Hard Drivin. Voyager 

ONLY £359.00 1 MEG VERSION £389,00 

SOFTWARE AND DISKS 
3D PROFESSIONAL.,.......£209.00 PDCEL 3D.£49.00 
AMOS * EXTRAS DISK...£32.00 PRO VIDEO POST.£159.00 

BROADCAST TTTLER D.£169.00 PRO-WRITE V3.1....£95.00 
CAN DO Authoring Software.£79.00 SCULPT ANIMATE 4D..£225.00 

DIGIVIEW GOLD V4....£95.00 TITLE PAGE. £109.00 

LATTICE C V5.1.£149.00 PROFESSIONAL PAGE V2.£169 00 
PAGESETTER V2. DTP.£47.00 VIDEO EFFECTS 3D..£109.00 
PAGESTREAM, New Version 2.1 £139.00 X-CAD DESIGNER (1 Meg).£69 00 

PAGESTREAM FONTS.£22.00 X-CAD PROFESSIONAL..£129.00 
TV TEXT PROFESSIONAL.£79.00 WORDWORTH...£9900 

CROSS-DOS. Multi-format file transfer.....£23.00 
PANASONIC 1410/4 VIDEO CAMERA Ideal for DigiView.£159.00 

PEN PAL, Excellent Word Processor (1 Meg).....£69.00 

IMAGINE 3D Animation & Rendering software....£179.00 
DIGI-PAINT m. Full featured HAM package ...49 00 

ALL IN ONE, Art package. Word Pro + Music package.£119,00 
TV SHOW, Video wipes, titling package.... .£55.00 

PHOTON PAINT B. HAM Art + Animation..£25.00 

AMOS COMPILER.    £26.00 
THE WORKS PLATINUM. Integrated package .,..,..... .,...... .£62 00 

AMIGA VISION. Authoring software.£69.00 

DOS 2 DOS Multi-format file transfer.£33,00 
WALT DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO (1 Meg).£69.00 

SPECTRA COLOUR..£55.00 
XUnUTIES_____...______...._£34 00 

I_I 

HARDWARE 
! COMMODORE A590 20MB Hard Disk, Unpopulated..................085 00 ! 
I COMMODORE A590 2Dmb Hard Disk + 2mRAM.... .£347.00 • 
I FRAME GRABBER PAL............... £449 00 I 
| REJIDALE8602Genlock. A500/B2000.........£185.00 | 
■ AUDIO ENGINEER Sampling hardware/software...£169,00 i 
i 50PHUS S5 Professional Stereo Sampler_*___________,_£49 00 J 
I KCS POWERBOARD. PC Emulation (A5Q0) wilh MS DOS..£219.00 1 
I AMIGA compatible external disk dnve, switch plus tluu port...........£57,50 I 
| GVP 5ZMB SCSI hard drive & 8M RAM Board for A60Q.......£499.00 j 
■ GVP 48 MEG SCSI Drive plus 8 Meg Ramboard for 1500/2000....£419.00 i 
v iftni ni™ rwnfiE UAungrAiiurn etee nr, 1 GOLDEN IMAGE HAND SCANNER with software plus Photon Paint.... £179.00 

NAKSHA CLONE MOUSE.......£19 95 I 

r" 
i 

PRINTERS 

STAR LC-10 MONO PRINTER me. Lead....,.. ..£159 00 

STAR LC-200 COLOUR PRINTER inc. Lead......£209 00 

■n 

i 

i 

i 

1 STAR LC-24/200 MONO PRINTER inc Lead.™... £249 00 * 

® STAR LC 24/200 COLOUR PRINTER inc. Lead ......£297.00 > 

* CITIZEN SWIFT 24 MONO inc. Lead.... £279 00 1 

I CITIZEN SWIFT 24 COLOUR inc. Lead .......£275.00 l 

* CITIZEN 1240 24 Pin Mono me. Lead. ...         £195.00 I 

I CITIZEN 120D Plus, 9 Pin Mono inc, Lead ..   .......£139.00 I 

I CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR inc. Lead..  „„,„.„„„„„£179.00 l 

I CANON BJ10E bubble jet inc. Lead.... £269 00 t 
I__I 

AMIGA AlSOO AMIGA MEMORY 

The NEW AlSOO me. Stereo Monitor. Twin Drive, DpaintS, The Works 

Plat,, +4 Games, ONLY £889.00 

AMIGA ASOO part exchange available - please phone 

I-----1 

I 

1 SUPRA 8M Board for ASOO inc 1M.......£125.00 

I B2000 Microbotics 8M Ram Board + 2 Meg RAM..,£159.00 
! Extra 2 Meg Ram for above board________£75.00 

1 ASOO TARGET 512K Ram, With Clock + Switch_______,£36.00 

n 

t 

SUPRA/BAUD BANDIT 2400 MODEM 

Hayes Compel. Auto-dial/answer, V21> 22, 22bis £124.00 Supra 2400 Plus, MNP5 + V42 Bis {speeds up to 9600) £189.00 
As above but includes MNP5 error correction £158.00 New Supra 9600 Modem (speeds up to 38000) £399.00 

"1 
I 

I 

J 

HOW TO ORDER: 
Either call our number 
below with jour credit 
card details, or send a 
cheque/PO or credit 

card number and 
expiry date to our 

address. Make cheques 
payable to 

THE 16 BIT CENTRE 
Prim mbjcct to without 

notifies lion. 

All prices Include VAT + Courier Service 

16 BIT CENTRE 
Units 15-17) 

Lancashire Fittings Science Village 
Claro Road, Harrogate HGl 4AF 

Tel (0423) 531822/526322 

EXTENDED WARRANTY 

AND MAINTENANCE 

CONTRACTS AVAILABLE 

ON ALL ITEMS. PLEASE 

CALL FOR FURTHER 

DETAILS 



NO ONE TAKES A GAME APART LIKE 
BRITAIN'S 

BIST-SEIUHG 
AMIGA GAMES 

MAGAZlNEr 

FIRST COMES THE REVIEW... 

AMIGA POWER reviews more Amiga games than any 
other magazine! At least 40 new full price, budget and PD 
- plus almost 300 older games - rated every month! 

AMIGA POWER gives them more space too - up to 
four (or more!) pages for the games that really deserve it! 

Giant maps take you through every 
level of the game. 

100 percent colour! There isn't a 
single black and white page in 
AMIGA POWER, and that includes 
every last game review! 

Giant 
linked 

screen 
grabs 

show you 
exactly 

what the 
game 

looks like 
overall. 

The Bottom 
Line- quite 
simply, the 
clearest, 
toughest 
scoring 
system yet 
devised. 

All is revealed - from each 
baddys hit points to how much 
you’ll earn if you kill him... 

Big name reviewers, including Matt 
Bielby, Colin Campbell and Gary Penn. 

,,.while boxes, panels and 
annotated screens explain all 
the details. 

Large size paper (the same as this 
new look Amiga Format) gives 
games more room to breath! 

NOT TO MENTION... 

...AND THEN THE TIPS 

• AMIGA POWER carries more pages of tips per 
issue than any other Amiga magazine (or any other 

games magazine at all, for that matter). 
• Giant maps take you through every last screen of 

the game - some of our complete player’s guides 
have run to well over ten pages! 
• Every object, every trap and every enemy 
revealed. 

• And, of course, all our hero’s abilities made 
crystal clear. 

• THE AMIGA POWER COVERDISK brings you the greatest demos and the best PD games every month 

• The AMIGA POWER team have quickly earned a reputation as the toughest reviewers in the business. 
If we say a game’s good, you can be sure it will be - because we don’t say it very often! 

• PLUS! The most EXTENSIVE news coverage, the BEST competitions, the MOST IMAGINATIVE 
covermounts, and more interviews with the people BEHIND the top games than any other magazine. 

If you’re into Amiga games you 
should be into AMIGA POWER , 



UNIVERSAL OVERNIGHT DISTRIBUTION LTD 
If you need cheapo "no name" disks & cut throat prices, please ignore this advert 

Tel: 0228 512131 (24 hour order line) • Personal Callers Welcome • Fax: 514484 
Unit 26, Enterprise Centre, James Street, Carlisle, Cumbria, CA2 5BB 

HIGH SPECIFICATION 3.5" DISKS 
Our Brand KAO 

50 DSDD.44peach.. 49p 
100 DSDD.40peach.44p 
250 DSDD..35p each.41 p 
500 DSDD..34p each.38p 

Individually wrapped, 100% certified and 
guaranteed 3.5" DSDD 135tpi disks with labels. 

DISK BOXES 
Lockable high quality disk 
boxes at unbeatable prices; 
Qty: 1+ 3+ 
50 cap £5.99 £5.25 

100 cap £6.99 £6.25 
12 capacity library cases...Five for £5.75 

6+ 
£4.99 
£5.99 

T 

3.5" DISKS WITH BOXES 
25 Disks with locking disk box.....£17.95 
35 Disks with locking disk box.£22.95 
45 Disks with locking disk box..£26.95 
55 Disks with locking disk box..£31.95 
80 Disks with locking disk box.£39.95 

160 Disks with locking disk box......£71.95 
240 Disks with locking disk box.£122.95 

All Universal brand disks exceed ANSI standards, 
contain free labels and are probably the best buy 
on the market. 

Individually wrapped 100% guaranteed DSDD disks 

Remember - Prices INCLUDE VAT AfcID POSTAGE 

DON'T RISK STORING DATA ON 
OTHER TYPES OF DISKS - 
OURS ARE INDIVIDUALLY 

WRAPPED, 100% CERTIFIED AND 
GUARANTEED ERROR FREE 

DUST COVERS 
Amiga and Atari Dust covers. 
High quality covers protect 
your Amiga or Atari keyboard 

1+ 3+ 6+ 
£3.75 £3.25 £2.99 

QUALITY COMES FIRST AT UNIVERSAL! 

ACCESSORIES 
Mouse Mat:.  £2.99 
Mouse House;.£1.99 
3.5" Cleaning Kit:.£2.95 
5.25" Cleaning Kit:.£2.95 

IBM or AMIGA parallel printer cable;.£7.95 
Universal plastic printer stands.£6.95 
Extra disk labels (3.5") per 100..£1.50 

MONITOR STAND 
The monitor stand enables you 
to swivel your monitor in nearly 

any direction. 
1+ £14.50 - unbeatable 

High quality 14“ Universal monitor| 
stand takes any monitor from 12" to 16“ 

OUR DISKS ARE PROBABLY THE 
BEST IN THE WORLD, 

MANUFACTURED BY SONY, 
MITSUBISHI ETC. DON'T USE ANY 

OTHER DISK 

MEGA COMPETITION 
You could win a £50 mail order voucher!! 

Call (0898) 886200 NOW 
Calls charged at 34p per irunute cheap rate/45p per minute all other times 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE!! 
Accohs 

To order via telephone simply quote credit card number and expiry date 

To order via mail make cheque or PO payable to: 

UNIVERSAL OVERNIGHT DISTRIBUTION LTD 

VISA 

Trade customers, call for spot prices. Bulk buyers - we have great prices. 
OvArmnht rmiripr v/nur rtnnrk fnmnrmwll Minimum nrr^Ar unliua C 1 O nn nil nrrJorc 



HACK IN ISSUE 17. we reviewed a sampler 

by the name of TeehnoSound. Despite the 

relatively cheap asking price and simplified 

functions, Ihe package marked a new market 

for ‘entry’ level' samplers - a system whereby 

even novices to Amiga music could start to 

experiment w ith sounds and tunes. 

These days advances in technology wait 

for no man, so after eight months on the mar¬ 

ket it's well worth updating established 

systems. This is exactly what New Dimensions 

have done by releasing a new version of their 

package under the name TeehnoSound Turbo 

The hardware is unchanged and the basic 

form of the software is the same as the origi¬ 

nal. in that most of the functions are based 

around the same interface system. The controls 

arc laid out in pretty much the same way, w ith 

the main play, record, zoom and mode controls 

being placed in their own positions on screen. 

The extra functions, such as editing, loop¬ 

ing. disk control and real-time effects, are 

called up by clicking on buttons to the right of 

the screen. Each button will make a different 

strip appear at the bottom of the screen, con¬ 

taining a series of controls w hich can he used 

in combination with those on the main screen, 

Recording a sound is pretty simple. Just start 

your input to the sampler, adjust the level until 

the input scope display doesn't overload and 

press the Record button. The program will 

then monitor ihe input until you hit the left 

mouse button to start sampling. 

Actually editing a sound is a much more 

Complex affair. The only way to zoom in on a 

particular piece of a waveform is to move the 

start and end pointers* which also control the 

loop. This sounds easy enough, but the fact 

that you have to use the left and right buttons 

to move the start and end pointers respectively 

and that there is only a two-level zoom makes 

editing a far from fluid process. Abo. a niggle 

from the original TeehnoSound is still present 

There is only a 50K edit buffer? This means 

that you can only snip away pieces of your 

waveform a little hit at a time, which is hardly 

conducive to intuitive sample editing! 

The most significant addition in the Turbo 

version is the sequencer. This comes in two 

forms - the first is a simple sample sequencer 

which allows you to siring sounds together to 

form rhythm patterns. The second editor is 

MIDI-based, allowing you to set up full MIDI 

compatible tunes. 

Unfortunately, the full potential of this sys¬ 

tem hasn't really been realised. The editing 

screens for both sequencers take up about an 

eighth of the total screen, with small, fiddly 

controls which aren't obviously marked. 

If you really want to include samples into 

your ow n tunes, you'd be belter off going for a 

dedicated entry-level sequencer, such as 

Aegis' Sonix. rather than struggling with this 

rather simplistic system. 

TechirnSmind's major strength is that it is a 

no-nonsense, low-cost, easy-to-use system 

aimed at beginners to the world of sampling. 

Unlike other entry-level systems, the sound 

quality manages to measure up favourably 

SAMPLER REVIEW 

This entry-level sampler 

may be cheap, but in our 

round-up four months ago 

the hardware came out 

very well. Now the soft¬ 

ware's been updated to add 

a sequencer, so you can 

make samples into songs. 

Maff Evans cops an earful 

and passes judgement. 

Anyone who already has TeehnoSound might not be able to spot much of o 

difference in the Turbo version. In actual fact nothing has changed in the main 

program, the additions being sequencing and effects from new buttons. 

TeehnoSound IVirbo 
Sound sampling package ■ £.35.99 ■ New Dimensions 

EXTENDED REMIX - TeehnoSound Turbo offers a 
number of refinements and additions over the original 
version to bring the package up to date. 

PLAY TYPES *» Instead of simply having the option to 
play a sound, you can now scan the waveform as it is 
played, play back Kit HiFi mode with a blank screen or 
play at the default sound rate. 

REALTIME ECHO - A series of new echo settings has 
been included, along with the ability to program your 
own echo set-ups in full stereo. 

with many more advanced and more expensive 

systems. TeehnoSound Turbo continues ihe 

tradition of a low-cost, entry-level sampler and 

boosts the package by adding some very nice 

real-time effect options. 

Unfortunately tills is the only real 

improvement over the original system ihe 

sequencers do not cut it - and established 

users may not think it worthwhile to pay 

another £6 just for a few new effects. 

Hut if you are new to the world of 

sampling the package is still an extremely 

good place to start, particularly with the new 

additions. If you're thinking about updating to 

the new system, then I suggest that you try the 

new version out before you buy: but then 

again, £6 isn’t a great deal to pay for an effects 

unit in this day and age! 

Technosound Turbo 
£35.99 New Dimenrions0291 690933 

147 

VOICE SYNTH EFFECTS - As well as echo and phasing 
effects, you can also use a series of strange vocalist 
effects including pitch-shifting and 'Dalek' effects. 

MULTITASKING * You can now load TechnoSownd via 
the CLI and access Workbench from the main program. 
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SEQUENCING - Sample* can be constructed into rhythm 
pattern* or a full .blown MIDI sequence written within 
the sampling program Itself. 

Technosound Turbo 

SPIED Ml 
Mostly pretty good, but some options, such as 

disk commands, seem to take an age 

DOCUMENTATION ft# 

Good tutorials and manual, but a few example 

tunes on the disk would make things clearer 

ACCESSIBILITY • • t • 
Pretty straightforward, but some options era 
rather tiddly to use. The manual does help. 

FEATURES ••• 

Pretty ropy editing and sequencing functions, 

tout the real-time effects are excellent 

value mm mm 
A Cheap system, lor the price it offers novices a 
good springboard into Amiga music. 
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K.G. Leisure...? 
.we make it easy for you! 

All prices include VAT. All orders sent by 1 st class post 

Telephone Orders/Enquiries 

■ 0443 862127 

Mon-Sat 

9am-7pm 

The Study 5 The Games Room ....the largest room!. 

Games Marked * = 
New release: sent when available 
3D Construction set-,„»*.***X3].99 

3D Pool *.**___—...„...„...X7,99 
3 Stooges {Budget)....*—X7.99 
41) Boxing,.*.........  JE2049 
Aid Tank Killer.—...*„..*.*.X23.99 
Advanced DestroyerSirnutotor *.,..,X 16.99 
Amiga Encounter...  X17.49 
AMOS {Games Creator!...JE34.99 
APB {Budget).*,,**...........X6.99 
Aracnophobia.....JC17.49 
Arkanoid*,,*..*.*..*.*. X5.99 
Arkanoid 2 {Revenge of t)oh) Budget X6.99 
Armalyte..**,*.*. JE17.49 
Armour Ceddon....X16.99 
Atomifio..._  *„,,.*„**..*„,X1749 
Barbarian-Ultimate Warrior 
{Budget!....-...X7.99 
Bards Tale 3...-.--£16.99 
Bards Talc 2 (Budget).*—.X7.99 
BAT........XI 9.99 
Batik-hound ...**,*..*.*******.»******—-£16.99 
Battle Chess____,„.™*.*„X1749 
Battle Chess It... 
Beast Busters.. 

..XI 7,49 

..XI749 
Bill & Ted's Exc. Adventure.XI 7,49 
Billiards It.......—X17.49 
Bionic Commando (Budget!.......,...X7,99 

* Blade Warrior....XI 7.49 
Brat......X 17.49 
Cadaver _  -,,*X1749 
Cadaver Levels.*.**.*.,*.****♦,*,**..XI1.99 
Cadaver-The Pay Off..  X16.99 
Cardinal of the Kremlin.....-....X 17.49 
Carrier Command {Budget) ....X7.99 
Centurion.*»*.   £17.49 
Challenge Coif,™.....X16.99 
Champion of the Raj...XI6.99 
Chaos Strikes Back (IMeg)...........XI 7.49 
Charge of the Light Brigade,., ,.*,,,X20.49 
Chuck Rock...*.,*.„.XI 6.99 
Cohort Fighting For Rome..,..X19,99 
Coin Op Hits 2. „,_..,...X20.49 
Col ossus Chess.,...XI 7,49 
Conflict - Europe (Budget!.....X7.99 
C r ic ket Captain...,.*.,*,*„*.X 17 .49 
Cricket Simulator (1 Meg).+r,*,*X19.99 

* Crimewave ...—..XI7.49 
Crime Doesn't Pay--.._..X1749 
Crystals of Arborea ™-X16,99 
Cybercon 3 ,.*,**.*,*,.,„*.*.„.....X17.49 
Damocles Compendium ..,+Xl749 
Das Boot..,.....-.XI9.99 
Drfender Of The Crown (Budget) ...X7.99 
Demoniak (IMeg).. X20.49 

* Deuteros  ....—XI 6.99 
* Double Double Bill.„..,X24 49 

Dragons Spirit (Budget!......X6.99 
Dungeon Master (lMeg!„..,...„..,.*.Xn.49 
Elite....XI 7.49 
Elvira {IMeg!...*.-X2049 
Emlyn Hughes Soccer.XI7.49 
Enchanter (Budget)...X8.49 
England Championship Special „,.X 17,49 

* Escape From Colditz..X20.49 
E uropean Su pe rleagu e...X16,99 
Eye Of The Beholder...X19.99 
FI 5-Strike Eagle II.„*.,*,,....X23.99 
FI9 Stealth Fighter,,.....X2049 
m Retaliator..  X17.49 
Fantasy World Dizzy (Budget)....X6.99 
Ferrari Formula 1 (Budget!...X8.99 
Fists of Fury (CompilationXI7.49 

* Flight of the Intruder...X20.49 
Flight Simulator 2.X24.99 
Football Director 2...........X14.99 
Forgotten Worlds (Budget) -XI6.99 

* Formula I (3D) **,*«.—-.„.X17.49 

Frenetic....,,.*„*.„*.*,.*„*.**.*.*,.****.*Xl?49 
Full Contact (Budget)..-.X7.99 
Future Wars..**.*,.*., „****.**.*.,*.*,,+.„.*X 17.49 
Gauntlet 2 (Budget!.........M.99 
GenvX  —*.,*..*..*.*—— 
Go..,.        ,X1749 
CODS .****,.*.**.*„*.*„„*.**.*..*.*.,*.*,X16.&9 
Golden Axe.„.*.  X16.99 
Grand Stand (Compilation!,X2l>-49 
Gunboat.............X20.49 
Halls of Montezuma..XI749 
Hard Drivin (Budget! *.„.*.*,.*„*.* „„ X6.99 
Heroes (Compilation!_X2049 
Hero Quest....... X16.99 
Hill St.Blues....  X16.99 
Hollywood Collection 
(Compilation!..*.,,.*..*.,.,*..-£20.49 
Hunter.  JC20A9 
IK+ (Budget! (see Premier 
Collection!  ,.,X6„99 
Indianapolis 509..XI699 
International Championship 
Athletics,*.*., ,.,„*.*..  .X17.49 
International Ice Hockey,,.*.,*,*,.XI749 
I Plav 3D Soccer........XI6.99 
Jack Nicklaus Golf...*.**,*.,*.*.X1749 
JackNkklaus 91 Champ Course 5X10.99 
Jack Nicklaus Unlimited Golf 
(Ufatf™*,.......  X19.99 
James Pond (IMeg!.,. .~.*,„.*..+.X17 49 
Kick Off 2.*....XI3.49 
Kick Off 2 (IMeg)..XI649 
Kick Off 2 Final Whistk...X8.99 
Kick Off Winning Tidies.*.*,.,,.*.,*,, ,X6.99 
Kick Off + Extra Time (Budget!.X6.99 
Killing Cloud .-.-.XI6.99 
Kult (Budget!.......X6 99 
leisure Suit Urry (Triple Pack)...,X34.99 
Lemmings________ .X16.99 
Lt oniiftjo (Budflt't )„„ - .. -...... .M39 
Life and Ikath,..... XI7 49 
LiUle Fuff (Budfiftl.... 

+ l^ogical... 
.X699 
....Phone 

l-ombard RAC Rslly (BudRH 
Loom....*.**.*..*.*..*..*..*.**.*.**.*.,*.*..* 
I^urda of duos..... 

.X6.99 
,„X2049 
...XI749 

Ivotus Esprit TUrbo... .X1749 
M L Tan k Platoon. ..,X2049 

* MagJC Story Book. , ...X2049 
Man, Ltd ■ Europe Edition.. 
Megd Trawler .>*..**.-*,-■*.,***. ******** 

.X1749 
...X2049 

Mercs ..... ...XJ7.49 
Metel Mutant 
Miami Chut. 

*„X 17,49 
,..,.X6.99 

Monster pick (Compilation !.. 
Monty Python,.,,.... 

...X1749 

...X1449 
Moonbase .,*,.*,*,«»*»„*,*..*..*.*,**,**, 
MUDS....... 

,„X23,99 
...X1749 

Murder *„*m.**„.**.**,*.**.*.„,**,*,**.^. 
★ Myth...,.-... 
NAM.... 
Navy Seals..... 

,.,X1749 
-XI 7,99 
.,..£20.49 
,.X 17,49 

Ninja Remix..  X16.99 
N inja Warrior....*.*..,..*.,. .XI4,49 
North and South (Budget)..X6.99 
Oriental Games..X1749 
Panza Kick Boxing..—XI7.49 
Passing Shot (Budget!.X7.99 
PGA Tour Golf.  X1749 
Platinum (Compilation) .......XI749 
Player Manager.*,*,*.**.*,.*.**.*.**.».,..X14.49 
Popu lous  * .*.,*..-.*,™.,„*.. ..X16.99 
Populous Promised Lands.,,,,.,,..X8.99 
Powermonger .........X19,99 
Powermonger Date Disk l.„„.—,..Xl 1.49 
Power Up (Compilation!,.*..X20.49 
PP Hammer £ Pneumatic Weapon XI6.99 
Precious Metal.............XI749 
Predator 2, „X 16.99 

Prehistorik_-...X1749 
Premier Collection (Compilation! XI7,99 
Prince of Persia.....XI749 
Pro Boxing (Budget)——™... .X6.99 
Pm Flight (Hi-Soft I...X32.99 
Pm Tennis Tour 2 ......1)7.49 
Radio Controlled Racer (Budget!...,X6.99 
Rail road Tycoon... £24.99 
Rainbow Islands (see Power Up! ,,.X16.99 
RBI II Baseball—_*,JE20,49 
Red Storm Rising —,„***.*., 1749 
Rick Dangerous 2 —......XI 7.49 
Robocop 2 *—h™h».i»««*h.,.w,XI7,49 

it R-Type 2...XI749 
Sci-Fi (Budget! ..X6.99 
Search for the King..„JC2(!49 
Secret of Monkey Island...XI 7,49 
Secret of Silver Blades (1 Meg! X2049 
Shadow- Dancer..    XI 6,99 

* Shanghai II * Dragons Eye,—.X24M 
Shapes & Colours (Educational!,...,Xti.9^ 
Sherman M4 fBudget i.X6.99 
Silkwxxm (Budget)... X6.99 
Sim City Architecture 1 (Future!. XI 1.99 
Sim City Architecture 2 (Ancient t XI 1,99 
Sim City Terrain Editor,*.™,*, XI0.99 
Sim City 4& Populous   XI 9,99 

+ Sinhad (Budget |L.„_  _ XT V9 
* Skye base (Budget)**,*-. X7.99 

Sorcerer (Budget!___  XS49 
Space Quest 3 --X26.99 
Speedball I iBudget!...X849 
Speedbal! 2  __—,*,*„*,—,«W.*X 16,99 
Spell Book (4-9 Years!____46 99 
Spirit of Excalibur (1 Meg!„„,*.X2049 
St Dragon.   X1749 
Steve Davis W'orld Snooker„X7,99 
Stormbal I.*... . .*„*,„., X1749 
Strip Poker IJ + Date Disk I ..X6 99 
Super Cars 2.  X16.99 
Super Monaco Grand Prix,......XI749 

* Swap...XI7 49 
Switchblade 2.   X1749 
SWIV.*..   X16.99 
T^ble Tennis Simulator (Budget)..,.X6,99 
Team Suzuki.....,*.,*„..X1749 
Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles.X16 99 
Tennis Cup (Budget...*.X6,99 
Test Drive II (Comptlalion) *,*„*,,,„X20.49 

* Thunder Jaws.....XI749 
T0KL,......XI 6,99 
Toobin (Budget! .,..**,**,*.*,.*,*.,*,„,„W.X6,99 
loyoU Celica CT Rally.X1749 
Treasure Island Dizzy (Budget).—..X4.99 
Trivial Pursuit..    -X1449 
Turrican 2*....*.*.-X 16.99 

* TVf Sports (CS! Football (Budget XV49 
inttma S  420.49 
CMS 2.    X2049 

* Virtual Worlds (Compi lation i . X20.49 
\TZ.......XI4 49 
Wargames Constmction Set.........X2049 
Warlords.. ,„*„*.X16 99 
Warzonc   *„..X14.99 
Waterloo (Budget ! ..X7.99 
Wheels of Fire..  -0049 
White Sharks,,......XI699 
Wings (IMeg!...,X2049 
Wizball (Budget),,..,........ *.,*.X699 
Wonderland (IMeg!..   X2G49 

* Worlds at War....X16.99 
+ Worlddass Cricket..X19.99 

Worlddass Leaderhoard {Budget i ,..X6.99 
Wrath of the Demon ..,..*X2049 
Wreckers.. ,..,,.*.,*.,*.*„*„.X] 749 
Xenon 2 (Budget!....XT ,99 
Xvbots (Budget!,...,... X6.99 
Z-Oul*.*,.      X1449 

* Zone Warrior *,,*,,*,*.„ .XI749 
Zork 3 (Budget) .. —.X7.99 

....serious work going on in here!.,.. 
Arfiasm 68000..X49.99 

Aztec C Professional *_____*  XI09.99 

Aztec C Developer ..—XI59,99 

Deluxe Music Const Set ..*.....449.99 

Excellence V2.0......,„.X119.99 

Lattice C«„.....„*.X 169,99 

Professional Page V2....XI 79,99 

Scribble (Platinum) ...  X39.99 

The Libravy 
....lots of books on the shelves!.... 

Advanced Amiga Basic    .*.XI5*99 

Amiga Assembly Language Programming_XI3*49 

Amiga Basic Inside and Out...XI 7*99 

Amiga C for Beginners.*....XI7*49 

Amiga C for Advanced Users..X29*99 

Amiga Disk Drives inside + out**„.*****..*,X25.99 

Amiga DOS inside + out...„..*XI7,49 

Amiga DOS Reference Guide.,,.XI3.99 

Amiga For Beginners....**X!1.99 

Amiga Graphics inside + out.....„**X29,99 

Amiga Hardware Ref* Manual...X23.99 

Amiga Machine Language..  X13,99 

ROM Kemal (Includes + AutoDocs)...X29.99 

ROM Kernal (Ref Libs + Dwices)...X29,99 

Amiga System Programmers Guide..X29*99 

The C Programming Language (2nd Edition) 

(Kernigan/Ritchiel ^Excellent***..X24.99 

The Office 
....useful programs for busy people!.... 

Cashbook Cont roll er..    .... X44.99 

Cashbook Combo (above 2 programs combined! .X59*99 

Day b>^ Day..*....*.......X23.99 

DC Calc*.,....    .*X29.99 

Fi nal Accou nts *, ,.*,**. „****,.      ...** .,***„  .X29.99 

Gold Disk Office ....XI04.99 

Home Accounts ___*_X24.99 

Home Accounts 11 ..   X39.99 

Mai Ishot Plus.  .....X39.99 

Personal Finance Manager...X23.99 

Personal Tax Planner..,,*.*...X39.99 

Protext VS...,***...*......XI09,99 

Quick Write...   X49.99 

System3*..***„.„.      X44.99 

Sx’Stem 3E (Extended version of above).X59.99 

Wordworth 

(Excellent word processor* package)..„„X94.99 

The Post Room 
Pfease make Cheques/PO's payable to "K.G. 

Leisure". And remember to add £1 for post & 

packaging (U.K*I. You can order using your 

credit card* by telephone or sending the follow¬ 

ing details to us at the address below, 

Card No.*...Exp. Date....... 

Name (on card).*.*...*.... 

Address.*...*.****.. 

Si gnatur e .*************.Amou nt. * *09/91 

Tint Room The 
All items subject 

to availability. Credit Card 

orders debited only on day of despatch. 

Please allow sufficient time for cheque clearance. 
Prices subject to variation. E & G*E 

(Dept AF), 2 Hengoed Hall Drive, 
Cefn Hengoed* Hengoed 

Mid Glamorgan, CF8 7JW* 

The Storage Room 
....space for everyone here!.**. 

TDK High Quality 3.5" DSDD Blank Disks 

Boxes of 10 with labels*....X8.49 

Verbatim High Quality 3,5" DSDD Blank Disks 

Boxes oflQ with labels*,.***...*..X8,29 

Unbranded Disks 33* DSDD 

(with labels) *..****,.****.„*****.****,.****„*.**,****,..*,.,49p each 

Sony High Quality S-S* DSDD Blank Disks 

Boxes of 10 with labels ....,X8,49 



(J) FILE TRANSFER REVIEW 

IF YOU’RE INTO Graphics. DTP, word 

processing or music, if you're in education or 

if you're working in the publishing or design 

worlds, sooner or later you’ll come into 

contact with Apple Macintosh computers. 

Macintoshes are fine machines, hut unfortu¬ 

nately (for Mac owners!) everything costs 

three limes as much as it does in the Amiga 

world. However there are times when it would 

be very handy to be able to read and write Mac 

files from the comfort of your own Amiga. 

Which is where Mac—2-Dos comes in. 

With the aid of a Macintosh disk drive 

Mac-2-Dos allows you to read and wrile files 

in Macintosh format. Not only that, but the 

program will create icons for transferred files 

allowing them to be opened on a Mac or 

Amiga just by clicking on the icon, 

Text files, clip an. IFF files, SMF (stan¬ 

dard MIDI files! can he transferredk even 

database files can he passed between one 

application and another. Most interestingly on 

the DTP side. Mac-2-Dos gives you access to 

a vasi number of Mac DTP bureaus, PostScript 

files generated by an Amiga DTP program can 

be saved onto a Mac disk and output to film on 

a high quality imagesetter just as if they were 

Macintosh files. 

Installation and operation is pretty simple. 

Plug the Macintosh drive and hardware adap^ 

tor into the disk drive port of your Amiga. 

Double-click on the icon from Workbench (or 

use the CLI) and enter the application. 

Unfortunately* if you have partitioned your 

hard disk you have to place a copy of the 

If you have any good 

reason - and there are 

quite a few - for wanting to 

transfer files between your 

Amiga and a Macintosh, 

then listen up as 

Paul Lyons describes a 

utility to do just that. 

Moc-to-Dos 

£79.95 
Silica 081 309 1111 

Mac disk drive 

£149,95 
Silica 081 309 nil 

Thanks to 

AppLeCentres West 
(0272 225661) far 
providing the Apple 
external drive* Mac-2-Dos 
File transfer operations 
are easy: just select 

your files and dick on 

the Copy button, leans 

arc added for you. 

Mac-Amiga file transfer 

£79.95 ■ Central Coast Software 

flic volunt! Wit I 

iHjHic-Z-Pos VT 111 

Dos-2-Dos 
Amiga-PC file transfer ■ £44.95 ■ CCS 

Anyone wanting to transfer tiles from Amiga s lo IBM-comps iible PCs has a 

much wider choice of translation software than In the Mac world. Both 
CrossDOS and MessyDOS (PD) are excellent and well-established pro¬ 

grams. Dos-2-Dos works in pretty much the same way as MaC'2-Dos, except 
that where the Mac-2'Dos has a Mac-style graph Leal interlace, Dos-2-Dos 

has a CLI-siyie box. much beloved ol PC users 
Unfortunately, like its Mac counterpart, Dos 2 Dos has one distinct 

disadvantage when compared to the other commercial program, CrossDOS. 
To use Dos-2-Dos you have to go to the Shell and run the program with all 
subsequent commands being typed in a separate window. Compare this to 

CrossDOS, which runs in the background and allows the user to address it 
from the Workbench, the Gtl or - most usefully - from within any program. 

CrossDOS can be obtained from Silica |D8i 309 tin) for £2$ 

DOS-2-DOS 70% 

program into every partition front which you 

wish lo copy files. Exchanging files is very 

simple. Insert a disk inlo the Mac drive: formal 

ami name it as necessary (remember this is a 

Mac disk and can have up lo 31 characters in 

the name). To copy files, just click on the 

name of the file to be copied and the copy 

arrow will change to face in the direction of 

copy. Check that any conversions required arc 

turned on and click copy. Hr,,, to coin a 

phrase... that’s it! 

One of the nice touches of Mac-2-Dos is that 

rather than just doing a straighl data port, the 

program can also do file conversions and 

create icons. For example, if you have an IFF 

file that you want to paste into a Mac DTP 

program rather than jusi doing a straight trans¬ 

fer of the file, Mac-2-Dos will convert the file 

into MacPaint format. 

In addition, the Macintosh creates icons for 

all files automatically, using Ihe type of icon to 

del ermine which programs can open the file. 

Mac-2-Dos allows you to al locale a Mac icon 

to outgoing Amiga files land vice versa). This 

means that when ihe file arrives on ihe receiv¬ 

ing computer (say a text file from Pretext 

appearing on a Mac), it appears with ihe icon 

of ihe receiving application (say. Mat Write). 

ready for use. 

Mac-2-Dos is a fine package with a 

number of good features and nice touches. 

Unfortunately, you can’t read and write Mac 

files from the CLi or from within other pro¬ 

grams. Unlike its sister program Dos-2-Dos 

which uses standard Amiga drives, the 

Macintosh drive cannot be used to read and 

wrile standard Amiga files. There was a 

version which allowed you to do this, bui 

Central Coast software have been unable to 

secure a sufficient number of the unique disk 

drive that made the operation possible, so the 

puck is not longer available. 

There are cheaper ways of doing the same 

task - we use CrossDOS to save Amiga files 

to a PC disk and then read those on the Mac. 

While Mac-2-Dos can t match this system on 

price ii is an elegant one-step solution to the 

probl cm of A m i ga/Mac ft Ic ex change. 

Mac to DOS 

SPEED • • • 
Nol fast, but still much quicker than using 
comma software or Amiga-PC-Mac systems. 

DOCUMENTATION • • • 

Acceptable documentation thai could have been 

Improved by the addition of screen-shots 

ACCESSIBILITY III 

Reasonably easy to understand, although the 
I ext-only manual doesn't help matters. 

FEATURES • f t # 
Automatic Icon creation and file conversion 

greatly enhance the basic task of conversion. 

VALUE •* 

£60 for the software plus £150 for the disk drive 
makes this a pricey conversion system 

W AMIGk _ 

ferdic! 74% 
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CORPORATION * V, 

MISSION DISH S 
ONLY 

jJ 
js/W 

DAMOCLES + 
MISSION DISK 

-sr 
V7 ONLY El 2.99 

FORTHCOMING ATTRACTIONS 

4D Boxing.™™..—.. £17,» 
Action Stations (1 Meg)  £22.99 
Adidas Golden Shoe.....£ 17.99 
AH-73M Thundertt»Nfc.,T*^ 
Alcatraz    ,....£17.99 
AMOS 30.......£24.99 
Arnhem.......£17,99 
Batllechess 2....£20.99 
Billy the Kid......£17 99 
Birds of Prey.......£24 99 
Blade Warrior. .., „,.£17.99 
Champion of the Raj-,.T„-„..,.,.,,*,,.,£17 99 
Championship Athletics ....£17.99 
Crirngwave...    ..,,£17,99 
Cruise (Or a Corpse..........£17.99 
Darkman...*......£t7 99 
Das Bool.....£20.99 
Death Knights of Krynrt..£20,99 
Demoniak ......£20.99 
□euteros (The Next Millenium).£17.99 
Double Double Bill.. £24 99 
EH.....-.*..£17,99 
Executioner.. .......... £ 17 99 
Final Fight........ £17 99 
Right of the Intruder...... £2*0.99 
Gauntlet 3..........£17 99 
Hunter__,___£20 99 
Jetfighter 2.........£22 99 
Knights of legend-™-...,,... £20 99 
Last Ninja 3. £17 99 
Logical.....£1499 
Midwinter 2....£20M 
Moonbase. £24 99 
Myth.......£17 99 
Navy Seals ......£17 99 
Plotting...£ 17 99 
Sarakoo.........£20 99 
Secret Weapons of (he Luttwaffa ..£20 99 
Shanghai 2 - Dragons Eye-...--£24 99 
SHent Service 2*..-.-.£24 99 
Sim Earth,.......£24 99 
Spirit of Excalibur(1 Meg)..... £20 99 
StormbaJI......£17.99 
Swap.......£17.99 
Terminator 2.....£17 99 
Wing Commander (1 Meg)---*,*.*,*., „,£24,S9 
Worlds At War......£17 99 
World Class Cricket....£17.99 

P/ease now that the majority of the forthcoming 
attractions are not released at time of going to 

press. These wilt be despatched within 24 hours 
of release subject to availability 

ACCESSORIES 
i/2 Meg Upgrade + Clock...£24 99 
2M Joystick/Mouse ext, lead .,,,,.£6,99 
40 Lockable Disk Box....£5 99 
00 Lockable Disk Box.... 
94 Barer Stackable Box ....£13.99 
150 Posso Stackable Box. £17,99 
Amiga 4 Player Adaptor...,.,...,..£7,99 
Amiga 500 Dust Cover........,,,£4,99 
Box 10 Bulk Disks.....£6 99 
Box 10 Sony Branded Disks................£9-99 
Cheetah 125+.,™.«.*„„.™.„.k,E7,99 
Commodore 1064 Monitor...£259 99 
Disk Cleaning Kit..      £299 
Gotten image GI600 Mouse . . ...£24 99 
Golden Image Optical Mouse..  £49.99 
Golden Image Scanner...£189.99 
Maverick Game Controller __,„.„£1499 

Moufifl’ Mat 6mm.. .£4 99 
Philips CM8833 Monitor. 
Pro 5000 ....-. 

.£279 99 

...£10 99 
Pro 5000 Clear Extra,. £1299 
Ounckjoy Jettighter _____ .£10,99 
Quickjoy Mega Board _,..£1999 
Quickjoy Topstar.. .£19.99 
Ouickshot Python. .£8,99 
QuickSriOT Python Mcroawitch. 
Rofl 1000 labels 3.5".... 
Star LC20O Cofouf Printer. 

.£1099 

.£999 

.£219.99 
Star LC24 200 Colour Printer. 
Star LC24-200 Mono Primer . 

.£289 99 

...£249 99 
Stingray Hand Hew Joystick.+1,...£13 99 
Zip6fr*.~_.....,..,..£12 99 

TOP 50 CHART 
1 MegCrickei.—.-.-..........£1899 
40 Driving...........£17,99 
Advanced Destroyer Sim.....£17.99 
Amos Compiler .  £20,99 
Armour Geddon.  £17.99 
Atomino...£17.99 
Bandit Kings of Anaent China. ..£22 99 
Cadaver Levels .    ..,....£12.99 
Cardinal of the Kremlin.....£17.99 
Centurtan ..     £17.99 
Chuck Rock.....  £17.99 
Crystals ol Arborea .....£17.99 
Cybercon 3.     ..£17.99 
Dernonlak,..,..£20 99 
Duck Tales........... £17.99 
European Superleague...£17 99 
Eye of the Beholder ...£20.99 
F15 Strike Eagle 2 .      £24.99 
FI9 Sieallh Fighter....  ..........£10.99 
Final Whistle .., . £8 99 
Gem X .        £16,99 
Genghis Khan.£22 99 
G.o!D.S- ..       £17,99 
Gunboat..     £17.99 
Hero Quest (Gremlin) ....... .£17.99 
Jahangir Khan's Squash.£17.99 

Kick Off 2 ........£12,99 
Lemmings.... .,£17.99 
Lite and Death ««.4HWW.-.1„H»,E17,fl9 
Lords of Chaos ..£14 99 
Man Utd Europe. ..*...£17 99 
Mega Traveller 1.......£20.99 
Mercs...„*,*„,*.£17 99 
Metal Mutant.... £17.99 
PGA Tour GoH .£17.99 
Powermonger .. £2099 
P.P. Hammer..... £17 99 
Prehistorik.....£17.99 
ProlFight..     £29.99 
Railroad Tycoon ....... . £24.99 
R.B.I. 2 Baseball...   ....£20.99 
R-Type 2 -,-,........£17.99 
Search for the King...  .£19,99 
Secret of Monkey Island (1 Meg)...£17.99 
Shadow Dancers . .. ,.,£17.99 
Sim City + Populous-----Ci9 99 
Speedbail 2.. ...£17 99 
Super Cars 2....£17 99 
Switchblade 2 ...  £17.99 
Toki - Goes WiW.£17 99 
Winning Tactics ............£6 99 

POWER UP * £18.99 
Turrican. X-Out, Rainbow Island, 

Altered Beast. Chase HQ. 

TEST DRIVE 2 COLLECTION * ONLY £20.99 
Test Drive 2, Muscle Cars, European Challenge. 

Super Care, California Challenge 

COMPUTER HITS 11 - ONLY £7.99 
Tetris, Black Shadow. Golden Path, 

Joe &a<fe 

WORLD CUP COMPILATION - ONLY £7.99 
Tracksuit Manager. Kkrk Off. 

international Soccer 

PLATINUM COLLECTION * ONLY £17*99 
Ghouls N Ghosts, Strider. 

Forgotten Worlds, Black Tiger 

PHANTASIE BONUS EDITION ■ ONLY £20.99 
Phantasie 1. Phantasw 3. 

Questions 

SUPREME CHALLENGE FLIGHT 
COMMAND ONLY £12.99 

Eliminator. Skychase, Strike Force Harrier. 
Lancaster. Skyfo* II 

TRIAD 3 - ONLY £14,99 
Rocket Ranger, Speedbatt, 

Blood Money 

WHEELS OF FIRE -ONLY £9.99 
Chase HQ, Turbo Outrun, Powerdrift, 

Hard Drivin' 

SOCCER MANIA ONLY £9.99 
Football Manager 2, Microprose Soccer. Gazzas 

Soccer. Football Manager World Cup Edition 

PGWERPACK - ONLY £14.99 
Xenon 2. Bloodwych, TV Sports Football, 

Lombard Rally 

MIND GAMES ~ ONLY £14.99 
Austerliiz, Waterloo, 
Conflict in Europe 

VIRTUAL REALITY VOLUME 1 - ONLY £24.99 
Midwinter, Carrier Command, Ini. Soccer 
Challenge, Stargllder 2, Stunt Car Racer 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION - ONLY £20.99 
Robocop. Ghostbu&ters 2. Indiana Jones & Last 

Crusade. Batman the Movie 

• SPECIAL OFFERS • SPECIAL OFFERS • 
3D Pool... ..£7.99 
Airborne Ranger.£9.99 
An erf Chess ...___£4 99 
Atonxc Robokid..... £7,99 
Baal..  ,,.,,.,£4.99 
Battle Squadron , ..£4 99 
BoukJerdash Const Kil_£4 99 
Brian Clough’s Football.£6,99 

Fools Errand ....,.......,£7 99 
Full Metal Planete .£9.99 

Castte Master 
Centretold Squares 
C J s Elephant Antics 
Colorado 

£9 99 
£7.99 
£899 
£4 99 

Continental Circus 
Corporation , 

,£7.99 
,.£12 99 

Corruption........ 
Cosmic Pirate__ 

,.,,£7 99 
£4 99 

Count Duckula. 
Daily Double Horse 
Racing. 

£6 99 

.£7 99 
Defender of the Crown 
Deluxe Strip Poker. 
Double Dragon 

£7 99 
.£7.99 

,,..£7,99 
Drakken ....£6 99 
Fantasy World Dizzy.£6.99 
Fast Food....£6 99 
F.tali Manager il + Exp Kit..£9.99 

Gunshlp,,. £12,99 
indy Jones the Adventure 
International 3D Tennis 
Iron Lord.. 
James Pond. 

£999 
£7 99 
£9 99 

.£7 99 
Jumping Jackson. 
Kid Gloves.... 
Laser Squad . 

..,£7 99 
£7 99 
£7.99 

Leaderboard ... £699 
Little Puff £6 99 
Loom.. £9 99 
Lords of the Rising Sun. 
Manic Miner .,. 

£11.99 
£7.99 

Maya. £4 99 
Night Hunter 
Ninja Spirit. 

£9 99 
,£7.99 

Ninja Warrior .£7.99 
North And South... 
Persian Gulf Inlemo. 
Pro Tennis Tour. 

X7.99 
£4.99 
£9-99 

Pultys Saga... £7 99 
Quest for the Time Bird .. 
Rocket Ranger. 

£699 
£7 99 

Sherman M4. ...£7.99 

Shinobi .£7.99 
Sitem Service . £9 99 
Sim City .... £14 99 
Sorcery Plus...™....,.£4.99 
Speedball ...£799 
Spy Vs Spy. £4,99 
Spy Vs Spy II.. £4 99 
Spy Vs Spy III,.,.™..„. £4,99 
Stum Car Racer.--£9 99 
Super Gndnjnner...£4 99 
Super Off Rd Racer .£9.99 
Superstar tee Hockey £7 .99 
Sword of Sodan 
Tank Attack 
Tennis Cup 
TheCydes 

£7 99 
£7 99 
£7 99 
£7 99 

Treasure island Dizzy 
Tumcan..... 

£4 99 
£9 99 

Tusker . £7 99 
TV Sports Football 
Twin World.. 

£9 99 
£7 99 

Uninvited .... £9 99 
XOut..-.- £699 
Zak McKraoken £999 
Zombi £9 99 

CLASSIC COLLECTION 
3D Construction Kil.....£34.99 
688 Attack Sub.....£17.99 
AID Tank Kilter...,....£24.99 
BAT   .. .....£20.99 
Baltlech ess.....£ 17.99 
Baitie Command.£17.99 
Balance of Power 1990....£20.99 
Bards Tale 3...£17.99 
Blitzkrieg 1 Meg ...£22 99 
Blue Max...... . . .£17.99 
Budge Player 2150.....£20.99 
California Challenge (T D. II Disk)....£8.99 
Champions of Krynn... . .... £20-99 
Chaos Strikes Back .... ...,,£17.99 
Chase H.Q. ..     £17,99 
Chase H.Q. 2...  £17,99 
Chess Champion 2175,.,..    £20,99 
Colossus Chess X,...  ..£12,99 
Deluxe Scrabble..£14,99 
Dragons Lair (1 Meg) .....£26 99 
Dragons Lair 2.   £29-99 
Dragon Wars....£17 99 
Dungeon Master (t Meg).  £17.99 
European Challenge (T O II)...£8 99 
F-16 Combat Pifol.....£17 99 
F29 Relaliator....£17 99 
Flight Simulator II.....£24.99 
Golden Axe ......£17 99 
Harpoon (1 Meg).....-.££0 99 
HiHsfar.......£ 17 99 
Indianapolis 500.. ....£ 17 99 
it Came From the Desert_ ___^ 14 99 

Jack Nicklaus Ini Courses. 
Jack Nicklaus Unlimited Goff (i Meg).... 
Kick Off 2 (t Meg).. 

£9 99 
- ,.£20,99 
.£17 99 

Killing Cloud £17 99 
Knights 0i CryStaNion __ .....£20.99 
Letsuresuil Lany 1... £20 99 
Letsuresuil Larry 3 (1 Meg) 
Lotus Turbo Challenge... 

£26.99 
.,...£17,99 

Ml Tank Platoon. .£20 99 
Maniac Mansions... .£17,99 
Metal Masters. .£17 99 
Midnight Resistance .-... .£17 99 
Midwinter . .£20 99 
MIG 29 Fulcrum. .£24 99 
Murder .......£17 99 
Musde Cars [T D. II Disk).....£8.99 
NAM .......£20,99 
NARC.......- -E17 99 
Nightshih....£17.99 
Operation Stealth.....£17,99 
Pang ........£17 99 
Pirates....£17.99 
Player Manager ....£12 99 
Police Quest 2(1 Meg). 
Pools ol Radiance (1 Meg).. 

£2499 
£20.99 

Populous... ,  .. ,-£ 17 99 
Populous Promised Lands...£7,99 
Prince ol Persia..........£17.99 
Pro Tennis Tour 2 ....£17.99 
Rainbow Island.......£17.99 
Red Storm Rismg...£17 99 
RiCk Dangerous 2...-, .£ 17 99 
Robocop... £17 99 
Robocop 2.£17 99 
Saint Dragon...... £17 99 
Shadow ol the Beast2...........£22.99 
Shadow Warrior .....£17.99 
Space Ace..........£27-99 
Sieve Davis Snooker,,.,......£9,99 
Super Cars (T O II Dtsk).  £8 99 
Super Monaco G.P.  ^17 99 
Supremacy ..  £20 99 
SWIV..  .....£17,99 
Team Suzuki......£17.99 
Team Yankee ..    £20.99 
Test Dfwell.   .£17.99 
Their Finest Hour .    £20.99 
Total Recall.£17.99 
Tuntoan 2.         .£17.99 
TV Sports Basketball........£14 99 
UH»ma IV.......£17 99 
Ultima 5...*.£20-99 
UMS 2 (1 Meg).,....    £2099 
Viz ........... £ 14 99 
White Death 1 Meg.    £22 99 
Wings (1 Meg)...£18 99 
Wolfpack i 1 Meg)..........£20,99 
Wonderland..,.....      £20.99 
2-Out..-...£17 99 

Please charge my Access/Visa No:......... Eacpiry date: 

ORDER FORM IL • O 
Please supply me with the following for 
Computer.. 
Titles Price 

Customer Number 

DATE:. 
NAME:. 
ADDRESS: 

Please make cheques 
& PO payable to 

Turbosoft 

.Post Code. 
TEL:. 

AMIGA FORMAT SEPT. ’91 

Credit card orders taken, payment 
cashed only on despatch. Orders wider 

£5 add 75p PAP per item. For First Class 
add 75p PStP per item UK only. EEC 

countries add £2,00 per item Non EEC 
countries add £3.00 per item. Express 

airmail £4.00 per item.. All items subject 
to aixaiTabilily. Ail prices subject to 

change without notice. 
E, & O, E. Please note: Mail Order 

campaaies may lake up to 28 days to 
deliver goods from receipt of order. 
Please allow for cheque clearance 



EDUCATIONAL 1 SPRING SAVERS • SPRING SAVERS • SPRING SAVERS 1 UTILITIES 

Answer Back Junior..£13.99 
Answer Back Senior.£13,99 
Better Maths (12-16)......£16.99 
Better Spelling (8-14)....£16.99 
Dinosaur Discovery Kit.,.£16.99 
French Mistress...£13.99 
Fun School 2 (under 6) -£13.99 
Fun School 2 (6-8). £13.99 
Fun School 2 (8+). £13.99 
Fun School 3 (under 5)..,£16 99 
Fun School 3 (5-7).£16.99 
Fun School 3 (7+).™.....£16.99 
German Master..,..£13.99 
Goofy's Railway Express .....£13,99 
Hooray/Henrietta..£ 16.99 
Italian Tutor...£13,99 
Junior Typist <5IQ).£12.99 
Lets Spell At Home....£14.99 
Lets Spell At Shops.,..,,.£14.99 
Lets Spell Out and About,.,,.£14.99 
Magic Maths (4-8}.£16.99 
Maths Mania (8-12}...,,,,,£16.99 
Mickey's Crossword Maker £13.99 
Mickey's Runaway Zoo 13,99 
My Paint...,£22.99 
Postman Pat...£6.99 
Prof. Looks at Words,...£16 99 
Prof, Makes Sentences....£16 99 
Prof Plays a new Game.£19,99 
Puzzle Book Vol 1.£14.99 
Puzzle Book Vol 2.£14.99 
Spanish Tutor...£13.99 
SpellbOOk (4-9)   £14.99 
The 3 Bears...£16.99 
Things to do with Numbers.,£14.99 
Things to do with Words ,...,,£14.99 

EYE OF THE 
BEHOLDER 

£20,99 

SECRET OF 
MONKEY 

ISLAND £17.99 

IN NOW 
LEMMINGS 

ONLY £16.99 

F19 STEALTH 
FIGHTER 

£1999 

DOUBLE 
DRAGON 2 

KICKSTART1.2 
ONLY £7.99 

1 MEG 
CHICKET 

£14.99 

SWORD OF 
SOD AN 

ONLY £7.99 

FI 5 STRIKE 
EAGLE 2 

1 MEG ONLY 
£24.99 

PGA TOUR 
GOLF 

ONLY £17.99 

AMOS 
COMPILER 

ONLY £20.99 

COMING SOON 
BATTLECHESS2 

ONLY £20,99 

CUM AN A EXTER¬ 
NAL DRIVE * 10 
BLANK DISKS 
ONLY E6S.99 

TURRICAN 2 
ONLY £16.99 ONLY £17.99 

PROFLIGHT 
FROM HISOFT 

£29.99 

SEARCH FOR 
THE KING 

£20.99 

BARDS TALE 2 
NOW IN AT 

£7.99 

HOCTEC SLIM DRIVE 
(RF332C) TOP DUAL¬ 

ITY NO t AMIGA 
SHOPPER 

ONLY £59.99 

superplan 
(1 MEG) 
£39.99 

CAN DO 
ONLY 
£39 99 

JAMES POND 
ONLY £7.99 

BACK IN 
PACLAND AND 

PACMANIA ONLY 
£7.99 EACH 

FULL METAL 
PLANETE 

ONLY £9.99 

CAPTIVE 
£9,99 

LOOM 
£9.99 

INDIANA JONES 
ADV + ZAK MCK- 
RACKEN £14.99 

12 MEG UPGRADE 

+ CLOCK 

ONLY £24,99 

WOflOWOftTH 
A WRITERS 

DREAM 
ONLY £99.99 

COMING SOON 
SECRET WEAPONS 

OF THE LUFT- 
WAFF A ONLY £29.99 

smcmr 
ARCHITECT t Oft 2 

ONLY £12-99 

A.M.A.S...  ...,£79,95 
A.M.O.S...,,,£32.99 
Animation Studio.,,,,.,,,£79,99 
Can Do...£39.99 
Deluxe Music Const. Kit.*...*,£49.99 
Deluxe Paint 3......£59.99 
Deluxe Print 2........£34.99 
Deluxe Video 3.,..£59 99 
Devpac 2,,.,............£44,99 
Oigicaic..  ..£27,99 
Digi Paint 3 ..   £59.99 
Digi view Gold....£119.99 
Hisott Basic..  £59,99 
Home Accounts .. £22.99 
Kindwords....,.£37.99 
Lattice CVS...,,.,.......£169.99 
Mastersound ........,£32.99 
Mavis Beacons Typing. .....,.£19.99 
Mugician...£14,99 
Musi* X 1.1 Version. £89.99 
Music X Junior...£49.99 
Pagestream___£99,99 
Photon Paint 2..19.99 
photon Video....... .£24.99 
Prodata........,,.£59,99 
Professional Page V2.00 ...£179.99 
Pretext Ver. 5.  ,.,,£109.99 
Quartet™...  £34.99 
Sculpt 4D ..     £399.99 
Sound Express ..  .£34.99 
Superbase Personal 2.£29,99 
Superbase Professional.£14 9.99 
Superplan .. .£39.99 
Transwrite....,.£59.99 
Virus Killer.....£8 99 

MEGA BUYS 
Welltris,,,,, ,£9,99 

Light Corridor .£9.99 
Mystical. £999 

OR 
All 3 lor. £19.99 

SPECIAL DOUBLE BILL FEATURE 
FROM INFOGRAMMES. 

Don't miss out, book early! 

SCREENi 

SMCrTYtPOPU 

LOUS 

0OtH ONLY £15.99 

SCREEN 2 
GENGIS KHAN 

ONLY £22,99 

AMIGA FORMAT 89% 

FI 6 FalCOh...£13.99 

Falcon Mission 1...E9.99 

Falcon Mission 2...E9.99 

OR 
All 3 for...£29.99 

10 MEGA GAME PACK 
ONLY £21.99 

Teenage Queen Captain Blood, 5af*r 
Guns, Tm Tn on the Moon, Bubble +. 

Purple Saturn Day, Krypton Egg. 
Jumping Jackson, Stir Crazy Bobo. 

Hostage* 

WICKED GAMES PACK 

ONLY £6.99 

Bouncer, Pacoe. Backgammon, 
Invaders. Ball Rader 2, Swocper, 
Spacebaiier. Diablo, Zirax. Othello 

ADVENTURE AMERICAN UTILITY PACK HIGH ENERGY FUTURE SUPER QUINTET 
PACK DREAMS incl. ONLY £16,99 DREAMS ONLY £6.99 

ONLY £12,99 ONLY £6.99 
Comic Seder. Tin Tm on the Moon 

ONLY £6,99 
Chamonix Challenge 

African Raiders. Bubble Ghost Fantavision. Teenage Queen Warlocks Quest Bubble Ghost 

Emmanuelle, Freedom. Operation Neptune Spritz Paint North & South G-Nius Warlocks Quest 

20,000 Leagues Under Hostages 
ONLY £29.99 

Fire & Forget Spidertronic Passengers on the 

The Sea Super Ski Hostages Purple Saturn Day Wind 1 £ 2 

SCREEN GEMS MEGA PACK 
Featuring: A500, P S U,. modulator, mouse. Nightbreed. 

Days of Thunder. Back to the Future, Deluxe Paint 2, 
Shadow of Beast 2. plus Power pack compilation, 10 
blank disks + labels, mouse mat, dust cover. 40 lock- 

able disk box. disk cleaning kit, Microblaster 
microswitched joystick. 

Alt this plus the official 1/2 Meg memory expansion 
board giving you a full 1000K of memory 
Only £409.99 me. vat & delivery 

MEGA OFFER! 
MEGA OFFER! 

M For every thirty pounds spent you can choose 
one of the following titles absolutely FREE!! 

(Available singularly @ £3.99 ea) Operation Neptune, 
Tin Tm on the Moon. Bubble +. Safari Guns, Hawkeye. Inlerphase. 

Rotor. Action Service, Toyotees, Ballislix Warhead 
Plus spend over £40 you can choose 
one of the £6.99 compilations FREE!! 

(Games subject to availability - games may be substituted) 

STAR PRINTERS 

LC - 200 - £229.99 
LC24-200 Mono - £269.99 

LC24-200 Colour • £309.99 

incl. printer cable & 
200 sheets listing paper 

Turbosoft 
Unit 6 & 7 Acacia Close, 

Cherry court Way Industrial Estate, 
St an bridge Road. Leighton Buzzard 

Bede, LU7 5gE 

Telephone hours are: 
Monday to Thursday 9.00am to Bpm 

Friday 9.00am to 5pm 
Saturday 10,00am lo 5pm 

(S lines) 
Showroom hours are: 

Monday to Friday 9,00am to 6pm 
Saturday 10.00am to 5pm 

All prices include VAT 

Tel: (0525) 377974 
Fax: (0525) 852278 

(Personal callers welcome) HOW TO FIND US. 

Crazy Saturday every 2nd 
week of the month. Loads of 
extra special offers on new 

releases as well as older titles. 
(Offer applies to personal 
callers to showroom only) Maps showing direct routes from the motorway and A5 



◄$> PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARY O 
MEGADEMO MANIA 

W* been «ked reeendY tor more megademes 5o « requeued 
here's the defining list of the neatest, mewe note. Oik manbtririg 

system started at 100, so e«ty 100 we about 9 wars cadi 

& 001 ALCATRAZ MEGADEMO 4 {3 DISKS) Brilliant] One of the 
blsgeil 

ODD® tRiAMGU mEGaDEmO Good scrolls and vectors Bit 
dated now. 

0 004 DARKNESS MEGaDEmO On^nal loader, but otherwise 
bland 

D 006 STATIC BYTES MEGADEMO St* parts, derer Huff 
0014 CRyPTOBURNERS MEGWEmQ ® Contains some good 

demos worth a look 
0 030 CAVE MEGADEMO CertaaVy not one of the best 

Colourful though 
D034 BdOeftAIN mEGADEMC (S DISKS) A classic1 Not lob* 

misled but beware of the wy rnoue csftoom 
&03S CIBOMCS MEGADEMO Another great? Famous for the 

Madonna part 
D 046 AC u mEGademO An earfy demo from Oz they had more 

to lean 
& 061 POSSESSED mEGaDEmO : 2 DISKS; Good animated space 

D 067 

D 078 

D080 

Doei 

0091 
Dl*3 
D1®5 

DI?T 

DIM 

D1IS 
D 136 

DIM 
0140 

0 141 

0146 

0150 
0151 

0153 

0160 

0161 

& 16® 

0166 
0160 

Oflll 
0914 

0 993 

0993 

MIRAGE MEGADEMO H MEG) Yet another good one 
Some good FX 
CRIGNICS NEVERWARE £ 1 MEG) Famed for the brill 
Madonna graphic 
KATHARtS MEGADEMO From Poland I Famous X-Copy 
demo, plus. 
INTUITION MEGADEMO Includes the flashiest ever acud 
demo 
FILLET THE FISH Similar to PUGGS, btt not ai good, itw brill 
FASHION MEGADEMO Earty stuff* Setter was to come 
DEJUQN MEGADEMO Underrated at the time Old but 
good 
5COOPEX MEGADEMO Showed great promrse of the 
future 
ARCADIA MEGADEMO Ok W forgotten what its Wee by 
it’ 
REBELS MEGADEMO Entellent fpr its bme Good demos 
ALCATRAZ MEGADEMO Ag*m ttidetrated at me time but 
very good 
RAF MEGADEMO £9 DISKS) StP fresh after all W* time* 
KEFftENS MEGADEMO CoRecton item1’ Great 
programming 
PHENOMENA' MEGADEMO Bnliiant grot® today, always 
been good 
RSI MEGADEMO(9 DISKS) An afl time great! Stfigood 
today' Great music and yaphits. A must!! 
IAN 6 MICK MEGADEMO Inc classic toile t door demo 
DCATHSTAR MEGADEMO BnlHant cosmic e*pKrtion as 
intro. 
PUGGS IN SPACE Not generally classed as a megademo, 
but not to be missed. Great for the kids 
TRILOGY MEGADEMO r® DISKS) includes game, a clonk;, 
contains a Joke, or to It. a bug^ You decide. 
PREDATORS MEGADEMO (9 DISKS) Don’t miss this one, 
great soend, graphics and game Another classic 
KEFRENS MEGADEMO 8 Yet another classic! and not to 
be mined 
SILENTS MEGADEMO Early Silents, the brilliance Is bwni 
SCOOPEK MENTAL HANGOVER Another classic which 
pushed the bom&nes af the Amiga light yean on. 
KEFRENS PYRAMIDS MEGADEMO Oerer but SO SO 
GOLDF1RE MEGADEMO Not at a« bad for beginners Mtee 
Mps1 
BU06RA1N MEGADEMO 2 Not CMte * good as the first. 

HORIZON MEGADEMO (Sleeping Bag) Superb ray traced 
arim Great 

LATEST * GREATEST PD LIST 

D 033 TOMSOfT TBP TO M*RS vector frophto with * theme * 
0 106 COMA mmo Flashy aend demo, together with more great 

p 190 
D 990 

RSI CtiT DEMO. Terrific demo, with the best ever music * 
PAH' SIMPLE STUFF VOL 9 - N&S Demo tempo me crusaders 
cine rea, weal 
-HMftE S“’ D991 PAH'SIMPLE STUFF 3- Dragons UK, Tlmewarp demo and 

D 999 CWONICS TOTAL DESTRUCTION £1 MEG) Some great 
effects 

D 936 GOLDF1RE ULTIMATE FX .. This group continues to improve11 
D936 ANARCHY PRE SENTS DEXION PARTY DEMOS 1 Hetem good 

D939 ANARCHY SMOKER COMPILATION ..And some morei 
D 941 ANGELS MEGADEMO- Good but not mega 
0 9*9 3-0DEMOS Get out yCNA 3-D glasses and CHECK THESE 

OU1' 
0 943 KIFRENS THE WAii Great intro1 Good *ame. then so to 
D139 PHENOMENA ENIGMA AbiOlUIfh Awesome111 Fantastic, 

Get it 
0160 A Of i i PRISONER DEMO) Not meg but greaf subject lor a 

demo 
D 96 t SIMPSONS DEMO BY DECAY Probobfr me be* so tar fi 

MEG) 
0 96* a^m^OGUI MEGA DEMO Great mtn> and novel demo 

0 963 GALLO* MEGADEMO PUpie Maze1 Great CCMOUS, tm 

0 966 ALffOtA MEGA DEMO Dramatic eflTO, good muuc. Ham 
tobir7 

0 967 IASS MEGA DEMO Great house* naait throughout 
0 966 CHAOS ROCK a rantastic iighbhow based on Fractal pat 

0 969 PULLING tvf TUGGER bored the muve1 presented 

0 971 SIMPSONS dlmO «y equinox Loadu ptes and musk m& 
0 2 73 SIMPSONS DEMO >Y FREEHAND Great Wdet and sounds 
0 294 SILENTS ICE MEGaDEmO CT m£G1 BrHI eferrvj, More Interesting 

for coden 
D 291 TOMSOn VIRTUAL WORLD £ t mEG> fa a classic Best this year 
D 296 MAGNETIC fiELK HYSTEfcS* Good demo, now loader 

friendly. 
I S 577 NEWTEK DYNAMIC HP-RES SUOESHO* (t MEG) pkeys from 

the odt 
S 300 APDAMS FAMILY SUDESHOW CoDecbon from the Cuff 

S 301 FRABON fANtASrSLJOESHOW....Great presereat^. ^eat 

saa* ILOOD3PORT SUDESHOW .For oriental sports fans' 
S 390 LIVE CORRUPTION-NAPALM DEATH SLICE SHOW Heavy' 
S 393.'A',5 DEFINAITVE MADONNA SUDESHOW £3 disk!) 1 meg 6 2 

drives 
S *41 INVISIBLE WORLD SLIDESHOW- See it and itch Micro hugs 
H 545 JE1 FIGHTER ANlM Similar to The Run, but far tor better £ 1 MEG) 
H 546 AGATRON AMM 10 Enterprise leaving dock Sigjertj 11 MEG) 
H 547 STEVE'S ANlM No 1 Some super little anlnre Hare a look 
H 546 STEVE’S ANlM No 9 More cute little amms. l lore 'em 
H 5*9 AGATRON ANLM FLEET MANOEUVRE (1 MEG ) TobWI best yet 

H 555 BATMAN THEMCYK AhKMATONTI MEG) Good Mwy cartoon 
H5S9 MAGICIAN AND JOGGER ANJm*310n$ £ 1 MEG) Ray traced arwv* 
H 560 CAR 4 UHCYCLE ANIMATION (1 MEG) *iH arm. a must hjr fans1 
H 561 STEVfS ANtws 3 (l MEG) More oi these cute me irem 
h 569 STEVES AMJU.S- 4 (l m£G> From Stere Packer m featured 
H 563 STEVVS ANMS5 (1 MEG; brtefty in the magazme 
H 564 EVFi DEAD DEmO £ 1 «£G) Get the goufce* before they get yeui 
H 561 RGB 4 FOCUS (1 MEG] The lamous stretcheig nosc^ arwawocn1 
H 57D1 troh animation £ 1 meG 1 DISKS) Great mm based upon the 

Mm 
M 511 F1ANKUN TH| FLY £1 MEG). ..5erelit Pu( eflectre end frpmy 
H 407 WINGS ANIMATION Bnfiant sTUff and long too1 < 1 wEGiGood 
H 57J TOO MUCH 5P£1 MEG) The spaceship iw* out o# the screen' 
H 574 IRAQ DCMO AiTiusa>g rnrviion Df Wh« hare been 
H 577 MORE AEROTCXDNS More in the senes of suallhyurtooni 
H 570 ROBOCOP animation Vem have 15 seconds to comply etc m 

P0034 
P 0015 7 
PttM* 
P019W 
P 091-096 
PO10T1 
P 019^/4 
P0KH 
P 039/3N 

H 579 MORE CLASSY AI^MATIONS wore cute onwis from Sttre Packer 
H 569 BATTLE CHESS DEMO Great game demo leren g ^ 

etten) 
KUO FTUOQON HOMOS Great cartoon graphic demo of n#ity ttJf 

POWER DEMOS (AH demos in this section require loads of memory? 

POQItf WALKER DEMO 1£B MEG 9 DBKS) 
WALKER DEMO 9 £2 MEG 9 DISKS) 
LOST IN SPACE (9 MEG 3 DISKS) 
THE SENT1NA1 (3 MEG 2 DISKS) 
VAUX KILLER £9.5 MEG 1 DISKS.: OK bU rest brfl anim 
UPGRADE (1.5 MEG 9 DRMS6res 6 (***!■') mJb part anm 
HEADKKK ANlM £ 9 MEG 9 DISKS pul HARD DRhi) 
STATON AT KHERN £ 9 MEG 3 W5K5) 
DRAGONS lah 2 GAME DCMO Superb {3 MEG. f W5K5 
IULCED Great flay traced arm* {9 MEG, 3 DISKS; 

p 03W7* AUIOMAHD UGHT SaTTLESTaR &ALACTKA) [ 3 MEG, 4 OGKS 
p 0*4 5 ANTI UmmING DEMO £2 MEG )E»ctBent Ertc Shwartz mador 

MUSIC 
M 005 MAHONEY 0 KAKTUS Brilliant muM <Wt 
M 030 DK5ITAI CONCERT 9. Over 19 mini of macd house muuc 
m 070 CRUSADCRS &ACT1RA Stunning sound and gtophres 
m 170 NEWTRONS MUSK OtSK HEAD6ANGER You wi« not befrere 

CWlM 
M 197 GROOVE G IN THE HEART... Good rt-ml« Of Chad hk 
M 20G't ‘1 SA£ AMAZING TUNES t (3 0GKS 1 MEG). Sreserb' 
M919 MAG FIELDS CHIP FESTTVAE Another huge coBcchon 
m Blfc'IRAF MEGA. MLK 2 (2 DISK SET).. .Good quality mutt mix 
M 926 DYNAMITE BEATS 4 .Nvother very cl«sv mutt diik from MAX 
M 930 DL.ruOn PARTY MUSK AN& PiCCYS.,. .A goodi disk as always 
M 239 ALCATRAZ MUZfC.C lassy presentation, 3 good tracks1'" 
M 969 ALCATRAZ MORE THAN MUSK Superb, thought sKfhtfy buS&d 

UTILITIES 
u 103 ULTIMATE vftifc KILLER..Updated now 1y»wi 12* reuses 
u 107 VIRUS CATALOGUE. Whoi n does, how, and where from 
U 995 AMi&ASE A good database Start a tfefc catalogue now 
U 933 UttHT Good Pubic Domam wpr (^xocesso' 
U 967 ELECTROCAD D€mO (1 MEG) CkcuR tiagrsm devgn tod No sere 

m demo 
U 960 LABEL PRINTER Me*n preK Ybtr Custom i*x& 
U 30641319 Cup Art Coaection o4 c&p art for DTP etc 
U 505 to U506 SOWDTRACKER SAMPLE DISKS irrtnjment (Mrs 
U611 MED 3 11 Latest ren>on of th3 greet muuc ijMWy 
U 613 ICON MAGIC Loach ton utilities 
U 61 & DESK TOP PUBLISHES. Don’t kntmr 4 its. good fa al m German 
U 619 MESSVSlD Dreams anprered Wortung Mcsoydos pka SC 
U 691/4 C manual Latest * auk c Manual by Arden B^e-m 
U699/30 COMMSPILAHON S Disks packed with modem ubM*i 

OAMIS 
G 107 STAR TREK GAME Good graphic advenfcrc, Befl wnti 1 meg £t <*sta 
G 109 BUZZARD Good horizontal Shoot’em up 
G 133 PD GAMES CQmPO Good selection Inc Weiibu and feeakout 
G 136 DRIP very Dicky painter type gome Almost commercial quantv' 
G 137 THE TURN and TRICKY A couple pi good prune games by 

Peter Haodei. 
G 138 MARBLE 5UDE A cross between Pipe man la and tudimg btocks 

Greatll 
GT41 MAYHEM GAME FROM ENSIGWA .SpaeeihBi in earems. tricky 

but addKfre 
G 1*9 PD GAMES COMPO 3 Great Pacman plus 2 others 
G743 jeopardy £1 MEG) rereion or the board game (tiik' 
G 151 PD games COMPO 9 .Bamemeeh, flunus (Banc Sno and mwt 
G 154 BATIUFORCE £ 1 MEG) Sfraregy banse game 
G 159 ANTEP it MEG) flPG abo SLOT5, a good car chaae game 
G 17D MEGABALL The ufamaie PO Breakout game1 
Gin ZEUS Simp* but «dd>cbre puzzle game Great 
G 773 CUBULUS Great 'Rubes Cube' type puzzle EsCchere 
0 178 WLHY5 QUEST (1 m|G) Sr*« game for PD (Shareware 
G 179 UAMATRQNBy >dt Manter, p4a« the Peasbes (Shareware' 
G W KS GREAT GAMES VOL 3 Super new games 
G198 PA1«NCE CARD GAMES Stperb game* and gripire* 

EDUCATION 
c 0Q6/7 LEARN AND FLAY Games pka maths and words £ki* aged 5*) 
E008 talking COtOLAHNG book.... i>hw me pictLees then c&out 

them 

FISH, T-BAG, AND GLAMOUR DISKS 
We now how an fhh disks up to SOD The FISH AOUAPlLJM catalogue 
has been updated to include all the new daks Although meet of the 
Pfograms are technical there are some great games and animations hid¬ 
den away, we thoreughfy recommend looking, through the catalogue 
disk We hare all T BAG disks up to 54 

GLAMOUR DISKS we hare an excellent collection of orer 50 daks., 
demo* and slides Please remember you hare to include * signed stale - 
rnerii saying you are iSor orer to Obtaei these d«ks 

Please note all AMOS PD \t tT JO per disk, Ttsll li n 

selected Nit of the vary best of the new AMOS Public 
Domain. All dittos DO NOT rtcyuilrc AMOS to wnllt 

A 10® (GAME) Chainsaw Dealh (l MEG) 
A 103 4 (GAME) Pick Up A Puzzle £f DISKS 1 MEG) 
A 10S6 (GAME) Prctue It £® DISKS. 1 m£G) 
A 109 (DEJMOi B»rds of Prey Picture Show 
A 110 £GAME) CfOSS r« (1 m£G) 
A 115 (GAME:• BaUoonacy >; 1 MEG) 
A193 (GAME) Deadline (i MEG 1 
A 194 (DEMO) Bob Marvacs by Syntex 
a 130 (GAME:• The wooden Ban (i MEGj 
A 131 (DEMO) Armageddon Demo by Synte* (1 M£G) 
A 13G (UTE) FAMILY HISTORY DA7ABSC (1 MEG) 
A 137 (GAME) Trie Trail 
A 135 (EDUC i Smon and Space Maths 
A 146 (GAME ) Fruit Machine i Foot Crush 
A 160 £QWZ) Amos Quizmaster (1 MEG) 
A 169 CUm) Sexeid Samples 10 Oapping. creaks etc 
AIM (GAME) Pick-up a Puzzle Data Disk 2 (Needs A103) 
A 167 (GAME) Jigmama Data Dtsk (NeedsI0i3) 

(1MEG) 
A 176 tum) Database Master £ 1 MEG) 
A 178 (GAME) Mastermind i Pair Up £ 1 MiG) 
A 180 1 (GAME) Dungeon DeNer (2 Disks 1 MEG) 
A 18®/3 (GAME) Ptiue Kingdom {® Disks 1 MEG) 

AMOS LICINSlWARI 
All dlf ki con 03 JO, which Include! contribution 
To the programmer. 
L 001 (ART)' Colouring look (1 MEG) 
L 004 (GAME)' Ihfngamajrg <1 MEG) 
LOOS (GAME)'JungJeBcrygle £1 MEG) 
1006 (GAME) Pukado(lMEG) 
LOOT (GAME] * Way Lynx (1 MEG) 
LOOS [EDUC)' Work and Play £1 MEG) 
1009 1 PROG) Ajtto* Assembler 
L 010 (EDUC)* The Word Factory Cl MEG) 
L 01T [GAME] Go^etter (1 meg: 
LOia (Game : Hypnobc Land (1 MEG) 
L 013 [GAME] jrgmarva (1 MEG) 
L01* [EDUO* Play it Safe ii MEG) 
L 01S (GAME)* Shapes and Cokenti MEG) 
L 016 (GAME) Rererst 9 U MEG] 
1017 (GAME] DoMic(lMEG) 
LQ18 (GAME) Touchstone (1 MEG] 
L 018 (GAME) KIT 50 Excellent gam* (1 MEG) 
L 050 (UI1) Wordy word processor1 
L 021 (QUIZ) Qutngo 3000 qunbomMI MEG) 
L0®9 cun.) LC10 FONTS Now supports LC900 
L 093 (GAME) ESP. Skdl game 
1094 (GAME) Shining Way of Ktaig tij (1 Meg, 9 dttfci £5 50) 
1095 (GAME) Tlx Mission (t Meg) Itsct adventure 
L 096 (GAME) Cyad (1 Meg) Great puzzle game 

ALL LATEST AMOS OCEN$£VvAAE NOW IN STOCK 

ALL DISKS MARKED * AfiE PRIMARILY WRITTEN FOR CHILDREN 

MBS COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE 
As w» now have a retail outlet we 

have a full range of software for ALL 
computers, plus blank disks, joysticks, 

cables, etc. Typically all software 
pfkes are 80% off Ilf plus one free 
TO with games up to £10.00 and 8 up 

to £80.00 etc (Mail order only) 
Please ring for latest Info. 

MBS provides the complete service! 

ORDERING DETAILS 
PLEASE MAKE CHEOUES/PO PAYABLE TO HBS 

AND SEND TO: MBS, 1 CHAIN LANE, NEW¬ 

PORT, ISLE OF WIGHT PO30 5QA* 
TELEPHONE (0983) 53959* 

FAX (0983) 821599 

Or 4 you hare a Credit card you can phone or tax your order to 
us Prea« remember to nciude S0o towards postage and pack¬ 

ing to total order AI orders (up to 3kg) despatched by first 
dasi post, picas* add 3Dp recorded delivery 

All used postage stamps donated to 
'Guide Dogs for the Blind 

WE LOVE INTERKATlOHAI OftOEAS 
Ail orders sent by a* Mail For European orders please add 

9Sp per disk wodd Orders odd 50p per dak IntemabonaJ pay¬ 
ments by Credit Card, British Postal Oden, Eurocheque, any 

chedue with a UK cashing aooreu. or tren cash (Registered let¬ 
ter) _ 

PLIASI NOtl NEW PRICE “g" 
FOR PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE 

MBS PUBLIC DOMAIN   .A1.95 

AMOS PUBLIC DOMAIN DISKS .XI.50 

AMOS LICENCEWARE,^...C3,30 

PltASf REMEMBER TO ADD SOP P£R order 
TOWARDS POSTAGE AMD PAOONQ. 

SPECIAL OFFER! TWO FREE DISKS 
FOR EVERY 10 ORDERED 

NBS PD UPDATE 7 IS NOW ON THE STREET. Past customers already have their copy To receive yours 
just send a stamped addressed envelope 

SOME PEOPLE THINK RUNNING A PT> LIBRARY IS A GAME, 

BUT ITS 7QUR MONEY THlYTtl PLAYING WfTH. PONT 

TAKE A CHANCE, ADVANCE TO GO, WITH NBS. 



0 PUBLIC DOMAIN 

PD is cheap, widely available software that can provide a viable alternative to commercial expense, but 

there's an awful lot to choose from. Pat McDonald picks out the best from this month's new releases. 

AMIGOIDS 
VIRUS FREE PD 1648 

When things get hairy in Amigoids, use the shield! to gain 
breathing space - spaceship intentionally left invisible! 

Many moons ago* there was an arcade game called 

Asteroids. U featured line drawings in glorious black- 

and-white-o-'Vision, ii had you controlling a starship 

and blowing up lots of asteroids and aliens. The aster¬ 

oids were shot into boulders, then into pebbles, and 

finally into nothing. Doesn't sound like much today, 

but back then it was state-of-the-art and the punters 

flocked to put their farthings in the slot. 

This updated version makes full use of the Amiga's 

capabilities without changing the game at all. You play 

it with just a joystick (the original used keys), the 

sound is good, the graphics are in full colour and very 

smooth. The gameplay is just as fast as the original, if 

not faster You can also play in two-pi aver mode, 

which is gtx>d if both players are using the same joy¬ 

stick - a formation of two spaceships blasting and 

moving perfectly together. 

I thought this sort of game had no hook any more. 

Fifteen minutes later on Level Ten 1 had extreme diffi¬ 

culty putting the joystick down. Simple, fast, noisy and 

dangerous, Amigoids is an arcade classic brought bang 

up to date without unecessary frills, Excellent stuff. 

Marc Lafontaine! 

MULTIRIPPER 
17 BIT 1080 

What is a ripper, l hear you ask? it's a program which 

tries to rip useful old data from the Amiga’s memory. 

When a program finishes or you reset the machine, a 

lot of information isn't wiped from the memory 

straight away. For nicking other people's samples, 

graphics, text or even StmtufT'rocker modules they're 

extremely useful. 

Multi Ripper is the best I've seen, purely because 

it's simple. It doesn’t have lots of flashy graphics or 

weird Copper effects, just good plain text telling you 

what pressing each key does - search for this, look for 

that, save it to disk and so on. 

Also on the disk are two copiers. Both of them are up 

to the usual standard (they’ll back up some disks, but 

not every disk) but they have a couple of unusual fea¬ 

tures, RattleCopy has a built-in game of Pat man - 

while you're waiting tor a disk to be copied, you can 

have a quick run around a maze with the old manic 

muncher Although the graphics are small, it's quite a 

good version of the old game - the mazes change 

every few levels. 

The second copier is called SanityCopy, This 

doesn't have a bull-in arcade game, but will password- 

cncrypt disks so that you can only use them if you 

know the password. Although lacking any other fea¬ 

ture of note, it's such a useful idea I had to mention it. 

There have been copiers with built-in games, but 

RattleCopy is the only one with a Pocmon inside it! 

BEGINNER BENCH 
VIRUS FREE Pf> 1654 

HR version l was written by the Sundance Kid, and ! 

must admit it’s pretty good, All it really consists of is a 

set of utilities, but the way in which you use them is 

highly ingenious and yet ultra-simple. 

A conventional Workbench screen loads, with an 

icon in the middle and a Shell window open. How do 

you use the programs? When you hold dow n the right 

mouse button, the usual menus appear: Workbench. 

Disk and Special. If you keep moving the mouse to the 

If anJy all software were ai easy to use as Beginner 

Betnk Just one press, bald, let go and you're there. 

right, there are three more menus.,. The Utilities menus 

has a list of program names. These utilities ean be 

loaded just by moving the mouse down so that the 

name highlights and then letting go of the mouse but¬ 

ton In addition to the usual PowerPacker, DiskMaster, 

ScreenX and so on, there are a couple 1 haven't come 

across before. TaskX gives a list of programs running, 

and lets you set Lhe priority (to slow down ‘hog' pro¬ 

grams which insist on being more important for no 

good reason at all). 

Of the other two menus, one consists of virus 

killers (nothing special, but you can never have too 

many of them) and the other will bring up the docu¬ 

mentation files for the utilities. Like I said, very 

easy-to-use and highly inventive - l hope other collec¬ 

tions of PD will use the system. 

DRAW MAP V2.3d 
PDSOFTV263 

Ever wanted to use a map af the world, but couldn't draw 
it? Lot DrawMty do the work far you! 

Draw Map has been mentioned before in these pages, 

hut this is a new^ release with a couple of bug fixes. It 

only draws one thing: maps of planet Earth, in high 

resolution using four colours (which you can change). 

Why would you need this program? Well, For one 

thing the maps are proportionately scaled - you can 

magnify them without getting lots of jagged pixels. 

You can also wrap them around a globe, or have an 

orbital shot as seen from space, stars and all! Also, you 

can choose between normal and Mercator projection, 

and lay a grid pattern on top. 

Still not interested? Well, if 1 said that you can save 

out the pictures in IFF to load into a paint program like 

DeiuxePainr /V, you might get the idea. Maps are not 

easy to draw with a paint package on its own - they 

tend to look very inaccurate. 

If you do your maps in Draw Map and then import 

them into other programs they look a lot better without 

taking ages to draw - it’s pretty fast as well. Oh yes, 

and because the maps only use four colours (which you 
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RIVERDENE PDL 
30a, School Road, Tllehurst, Reading, Berkshire RG3 5AN 

Tel: (0734) 452416 Fax: (0734) 451239 

DEMOS ART MUSIC 
AM587 Depeche Mode 

AM617 Fraxion Horror 

AM686 Sleeping Bag 

AM687 The Wall 

AM696 Budbrains If 

AM845 Spaced Out 

AM846 Hysteresis 

AM893 Global Trash 

AM894 Enigma 

AM895 System Violation 

GAMES 
AM 155 Blizzard 

AM373 Quiz Master 

AM512 Tetrix 

AM579 Drip 

AM605 Bionix II 

AM626 Train Set 

AM899 Seven Tiles 

AM901 Cubulus 

AM906 Megaball 

AM933 Llamatron 

AM020 C'Light 

AM218 Nasa Slideshow 

AM4Q1 Fractals 

AM456 Creep Show 

AM630 M-Cad 

AM631 Fast Cars 

AM702 Fillet The Fish 

AM705 Future Visions 

AM729 DBW Render 

AM847 Gorezone 

PER 
DISK 

MINIMUM 
ORDER 5 DISKS J 

AM285 Samples 

AM342 Perfect Sound 

AM439 Module Rippers 

AM607 Beatles Music 

AM609 Med v3 

AM610 Synthia 2 

AM612 Bagpipe Music 

AM623 Soundtracker v4 

AM641 Pro Tracker 

AM843 Noise Player v2.4 

UTILITIES 
AMD15 68000 Assembler 

AM087 Wordwright 

AM 142 Spacewriter 

AM300 Quickbase 

AM384 Bank N 

AM459 Dope Intro Maker 

AM620 D-Copy 

AM621 ESA Utilities 1 

AM911 RSI Demo Creator 

AM931 C64 Emulator 

PRICE INCLUDES tst CLASS POSTAGE & PACKING (MINIMUM ORDER £5.00) 

OFFER ENDS 30th SEPTEMBER 1991 

FREE PD CATALOGUE ON DISK 
(please state Atari ST or Amiga) 

when you send a blank disk and SAE to RIVERDENE PDL 

ACCESS & VISA welcome . , 
WHY NOT VISIT OUR SHOP? E?3 

Access 

OFF THE WALL P.D. 
Get vuur Graffiti 
off the walls a ltd 
onto disk now! 

We bring you everything you need lo create 
your own superb demos - 

R.SA. DEMO MAKER 

OFF THE WALL 30 pace usere manual 
enabling you to create demos in minutes 

T.S.B. VECTOR DESIGNER 

MUSIC YrOL 1 - Noise tracker hits including 
sampled sound tracks, 

MUSIC VOL 2 - Includes Delta, Future, 
Soundmon Tracks. 

R+S'L UTILITIES DISK - Extra objects, 
Ingrisi etc. 

Full package £7.00 inc P+P or 
£1.50 per item. Please state 

when ordering, 

Tel: 0633 273494 

OUR TOP 10 

241 R.S,L - Demo Maker 
302 T.S. B Veclor Des i gner 
225 Simpsons ‘Decay" Version 
213 Essentiai Utilities 2 
237 Wonderland 
266 Budhrain 2 
265 Helloween 2 
237 Juggler 11 
215 Essential Utilities I 
187 Database Wizard 

£L5Q per disk 

Please write lor our full list, SAE, 
Cheques + Postal Orders lo:- 

Off The Wall PD 
96 Magur Street, Newport 

Gwent NP9 06W 

LOAD CREST PD 
1 - 9 DISKS £1.50 per disk 10-19 DISKS £1.25 per disk 20 + DISKS £1.00 per disk 

Post free in U.K. SAE for free printed list of tides. 

D777 Phenomena Enigma M733 Zarch Music Collection III 
D751 Bass Megademo It M724 725 Sllenls Blues House 
DB34 Darkness Megademo 2 S571/572 Dr Who 4Ark In Space' S'S 
U 883'884 Astrology (lMeg> 
M86G Alcatraz More Than Music D752 Dexion Beyond Justic (1 Meg) 
0993 More Stealthy Anims {1 Meg) U518 R,SJ, Demo Maker 
S870/371 Star Trek "Shore Leave" M821 822 Astounding Sounds 

S'S (1 Meg) D833 Freehand Do The Barfman 
G759 Spectrum Emulator Remix (1 meg) 
G861 Willy's Quest 01357 Anti Lemmin' 2 DiSkt 2 Meg 

38 EASTBANK STREET, BOLTON, BL1 8LT ( Mail Order only) 
Tel (0204) 33367 

A selection also available at:- SUDAMICROS, OLDHAM and BOLTON 

COMPUTER CENTRE, BOLTON. 
SOFTWARE SHOP, HORWICH. 

VUDATA, STOCKPORT. 

CENTRAL SCOTLAND'S PREMIER P.D. LIBRARY 
U141 Jas Ultimate 

U138 
GAMES 
GO 55 Battle Pong 
G059 Zeus The Game 
G058 Shapes 
GOSS Attic Attack 
G057 Truckin on (2) 
G060 Empire 
GOBI Airace 
GQ52 Megaball 
G050 Seven Tiles 
G048 Intact 
GD45 Dragons Cave 
GQ35 Mayhem 
GO34 Diplomacy * 
GQ33 Quiz Master 2 
G027 Monopoly 
G024 Property Market Game 
G019 Drip 
GG54 Space Blilz 
G001 Learn And Play (2) 
GOO7 Ten Game Compilation 
G008 Reichter Star Trek (2) 
G011 Castle Of Doom 
GOO 3 Pipeline 
G012 Pseudo Cop 

UTILITIES 

U152 M,£.D. Modules 
U151 Personal Address book 
U150 Personal Journal 
U149 Demo Creator/Space Writer 
U148 Printer Drivers 
U147 Dynamite fonts 
U146 Ham Lab 
U145 Golf Scorer 

NEW ARRIVALS 
Virus Killers Gremlins 
Biorythms Demo U142 

2 Slideshow (Exclusive) 
M.E.D. 3.11 

U144 Guickbench 
U143 Assassins Music Utilities 
U142 M.E.D 3.11 
U115 Mod To Executable 
U001 Workbench 2 Look A Like 
U103 Speccy Emulator 
U074 Business Utilities 
U039 Catalogue Workshop (2) 
U009 M-Cad 
U132 Jas Super Utilities 
U141 Jas Ultimate Virus Killers 
U133 Slideshow Creator 
U144 Amiga Tools 1 
U130 Amiga Tools 2 
U113 Deskbench (2) 
U044 Mac Clip Art 
U036 Icons 
U076 Education pack (5} 
U083 Ripped Modules (6) 
U080 S movie Titler 

DEMQ$/M {!$!&$ L IDE$HQ W$. 
□093 Prisoner Six Of One 
D091 Domestos Demo 
D090 Horror Show (2) 
D099 More Stealthy 
□088 Darkness Demo 
DQ84 Nemesis 
D076 Phenomena Enigma 
D082 Simpsons Decay 
D079 Newtrons 2 
M051 Led Zeppiin Guitar Solos 
M053 War Of The World 
MQ52 Alcatraz Music Disk 1 
$030 Debbie Gibson Slides 

SQ37 Star Trek Images 
$035 FenrvTastic 5 
S029 Naga Slideshow 
$022 Digitised Grafitti 
M016 Aliens Sounds (2) 
SOU Aliens Slideshow (2) 
M029 Iron Maiden (2) 
MQ15 Blues Brothers (3) 

4MOS PD 
A052 Forms Unlimited 
A036 Archivist Database 
A021 Word Square Solver 
A003 Fonts Disk 1 
A004 Fonts Disk 2 
AGO5 Fonts Disk 3 
A115 Baloonacy 
A119 Electro-Cad Demo 
A132 Family History Database 
A142 Pair Crazy 
A123 Easy Street Game 

LICENCEWARE 

Fletcher Fonts Pack 1 
Fletcher Fonts Pack 2 
L0G1 Space Blob 
L002 Mr Dig 
LOOS O Boid 
LQ04 Computer Conflict 
LOOS Sur Culture 
LOO7 Dizzy Lizzy 
LOOS Lizzy Funtime (2) 

* = t Meg 
We also stock other Fletcher fonts 

Fish Disks I • 495 
Amos Disks 

I - 240 
Amos 

Licenceware 
1-25 

T-Bag I - 53 
Amicus 1-26 

SD Disks I • 40 

Prices 
1-9_£1.25 
10*19.£1.00 
20+.£0.89 

We weltome 
international 

orders. 

TEL: 0236 
737901 

Access 

This is only a small selection of the hundreds of titles available from our constantly expanding library. Free 
disk catalogue sent with all orders. You can also call into our showroom and pick-up your software. 

Payment by Access/Visa 
or make your cheques or P.O. ‘s payable to 

Office Choice:- 
Suite 14, Avon House, Town Centre, Cumbernauld G671EJ 
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Music Section jl 
C006 Sonix No. I 
C03Q Share & enjoy equalizer L 
C029 Sonix No+ 7 
C043 Alf demo 1 
C061 Classix 1 L 
C066 Royal Amiga Force 1 
C067 Disk B to above 
C087 Kylie Its no secret \ 
C088 Disk B to above 
CQ93 Bacteria demo L 
C101 Sonix classix 
008 Digital concert 3 
cm Sonix No. 17 1 
Cl 30 Budbrain demo I 
031 Disk B to above (18) 
042 Digital concert l 
043 Digital concert 5 
0 56 Donald weres yor trousers 
063 Genesis Land of confusion i 
089 Tread mega demo Disk A 
090 Disk B to above y 
C191 Disk C to above 
0 92 Alkatraz demo disk A 
093 Disk B to above | 
094 Disk C to above 
098 Star trekking disk A 1 Meg 
099 Disk B to above f 
C200 Xmas carols 
C201 Good Morning Vietnam L 
C210 Alf demo 2 
C229 Hot wired 
C236 Turtle demo by sector 16 L 
C244 Amazing Tunes disk A 
C245 Disk B to above 
C246 Disk C to above 
C248 Budbrain 2 
C303 St art racker V L2 L 
C305 Sonix No,5 
C308 Zenn sound box 
C324 Noiset racker L 
C327 Turtle power disk A 
C328 Disk B to above 
C329 Disk C to above j 
C356 Beal master 808 state 
C367 Ultimate FX ^ 
C380 Mucky Morris & the 

Cowpats 
C410 Digital Concert 2 L 
C411 Digital Concert 3 
C412 Digital Concert 6 
C416 Blues Brothers disk A 
C417 Disk B to above 
C418 Disk C to above L 
C419 Dr Awesome & Flesh brain 1 
C425 Ami sampled off radio 

Disk A L 
C426 Disk B to above 
C428 Smith & Jones 1(18) 
C429 Smith Si Jones 2 (TS) jj 
C430 Smith & Jones 3(18) 

Chatham, Kent. 
H 

ME4 4NP. Orderline 0634-831870 
rrr 

VISA 

All public domain disks are virus 
checked with the latest version of j 

the Master virus killer 
Anyone finding a virus on one of 
our disks please let us know and 
it will be removed from the disk. 

Amiga Public 
Domain Prices 

Prices vary on how many disks are 
needed to make a program work, 
ie some music disks need 2 or 
more disks to work these are 

I called sets. 

Single disks 
I Two disk sets 
Three disk sets 
Four disk sets 

i 1 50 each 
‘.2 15 per 2 disk set 
L4.00 per 3 disk set 
per 4 disk set 

Min order 5 disks 
i More disks arc in the collection, too 

many disks to list here. Last count 
over 900. 

//////// 
Utility Section 

i EOOl SID 1 
E017 Printer utilities 1 

, E020 Fonts disk 1 
n E021 Fonts disk 2 

E022 Label designer 
i E028 Ultimate utilities L 
p E029 Virus Killers disk 1 

E032 Boot block maker's disk 1 
( E034 Printer utilities 2 L 
1 E045 Business card maker 

i E046 Viruscope (good ) 
1 1 Ncom VI.9 (modem util) 

i E056 Tetracopy 
E057 Catalogue Workshop 

i E063 C Manual (J 
E070 GL Emulator 

J E071 Disk B to above 
y EQ72 Disk C to above 

E074 Spreadsheet 
i E083 Master virus killer '• 
\ E0S8 Text pi us word processor 

E094 Flexi Wosname database 
i El05 North C L 
1 El 14 Slideshow construction set f 
^ El 19 Dope intro maker 
f E130 Rim database 

El 40 A gene geneologv program 
i E141 Fornis really unlimited 
^ El53 Disk crunchers 

///////// 
Games 

: D0Q4 Monopoly USA version 
S D008 Paranoid (Breakout game) 
|D013 Peters Quest 
D020 Poker Solitaire 

I D026 Blackjack/Solitaire 
D027 Star Trek disk A 

f DQ28 Disk B to above 
D035 Break out games 
[>044 Flash bier 

? DOS2 The Drip 
D054 Breakout Construction Set 
DOS 7 Let rix 

i, DQ65 Wet Beaver Tennis Game 
IX)69 Tiles/Baitleships/Chess/Tetris II 
D070 Tomtespelet (2 player) 
1>071 Return to Earth 
D072 Star Trek the Next 

Generation 
j D074 UGA Games Compulation 
D075 Snake Pit Game 

r 
Graphics Section 

F011 Space Ace demo 
F015 3D Arm 
F025 Pugs in Space 
F030 Gymnast Amin 1 Meg 
F049 Fractual Flight demo 
F057 Viz Pics (18) 
FOSS Fantasy Pictures disk A 
F059 Disk B to above 
F086 Enteprise leaves the Dock 

Anim 1 Meg 
FQ91 Stealthy Manoeuvres l Meg 
F097 Argatron Anims 07 
FQ98 Argatron Anims 24 
FJOO Argatron Anims 02 
FI01 Argatron Anims 22 
FI 02 Argatron Anims 23 
FI04 Argatron Anims 17 
FI09 Clip An disk 1 
F I tO Clip Art disk 2 
Fit l Clip Art disk 3 
F1I2 Clip An disk 4 
F113 Walker demo 1 2 Meg 
F114 Disk B to above 
FI15 Walker demo 2 2 Meg 
FI I 6 Disk B to above 
F12S Station Anim 2 Meg 
F 1 26 Disk B to above 
F127 Disk C to above 
FI41 Fillet the fish 1 Meg 
FJ64 Tobias richter slideshow 
F165 Disk B to above 
FI66 Lost In Space Anim 2 Meg 
F167 Disk B to above 
FI68 Disk C to above 
FI70 Batman the movie 1 Meg 
FI73 Juggler meets the lady 
F174 Fantasy space slideshow 
FI76 Mandlebrot generator 
FI79 Iraq demo 1 Meg 
FI80 Amy the Squirrel at the 

Movies 2 Meg 
FI90 TronAnim 1 Meg 
F191 Disk B to above 
F200 Robin Hood slideshow w ith 

music (Cartoon) 
| F209 Life of Brian slideshow 

with samples from film 
F219 Franklin the Fly anim 
F228 Italian Job digi Anim 1 1 Meg 
F229 Italian Job digi Anim 2 1 Meg 
F242 Stealthy Manoeuvres 

Swiss army FI 6 Anim 

//////77 
Directory disk £1.50 inc P&P. 
Contains some free PD utili- 

ties/music. Orders taken 24hrs 
a day on the answerphone pay¬ 
ment via Access & Visa or mail 
order payment by postal order 

or cheque made payable to: 
C & N COMPUTERS 

Orders despatched within 
24hrs (Mon-Sat). Phone 

orders despatched Mon if given > 
on Sundays. 



BYTEBACK 
Ring us now! 0636-79097 we're programmed to help 

DELIVERY 
SERVICE 

....and the keenest prices 

THE BEST OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN 
DISK PRICES 

1 disk....£1.25 

10 disks + tile box.£9,99 

additional disks .. 99p 

(2D - 2nd Drive required) 
(Mb a 1 Megabyte required) 

GAMES 
AG.01 

AG .02 

AG .03 

AG .04 

AG .05 

AG.06 

AG .07 

AG.09 

AG. 10 

AG. 11 

AG. 14 

AG. 15 

AG. 16 

AG. 17 

AG, IS 

AG 22 

AG.24 

AG 26 

AG.27 

AG.2B 

AG 29 

AG 30 

AG,31 

AG,32 

AG, 34 

AG.35 

AG 36 

AG-37 

AG.38 

AG,39 

AG 40 

AG.41 

Star Trek; Superb strategy game. 
Digitised graphs' (2D Mb-3 disks} 
Various; Gravewars, Jackland, 
Pacman. Othello. Empire, Hanoi,.. 
Star Trek jAgatron): Strategy game * 
Tobias Richter (2D-MP-2 disks) 
Monopoly: full version ol the classic 
property trading game! 
Pacman B7; Multi level version ol this 
addictive arcade classic. 
Various: Cos mo rods. Amoeba. Crazy 
Eights. Blackjack. Backgammon. 
Daleks, YaNzee, Slone Age etc.. 
Board and Card games; Cluedo, 
Othello, Klondike and Cnbbage 
Puzzle Maker; Jigsaw puzzles from 
IFF files. Plus Puzzle Pro 
Space Invaders; Arcade Classic 
version 1 Plus: Lander. Amoeba 
Tennis: excellent shareware sports 
simulation (MbI 
Flaschetber; Boulder Cash style game 
Almost Commercial quality! 
Paranoid game: Arkanoid slyle. 
including a screen designer. 
Castle ol Doom: Adventure game with 
graphics beginners level. 
ST Bash: Space Invaders style Shoot- 
em-up. aliens are Atari STs 
Golden Fleece: Inlocom standard 
adventure, Plus: Tron; 2 Player Light 
cycle game Tram; Railway designer. 
Star Fleet. Kamikaze Chess etc... 
Return lo Earth; Elite style Space 
trading game, digitised sound. 
Drip: Arcade quality game wilh 
digitised sounds and smooth sprites' 
Pius: China Challenge, Frogger etc 
Zerg; Ultima style Role Play Plus: 
World: Intocom type adveniure. 
Daleks, Callisto, Puzi, Pontoon... 
Star Trek (USA); Strategy game. 
Captain Ihe Enterprise (2D Mb 2 
disks) 
Ouatlro: Tetris style. China Challenge; 
Shanghai style puzzle game Plus: 
Breaker and Asteroids. 
Chess: Superb Multi Featured1 Titles. 
Tern? Two. Battleships etc. 
Twintris Superb Shape dropping 
game' MUCH better than original!!1 
Simpsons; vertical sc roiling shooi-en- 
up style gamel (SEUCK) 
Legoiris: another Tetris style game, 
amusing digitised sound elfects 
The Game AMOS games creator 
variation on the old 16 puzzle. 
Cave Runner. Commercial quality 
Boutterdash style game' Excellent1 
Wizzys Quest: Professional quality 
arcade puzzle game. 
Rings of Zon (VoU) Ultima style 
fantasy strategy game.. 
Star Trek Arcade game: SEUCK 
produced scrolling Shoot £m Up 
Wacko in Wonderland Platform game 
with targe Graphics9 Cute1 
Meiagalactic Llamas Classic 
Commodore 64 game by Jeff Mmter1 
Wet Beaver: Version of original tennis 
game with digitised sound (Mb) 

UTILITIES 
AU DI Jazzbench; Workbench upgrade with 

many indispensable featuresf 
AU.Q2 UEdit, Excellent file editor, a vast 

improvement on Ed' 
AU.03 QL Emulator: p(us 2 data disks packed 

with files. Superb' (3 disks) 
AU.04 Amiga Spell. Spelling checker, 

compatible with mosi Word 
Processors. 

AU 06 Various: Slarcharl: 600 stars & 
galaxies. TXED: editor word Cocessor 

idi Tools: Midi Keyboard: Five 
octave, mouse operated keyboard.. 
Prochange; change Midi channels etc. 

AU 10 Graphic utilities; Fontfixer IFF 
Convener. Palette Convener. Boot 
utilities: Bootext, Bootup Plus 
Memcheck. Disksalv. Dragpack 

AU.ll Starchart; Astronomy program giving 
positions and movements or all major 
constellations! 

AU 13 Vi&icalc: Superb full featured 
Spreadsheet with manual on disk, 

AU.14 Various: Arncat; cataloguing system, 
Iconlype, change icon type. 
Recoverable RAMdisk, Spell Checker, 
Black Book. DX Synth voice library... 

AU.15 Dope Iniro maker; Create Demos with 
this user friendly, package 

AU.17 D Copy: Excellent disk copier similar 
to X copy. Good Nibble model 

AU. 18 North C; Complete C Environment for 
the Amiga1 Amazing value' 

AU.19 SID; Workbench replacement with 
easy file handling, improved DMouse 
window control and many more 
features 

AU-20 K.Q. The Virus; Virus deled or s and 
killers! Includes: Virus X 4 1 

AU.21 Avodmg CU; Lots of useful utilities 
otherwise only obtainable through OLE; 
Fix Disk, QuiCkCopy,„ 

AU 22 Text Plus; Word Processor (v2,2) Very 
professional program with many 
commercial quality features' 

AU-23 Word Wright. Word Processor. Plus: 
Amiga Spelt: Spell checker' 

AU,£4 Spectrum Emulator: Run some 
Spectrum games on your Amiga1 

AU.26 Complete C Manual, packed with info 
On C programming. 11 chapters plus 
70 executable examples' (3 disks) 

AU.27 Amibase (v3,76): Professional quality, 
multi featured database program... 
Recommended! 

CLIP ART 
AC-01 

AC.02 

AC .04 

AC, OS 

AC,06 

AC 07 

AC 08 

AC 09 

AC, 10 

AC. IT 

ACT 2 

Deluxe Paint; lots of quality pictures in 
low, medium £ high res. 
Pagesetter Art; Animals. Food, 
Computers. Fantasy, Holidays. 
IFF Alphabets; 30+ screens of 
character sets and surfaces... 
Animals, Anatomy. Buildings, 
Christmas, Construction., 
Cartoons; Comic pictures of people, 
animals, funny objects 
Holidays. Home. Flags. Flowers, 
Miscellaneous... 
Music. People. Places, School. 
Religion. Symbols, Weddings.,. 
Signs; Trtles, Logos. Headings. 
Athletics, Bowling, Boxing. Football. 
Cricket. Racing. Fishing, Horses 
Teddy Bears: deal for Present Labels. 
Greetings Cards eie., Plus: Silhouettes; 
tots of shadow pictures 
Nightclub, Vintage Cars. Bikes 
Computers, Boats, Office. Industrial 
Colour; Occasions, Transport, Signs, 
Electrical, Architecture... 

SOUNDTRACKER 
SND. 01 Soundtracker; Four versions of this 

lavounte Music creation program 
SND 02 Soundtracker 4: alternative version + 

instruments disk (2 disks) 
SND 03 Sound Monitor; 20 Demo scores + 

Instructions m this superb sound 
package1 Extra RAM and Drive 
useful Plus: Instrument disk (2 
disks) 

SND 04 MED Music Editor; Soundtracker style 
music creator1 Easy to use! 

SND 05 Soundtracker 8 Track: Superb! Plus 
converter for 4 track files. 

STf.01 to STI.08 Digital Soundtracker 
samples! 8 disks packed with lOO s ol 
lilesl (Buy one or all 8 for £7.99) 

STS.Of Sampled sound effects lo use instead 
of instruments1 

STS 02 Longer samples many from films. 
Star Wars. 2001, Raiders. 

FONTS 
AF.01 

AF.Q2 

AF.Q3 

AF04 

Avant 
litan: Rangers. Pegnat. 

luard. Aidous. Celtic etc 
Fancy: Hollywood Park Avenue, 
Broadway, Camelot, Couner, Ham 
Publishers; Helvetica. Akashi. 
Andover, Bookman. Soxie, Times,.. 
Various: Unusual, Vdeofonts. Large 
& Small fonts . Utilities 

WORKBENCH 
AW,03 icons: Music, Ram. Naughty, Jet 

Icons, Pius: Utilities. Cotourbeneh 
AW 04 Icon Development. Design icons with 

Deluxe Paint! Examples included’ 

SLIDESHOWS 

AS Ol Boris Vallejo 1: Professional quality 
graphics «n mreflacod HAM1 

AS OS Exodus Real 3D show 9 very impressive 
Ray traced pictures 

AS.06 Swimsuits; Great pictures from me U S 
Sports Illustrated mag. 

AS.12 M.C. Eschet: Animated slideshow of 
E sobers paradoxical artwork. .. 

AS 20 Slideshow Construction; Pictures scroll 
up down, lade irvout1 etc 

AS .21 Fantasy; Stunning lull screen pictures 
and superb soundtrack,' 

AS .22 Vtz; Digitised pictures from the wonderful 
Viz magazine 

AS 23 Agatron Slideshow 10: Ray Traced 
pictures Of Star Trek ships including 
shots from T Richters impending video 

HELP' 
AH .01 Adventure Gam a Sol utioos; More 

than 100 including: Dungeon Master. 
Future Wars. Ultima 1 to S. Sierra, 
Infocom. Bards Tale, Zak 
MacKracken, Maniac Mansion. 
Ram bird Every Adventure players 
dream! (2 disks) 

EDUCATIONAL 
AE Ol Blackboard Mams Concentration 

Cotourpad Cat & Mouse. Galactic Worm 
Animated Pointers Shark iAge 5+) 

AE.Q2 Spellquiz. Wheel of Fortune, Tug 'o' 
Word. Flower Garden. Stepping Stones, 
Maths Test Puppy pi* iAge 5+) 

AE 03 F racial*. Desktop C aiculater. Function 
Plotter, Evolution (Age 11 <*) 

AE 04 Gravitywell Weatherman Gravsim, 
Airfoil. (Age H*) 

AE 05 World data Bank CiA world map with 
political boundaries view from anywhere, 
any height1 Plus 3D Plot, Calendar 
Factory, Sherlock (Age 1U) 

AE .06 Talking Spelling Tutor, Speech Toy 
German Language Test . Study R*e. Card 
System. Globe. Elements. Geotime. Text 
Uttftee (2 disk*) (Age 11+) 

AE 07 Educational graph**, Technical 
illustrations: Btotogy. Astronomy etc. 
Some animated eg pumping heart) 
Includes viewing programs. Or toad into 
Deluxe Paint etc (Age 9+) 

DEMOS 
AO.01 Walker t; Digitised animation of Star 

Wars Imperial Walker (Mb) 
AD 02 Walker 2: Dgilised animation of 

Walker and helicopter’ (Mb) 
AD-04 Probe Sequence; Incoming video 

pictures from an interstellar probe 
landing on an alien planet! Amazing! 

AD. 13 Walking Cal: Amazing Revolving 
digitised animation of walking cat! 

AQ.16 Ghost Pool: Animation of a pool game 
with invisible players' 

AO. 18 Puggs «n Space: Amusing cartoon of 
alien creature exploring Earth! 

AD.21 Busy Bee: Amazing Sculpt 3D 
animation of a large Hying Bee! (Mb) 

AD.22 Democrealors. Create your own 
demo's with; Boolwnler, Bootmaker, 
Bootboy, Boot generator etc... 

AD.23 Ship and Sphere: Ray Trace film of 
space ship and glass sphere (Mb) 

AD.24 NewTek Demo Reel 3: Incredible 
professional demo of NewTek product 
range features superb sampled 
sounds, digitised animations,.. (Mb 2 
disks) 

AD.25 The Run; 3D film of Lotus chase 
through traffic with police car! (Mb) 

AD.28 Stamp Collector: Animation of 
magnifying glass and naughty stamps! 

AD.29 Predators Megademo: Brilliant demos 
including 2 games! (2 disks) 

AD.32 Vision Megademo IV; Superb Digiised 
music and sound effects! 

AD.36 Kefrens Megademo Vlll: 10 demos 
Including; Kill the Beast (Shadow ol 
the Beast meeis Xenon 2)... (2 disks) 

AD.39 Agairon animations: 30 film of USS 
Enterprise attacking USS Reliant 

AD.40 Luxor Teenager; Variation on the 
classic with 2 anglepoise lamps' 

AD 41 RGB: Badgekilfer competition winner! 
Produced with Director! (Mb) 

AD 42 Comic on a disk: whole graphic novel, 
page by page, on screen1 

AD.44 Laurel and Hardy: Digitised clips from 
various films! (2 disks) 

AD 45 Star Trek, Dry Dock demo; The highly 
praised Ray Trace masterpiece! 

AD 46 Stealthy Manoevre II: Cartoon style 
Stealth Fighter animation, 

AD.47 Walker Demo. The incredible 2 
Megabyte animation (2Mb - 2 disks) 

AD 40 Amy V Walker, Amy the Squirrel 
chases AT-AT with Monkey Wrench! 
(Mb) 

AD 49 Budbram Productions. Quality 
animations including Movie! (2 disks) 

AD.50 Budbram Demo 2. Great sound, greai 
graphics, another classic! 

AD.51 Fishtank demo: Animation of sea 
creatures miming in time to music! 

AD.52 Popeye meets Beach Boys; Very 
amusing singing combination. .. 

AD.53 Iraq demo; Mini film involving Saddam 
Hussain and John Major! 

AD 54 Simpsons: Digitised; Do the Bauman 
plus great Bart slideshow! 

To order any ot ihe above disks simply 
quote the required disk numbers. 

For a complete list of our PD software ask 
fora FREE catalogue! 

TOP QUALITY DISKS - BY RETURN OF POST! 

BYTEBACK 
DEPT AF, 6 MUMBY CLOSE, NEWARK, NOTTS, NG241JE 

Cheque, postal 
orders or credit 
card facilities 
are available 



BYTE BACK 
Br 

Ring us now! 0636-79097 we're programmed to help 

DELIVERY 
SERVICE 

.and the keenest prices 

GUARANTEED RETURN OF POST DELIVERY ON ALL STOCK ITEMS 

GAMES 
Action stations..  21,99 
Armalyte..,...17 99 
Armour-Gaddon.—..17.99 
Atoming ..  7.99 
Awesome (PLUS T Shin).......24.99 
Back to the Future 3.,.,.,16 99 
Bards Tate 111.,*.,**—1699 
BAT.    19,99 
Battle Command....... 16.99 
Battle of BM....    19.99 
Billiards Simulator........... 19.99 
Bill & Teds Excellent Adv..................17.99 
Captive  ..**..* .*. 15.99 
Cardinal of the Kremlin..17.99 
Charge of Light Brigade .19.99 
Car-Vup .......1699 
Champion of the Raj.....17.99 
Chaos Strikes Back (Mb).,.....16.99 
Chase HQ 2.    16.99 
Chessmaster 21 DO.....,..19,99 
Colditz...  .19.99 
Conquest of Camelot .....24 99 
Cricket ..  19.99 
Crystals of Arborea...17 99 
Curse of the Azure Bonds.19.99 
Cybercon III,.. 17.99 
Demoniak.......... ,20 99 
Deuteros._*—,....21.99 
Disk...........17,99 

FREE - PUBLIC DOMAIN DISK! 
wiih any game from this column! 

Dragon Breed..............16-99 
Dragonsinke....*. 19 99 
Dragons Lair II - TTmowarp  ...,.24.99 
Dungeon Master,—,,,...16.99 
Elvira...   19.99 
Exterminator ....16.99 
Eye of the Beholder.....21.99 
Feudal Lords.. 16,99 
Frenetic ...,,17 99 
Flames of Freedom (Mid 2).....,,21 99 
Flight of the Intruder... „ 19 99 
Gem X.....17 99 
Genghis Khan (Mb)..............22.99 
GODS, .      .16.99 
Golden Axe. . ........... 16.99 
G u nboat.....20.99 
Halls of Montezuma., ....17.99 
Hard Drivin' 2,<,**„*....16.99 
Jahangir Khan Squash. .17,99 
Kick Off 2 (Mb) *****...15,99 
Lemmings.,,,..,-,.,.,,.  17,99 
Life and Death (Mb)....-15,99 
Lotus Esprit Turbo...16.99 
Merchant Colony...,.19,99 
MIG 29...—*..—.24,99 
Mighty Bombjack..—  16,99 
Moonbase  .,..***..*******.**„*****,, 23,99 
NAM 1965- 1975.  ...19 99 
Navy Seals.   16.99 
Ml Tank Platoon..19.99 
PGA Tour Golf-..—.—.......18.99 
Pool of Radiance.——.-. ..19.99 
Powermonger...**„****.—    18.99 
Predator 2....-....17.99 
Pro Tennis Tour 2*******.—.16.99 
Railroad Tycoon —.—.23.99 
Renegade Legion - Interceptor,..22.99 
Rick Dangerous 2.—.16.99 
Rorkes Drift ..   15,99 
Revelation.    14,99 
Secret of Monkey Island. .19.99 

COMPILATIONS 

GAMES 

Shadow of the Beast 2..,,, .24 99 
Shadow Dancer..,—..... 17,99 
Sim City + Populous!—..19.99 
Speedball 2.  .16.99 
Spirii of Excalibur (Mb).—21.99 
Stormball  ..* 17.99 
Supercars 2.   —16.99 
Super Monaco Grand Prix...17,99 
Supremacy.,——...19.99 
Switchblade II.—.-..17,99 
S.W.I.V...**....,16,99 
Team Suzuki.  16,99 
Toki..    17,99 
Turrican 2 ___—.16,99 
U.M.S.2— ...,.19 99 
Uttima V-,.——...**..*.22,99 
Warlords,,—...-..1999 
War Zone.—____14 99 
White Sharks.*******...—17.99 
Wings (Mb)......—.18.99 
Wrath of the Demon ..   19.99 
Wreckers   —..17.99 
Z-Oul..—.—.14.99 
3D Poo!...-...8,99 

PHANTASIE - BONUS EDITION.19,99 
Phantasie. Phantasie III and Questron II, 
PREMIER COLLECTION....—18.99 
Last Ninja. Flimbos Quest, Int Karate +, 
Tusker 
TOP SHOTS—..-.6.99 
Kick Ofl and Extra T»me! 
MONSTER PACK *********..***19*99 
Shadow of the Beast, Infestation. Niiro. 
LEISURESUIT LARRY TRIPLE.34.99 
Leisuresuit Larry 1, 2. & 3, 
WINNING TEAM....21.99 
Cyberball, Ktax, Vindicators, Planet of 
Robot Monsters, Klax, 
POWER UP—..  21.99 
Rainbow Islands, Altered Beasi, Chase 
HQ, Turrican, APB, 
FISTS OF FURY...19.99 
Double Dragon II. Shinobi. Ninja Warriors, 
Dynamite Dux. 
MASTER MIX—..—16.99 
Thunderblade. Turbo Outrun. Crack 
Down, Super Wonder Boy, Dynamite Dux 
WHEELS OF FIRE...12,99 
Hard Drivin, Power Drift, Turbo Outrun, 
Chase HQ. 
SPORTING GOLD...**..19,99 
Games Winter Edition, Games Summer 
Edition. California Games. 
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION —.19.99 
Ghostbusters II, Robocop. Salman 
(Movie). Indiana Jones. 
PLATINUM.. -.17.99 
Ghouls and Ghosts, Stridor, Slack ’Hger, 
Forgotten Worlds. 
POWER PACK.—.  16.99 
Xenon ||. TV Sports Football. Bioodwych, 
Lombard RAC Rally! 
PREMIER COLLECTION III—.12.99 
Archipelagos, Guadralien, Cybernoid 2, 
Battleships. 

AMOS 

AMOS Games Creator........34.99 
AMOS ■ Compiler....—19.99 

AMOS Llcenceware ..Each—3.50 

LPD.Di Colouring Book. Fun tor kids. 
LPD.02 Arc Angel Maths: Educational. 
LPD 04 Thingamajig; Jigsaw puzzles. 
LPD.05 Jungle Bungle; Adventure (Mb) 
LPD 06 Pukadu; game PLUS: Sprites 

600. use in your own AMOS 
programs! 

LPD.07 4*Way Lynx; Puzzle game (Mb) 
LPD 08 Work & Play; 3 Educational games 

for children, Very good! (Mb) 
LP0.09 AMOS Assembler (needs AMOS) 
LPD. 10 Word Factory; Educational chil¬ 

drens programs, (Mb preferred) 
LPD. 11 Go-Getter; Original game (Mb) 
LPD. 12 Hypnotic Lands; Puzzle game. 
LPD.13 Jigmania; Jigsaw fun (Mb) 
LPD. 14 Play it Safe; Educational (Mb) 
LPD.15 A.A. Shapes: Fun for kids (Mb) 
LPD. 16 Reversi 2; Classic game (Mb) 
LPD. 17 Dogfight 2; Arcade game (Mb) 
LPD 18 Touchstones; Board game (Mb) 
LPD. 19 X-IT-50; Original game (Mb) 
LPD 20 Wordy; Word Processor! Good! 
LPD 21 Qulngo; Trivia Quiz (Mb) 
LPD 22 LC10 Fonts; Plus Font design! 
LPD.23 E.S.P.; Original Arcade game, 
LPD.24 Shining Way ol Kung Fu; with 

digitised graphics! (2 disks * Mb) 
LPD.25 Mission; Text adventure game. 
LPD.26 C.Y.A.D.; Puzzle game (Mb) 

DISKS 100% Guaranteed! 

Bulk disks (10 
Plus (50 
Labels (1001 
KAO Of (500’ 
SONY (1000 

SONY Boxed (10 
Plus (SO 
Labels (100 

1. 

).. 
■■... 
).. 

.4.49 

.20.99 

.39.99 

.169 99 

.329 99 

.8.99 

.42.99 

..79.99 

SALE * SALE * SALE 

Archipelagos.. 4 99 
Battle Squadron. .*.9.99 
Colossus Chess X... .9.99 
Centrefold Squares, *******.7.99 
Deluxe Strip Poker... ..7.99 

Dxe* SI. Poker + Cent* Sqs .12.99 

Daily Double Horse Racing .**. .8.99 
Dragons Breath. .9.99 
ELITE. .. .12.99 
Galaxy Force. .4.99 
Mouse Trap... .2.99 
Netherworld.. .4.99 
Rick Dangerous. .6.99 
Shadow ol the Beast. ..12.99 
Silent Service-.. .9.99 
X-OUT. .9.99 

JOYSTICKS 

EXTRA MEMORY 

5QGK RAM Expansion....29.99 
PLUS: 10 FREE PD disks! 

Joystick & Mouse Extension.—4,99 
Quicks hot 111 Python... 9.99 
Quickjoy III Supercharger.-.11.99 
Quickjoy Jetfighter .. 12.99 
Quickjoy TOPSTAR —.  19.99 
Competition Pro Extra.—..15.99 
Sting Ray Handheld.*******.13.99 
Zip Stick Professional .. ....15 99 

ART AND DESIGN 
3D Construction Kit. 
Deluxe Paint (3)..****** 
Director (2).. 
Disney Animation Studio.,. 
Fantavision ...... 
Icon Paint,,—,. 
image 3D.... 
Photon Paint... 
Pixmate *....**..—... 
Professional Draw (2). 
Real Things - Birds 1 8 2. 
Real Things - Humans. 
Real Things - Horses_ 
Spectra Colour... 
The Art Department........ 
X-Cad Designer.. 

.32.99 
...59 99 
...79 99 

.79 99 

.29.99 
.,,14,99 
,174.99 
,-1999 

39 99 
...99 99 
...23.99 
-.23,99 
-19.99 
.54 99 
. .,54.99 
,-89.99 

Podscat 12 x 12 Tablet .179.99 
Podscat Drivers.,.,. .22.99 

Colourburst Tablet. ... ..519,99 
Pandaal Hand Scanner. . .159 99 
JX100 Scanner..********. 
Scaniab Software for above. 

.579.99 

.6999 

VIDEO 
Broadcast Titler....... .  199,99 
Deluxe Video III.*******..59 99 
Digiview GOLD (4),..*,.——.129.99 
G2 Broadcast Videocentre.—549,99 
HBM Genlock......****. 149.99 
Home Titler..*. 29.99 
MiniGen ..     —.104,99 

Panasonic WV1410 Video Camera 
(including lens)....,.229.99 

RGB Splitter -...64,99 
TV Show (NEW). .  54.99 
Video Titler 3D (NEW 15) ********.79.99 
Vidi Amiga —_**.********..**..,__ 119.99 

Vidi Colour Solution **************-169.99 

MUSIC 
Audio Master (3).********.*.. 54.99 
Audio Engineer Plus......169.99 
AMAS. ...*.79,99 
Deluxe Music Con. Set.—..49 99 
Dr T Copyist Apprentice......69.99 
Mastersound.*****.29.99 
Midi Master (Hardware).— ,.34.99 
Music X{ 1,1)—.  99.99 
Music X Junior......*******.-.49,99 
Perfect Sound .*.********.49 99 
Quanet—.**.*.—34,99 

BUSINESS 
Cashbook.... -39.99 
Day by Day ——*.******.. ...22.99 
DG Calc.... ,.,27.99 
Final Accounts.— -.22*99 
Home Accounts .... ...22.99 

1 mar spread.......—..*****...* ...39.99 
Mailshot Plus ... ,,,39,99 
Personal Tax Planner... ,27.99 
System 3..*... ...39.99 

WORD PROCESSORS 
Excellence.... .84.99 
I nte rword .********  ...*.. .39,99 
Kind Words  ...*.,...34.99 
Pen Pal.  **—.63,99 
Protext (5).******.  119.99 
Seribble Platinum.*********.,,,42.99 
Wordworth ....__*_—.94.99 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & FIRST CLASS POST 

BYTEBACK 
DEPT AF, 6 MUMBY CLOSE, NEWARK, NOTTS NG24 1JE 

Cheque, postal 
orders or credit 
card facilities 
are available 



P D. DISK PRICES DEMOS & ANIMATIONS MUSIC DISKS UTILITIES DISKS GAMES DISKS 

1 - 9 disks = £1.25 each 
10 or more = £1.00 each 

POSTAGE FREE 
if you Ivm in the U. 1C 

Europe add £2.50 to order 

Rest of World add £4 .00 

PLEASE NOTE: 
2 disk sets are charged as 
2 single disks. 3 disk sets 

as 3 single disks, etc. 

TELEPHONE ORDERS 
may be made using any 

Visa, Access or Mastercard 
on 

<0709) 829286 
MINIMUM ORDER £3.00 

CATALOGUE DISK 
PRICE 50p 

with contents and comments 
on the disks in our library 

plus on-disk goodies! 

ABBREVIATIONS USED 
* = 1 meg needed 

(X) - I B and over only 
(please state age) 

Figures in brackets refer 
to number of disks in set. 

WE ALSO STOCK 

FRED FISH DISKS 
AMOS P.D. DISKS 

T.B.A.G. DISKSL 
& 

AMIGOS DISKS 
ASK FOR THEM 

BY NAME! 

P. D PACKS 

8 disks for £8 
A great way tor new Amiga 

owners to check Out what p d 

i* *11 about Each pack 

contain a 8 disks and is just 
CS par peck! 

GAMES PACK 
37 Titles on 8 disks including 

Asteroids. Tiles, Bally 2. Sya, 

Pool. YachtC. Invaders, 

H-B*H, Fruit Machine, Block 
Oh, Shoot Out, Peter's 

Quest and many morel 

DEMOS PACK 
Some of the mosi popular 

demoi <n to* l-brery; Coma, 
Wild Copper Cebrt 90, Elvira. 

Mental Hangover Rebels 
Megadamo 2 Pan Is Just The 

Beginning, and Popeye Meets 
The Bftachboys1 

SOUND TRACKER SPECIAL 

The great PD music maker 
plus instruments, songs 

modules, rippers and moral 
Make music or just have fun! 

HOME BUSINESS PACK 
A suite of programmes lor 

those who want to dabble in 
(he serious aide Nag, Qank'n, 

Journal, DBase. Spread, 
Word wright, AmigaSpail, 

Inventory, Me mo Pad & moral 

016 Space Ace Demo 
065 Red Seel or Megedemo (2) 
089 Gymnast Animation * 

107 RAF Megademo (2) 

157 Cool Cougar Animation * 

161 Kyiie Mmogue Demo (2) 
240 Puggs in Space Cartoon 
260 Tree Frog Animation * 

268 The AMOS Demo 

399 Newtek Demo 3 (2) * 
463 Elvira Demo 
£46 Predators Megademo (2) 
744 Red Sector Cebrt Demo 

747 Popeye Meets Baachboys 
773 Shark Animation * 
625 Budbram Megademo (X)(2) 

853 Dragons lair Qemo * 
654 Braad/Home & Away Demo 

865 Coma Demo 
895 Trip To Mars 
897 Scoopex Mental Hangover 

906 Madonna Cartoon * 

954 Teenage Turtles Demo 
964 Operation Varkl 

1001 Station at Khem * (3) 

1033 Ai toe Movies Anlm ** 
1034 Stealthy 1 Animation * 

1093 DPaim 3 Demo (2) * 
1106 Gnomes Neve rwh ere Demo 

1110 Fractal Flight 
1168 Filial The Fish 
1200 Raiders of Loat Ark Anim * 

1229 Bud bram 2 

1235 KickbOMsr Demo 
1236 Evil Dead Demo (X) * 
1246 ISO: Comix D«k 1 
1266 Killing Game Show Demo 

1271 Legend of &Ny The Kid * 
1280 Horizon: Sleeping Bag 

1287 Wrath of toe Demon Demo 

062 Awesome Sounds 

061 J M Jarre - Definitive 

166 Vengelie * 

187 Crusaders Audio X 
407 CO Player Demo* 
409 Ousadere: Freakd CXrtf 
497 Amiga Chari 5 

652 Music Invasion 3 (2) 
654 Powerlords Power Mutex 2 

713 Flash! - Queen {2} 
724 Technotronic Remix 
746 Crusaders Bacteria 
824 Digital Concert V 

866 Per III Music Disk 
914 Special Brotoers Music 2 
936 Madonna: Hanky Parky 
941 Sound tracker Jukebox 

969 100 C64 Games Tunee 
970 The Comic Strip Remix 

976 Scoopex: Beast Sonix 
982 E & L: Get Up! 
986 Amaze : Revolutions 

993 PSA Music Demodisk 1 
1026 Digital Concert VI 

1107 Slop Right Now!* 

1243 Chip Music Festival 
1246 LSD: Supreme Music 1 
1264 Cave: Synthetic Power 
1292 Crusaders Does Genesis 

1630 Accession: Sun Wind 
1685 Qepeche Mode Music D*k 

1694 An of MED Muse Disk 
1696 Seal Crazy Remix * 

1755 Amazing Tunas 2 0) * 
1763 Aamond Gallant Knight (3)* 
1772 Teipar Music Disk (2) 
1776 Crusaders: Sheet Music 

1777 Beatmasters:Technology 

1787 Magnetic Beats 2 

1788 Magnetic Beets 3 

061 Vi abate Spreadsheet 

081 UEditWord Processor 
110 Dak Utrirties 
111 Grafix Utilities 1 

118 Grafix Utilities 2 

119 Amiga MCAD 
180 Pag usetier Clip Ad 

210 Icons! 
269 Ultimate Bootbbck Coll (2) 

343 Intromaker 

346 TV Graphics (2) 
346 APDC 26 (Programming) 
353 SboWiz 2 0 

354 PowerPacker 2 2a 

410 DPamt Cartoon Brushes 
442 DPeint Font* Dwl® (4) 

456 Criei Sotaoe Extravaganza 

468 HAM Radio Special (5) 
495 CtbkDQS (CU Helper) 
516 A£Sk Assembler/Q Compiler 
536 Red Devil Compacting Utile 

646 I con mama I 
571 Jazzbench 
580 Dope intro Maker 

691 Busm ess Card Maker 

596 Amateur Radio Disk 
632 MessyDOS 

633 Analytical 
642 C Manual 

643 SIDvl 06 
661 Programming Disk 

682 Sound Applications (2) 
684 Video Applications (2) 

697 Graphics Management (2) 
901 THE Comms Disk 

902 QED Text Editor 
1022 AMQ5/RAMOS Update 1.21 
1023 Future Composer 
1056 Zero Virus V3 0 
1071 NcxaepLayer V3 0 

NEW LOWER PRICES! OVER 1,800 DISKS! 

DEPT. AF9,145 EFFINGHAM ST., ROTHERHAM, S. YORKS. S65 1BL 

DEMOS & ANIMATIONS SLIDESHOWS UTIUTIES DISKS 

1400 AS1: Weird Science 

1453 More Aerotoona * 
1474 System Violation Demo * 

1477 Ecstasy Demos * 
1507 A100: AMOS Demo 2 

1516 A109: Weird Sciences 

1518 Pan thorns Megademo (2) * 

1524 A124; Bob Maniacs* 

1525 A125: Benson Demo 2 * 
1529 Armageddon Demo * 
1640 Amy vs Walker Amm * 

1541 Batman Animation * 

1642 Pogo Amm (1.5 meg) 

1548 Jochen Hippel Sound Demo 
1651 Too Much 3D* 
1652 Magician Amm V2.0 * 

1563 Steve's Anim Disk 1 
1564 Sieve's Anim Disk 2 
1555 Steve e Anim Disk 3 

1556 Sieve s Amm Dtsk 4 

1567 Sieve a Anim Finale Disk 
1560 Phenomena Enigma Demo * 

1586 A155: Panthoru* Demo 2 
1598 A168: Cures A Slauroe (2) 

1626 Tte The Bart Man* Demo * 

1660 Orion tea: Total Destruction * 
1664 Silent* Blue House (2) * 
1667 More Glassy Am met«>ne 

1692 Basketball Animation * 

1701 Tron Animation f2) * 

1703 Iota! Reapray 
1704 Iota! Recount 

1705 Total Restyle 
1706 Total Retrial 
1707 Decay: Simpsons Demo * 
1753 Ufa of Brian (2) 

1774 Magnetic Fields Demo* 90 * 

1775 Total Confusion * 

078 Vallejo Fantasy Art (2) 
163 NASA Sideshow 
167 Dtgrview Slideshow 

171 Patrick Nagel Pictures 
186 Eschar Slideshow 

236 TV Sports Basketball 

282 Forgotten Realms 

617 Neighbours Slideshow 

725 Diggy Piggys Slideshow £2) 

742 Madonna Slideshow 

767 Gnemaware Slideshow 
814 Viz Slideshow 

831 Utopia Cartoon Slideshow 

891 Creepshow 
899 Madonna Slideshow 2 (2} * 
942 Garfield Sideshow 

968 Gorezone Slideshow (X) 

1051 Total Recall Sideshow 
1062 Golems Gate Sideshow 

1073 Froxion Fantasy Sideshow 
1085 Comic Sideshow [XJ 

1103 Girts of Sports Illustrated 
1210 Turtles Slideshow 
1272 Nemesis: ProbQu* 

1277 Fraxion: Divine Visions (2) * 

1278 Forgotten Realms 90 

1475 Nemesis: Chapter 1 (2) * 
1460 Th* Age of Slack 

1523 A121: Nik Wiliams Demo 
1546 Skywalker DigiShow t 

1547 Skywalker DigiShow 2 
1649 DPaint Colour-Cycled Pcs 

1561 Demons Slidashow 3 * 
1666 Mages Staff 
1693 WWF Slideshow 

1708 Invisible World Slideshow 

1719 Yabba Dabbs Cartoons 
1761 Reflections Slid eohow 

117 Monopoly 

135 Classic BoardX>rd Games 
195 Electric Train Sat 

251 Blizzard 
314 Breakout Construction Sat 

316 Return to Earth 

496 Holy Gail ^venture * 
648 Star Trek (USA) (2) * 

660 Learn & Ray (2) 

727 Star Trek (Richter) (2) 
957 Pipeline 
962 Drip! 
987 Snakepit 

991 Jeopard * 

1004 Games Disk 9 
1230 Dragon Cava 

1245 Rings of 2on * 

1406 A59: Super Quiz 

1411 A62: Arcadia 
15 VO Pick Up A Puzzle (2)* 
1512 Picture It (2)* 

1517 At 10: Crossfire * 

1520 A116: Balloonacy 
1528 AI30: Wooden Ball* 

1531 Simon Say^Space Maths 
1532 A137: Tile Trial * 
1533 The Jar * 

1539 Megaball * 
1544 Seven Tiles 

1558 Adventure Solution* (2) 
1573 A142: Pair Crazy 
1577 A146: FrurtMachine* 
1579 A148: Demolition Muon * 

1580 A149; Gobbrt / Pontoon * 
1584 A153 Missile Command 
1591 A160: Quizmaster * 

1608 A178; Mastermind/Peir Up * 

1610 A-80: Dungeon Dehor (2) 
1$12 A182: Pixie Kingdom (21 
1614 A164: Towers of Hanoi 

1668 Tomtespelel 

1670 Wheel of Fortune 
1690 Hints Disk One 

1700 Terror Liner 2 [X) 

1711 Mantel Image Games One 

1715 Frantic Freddie 
1720 Cabaret Asteroids 

1746 Word Gamas Volume 1 * 
1747 Word Games Volume 2 * 
1748 Startogy Gome* * 
1749 Truckin' (2) [2 drives) * 
1780 Arcade Gome Cheats 1 
1781 Serene II 

1005 Catalogue Workshop (2) 
1097 DTP Qip Art (?) 

1099 Video Graphics (4) 

1117 Geneaobgy * 
H9B Soundtiacker V4.Q (2) 

1222 Picture Format Convertors 
1225 Hardware Projects Meg 

1228 ST Emulator 

1234 Tetra-Copy 

1253 Red Devil Utilities 5 

1255 Opti Utilities 1 
1265 Cryptic Utilises 17 

1273 C-Ught 

1274 Star Trekker 12 Music Prog 
1286 Mandlebrot Generator 1.66 * 
1294 Chao* & Fractal Programs 

1360 DKB Trace (Fish 397) 
1366 Fix Disk (Fish 403) 
1363 Menu Writer (Fish 420) 

1385 Art Of Virus Killing 

1432 A83 : AMOS Paint 

1450 New Superstore Disk 
1451 EtoctroCAD 

1452 AmiBase 
1473 ARP 13 

1534 MEDV3 0 
1535 Master Virus Killer V2 0 
1536 North G V I 3 (packed) 

1537 North C VI 3 (unpackad)£2) 
1543 Quantum Tool Disk 12 
1545 SpectraFaint V3 0 

1560 FlexiBase V2 0 

1569 AI 38: Spanish Tutor 
1587 A15G: Rippers Disk 
1606 A176: Database Master V2 0 
1629 ZX Spectrum Emulator 

1663 Dynamite Cut 8 Pasta Fonts 

1778 Stolen Data Magazine 05 

ACCESSORIES 

XS- BLANK DISKS 
10 FOR £4.99 

WITH DISK BOX £5 99 

50 FOR E22.SO 
WITH DISK BOX £26 50 

100 FOR £39.99 
WITH DISK BOX £44 99 

DISK BOXES 
FUP*TOP 

10 capaoly .., £1 49 

LOCKABLE 
46 capably . £4 99 

50 capably £6 99 

80 capabty £7 99 
100 capacity . * £9 99 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Mouse Mat £2 90 

Keyboard Cover . £2 99 
Monitor Cover £5 99 
Printer Cover.£4 99 

Mouse House _£1.99 
Drive Cleaning Kit £2 99 

Printer Cable £6 99 
Stereo Loads (2m) £2 99 

Stereo Leads (5m) £3 99 
VHS Library Cases 

£6 99 for 10 

“CRA2TT JOE'S" LOGO 
T-SHIRTS (M / L l XL) 

White. £3 99 

SWEAT SHIRTS (M / L/XL) 
White . £6 99 

(PLEASE STATE SIZE) 



can change, he points out again) then that leaves you 

lots more colours for your pictures. Right on, Bryan 

Brou n and Ulrich Denker, A shame the documentation 

is in German, but all the same it's quite easy to get the 

result you want. 

Mcftftaptli ideal lor looping track of your nearest and 
dearest And the hank manager, and the poll tax office... 

So, you have a PD text editor. What do you do for a 

spelling checker or simple database? You buy this 

disk, of course! This disk has one of the most easy-to- 

use databases I have ever come across. QukkBasc, by 

Kevin Harris* uses just one screen with lots of colours 

and large text for easy reading. It’s very simple and 

good for storing names and addresses for mailing lists* 

and it's an absolute cinch to use. 

AmigaSpelf (from Mike Berrol has one or two 

annoying quirks for a spelling checker program. The 

dictionary is virtually empty, so you'll spend a lot of 

time at first teaching it the correct spelling of words. It 

also can't find the same mistake twice while checking, 

so if you consistently misspell it’s not very good. The 

good thing about it is the actual checking procedure - 

the best I've ever seen. 

After AmigaSpetl has analysed a text file for errors, 

it scrolls the whole file from left to right across the 

screen. Any errors are highlighted - you can make the 

program learn them or ignore them. Because you can 

see the words on either side, you know whether or not 

the word is the wrong one because it's out of context - 

for example, "Look over their”. 

X Spell lacks the good and bad points of 

AmigaSpell - again* you'll spend a while teaching it 

new words. However, if you register it (send a dona¬ 

tion to Hayes Hodgen, the programmer) he will send 

you a 40,000 word dictionary plus a new version with 

an Undo command - after all. we all hit the wrrong key 

from time to lime. 

The Manager series from Hal Carter is on there as 

well This includes Mail Manager, House Hold and 

Reference Manager (a card database) all share the 

same basic layout, but differ as to what they can store. 

However they are looking a wee bit long in the tooth 

now - they date from 1986! 

PD TOP TEN UTILITIES 
LOW ALCOHOL PUBLIC DOMAIN 

1) ProTracker VI .1 
2} Demon Games Vol 6 
3) Zero Virus III 
4) Three Player Tetris 
5) European Cherts disk 
6) Tobias Richter Star Trek 
7) Kefrens Utilities 4 
31 Messydos 
9) WellTrix 
10) MCP V0.9 

PUBLIC DOMAIN 

GOLF RECORDER 
VI .6 

Although of minority inlereil, Golf Recorder version 1.6 If 

very well programmed, looks nice and is easy to use. 

AMIGANUTS 1 093 

Would you like to keep all of your golf scores on vour 

Amiga? Well then look no further, because this pro¬ 

gram has been custom written to help you do just that, 

h w-ill happily keep track of your course averages as 

well as your match play. 

Using this demo is pretty easy. First, you have to 

tell it about the course that you want to keep records 

for; how long the w hole course is. the pars of each hole 

and the length* and the scratch score (the average score 

for the course). 

ll may sound dull as diichwater. but ihere are a cou¬ 

ple of noteworthy features. For one thing, the program 

is very well error-trapped - if you type in a number 

that's a bit silly (a par one hole, or a course that’s 200 

yards long! then the program brings up a message say¬ 

ing it doesn't believe you. You can ovenride this and 

have some pretty weird score cards* but more often 

than not you wron'i because most golf players like to 

keep honest averages. 

The other factor is that all the options are controlled 

by clicking with the mouse - there are no menus to 

bunt for the correct option. You can print out the 

scores, of course, if you have a printer. 

What really impressed me were the digitised 

images of professionals mixed in with the program. If s 

a cheap trick to jazz it up, but perfectly valid. Why 

don't more serious programs try to be light-hearted, 

rather than plain and boring? Thank you Peter Wilson, 

TSB VECTOR 
DESIGNER 
UNIQUE COMPUTING UT-107 I 
The Special Brothers. Ivan and Alloc, have been work¬ 

ing hard on this extremely interesting vector designer. 

If you have seen a few demos, you’ll know- what a vec¬ 

tor is: a two or three-dimensional shape with straight 

edges that can be spun, moved, coloured and generally 

whizzed around the screen. 

Being public domain* ifs not exactly Sculpt 4D. 

There's not much on-screen help and the text used by 

the program is a bit too small for easy reading. Having 

said that, if s extremely quick - wiih a bit of practice 

you can bang out vectors quickly, 

A few' other points to mention are that the on-disk 

documentation is pretty thorough and is written in 

fairly reasonable English, Also included is an example 

demo, showing off just what you can do, The best 

thing is that the program can save vectors out in a form 

which is suitable for use with the Red Sector demo 

maker, for extremely fast and unprofessional-looking 

results (by unprofessional 1 mean of the best PD stan¬ 

dards - don't take it personally, ifs a joke aimed at 

professional programmers). 

PCQED 
AM1GANUT5 1113 

PCQ is one of the few versions of the Pascal computer 

langauge available on the Amiga* and is certainly one 

of the cheapest. Many educational establishments use 

Pascal or Lhe similar Modula-2 for teaching how to 

program. The name, incidentally, is just the initials of 

the programmer. Patrick Quaid. 

One of the problems with PCQ is that ifs jusi a 

compiler - usually you have to buy another disk for the 

linker and use a lext editor (from another PD disk 

unless you have a word processor that can save in 

ASCII), Mark Meany has been working away to put a 

few* bits together on just one disk. 

Happily, this disk is all you need. It contains all the 

programs, the environment is wailing for you as soon 

us the disk has booted and ifs a convenient way to 

start programming in Pascal. OK. so maybe ifs noth¬ 

ing new* bui fm all in favour of hassle-free PD. The 

documentation is reasonable enough for a beginner in 

the language, and overall it's worth getting if you need 

to use the language as a pan of your studies. 

CYAD 
AMOS PD LPD26 (1Mb needed) 

Cyod (torts off looking pretty easy, but by the time you 

get to this third level you reotise ifs going to take quite a 
while to suss out each screen,.. 

If you've read the feature on AMOS and its newr addi¬ 

tions on Page 114-117, you mighi like to check out 

what it can do: and what better way than with this 

excellent little game. 

Jamez Newcombe is a fan of JM Jarre and it shows 

in the sweet little soundtrack* while the game itself is 

very similar to The Power., You control a little yellow 

creature who whizzes along until he is stopped by a 

wall. It starts looking easy, but a few1 levels in the puz* 

ztes get wicked. Hours of brain-bending fun follow! 

CONTACT LIST: 

17 BfT, PO Box 97, Wakefield, 

West Yorkshire, WF1 1XX, 0924 

366982 

AMIGANUTS, 169 Dale Valley 

Road, HoOybrook, Southampton, 

SOI 6QX, 0703 785680 

PD SOFT, 1 Bryant Avenue, 

SouIIvcihJ un-Seo, Essex, SSI 2YD, 

0702 612259 

UNIQUE COMPUTING, 114 Salters 

Road, Gosforfh, Newcastle upon 

Tyne, NE3 3UP, 091 284 7976 

VIRUS FREE PD 23 Elborough 
Pi-U-U-I ft/1 ,-,.o rli ■■■ g- - nrulnn lA/Zliw koou/ nnonxion, jwinaon wins 

SN2 2LS 

AMOS PD 0942 495261 
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Amiga Mouse 

1400 catalogued disks 
Utilities, Soundtracker modules/instruments 

art & design, games, demos etc etc. 
Free updated catalogue disk sent with orders 

Buy 10 PD disks and choose one free. 
A small selection from our vast list: 

GAMES 
Games 029 7 Titles 

Games 031 Battleforce 

Games 032 Return to Earth 

Games 033 Megaball 

yms 
Util 067 Ultimate Virus Killer 
Util 012 Wordwngbt + Lots 

more 
Util 079 Red Sector Demo 

Creator 
Util Qb9 Pascal Compiler 

ANIMATIONS 
Arum 036 The Stamp 

Collector 
Arum 037 juggler II 
Anim 030 Vaux Killer 

1 5 Meg 3 Disks 
Anim03l Upgrade 

1 S Meg 6 Disks 

Send 70p for Catalogue Disk, 
Fast Reliable Service 

£1.00 per disk 50p Post & Packing 
£2,50 Europe 

Amiga Mouse 
182a High Street, Margate, Kent. 

Tel: 0843-228166 
Credit cards accepted with orders over £10 

The new concept in PD /Shareware 

The EdLib collection - a carefully chosen selection of PD, compiled bv subject to 
save you time, trouble and money. All disks regularly updated with tfie latest and 

best programs, Full of hints, tips and tutorials Membership available. “ 
Unbeatable value: only £ l .50 per disk! 

Flying Start To get you going on your new Amiga 
Best Ulilitieti The best utilities around For the new user. 
Graphics Master I & 2 Why buy expensive commercial software? Convert 
resolutions, HAM. map images on spheres and shapes and much more. <2 disksi. 
The Com pleat Iconiscr Everything vou need to create ANY icon. 
SPECIAL STARTER PACK: The above 5 disks for only £5.00 
Animator's Delight Anminle to your heart s delight 2 disksi, 
C Disks Learn C without tears - a very thoughtfully designed presentation. <2 disks). 
Best MumlrlWiH Extraordinary Mandelbrot programs all in one package. 
Fractal Laboratory' \ A comprehensive suite of programs for exploring just about 
every aspect of fractals. I Fractal Laboratory 2 now also out 1. 
Scientific Collection ] PD Astronomy - for starry-eyed stargazers 
Hobby Horse Family entertainment - music, puzzles, even garden design. 
All Systems Go! Guide to Amiga opernting system - save £££ h on books 
Our Favourite Games: Sys, Drip, WelUHx, 3 exceptional games on one disk, 
Cellular Automata Game of Life, Life SD + many more. 
Also Super Utilities Silly Bench. ARP Library, Basic Compiler. PC-HAM conversions, 
FC-Disk Reader, CanDoDecks. Fully Working Prolog <2 disks! 

*- * 
NOW ALSO OL'T: Science 2 more astronomy and gravity * Science 3 - chemistry * 
Science 4 Making Waves (physic#} * Workbench Ixigic Games ■ a collection of fully 
multitasking games, to keep you distracted from serious work for hours! 

Sec our catalogue for the full list of EdLib compilations. 

Large slock of other PD disks * only 89p! * ALL the Fish disks 1 - 470 
Ft90 Mona adventure * F205 Chess The best * F2B3 marble Slide * F285 Rubik * 
F30G Scrolling Ttle Gen 1 F338 SID i 6 * F397 DKB Ray Tracer * F424 Turbo Tiller - 
Subtitling * F444 China Challenge * F465 Text Plus (simple) & F415 UEdit (advanced) word 
processors * F453 Lemmings Demo * F456 7 updated Amiga C tutorial ’ F4gt Rings pi Zen 

A4B+49 Laurel & Hardy * AiQa+b NASA p*cs ' A47 Amy vs Walker 
At 4 Juggler Juggerre n wicked new twist to the old classic demo* 
D3 Buctoram 2 * D4 Dragons demo * DS Phenomena ■ Enigma * 
D23 Simpson Decay demo * M34 Ropeye meets Beach Boys * 
G1 Seven Ties Spoedbal clone * PI08 Master Virus Killer * 
Pill Red Sector demo creator* Pi42 8 - Colour WorkBench + 300 icons 
PI 44 Med 3.11 LATEST & BEST rf you want to make Amiga music, get this! * 

Loads more Catalogue disk available for El .00 me! p&p (or 50p with order), 
High quality d>sks, all virus-free and copied with verify flag 

UK customers add SQp p & p per order European customers add £1.00. or £2.50 for 
registered Rest ol the world, add t! 60, Or E3.60 for registered- 

Cheques Postal Orders International M.O. 's to; 
EdLib (Dept AF2), Scotland Farm, Stockwood Road, 

Brislington, Bristol BS4 5LU. Tel: 0272 723489 

ALL DISKS 
STILL ONLY 

99p EACH a 
NEW! * ANGLIA “PLUS'- PACKS, The ultimate in PD software giving you the convenience of a commercial package ai 
a PD price. Each "PLUS" pack includes the highest quality PD programs together with full printed instructions presented 

in an impressive folder. The find "PLUS" pack to be released is The Business "PLUS" Pack which contains 5 divk> 
covering a complete range of business software and over thirty pages of instructions. 

The complete package costs just £7.95...More "PLUS" packs to be released soon, phone for details. 

BUSINESS PACK 5 DISKS £4.95 
Tth-Plm iQ3E {Wofdfmtjr 4 dotal*net imrUubrtg RIM. 
Clerk Sptradtbeh. MCAD tgrqphinl * 1 
$priikhccler* 

ULTR A C; AVI ES P *( K 5 DISKS £4.95 
Sflwi Din, Bottatmacy, Mayhem. B&tfefmc. Atradta 
fAtt of these ftones hoiv mnifJ flfliv rrvtr*s from 

nki(u.inri,i 

U465 Anhfhcier (met ktghrrmjhcken 
U463 Mulnplol iescelkm ptoQrr* 
U472 Ct*tum dsd (total fwdf n commit 
IM6I Cryptic wit (uk. Dnbmierf} 

GAMES PACK l 5 DISKS 14,4? 
Htiiuvd Chino CKiilenge Fuw /nwMi, Panirhad. 
Mrumbate altd Thip* r FmhitMy best game m PD L 

UTILITIES PACKS LL3 + 4 5 DISKS £4,45 
4 different pm b wilh alt tht utils ytM will e*tr «rd? 
Fan l (Mtmiu: Chet Satoee disk (2b milt K Dtskmostrr 
hIAMAv Valum 2.3*4 

ADULTS pack 1 5 DISKS £4.45 
5 ditto full a[ 'awffufkjnc/ X amt mwr only. 

ADULTS PACK 2,3 + 4 5 DISKS £4,95 
,r different parts of ft iv ditto full of *W4rjtKwT*. IX and 
itvrr only 

KDUCATHIN PACK 1 $ DIS KS MS 
German. Globe. GfOtimr, Drawmap, Evolution. Clauds, 
Formula .Airfoil, Gravity S'tm, Weather. Ware Maker, 
World Data punk and mart*! (This pdfl h of Cwr best 
sellers and is incredible value far money) ■ 

Ph'jiM" niifc sill jmek disks nu*y be bciu^ht ringl? u( 

DESK I t )P V|DEO PACK 4 HI SEN 0.9* 
PviiUpidinx <rt lire turn few in,lea prrducfn. miudet 
Raidite Credit* SltdeJrcr*. Video Bat lgri>*tadi. Spe, tol 
Fjft‘%1 Parser* fWnrraitw and 

PROGRAMMERS PACK 5 DESKS 14*95 
Forth, ' Lisp. loft*. Farad. North C ft J + C 
Manual JjU 

HARD DESK PACK 3 DISKS £2.97 
Sul vI J>b. HD Utihnet. Easy floeiup, Password. View Nfj 

BEGINNERS PACK 4 DISKS £3.96 
CU Tuiarvsi. Qun i Copy t SA Utilities. Disk Muster 
ySQ. 

CLIPART PACKS 1.1 + .1 5 DISKS £4.95 
3 differ* nf pocto afS daks, t& full of the \*ry best clipart 
far DPatm ri* 

FONTS PACK 1 * 2 * J 5 l>[> KS M.9S 
J different put-to <f5 dtsto pai k I ermtams FubUtbcr 
fonts, viaams fonts, [teas dui 2 Covn-rfotims ftmts, 
lur$efonts [loads of %rtatfouds ft# fiPiunt tu j 

NEW! ANGLIA COUU RMlN IS 5 DISKS £4.95 
Ccmiaiili S ditto full of oh final cahmrfonu ptidmed 
heir ai Anxtia. nbrai for nUn. etc Use n tdi 
DPaint III 

ADVENTURE PACKS 1*2 5 DISKS £4.95 
/W* I Holy Grail. Golden Fierce. Cttdlr 
Return jj Earth, World. CofuUal, .KJwHIkiy Bmw 
Pdf* 2: Draftvi Case. Maria. Rings of Zon. impennm 
fCpmttHum, Lam vU . 

CARD & BOARD GAMES 4 DISKS U.«» 
Cluedo. Crihhotf. Mtmpcdv (English: wwn'l. 
SiaiicrnunJ and iniuh more! 

PUZZLES PACK 1 DISKS f L9K 
Pmtfc PrfUjigm* gamer Woedsratth 

CLASSIC GAMES 5 DISKS £4.95 
Facnvn Spm eSLu Can. Fteshtucr 
(BoaUenLuh Clone t. Missile Command 

99pl 

SINGLE DISKS AT ONLY99p! 

BUSINESS 
BJXH Panin [Htune jfacttMtf 
fi b*2 MrsiyDOS + CtmaOOS (It m>l * whir MSDOS i 
(GO! Flrjribasre (Databml 
3X04 WitfJmnghl (Word processor 1 
(GO* Vjyirji1, iSpreadsheet) 
b *Ob V Edit {Great ward processor) 

It KPT immoi (Goad home account* t 

UTILITIES 
1401 Power Packer 2J8 

iW2 Matter Vrns KOrr *2J 
l !4Sh FmJ (Take ibr tea*l 
Lf40*A^eme vl J (Family Tract 
IM05 ST + C6* Emrlmon * MethOOS 
tf406JazHsemh ntpffacted Wf*!>*■«, A> 
V4&7 W»2 tWorUoTwh «2 0 taUoiitoi 

U4tJ W vV .rt tmahei vmi a master cfCUl 

(J4SK Spntntm Emulator (with program! 

GAMES 
Gb2Q Pipeline uommen ial yuabn l 
GbSPTnm * Tmky 
GisSi Tennis 
Gobi MetobuH 
GmbJ The Jar 
fhb5W>,den&att 
GOO? T Richter Smr Dvi (2 dabl 
Cr64l for Tret {tjistoi 
GMOFtunne Freddie 
GMlMorbie Slide 
G6St Eat Mote 
G6S2 fh/tamu Dkk 
t m* Yelp! 
G66S Sentence (new mb $amei 
Gbbl Pinny ihe Game 121 
GbSS Cnuswwd Creator 
G6bP Wardajaorr Sober 

CHILDRENS 
cm Learn + Play (2 Jj vfcjj 
C702 Train Set 
C703 Tailing Colouring Book 
€?04 Simon$a\s!$fkuc Maths 
C7QS Tremarv Island 
c?06 Snakei * l*i<Ue*s 
Cm Purr It 

GRAPHICS 
GRttflt C-LightiRuy tmtei 
GR802 DKB Trace (Boy iracei 
GfiXO? Slide Kii 
GRS/9 Amos P jml (r. good point prog l 
GR8QF MatMeibn* Caretmor i JJL< 
GK&2J Spectntpaini lserious DPmnl rnu/l 
GK9Q? Graphic* Vulitiet Did 
G8R26 Anglia Dthfmis (superb (ti tilt ttti fsvni p 

MUSIC 
Wtof Med v3j0 

Sound 1 r^ ker Pm 
MVOS 14 Sample drikifot oftm e 
Mv 1st Kefrrm Intel**x 
VWO Future Com^mer 

Simply phone your order through or send a cheque/postal order: Please add 60p to rover post and packing. 

ANGLIA PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARY 
Anglia House. 115 Rawfagh Road. Wtostam Su^toN. IFH 7HU 

0394 
283 
494 



PDSOFT.(AF26),l BRYANT AVENUE,SOUTHEND-ON-SEA,ESSEX, SSI 2YD 

CREDIT CARD HOTLINES! 
(0702) 466933/612259 

UTILITIES FROMOUR FAMOUS VARIOUS COLLECTION GAMES & AMOS DEMO DISKS 
Ourvorioij$d£kcollection areolIUnArked, 

Aulobootfog & Ready To go 

I pocked wilh Page Setter AR T WORK £8) Excellent 

IV013 PLAY & READ EDUCATIONAL* BlackBotifd 
1 maths 6 various other programs AgesUnderS 
IV017 VC I hei Q'c u lator sor colisheet There is 
I more tho! one program onthtsdisk Viiicak __ ___ __ 

I VO J 0 RA YTRACIR £ xcetlent program tooltow ycx yi 68 AMIGA AQVENTUIW rrle Your own Text 

V243 DRAWMAP 30 Generate flat Gtobev Orbital 
4 Mercator Pic lures of ihe Earth New Education 
VI64 PO-SohVOL6 VIRUSKilLIRS, Big Brother. 
Berserker. Zero Virus & No Virus All Updated vers 
VI66 FLETCHERUTL5 VOL 1: CONVMACf C on. vert 
Mac fontsloth-e Amiga POST Post Script Ihter- 
peter Program 4RE DAKYU. A || Excel ten r Prog rams 
V 2 6 7 f RAC T ALS V2,1 Fractal Genetaiot ihat 
generates nwny war ious differenl Styles 

Our Game disks a reoit Au lobootmg, 

U nArced & Ready to Ptay 

I fo generale ray if oc tag images Very Mite 
I V 0 2 3 APPOINTMENT CALENDAR: NAG 

1 is an electronk appointment c alendor 
I VO 24BANKN Wit I allow you fo keep your bank 
I accounts perfect balance wilh ease 
1 VO 17 OUIC KBASI A Mailtx^'Manogem-mi 

1 utility Keep a rocord at all your Inends 
I VO 2 8 SPELL CHIC KM CurrenTglossary contains 
■ 9,000words More can be added 
IV029HOUSE HOLD INVENTORY Pro rides rhe 
I means of ma ima ining HH possessions 
IV04 r DP AI NT ARTConahns load s of pics lor io 
I mess around with a Iso use with D TP 
IV048TV GRAPHIC 5 A VlDEOGRA PHICS 
I vonousUi^iiiiestar Video Production (5] 

IV085 RED SECTOR INC DEMO C REA TOR 
I This is ihe best Demo creaior Prog ram disk 
IVQ06 VIDEOPRODUCTION (7] 
I Boih Packed with Various video& gen lock uiils 
IV090D COPY A TfTRACOPY Another two disk 
I copiers with excellent imprmrments 
IVI06AMiBASE V3 76thrs!5theMo^popular 
I Amiga Database Very good d isk 
IVT09 PRINT STUDKH xcetlent tor printing picture 

I or text. Printer users need itiisdisk 
IVI2 3 RIM: LARGE DATABASE PROGRAM 

I vl 31C. -1IGH T Th is «, rhe most well known ray 
I tracing pr ora m to dote 4 is very Simple to use 

odventu res A swap with your friends 
VI69 BOSSINESS PENNYWISE ACCOUNTS A 
Cashbook control Progra m for the Am Igo 
VI70 PRINTER DRIVERS UPDATE DISK* Obtains 

over SO Drivers. Inc Canon B J Oitfen? 4 Swift 
Colour A Mono A A Primer Driver Generoior prog 
V271MEGAFONT PROGRAM Prog rom ID create 
Tex fonts Source on Fred fish Version! 7 III 
V273 FRACTAL CONSTRUCTION SIT used to 
generate iterated Iractofs, I ike Sierpmsfa A mo re 
V274DIC E C SYSTEM (2) Dillons I nterg rated 
Enwomentsystem V2 06 IS Which includes a 
compiler, assembler linker 4supportlibstFF4661 
V276D1SKPR1NT V2 JPrtafstabelstoti Sdisfcs. 

PrimoritytorsTnoll PD library disks Excellent 
V2 77 FORTRAN *77 vl 3c Compiler, linker A run 
lime support I ■ brory ANSI c ompatible f red fish 470 
V276 MANDILP ANG Monde!Brol Pfalter T h is is 
ihe latest updated version with some new features 
V27 9 CROSSWORD C REATORA program thaT 
creoles crossword puzzles this i$ version 3 3 
V260 BUDGET A progromlo help wilh managing 

personal fmances This is Version 1 302 INew vers) 

V 2 01 MAN D ANIMV1.2 New MandelBroi 
a n i motion program which is easy 1o u se 
V284BUSSINE&S MC AO PROGRAM The Object 
Drawing Program for the Am igo ie CAD program 
V2B5lDUCATX>NAL:TYPWGRFTOR a Simple 

1002 BUD BRAIN MS! Hi one of Ihe besi 
mega demos on ihe omga 
1016 TOTAL DESTRUCTION Megademo 

»»Ud«.ri-AUU.UHr >r .r,.. ByCrionKS TheModonnoGroup. 
J r 1021 USA« IRAQ AnlmaHon * 

N S^e 1105 THE JARRE UVEMUSK 

! °°me 1190 ™( TRASHC an ryw iz c at 
Tadt®0™ 5eeThedarksideofMickeyMouse 
6A!L li0* PLAYBOY JAN 1991)21 XX 

1259 TWINTR 1ST wopeopteconptay j VOGUE & JUST IFT MY LOVE 

beHome more Madonna music 

1236 VOCAL ATTACK IMRemixed house 
music TheFlameArrows(3.1 

1238 ANARCHYSystem Violation Mega 
demo Another Excellent 
1747 RED DWARF HI - RES PICTURES (21 

132Q WHf El OF FORTUNEOneof ihe 
OunJs, As the senes on Television 
133 S Wl ZZ YS QUEST E xcei lentGame 
1341 DOWN HIU SKIING ArcacJeGame 

1367 BLACKJACK TheCasma&mulator 
1370 H AC KLITEDungeoosfi Dragons 
1374 TENNIS f xcelleni TennisSmukitor 

14M OTRISP.ayedTe.Tis WcHI.Thisis the nwvfOFTHEWAR MUSUC 

,%Y2S15SM!'JaSS^ M»0R.WHO*«mWNMOS 
1452 AMIOMEGASsmilartoHockJRogue i 271 ft a y watch t bik a pics 

WMMMHUnHE BtSIARKANOID I2S.NOODY* MONTY PYTHON 

ss^saassgsr sssssasssk. 
tsssgssssszsa- 

1727 IIUSMegattemo.sfunmng 
graphics, sound & Loading section 
1720 MYSTICAL TUNES BY VER1CAL 
Su perb choice of m u s it tracks to Ikstern to 

1729 NO TECH BY BASS: Laud music 4 
on i mati ng effec ts very good indeed 
1734 MADONNA Slides how I it Best 
Madonna slideshow to datelSl 
1740 DRUMS A PIPES Music collection 
h igh Quilily sound nol to be missed 

1741 KiF MUSIC DISKSator presents ih is 
great musk disk production disk 
17 42 C RU SADE R5 EU ROC HART JULY 

See who! ihe best Mega demos ore. the 
best gomes, uti I ities 4 loads more 
1743 S Wl M SUIT CALiNDERGIRtS 12} 

Some pk lures from aboard the Red Dwarf Dusaders Picture sltaeshownl 991 

174 6 ANARCHY INSPIRATION fS NONE 
I atesi & the best ever mega demo from 

one of Ihe best Amiga demo groups 

1533 LAN It {AD& D) AdveniureGame 

15 34 TH E HOLY GRAIL Textadventure 
simyiar ro ihe inlorgom games 
1554 SEVEN TILESSpeodbalGame 

155 8 SH A PE S Newtetris voria n! game 
155 9 AM (O POLY MONOPOLY GAME 
1 $61TRITW1S 3 PLAYER TETRIS GAME 
1543 GREYSLA YER BARA BRIAN GAME 
1564 MARATHANMINEIIIB.DASH 

174B SILENTS MEGA DEMO CALLED ICE 
This is there latest mega demos 4 is tola ly 
stunning. lately Excel tent Demo of the 
MQUIBJhgnm go out to rhe site nts 

17 50 PINK R0 YD THE WALL (6}SiX disks 
1404 EMIGMA BY PHENOMENA7^ is iso AreguiresoneMcrg* 2 drives Reviewed 
excelled mega demo wilh great graphics 1756 UPGRADE ANIMATION |A)$ix Disks 
1417 STAR WARS PICTURE 5 (2) Excellent 4 Totoly Excellent Animll SMb) 
a n work, this time pict u res Trom Star Wars 

1427F15 IIPREVIEWTakethechonceto WE ARE OPEN SATURDAYS 
see onecflhebefler games Coming soon 

V132{ST-1S] PSYGNOSIS INSTRUMENTS tor use tutor whxrh meosuresyour typing speed 
I With any music program (samples) 
I Vl 34 P AGESITTERCUP ART V! 94 V2 0[ 2) 

I Anoth er c oitectio n of excellent c lip an to use, 
I V147JR COMM: MODEM PROGRAM 
IV156 NEWPAGESETTERCUP ART {3} 
IV15 9 THE VIRUS KILLER COLLECTION II 
IVI66 TH i C MANU ALThesediSkscontoin over 7p 

lFuliyexecLrtabteejsamples (3 Dliksl 
IV169 THE RIPPED MODULES COLLfC DON 

1 Disks are lull wrlh Music 4 Samples 1101 
IV179 CLOUD A FRACTAL PROGRAMS Var io us 
1 Fractal Generati ng uti lines. Good sto m ng disk. 
I vi9l MASTER viRuSKiUERVirusCheckef and 
I Killer with onExcelleniSearch option The Best 
I Vl 93 THE EMULATORSCoversVdnausFormats 
1 which me Hi dnsC BM, IBM - PC & ST 11BM AST 
I Programs requires two drivesMBM Emit 2 disks 
IV194 MR B AC KUP HD An excellen r Hard disk 
I bac k u p p ragra m 4 util Ities lor you r hard d isks 
I Vl 95 GRAPH IC tNTERC MANGE C.hangeBeiween 
I A!a rr St/PC Graphics lo ihe Ami ga In GIFf ormol 
lv2lOARP|V1.3jWB1.3.2lhStallihisprogto 
I speed up you r W wkbenc hsoperaitons [V371 
IV 2131S T - 2 L HOUSEMU5K i N ST P JMENTSVef II 
I The Samples have Remixed back More samples 
IV214 STAR TRi K KER VE RSfON Vl 1 This Is a 
I sound hacker like program, Bui much better 
IV215 DlSKM ASTER V 3.2 Copys files from one 

I drsktaanathef DISKS A LY Corrects disk errors 

I Diskrecomendedloi Hard Disk users 
IV216 SPECTRUM EMULATOR VERSION 1.0 

1 Includes Gomes m e I ud mg loads of old classics 
IV218 VIRUS M URD ERER&Z ERO VIRUS V2,01, 
1 Kl Its & Protects all of your disks. VI ru s kil lers. 

V284DKB RAY TRACING PROGRAM New T racer 

wilh excellent Effects, this is very com ptex f 3) 
V2 8 9 SMAN MAN D ALBROT Anoth er new up¬ 
dated f racial generating progr am Very n ice result 
V2 91 POSTSCRIPT INTERPRETER Vl.S The Soil- 
warebased Post script inrerpreter I IJWb) 
V2 92 CHEQUE BOOK ACCOUNTANT VD9 
ExceUent way to keep troc k of your Cheq ues 

V2 93 NCOMM T heonty commu n ication package 
you will need if E xcellent Moden Progrom 
V2 94 ED S ME D MUSIC MODULES T h er es va rious 

music modules for use wilh MED Allnew modules 
V295 C64 EMULATOR Helps to OSSISIC64 users 
upgrading to the Amigo full64basx: 
V296PUZZLES F ou r different vongt ions Of word 

puizlegames By Russell Mason 
Y2 9 8 NO RTHtVl, 3 |2l Unpacked Version 
V301 EYE OF TH E BE HOLDER HINT BOOK 

inc Hides Ma ps, St roiegy, Hints 6 Solution 
7343 MAVFfeKClrfllftrT^eB^iami^copief 
to date Seeyourgames/programscopyfighl 

notice before using th i s produc I 
V3D 3 C ROSSDOS v4,02 A New updated yerwsn 
irons Pc to Amigo or Si to Amigo [Asc Textfilesl 
V304CHAOS STRIKES BACK HINT BOOK 
includes Ma os, Strategy, Hints & Solution 
V304A-GENEVJ125ia$tesr version oftheTamily 
Treepfoqram. Geneooi. 

simulor m concept to ihe game RISK 
1663 PROPERTYMARKETGAME 
1664 THE CASTLE ADVENTURE 
1665 BAHLE FORCE ROLE PLAYING 

1684QUIZ MASTER NUMBER It 
168 6 ESCAPE FROM JOVI III 
1689 FAMILY SOUTAIRE GAME DISK 
1690AIR ACE II THE SHOOT EM UP 

1695 NAPOLENIC WAR SIMULATOR 
170 2 THE STAR TRE K TRIVIA GAME 
1707IM PE RIUM STRATEGY GAME 

Treeproaram Geneootoav program 
V307VIDEO TAPE OAT ABASE PROGRAM 

Catalogue allyour video topes, lor fulure reference 
V311 JACK NIC KIU5 C OURSE DISKS 
various New c our ses lor ihe Golf Gome 151 
V 314 MEAN IB COURSE DISKS Various New 
cou rses for the E xc el lent Mean lBGollGame 121 

V232 FRACTAL C REA TOR VERSION VI 2 Another Vil# pftosoUND TRACKlRVl.lBThe LaslestA 
excel lent Generating Prog wvhnewNeatures besiversionofThra excellent Mum program 
V2 5 4 TH E SI LENTS Present Someof thebe# V319 SOUND TRAC KE R V2.4 Anolhef Updaleof 
Amiga music modules HighleyRecomenedisti tnelamousMusic program New features 

V320THEAMOS UPDATE VI .3 T he lolttl update 
lor all you who use ihe progrm (More Amos] 
V3 21UE DTT Another excel lent Word processor 

1431DONTMIS5THE PART ZONE House 
^ t muskByiheBeatmosier VERYGOOD 

i5#0NETHACKAfonrotygomeinw^ich TH£ PUSMUTEX IMIbyilieflame 

youigoolaio rWjyBlfveflmuW^.ZPI arrows ModonnoMi/snisomeexcellew 
ISfY ROLtEaPEQE^^Crniroog(Y)vef5»on grjph ccly'.tKt'.fOr,jnolor<Jsrde 

£“*21 .*S1 JARRE CONCERTS WLiMCProduclKXi 
by Jean w Jarre Mo.e,arremus< 

IE27 LORE Of CONQUEST. Jargame 14SS1LO VI TEC WOIOGY MUSIC 

House musk By fhe Beotmaster 

1471 ACISOFTHESKYAgotron 35The 
loiosi oni motion ol two ptonesi * i 
1485 BASS HOWLOWCANU GO 
Another Excel ted housemusk 
1499TOPLESS GtRLLS SHOW 
Some moretop tess girly pictures 

1516 ANA RCHYNEW MAD NEEStl 
Anarchys LatestmuSK disk 
1537 ALI ENA HON AURAL ECT ACY 

SB—JJK- ISSSES3SKr~-’ 

Bnl^n i s’uff 4 another excel lent New su^ b-nieracirvedemo ThlShaStobe 

one of ihe best Off oil time 
T^Gr^no^emember 15B6 PAPADON'T PREACH! xcellenl 

rnpled Modonno music E xceilentdi sk 
[1592 IT 5 ON YOU BY MC S AR 
This *% the best house musk 12,2 D) 

1599 BUDNBRAIN III By Flash productions 
jlheres some Excellent new sections 
1610THE VECTORDANC(By Cult 

1618KGBMEGADiMO’ his disk istotaly 
bnii ia nt 4 reoly wel I presenied Bette; 
sections Ihof Bud bram II [21 

1625 INDIANA >QNE5 4 THE LAST 
C frus AD e TheHt Res5)kteshow( 21 
1627SHADOWPtesem TheGqmb-tmg 
House totaiy mterociivedemo 

1678 MAG.FIELD Vl 3RD BASE PD 
16 29 TH E SIMPSONS An imalion By 

JUST WANT DO WE STOCK 

OVE k3/300 
DISKS FOR THE AMIGA 

THE LAREST UK 
AMIGA LIBRARY* 

FREDFGH 1-510+ 

TBAG.....1-55+ 
AMICUS. SLIP DISK. APDC. AMOS. 

PANORAMA. FLFTC H ER FONTS. SCOPE. 
UCENCEWARE {POLLY). 

ERIC SCHWARTZ 
F 413 STEALTHY MAN0E UVRESIl, 
SWISSARMY4 THE J UGGLE R11M6) 
F 414 BATMAN, LAT1NI0HT, TERMINAL 
AN IMATtONSi 1 MB RE OUIREDI 
F 4 2 3 MISS MAMA'SELi POGO 
10 34 AT THE MOVIES ANIMEIMBI 
1502 AMY vs THE WALKER | IMB) 
17 0 D ANTUEMMtNSANiMATtON 

2MB REQUIRED. 2 DISKS REQUIRED 
17D2 THIDATtWGAME ANlMTlON 
3MB RE QUIRE D 2 DISKS REQUIRE D 

AMOSPD 
Amos Publ ic domain d isks do not 

require rhe Amos prog ram 

APOI15 BALLOONAC Y G AME 
APD132 FAMILY HISTORY DATABASE 
APOI 46 FRUIT MAC MINE SIMULATOR 

APD1S1 UNDERSTANDING AMOS’he 
Amos T Ulor iol Progra m Disk. A m ust 
APOI63 TH E SAMPLE EDITOR VI. 2 

APOI 74 AMOS DATABASE MASTER 
APDlflO DUNGEON DELVE R GAME |2) 
APD187 PIXIE KINGDOM GAME (2f 

APD190 BLACK BE LT KARATE GAME 
APD 198 BOM BS FROM BAGDAD GAME Decoy, 1 ota ly excellent disk 

IV2 59 MED v8,10 Brand new version which 
If ncludes Med sonos6 a New Med Player (21 

vaiiTimusvEwiow^ 
I Th i s d isk I s not |ust on u pdote bui, a c ompleily 
I New Proa ram Thtsdiskcomehiqhlyrecomened 
|V262 NEW blikdSfikfti: ^Super. Turf 
| copy. Sanity copy&P Copy AH New updated vers- Ll^.J 

APD200 DUNGEON MASTER SHELL 
APD203 FRACTAL MANIA DEMO 
APO20S R-DRAW UTHJTY PROGRAM 
APD 213 DREAMERS DISK MAGAZINE 
APD 215 FRACTAL WORKSHOP 
APD 2 21 AMOS BINGO GAME 
APD2 22STEVESSAMPLE DISKS |5J 
APD 2 30 AMOS ASTER tODS GAME 

16 69 MADONNA flfShes back with more 
excellent p ic fu res t otau t pictures 
1671 MAGICIAN ANIM VERSION *2 
Anolbr f xc ei lent ray traced Animnon 
16 98 REINCARNATION OF SGT (2] 

PEPPER FreakyCOlOurfulgroph ics 
1713'PLAGUEOf DOOM TheUllimate 

Musk setec lion col lection disks(21 

STARTREK SECTION 
0106 QRIGINM AN IMAT10N5I21 
1029 T H| USS E N? f RPRtSE ANIM* 
1030 BlRDOF PRF Y ANIMATION * 
1031 the fleetMANEUVERANlM* 

10 3 2 THE WRATH OF KHAN ANIM * 
1033 APPRQAC HINGSTAR TRE <1■ 
1040 STARTREK NEXTQENERATION 
1081 THE ULTIMATE STAR TREK |21 

1107 STAR TREKKlNSQNGaiDDl 
125 4 STAR TR€K THE SHOOT EM UP 

134 9 AMERICAN ST AR TROC Latest 
with extra sound4 grophicsl42D,2) 
1465 NCC WQRKERBEE TREK* 

■"TNl^UMBFKDF&TO— 
* = )MB ME MOR^ REQuiRf D 

11 PI = NEE OS ^<0 DISK DRIVES 

FRED FISH UPDATE 

New versions are released a 11 the lime when you 
piloce on order you willo hwoy rec ieve’he mo5i 

F491 BBASEll AsimpieDaiabaseihai 
slew es, sorts & scorches lor information 

_______ F4925UPKBASCPBQT rial version 

APD23 3 NEW AMOS COPY PROGRAM 171 $ S! N KING DEMAND/VECTOR .S a cool ^^tewth^ptea^O’lwyKJ 

APD2 34 AMOS TEXT W. PROCESSOR fooki ng mega demo wte colourful effects *****.. ‘ 
AP0237AMOS SHAPES GAME DISK 1720 MANIC RAVES 8 Y EM DLESS PIRACY 
APD230AMOS iMAQt PROGRAM Excetidhlhard hitting frocks (2 dsksl 

F495ANALYTtCALC SPREADSHEET"h s 
verstan is now directly executable 

F499 MATLABANewFohrofiPoclmae 

THE PD DATABASE SET 
These1 i 2 Disks contain well aver 

3,300 
Amiga Public Domain disks, 

| ALSO COMES WITH A PRE- PRINT ED | 
LI5TOFALLTHETITLES 

ow.yE1.50 

FRED FISH BOOKLET 
I Ever wanted ac am pletedescriphan at I 

I a 11 the Fred F ish disks on Paper7 Well. 
II he entir e! 1st is now ON LY avai table 
I from PD SOFT over 90 Pages revealing 
I everything about everyprogramifi this | 
| range as described by Fred fish 

(Current lyUptoDrsk F510) 
[ This Includes Sorted Index Of Every 

n!0nk’E2,50 

POUYSOFT LICENCE WARE £3.00 
LI ■ space BLOB: Platform Game similar to Marne Miner 
L2 - MR DIG (1Mb) fatiheeqrih, munch ihechemes- 
L3 - O - BOLD S h»t bloc ks upwards to f 111 rhe shapes before i he screen foltsapon 
you Ployed Tei r is when tty th i stfortant 

L 5 * SU BCULTU RE C- Type c tone where you hove toshoot down wcrvesol space 
ships flying towards you All 5 levels 
L7-DI2 Z Y LIZZ Y 0 Mb) A Bou Iderdash c lone with extra la rge gra ph *s Coltect oil 
the d la monds & avoid the monster s Reviewed in CU Am ig a 
L8 - LIZZY & FUN TIME SHAPE, CLOCK PICTURE & KEYS, MONEY, SEASONS & 
MOUSE 12 DISKS) Bol h reviewed in Amigo Formal I June 3 991] Educational 
LU - T RON DIM E NS K>N X11 MB] Bnltia nr Light Cyc les Gome, ONI OR TWO PLAYERS 
ill - THE ultimate G RABBI R 00 times better that ihe Amos Spr ne g robber 

program AmusiforAmosprogrommers 
L13 * BOUNTY HUNTER (lMbj> Take Lucky Luke through a Graphic adventure. 
Excellent a rcode shoot outs where you contoll ihe Gun then r ide you r horse & take 
out the bad g uys Shoot out sequences like Ope ra lion Thunder Boll 
U4 ■ CLASSROOM MATHS EDUCTKJNAL PROGRAMS: Newt ducatxjn programs 

from thee rectors of UZZYS FuN TIME 182 See futurerevtews for more details 
CW1 - BASSOMATtC(2 DISKS]: Some ext el leniCrusoders Music 6 graphics 
CW2 - TUFF ENUF MEGA DEMO E xc eilent production with various Great sections 

VIDEO FONTS 4£15.00 
FLETCHER VIDEO FONTS PACK 4 

I Colour Pack 4IFFP4] Six disks packi 
| with o vo ried assortmeni okotau re 

fonts m many colours, she pes & 
| sizes For use with Dpo i ni program s I 

| uronyVtdeo production unimes This I 
latest has some lotolyoursionding r 

I fontsondloronlynSthey giveyou I 
| over 70 fonts to play wnh Hove fun [ 

PRICES ARE PERD1SK 
■ 1-5 Disks 2 50 6-l ODrsks? 25 

lll^ODtskjZ.OO 21-49 Disks 1,75 

|50-99Disks 1.50 lQO^Diskjl.25 
W.iKCxcvprtwn loucunc twsre. Spcxxi 
PUWC dorngx Ftocto 6 8tonkM«to 

I VHiwn ordering wot Osto staw 
yeu w e jnw H iws ota 

|Alt ORDERS p&PATQ€DMim«i44H0im 
CUAREDfUNOSONtY 

ORDERING DETAILS 

I PHASE QUOTE THE D&CMJMfit« WHEN QflDDhNC BYRhQnE ORP06T 
|au PftCESMCLUfK v A T lilCLASSPOSfAiCOSTSAPACXJNC 

1BYPOST: 
Pit ASF SEK3 A CH(CM OR POSTAL OTOE RSMJUX PAY A6U ID 

PO SOT DEPT AF?W IBei ANlAVE,S0Uh4Kl OH S(A E^tX. 7YP 

PS E AM HQUUE th? foil OMNGK IMS A' < N f :m 
|1 m PWOWl NU MN t A, I i YOU have Oft Dftn OUKW uSiif ORE 

foreignordirs: 
AUOftOfBSSENf &YAifi!iWUL f 04 EUROPE AN CTOf PS PHASE ADO10*1 

LMJNIMUM £100 WT[ RNA r lONAE A E UftOPf C PE D 1 LA BO C^T ? ^ | 

ini 6E OKAROiO POSTAGE AT COST ANY CHfQuCSMUST N DRAW 

ON A U t BANK IOPCASM flv KI&S'EPE £1 MA t 

■ ’ t . I I • H ON t h o ■ PM I ’.I K \l *.: A ■ i/'t i, v -V ' f A* W! ■ * 

Ho AYS AND FftOMU AW APM ON SATURDAYS 

■COLLECTING DISKS AND ORDE RS 
■ • ' VA-■ ■ A-i 
■icitcoeri THE PLI«4 ic DOMAIN 05x5 THATvQo BS OUSE 

■ PRE PRINTED LISTS (ALL ARE FRfi OF CHARGE) 

■wENOWOFHPAlASiftPBlNTtBStRvlCL I iF YOU WOULD UKl 
■ •Nf OftMA 1 .ON 0 hi AN t Qt Ovft PUfiL £ DOMA.M DrSxS JUST AS* 
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Right. Switch off that stereo for a minute. What do you mean, you 

want to listen to your new record? You're better off with some of the 

stuff Mafff Evans has been playing - it will knock your boots off. 

If it's hip sounds you want, then PD is the place to look. You've got 

your hip dance, your ethereal soundtracks and spiffy visuals to boot. 

Want to know more? Then read on... 

162 

LANDING 
Amiganufs United, Disk 1 103 

4 disks - Requires 4 Meg 

When it comes to futuristic scieneeviction animations* 

then Tobias Richter is well in front of the Held, With 

his Agatron label he has brought us some of the most 

impressive ray-traced space dips ever to be seen on a 

home computer, and Landing is no exception, ti starts 

in a landing bay. the demo follows the launch, flight 

anti docking of a shuttle craft There is no sound, but 

this doesn't matter because the visuals are of such an 

incredibly high standard, The only problem is ii needs 

an almost ludicrous amount of memory to run - in fact 

it’s almost good enough to warrant buying a memory 

expansion to watch iV. 

EVOLUTION 
SLIDESHOW 
1 7 Bit, Disk 1 070 

This is a strange one, make no mistake! The demo 

plots the evolution of life on Earth using a series of 
digitised HAM pictures, from a single-cell animal \y 

fish-life to lizards and mammals. The pictures are 

pretty good, being clear and colourful bui it's not very 

interesting apart from that. Still, all you budding 

anthropologists may find it intriguing, 

MR POTATO HEAD 
17 Bit, Disk 1091 

■ ■ t i 

HijiHjgj 
, • 
a. 

- m 

If* good to see demo coders injecting humour into 

their demos every' now and then, and Mr Potato Head 

is a prime example of this. The vegetable star of the 

title makes his premier stage performance m this clip, 

doing his best to entertain the audience. A fact which is 

made difficult by his inability to dance! A funny little 

cartoon which will cause a smile or two. 

THE REINCARNATION 
OF SGT PEPPER 
Amiganub United, Disk 1 1 05 

Requires One Meq 

This demo should please all the Beatles fans, The disk 

contains various pieces sampled from the Sergeant 

Pepper album, accompanied by some wonderful 

psychedelic images. If Sixties imagery is your cup of 

tea, then this is definitely worth checking out. 

20 SECONDS TO 
COMPLY 
1 7 Bit, Disk 1143 

This is what we want to see! Hard-core rap music in 

the PD scene! This disk contains two versions of Sil ver 

Bullet's 20 Seconds to Comply. One of them is a stan¬ 

dard version for 512K Amigus, whereas the second 

mix is designed for users only with I Mb of chip RAM 

available, J suggest you get hold of it, load it up and 

crank up those decibels. 

THE INVISIBLE 
WORLD 
The Disk 

This is one of the strangest demos to come along for 

some time. If you're one of those people that finds 

bugs and other creepy craw lies too horrible to contem¬ 

plate, then this disk is most certainly not for you, The 

demo features some superbly digitised pictures, rang¬ 

ing from magnified pictures of grubs, lice and mites to 

freeze-frame pictures of bullets fired through objects. 

Although it seems to be rather text-book stuff, it makes 

for quite an interesting slideshow . 

fwp' n i-i i lli 'nt fl**h UsiRi a l njlii 

in,i fivf nitUonUti l> t * i tegnd 

e*ptum lh« Koitcfit thr u p^i’n’rJ 



BLITTERCHIPS AMIGA PD 

J 
1 2 Boo ibe rich v2.Q, intro creator 

54 Utilities disk 4 by Red Devil 

227 TV. Graphic*, and tom* (2 disks) 

22S Video applications (2 disks] 

2 51 8litterch i pi vital kl Ikr disk 

282 t>orkslor ytils disk 2 
283 Darkslor utils disk 3 

318 Dope the inlio moker 

345 Extravaganza, 26 utilities 

3 77 Red Devi It utils disk 6, superb! 

408 Audio utilities from the Warriors 

435 ARP VI 3 with full documentation 

445 Sydney 4 Friends, SlD and bads more 

471 Jazzbeachr replace your workbench 

506 DBW render, ray tracing program 

549 Home util*, Wordwnght, Scale etc 

573 The Clerk V3 0, Accounting program 

*13 Soundtrocker ProfessionQl |Protracker|i 

616 D-Copy, very good copier indeed 

623 C-Light. ray tracing program very goad 

636 Razor 1911 Tooldisk, bod* of utils 

640 Mabed VI 0. a Movable Object Editor 
641 Speed bench, a foster loading W/&ench 

647-653 Volumes 1-7 clip art by Andy Hughes 

(may be purchased separately if required! 

701 P.D. Spectacular, 40 utils on this disk 

706-715 Ten disks af inittument* for MED, 

Soundtracker etc. ST-01 to ST-10, may be 

purchased separately if required 

735 Flex* Sate, a more friendly data base 

793 Red Sector demo maker V1.0 great! |*) 

813 Startrekker V1 2 Soundlrocker done 

819 NIAU V2 1, teach your Amigo English! 

843 ICONMANIA, men about with icons, 

good 

846 Jay of Printing, 28 new Amiga fonts 

868 Utils disk I , By C Polmer VGood 

877 NORTH C VJ 3 please note 2 disk set 

890 Audio Magic VI .1, full of useful utib 

945 Graphics uHli, V Good run from W/8 

956 C-Manuol V2 0. Please note 4 disk set 

993 Master v.rvi Killer V2 1, kills 12411 

994 G-Bose. [doto base] and Spread also. 

996 A-Gene, a Genealogy dob base (*) 

997 Sound Applications, please note 2 disks 

100B Graphics Management, V.Goad 2 disk 

set 

1017 Desk bench, smarten up your workbench 

1Q18 Boses, for use with desk bench 

1019 Icons, all that a good desk bench needs 

1027 BliHerchips fonts disk for the RED-5ECTOR 

demo maker 22 Fonts, size 32 by 32 

ready for you b use. don't miss this If 

1060 MED V3 1 l b. btefl bug fixed versionPl 

1061 MessySID read PC MS DOS the easy 

way 

1062 Something for nothing, great set of 

graphic utils etc, VGood. note 2 disk set 

If 
4 Walker demo 1 from Star Wars (*) 

5 Welker demo 2 from Star Wars (*) 

16 Luxor Teenager, Ray traced animation (*| 

43 Puggs in Spoee, a cub and funny demo 

79 Education af Cool Cougar, very funny (*) 

101 The very famous "Gymnast" demo ("} 

291 The Lotus cor chose from Agotron (*} 

313 Revenge Horror show, for psycho's only 

394 Stamp collector, on old but good demo 

444 Fillet the Fish, similar Puggs demo 

487 Mogicton and Jogger Requires 

w/b*nch H 

582 Stealthy If Manoeuvres, great corioon (*) 

625 Juggler II, the Juggler meets o bdy [*) 

631 Sieves animations 1, has 8 cute amms 

632 Sieve* animations 2, has 6 cute arums 

633 Botmon the Movie, funny and amusing (“) 

762 Porky Pig animation, funny carbon j*} 

763 Basketball player, superb ray tracing (■) 

7B9 Steves animations 3, has 6 cute cnims 

790 Sieves animations 4, has 5 cub anims 

791 Sieves animations 5, has 6 Cute anims 

805 Franklin the Fly, hilarious and funny (*) 

863 Iraq demo, rather comical onimotion 

865 Coyote Strikes bock, poor Roodninner (*] 

866 Ami versus the Walker as reviewed (*) 

913 Mors, smooth space fighter animation {*] 
917 Juggefte and Juggeite the revenge (") 

1041 Trackball animation by Dr Gandalf (*| 

1044 Chaos *n motion. Mandelbrot* 2 disks (*] 

1046 Ultra graphics anims, Ghostbusters (*) 

1047 Anti-Lemmings, superb anim from Eric- 

Shwartz needs, 2 Meg mem, 2 drives, 

(2 disks] 

2 I should be so lucky by Kylie (2 disks) 

301 Dorksbr's music 9, 14 tunes (2 disks) 

417 Electric Youth, Debbie Gibson (2 disks) 

420 lumberjack song, Monty Python (2 disks) 

47 B Mode in Heaven by Kyfie [2 disks) 

525 Flash by Queen, superb sample (2 disks) 

581 D-Mab music 4r good music (2 disks) 

703 800 Remixes from the Beatmoster who 

else? 

716 Bomb ihe Base, 8 fob tracks to listen to 

718 Revolutions by Jean Michelle Jarre 

722 Vocal attack the sequel, thumping music 

723 Sounds of DOB II. 17 tracks of music [*] 

767 The 900/O*ygen remix, collect it now (*) 

770 Arcane music, 11 tracks for you to pkry 

794 In a Silent Way, Don't mist this disk! 

796 Crusaders does Genesis superb (*) 

798 Doin' the doo. B Boo (2 disks/2 drives) 

799 Wanted-Deod or Alive (2 disks/2 drives) 

847 The Wall by Pink Floyd, sample of hit 

84B A kind of magic, by Queen sampled (*) 

849 Do they know H't Christmas (2 disks] 

856 The power of love, Huey lewis (2 disks) 

96 B Falla win you, by Madonna |2 disks] 

969 Walk like an Egyptian by Bangle*, sample 

970 If only I could, Sidney Youngblood sample 

971 Winkers song, over 1 8yrs only (2 disks) 

977 Mystify, sample of 1NXS record 

978 Give Me whal I want, Sam Fox sample 

980 Jarre Live, eleven goad tracks of music 

1030 Vivaldi’s Four Seasons more of Rob 

Baxters superb classical music [2 disks) 

10791 love Technology by the Beahnostor 

1080 M«n Machine, good musk |2 disks) 

100 I Groove is in the Heorr, sample [*) 

!QB2 Walk this way, r*mi* by N, Henthom 

1084 The Golden Stars top twenty {2 disks) 

J 
78 The Holy Gnoil, a very good adventure 

223 Morio Another odvenluro game {*) 

317 Star Trek. Please note. 2 disks 

362 Callisto, Daloki, Puzz and Pontoon 

363 The Golden Fleece, o text adventure (*] 

374 Colossus, another adventure type gome. 

418 Frantic Freddie the P.D. game, good fun 

441 All New Psuedo Cop game, a shoot em 

up 

458 Castle of Doom, adventure with graphics 

459 Buggy Commando, playable demo, good 

fun 

460 FJoschbier, a boulderdash PD gome 

477 Return to Earth, Space Combat/adventure 

485 Grav-Attock. 17 distinct levels 

5 11 Train Construction, moke your awn tracks 

551 Cluedo and Monopoly, 2 great gomes 

552 Eat Mine, has 80 screens to ploy ot 

553 Retaliator ond Pocmon, 2 great gomes 

555 Drip, a pointer type of gome, great fun 

556 Super Off Rood Racer, playable preview 

557 Silkworm 4, Playable shoot em up demo 

558 Murdot, an adventure playoble preview 

559 Back to the Future, playable preview 

562 Spoceblitz, 4 goad games to play 

644 Horror Zombies, playable game preview 

646 Tennis, great game of tennis (*) 

665 Killing Gome Show, playable preview 

666 Plotting, 5 level playable demo, brill 

660 Cybercoo lit. playable game demo 

672 James Pond end Parodroid playable 

demos 

*99 Yelp, o Pointer type game. Multi-levels 

700 J.A ft avoid the monsters, addictive 

746 Parodroid, playoble preview, fast oction 

749 Turricon, playable shoot em up demo (*j 

099 Wraithed One, super fost quiz gome 

900 Blizzard, fait scrolling shoot em up 

902 Mayhem, avoid the traps, addictive 

101 2 Excalibur. great shoot em up (*) 

1014 Chinese Checkers, similar to solitaire 

I 1015 Megaball, very good breakout game 

I 1028 Rings of Zort, adventure type gome {*) 

1029 Seven Tile*, superb bo 11 game, get it 

1064 Ultimate Ride, playoble preview Good 

1066 Simpsons gome, simple shoot em up 

1067 Star Trek, another simple shoot em up 

10*8 Twirrtrii, superb Tetris variant 

1069Downhill Challenge, playoble demo 

1072 Battle at the edge of Hme, shoot em up 

132 Dragons demo 1. hoi lovely roster effect* 
22 Kehens Mega demo 7 good multi part 
44 Tnlogy mega demo, VGood (2 disks) 

45 Kerens mego demo 8, superb (2 disks) 
66 Predators demo, plus game (2 disks) 
95 Dexion mega demo, many varied parts 
121 Mental Hangover bv Scoopex, v. good 
174 Ion & Micks mega aemo, 9 parts to this 
199 Red Sectors mega demo. Brill (2 disk*] 
201 RAF mega demo, super b (2 disks] 
2B7 Golam Gales Mega demo II, worth getting 

290 Red Sectors "Cebitf greet vectors 
321 Fractal flight animation, unusual demo 
365 Budbroin (over 1 8 yrs for this, 2 disks] 
475 Dream Pock by Tom Soft, very good aisk 

516 Purple, very large vector routines 
539 Chromium, a great new demo by 

Scoopex 
547 MQteffldkzed. Cryptobvrners superb 

594 H,t the Rood by Fbsh, [2 disks] 

597 Cool Fridge, superb Plasma effects here 
598 Fractal ommotion, super mandelbrofo [*) 
599 Never where by Crionics, interesting 
614 Monty Pythons sNudge Nudge' |2 disks) 
617 The Byte Busters Mega demo, good 
654 Olympia, parallax scrolling at its best 
655 Unreal gome demo, to show off your 

Amigo 
656 Pussy Innerihip, good graphics and gome 
657 Gddfiro mego demo, nice lips! 
750 Budbrain II a new disk from Budbroin 
751 Cotour Cycling, superb effects, get it! 
759 Amos Creator II demo, official release 
807 Evil Deod demo, for all you Psycho's (*) 
982 Total Rebate, from the Steve Wright show 
983 Total Retrial, from the Steve Wngnt show 
984 Total Reatyte, from the Steve Wnght show 

985 Total Resproy, from the Steve Wright show 
986 Total Recount, from the Steve Wnght show 
1095 The Undertaker, sample of Monty Python 
1099 Substance by Qteartex, super demo, good 
1101 Enigma from Phenomena, terrific demo 

LPD1 
LPD2 
LPD4 

LPD5 
LPD6 
LPD7 
IPD8 
LPD9 

OFFICIAL DISTRIIUTOR 
Colouring book 

Arc Angels moths, 
Thingama|ig 

Jungle ButkjIo j 
Pukodu & Sprite* j 
4 Way Link 
Learn A Ploy 
Amos Assembler VI. 

IPD10 Word Foctory 
LPD1 1 Go Getter game 

LPD1 2 Hypnotic Lands 
IPD1 3 Jigmama 
LPD14 Pfey it Safe 

LPD 1 5 Angels Shapes 
LPD 16 Reversi II 
LPD 17 Dogfight 11 

LPD 18 Touchstones 
LPD 19 X-1T50 

LPD2Q Wordy 
LPD21 Quingo 
LPD22 LC10 Fonts, 

LPD23 ESP 

I 
| 
h 

n 

for children 
for children 
for children 
for children 
game 
game 
for children 

util 
tor children 
game 
game 

For children 
tor children 
gome 

game 
gome 
gome 

word processor 
quiz gams 
utils 
game 

LPD24 Shining Way of Kung Fu {*] gome 
Please note, LPD24 is a 2 disk set 

Special price £5 50 
LPD25 The Mission (*) adventure 
LPD26 C.Y.A.D (*) puzzle game 

PLEASE NOTE LICENCEWARE 
IS £3.50 a disk, which includes a 

contribution 1© ihe programmer 
£3 50 A DISK set by Amos P.D. 

i that oil AMOS P.D, 
is £1.50 per dbk. Then it o 

selected lift of the very best of 
fhe new AMOS Pub4k Domain. 

This selection does NOT 
REQUIRE AMOS to run. 

AFD100 
APD1G2 

APD103/4 

APD105/6 
APO109 
APD310 
APD11S 
APD123 
APD 124 
APD 130 
APD 131 
APD132 

APD135 
APD137 
APD143 
APD 146 

APD 160 
AFD175 

APD 176 
AP017B 

APD 180/1 

APD182/3 

(DEMO) 

(GAME) 

!GAM£) 

1GAME] 

pEMO) 
1GAME] 
1GAME] 

fGAME] 

{DEMfO) 
[GAME] 

[D£mO| 
fUTl) 

(EDUQ 

(GAME) 

(DEMO] 
(GAME) 

(QUIZ) 

(GAME) 

mu 
(GAME] 

(GAME] 

[GAME) 

Amos demo 2 

Chainsaw death (1 Meg) 

Pick up a Puzzle [2 disks, 

I Meg] 

Picture it [2 disks, 1 Meg) 

Birds of Prey picture show 

Cross Fire |! Meg) 

Baltoonocy (1 Meg) 

Deadline [ 1 Meg] 

Bob Manioc* 

The Wooden Bd (I Meg] 
Armageddon (1 Meg) 

Family History Data Base 

(f Megl 

Srmon and Space Maths 
Til# Trail 

Cybernetics (1 Meg) 

Fruit Machine ond Fruit 
Crush 

Quizmaster (1 Meg) 

Mutant Zombie Psycho 

Pigsfl Meg) 

Database Master [ 1 Meg] 

Mailer Mind and Pair Up 

(1 Meg) 

Dungeon Dekw |2 disks, 

1 Meg) 
Pixie Kingdom (2 dish, 

1 

Wa now hove the complete librory in stock from 

disk 1 to disk 490 only 99p each disk 

Wi itock from disk \ to 54 only 99p each 

Now over 1,800 titles in stock, full 
details are on our catalogue disk for 
qnty £1, or sett free wrtft your order 

awe and collect service 
row available 

Orders are despatched the 
same day 

Now over 12 years of business 
experience behind us 

Vast stocks are held so no watting 
end no delays 

We are open 1 Oam-7pm, 
Monday-Fnday and 
3am-4prrt Satirdays 

You can f m yoa order to u* on 

(0535)**7469 
MINIMUM ORDER 3 DISKS 

BY CREDIT CARDS 

PLEASE ADD 60p 

tor P/P to ypgr 

total order value 

U K. orders 
PLEASE NOTE 

Disk* marked (*) 

require 1 Meg 
af memory 

0 VISA 
Write down the number of disks 

vo-. -ecuire and send it wtfh your cheque, a pasta! 

order or Accew/Vrsa card detail* ta;- 

ftumtCHtPi CUff* Hm*V Fi ■■■■■■■ Sm*. lUfgMey, Meet ToHtdtare M>21 4NN 

or you can phone our crfd*t Cord HO TUNE yw O'der today (033 SJ 667 469 

VAT registration No 161 2908 *2 

IMPORTANT MOTtCl, TRAM MfOUCATM# Our commercial duplicating plant u available tor 

trade duplication, if you wanr 100 coptei or 5.000 then gnte us o ring ond osk for Steve we will gladly 

give you a quote, fast turnaround ondi b^h grade didts- Fcxmots available IBM PC, ST. AMIGA 



MEGA BLITZ! 
THE ONE STOP SHOP FOR AMIGA PD SOFTWARE 

PHONE 0782 208228 FAX 0782 281506 
THE DISKS BELOW ARE ONLY A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR VAST LIBRARY OF OVER 2000 DISKS 

UTILITIES ■ DEMOS ■ ANIMATION ■ MUSIC 
PDU 1C Word Processing^Databasing 
PDU 16 Ai r Tu nne I Si mu lation 
PDU 31 Fish#i43 RIM Database 
PDU 32 Fish#144 Analytic spreadsheet 
PDU 43 Fish#203 Assembler & C eg 
ROU 44 F«sh#215 Manpelvroom V2 0 
PDU 45 F»sh#210 Scientific calculator 
PDU 46 Fish#2l3 lcons(300 in 8 colors) 
PDU 51 Fish#219 Astronomy program 
PDU 52 Fish#52 A-Z Text Editor 
PDU 60 Fish# 237 CLIpnnt 
PDU 70 Fish 193 Keymap Editor 
PDU 72 SID Vi 06 The ultimate dish util 
PDU 00 Fonts and Surfaces 
PDU 01 Disk salve i 3 
PDU 99 Celtics Demomaker 
PDU 99 Ham Radio ufl1sl[5disks) 
PDU 101 Menu-Maher 
PDU 102 Label designer 
PDU 103 Icon-Maker 
PDU 104 Icon Man *a 
PDU 105 Crossword Creator 
PDU T10 Various CLI utils 
PDU 149 Icon Fun 
PDU 151 F i Kdish-disk repairer 
PDU 164 Games Music Creator 
PDU 168 Vaccme Booster (Virus hitler) 
PDU 169 DuickBase Database 
PDU 1S5 ANC22 (Excellent utils) 
PDU 186 Falcon 0ootb lock Creator 
PDU 194 Pman Virus Kilter 
PDU 200 Virus Killer Pro V2 0 
PDU 207 Perfect Sound VI .93 
PDU 2S7 Fish#349 MED V3.00 
PDU 262 MED Modules 
PDU 31B Red sector demo maker 
PDU 349 Master virus killer V 2.1 
PDU 358Tetracopy 

FDD 1 Anarchy Demo 
PDD 4 DeathstarMegademo(2di£ks) 
FDD 7 Elvira Demo 
PDD 14 RAF Megademo(2 disks) 
FDD 16 Roboeop Demo 
PDO 20 SAE Demo#25 
PDD 21 SAE Oemo#32 
PDD 31 A narchy-Oo hits obscene III" 
PDD 51 Hacktrick#1 Arse wipe 
POD 52 Hacktnck#2Sniash ing day out 
PDD 55 Kefrens Megademo8(2 disks) 
PDD 62 Northstar Megademo#? 
PDD 70 Rebels Megademo 
PDD 72 Red Sector Demodisk#4 
PDD 73SAEDemos#23 
PDD 74 SAE Demos#36 
PDD 75Scoopex Demos 
PDD 76 Scoopex Megademo 
PDD 911 rilogy Megademo# 1 
PDD 94 Vortex Megademo 
PDD 96 Magnetic Fields Demo#36 
PDD 97 Predators Megademo(2 disks) 
PDD 107 Bud brain I (2 disks) 
PDD 115 Magnetic F ields Demo#40 
PO0116 Magnetic Fields Qemo#41 
POO 130Chubby Brown 

PDD 131 Gnomes Demo 
PDD 132 Giants Mega demo (2 disks) 
P DD134 Magne 11 c F ie Id s Demo# 4 5 
PDDl45SAEDemo#31 
PDD 152 FlashwNo Brain No Pain'(2) 
PDD 153 Billy Connelly Demo(2 disks) 
PDD 16QHacktrick“Rave-arT 
PDD 177Budbfam II 
PDD 179 Gnomes Total Destruction 
PDD 186 Flash Demos#2 
PPD 209 Rutger Demodisk 
PDD 2l2Space Pack#32 

PDA9Knigh(Animation(1 meg) 
PDA *2 Agairon Star Tr©* Anims 2 
PDA 13 Agatron Star Trek Anims 17 
PDA 14 Puggsm Space 
PDA 18 Miller Lite Advert 
PDA 31 Nude Girls Amm 
PDA 34 Basketball Anim 
PDA 35 BFPOSlideshow(18+) 
PDA 36 BFPO SJidesnow#2(i0+) 
PDA 4i Dig i vie war Slide snow 
PDA 42 Dragons Lair Demo 
PDA 45 Monocycle S SparrscarJ 1 meg) 
PDA 47 Holslen Pits Advert 
PDA 49 Mayfarr Vol 23 no3(16+) 
PDA 50 Mega Clean Show Vi .7 
PDA 54 NASA Grapn ics 
PDA 56 Newtek Demo'eel i (2)(1 meg) 
PDA 57 Newtek Demor eel3(2)(1 meg) 
PDA 56 Newtek Demoreel 1 (2)(1 meg) 
PDA 57 Newtek Demoreel3(2)(1 meg) 
PDA 58 Paradise Slideshow 
PDA61 Sabrina 
PDA 63 Space Amms( 1 meg) 
PDA 65 Star Trek Anims 
PDA 68 Walker Demol (1 meg) 
PDA 69 Walker Demol (2meg,2disks) 
PDA 70 Walker Demo2( i meg) 
PDA 73 Westeoasi Cracker#4( *8+) 
PDA 74 Bodeans Bofde!io*1(18+) 
PDA 75 Bodeans Bordetk>#4[ *$+) 

PDA 76 Playboy! 10+) 
PDA 77SamFox(l8+) 
PDA 78 Utopia# 1(18+) 
PDA 79ThoFinalEcsEacy#i(l8+) 
PDA 80 Walker Demo 2(2 megr2 disks) 
PDA 81 Ray Trace Art DBW Re^»r utvl 
PDA 86 Utopia# 4(18*) 
PDA 89 Bodeans Borde io#9 (18*) 
PDA 90Bunsen Burner JetFigmer anim 
PDA 9? D.LandersScifi Show#? 
PDA93 D LandersSd-fi Show#? 
PDA 110 Bruce Lee Enter the Dragon 
PDA 11 Bruce Lee Slideshow II 
PDA 112 Dragons Lair ll Demo 
PDA114 Neighbours Slideshow 
PDA 116 Terminator 

CLIP ART 
There is a total of 13 dieke in the clip 
art range. All are m IFF Formal & are 
ideal for DTP,There are loads of 
images to choose from,ranging from 
fancy borders to special occasions 
8 from people to animals etc etc. 

All 13 disks for only £15.00 

PDM 5 MFl'Electnc CLI IV‘ 
PDM 6 Winkers song(2 disks) 
PDM 9 R de on time & Batdanc© 
PDM 19 Bad-M Jackson 
PDM 20 Bat Dance 
PDM 27 DMOB Megamusic III 
PDM 28 E nemies Music III 
PDM 30 Digital Concert II 
PDM 31 Digital Concert III 
P DM 33 Hello wee n’F o I low the & gn'( 2) 
PDM 35Think were alone now Tiffany 
PDM 36 Land of Confusion Genesis 
PDM 38 Miami Vice Theme (4 disks) 
PDM 40 MFl Vangelis Demo 
PDM 65 Digital Concert IV 
PDM 72Popeyemeets rhe Beachboys 
RDM 80 Digital Concert VI 
PDM 82 Freddy Kruger 
PDM 83 Kefrens Jukebox 
PDM 84 Madonna-Hanky panky 
PDM 85 Miami Vice-Grockets Theme 
POM 07 R tP Eruption 
PDM 08 Slab Music 
POM 91 100 Most Remembered C64 tunes 
PDM 95Hi-Fi Demo 
PDM 104 BassX#5 Power Remix 
PDM 105 BassX#6 Sydney Young Wood 
PDM 106 Betty Boo 
PDM 109 DepecheMode 
PDM 110 DMOB Music I 
PDM 111 DMOBMusic II 
PDM 112 DMOB Music IV(2 disks) 
PDM 117 Flash Gordon (2 disks) 
PDM 118 Hack trek Loadsafrwney 
PDM 120 Laurel 8 Hardy (2 d.sks) 
PDM 128 NASPV2.Q 
PDM 131 Petshop Boys Remix# i 
PDM 132 Petshop Boys Rem rx#2 

GAMES 
PDG 1 Star Trek-FmalFrontier(2 disks) 
PDG 2 Star trek (3 disks.2 drives) 
PDG 5 Card & Board Games 
PDG 18 Marble Slide 
PQG 19 Destination Moonbase 
PDG 21 Bomg the Game (2 disks) 
PDG 26 T reasure Search 
PDG 31 Mona 
PDG 32 Legend of Farghail 
PDG 33 Arc ad a (Breakout style game) 
POG 34 Dynamite Dick 
PDG 35 Pair It 
PDG 36 Snakes 8 ladders/ R eve rsi 
PDG 37 Super Quiz 

PACK 6 
New release pack 
This s a 10 disk pack 

containing all the lares: 

demos form all the best 

groups eg LSDJpec Elite 

Flashing bytes eic. etc. 

This pack changes on a weekly 

basis,so is kept bang up to date. 
A must for only 

£12-00 

BUT - A - COPY MKH 
THE ULTIMATE BACKUP UTILITY!!! 

BACKS UP ALL KNOWN SOFTWARE-EVEN THE ON £S GTHE RS WON'T 
THIS DEVICE IS PROBABLY THE MOST POWERFUL AVAIL ABLE 

COMPLETE HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PACKAGE 

ONLY 29.95 
(THIS DEVICE REQUIRES AN EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE) 

DISK PRICES 
1-9.£1,50 
10-19.£1 25 
20+.£1.00 

FREE CATALOGUE DISK 

POSTAGE AND PACKMO FREE 

ON All ORDERS OF 1 WSKS 

OH WORE,UNDER T DISKS 

PLEASE ADD tl .00 UK MAINLAND ON IT 

EUROPE ADD iiPPER DISK 

REST OF WORLD ADD SOP PER DISK 

PLEASE NOTE 

ALL OUR PU#UC DOMAIN IS 

SUPPLIED ON TOP OUAU+Y 

KAO BRANDED DISKETTES 

PACK 1 
Home Bui*n*vs Pack 
The& drsk pack contains:* 

Spreadsheet 
Word Processor 
Amiga Spell 
Memo-pad 

Inventory 

Database etc etc 

A must for home accounts! 

£10-00 

PACK 2 
Demo Pack (10 dsk pack) 
Buftrain 1 (2 disks) 
Budbram 2 

Scoope* menial hangover 

Cronies “never*here" 

Horizon "sleeping bag" 

Palace ^pulling the trigger* 

Quarte* "substance" 

Phenomena "interspace* 

Decay "s.mpsons demo* 

A great starter peck 

£11-00 

PACK 3 
Music Paek (10 disk pack) 

Vrsion muse masters 

Crusaders Tsactena muse* 

Crack music disk 

Jelsel overload music disk 

flat megamix 1 

Flash digital concert 6 

Flashing bytes 'sweei songs one' 

Alcana* "panic voices o( energy" 

Crusaders mem concert 

Archaos music disk 

£11-00 

PACK 4 
Adult pack ,10 dsk pack) 

Sabrina.Sam Fox (2 (fete) 

Bodeans Bordello #2 

Bodeans Bordello #3 

Bodeans Bordello #10 

Bodeans Movies 

West Coast Cracker 

BFPO fl.BFPO #2 

Utopia f 1 

£11-00 

PACKS 
Music makers pack 
Protracker 

Noise tracker 

Star tracker 

Songs disks (3 disks) 

Insturmeni d$ks{4 disks) 

A must for music makers 

£1100 

WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES AND PO'S PAYABLE TO P.D DIRECT 
ANI) SEND ORDERS TO> 

UNIT 3 DEPT ASH, RAILWAY ENTERPRISE CENTRE, SHELTON NEW ROAD,STOKE ON TRENT, ST4 7SH 



Vally PD 
PO Box 15, Peterlee, 
Co Durham, SR8 1NZ* 
Tel: 091 5871195, I Mg! Quality Amiga PD. 

Just (i small selection of thousands of titles in stock, 
for catalogue disk for full list of PD, only 75p inc 
Disks are only £1,10 for under 10 disks, for 1G disks 
over only 95p! Please add 50p p&p to total You 
FREE disk over 10! Please make cheques/FO's 
to "ValJy PD" or phone in your Access or Visa 
(only 5 disks or over) for the quickest, cheapest, 
quality service possible! Why pay more? 

Disks as low as 

95p 
for 10 disks 

or over! 

VISA 
Now over 2200 disk** in stock inc* Fish 1-490, Tb»g 1-5-4. Amigos, Snag, Slipped disk. Panorama* Amicus, the Amos library 1240 and the Amos 
Met netware 1-26 as well as our own library! Alt are priced Ihc same except Amos Licencewire which will be £3. SOI (Standard price)* Please 
note that EEC prices are Jfc1*2S per disk, rest of world il.Htl per disk! Why not send your cal disk back w ith a 22p stamp for a FREE update? 

Music & Music Utils; Business & Serious: Greatest Demos: 
01S Cr»0fi»cs mega tfc Madoww animation* 
096 Cnjsaden Bacteria Fabulous1 
025 Technotronic demo Amazing muse1 
056 Cru$adm Batter* Excellent demo* 
Wl Popeye meets Beactibors fury 
047 Watfi of the Demon demo Fab1 
091 Byggs in Spate Qute an arru&rtg deme/ 
IIS Digital Concert Vl Excellent music desk* 
903 Slipstream demos re fdftow me -*■ imDact 
367 Epic preview fab game preview^ 
467,''48B Monty Mhon Lumberjack Song' f9) 
518 Cruwdef* Space delena ft much more1 
556 Elvira demo Excellent demo of game' 
607 Total Reca I) demo- Good Amie demo* 
614 Sudbram 9 New, excellent' 
654 Evil dead demo This is weird1 
674/5 Laurel + Hardy Lonesome pme* (5) 
764 System violator from Anarchy* 
765 Hysteresis demo Excellent demo1 
830/1 M Python Postmans ball £9) 
86* Phenomena interspace Brilliant, a muss' 
865 Seatmaster SOB stale 4 trades' 
879 Pr00tgy Tribute to (be Gulf* 
088 Pvxe metal coders II Guitar F6b» 
890 Steeping bag demo Great megademo' 
891 Chaos Rock 5**>efb tractate demo1 * 
B87 Good Morning Vietnam demo- Good1 
940 Phenomena Enigma Fantastic, get itf 
963 Analogic Megademo Good1 
999 Bartman remix Quite Good this one' 
1000 Sifents Global Trash Superb demo! 
10T6 Nip hop pack 33 VGood1 
1090Technofltght megaderro Fabulous1 
10*3 Ateore megademo Another good one1 
1044 light Mcgademo i^e muftipart demo 
l OSS'ft and Hardy animations Great’* 
1065 6 Star Drek Tates the fftclcy of Strk? 9 
1093 Plasmciex An exceiiat ptasma demo1 
110S PendleBI Simpsons Decay & more** 
Hi8 PixetatedPleasures vteryrace demo* 
1119 Tomsoft Virtual EWorld An £p»c, Get it1 
1190 PMC Alpha Omega Amazing* 

Animations & Slides: 
001 Juggler 8 Waiting cat 9 c toes1 
003 Probe demo Been on TV 
004 Vangeiis demo SLperbdemo' “ 
005 Enterprise leaves dock Great1 * 
011 'Newtons cradle & 9 more SnP 
019 The fcjn Arum fab car chase demo» * 

034 Coot cougar demo Great cartoon type1 * 
044 Super Ham Cars Stifimng pictures’ 
050 water demo 1 Gres1 * 
051 Wate demo 9 Excellent1 * 
059 CXI fab ray traced onuml * 
058 GhostpbO! S. Drip Excellent arums' * 
059 Magician S Jogger Goodi * 
067 Dynamic Hires Unbelievable quality! 
078/9 Agatron 6+8 Ray traced pics, fab £9) 
097 Read 3d Mega ray traced pictures' 
360 Steatthy Anrmanon Amusing Amml* 
370 Colour eyeing Nice slideshow1 
409 Fractal flight Superb iwg * 
411 Busy bee anim ®nti ray traced arum' 
499 BasketballBcxngetc good' 
493 Agatron enum F15, St^tiefc' 
608 Dragons Lftif II £Tnmewarp) Fab' 
6f* Batman me Mov* Amusing anim'* 
699 Miner Arum Good little Anim> * 
775 Williams Dynamic Hires; Jewdropper* 
895 Zeus bust anim good rotating, bust' * 
866 lambourghim Countach Car pictures 
879frankiyn Fly Brilliant amrryjtion' * 
97B AgflfcrOfGQ Hyperspace+landing * 
979 Agatrori33 Probe ft KEmgon hit' * 
914 Agatron T9 Another fab slideshow* 
990 Bom to be free Fab wildlife pictures1 
1003 tentegon+Onfoers b+w fantasy 
1 COS'6 So-fi fantasy po Great (9) 
1013 Tofrien sudcbow Noe fantasy Dies1 
1095 ftcir Parks art Fab Dpa nt pcs1 
1045 Coyote II 6NI roadwner needs 1 5 Mb* 
1088 908uiiard fabuHws but needs S'Mb' 
1101 German ray traced slide Supert) pc$! 
11f 1 Amy Squirrel anim Great animl* 
APD £09-3 Great sideshow various subjects1 

055 Flash muse Dance muse disk1 
060 100 64 tunes Bril disk., a must! 
106/9 Helloveen demo Superb1 (2) 
1 IGd 1 Qu*t Riot demo Great gmtari £9) 
156 Souncfcacter Several vow's' 
ISTdSfi loads Of Trrcter samples19 disks 
190 Games muse Creator Good1 
945 MidtdiSk Lots of syrttfr progs' 
946 Fish 393 CawD CZ patch editor1 
94B Amiga chon III Black Box ft Queen' 
317 fish 300 Realnme pitch oonwtori 
399 PerTectsound sampler ft samples 
499 T5R music 5 Technoiron* type music I 
483 Musk several progs fi midp' 
510 Burning Independence 9 Brilliant' 
513 Dcpeche Mode music Good disk* 
534 pmoto 3 Owt 4 minutes dance muscl 
569 Dead dance thrash Metal muse ft pics1 
587 AmgadeiA Mozart on Amiga1 
589 Cto* 9 Bach Handd etc Excellent' 
599 Audio Msg pc All the soundtracks 
705 Crusaders play Geness Brilliant disk' 
763 ZiPCh rmac 3 Another goodie1 
769 Prorogue muse Sgood muse (racks1 
601 Get wictedOxygene rerriiBes' 
603 Groove in the heart1 Dancemusic1 
854 Digital Debussy C lair de Lune etc Fab' 
894 Digital Debussy II Arabesque etc1 
870 MedV3.H Latest version me mdi' 
669 Partners m crime music 9; Lots of tunes! 
941/9 Silents blues house Greet (9) 
960 Patricks music Some great tunes here' 
961 Patricks mus* II Some more great tune 
9fe*Axismuw: Exeetert music drsfc1 
971 GokJfwe cetebrai defegNs' fab19 disks 
997/8 Vrvrfdt 4 seasons Great Classics1 (9) 
1096-8 House music sampfes 3di5tehJI> 
1099/30 Made m Hea^i Good’(9) 
1063 Talk to (he trees mus* Hilarious1 
Fish 356 Akgorythms, midi program' 
Fish 403 Kflwai K4 editor + more1 
Fish 481 Kawai KT editor + morel 

057 Chet SdSace.- S6 utilities on (his disk 
117-90 TV graphics 4 disks far £3 50 
153 JflZZbench Aherr«tiv* Workbenchf 
154 tconmana Great to make icons 
998 Dope Intromater kMte yexa own ntrpil 
971 Run Database Good Database prog' 
979 fiextbase Easy to use database 
973 Home utiK Mltordwright Labeipnnt etc1 
974 Analyticak: Spreadsheet1 * 
303-305 Scanned clipart good stutfl 3 
309-111 Manual on 3 disks £9 85 
316 Sid vl 6 Excellent directory utility! 
448 Power packer 9 3b The best CFunchefl 
489 Graphics disk; many useful progs here1 
544 Dcopy Good copy utilrty disk1 
600 A64 Commodore 64 Emulator + progs' 
601 Cleric Accounts type program * jeopard 
616 Pascal compiler self comp ling1 
617 Mead Cad desKfi program uses Hires'* 
636 eight Excellent nay tracer program 
669 Master wus killer Detects 194 viruses1 
694 Biorhythrm, Stafchgrt etc Good' 
698 Exile fonts Great coloured fonts' 
699 Dynamite forts. More fab fonts' 
790 Electrocod RCB demo Good1* 
805 North C vl .3: Latest C Compiler1 
808-S14 7 disks of dipart; only £6 50' 
860 Agene Genealogy program' * 
861 ST emulator ft utilities disk! 
869 Spectrum emulator ft utilities' 
996-8 Deskbench/kcons/bases. 3 disks 
957 Spectrapamt V3 Fab art program'* 
991 Hard drrte utilibes. (keat programs' 
999-5 Holy fobie Packed on 4 disks! 
1007 Messydos + Sid Easy PGArrwga1 
1009 Hamiab VGAp*cs Amigaham. Fay 
1071 PC Emulator Al last CGA graphics1* 
Fish 375 TextpJus 9 9 Wbrdprocesson 
APO 139 Fam.iy history database1* 
APO 176 Database Master Database progl* 
APD 905 R’Draw New paint pro^am'* 
Amigos &*9Q Ami flicker etc 

Games & Leisure: 
043 Holy Graii Text advemure * 
368/9 Star Trek. 8n!l 9 disk Great' 
494/5 Learn ft piay: Fun tor bds19 
496 Amigaman games pact To* 
451 Tennrsgame Good shareware' * 
555 Amrgaman® Dnp, Chess etc 
589 Castle o# Doom Adv game1 
583 Flaschbier More than 900 levels' 
584 Frantic Fredd* Platform game' 
613 Pacman B? Retaliator ft Sorry* 
626-30 Education pack 5 disks £4 50 
721 Battleforce Strategy game' 
905 7 Tiles Super Futuresport game' 
909 Wizrys CH*st Aroade adventure 
969 Zeus Great block puzzle game' 
i Oil Megafaaii The best breakout game1* 
1014 Tana AmigcwJs EoHerpede etc' 
1Q60Hc4iywbOdTwia Excellent qwz game 
1106 Serene shoot em up A great blast' 
1109 iiamatran Fab Jeff Mincer game1 
Aj)Q 85 Revere + Snakes A Ladders’ 
APO 96 Pair it Match the cards1* 
APOT lO Cross Fm* Great kids game 
APD135 Simon says ft Soace maths 
APD180/1 DungeonDetver 2dto 
APDIBBGPiwc Kingdom (2 disks) 
APD230 Amos Asteroids 4 versons1' 

Amos Ucenceware (£3.50): 
LPDl Cokx^ing book pre school art * 
LT05 Jungle Bungle Adventure program'* 
LPD8**brk ft Play 3 educational games' 
lpDiq Word Factory Sotting aid1 * 
LPDl l Go Getter Good game1* 
LPD14 Ptsy tt safe Safety for kids1* 
LPD17 Dogfight Shoot em up game1* 
LPDi9X-rt'50 Good game1* 
LPDSO’ftbroy Nice vvordProccsscx1 
LP023ESP Collect the letters' 
LPD24 Way of Kung hi (P) 5 50* 
LPD25 The Mission fabadiflemure'' 
LPD26 Cyad; Collect the diamonds1* 

AMIQANUTS UNITED 
169 DALE VALLEY ROAD, HOLLYBROOK, SOUTHAMPTON, SOI 6QX. 

Tel enquiries: 0703 765680, Mail Order only. 
DISTRIBUTORS OF THE FANTASTIC AMIGA CODERS CLUB DISKS 

Here is a selection from our licenced 
programs, they are only available from us: 

Bug&ash KID the bugs, clean up the trash ut the garden. 
A gnat kids game.......... .*3.00 
Nucleus A budget sh©ot4ifTvuE thu wJ keep you occtoed for Nms . ,,£3,00 
1036-: ptotavonai«kl.Zt. The additions to this tetiO**# mate 
it a must teve it mcWes * nee petue addttwn ttoWy. 11Mb). .£3,50 
076: Qw^mastef, ttwk you know it al? VWe» no« yw cm crert A WkJs s« 
and re-io«d faC*ty For llo 4 otayers. Gre* fin, itceieN v*te .£3.00 
077 1 ferossrPoftn A Wy fWgeCcrtrtiwOfdOfOgf*" ta dnkNo l H »43ptel 
(rte3 For orty £5 00 Data **k$ 2. 3 and 4 are re#d^ at £2 00 ted- 
1038: Site* MkImii Do you nmembtr rue good oW Commodore 64 ire BouiteilKtf1 tel 
nre s you dunce tohMftalta «gte lit: .. .. .. *****-X300 
1M8- MOO Processor vl 97. make pcut and/ot muse progs, a^ust pc faa«t*Anfti 
Hk verwi ei toad the new & channel actwiid mufic and is ficeie^ .£3.50 
1075: mtuffneou The easiest way to tin li your programs. 
By Nchotas Lewis    ......-...* £ft00 
1077: Clear. A very good. Abut mnd-l>of gkngty iwH, game from PH Solrwer*.£3.00 
I OBJ: Copper Wuer/Screen Designer By Frank Tout. 
fFor programmefS W*yJ......£3,00 
] p@B: Weird m Edgways Thrs 15 a good Duiite game. 
By Chris Bmk^ 1Mb ...... 
1I0O: School TmetaWe Creator. fPnrt yw tmetai^] 
0y Keith Grant life ........— — £300 
11D2: The Sprite Des^ghcf. ft good way to tt aw/save 
Sprites By frank Tout ---...—.....£3-00 
HOB the Block Deugw Ustwtttafc 1083 anddes«n Jfta 16 
Du el squares.....—.£3 00 

Listed below are the latest additions to our public domain ft 
shareware section 

1101: Dtfkstefl. ft spectrum BruMcd tM Mhenhte game (Notbidl .— 1150 

1103; ft very spec ul 4 immation from Die famous TotMt ftchtet. 5M&.£6.00 

1104: Scum Halers Get those buddies! A good tim game by Brittle Atkins   £5.00 

1105: ftenneaftebw of Sgt Pepper A two disk mu4ic/pic ertfaviganra 1 Mb . £3.00 

llll: PCQ easca* Front End, LAssembteri. This is ■ must for PCQ fens ....£2.00 

Many new programs have arrived, 
but there is no space to list them all! 

NO MORE WAITING! SUBSCRIBE TO THE AMIGA 
CODERS CLUB NOW! 

If you would like to get hotd of the Amiga Coders Club disks as 
soon as they are published, why not send £33.00 and ask to 

go on the ACC mailing hst now? We will send you each issue as 
soon as it is ready 

(Applies to issue 15 onwards Issues released prior to ACC 15 
must be purchased separately.) 

AMIGANUTS ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THAT 
WE ARE NOW THE EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTORS 
FOR MERLIN SOFTWARE PROGRAMS, WHICH 
INCLUDE THE WORLD FAMOUS T.BAG DISKS, 

T.BAG DISK NUMBERS 1 TO 49 ARE £2,00 EACH 

£3.00 EACH FROM ISSUE 50 ONWARD. 

SUBSCRIBE TO THE WORLD FAMOUS 
TAMPA BAY AMIGA GROUP 

DISK OF THE MONTH SERIES. 

If you would like to take out a year's subscription for 
the T. Bag disks, (applies to issue 50 onward), simply 
send £33.00 and we will send you each issue well in 
advance of them becoming available from any other 
supplier. (Issues released prior to T. Bag 50 must be 

purchased separately @ £2.00 each). 

Info coding? - Want to learn? The Amiga Coders Club is for you? ACC 1-4 is the first four compressed issues of an 
excellent series for coders r even if you are new to the Amiga, If you want to learn Assembly> using De^Pac, for our 
ou^m new ACC special assembler diskl this is the club /or you/ ACC 1-4 (compressed} £I SO. The Amiga Coders 
Club disks are packed with source, hints, ftps, advice from many of the well known coders that are on me Amiga 
scene today* Issue numbers 5-15 are roiv available. Please note, (excluding the compressed introductory disk (ACC 
1-4}, and no. 12} the price for each issue of the ACC disks is only £3.00. ACC 12 is our birthday issue, u is a 2 disk 
set. and therefore the price is £6,00. Amiga Coders Club Special! Here is a low priced assembler package for all you 
coders out there in Amigatand* By Mark Meany & Steve Marshall £5.00 

88 LOOK 88 
THE EXCELLENT (1Mb) ESGHT OR FOUR 
CHANNEL MIDI COMPATIBLE OctaMED vl 
AMIGANUTS hold the worldwide copyright 
to tNs program and it will not be available 
through any other stockist. 
You can purchase this great program for 
only £10.00 within Europe. (£15.00 for non- 
European), The price includes return post 
and packing* Payment in pounds sterling 
only, If ordering from overseas, send a 
bankers order/eurocheque etc. {Credit card 
orders will not be accepted). 
A full instruction manual for this program will 
become available later, but due to the high 
costs involved, it will be quite expensive! 

Free disks + free progs + free membership 
over a thousand detailed progs plus some games to play, 

on the main catalogue disk for only £1.00 
Main catalogue disk sent is TREE' 

with orders above £15.00 
- please remember to ask for your free copy if you send 

an order above £15,00 as we tend to forget* 

Pnces quoted include return post and packing. 
Ma*e cheques etc payable to; 

Amiganuts United 
(no credit card orders). 

Also available is the 1991 
update to our main catalogue for only £1.00. 

(The update contains only the 
1991 additions to the library). 

Please note that we are closed from 
18th to 26th August and no orders will be 

dealt with during these dates. 

Many customers keep asking us why we wtf not accept 
Credit cards, the simple answer is that we do not like 

encouraging young people to get info debt? 

LEGAL NOTICE 
Postal POnYack Computer Systems have advertised our 

copyrighted programs, (OCTAMED - QUIZMASTER etc.) and 
PD Soft are advertising Am base Professional. These programs 

are not legally available from them, or any other stockist 
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PD DEMOS T!Th 

66 

MORE ARNIE CLIPS 
17 Bit, Disk 1 146 

Alter reviewing a couple of sample disks last month 

featuring some of Steve Wright's humourous versions 

of Arnold Schwarzenegger, here is yet another one! 

The disk plays two clips over a set of pictures digitised 

from The Terminator. If you're a Radio One fan or you 

want a quick laugh then it's worth having a look, 

KGB MEGADEMO 
PD Soft, Disks 1618 and 1619 

MORE CLASSY 
ANIMATIONS VOL. 5 
MBS, Disk 0613 

Yes he's back! That cute little fella called Chuck has 

returned in some more short but entertaining little car¬ 

toons. The subject matter ranges from skiing, to Days 

of Thunder through to intense violence. Also included 

is another superb rendition of one of the torture screens 

from the Creatures game, 

I know that megademos arc usually pretty repetitive 

and boring, but this one is put together with a touch 

more class than most. AfteT a strange test-card intro* 

the demo continues with some superb wire-frame 

images and flash-frame effects over a groovy acid 

track. Sound dull? Well have a look for yourself and 

you'll be impressed. 

ANIMATIONS 
17 Bit, Disk 1095 

Featured on this disk are three ray-traced animations. 

Two of them. Bird and Radio //* you may have seen 

before since they have both been featured in previous 

editions of Demo Zone, The other animation is a 

strange clip featuring balls flying out of a tap and over 

various obstacles. Ah yes! We like our weird anima¬ 

tions to be very weird around here! 

3D ANIMATIONS 
17 Bit, Disk 1188 

This disk contains two little ray-traced animations. The 

first clip is pretty dull, featuring a spring with a ball 

bouncing inside it iholding down the mouse button 

causes a nice strobe effect though). The second piece is 

pretty sweet though, featuring two traffic cones jug¬ 

gling ihree trucks between them. Sound weird? ft is! 

NOTECH DEMO 
17 Bit, Disk 1 149 

This is a pretty standard whizzy demo, but the graphics 

are quite pretty! The main feature is the powerful 

dance-music backing* which will have your toe tap¬ 

ping along to the beat. All techno-freaks have a look 

and decide for yourself. 

THE DATING GAME 
Public House, Disks 1 103 and 1 104 

No issue of Demo Zone would be complete without an 

Eric Schwartz animation. This one has to be loaded 

from Workbench and it takes a pretty long time to get 

going. SHU. it’s worth being patient, since the cartoon 

is an excellent Tom and Jerry-style farce, featuring a 

rather harassed frog on route to his dream date. If you 

haven't seen a Schwartz cartoon before, then this little 

gem is a pretty good place to start. 

PD TOP TEN DEMOS 
LOW ALCOHOL PUBLIC DOMAIN 
1) ProTracker VI .1 
2) Demon Games Vol 6 
3) Zero Virus III 
4) Three Player Telria 
5) European Charts disk 
6) Tobias Richter Star Trek 
7) Kefrens Utilities 4 
8} Messy do s 
9) WellTrlx 
10) MCF VG,9 

CONTACT: 

Amkjortufis United: 169 Dab 

Valley Road, Holtybroolc, 

Southampton SOI 6QX, Tel: 0703 

7856SO 

MBS: 132 Gunville Rood, Isle of 

Wight P030 5LH. Tel: 0933 

529594 

PD Soft: 1 Bryant Avenue, 

Southend, Essex SSI 2YD. Tel: 

0702 612259 

Public House PD: Flat 85a 

Woodfiekl Road, BenAeet, Essex 

SS7 2ES 

1 7 Bit Software: PO Box 97, 

Wakefield WF1 1XX. Tel: 0924 

366982 

The Disk: 6 Stubbing Brink, 

Hebden Bridge, West Yorkshire 

HX7 6Ut Tel; 0422 84421 5 



FREE DISKS FREE CATALOGUE FREE DISKS FREE CATALOGUE 
UTILITIES BUSINESS 

BU1058 VC Spread Sheet Calculator 

BU1059 RIM V5.0 

BU1188 Bankn V1.5 

BU1288 UEDtT 
BU1344 Visicalc 

BU1348 amicron V2.4 

CO1067 4 Comrris Programmes V1.34 

Cot175 Star term V3 

C05265 Access V1.3 
ED3052 German Language 

ED3053 Draw Map 

ED3054 EVO 

ED3056 World Dbase 

GRAPHICS 
GR2026 Ham Pictures 
GR2027 Boris Vallejo vol3 

GR2049 Nasa Pictures 

GR2110 Graphic Utilities 

GR2111 Amiga Mead 

GR2112 Ht to Pieces Jigsaw Program 

GR2164 Sky Paint 

GR2325 Amigafox 
GR2349 Fonts 

GA7007 The Prisoner Plague 

Ga7064 Deep Sky V5 

GA7073 Backgammon & More 

GA7076 Mona 

GA7077 Empire 

Ga7078 Amoeba Invaders 

GA7083 Cosmoroids 

GA7088 Shanghai 

Ga7089 Tunnel Vision 

G A7098 Car 

GA7099 Dragon Cave 
GA7103 Tennis 
GA7105 The Ftoly Grail Adventure 

GA7106 The Golden Fleec Adventure 

GA7107 Callisto 

G A7171 Laser Strike 

GA7175 Gravity V2.2 

GA7186 Escpae from Jovi 
GA7204 Stone Age V1.2 

GA7323 Chinachallenge 

GA7338 Snakepit 
GA72b4 Stone Age 

MU8037 POP tUNES 

MU8043 Technotronic Music Disk 

MU8047 TSB The special Brothers 

MU8050 Crocketts Theme 

MU8206 Oktalyzer 

MU8216 Sonix Scores Player 

MU8218 Soundtracker Instruments 

UT4001 Vlabel 

UT4005 DME 

UT4006 Word Count 

UT4011 Geotime 

UT4016 Tag The BBS 
UT4022 Banner 
UT4023 Compress 
UT4045 Amcat 
UT4114 Mandelbrot Explorer 

UT4115 Aco Face Maker 

UT4135 Sozobon C 
UT4146 P2C Vt 
UT4159 Text Reader 
UT4136 Crossdos 

£2.49 PER DISK 
♦ £1.9S P&P 

Akore Shareware brings you the 
most comprehensive range of 
shareware and P.D. in the U.K. 
We are now offering you a FREE 
copy of our 96 page catalogue 
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To order post to 
Freepost, Akore, 
Nottingham, NG1 
1BR or telephone 

0800252221 

purchase. 0 HZ SH i ill 
Please rush me my FREE catalogue and disk to: 
Name 
Address 

The disks 1 require at £-2.49 (+£1.95 P&P)each are: 
code price code price code price 

TOTAL (inc p&p) 



99p Sagittarian PD>^ 99p 
99p pef dish for 59p per disk il you supply a blank). Add 50p P&P per order 

Overseas orders please add £2 per order CATALOGUE dish 70p 
{including lips on buying video equipment plus hand drawn polite and digiiised pictures, 

Overseas please add Cl). 
For a membership tee ol £5. you can buy disks lor &0p each (4Qp if you supply a blank) and have the 

same percentage discount on future pnces. 

UTLtt ArtMtOMr Ivwth. English documentuhink 
Bioi+iytfim*. Mw&iy DOS, NockA (slops drives elKJiing). 
Sfrtttrum Emulator. Bvnar SpWKih rinwovH 
pronung^lfCKi of urn* wd-ftt) 0*4 SBlv*g>H. Kick RES 
{pikHwi you to uso it hichstait seaw ih* AiQODt 
GAM 14 TKhrwbali. pMyibki d*mo oi ihia 7LK gatnei 
r«iHSt A Drsahoufanooktr CTOMCW with 4 frill, Ofrmff 
poeksts and »rtHi options 
GAU19 - Air trifle control. Star Tr**. Tnvit, Monopoly 
GRA12 Df Ww digmsed Slidwho* l Futunng ill 7 
doctors 
GRA13 Dr Who dtgiltfOd MtdMhQw 2 Flltuntig th* * 
most rso*m doctors 
GRA14 Stir Tr«h TTw P+irt OwwitOT bflitiswJ 
slidosnow 1 
GRA19 $I*r Tfifc Tn# Nul Gwatipn dphMtf 
sirtMftow 2 
pH AIT B»ak*s Slv*Ti 'SlVtkiv*' (J*3*liwO sltdmhtiw 
from tha fimi Hnt *pr»di 

grass Dockv Who Qilkfnyin slideshow From the 
Doctor's home olar-el 
UT131 tncludnST EMULATOR Ihil ron toads of non 
cruncfud sotfwire i needs ? drives}, Pows*jmeka* v2.3G 
Noiselracker v? C. Virus X4 4 
FISM33T The C Manual (1 disk archived w 3 dsfct 
unarchived lor sing** drwe users. please stale), 
FISH344 ROM Kernel Reterence Manual Companion 
FISH Disk* 95, 110.143.Hi. »5. 323, 340 and 347 

DEII74 Cerfreroi "Copper Scroll' Demo. Scoopex 
‘Ol#njfveci&r' demo, Concept's Mew intro. Anarchy's 
"Shape Change' Demo. Coma *W»rki' Demo. AmhrOi 
'froPfry Tfr* Bar Demo with a uoryfane 
DEMT5 Magnetic F 441 Hysler«.4 Demo, Anarchy 
Madness Demo Part II 
UU39 :: dnsAsi Video Appkelio^s Humorous 
program* lot u** eaft a Gemocfc 

Technics I H**p: Phone of wrtte with youf problem! about the Amiga ■ 50p per en 
=i Ptaeee addreia mail to: Paul Brown [Am 104 Wood Street, London, El7 3HX. 

Telephone: 081 509 ftStf. lm*m*Uon*l +44 B 15 09 * 56 
Cheques^* O &^uro<^>aque5^BankiKs Drafts payable to: P.A. Brown. m 

MAKE YOUR AMIGA EARN! 
Yes. making money with your AMIGA becomes incidental when you know how! 
Your AMIGA is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is 

irrelevant* Make the initial effort NOW bv starting your own 
HOME BASED BUSINESS. 

This may be the most important move you will ever make! 
REMEMBER; You’ll never get rich by digging someone else s "ditch ”* 

Anyone in the country, including YOU, can become very rich in a 
relatively short period of time just by doing a few basic things! It’s more 

rewarding than playing games. 
The benefits arc many and varied, 

Full or pan time. 

For FREE DETAILS SEND SA.E. to: 

ome smess* 

.11 Hilton Place, King and Queen Street, AF2G 
Walworth, London, SE17 1DR. 

LIVE IN LEEDS? 
See local press for details! 

Unlike the majority of advertisers in 
this magazine, we are dedicated to serving 

the needs of our local customers. 
They know we offer great advice, service 

and deals on all things Amiga. Our city 

centre showroom is packed with the latest 

software and hardware covering dtp, 
GRAPHICS, VIDEO, MIDI & BUSINESS 
applications plus those ‘hard to find' 
items like PC Emulators, Scanners, 

DIGITIZERS, GENLOCKS, REPLACEMENT DRIVES & 

MEMORY UPGRADES. 
Our local ‘Price Match' means you won't 

have to sacrifice service to save a few 
pounds and we often have special offers 

available only to personal callers or 
through our adverts in the Y.E.P. - Hence 

•See local press for details'! 
So even if you normally shop somewhere 

else, or prefer mail order, come in to see 
us. .We thinlc you 'll be surprised at what we 
can offer! 

(SI MIDITECH m 
54, The Balcony, The Merrion Centre, 

Leeds LS2 8NG Tel (0532) 446520 
We are open 9-30 to 6.00 Mon-Fri 9.00-5.30 Sat 

Est. 1988 

Can you afford not to join? 

PUBLIC DOMAIN CLUB 
Yes Unit's right. you can now get Amiga PD for an amazing 19p per disk (Fret if you supply (he disk), 
once you have joined our friendly, fast growing and extremely popular Amiga PD Club, It must surely 
be the Public Domain buyer* dream come true] 

Lifetime membership to the club costs only £19*95. Much of this, fwwevtr, wilt go strtighl back into 
the dub to provide you with an even better service, Members will be able to choose as many PD title* 
as they (ike hum our detailed catalogue disks, listing many of the Classic and Utesl titles. We will 
bring you the very best in Demos. L'tililies. Music, Art, Buttons, Animation, Games. Slides and much 
more- Just send us the blank disks & return postage and we will despatch your order to you the same 
day. It just eoufdn t be easier As an added bonus, members nol wishing to supply their own disks - 
don’t have to. We will send your order on our own high quality disks for just 39p per title We can t say 
fairer than that! 

Members will also enjoy many other benefits including: 

* Many new titles to choose from every month! 
* Massive discounts on other Amiga Products! 
* All catalogue disks are constantly updated and are available FREE! 
* Superb disk magazine. FREE every month, (News, Reviews, Competitions, Utters. 

Classifieds and much more! I 
* A FREE games compilation to welcome all new members! A FREE mystery gift worth £14.95! 
* No minimum or maximum order! 
* Members can even request titles that we don't have at no extra cost! 

Membership is usually priced at £29.95 a year, so apply now and take 

full advantage of this extra special offer. Remember, you can have 

LIFETIME membership for an incredible £19,95! Even your first 
order could save you JUJCV 
To become a member, simply fill out the form below and send with 
a Cheque/Pratal Order to: 

PAS* Enterprise* • .Amiga PD Club, 3 St. John* Walk, 
St. Ives, Cornwall TR26 2JJ, England* 

Join now* We promise you will not be disappointed 

I Please enrol me as a member of the AMIGA PD CLUB and rush me my members pack and 

j membership number 1 enclose a Cheque Postal Order for £19.95 payable to FAS. 

I Enterprises. 
I 

! Name..™...........*....Address.....*..... 

! Postcode., ,, 
L_ 

... Telephone,.**.„.******** 

i 
t 
i 

j 
3 - - ~ 

Why buy an ordinary sound sampler 

- when you can buy a recording studio? 

TECHN0S0UND Turbo 
SOUND SAMPLING SYSTEM FOR THE 

AMIGA 
* SONG SEQUENCER 

* MIDI SEQUENCER 

* VARIABLE DIGITAL DELAY 

* VARIABLE CUT BUFFER 

it FLU MULTITASKING 

* 57 RECORDED SAMPLES 

* STATE OF THE ART TRIE STEREO CARTRIDGE 

* OVER TOO INTERACTIVE FUNCTIONS 

* SIMPLE TO USE IT TOR1AL AND USER GUIDE 

*■ STUNNING REAL TIME EFFECTS INCLUDE- Echo - Reverb ■ Hal! ■ 

Voice Synthesis - Phaser and Vibrato. 

* EXTE\Sl\E EDITING AND LOOPING FACILITIES 

SMI 
DIMENSIONS 

UPGRADE AVAILABLE 
TO EXISTING USERS 

FOR ONLY 
£6.00 + £1.00 P&P 

BROOKLANDS HOUSE 
BRYNGWYN, RAGLAN 
GWENT NP5 2AA 
0291490933/690901 

£35.99 
+ £1.50 POST AND PACKING 



0 
ONLY 

ci 
PER DISK 

i£r" Buy six disks or more And choose 
another FREE! 

I*’ Branded blank disks only SSp each 

NRG PD PO BOX 2290, KINGS 
NORTON, BIRMINGHAM, 

B3S 8RP. TEL: 021 486 1 19S 

»*' UK postage add 65p per order. 

BUSINESS 
N0101 RIM DATABASE Complex 
NB10Z WORDWWGHT tttordpre * CheO 
NBJ03 AMlBAif Good Database 
NB104 JOURNAL Barr* account record 

NB105 ANALYTICAL Spreadsheet 

DEMOS 
ALF DtMO Hear Alt aipi 
ADDAMS FAMILY DEMO 
APPLECUS ANIMATION (IMeg) 
AMY VS WALKER 11 Mtfcjj Acef 
BATMAN Bnrl movie sequence 
BUDBRAfN DEMO {2 disks] 
BUDBRATN ? Madonna 
murderer! 
BASKET BALL ANJM < 1 Meg] 
BOOK KNIGHT ANIM (I JVfcgj 
CHUCK an IMS Funny cartoons 
CAR 4 UNICYCLE Bril) arum 
ENTERPRISE LEAVING DOCK' 
EVIL DEAD DEMO Om>y stuffl 
EDUCATION OF COOL COUGAR 
FRAKION FUTURE VISIONS 
FlLUT THE FISH OF MO 
GARFIELD DEMO Coo* Carl 
IRAQ DEMO if Meg) Great* 
KYUE DEMO 12 dnJtv) Cor' 
KYUE LOCOMOTION YUrwnyt 
LAUREL S HARDY \2 diU^ 
MAGCiAN i JOGGER I r Mcql 
MADONNA DEMO 2 [2 d^sj 
MONTY PYTHON [2 fftkS) 
NEIGHBOURS Htaiaus Acs! 
PHENOMENA E NPGMA 11 Meg] 
PUGGS rN SPACE Funny demo 
R060C0P DEMO 5s lo comply* 
STEALTHY ANlMS ’i [IMrej] 
SPACE FIGHTER 11 Meg I 
STAR TRIK ANIMATIONS VI 7 
SCULPT 3D.ANIMS irx Newton 
SIMPSONS DEMO (I Med) Bnl 
STEALT HY/C Om DE MO (f Meg I 
TEENAGE MUTANT TURTLES' 
TOTAL RE CALL Man Manw* 
VIZ SUDC SHOW Ft1| Stags etc 
WINGS ANIM i 1 Megf long arum 

MUSIC 
NM15I AMAZING 11JNES 2 |3diM& tMi»g| 
NMI 52 BETTY BOOTemf.c Tunes! 
NMI 54 DIGITAL CONCERT J 
NMI55 DIGITAL CONCERT A Leila K etc 

NMI 57 DIGITAL CONCEPT 6 Htx/w? Music 
NM220 EOLJI MANIA II Super Mu«d 
NMI 59 GAMES MUSIC CREATOR 
NM160 GROOVE fS IN THE HEAPT 
NMI61 GENESrS Ft>jr & [f>e rest' 
NM277 GET TO THE SAFE HOUSE Good' 
NMI63 IROM MAIDEN Rock! R«kl Rockl 
NMI 75 MYSTERONS SOUNDS DISK 
ND l M MADONNA VOGUE f4 disks] 
ND165 MADONNA HANKY PANKYl 
NMI66 MICHAEL iACKSON BAD'AAWWi 
NMI67 MIAMI VKTE REMfX hot siuttl 
NM 160 PET SHOP BOYS hi NRGI 
NMI 69 PINK FLOYD THE WALL 000*1 
NMI 70 QUEEN FLASH [2 daks) 
NMI 74 SYNTHEUK MUSIC Lovetyl 
NMI 7 1 TECHNOT.RONIC MEGAMlX 
NM 112 VANGEUS DEMO (I Meg I 
NMI 7 3 WALK THIS WAY 

UTILITIES 
NU 18 I BIORHYTHM EmoLcnni maerfor 
NUISZ INTROWK£R Create demos! 
NU 10 4 TV GRAF FIX [2 disks I Fonts 
NU 107 MASTER VIRUS KILLER V? 1 
NU 105 NOSETRACKER 2 0 MlDf 
NU 166 FUTURE COMPOSER Make 

muicf 
NUZ30 SPECTRUM EMULATOR Nostalgia 

GAMES 
NG192 APCADF GAMES Tots Of fun' 
NG195 SiONix Fan shoot em upi 
NG 196 BUZZARD Shoot em up' 
NG 19 7 COUOSUS ADVENTURE GAME 
NG 198 EAT MINE Super turn 
NG 199 FRANTIC FREDDY* Platform fun 
NGZOQ GRAVATTACK 
NG202 JUMPY A/c.ide lun 
NG7Q3 MONOPOLY BnN classic' 
NG2CH MEGA GAMES 2 f? disks] 
NG705 MARBLE SUDE MadnesV 
NG217 MFGABALL artantad done* 
NG220 MENTAL IMAGE GAMES Buy nf 
NGZ07 NEW STAR TREK GAME \2 disks] 
NG2GS PACMAN Gobble Gohdlel 
NG209 PSEUDO COP Arcade action 
NG210 QUIZ MASTER Brain food 
NG? 19 rings OF ZQN f I Meg) 
NG212 SNAKE PIT 
NG? 19 SEVEN TILES Great game! 
NG? I 3 2 PLAYER SOCCER LEAGUE 
NG? I 5 THE HOLY GRAIL Adventure 

PCS INTERNATIONAL PD 
The Northwests Biggest PD Library 

FREEPOST WN5157F HINDLEY, WIGAN, LANCS, WN2 3BR 

0942 521577 
NEW IN SCOPE PD 

The UK's third biggest supplier of Amos License ware, 
now called Deja Vu Professional Licensed Software 

NOW SUPPLIED WITH ITS OWN LABELS 

NEW AMOS PD 
apd m 
apd m 
apd 200 

APD 201 
APD 202 
APD 203 
APD 204 
APD 205 
APD 206 
APD 207 
APD im 
APD 209 
APD 210 
APD211 
APD 212 
APD 213 
APD 214 
APD 215 
APD 216 
APD 217 
APD 2IS 
APD 219 
APD 220 

Bombs of Baghdad 
Amos Prog> 14 
Dungeon Master 
Slideshow 
Slideshow Disk H 
Xenomorphs Fractal Demo 
Robots Mega Demo 
R-Dravv 1.4*3 
Dcpcchc Mode 
Madness Week Demo 
Madness Week Disk B 
Franiix Demo 1 
Franiiv Disk R 
Boris VaJlepo Slides 
Boris Dfck B 
Dreamers 5.1 
Hanissis Five 
Fractals Workshop 
Franiix Megadrmo 2 
Framix Disk B 
Amos Progs 15 
ligmania Data Disk 2 
JigiTiania Data Disk 3 

PUBLIC DOMAIN ENCYCLOPBDU 
CONTAINING A LISTING OF PUBLIC 
DOMAIN SINCE 1987 NOW AVAILABLE 

APD 221 Amos Bingo 
APD 222 Steves Samples I 
APD 223 Steves Samples 2 
APD 224 Steves Samples 3 
APD 2?s Steves Samples 4 
API) 226 Steves Samples 5 
APD 227 Welcome &. Robots Demo 
APD 22ft Welcome Disk 2 
\PD229 Amos Alultipaini 
APD 230 Amo> .Asteroids 
APD 231 Amok 
APD 232 Muiic 35 
APD 133 Arqo\ Prog^ 16 
APD 234 Amo*. Text 
APD 235 Music 3* 
APD 236 Mu^it 37 
APD 237 Slwro 
APD 138 Amtrt Image Manipulator 
APD 239 Frauire Music I 
APD 240 Asmiin Disk B 

QUICKBENCH VI, V2, V3 
WORKBENCH REPLACEMENT 
FOR BEGINNERS NO NEED FOR 
EXTERNAL DRIVES PLEASE STATE 
MEMORY SIZE WHEN ORDERING 

ALSO AV AILABLE FROM US: 
Amos. Amicus. Amigos. Fish. TBag. SD-Divfc. 
Snag imd now SetipcL Our catalogue disk now 
contain* over 2000 disks and Sid Vf .6 tmd \\ V K 
2.0 oolv i I 00 

T-BAG 1-54 
NOW IN STOCK 

COMPETITION RESULTS NEXT MONTH 
EUROPE ADD 25p R.O.T.W. ADD 60p 

Blank Disks: Memory UDarades: 

1-19.30p ea.* 0.5 Meg with Clock. ....£24.99* 
20+.28p ea.* 0.5 Meg no Clock. ....£22.99* 

'Please add Cl .00 PS P. 'Please add 50p PSP 
DemX 

Public Domain Library 8k Mail Order Company 

PD Competition!!! 
What you have to Do 

Simple, we want you to write either a Demo, Animation, Intro or a Music Disk and send 
it in to us at the address below. All entries must be received by 31 October 1991. 

We will judge the entries in the 4 separate categories. The winners of each category 
will all receive £25!!! 

We will then enter the 4 winning entries into another competition, the winner of which 
will receive a further £100. making a total of £125 for the overall winner!!! 
Please write which category you wish to enter on the Disk Label. 
Also remember to write your name and address on the Disk Label. 

infringements. 

3. Entry into this competition is deemed as an acceptance 
Conditions 

1 There is no limit to the number of times a person or 
group may enter. 

2 All Entrants must agree lo indemnity both DemX and 

of these conddions 

4 All entries must be written tor the competition, no 

5 Disks will be returned if accompanied by an S.A.E. 

6 All entries will be placed In the DemX Public Domain 
Library 

7 The Judges decision is final. 
Future Publishing from prosecution due to any copyright previously released Public Domain disks will be entered g correspondent wjg pe entered into, 

DemX 
Dept (AF), 6l Derby Road, Hilton, Derbyshire, DE6 5FP. 

Telephone: 
(0283)734626 
For a free Catalogue Disk. 
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EVEN HOIIDINI COULD NOT f> 
CONJURE UP THESE PRICES 
WE'VE STACKED THE DECK IN YOUR FAVOUR 

A 

You will not have to dig 
deep into your pocket to 
afford this product. RE-INK, 
the product taking the 
ribbon world by storm. 
One can will Re-Ink your 
fabric ribbon up to 50 
times. 

Available NOW only 

v £12.95 % 

HOUDINrS 
SPECIAL OFFER 

400 DS/DD 3*5" 
PLUS 4x100 capacity 

lockable boxes 
only £139.95 

v DOUBLE SIDED/ 
DOUBLE DENSITY 880K 

You will not be HEART 

HIGH DENSITY 1.44MB 3 A 

A DIAMOND 
amongst diskettes, 

superb quality, 
100% certified, tested. 

25 for only.£29.95 
50 for only.£39.95 

100 for only.£62.95 

Supplied with labels 
and unconditional 
lifetime guarantee 

Why not CLUB together and take 
advantage of some superb offers 
we have. Here's a few acces¬ 
sories to entice you. 

6ANX Stackable Boxes..£8.95 
100 Cap 3.5" lockable box.£8.95 
Pack of 5 3.5" library cases ♦*>.,£4.95 
Deluxe Mouse Mats...........£2.95 
Head Cleaner *.  £2,95 
Universal Printer Stand.£6.95 
Roll of 100 3.5" labels.....£12 95 

plus lots lots more 
(Ring for free catalogue) 

broken by these prices, 
and you'll love the quality. 

50 for only.£26.95 
100 for only.£42.95 
200 for only.£64.99 

Supplied with labels and 
unconditional lifetime guarantee 

YOU CANNOT BUY BETTER 

n ^ 
O No JOKING a 
K 
e 100 Capacity 

R 3.5" or 5.25" 

lockable box only 

£3.50* ! 
\1 

*only if purchased JI 
with disks y 

'J 
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ALL DISKETTES SUPPLIED BY US ARE 100% CERTIFIED AND GUARANTEED. 
OUR PROMISE IS SIMPLE, SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK. 

The price you see is the price you 

MAJIC 
COMPUTER 

MEDIA 
SUPPLIES 

18 CRESCENT WAV, FARM BOROUGH, KENT BR6 9LS. TELESALES HOTLINE: 0689-861400 
(All prices quoted are inclusive of VAT and carriage UK Mainland only) E. & O.E. 

EDUCATIONAL & GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 
Majic Media is a trading division of MD Office Supplies 



SPECIAL OFFER 

• Easy-access 

Introductions will 
help you to get creative 

• Software and 

hardware guides 
show you what to buy 

• Interesting 

features can 
tell you more about 
your machine 

• Public Domain 

explained so you 
can get free software 

• Workbench 

'serious' advice 
solves your problems 

• Gamebusters 
games advice helps 
you lick the sticky bits 

PLUS 
two disks packed with 
incredibly useful soft¬ 
ware for only £4 more! 

All these topici covered - and more: 

Accelerator Cards, Accounts. Agnus. AMAS. A- 

Max. Amiga - launch of. history of. 
AmigaBASiC, AMOS. Animation, Assembler. Bad 

disks, Basic, BBC emulator. Beginners' Guides, 
Bootblacks. Bulletin Boards. C CM emulator. 

CAD. Scanners. CDTV, Chips Jraide the Amiga, 

CU commands, CkxK Commodores history 
Comms, Copper Lists, Daisywheel Pirnlers. 

Databases, DataJInk tables. Deluxe Paint 
Desktop Publishing, Desktop Video, Directories, 

Disk copying. DrskDocior. Digitisers. Disk 

Drives, Display modes. Dot Matrix Printers. DTP. 
ECS chip upgrade. Fan machine emulator. 

Fatter Agnus, Files. Fonts. Forth, Fortran, 
Frame Grabbers, Gamebusters, Genlocks, 

Graphics, Graphics tablets. Guru Meditation, 
HAM, Hard Drives. Hardware, Hints and Tips. 

IFF explained. Inkjet Printers Interlace flicker, 

intuition, Joysticks. Keyboard! lOcksiart. Laser 

Printers, Lazarus explained, Logo. Macintosh 
emulator, Modelling in 30. Monitors. 

Multimedia, Music, Music for Games, Music X, 

Notepad, Null modem cables, On-line games, 

Pamt packages. Pascal, Paula, PC Bhdgeboards. 
PC emulators. Preferences, Printer Driven, 

Printer advKe, Programming Languages. 
Protecting data. Pretext, Public Domain. RAM 

disks, RAM expansions, Ray-fracing, Rude mes¬ 

sages, Samplers, Scanners, Scoring 
Screen-grabbing. Self-booting disks, Setting the 

time when booting, Sequencers. Spectrum 

emulator. Spreadsheets. Startup Sequence. 

Superbase, Talking Amiga*. Teletext emulator. 

Thermal Printers, Threedimennonai art pack¬ 

ages. Trackballs. TV modulators. User groups, 
Video Digitisers, video production. Video 

tiding. Viruses, Voicing Word Processors. 
Workbench. Workbench Extras, Workbench 
Masterclass AMD much modi besides; 

If you have 
an Amiga, 

You need this! 

Put together by Editor DAMIEN NOONAN and costing 

£9.95, this book is the ideal guide for the beginner as 

well as containing stacks of advice for the more advanced 

user. You can't go wrong! 

Order form 
I would like to order_copy/copies of GET THE 

MOST OUT OF YOUR AM/GA at the price of £9.95. 

(please add £1.45 per copy to cover p&p.J 

I would like to order_copy/copies of GET THE 

MOST OUT OF YOUR AMIGA plus two disks at the 

price of £13.95, 

(please add ET.45 per copy to cover p&p.) 

If paying by cheque please send payment wrth this 

order form in a sealed envelope to: 

AMIGA FORMAT GTM book offer 

FREEPOST 

Future Publishing Ltd, The Old Barn, 

Somerton, Somerset TA11 78R 

No stamp requjred if posted in the UK 

Please a Mo w 28 days for delivery 

Name 

Address 

_Post Code__ 

Telephone_ 

f enclose a cheque/PO for £__ 

Please debit my AccessArtsa card:(Delete as appropriate) 

My card no is;_ 

Expiry date;_ 

Signature___ 



ALL Prices include Postage & V.A.T. 
Prices Effective until September 2nd 1991 

100% 
ERROR 
FREE 

1 A ■■ 1* WITH 
LABELS 

Quantity Price Quantity Price 
10 £4.30 80 £27.60 
20 £7.80 100 £32.90 
25 £9.95 120 £39.40 
30 £11.50 150 £48.95 
35 £12.95 200 £61.95 
40 £14.25 300 E91.90 
45 £16.00 400 £119.90 
50 £18.25 500 £149.75 

Full No Quibble Replacement Guarantee 
BOXES (with keys, labels & dividers) 

10 40 50 80 100 120 
0.94 4.95 5.60 6.30 6.80 8.75 

CUMANA CAX354 3’/t" External Drive £59.95 

□ 
Credit Card Orders: (9am - lopjn 7 days; 

071 608 0624 

Armour-Geddon 15.75 Lemmings 15.75 
Chuck Rock 15.96 Monkey Island 15.96 
Eye Beholder 18.95 PGA Tour Golf 15.96 
Gods 15,96 Speedbail 2 15.96 
Killing Cloud 15,96 Supercars 2 15,96 

Cheque/Postal Orders to: 

DataGEM Limited 

Dept AF 23 Pit field St. 

LONDON N1 6HB 

Showroom OPEN 

10 am - 6 pm 

Monday - Friday 

Exit 2 Old St Tube 

S N O O K A R D! 
The exciting game for parents and kids, of TRIVIA, 

SKILL AND LUCK! 

SNOOKARD is THE animated snooker board game 
for all the family. 

Available for AMIGA - NOW (Requires 1 meg & mouse) 

Only £10 including post & packing (overseas add £1.50) 

EXCLUSIVELY FROM: KEYPHASE SERVICES LTD <AF2) 
26 BLAKE HALL DRIVE 
WICKFORD ESSEX SSI 1 8XJ 

Psst....Dad, now's your chance to beat the kids on their 
machine • that's got to be worth a tenner! 

Colour Laser Printing 
at 300 x 300 dpi. No horizontal bands 
or pale lines, just pure, solid colour. 

IFF HAM files from DPaint. Photon Paint, DigiPaint etc. 
other file formats please phone. 

£5.00 per file printed on A4. 
(please specify portrait or landscape) 
Price includes VAT & U.K. postage. 

Please make cheques payable to Studio 101. 

Studio 101 Tel. 0827 280884 
101 Sudeley, Dost hill, Tamworth B77 1JU 

Visitors by appointment only. 

SEASOFT COMPUTING 
The Business Centre, 80 Woodlands 

Avenue, Rustington, West Sussex 
BN 16 3EY Tel: 0903 850378 

CUMANA 

CAX354 

EXTERNAL 

DISK DRIVE 

£64.99 
WITH SWITCH 

AND 

THROUGH-PORT 

SONY 
3.5” DSDD 
BULK DISKS 

10.£4.99 
50.. ..£22.50 
100.. £39.99 

Guaranteed 100% error 
free (prices include labels) 

1/2 MEG 
UPGRADE 

WITH SWITCH 

ONLY 

£24.99 
OR 

£29.00 
WITH CLOCK 

16-BIT POCKET POWER C< OLLECTION 

£2.99 PLUTOS 
HOT SHOT 
WARZONE 
QUANTOX 

THAI BOXING 
SECONDS OUT 

FIRE BLASTER 
SPACE STATION 

LAS VEGAS 
PROTECTOR 
MOUSE TRAP 
FROST BYTE 
FLIGHT PATH 737 
ARTIFICIAL DREAMS 
FOOTBALL MANAGER 
KARTING GRAND PRIX 

£2.99 

BARGAIN BASEMENT SOFTWARE 
(Limited stocks available) 

Biosteroids 
£4.99 

Star Goose 

Eye of Horus 
Dr Fruit 

Prospector 
-Trained Assassin 

Bad Company - 

Hate 
Gravity 

Menace 
Trivia 

Ballistic 
Dugger 

1, Ludicrus 
Quadra! ten 

GFL Football 

Mouse Mol 

ACCE! 
.£2.99 

Amigo Duif Cover. .£3.99 
Monitor Cover £499 
3.5“ Heod CleofMng Kit £3.99 

3.5'DISK STORAGE BOXES 
10 capacity .£0 99 
40 capacity £4 99 
B0 capacity ...,..£6.25 
100 capacity .£7 50 
150 capacity Fossa .£18.50 

Challenger 
Flipif Mangose 

Ice Hockey 
After Burner 

Archipelagos 
Deflector 
GFL Golf 
Jump Jel 

Raider 
Yollanda 

£4.99 

Baal 
Dark Fusion 

GFL Baseball 
Matrix marauders 

Star Ray 
Space Harrier 2 

* SPECIAL VALUE STARTER PACK * 

10 X SONY BLANK DISKS 
10 CAPACITY STORAGE BOX 
3,5* HEAD CLEANING KIT 

A500 DUST COVER 
MOUSE MAT 

P.D. LIBRARY DISK 
NORMAL PRICE £17.70 

* OFFER PRICE * ONLY £13.99 * 

AMOS LICENSEWARE ■ £3.50 
Authorised distributors of Amos Licenceware These titles are NOT P.D, and 
must not be re-copied, A portion of the price is passed on to the author. 

LPD1 Colouring Book 
LPD5 Jungle Bungle* 
LPDB Work and Play* 
LPOtl Go-getter* 
LPD14 Play it Safe* 
LPD17 Dogfight 2* 
LPD2G Wordy ■ WP* 
LPD23 ESP 
LPD25 The Mission 
LPD2 Arc Angles Maths 

LPD6 Pukado 
LPD9 Amos Assembler 
LPD12 Hypnotic Land* 
LPD15 ArcAngtes 

Shapes* 
LPD18 Touchstones* 
LPD21 Quingo* 
LPD24 The Shining Way 

of Kung Fo 
(2 disks £5,50) 

LPD26 CYAP- 
LPD4 Thtngama|ig* 
LPD7 4 Way Lynx" 
LPD1Q The Word Factory* 
LDP13 Jgmania* 
LPD16 Reversi 2* 

LPD19 X’it-50* 
LPD22 LC1G fonts 

■ s 1 Meg required, 

QUALITY PUBLIC DOMAIN - £1.00 PER DISK 
Library Disk 75p with full details of our collection including 

Postage and packing 
( Send stamped addressed envelope for list of titles). 

ALSO Seasoft P.D. Packs for greater value, 6 disks per pack 
see list for full details. 

24 HOUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE (0903) 850378 
r MANNED 6pm to 11 pm 

(Answering service at other times) 

1h»s. item, are available by moil order only - No caller, please 
Price, include pottage & peeling [U.K mainland] on orders of £10.00 or more. 

Please odd £ I 00 for orders under El0 00 
Gmdi will ne*molly be despatched welkin 24 hours {lubpcf to availability) Orders under I Kg or« 

by fir*} clots post Faulty software wifl only be exchanged with the same NH# 

All poce* subbed lo change without notice Full tflrfm A conditioni of sole avoplabie upon request 



AMIGA ADVICE 

LOYAL CUSTOMER 
i am sure that if Nick Cole i*f Loughbtirough 

(August Issue! was to take an 11-mile trip to 

Leicester, and visit Dimension Computers in the 

Hijih Street, he wmild gel all the help he needs from 

Neale - their Amiga salesman. I have dealt with this 

firm over a number or years and find them onl> loo 

willing to demonstrate things before 1 buy them, 

lt\s an idea to telephone them first and arrange a 

time and date, because they*re busy people, 

JE ROBERTS, LEICESTER 

Workbench 
Time for the monthly questions-and-answers session, hosted as usual 

by Pat McDonald, our part-time circus clown and Amiga guru. 

Always a good idea to phone first before visiting a 

computer shop - if they know when a customer is 

coming, they can make arrangements. 

CUSTOM ICONS 
Lntil reading the tetter from 

SS Basel in your August issue, 1 

K J.1 I 1 hadn't used the lean Merge pro- 

gram. In fit of pure 

recklessness 1 thought, “What 

would happen to the solar system if the sun disap¬ 

peared with the Mink of an eye?”. So I set about 

making some split icons for use wilh my 

Workbench disk. 

After successfully creating a new split System 

icon, 1 started on the Trashcon icon. This single 

icon worked fine until 1 tried to spill it into two dif¬ 

ferent icons. I got error message 212, although my 

disk did have the Trashcaiuinfo file and the 

Trashcan directory containing the -info file. 

After much messing about and hair pulling, I 

finally managed In sort it out this way. All clicks are 

wilh the left-hand mouse hut ton: 

1} Start the Workbench disk running as usual (a 

working copy of course), 

2) When the disk stops and the Workbench and 

RAM icons have appeared, remove the disk and pul 

in the Extras disk, 

3) Then double click on the RAM disk icon to open 

up its window. 

4) Double dick on the Extras disk icon and double 

click on the Tools drawer icon. 

5) Click once on the fconHd icon, hold the button 

down, and drag the icon onto the RAM disk win¬ 

dow. This copies the program into the RAM disk. 

Do this again with the icon Merge program, 

61 Close the Extras window and the Tools window 

(click on the small box at the top-left corner of each 

window ). This saves some memory. 

7) Take out the Extras disk, and put in the 

Workbench disk again, 

8) Then double click on the Icon Merge icon in the 

R AM disk, 

9) When the computer asks If you want to merge or 

split, simply type s. 

10.1 At “Icon 1 type dflh Trashcan. 

111 At “Icon 2:", type Trashcan 1. 

12l At “Icon 3f\ lype Trashcan!. 

13} Now close the Workbench window, then double 

click on it again to open it. You should have icons 

for Trashcan 1, Trashcan!, IconKd and Icon Merge. 

You may have to click and drag, to rearrange them 

and see them all. 

14) Double click on the IconKd icon. 

15) Select “Load Data", and type Trashcan 1, 

16) Highlight another editing box (click on it) select 

“Load Data" and ty pe Trashcan!. 

17) Edit them to your heart's content. 

18) When you have finished, save both icons under 

their original names (Trashcan 1 and I rashcan!), 

IVI After you have saved the icons, close IconEd to 

get hack to Workbench, 

201 Close the RAM disk window, and reopen it 
again. You may have to rearrange the icons, but 

you should see your new ones there. 

21 ] Double click on the IconMerge icon in the RAM 

disk window. 

22) This lime, when the computer asks ir you want 

to merge or split, type ni. 

23) At “IconIf1, type Trashcan 1. 

24) At ‘icon2:'\ type Trashcan2, 

25) At MIcon3:*\ type dfThTrashcan. Make sure that 

that Workbench disk is write-enabled, that is you 
can't see through the hole in the corner or the disk. 

261 Double click on the Workbench disk icon. You 
should now be able to see your new Trashcan Icon! 

271 Double dick on the Trashcan icon to see if it 

works - which it should, if you've followed these 

instructions correctly. 

1 hope that this tutorial on splitting, editing and 

merging icons is of some use to your oilier readers. 

It has taken me ages to go through and work it all 

out, but the actual operation doesn't actually take 

more than about five minutes to do, (except for the 

actual icon editing). 

HYWEL JENKINS, NEWPORT 

Thanks for your excellent step-by-step guide Hywel - 

have a £50 mail-order voucher, please! 

BAD DISKS 
Most of the PD disks and Cuverdisks that I possess 

now won't load! I keep getting the message, 

“Volume has u read/write error”. Can you please 

explain to me what this means? Also, what is the 

Diskdoctor? Where can I get one? Sometimes I gel 

the message, “Disk is corrupt, use Diskdoctor to 

correct it”, 

C MCKEE, SOMEWHERE 

Gening that message means, quite simply, that your 

Amiga can no longer read the disk. For it to appear 

occasionally (and I mean occasionally) is no worry'ing 

thing, but it sounds like you've either got a badly 

knackered disk drive or a serious case of vims infec¬ 

tion. 1 suspect that it's the latter. 

A computer virus has two functions. Firstly, to 

copy itself to different disks automatically, and sec¬ 

ondly, to activate itself after some time and perhaps 

wipe disks dean, display a message or even move a 

large amount of money into a Swiss bank account! 

Usually, they screw up disks, 

Here's what you do. Give Amiganuts (0703 

785680) a nng and ask them how much a copy of 

Master Virus Kilter version 2,2, This is the best virus 

killer around for going through a disk collection and 

wiping out the computer viruses. It recognises 153 dif¬ 

ferent types of virus. 

Unfortunately your disk collection is probably now1 

useless. Removing a virus with a vims killer is one 

thing, but it has already struck. Some viruses merely 

I am a science student and I often have to write out reports. Next year 1 will have to type up a rather long 

project and [ want to use my Amiga, Could you please recommend a word processor, or a similar program, 

which allows the import of graphics and more importantly allows me io use special scientific characters. 

Ideally, I would like to design them myself. 

I was very impressed with the Wardworth demo on your Coverdisk, and all-round it seems exactly what 

I'm huiking for, hut can it handle the special symbols? 

JOHN NUNEZ, LONDON 

Creating special characters (or fonts, as they arc more commonly known) is pretty easy to do. You can use the Fed 

Wordworth, which war on AF24's Coverdisk. hos o special 
facility for choosing characters from o loaded font - ideal 
far specialist characters. 

program that i> on your Extras disk, plus there are many 

PD font editors too, w hich can be used to create scien¬ 

tific symbols, or just about any other kind of charaeter. 

The pitfalls occur when you try to print them 

out. Unless the primer program knows how to translate 

what you see on the screen in to what you're printer can 

reproduce on paper, ihen you might indeed have a few 

problems - some primers are stuck with their own built- 

in fonts, and so they cannot handle the Amiga graphics 

fonts (which look like characters but are actually primed 

as graphics). 

Happily, all but the very cheapest printers can 

prim graphics, and so I advise you to go to it if your 

printer is a nine-pin dot-matrix type or better. As for 

Wordworth* I think you will find it's one of the best 

programs for laying out designs, and using fonts with 

odd characters. 
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prevent a game from working. Your case is probably 

different - your disks just got destroyed. See the 

Answerfjk advice on getting replacements for games. 

As for your Coverdisks* you should have hacked them 

up which i advise every one to do each month. 

To safeguard against acquiring any future viruses 

use MVK 2 2 on every new disk that comes into your 

possession. Also w rite protect your disks (move the tab 

in the comer so that you can see through the hole) no 

virus can get past this. 

Using Diskdoctor: switch on your machine, start up 

a copy of your Workbench disk* double dick on the 

Workbench icon with the left button* again on the 

Shell icon* and type: 

DISKDOCTOR DFO: 

The computer will then prompt you to insert the disk to 

be corrected in DFO: (the internal disk drive) and to 

press the Return key once it is in the drive. For the pro¬ 

gram to work though* the write-protect lab must be off 

(this means that you cannot see through the hole in the 

comer of the disk). It reads all of the information off it 

that it can* and then puts it back on again. Don't bother 

using it w ith games disks that produce the ’"Not a DOS 

disk” message - it almost certainly will not work. 

Similarly* do not try to use it on original disks - only 

use it on copies. 

If Diskdoctor is unable to repair a disk then it will 

mask out the bad bits of a disk* and rename it Lazarus* 

It is fairly pointless really* but then again Diskdoctor 

rarely manages to fix a disk. 

p| ■<# 
■1 - IC » ! S 1 FC Iniphcm a* 

0 
ot pccuwfiiamwi 

ED Q B3 G3 B 
|f|' Tile A V»Hi? 

V 
[*| Ijsfls? Kill Vires 1*51. UCH IK) !*miki VM 

2 
Insert * l»sk 

MVK 2*2 li now very hard-drive friendly, and it can find 

and kill 153 viruses and has had the bugs taken oul - 

well done, Xavier UClerq (the author). 

NO PASTMEM 
Chaos Strikes Hack doesn’t work on my A1500. The 

company (Mirrorsoft) say that it was written before 

the release of the machine, but Dungeon Master and 

other games work. What’s wrong? 

M BENNETT, WEST WICKHAM 

I'm guessing, but... the A1500 comes with 1Mb of 

memory as standard. Unfortunately* this memory is all 

accessible to the graphics chips - so called chip mem- 

on, The A500 is set up to have 0,5 Mb of chip 

memory * and 0.5Mb of fast memory (only the proces¬ 

sor chip* the 68000 "decision maker" can access this). 

So l guess Chaos Strikes Back {and probably some 

other I Mb games) need some fast memory to work 

properly. I advise you to get a memory expansion of 

some kind, if you really want to play the game, 

A similar problem occurs when you modify an 

A500 to have 1Mb of chip RAM. If no fast memory is 

available* then animation is impossible on early 

releases of Deluxe Paint Ilf and lots of other programs 

become similarly changed* 

And the moral of the story is: having pie my of chip 

memory for graphics and sound is all very nice, but 

having no fast memory is far too high a price to pay. 

Tire problem is that it makes your computer less 

useful* and A 1500s or B2000s suck without having any 

extra memory . 

Chaos Strikes Bock - it's o lovely looking game, but not 

on an A1500. 

NON-COMPATIBLE 
I am having difficulty with compatibility between 

my KCS Bitcon PC’ Emulator and my oldish Supra 

Scsl hard drive* IPs not (he 500XP version - the 

hard drive is in a separate box* If the hard drive 

starts up* then the Amiga freezes after displaying a 

lot of hex digits* If I leave it off (don’t assign it) then 

the hoard works fine* 

I’ve talked to Bitcon many times* and now I’m 

writing to you to see if you can help. Maybe anyone 

with a simitar setup could write in (A5CHC KCS, 

Supra Driv e 5iMI\P>, 

ROBERT BEATTIE* HARROGATE 

The problem with older hard drives is that they arc 

often incompatible with new products. Rather than 

depending on Bitcon* h might be an idea to call Supra 

(0101 503 967 9081) to talk about how much an 

upgrade would be to a better hard drive* or perhap\ jum 

some new softw1 are, Have your computer handy when 

you phone up. The KCS board is sold in North 

America* so l dare say they’ll have some ideas - the 

50QXP is a far cry from the hard drives of old, 

BETTER COVERDISKS 
How do I get the utilities to autoboot from your 

Coverdbk? 1 would like to have them on a separate 

disk so that 1 wouldn't need to use Workbench. For 

example 1 think the Hacktrick*60ilz program is 

really good, hut I don’t want to load Workbench 

every lime I use it The same goes for TexlEngine. 

Sometimes you include icons to install programs 

onto other disks. Could you please do this more 

often? Workbench takes so long to load* and surely 

it’s largely unnecessary. 

Please print this letter* because my friend and I 

have made a bet as to whether or not this letter will 

be printed, and I stand to Lose cash over it, 

MICHAEL GODBEK* BURNTWOOD 

Hmm. Sometimes Workbench is necessary * sometimes 

it’s not. Here’s what you do. On the backup that you 

make of the Coverdisk (and you had better - old 

Coverdisks are irreplaceable), write the names of the 

programs on the label. 

Now, bootup with the Covcrdisk* and keep the 

Control and D keys held down. The startup-sequence 

to load the main game demo should stop, and you will 

be left with a little prompt (!>). 

Type in the name of the program, for instance 

HaekTrick.bOHZ. and press Return. It should load and 

run. Some programs will not work* because they need 

some bits from Workbench twhich I can't always pul 

on the disk because they take up space - space on the 

Coverdisk is rare)* 

Do not despair* I have taken note of your criticism* 

and 1 will try to make the programs less dependent tin 

Workbench. It’s always a fine edge between usability 

and usefulness - it could be simple city to use but there 

wouldn’t be anything worthwhile on it 

Any chance of a cut of your w innings? Only joking. 

In case (he internal disk drive lets you down and your computer is out or warranty, the 

following is well worth testing before you send it away to he repaired. 

B* I I Open up your computer and swap around the two 8502A chips* then put the Odd chip 

where the Even chip is and vice versa* If the disk drive starts working again, then even 

you're CIA H502A chip has died on you, and you know exactly what to replace. 

However* do not attempt to tamper with your machine if you’re not fully confident* 

If you use New Zap to peek at binary files* you will often find that there isn’t any useful information. This 

is because these files are often compressed with PawerPacker* and need to be uncompressed with the same 

program to be comprehensible to the human eye.. 

Ftnrnoktr 3.ti by Hit* Friaotis MMOI If v<,ur word processor Usually 
KindWordsI keeps printing odd letters 

at the topdefl of the screen* then make 

sure that there are two versions of the 

printer*dev ice file. This lives in the 

Devs directory* 

The good version Lx 26,904 bytes 

long, while the had (version 35-563) is 

26*962 bytes long* Look through your 

floppy collection - you’ll probably find 

a few copies of each* 

ANON* 

Thanks very much for the lips. Sorry for 

not printing your name - either I've lost 

it or you didn’t say what it was in the 

PowerPotker is now a Licensoware product, available from Soltville PD ^acc ^ c‘l^er '-ase, please wr'tcm 
(0705 366509) for £9*20* It compresses/decempresses programs and a8am Im >our matl-order 
do la so that they take up loss space on □ disk. voucher. I'll be checking handwriting. 

Pcwra Par. km 
Version 3,1a 

Trtt Chip : 
Largest : 
Trtt Fwt : 
larifst ; 

FPC/FEPSfPFTAt- 
File Hint J 
Flit Ltnflfh : 
<E»t > Cruftthtd : 

Scunins file ”fltl:J 
Loading coravud fill 

[ius* ~To« LsZdr tier t/AtFro'.*. 
Li* 

3 Mrs (i to t> 
Hunk • : nmn M«> 

Hunk i : i 12252 Mm* • ISSI 

Hunk 2 ; (377M Mm) 

Crunching tomud f 
Pftss 1th and risk 

ilt,.. . 
t Homo fcution to abort, 

Jte crunched. (57*. j 



DATAPLEX 
COMPUTERS LTD* 

129 Bath Road. 19 High Street, 

Slough, Old Town. 

Berkshire. Swindon, 

SL1 3UW Wilts 

Tel: 0753 535557 Tel: 0793 488448 

SHOWROOM 
open: 

Mod W 
9.30 5 30 
Saturday 

9.30 4.30 
MAILORDER 
Conaumablea 

£1.50 
Hardware 

£8 OO 
Prices 

excluding VAT 

AMIGA A500 i s ACCESSORIES 
HARDWARE 

Amiga A50Q Screen Gems + 

1 Meg Pack.****..........,£300 

Amiga ASOO Screen Gems Pack + tree 

510K Ram + dock. .........£30 
Joystick,. . CIO 
10 Blank disks in library box ... £8 
Mouse Mai.  £3 
Amiga/Aiari Mouse.„.*.**.*,***.*,„  £29 
I? M#g Ram 4 Clock,....... £99 00 
A500 Power Supply Unit.*_ £39 00 

disks + 10 extra games pack..£345 

Amiga ASOO i Meg Class of 90's.£459 

Amiga A5Q0 1 Meg Class 

ot 90 s (First Steps) ,**..£459 

CARTOON CLASSIC PACK 

Amiga ASOO including 1 Meg Ram + 
FREE 10 blank disks, mouse mat 

£309 
(Software includes Lemmings, The 
Simpsons v Space Mutant, Captain 

Planet, Deluxe Paint 3) 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
A1500 Base plus software ..£549.00 

A1500 + Philips CM8833 Mk2 

Colour Monitor********. £725*00 

A1500 + Commodore 10B4S 

Colour Mo n Itor *,*,*„**,..£735,00 

AMIGA/ATARI DRIVES 
1 Meg 3? External (Dataplex)£50 001 Meg 

3,5" intemal       .... £49 

t Meg 3.5' external (Cumana).£60 

1 Meg 5 25" external...............£90 

INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
Screen Filter for your monitors 

Protect those precious eyes CIS 
(Woven nylon lib re, flare reduction 90%. 

cuts ultra violet reflection by 85%) 

MONITORS 
Philips CM8833 MK II Colour Monitor + 
FREE Lead.£189 

PRINTERS 
Slat LdO Mono ..... £129 
Star LC200 Colour (9 pin). Cl 80 
Star LC24 200 (24 pint.  £210 
Star LC2fl 200 Colour.£245 
Panasonic KXPl124i + load.*„*,„**.£239 
Panasonic KXP 1123.£179 
Panasonic KXP1624 £329 
Cmient20D+ .£120 
Citizen Swift 24 + Colour Upgrade £249 
Citizen Swift 9 ■+ Cotour Upgrade..El 80 
Epson LX400.    .,£106 
Epson L0400 (24 pin). £199 
HP Destoet 500 * Leads.£349 

These hard drives come wrth a 1 year replacement 
warranty 
20Mb External.....*.E279 00 
30Mb External ---*.£349,00 
50Mb External ..*~.*™.£429 00 
60Mp External .,... £542 00 
80Mb Externa^ ...£599 00 
100Mb External .*_,,____£639.00 
160Mb External ...*,**,*,„.£939.00 

AH disks come complete wlh software 

V*Sd1»»H* 

Sflfw=' 

£120 Supra 2400 
(2400 baud) 

Supra MNP 2400 £165 
(2400 baud error correcting) 

Supra 2400 Plus £220 
(The ultimate 2400 baud modem, 
9600 baud throughput) 

► “ NEW! 
Supra ^ 

m 9600 Plus £495 
.^{V3?9600bjud) V 

kJ COMPUTERWISE 
* * BRIGHTON 

If you live near Brighton you should visit the shop with 
knowledgeable and friendly staff. A large range of software, 
hardware and peripherals” most at discounted prices, and 

with a comprehensive stock you will find what you are 
looking for,.probably* 

We are the only dedicated 16 bit computer shop in the 
South, unless you know different* 

We are open 10,00am to 5.30pm 
Monday to Saturday at 

44 George Street, Kempt own, 
VISA Brighton, East Sussex 

Phone: Brighton (0273) 674626 

Authorised dealers for Prolar Hard Drives* 

m 
□ 

8ULK 9UYER5 
2 FOR 1 DISK GUARANTEE 
□ 3.5' DS/DD .£21.75 
Q 3.5* DS/DD.£33.OC 
3 3 5* DS/DD.. £49. OC 
0 3.5* DS/DD ..£62 OC 
D 3.5* DS/DD.£12? 0C 
D 3,5’ DS/DD.£139.0C 
,1000+ Cartt for latest prices 
F Puces include VAT/pAp | 

DISKS L BOXES 
2 FDR 1 DISK GUARANTEE 
3 5' DS/D0 * 80 tm.£24.00 
3.5*05430-80 to.13600 
3.5* DS/D0 * 00 to.£5100 
3 5* DS/CO * 2180 boxes 165 
3 5DSD0* 4x80 boxes £]38* 
35DS,D0-5i8Oto«il55 

t Puces nctodc VAT/pip 

' SONY BRANDED 
3.5” DS/DD 

103.5* DS/DD £6.50 
SO3.5* DS/DD £32.00 

1003.5* DS/DD £64 00 
Add £3 65 p&p 

m 3.5 DS/HD 
63p EACH 

503 5’ DS/HD .130 
1003 5' DS/HD.£58 
00035* DS/HO £114 
5003 5’ DS/HD.. ..£280 
J Add £3 65 p&p 

GENUINE SONY BULK 
50 3.5" DS/DD 122,00 

100 3.5* DS/DD.. .£40.00 
200 3.5“ DS/DD £78.00 
,500 3.5’DS/DD £162.00 

Phces include VAT/p&p 

FREE labels 50 5.25" 0S/HD £19 
100 5 25* DS/HD 135 

,200 5,25* DS/HD 167, 
500 5.25* DS/HD £165 
^ Add £3 65 pAp ^ 

TDK BRANDED 
3,5 DS/HD 

JO 3 5’ DS/HD 11100 
20 3.5* DS/HD...£21.50 
50, 3 5’ DS/HD £50 00 

PHILIPS MONITOR 
CM8833 MKIJ 

* £205 

11 x 9.5 60gHn 
100 sheets £2 50 500 sheets .110 00. 
?00 sheets £4 50 1000 sheets 117,00 

AMIGA ACCESSORIES 
Naksha mouse.,,122.50 
Star LC10 Ribbon..,,,.13.65 
Colour ribbon, *,,16 
4-play games adaptor.15 
Mou.4 mat..12.75 

JOYSTICKS 

Qwckshot Hirbo 111..17.5(1 
Zipstkk.........111,00 

Cumana drive,..160 
\/2Mb + clock.*......130 
l/2Mh no clock..127 
A590 hard drive...1290 
fm bird dow * 2Mft RAM.1380 

Printer lead 
1000 labels,...__ 
Port ext lead. 
J/stick ext lead,,*,*., 
1000 TVactor labels 
Cleaning Kit.. 

...18.00 
,,,18.00 
.15,00 
...15,00 
...19.00 
...12,00 

First Steps, .1499 

Ami Aa 1500 +• 
1084S monitor.1895 

Tenstar Games Pack .....130 

ASOO.*..*.,*.1399 
Cartoon Classic Pack . 1360 
Amiga 1500...1650 
Screen Gems 1Mb.1355 
Gass of the 90 s ...1460 

JetFighter 

Add £3,65 p&p* Add 14 3 day delivery. Add IIP next day. Cheques will he held for clearani 

Call or send cheques/postal orders to: BCS Ltd, 349 
Ditchling Road, Brighton, East Sussex, BN1 6JJ. 

Telephone: 0273 506269/0831 279084. 
All offer* subject In availability. E,& OX, Trade* Government and Education orders welcome. 

Accau 
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11 I’ve managed to create a sland^lmu* version of the Test Engine program (nice one Nick Harvey - hope 

you don't mind) but I have encountered a Tew small prohlems. When it boots, t am left with the 

Commodore Amiga copy right message and a "1>" prompt to type at* W hen 1 type TextEngine and it loads 

Tine - but how do I make the startup-sequence In ran the program without typing its name? 

2) I’ve included a copy of the Preferences program on the stand alone TevtEngine disk, but 1 still can’t 

access (he printer. Help, 
3) The A690 CD-ROM drive for the A5W) - will it play ordinary music CDs. what upgrades will he required 

for I he computer* will it need I MB of memory and a new processor, plus how much w ill it cost? 

4i What are the technical specifications of your average arcade machine compared with an A5007 

I Processor* memory, speed )* 

51 Can y ou turn ulTtrap-dn«r 51ZK memory upgrades without touching the sw itch, that is use a program? 

61 Suggest a gn>od»ijiiulity and cheap 3.5-inch external disk drive. 

71 Is there an emulator which costs less than £411 which lets you use IBM PC programs, or Nimbus pro¬ 

grams, or Mac programs? 

Hi Ifci v on know how to wire up a COB 452 SBC monitor to an Amiga? 

JOHN SMITH. PORTGLENONE 

1) Very easy! Boot up with Workbench, double click on the Shell icon and type: 

makedir NameofTextErtginedisk: s 
ed Nameo f Text Eng i ned i sk: s / s t art up- s equ ence 

You are now in Ed. the Workbench text editor, Type: 

TextEngine 

Press Esc. then X. then return, and it should work OK, NameofTextEngmedisk refers to what the stand alone 

TcxtEttgine disk is called - avoid using DFO:. DPI: and so on, always use ihe name of disks before the colon, 

2) You need some other files and directories from Workbench. Stan Workbench, double click on the Shell, and 

type in the following: 

copy all from Sy3:deve to MameofTextEnginedisk:devs 
copy all from sysrl to NamsOfTextEnginedisk:! 
copy all from sy$:libs to NarneOf TextEnginedisk: 1 ibs 
copy all from syssf to NameOf Text Engined! sks e 

Alter several thousand disk swaps, you1 II be there! Actually, you only need to type the first line for your problem, 

but Workbench really needs live directories: e, devs, I, libs and s (but you've already got the start up-sequence 

answer), If you don’t want to have to keep doing this. make one disk with those directories on, and cops ii when 

you want to make a stand-alone program. Alternatively, buy an extra disk drive. 

3) Yes it will play CDs and no upgrades are required but they are useful f the CDTV has I MB of chip memory as 

standard, the A 500 does not), it's unlikely to need a new ROM chip inside the Amiga because it will probably be 

inside the A690, yes it will probably need 1Mb, no you don’t need a new processor and ii will cost you about £300 

or maybe less. 

4) It really depends on the arcade 

machine. Recent arcade games have lots 

more memory (15 Mb plus stored on 

ROM chips rather than disk), faster pro¬ 

cessors (16 MHz) and lots more custom 

graphics hardware. Of course, a suitably 

expanded Amiga knocks spots off any¬ 

thing (40 Mb RAM. 24-bit graphics, 

68040 processor, read/write magneto¬ 

optical hard carts and so on). 

5) Yes: lots of custom bootblocks that are 

in the public domain can do this. Ask a 

PD library for a disk with such a bool* 

block, and Virus Expert or Zero Virus /// 

to copy ihe bootblock onto your disks. 

6( I’ve never actually seen a duff expen¬ 

sive extra floppy dnve. Look out for the 

Power Computing series t Power 

Computing 0234 843386) and the 

Cumana CAX354 (lots of people stock it 

- check the adverts), 

7) No. They cost more than that. 

8) If you had sent me the wiring diagram 

The A30Q0 it a muthinc comparable in performance to present-day arcade ^ ^ave WOl^tc^ 11 °ul fc,r >ou ^ocs 
machines, and al £2,700 plus it's a fraction af the cast fa awn one. anyone else know .T 

ALARMING LACK 
I have written a program in Amiga BASIC Tor an 

alarm, and whilst wiring up a switch to pins six and 

eight of the joystick port was easy enough, and they 

worked OK, it won't, unfortunately, work in the 

background while Deluxe Paint /// is running. 

Photon Paint doesn't cause any problems, so do I 

have to redirect a file or something? 

IAN AIKLEY, ANON 

When DeiuxePaint ill loads, you may notice two 

options: Load all or ’Swap'. Normally, you would 

select Load all. which saves DPaint the hassle of 

having u> load different bits from disk as it needs them. 

[f you select Swap, then it will do this, 7Tic problem 

is that DPaint is a very memory-hungry program, so it 

closes down your program before stoning itself. You 

may find this doesn’t work - if so, a bit more memory 

added to your computer should cure the problem. 

This is a familiar fight to De luxe Point tit owners: click on 
the Swap option to conserve memory, 

LOTS MORE MEMORY 
I was most interested in your reply to M Hiller by 

(AF25) regarding the replacement of existing mem¬ 

ory chips with larger memory chips* especially 

when your reply explained that this will work with 

the A5000 accelerator card. 

Could you possibly clarify* though, whether 

your comment: "you populate all the sockets at 

once," is in fact correct or can 1 increase the mem¬ 

ory in stages? I realise (hat I cannot mix the two 

kinds of chip. (Your SupnRAM review says it is 

added in 2Mh incrementst. Also* w hat type of chips 

do I need? 

MIKE LEACH. GOSPORT 

Going from memory (It’s the weekend* Solid State 

Leisure are unobtainable and this page is being printed 

Monday morning) the A5000 does need to have all of 

the sockets populuted at the same time with large 

capacity RAM chips. 

The reason I believe this to be the case is that the 

memory addressing is fooled by having 16 Mb of 

RAM available, rather than the maximum four. 

Normally the hoard will not take very large RAM 

chips, unless the whole board is occupied 

It’s a bit of gimmick really, hut if you reailv want 

to splash out on 16 Mb of extra RAM (accelerators 

boost the Amiga's RAM potential amazingly) then t 

suggest you telephone Solid State Leisure on (1933 

650677 for lunher information because I'm afraid I 

honestly don’t know. 

As for the SupraDnve. well you can’t mix the type 

of RAM chips ihat are on (hut either - you can use 

either 256 X 4 chips and expand in 0.5Mb increments, 

or I Mb X 4 chips and expand it in 2Mb increments. 

The sample reviewed was the latter, 



LAZER 
SOFTWARE 

16 LINDEN GARDENS, CHISWICK, 
LONDON, W4 2EQ 
Telephone: 081-747 9344 
Fox: 081-995 1325 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTIONS 
Robocop, Ghostbusl&rs 2, 

Indiana Jones, 
Batman The Movie 

£18.99 

IICHI FORCE 
Bio Challenge, IK+, Voyager, 

R-Type 

£16*99 

PLATINUM 
Black Tiger, Strider, Forgotten 
Worlds, Ghouls and Ghosts 

£16,99 

HEROES 
Barbarian 2, Running Man, Star 

Wars, Licence to Kill 

£17*99 

PRECIOUS METAL 
Xervon, Coptoin Blood, Crazy 

Cqfs, Arkanoid 

£16*99 

FULL BLAST 
Chicago 90, Rick Dangerous, 

Highway Patrol 2, P47, Carrier 
Command, Ferrari Formula 1 

£18*99 

POWER PACK 
Xenon 2, Sports Football, 
Bloodwych, Lombard Rally 

£14.99 

FINALE 
Paperboy, Ghosts & Goblins, 
Over lander, Space Harrier 

£16.99 

CHALLENGERS 
Kick Off, Super Ski, Fighter 

6omberr Great Courts, 
Stuntcor Racer 

£18*99 

MAGNUM 4 
Afterburner, Double Dragon, 

Operation Wolf, 
Batman Coped Crusader 

£17*99 

EDITION ONE 
Double Drogon, Xervon, 
Gemini Wing, Silkworm 

£17*99 

COMPUTER HITS VOL. 2 
Tetris, Joe Blade, Golden Paih, 

Black Shadow 

£7*99 

MAGNUM 
RVF Honda, Pro Tennis, Oriental 

Gomes, Solon, After the War 

£16*99 

SEGA MASTER MIX 
Super Wonderboy, Turbo 
Outrun, Dynamite, Dux, 

Thunder blade, Crackdown 

£16*99 

FLIGHT COMMAND 
Eliminator, Strike Force Horrier, 
Lancaster, Sky Fox, Sky Chase 

£12*99 

WHEELS OF FIRE 
Hord Drivin1, Chase H.G., 
Powerdrift, Turbo Outrun 

£14*99 

SOCCER MANIA 
Football Manager 2, Gozzo 
Soccer, Microprose Soccer 

£9*99 

MING GAMES 
Auiferfitz, Waterloo, 

Conflict in Europe 

£14*99 

FIST OF FURY 
Dynamite Dux, Shinobt, Ninja 

Warriors, Double Dragon 

£17*99 

POWER UP 
Altered Beast, Rainbow Island, X 

Out, Chose H.Q., Turrkon 

£18.99 

BIG 

Coptoin Blood, Safari Guns, T* 
Tin on the Moon, Purple Satui 

jacbon, Bo 

El i 

BOX 
tenage Queen, Bubble Plus, Tin 
rn Day, Krypton Egg, Jumping 
Bo, Hostages 

i*99 

ti - 6.00pm 

Panzo Kick Boxing £1699 

PGA Tour Gdf . £16 99 

Plaiting. £1599 

Popului + Sm City £21,99 
Powarmanger £18 99 

Predator 11. £1599 

Prince of Persta £1599 

PUznic,.... £15 99 

R B.i Baseball ll ..... ,£17 99 

Railroad Tycoon . £23.99 

Rainbow islands . £14 99 

Robocop.. .£14.99 

Robocop II .... £1599 

R Type 11. £1699 

Savage Empire £1999 

Search For The £19 99 

Shadow of the Beast 91 £15 99 

Shadow Dancer £1699 

Shadow Warrior £1599 

Sim Earth. £1699 

Simpsons ... £15 99 

Ski or Die.,*....._ £1699 

Skull & Crosibone* £15 99 

Sty Spy. £15 99 

Spoce Ace. £2699 

Speedbaiiti. £1599 

Spirit o# EKCofibur £1999 

Star Control.... £1699 

Stor Trek V. £1699 

Strider 6„... £1599 

Super Corj II., ..£15 99 

Super Monaco C P .. £16.99 

Supremacy £19 99 

Swop. £1699 

Switch Blade ■ £15 99 

Swiv. ..£16,99 

Team Suzuki. £1599 

Team Yankee .... .. £19.99 

Terminator II. £1499 

Toil Drive III . £15,99 

Teenage Mur. Heroes.... £1699 

Their Finest Hour . £1999 

The Punisher.. £16 99 

The Simpsons__ £15 99 

laki... £15 99 

Torwdk The Warror. £15 99 

Total Recall £15,99 

Tournament Golf . £1699 

Turriccn.. ..... £9.99 

Turriccn II. £15 99 

Ultimate Ride £1699 

Ultimate V. £1899 

UMS II. £19 99 

UN Squadron £1599 

USS John Young £1699 

Vendetta...... £16 99 

Viz. £16 99 

Warlock The Avenger . £14 99 

Wings (half Mb] £18 99 

Wings jlMb] £18 99 

White Death 11 Me £1099 

Wolf Pock £1899 

Wbnderiond **«« £1899 

World or Wc* £1699 

Wralh af the Demon £1999 

Xiphos £1699 

Zillfax .... £16 99 

Z Out. £1699 

3D Construction Kit ..£2? 99 

3D Golf.£23,99 

4D Sports Boxing.£16.99 

688 Sub Attack .,£16.99 

AID Tank Killer.£22,99 

A& Deursyer^m |A D S | £1699 

Adidos Golden Shoe.£15.99 

AJFII..........£16.99 

Afrilrn (Corps ..£16 99 

Agony ..£18.99 

Alcatraz  £16 99 

Alpha Waves . £16 99 

AndHl King of Artcbshl China .£21,99 

Armalyte. ,.£1699 

Armour Geddon £16 .99 

Atomic Robo Kid £15 99 

A. W.S.O.M.E .£10 99 

Bock to the Future III.£16.99 

Barbarian II |P*ygJ.£16 99 

Bard Tale III.. ,.£16,99 

B. A.T,....£22,99 

Battle Bound , . .£16.99 

Battle Command .£15.99 

Bottle Chen £16 99 

Battle Chest II £16 99 

Bottle Howk 1942 £16 99 

Battle Master . .£ I 6.99 

Betrayal .£18.99 

Billy The Kid.£15.99 

Blade Wanitx.... ,,...,£16.99 

Blue Mo*. .£18,99 

Bomber Bob .£16,99 

Brain Bidder .£16.99 

Brat.£15 99 

Buck Rodgers £16 99 

Cadaver .  .£16 99 

Cadaver Levels Pay OH £10 99 

Cadaver Pay Off £10.99 

Captive £15 99 

Carve Up.£14.99 

Carthage. ,... £ 16.99 

CekaGTA Rally.£15.99 

Centurion. £16.99 

Chaos Strikes Bock £16 99 

Chase K.G__  £15 99 

Chose K O II . £15 99 

Chuck Rock £15 99 

Chuck Yeagers A.IF £16,99 

Colditz.....£1899 

Corporation ....£9.99 

Crime Wove £16 99 

Cruise for ihe Corps* £16 99 

Cybercon HI.£16 99 

Cyber Fight .£15 99 

Dorkmcn..£15.99 

Dos Boot.£21 99 

Dick Tracey.£15.99 

Disc. £15.99 

Drogons Lair.£26.99 

Dragons Lair ll (Tm#warpf,£26,99 

Dragon Wars ..£1699 

EMro Mistress of A# Dork £21 99 

Epic..... ,.....£15.99 

Eswal....£16.99 

Eye of the Beholder £16 99 

F15 Strike Eagle N.£23.99 

F16 Combat Pilot £16 99 

F19 Stealth Fighter......£19.99 

F29 Retaliator..,£15.99 

F117A .£21.99 

Feudal Lords.£16 99 

Final Conflict.£16 99 

Final Whuite.£6 99 

Flight of the Intruder.£19.99 

Future Basketball ,,£16.99 

Gauntlet HI.....,.,.£16.99 

Genghis Khan  .£21 99 

Gods........£15.99 

Golden Axe..£15.99 

Gold of the Aztecs.El 5 99 

Gun Boat .£16.99 

Gunship 2000.£21 99 

Hard Orton II....£14.99 

Harpoon [ 1 Mbj....£19 99 

Heroes Quest |IMb] ,£2l 99 

Hill Street Blues.*♦,..£ 15 99 

1 Ploy 3D Soccer.,.,£16.99 

Immortals ..15-99 

lm pedum..£16.99 

Indianapolis 500.£ 16.99 

Ini k* Hockey.£16 99 

Iron Lord...£15.99 

tihido.„..£18 99 

fvonhae..£ 14.99 

James Pond....£14 99 

Joe Montana Ftboll.£ 16.99 

Kick Off II (half Mb].£12.99 

Kick Off II (1Mb).£15 99 

Killing Cloud.£15.99 

Last Ninja III .£15.99 

Leisure Suit Larry III.....,£26,99 

Lemmings ...£15 99 

Line of Fir# .  £16.99 

Loom .. £1899 

Lost Patrol ...,,»....*„....T£14,99 

Lotus Esprit .  £15,99 

Ml Tank Platoon ..£19.99 

Mad Prof. Moriarti... £15.99 

Magnetic Scroll...£1 8.99 

Manchester Utd Europe £15 99 

Mega Traveller 1..£19,99 

Metal Master...£15.99 

Metal Mutant...,.,...£15,99 

Midnight Resistance.£14.99 

Midwinter.£19 99 

Mig 29 (Fulcrum)...£21 99 

Midwinter II.£23.99 

Moonstone .£21.99 

Moon base £22 99 

Monkey Island £16,99 

MUDS........£15 99 

Murder .«... £16.99 

Mystical ..£15.99 

Myth .,.£15-99 

Nam 1965 1975.£18,99 

Narc....„,JE 15,99 

Navey Seals.£15 .99 

Nighrbreed [Ad*}.£15.99 

NighttxeedfArcodel.£15,99 

Nigh (shift.16 99 

Ninja Rem-£14,99 

Nitro...,,£15 99 

Obiius. .,£21.99 

Operation Stealth.£16.99 

Op. Thunderbolt.£15.99 

Pang..  £15,99 

3-D Poof £8 99 

3 Stooges. £6.99 

After Burner. £699 

Arkanoid II £699 

Axel's Magic Hammer £6 99 

Baal £8 99 

Barbarian II. £6.99 

Batman Coped 

Crusader. ..£6.99 

BloPeraid. ..£4.99 

Blood Money £899 

Centrefold Squares £6 99 

Chuckle Egg 1 £8 99 

Chuckie Egg 2. £8 99 

Colossus Chess £7.99 

Continental Circus £699 

Corporation 

Mission Disk , £9 99 

Crozy Cars. £6 99 

D.Dbl Hone Rocing . £6 99 

D.Thompson Ofym.Chall.. £6.99 

Def. of the Crown £8 99 

Deluxe Strip Poker £6 99 

Double Dragon . £6 99 

Dragon Ninja. £6 99 

Forgotten Vfcrlds. £6 99 

Gauntlet II.. £6 99 

Gremlin If... ..£799 

Hard Drrvin\,... £6 99 

H. H *1 Guide to A* Galaxy ,£0 99 

Kick Off ■ Extra Time £6.99 

IK+. £6.99 

Last Ninja ll £6 99 

Leather Goddess of Photo* £6 99 

Licence to Kill. £6 99 

M Jockson Moon walker £6.99 

North 8 South. £6 99 

Toabin. £6 99 

Operation Waff . £6 99 

Outrun £6 99 1
 

s
 

a
 

£
 £899 

Phontoty World Dizzy £699 

Predator,,,.. £6 99 

RAC Lombard Rally £6.99 

Rombo 3.. £699 

Rood Busier ..£6.99 

R-Type. £6 99 

Run The Gauntlet £6 99 

Shadow of the Beast £8 99 

Silk Worm £6,99 

Speed bat £8.99 

Spell Book 4 to 9 yrs £6 99 

Super Hong On £6.99 

Super Off Rd Racing ,, £9 99 

Switchblade ......... £6.99 

Sword of Sodom. £8.99 

Table Tennis Sim £6 99 

TV Sports Footfeofl £0 99 

Thunderblode .. £6.99 

Treasure Island Dizzy £4 99 
Vigilante. £6 99 

W C Leader board. £6,99 

Wizbaii. £6.99 

Xenon . 

Xenon 2. ..£B 99 

Order Form 

Please charge my Access/Visa card no: Expiry Dole;. 

Amiga Format September 91 

Computer Titles Price 

Total 

Name .......Date . 

Address..,.. 

Post Code ..Tel: 

Please make cheques and/or postal orders payable to: lazer Software 
Credit card orders taken, 75p postage and packing, EEC countries add £2.00 per item. Non EEC countries add £3.00 per item. 

All items subject to availability. E, & O, E, 



Amiga Format 

issues with 

complete games! 

(jrT)) CDTVhm‘i Hi! 

- is this the 

future of home 

entertainment?; 

Graphics special 

report, and morel 

Rusl Two disks f 

Archipelagos - the 

complete game* 

Vaxjne - the 

complete game! And morel £5 00 

AMIGA 

AMIGA FORMAT BACK ISSUES 

1 0 Fhe gbmorous story of how 

I 0 mows become gomes, plus 

programming, AMOS in full and 

PioDrow 2. Bitmaps Brothers' 
CwfoweMtn the tovtiidisk. 

I WicOomam special issue 

\ who! it is, and how to moke 

the most of free software 

Plus fofofflfc demo and a 

complete PD gome on disk. 

| r fkpft and Mogrme mokes o 

I j brfloit playable demo from 

Imageworis. How to protect 

/ourself from viruses. Amigos and 

professional music studios. 

j / Huge feature on the CDTV, 
I 0 the future of home 

entertainment- Four Format Gold 

gomes including Rick Dangerous 7 

— and Capita is on the disk. 

1 Q If you're buying anew 

I 7 Amigo, new software or new 

hardware our "Know your Rights 

Feature helps you ovoid the 

pitfalls. Adventure ambitions with 
Champion of the florin demo. 

0 A Get the answers to all your 

L U softwore problems with M's 

complete guide to creative and 

serious software. Puzzle gome 

Jhe Power on disk, plus big news 

OTP and animation teviews. 

01 ll you've ever wonted to gel 

L I into graphics, this issue is 

the place ro start. Details ol all the 

best packages, plus Amigo artists 

and their tips. Big disk demos 

Moonshine facers and fypertooifc. 

True THE WOULD 
JUlP LHIN&C IT 

0 0 Sample it, scan it, grab it 

L L take rhe world and change 

it! A spectacular complete guide 

la taking sounds and images from 

the outside world. PIUS the 

Bitmap Brothers' Godson disk. 

0 f Discover the secrets and the 
L J techniques behind DTP, from 

making a farume to creating o 

fultaW glossy magazine. Play 
the amazing Meq&fomsnto on o 

very pocked Covenfck! 

Subscribers Club 

Please use the subscription order form below. Prices per issue include cover disk, packing and postage, UK - 

£4.00 (issues 18, 23 and 24 £5) Europe - £5,35 Rest of World - £7,65 , Sorry issues 1 - 11 are sold out. See panel for issue 

18, 23 and 24, which all came with complete games. What an amazing offer! 

You not only receive an excellent gift when 
you subscribe - you can also take 
advantage of our exclusive subscriber offers! 
An extra bonus or what? Just take a look! 

This month's special offer to subscribers is... 

AH-73M THUNDERHAWK 

Subs Club Price €20.99 
Save £10 on the RRP €30.99 
Fly a Thunderhawk chopper in the very latest 3D 
flight sim to hit the Amiga. Programmed by Core 
Design, this is a game with the emphasis or> 
combat action rather than bogging you down in 

the tiny dull details. It's easy to play, 
I controlled mainly from the mouse with 

very few keyboard commands needed to 
keep you airborne. The excellent 3D 

graphics will keep you locked into 
the on-screen action. With its 

careful blend of realism and 
playability, this is one for 

the action fans and the 
■ flight sim freaks too! 

ro 

AMIGA 
COLOUR 

ginunuHi 

MBinic 

j 7 24-bit graphics pat T6 
I / miBion colours at your 

command. Guides to ward 

processors and bard disks plus 

Indy SOO end Mag Oam 5ta 

NOT FORGETTING... 
AMIGA POWER BACK ISSUES 

WITH COMPLETE GAMES! 

Who do Renegade thrnk they are?. Work 
In Progress Birds Of Prey, The game I 

wish I'd written - veteran coders speak: 
flatbow islands Players Guide, over 40 new 
games reviewed, including Extle. Gods. Cybercon 
Hi Eye Of The Beholder Railroad Tycoon 
Plus? On the disk Bombuzal - the complete game' 

Creation, Bob , Populous If- Bullfrog 

interviewed, 20 Amiga classics for £10 99 
or less: Eric Matthews; Rainbow islands 

continued; over 40 new games reviewed, including 
Monkey Island. Switchblade II. Hero Quest. 
Wonderland Plus! On the disk: Kid Gloves the 
complete game1 

pat i Games 

wlOI }f^ 1 

coders make their 

predictions for 

games of ttte future. 

Air the big Xmas 

games renewed 

Plus* Two drsfcsf 

Jnterpliase - the 

complete garnet 

Total Recall - 

playable demo! 

Lemrrmgs - playable dernof And morel 
in; nn 

©236 page 

giant! 3D 

special 

How 3D games are 

created - The 

Assembly Une tell 

all, massive guide 

to 3D graphics, 

and morel 

Plus* Two disksl Balance Of 

Flower - the complete game! Atomrto - 

playable demo! 3D Construction Kit - 

useable demol And morel £5.00 



Receive one of 

these superb gifts 

Just look at all the 

benefits you gain 

when you subscribe 

when you subscribe You save time 

You save trouble 

to Amiga Format 

GODS An ^rrwing e*gtiC-AftQ^aoi*ing perform and 

puzzle game from the BftrnajD Brorhef s and the first 

release on rhe hlt-pac ked Renegade label - featuring 

intelligent aliens, difficulty lewis that respond to how 

weff you're doing and awesome graphics 

MAGIC POCKETS You've piayed the demo on rl>e Coverctok of (his very 

issue now gel fhe Bitmap Brothers1 latest m game as a gifti ft's a fun- 

filled romp through a platform land, seeking out toys to stuff tnio your 

amazing expanding pockets Get the game ifiai millions saw on fVs 

Mcrtormouthf 

You guarantee 

your copy 

You get it delivered 

You receive one of 

these superb 

software packages 

- as a gift! 

You get first crack 

at all special offers 

- normally at 

exclusive prices 

r 

DAY 8V DAY 

Comprehensive Me- 

organiser for hobbyists, 

home users, bursness users 

and educationalists alike A 
superb unity from DfGfTA 

niter national 

HO ME ACCOUNTS 
This home accounting 

package* witr help you plan 

and keep irack of al? your 

finances, you'll wonder 

how you eve*t managed 

without n 

All this for less than 

you pay at a UK 

newsagent!! 

SIMPLY COMPLETE THE COUPON IEIOW 

AND RETURN IT TO US ASAP. CAN'T WAIT? THEN PHONE OUR 

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE ON 0458 74011 FOR A FAST AND 

FRIENDLY SERVICE. 

YES! Please enter/renew my subscription to AMIGA FORMAT and send me the software of my choice... 

hi& as appropriate 

Pfernse note gtft software only apples to IS issue $uO$cfptton$ if you take the 6 issue option you am not entitled to a grit 

GODS MAGIC POCKETS HOME ACCOUNTS DAY BY DAY 

UK £39.95 EUROPE £69.20 REST OF WORLD E96.45 UK/6 ISSUES £19.95 

N.B. To ensure you receive your magazine and disk quickly and undamaged, all overseas subscriptions are sent Air Mail 

PLEASE ALSO SEND ME 

AMIGA FORMAT BACK ISSUES - C4 EACH (ISSUES 18, 23 AND 24 fS EACH | ,* ■ «. 

AMIGA POWER SACK ISSUES - C5 EACH mmmstequaml 1 1 

SUBS CLUB OFFER - THUNDERHA WK - £20.99 

13 14 15 16 17 IB 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

2 

E*tsMg subscribe** ptens* tfuoto rout wteiwnc* numb** turn yovt addw tabat_ 

TOTAL COST E _ ptosa remember to in&ud* a¥ Owns that you twa teAad ado** 

METHOD or PAYMENT 

O VMA/ACCESS canine DODO ODUO Cl H 1_L-1 .1 . ] Eapm 1.XJC CHEQUE make payable to Future Publishing Ltd 

NAME___________TELEPHONE NO 

ADDRESS____ 

__ ___POSTCODE _ 

Enclose litis coupon (together with your cheque if applicable) in an envelope to: Amigo Power Subscriptions, FREEPOST, Sonterton TATI 7BR, This coupon is valid uniH mh tyt***er 1 Ml AF/KWG/W1 



LEEDS 
COMPUTERS 

WEST YORKSHIRES PREMIERE 
AMIGA AND ATARI COMPUTER STORE 

AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR STAR CITIZEN COMMODORE ACORN & AMSTRAD 

Come and visit our show¬ 
room. Most of our products 

are on demo 

OPENING HOURS: 
OPEN MON-SAT 9 OOAM-5 30PM 

SUNDAY OPENING 11 .OOAM-3.0OPM 

THURSDAY NIGHT LATE TIL 7,30PM 

With I Meg of RAM plus over 

(300 worth of software 

only £469.99 

ROCTEC 3.5" 
I meg external dme. high quality 

■low none mechanism 

only £59.99 

CUMANA 3.5” 
I me-g external drive, high quality 

low noise mechanism 

only £59.99 

NAKSHA MOUSE 
The superior Hi-res m&uj* with ^ 

mouse mat. holder, and Operation 
Stealth. 2 year guarranfee 

£24.99 

NEW AMIGA A500 

CARTOON CLASSICS 
inc Lemmings* The Simpsons, 

Captain Ptanet. Detuxe Paint 3 and 
One Meg of RAM 

ONLY £379.99 

AMIGA A500 PACK 
Inc Workbench I 3, Mouse. TV 

Modulator* Leads, Extras disk. 

Manuals and Tutorial 

ONLY £309.99 

NEW AMIGA A500 
MEGA PACK 

inc Sim City + Terrain Editor, 
Populous + Promised lands, 

Their Finest Hour,Battle Chess 
Deluxe Paint 3 and 
One Meg of RAM 

ONLY £384.99 
CDTV IS HERE!!! 

ONLY£S59.99 
ON DEMO NOW!!! 
WE are a commodore 

AUTHORISED DEALER 
OF CDTV 

AMIGA 1500/2000 

NOW FROM ONLY £589.99!! 

AMIGA 1 500 With DPain[ III. Platinum 
Works. Battle Chess, Their fifiett Hour. 

Swn City + Ter ram Editor. 
Populous + Promised Lands Plus 

The Amiga Tips Book 

Only £679.99 

Full Amiga 1 500 package 
including 1 S00 taste unit. 1084 SD monitor 

and ALL software 

Only £919*99 
or £904.99 with Philips 8833 

monitor 

AMIGA 1S00 With 
Commodore 108450 mentorr but no 

entertainment or utility software 

Only £839.99 

QUANTUM 52 MEG Hard drwe 

Onty £359 99 fined 

Mm robotic* 0 UP Board wtdl 2 meg 

qf RAM expandable to 8 meg 

Only £179.99 
1 All our Amiga 1 500 packs come complete with two 3.5" floppy*. Workbench 

1.3. Mouse, Manuals and Separate Keyboard. 

SQUflK MOUSE 
Hi-res. hi quality micro - 

switched mouse <290 DPI) 

only £18.99 

SUPER SOFTWARE BUNDLE 
Their Finest Hour. 5*m City + Terrain Editor 

Populous + Pnwmted Lands 
and Battle Chess 

only £39.99 ! 

DELUXE PAINT III 
The merediNe paint and animation 

package 

Now only £39.99 

STAR PRINTERS NEW LOW PRICES! 
me (tee Std Centronics lead 

1 LC10 Mono 9 pin 144/36 cps. .£139.99 

IlC24-10 24 pin Mono 180/60cps... ......,**,..£199*99 

XB24-IQ 24 pin Colour 240/80cps, 
1 year on-site maintenance. Only £349.99 

LC24-200 Mono 24 pin 221/67 cps~ .£2-19.99 

LC24-20O colour 24 pin 222/67 cps... .£309.99 

LC200 Colour 9 pin 222/45cps.. .£214.99 

EPSON EPL7I00 LASER PRINTER 
Now with I Meg of memory at standard, expendable to 6 Meg 

300 ’ 300 resolution. 6 pages per minute, 
small footprint, I year on site warranty and free lead 

NEW LOW PRICE only £869.99 
CANON BJlOe BUBBLE JET PRINTER 

Near Laser quality output at a fraction of the price 

low noise, portable, and fast (83 cpi letter quality), inc free lead 

NEW LOW PRICE only £259.99 

FLEXIDUMP 
Printer Driver Utility 

for really stunning results in colour printer 
dumps 

only £35.99 

CITIZEN PRINTERS inc Free Lead 
124D Mono (24 pin) 144/40 cps..**.*....£ 199,99 

Swift 9 Mono (9 pin) 192/40 cps.,..£184,99 

Swift 24 Mono (24 pin) 192/64 eps„„„„...£279 99 

Swift 24X (24 pin 136 col).....£389.99 

Swift W24, 124D auto sheet feeder,.,....£85.00 

SPECIAL OFFER; colour upgrade FREE while stocks 
last (RRP £34.99) when you buy any Swift printer 

2 Year guarantee on all Citizens 

AMIGA PERIPHERALS 
ICO FLICKER FREE VIDEO 

jet rid of that irrluung flicker from jrour monitor 

only £249.99_ 
AMIGA A590 20 M*g far ASOO Inc 

2 Meg of Unpopulated RAM £289 -99 

inc 2 MEG of ram only £345*99 

I Vortex 40 Meg for ascxs.£299*99 

GVP hard disk controller card 
card for the Amiga 1 SOG/200G 

only £149.99 

MICROBOTICS hard disk controller 
card for 1500/2000 only £ 119.99 

QUANTUM hard drives 
52 Meg.£239 99 

IDS Meg.£369.99 
KJd the tenet Of a tonvelMv curd ft* O'* fu* lyicen- 

THE COMPLETE COLOUR 
SOLUTION BY ROM BO 

incredible value with RGB Splitter, Vidi 
Amiga and Vidi Chrome, 

only £149.99 
RENDALE 8802 GENLOCK the 

original high quality genlock 

£179.99 
£34.99 

NEW LOW PRICES ON 
3.5"QUALITY BULK AND 

BRANDED DISKS 
All our disks are GUARANTEED FOR A 

LIFETIME, and are CailHEBlMX 
ERROR FREE Both Verbatim and KAO 
double sided, double density disks are 

recognised as being of the highest quality 
in magnetic media. 

VERBATIM BULK KAO BRANDED 

10.. .£499. ..*.£6,99 
25. .£10.99. ...£13 99 
SO. .£19,99.. .*,**,*„ ,,£25.99 
100. .£3699. . .£44.99 
200 . .£69.99.. ..£84.99 
300,,. .£99.99 ..._£ 124.99 
400. .£123.99. *.*,**™*.**.*«£ 159,99 
500. ,,....£144 99. .£189.99 
1000 .£26999 .£329,99 

Disk Labels.500..... now only £6 99 

only 
Mode switch bon lor 8802 or HfrM 

HBM GENLOCK similar in spec to 
the Rendale 8802 but with 
free Home Tiller software 

only £159.99 
NEW NAKSHA 

HAND SCANNER 
Hl-res <400 DPI) me Daatasrain software 

only £149.99 

Disk labels....JODO -now only..£9.99 

RAM CHIPS 
256*4 ideal for A590 & I MEG by I 

chips suitable for 8 up boards & others. 
QTY 

4 +. .£4.99 1 MEG by 8/9 
B+. .£479 SIM boards 

1 16+. .,.£449 only £39*99 

SUPRA 
RAM EXPANSION 

The ultimate Amiga A500 expansion 
Take your A50O up to 9 Mb Fits 

onto the side expansion port Auto 

configured, software patching 

8 Mb pop to 2 Mb**£ I 94.99 
8 Mb pop to 4 Mb*,£294.99 
8 Mb pop to 8 Mb.*£489,99 

ASHCOM 1*8 MEG RAM 
Tik* your AMO up w 2 i meg* weal RAM 

wnift dvi easy to At board 

UNPOPULATED ..£34,99 

SI IK POPULATED.,****...... £52.99 

I MEG POPULATED,,.-.,,.-.. £89.99 

1.5 MEG POPULATED..£106.99 

FULLY (2 MEGS)..,.,.£ 124.99 

* AddfeOflfll Gary tuppfcfd with 

On* me* expansion or abox* * 

5I2K RAM EXPANSION 
Top quality memory fxpans.cn for ch* A&00 

ifK battery backed clock and orvofl pwAcb that 

can be mourned iniwmafy or externally 

This RAM rtpmiion will mjt void your 
Amiga warranty. 

ONLY £29*99 

MAIL ORDER ? 
Order by telephone quoting your credit 
card number. If paying by cheque please 

make payable to FIRST CHOICE 

TEL. 0532 637988 
FAX. 0532 637689 

EMULATORS 
KCS Power Board FOXT Emulator me 

Dos 4.01 Wilt not invalidate your warranty 

only £218.99 
AT ONCE PC EMULATOR 

Turn your Atn^a mto an l&M AT compatible with this 
easy to fn emulator 

A500 version,**••***£ 174.99 
A1500 version*.£229*99 

MONITORS 
SAMSUNG VGA MONITOR 

WITH FLICKER FIXER 
ONLY £499,99 

COMMODORE 1084 SDI 
640 * 2S6 Lmei Resolution 

Green Scree*! Facility. Stereo sound 

£254.99 

PHILIPS CM8833 MK2 
640*200 bnet Resolution 

Stereo sound. Green Screen Facility 

£234.99 
Ore year on-site warranty 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
Imagine the ultimate 3D animation 

rendering system 2 Meg ftec, 
only £174.99 _ 

Platinum Works powerful integrated 
business pack inc Scribble W/P, Analyse 

Spreadsheet with graphics. Database. 
Telecommunications and sideways 

printing Only £59,99 

Word worth the latest highly 
acclaimed WYSIWYG word pro cess or 

multiple fonts, powerful cheasaurus, 
large spellchecker 

only £89.99 

Penpal, this best seeing W/P 
Incorporates many features found in 

DTP Also includes a database. 

Now only £64.99 

Pro Video Plus, probably the best 
video tiding package available 

only £149.99 
Page Setter Version 2. powerful DTP 

at an affordable price 
only £49.99 

New AMOS games Compiler 
now you Can supercharge AMOS 

programs only £24.99 

Pagestream Version 2 
Powerful professional DTP package. 

£139*99 
Deluxe punt III .. now only £39 W 
AMOS the Games Creator.... 
Sequencer One.. 

£38 99 
£74 99 

Music X Version .. £10999 
Digtwiew Gold Version 4. ..„.£l 09 99 
Pretext Version S W/P. ... £109.99 
Home Accounts.. £24 99 
C.B Route Journey planner. . .,£14 99 
Superbase Personal 2. £39 99 
Superplan spreadsheet ™ .... £34.99 
30 Construction Set. £41 99 
JO Text Animate.. £19 99 
Text Scroker... ... £19 99 

Please address all 
correspondance to: 

DEPT AF, UNIT 8, ARMLEY PARK 
COURT, OFF CECIL ST, ARMLEY, 

LEEDS LSI2 2AE 

WHY FtRST CHOICE? 

* All prices include VAT and fast delivery 
* All products are genuine UK spec. 
* Free postage UK mainland 
* Next day delivery only £3.00 extra ! 
* Goods despatched same day as order 

unless otherwise stated. 

Pterional Cheque! Will Require 

Clearance Before We Can Despatch 

Tour Goods. Aft Prices Correct At 

Tune Of Going To Press. All Item! 

Lined In Our Advertuments Are Ex 

Stock Ready To Ship Unless W* 

Otherwise Computer! Are Always 

Tewed Before Despatch „q 



*** MIW! * LIFE ORGANISER NEW! “* 
This package wit! reaHy make a difference to the efficiency of ^our III* \jf* organise*" is beautrMiy 

designed, easy to use and yet sophisticated powerful and intelligent This program is skilfully structured 
to lake everything yog wish to remember end present it in a useful and friendly way Calendars (Any 
year month Irom 1 AD to 3000AD1) address book, label address primer, diary, reminders, birthdays, 
anniversaries trite. payments record of spending, appointments, meetings notes, memoirs, daily 

timetable, set up your own system etc etc Powerful search lactbties will automatically hunt down the 
information you want Cassette recorder type controls allow you lo step through your information 

Powerful MDE facility (Minimum Data Entry] allows you search, cross reference and copy information 
between entries. Entries only need to be entered once for regular events e g weekty. monthly etc Ideal 

lor business or home use Once you have used "Lite organiser you will be lost wnthoul rt1 Every 
package comes with a tutorial booklet and example files Qua% software at f! f .9 S 

THE HEW - "BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO AMIGADOS" 
This is a clear and well thought out guide lo AmjgaDOS ll is a highly effective way to lake you Irom a 
beginner to an expert on Amiga DOS M takes you by simple steps, with many examples ihrough the 

powerful Amiga DOS commands The emphasis is on learning through experience and doing - nol just 
reading like most other books In no time at all you will master a lasl. powerful and customised operating 
system you can easily include your own pictures, messages and programs This very popular package 

has now bean COMPLETELY updated lo cover all AmigaDOS versions. The package consists of a 
guidebook, a tutorial DISC, a crib card and many other exerting end interesting programs The guide 

includes an incredibly fast picture loader, a password system a gallery ol high quality pictures, a variety 
of bool up sequences, olher high quality programs and much, much more .Quids bock. Disc. Onboard 

etc only Ell-15 

WIZARD'S GUIDE TO BASIC 
This guide is a quick, effective and enjoyable way to learn Basic Your confidence and skills wil rise 

rapidly in no time at an you will be writing impressive programs The guide has a sophisticated electronic 
book You can get help in the f&rm of (e*i. moving demonstrations, graphics, sound or speech with just 
a touch of a button The course starts at beginner leve l and carefully rises to expert level You will learn 
to master graphics, colour, sound, movement speech windows menus, dataprocessmg etc Hundreds 
of example programs and demos are included on me two discs This is a value packed package which 

will leave you with a wealth gi knowledge and expertise - M 1*11 

MASTERPIECE 
The great paintings of the world are displayed Oh your Amiga using thousands ol colours in pictures of 
outstanding quality THE BEST PICTURES I HAVE EVER SEEM ON THE AMIGA" reported a recent 

review Two discs packed kiB o< pictures and comprehensive notes take you on an enriching trip into the 
world ol ad Outstanding value * £1.11 

— NEW DIMENSION! *** 
Some of the most impressive ©heels yel seen on an Amiga You win find that graphics and pictures float 
before your eyes m front ol your screen' The depth ol the pictures extends up to ten feet into the screen ’ 

These fantastic effects have to be seen to be believed included on the disc are generous numbers of 
3D pictures, 3D graphics. 3D games and a 3D art program We even provide a lutonal lo help you 

design your own 3D effects on a pamt package or write your awn 3D programs Included in this excellent 
package are two pairs Of 30 specs Normal price E13 9£> Thii hmrli only £ 11.11 

EXTRA VALVE! 
Buy two or more of the above product! and benefit from the following discounts 2 products ■ 11 

discount, 3 products £1 rfittMNl, 4 products 14 discount ere 
Discounts qre given on the TOTAL value of the order 

UK P&P FREE and by FIRST CLASS post Overseas orders wekome ■ Europeans please odd 5 Op 
Outside Europe please add £1.50 for airmail Afl payments in pounds sterling please 

Cheques / P.O. '» lo. WlZOril Software {Dept. IAF5| 
20, Hadrion Drive. R&dhifli. Exeter, Devon. EX4 1SR 

HARDWARE U.K. ONLY 
(fit* delivery, courier £5,00] 

AMIGA PACK 1: ri Meg of memoryh 
AMIGA A500 SCREEN GEMS 
TV moilulalor Bia*1 II. toys ol TTiundw 

MALL ORDER SOFTWARE SPECIALIST 
LEISURE 

AMOS Gam# Creator 
Aimrod Beaal 
Armoor Goddpn 
atfii 

N^torwd. B«k to the Putura H, D*iuk 2.JJ L* T' Sr"n 
li.mouwm*4 F>Dg«n» JWM Bow* !. 
AMIGA PACK 2: (IMe-g of Memory) 
A500 Cartoon Classics TV Mod 

3«90 
15 50 

ULTIMA V 
UM5 ll 

..26*9 
ie.*e 

Wondsnarvn i MD) ...20.e& 

17 99 GRAPHICS 4 VIDEO AMIGA 

Cap'n Pianel, L«nmings. Bait Simpson. 

CENTURION 
Chaw HQ il 
Chock Hock 

DPflim ill, Mouse Mgi 3tw 99 Corporation 
Cyberran 3. 
DAMOCLES 

.53900 Dauiarcs 

AMIGA PACK 3r 
Basic ASOO Plus fO same-s 

AMIGA PACK 4: Basic ASQO .319.00 Elite 
ATARI LVN X GAM E CONSOLE 79 90 G O O S 
PHILIPS MKII STERtO MONITOR . 2*9 90 Gdcten As* 
C8MWW’«45 MONITOR *L£AD 26*00 ™E5*,I 
AS90 HARO Ofl IVt 274 99 5£ 2! 1 **'*'*' 

t MEG EX PANSION- CLOCK 34 99 KiSTnoGBrn* Stow 
Carnmodwa I "SMeg RamCkn* 59 00 Ummirni 
EXTERNAL 3 5" DISK DRIVE 69 99 Lotus TurtM 

19999 Mega lo Mania 
14*99 

il If 30 Coostrudton Kit.3S99 
" r? DELUXE PAINT III (PAL) (1MB; 59.90 -- 

■ REAL THINGS BIRDS 1-2 22 90 
’Things Humans .22 90 

DELUXE VIDEOIII (PALHi MB). S9.90 
iyil Oi^ipainrilHPALf .59.00 L>IQI( 

£ OIGIVIEW4 - Dg.paml (PAL) 92.99 
7« PHOTON PAINT < PAL > .13 W 

Professional Draw 2 <i MBi . .99 90 
_ 16.39 Pro vidvo Plus . 179 00 

Pro video Post . 199.00 17 49 
17.49 
17 49 MUSIC APPLICATIONS 

M&stersound 0-gitizur 35 90 
MUSIC X U K VERSION t 1 91 99 
Mu* Intarfacfi - Loach . 29 95 
MIDlUad. ....... .2.99 

ATONCE PC Emulator 
CITIZEN 1200 * PRINTER 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24 COLOUR 
Star LC 200 Cmeur 

■MP PGA Tour Goil 
235 00 Pegutowt * Skn Dty 

335» POWERMQNGER 
Power Up Comolafon 
Pro Tanma Tour 2 

SPECIAL OFFERS re aj Shadow rk ih. Baaiin - T Srwi 2399 KtowwdaS 
r „ Spoce Hamw n ig 91 ***** Bexar T^wig Tutor 
$99 SPEEDBAlL 11 “ - 
599 SWlV 
9 99 Taarr SoluM 
5 99 *EENAGE MUTANT TURTl£S 
8 99 Tm* SOKEW 

Rwt> 
599 Trad 11 Tair s UwnacaSae 
9 95 XENOMOPlPH 

jj* ADVENTUflf ftPG 4 SIMULATION AMGA 

6 " SARDS TALE I 
8LOOOWYCH 

Amegas I Arhanod done': 
Artol CNWS... 
Sack To The Future ll ...... 
Samar-ar ijutaceL ... 
Bath* Yan*v 
ftm* PTdfSCt KStart 1 2 only 7 99 
Data Storm...™___ 
Days or Tnundw .. 
Dungeon Omni 
e-Moftor.. 
Exoion 6 99 

—*r 1.. 9 99 
Grand Monti** Sian- 5 99 
Her&w of vw Lance 1 2 only 
KerGiovea .... 

17 99 
9.99 

13 49 

1749 BUSINESS i EDUCATION 

DiatanlSun* .39 95 
!; 2 FUN SC HOOl 2 Under 63 
"Y9 6 B $ Of over 8 5 14 29 
M 99 FUN SCHOOL 315S-7 w ttv* 7', . 17 29 
20 99 GOLD OlSK OFFICE 96 90 
20 99 Httorr ease _ J6.» 
17 49 Home Accounts 20 99 

35 90 
20 99 

17 ll Micro GCSE " “ 
17 49 MATHS FRENCH or ENGLISH 21 90 
tT J PEN PAL (RALH1 MBi SS 99 
tfi PROTEXT V4 3 dec i M0 « 90 

PROTEXT V50 tU8 
lllPALHl MBj 
2 1 (l MB 

8 99 
1599 
T599 

103 90 
46 90 

13® 90 
ll w ProfwMinat Page 2 (1 MB' 14? 90 
^99 Supenjaw Prof 2 11 o# 2 MB 239 90 

Nfliherwortet 
Mwcenary 
Mi^ipprpw Soccer 
Powenkay 
RVF Honda 
Shufflepuc^ Cafe 
Slayer. 
Tefrofpods 
Tower Of ®at»l 
^ynaps. .. . 

. . .. . . . ___ (1 MS 
7 99 Cnnlalt ol Ar&ore* 
5 99 Oung^m M«Ber t? MB 
5 99 Eye m ine Behottw 11 MBJ 
4W F.IB COMBAT PILOT 
tog F-T5S»r*e Eagle 

F 19 Stealth F«gfitw 
5 ^ Flight ol the intruder 

Fight Sen II 799 

■ 31 99 
164 90 

17 99 WOfiOWORTH B® 99 
9 49 WORKS PLATINUM 99 50 

1990 Workfigncf1 1 3 Software * Uarua 14 90 
1790 
17 90 QUALITY JOTSTJCKS 4 ACCESSORIES 

Amga-u* Serial Cate.12 99 
Cdour R«»n(LClO> 6 90 
ComoPreSWO .13 29 

20 90 E'rtri (deer, autoi 14 20 
Soper PwriMtir*. suawi 14 29 

27 90 D'Sk D#Prt Cleaning K* _____ 5.99 
599 Souihern u K .Europe Scenery 1399 *500 Dyii Cover 4 96 
S 99 The Immonai (1 MB) . 15 99 ' 
4.99 Red Storm Rieirg.14 99 
$ 99 Seerei at Morwey Island ' * “ 
7.99 Sfkrtt 04 ExeaNbur i f MB> 

T5$g Mouse Mai.4.95 
_ N akaha Mouse . 23 99 
17 99 100 Capedly LockaNe DtsK bo* 9 99 
2099 10 0 5'DSDDDttka* laOets 6 95 

Please Send Chequet/Pottat Orders to: 

HAMMERSOFT (DEPT F) 

47 MILL ROAD, 
HETHERSETT, NORWICH, 
NORFOLK NR9 3DS 

Titles Available on 
Request! 
ORDERSl 

TEL (0603)812416 

* = Available on Release 
Prices include VAT A 1ST CLASS 

POSTAGE IM U.K. 
(Europe pleas* add tt.00 per hem) 

Return of 

Access, V/sa, Eurocard & Mastercard Accepted. Cheques Subject to clearance 

KCS POWER 
INCLUDING 

MS-DOS 4.01 DOS HELP 
Shelf ■ Manuals 

GWBasic (No Manual) 

PC BOARD 
INCLUDING 

1 Meg On-board Ram Plus 
Half Meg Ram Disk 

Battery Backed Clock In 
Arrkga and PC Mode 

SPEED 

COMPATIBILITY 

STABILITY 
CONVENIENCE 

'Fastest Screen update of any Amiga PC Emulator 
Taster than many 2B6 AFs" 

"Excellent. All the stw I tried ran perfectly* 

"20 20 Faultless operation from day 1" 

'Unbeaten. !or a plain plug n- go PC emulator 

AtCEMarch 91 

A Format Oct 90 
C Shqpper Feb 9t 

A Shopper June 91 

there «s no competition" Computer Shopper Fm 91 

ALL UPGRADES ARE SOFTWARE BASED ~ 

NOW SUPPORTING MORE HARD DRIVES - RING FOR DETAILS 

ONLY £199.99 Excl VsL {Postacje Inc!) (£234.99 Incl) o 

Bit con Devices Ltd, 88 Bewick Road, Gateshead, NE8 IRS. UK. 
Tel: 091 490 1919. Fax: 091 490 1918 

Trade Enquiries Welcome, UK & Export. See our main Ad nexi month 

Matrix Software Club 

SOFTWARE BUYING PHOBIA 
BANISHED FOREVER! 

Our 2i thousand registered members will tell you that our service »s unique Not lor them the 
lear of spending big money on software and risking disappointment because WE LL BUY BACK 
ANY THEY DON'T WANT WeVe got I he classics and I he latest, I he leisure and the serious for 
Atari ST. Amiga, and IBM/PC (3f" disk only). 

If you suffer from software buying phobia send lor our membership information pack enefosmg a 
large s.a.e, and stating your machine to the address below and while you're at it why not gel a 
taste of this month's members competition. 

YOU COULD WIN Cl00 CASH! 
If you are not yet a member simply telephone the Matrix Cash line on 0836 403607" and listen You wilt 

need a pen and paper. Calls cost 34p/mm cheap and ASp-'min other times, (ask the phone owner) 

Matrix Leisure Services, Dept AF9, Unit 4 Mill Studio Business Centre, 
Crane Mead, Ware, Herts, SGI2 9PY Tel: 0920 444224. 

MATRIX - WORKING FOR MEMBERS 

STOP PRESS 

4St31p^j§| 
HIGH QUALITY TYPE, 100% 

GUARANTEED ERROR FREE 

40 cap disk box...£3.25 80 cap box.£375 
Mouse mats.£1.75 Dust Covers.£3.95 

PLEASE ADD POSTAGE AND PACKING £3.50 

Tel: 0SS8 818500 
ABS DISK SUPPLIES 
193 Brampton Roadr 

Carlisle, Cumbria CA3 9AX 
VISA 

IL Jl 

[WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN) 
A £50 MAIL ORDER VOUCHER 

DIAL 0898 886 200 NOW 
U. O. D. Ltd CA2 5BB 

Calls charged at 34p per min cheap/45p peak 
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AMIGA ADVICE (5 

Answerfile 
Are you in need of some quick answers to common queries? 

Pat McDonald comes up with the goods in this month's question- 

and-answer session. 

QVVhal Is the difference between hardware 

and software? 

Hardware is a term which covers anything 

physical related to computers. So primers, com* 

puters. silicon chips, disk drives and so on are all 

regarded as hardware. The technical definition of hard¬ 

ware is. "You can kick it". 

Software is the term used for programs and data. It 

really is nothing more than a particular sequence of 

numbers and it can exist in many different forms. 

These sequences of numbers can be stored on disk, 

read into a computer, hacked-up to a tape streamer, or 

printed out. However, the software remains the same - 

a sequence of numbers.. It doesn't matter w hether if s a 

picture, a sound sample or a program - these are 

regarded as software. 

The difference between them is that hardware is 

unchangeable - it cannot he reprogrammed, changed or 

tweaked w ithout completely changing it. Software, on 

the other hand, can be altered and twisted around; soft* 

ware is much more flexible than hardware. Thai’s why 

one is soft, and the other is hard! 

All at the above are hardware - physical equipment that 
you can touch (or hit In frustration when it malfunctions). 

There is one other category, firmware. On some 

computers (the Amiga included! you can plug-in car* 

tridges which contain programs. These programs are 

stored on chips called ROMs (Read Only Memory) 

and cannot be changed w ithout changing the chip. 

Ql’m annoyed as hell because my Amiga has 

had to be sent back to be repaired. It was 

still under warranty and it’s been away for ages. 

What should I do? 

It’s simple: COMPLAIN, Commodore s repair 

company FMG have never had a particularly 

good reputation (they had an A500 of ours for over six 

months!), Commodore appoint their ow n repair com¬ 

pany and so they should have some say in the matter, 

so I suggest you write to them regarding the problem. 

If enough people complain, something might actu- 

ally get done. If s no good just belly-aching to anybody 

- talk to the people who are responsible for the long 

delays. The address to write to is: Steve Franklin, 

Commodore UK. The Switchback, Gardner Road. 

Maidenhead. Berks SL6 7XA. 

Ql’ve got a lot of program disks that don't 

work anymore. They are originals, not 

copies. How do I get them working again? 

The best thing to do is 10 go back to the shop 

where you bought the product from. Normally 

they'll he only too happy to replace ii with the same 

program, assuming that they have a replacement in 

stock. They might have to send it back to the distribu¬ 

tor. but you should do this as early as possible. 

If it's a game that* s a year older or more, then the 

distributor may not be able to find a copy . The best 

course of action in this case is to get in touch with the 

software house. Nearly all of them prim their address 

land usually the telephone number) in the manuals, 

usually in extremely small print. 

Ql bought a second-hand printer dirt cheap 

without a manual, and I can't get it to work 

with my Amiga. Help! 

Buying anything second-hand is a gamble 

You’ve no guarantee that it works m the first 

place: if you see it working in one place, it might break 

on the way home. The manufacturer might Have gone 

out of business, the printer may not even plug into the 

mains (it could he for use in another country for all you 

know ) and without a manual, you’re stuck. 

If this happens to you. then you’ve got do some 

detective work. For a start, inspect the primer very 

closely. Usually, the manufacturers name and address 

will he on their somewhere. Write to ihem and ask for 

the price of a manual (and it will cost you. not forget¬ 

ting the postage and delivery charges). 

Look at ihe connector where the Amiga connects to 

the printer. If it’s marked “centronics" or parallel, and 

is wide and flat with a tongue running across the cen¬ 

tre, then it's a parallel primer and you should get a 

normal Amiga primer cable. 

If it's got 25 holes or pins. 13 on the top row and 12 

on the bottom, it’s probably a serial printer (it might be 

marked "RS232’\k Get an Amiga serial cahle. some¬ 

times called a null modem cable, 

QFve heard that my Amiga is a 16-bit com¬ 

puter - what exactly docs this mean? 

Inside every' computer there is one chip that 

tells all the others what to do. This chip actually 

takes all the decisions and gives all the orders - it’s 

called the central processor unit, micro processor unit 

or sometimes just the processor. 

In the Amiga, the central processor unit is a 

Motorola 68.000 chip. And inside it, all information 

(whether pictures, programs, data, text, animations, 

blah blah) is stored as binary' numbers - little logical 

on and offs of electricity. 

The 68.000 can handle binary numbers of up to 16 

digits long without any fancy tricks, so it's called a 16- 

bit chip. And that’s the reawn why the Amiga is a 

16-bit computer. 

However, when you have a different processor (a 

68020. 68030, or 68,040) then the picture changes. 

These chips are 32-bit. that is they can add. divide, 

multiply and subtract binary numbers of up to 32-bits 

long. That’s why they’re so good. 

Not just twice as good - every time you add a 

binary digit, the number doubles, so they can process 

numbers 65.536 limes greater than a standard 68,000 

without resorting to exotic programming. 

An accelerator board can handle numbers 65,536 limes 

larger than a standard Amiga processor. 

QIs It worth buying u head-cleaning kit for my 

floppy disk drive? 

Alt depends, 1 would only use a drive cleaning kit 

about once every two years because they tend to 

gradually abrade the heads in the disk drive. The real 

problem with them is after pulling the cleaning fluid on 

the cloth disk, because once you insert the disk into the 

Amiga the drive stops rotating! By continually reboot¬ 

ing your Amiga, though, with the cleaner in the drive, 

you should do the job. 
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What is an emulator? 

A An emulator is usually a piece of hard or soft¬ 

ware which will let you use programs, that is 

designed for other computers, on your Amiga, 

Normally you're Amiga can only use Amiga programs. 

Emulators exist for the Mac (AMax II - 

Entertainment International 0268 541126 K ST 

(Medusa and Chameleon - No UK supplier yen and 

IBM PC (ATOnce. Vortex/Silica Shop. 081*309 1IH), 

An alternative PC emulator that is extremely good and 

easy to fit is the KCS board, but it only works on an 

A5TO (Biteon Devices 091-490 1919). 

In addition, there are many software-only emulators 

available through the PD libraries. Ones for the ST* 

Commodore 64. ZX Spectrum and even the Sinclair 

QL can be bought on disk for a few pounds, (although 

normally you need some extra hardware too) and is 

available from the program writers, 

QI base heard of programs that let you use PC 

and ST disks with the Amiga (not to run pro* 

grams, just to swap files). What are they and where 

can I gel them from. 

A Yes. they do exist. DOS 2 DOS and XDOS 

(pronounced “cross dos") are available from 

various software retailers - check the adverts in this 

issue. An alternative PD version exists, called 

The ATOnce emulator is one of the trickier emulator* to fit 

— it invalidates your warranty.Fee experienced users only. 

To actually do this reading in of sounds, you need a 

program. Most sound samplers have the software on a 

disk, which you load up to sian sampling sound. 

However, because sound samplers are all so similar, 

you can use different sound samplers with different 

sampling programs. 

In short, if you are thinking of buy ing a sound sam¬ 

pler. then make sure that it comes supplied with some 

sampling software as well. The best sampling software 

to get is AudioMaster III. Also, if you have an A1000. 

then make sure that you get a sound sampler that is 

compatible with your machine, because most of them 

are not. Datel still do A1000 sound samplers. 

Date! 0782 744324. 

Q] have just bought a printer* and I can*! 

seem to find a driver for it wilh Preferences. 

Tve tried every different driver, what do 1 do? 

A First, don’t panic. Some primer drivers are so 

obscure that tracking them down can take 

months. You can’t really blame the computer - there 

are so many different makes and types of printer. 

The good news is you do set some extra printer 

drivers with your Amiga. They ’re hidden on the Extras 

disk - so dig out the back-up that you made of it 

The first thing to do is start the compute* up with 

Workbench, and make another copy of Workbench to 

alter. Once you have a copy tsce the Coverdisk pages 

for how to copy disks)* make some space on U The 

Te<hnon>und is probably the bast sound sampler to buy 

for Ike price - and whan you1 re sick of fhe software, you 

con gel AvdbMast&r III software and use that instead* 

easiest way to do this is to drag a few of the less than 

useful icons to the Trashcan - things like the calcula¬ 

tor* the Soy program. 

Don’t forget to click on the Trashcan to highlight it. 

Then select Empty Trash’ from the Disk menu. Now 

you should have some space on the disk. 

Next* double click on the Shell icon. Primer drivers 

always live in a directory called Printers, which is 

always in a directory called Devs, which doesn’t have 

an icon - you can’t see it from Workbench, You have 
to use the Shell. 

To do the actual copying, just type in this one line 

and press Return at the end;- 

Copy al1 from Extras1.3:devs/printers 
to Workbench!.3 sdevs/princers 

This copies all of the printer drivers front Extras onto 

your Workbench disk. If you specify different disk 

names, you can copy them onto any disk. For example: 

Copy all from Extrasl*3:devs/printers 
to DeluxePaintIVidevs/printers 

To get rid of the Shell, type this and press Return key: 

endcli 

You’ll notice I've used disk names, rather than device 

names (DF0:). It is wise to specify the exact name of a 

disk followed by a colon, then the directories separated 

by backslashes. If any names have a space in them, 

then you must put quotation marks around the lot: 

Copy all from Extras!-3 :da vs/printers 
to 'My diskidevs/printers' 

You may find that you have not made enough space on 

the Workbench disk - the computer may come back 

with a "Volume Workbench 1.3 is full/' message. In 

which case make more space on the Workbench disk 

by disposing other utilities. Then try again. 

Once you have all the drivers, test ihem out by 

using Preferences to alter the driver. If none of them 

work, then it’s quest time: phone PD libraries, talk to 

everyone you know, write to the printer manufacturer 

and either get hold of one or die trying. 

Messy DOS (although I'm not too sure if this works 

with ST disks as well). 

They work by assigning different names to your 

disk drives. So if you put a PC disk into your internal 

disk drive, you would call it "PC0:" rather than 

"DFG:’\ Of course, they only work with Workbench- 

friendly programs, but for virtually all word 

processors, paint programs, databases and so on they 

work very well* 

Now you know what they're called. I suggest you 

peruse the adverts in this magazine to find a local sup¬ 

plier. they will be able to help you both with selling 

you a product and setting it up (they require alienations 

to your start up-sequence). 

QVVhat is a sound sampler - hardware or soft¬ 

ware? Do you know where can 1 gel hold of 

one for my AI OIK)? 

A Strictly speaking* a sound sampler is a piece of 

hardware. It’s a box that plugs into the Amiga 

(usually through the parallel port), and it's to read in 

sounds from the real world* and ‘digitise’ them - turn 

them into numbers. 

QI ha*e an Action Replay II cartridge and I would like to get a hard drive lhat works with it (mv car¬ 

tridge is plugged into the hard drive* which is plugged into my A500i, Can any hard drive do this? 

A Sadiy* no. No hard drive I’ve ever tested can do this - even the SupraDrive 500XP* which has a connector 

apparently suitable for the Action Replay, The reason for this is uncertain, hut it could be this„. 

Both the freezer cartridge and the hard drive contain ROM chips, where they store their programs. If you con¬ 

nect two ROMs to the same connector, then they clash. Unfortunately, the A50G only has one connector* on the 

left-hand side* so you’ve got a bit of problem. 

The Action Replay if not unfortunately, compatible with the SupraOriver 500XP (it dots pit the other hand work with 
other expansions though)* 
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PREMIER MAIL ORDER 
TiHes marked ’ are not yet available and will be serif on day of release. 

Please send cheque/PO/Access/Visa No. and expiry date to: 

Dept AF9, Trybridge Ltd., 8 Buckwins Sq., Burnt Mills, Basildon, Essex. SSI3 1BJ 
Please state make and model of computer when ordering. P&P inc. UK on orders over £5.00. less ffron £5.00 and 

Europe add £1.00 per rfem. Elsewhere please add £2.00 per item for Airmail These offers are available Mail Order only. 

Telephone orders: Mon-Fri 9am-7pm. Saturday 7 0am‘4pm. Fax orders; 0268 590076. Tel orders: 0268 590766 

147 3D Snooker * ..16.99 
3D Construction Kit....,. 32:99 
3D Pool.....      7.99 
4D Boxing *.. J 6.99 
4D Driving *.      16.99 
6BB Attach Sub......   16.99 
African Raiders ..  6.99 
Afterburner.. ..6.99 
Airborne Ranger.9,99 
Amos 3D *.     .24.99 
Amos Compiler *_     19.99 
APB.6.99 
Arachnaphobia *.6-99 
Arkanoid 2....6 99 
Armour Geddon..16.99 
Assault on Alcotraz *.16.99 
Awesome .*.**..*,..**.......... 14 99 
Back to the Future 3 ..... 16 99 
Bards Tale 2.     8.99 
Bards Tale 3...****.„,*„*,....16.99 
Batman Coped Crusader.6.99 
Batman the Movie..7.99 
Battle Chess 2 * ...... .19.99 
Bottle Command...............16,99 
Beastbusters *.   16 99 
Betrayal ,*.*...****.******..**,*•*.*.*.19.99 
Big Gome Fishing *.  ............16,99 
Billy the Kid * ..  16,99 
Birds of Prey * .26.99 
Blazing Thunder.. .6 99 
Blue Max...   19 99 
Brat.*..., 16 99 
Budokan.....,8 99 
Cadaver..*.***.**.***.*.*.16:99 
Cadaver Data Disk...*,*.**.9,99 
Californio Games.**.,*.*.*.  ,6,99 
Castles * 19.9? 
Captive **„*...16.99 
Carrier Command .. 7.99 
Cor Vup. 9.99 
Centurion... 16.99 
Chaos Strikes Back (1 Meg}...16.99 
Chuck Rock.......  12.99 
Chuck Yeager...  ...16.99 
Cl's Elephant Antics..............6.99 
Codename Iceman jl Meg].26.99 
Colonels Bequest (1 Meg).,...,26.99 
Commando War1.   16.99 
Continental Circus.   6.99 
Conquest Ccmelot [1 Meg].. . .. .26.99 
Corporation...***..........9-99 
Corporation Data Disk........ .4.99 
Creatures *_*_.*,.*,***,***,_.16.99 
Cricket IJ Meg). **„„,.*.,,*,,*. 17.99 
Cricket Captain.......*...****»"*».****.***. J 6-99 
Crime Doesn't Pay * ..  ***16.99 
Cruise For A Corpse * ..16-99 
Cybercon 3 ..    .16.99 
Daley Thompson Challenge. 6.99 
Dos boot....... .19.99 
Defender of the Crown.  ...7,99 
Defenders of the Earth. ...6.99 
Deluxe Paint 3..  ...,..,.49.99 
Deuteros *..... 16,99 
Disney Animation....,.59 99 
Double Dragon .. 6.99 
Drogon Strike V...  ...19.99 
Dragons Breath..12,99 
Dragons Lair M Meg] ..... .26 99 
Dragons Lair 2 Singes Castle ...26,99 
Dragons Loir - Hme warp..26,99 
Dragons Wars. ,,*,.***,*<>*<,*.16.99 
Duck Tales.  ..16.99 
Duster *      16.99 
Elf*...16 99 
Epic *.  19 99 
Escape from Colditz -19 99 
Excoiibur V   .16.99 
Eye of the Beholder (1 Meg ) ..19.99 
FI 5 Strike Eagle 2....  22.99 
F16 Combat Pilot.  16 99 
F19 Stealth Fighter 19 99 
Fantasy World Dizzy. 6 99 
Ferrari Formula 1 . .0.99 
Final Fight*.16.99 
First Samuari *.  16 99 
Flight of the Intruder *.22.99 
Flood...*....899 
Football Director 2.  .,13 99 
Football Man World Cup.,..9 99 
Ford QB Roily *.  16.99 
Forgotten Worlds.,*,.,.*.**.,„„*,**.6 99 
Gauntlet 2.   6.99 
Gauntlet 3 *.   16.99 
Gazza 2.    16.99 
Gem X ..   16.99 
Gods.  ,,16.99 
Golden Axe.**.*******.,,16.99 
Gremlins 2 ********************,***,**********„,.9.99 

Gunboat......16.99 
Gunship ........14.99 

' Hard Drivin.......6.99 
Hard Drivin 2.....,.,,16 99 
Harpoon (1 Meg)..... .19 99 
Heroquest.**.*...... 16.99 
Hiichikers Guide.7.99 
Hollywood Collection.14.99 
Horror Zombies .., ...16 99 
Hunter *....*.*.16.99 
Hydra.....*.16.99 
FIC+.  .6.99 
Imperium ...16 99 
Indianapolis 500.. 16.99 
Indy Jones Adv.11.99 
Indy Jones ■ Atlantis Adv *.— 19.99 
Interceptor..*.0.99 
It Come From Desert fl Meg).14.99 
It Came From Desert Dota...**.*.9.99 
Jock Nicklaus Extra Courses.. . 9.99 
Jack Nick bus Golf.15.99 
Jack Nicklaus Unlimited Golf (1 Meg) 19.99 
James Pood....9.99 
Jungle Book .**.*****************.*6.99 
Kamikaze.*,*******.*.*...,.**,.**** .*******,*6.99 
Keef the Thief.. 6.99 
Keef the Thief Him Book.......5.99 
Keys of Moramon * .....16,99 
Kick Off.      7,99 
Kick Off 2 11 Meg) 14,99 
Killing Cloud...16.99 
Kings Quest 4(1 Meg).26.99 
Knights of the Sky *.19.99 
K.O 2 * Final Whistle 8.99 
K.O 2 ■ Giants of Europe *. . ..7 99 
K.O 2 ■ Return to Europe * ...7,99 
K.O 2 Super League * .  .,9.99 
K.O 2 ■ Winning Tactics.,**.,*,5,99 

Losl Ninja 3 *..... . . 16.99 
Leather Goddess.7.99 
legend * .*.*.  16.99 
legend of Billy Boulder * ..  16.99 
Leisuresuil Larry 3 [1 Meg].26.99 
Leisuresuil Larry 2....,*...,.26.99 
Lemmings...*.*.***.*.16,99 
licence lo Kill......6 99 
Lombard Rally .. 6,99 
Lord of the Rings *....16.99 
Lords of Chaos...*.*.*_*.*. 16.99 
Ml Tank Platoon  .,,.19 99 
Magnetic Scrolls Coll * .*,*,*.*,*.19 99 
Magnum 4.*.*,*.*.. 19,99 
Man Uld Europe....16.99 
Mo star blaster 1 ........„„ 16,99 
Master Golf * .. .,,.19 99 
Mega Traveller 1 MMeg). 19 99 
Mega-LoMania ‘.*,*,*...16.99 
Mercs ....*....................*.*.* 16.99 
Miami Chase..  6.99 
MldiMr,...*...... 14.99 
Midwinter 2 *.  22.99 
MIG 29.    22.99 
Moonshine Racer ...*  .12.99 
Moon Walker.. 6.99 
NAM...*.19.99 
More...   16,99 
Navy Seals.  16,99 
Nightbreed. ,.16.99 
Nightbreed RPG...16.99 
Nightshifl...   ,9.99 
Obitus..    14.99 
Off Road Racer.,.,,16.99 
Omnicron Conspiracy.  7,99 
Operation Stealth ... .  16,99 
Operation Thunderbolt....,.  16.99 
Operation Wolf.6,99 
Oriental Games....9.99 
Outrun..,.,*.  .....6.99 
Pong.....*..„l„„„16.99 
PGA Tour Golf. .,,..16.99 
Platinum ....      16,99 
Platoon.....6.99 
Player Manager. .12,99 
Pool of Radiance (1 Meg).19,99 
Police Quest 2 [1 Meg]..26,99 
Populous. . ..16.99 
Populous 2 *.    19.99 
Populous Promised Lands,,....7,99 
Powerdrome__..._8.99 
Powermonger.*.*.*..*».***.. 19 99 
Powermonger Data Disk 1 * ...9 99 
Power pock.  14*99 
Power Up,***.  19.99 
P.P. Hammer_ __*.16.99 
Predator. .*...6.99 
Predator 2 ..16,99 
Prehistorik.,***.16.99 

Prince of Pershio.19.99 
Projectyle.  8,99 
Quottro Adventure .9,99 
Quottro Sports. 9,99 
RType.6.99 
Railroad Tycoon (1 Meg)...,, ,22.99 
Roinbow Islands   .*.16,99 
Rombo 3.6.99 
R.B.I. 2 Boseboll.19 99 
Reach for the Skies * .. 16 99 
Realms *...19.99 
Red Baron *.  26.99 
Rick Dangerous 2  .*_,.,*,_* 16,99 
Rise of the Dragon * .. 26 99 
Robin Simth's Cricket * . ...16.99 
Robocop 2  16,99 
Robocop 3 *.19 99 
Robozone * *.*,„..*.* 16,99 
Rocket Ranger.......    7.99 
Rock Star Ate My Hamster .4.99 
Rotator *      16.99 
R Type 2 *.    16.99 
Ruff and Ready.*...*.  .6,99 
RVF Hondo ...*■*,*,..9,99 
Search for the King * .16 99 
Secret of Monkey Island (1 Meg]....... 16.99 
Secrets of Luftwaffe * .19.99 
Shadow Dancer . .. 16.99 
Shadow of Beost 2  ,26.99 
Shadow Sorceror V,**.*..**,*,.. 19 99 
Shadow Warriors .*...16,99 
Shuttle*.. 19 99 
Silent Service .,..**,.*,,...*,,,9*99 
Silkworm. 6 99 
Sim City+Populous.*...19,99 
Sim Earth *...... 19.99 
Sirn ultra___      7.99 
Skull ond Crossbones____16,99 
Space Ace. 26.99 
Speed ba II..  7.99 
Speedbafl 2.16.99 
Storm Ball. 1 2 99 
Stratego *. ***..16.99 
Strip Foker 2 + Data  6.99 
Stunt Cor Racer.....  15.99 
Subbuteo.*-***.,.*...*.*....*- 6,99 
Super Cars 2 „„„*,.   16.99 
Super Grand Prix.  6.99 
Super Hang On...,.,...*.....   6.99 
Super Monaco GP.. . 16 99 
Supremacy *.**,„,*.*,*****,,*.*19.'99 
S wi tchblode...6.99 
Switchblade 2,.   16 99 
SW1V...........16.99 
Sword of Sodon-  *.**,,9,99 
Swords of Twilight. ..*,,*****,.8.99 
Swords of Twilight Him Book..5.99 
Team Suzuki.*.*,*,*..**,*****„*,„*,*,***,*,*. 16.99 
Team Yankee19 99 
Teenage Mutant Turtles.16,99 
Terminotor2 *.    16,99 
Test Drive 3 *. .16,99 
The Immortal [1 Meg).16 99 
Their Finest Hour ,*,*,*,*.**.  *19.99 
Thunderhowk *. 19 99 
Tip Off * .. 14 99 
Toki ...*...16.99 
Toobta.***.**..**......* *.*****,,,6,99 
Top Cal Bev. HiLli ..*.6 99 
Torvok Th© Warrior.9*99 
Total Recall.  12.99 
Toyota Celica.16.99 
Tracksuit Manager 2 * ... ..16.99 
Turbo Challenge ..  ,,16,99 
Turbo Challenge 2 *. 16 99 
Turrican 2,..,.***-  ,16.99 
TV Sports Basketball.14.99 
TV Sports Football. .., . ,7.99 
Ultima       ,19.99 
UMS 2 (1 Meg).  19 99 
Violator_*.. ..6.99 
Viz..  ..16,99 
Wolker *.    16.99 
Warlords (1 Meg).19 99 
War Zone..,.12,99 
Welltris...  9 99 
Wheels of Fire ..   12,99 
Winning Team *.  19,99 

Wizkid *.      16.99 
Wolf Pack |1 Meg).***.19.99 
Wonderland U Meg),..*.*...,.***,**,,19.99 
World Class Leaderboord. ..6,99 
Wrath of the Demon ..  19,99 
Xenomorph 2 *.    16.99 
Yogi's Great Escape ..*.6,99 
Yogi & Greed Monster ..6.99 
Z<5ut...*..13 99 

| SPECIAL OFFERS I 

GOLDEN IMAGE 
SCANNER 

ONLY £159.99 

OPTICAL MOUSE 
ONLY £34.99 

UPGRADE YOUR 
AMIGA TO 1 MEG 

1/2 Meg Upgrade - £24,99 

1/2 Meg Upgrade + clock * £26.99 

SWORD OF SODAN 
NOW ONLY 

£9.99 

STEREO SPEAKERS 
AMIGA 

ONLY £29.99 

TECHNOSOUND 
£34.99 

3.5" EXTERNAL 

DRIVE 
ONLY £52.99 

JOYSTICKS 

Cheetah 125 + - £6.99 

Comp Pro Extra * £14,99 

Quick joy 2 Turbo - £9.99 

Quickshot 3 Turbo - £9.99 

Quickjoy Jetfighter ■ £10.99 

BLANK DISKS 
Unbranded 

10x3.5" DSDD - £5.99 

20x3.5" DSDD-£10.99 
50x3.5" DSDD-£23.99 

100x3.5" DS0D-£44.99 

Branded • TDK 

3.5" DSDD-£1.25 Each 

WINGS 1/2 Meg 
Now Only 

£11.99 
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CORTEX 8Mb RAM EXPANSION 
for the Commodore Amiga A500/A1000 

External fitting. Warranty remains intact 
Fully implemented auto-configure 
Fully operational through-bus 
Uses standard 1M x 8bit or 1M x 9bit SIMMs 
Complete with its own power supply unit (UK, 
US or EURO) 
Designed with ArOOO compatibility in mind 
Zero wait-states 
RAM test software 

A Brain.... the next best thing 2Mb-£269 4Mb-£349 8Mb-£519 

£27.95 
(£31.95 with cfock) 

• Essential A500 upgrade * 1Mb Amiga is now standard 

• Functional equivalent of CBM A501 

• Lower power 1 Mbit DRAM 

• Latest technology high-quality components 

• "Fatter" Agnus compatible for 1 Mb CHIP RAM 

• Lower profile enable/disable switch 

• Available with or without battery-backed clock/calendar module 

CORTEX EXTERNAL 3.5 FLOPPY DRIVE 

High-quality silent mechanism 
Through port 
Enable/disable switch 

CHIP UPGRADES 

•^cSr4S8,ecWcaisk“,to*i 

AMIGA HARD DISK & 
Y SYSTEMS BY XETEC Inc. 

> See CHIP UPGRADES Section for 
Xalec RAM upgrade prices 

• Xetec FastTrak hard disk system 
for A5D0 (A1000 verson avail¬ 
able io order) 6 Mb FastRAM 
card (optional) Super fast (9ms) 
auio head park Quantum 52Mb 
Pro-Drive £4gg 

• Xetec FastCard Pius hard disk 
system (tor A150C/A2000) featur¬ 
ing Seagate 48Mb auto head park 
drive space for 8Mb Fast RAM on 
board (using SIMMs) _ _ . _ 

E449 

» Fully implemented aufoconfigure 
■ Zero wait-states 
» Uses standard 1M x 8bit on M x 9bit SIMMs 
* 2, 4, 6 or 8Mb configurations possible 

2Mb*£l99 4Mb-£2896Mb-£3698Mb-£449 
wm 

fh® FasrFiJe System USerS" ,ea,unn9 

£35 

Slaton. IN STOCK NOW ™ 

4Mb- £269 
1Mx8M SIMMS (for Cone* auh. - and Xetec harrt uor,ex 8Mb cards 

»-£90,TMb.C^|™A6M» 

,^»6T^r,tre^5^cBM 
o.5Mb - £25, iMb ■ £49,2Mb - £95 

>'lXclbi,DRAM (for most A2000 
Pr'ce same as 256K x 4bit 

cards) 

FREE 
5 DiSKS OF THE 

LATEST PD 
SOFTWARE 

WITH ANY PURCHASE 
FROM THIS AD1 
{DEMOS UPDATED 

REGULARLY) 

All prices include VAT and Postage & Packaging. Trade enquiries welcome 

Send cheques to: 

CORTEX DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY LTD 
BRITANNIA BUILDINGS, 46 FENWICK STREET. LIVERPOOL L2 7NB 
• 24 HOUR SALES 051-236 0480 • 24 HOUR FAX 051-227 2482 

* Free software is limited to one set per order and is supplied without warranty 
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MAIL ORDER 

§ 

Mastering AmigaDOS 
The best way to learn ill about the Amiga's operating 

system and CLI commands, Vol I comes with Disks I 

and 2 while wiih Vol 2 you will receive Disk 2. which 

is specially compiled for Amiga Format. 

Description Price Order No 
Volume 1 £21.§5 AMI 92 

Volume 2 £17 95 AM193 

Naksha mouse & Tracey 
Improve your mouse control with this high-quality 

replacement mouse. It comes with Tracey, a special 

UMil (RRP £7.95 but free to you!) which will allow you 

to trace pictures w ith the aid of your mouse. 

Description Price Order No 
Naksha mouse and Tracey £23.95 AM191 

Get the most... 
Get the Mttsf mti of Your Amiga is possibly one of the 

most useful introductions to the Amiga. Written by 

Amiga Format Iklitor Damien Noonan, it contains 

much useful advice and many hints and tips. 

Description Price Order No 
Book alone £11.40 AM171 

Book and Disks £15.40 AMI70 

Amiga Format 
Mail order 

The lastest and greatest 

offers at simply the best 

possible prices. 

Amos Compiler 

If you already own AMOS and you've been having success in ere* 

ating viHir own programs, then this could be the one thing 

. • Run mi prt thiough the compiler and 

they will he turned into 100 per cent machine code. Not only 

i l|Uel kf i . but also lhey are ready lo 

i he if own ^ stand alone programs You will no longer need to 

put R Wit )S (he Wit )S run lime module, onto a disk To make 

your program work, saving around I50K of space and making life 

a lot easier! The Compiler also comes w ith the latest update lo AMOS, version 1.3. 

so tf you're behind the times you need to catch up’ The update contains better facili¬ 

ties tor hard drive users. Interlace support, speeded up graphics commands and more. 

Description Price Order No 
Amos Compiler £21.99 AM222 

Amos 3D 

©The only thing you can't do w ith AMOS as it stands is create 3D 

games - until now. that is! AMOS 3D is a special add-on for all 

k AMOS users which will enable you to creaic three- 

■ dimensional objects and use ihem in AMOS It includes a 

m bunch of new commands w ith which 3D games, demos and 

* whatever else you wish can he put together. The power centre 

of AMOS 3D is the Object Modeller* where you take basic 3D 

shapes and stretch them, squash them, colour them and stick them 

together to make whatever you want out of them. It's surprisingly easy to use and 

gives excellent results. For a full review of both AMOS 3D and the Compiler, as 

well as a look hack at the story of AMOS, lum to Pages 114-117 of this issue. 

Description Price Order No 
Amos 3-D £24.99 AM223 



MAIL ORDER 

Wordworth Digita 

The very latest in word processing software, designed 

in Britain to a very high quality specification. It's easy 

to use, operates in lull colour, lets you import and 

resize pictures and has specially-designed fonts. 

Description Price Order No 
Wordworth £99.95 AM220 

AMOS Mandarin 

They call it The Creator! A superb casy-io-usc 

programming language for creating games, educational 

programs - almost anything! Comes complete with 

AMOS Sprites 600, LATEST VERSION! 

Description Price Order No 

AMOS £35.95 AMI 68 

Kidstype HB Marketing 

Ideal for younger kids, this is a word processor that 

works in big. friendly letters like teacher's writing. 

Many primary schools use a program just like this one. 

One of the best educational programs around! 

Description Price Order No 
Kidstype " £19.99 AM221 

Back Issues 
Why miss out on invaluable information just 

because you didn't buy an issue when it went on 

sale? Back issues even come complete with the 

original Coverdisk: see Pages 178-9 to find out 

what was in each issue, While you're about it. 

why not get a binder to collect your new issues? 

ISSUE Price Order No 

Issue 13 £4.(X) AMF13 

Issue 14 £4.00 AMF! 4 

Issue 15 £4,00 AMR 5 

Issue 16 £4.(11 AMF16 

Issue 17 £4.00 AMR? 

Issue 1 Si £5,00 AMF18 

Issue 19 £4.00 AMR9 

Issue 20 £4,00 AMF20 

Issue 21 £4.00 AMF2! 

issue 22 £4.00 AMF22 

Issue 23 £5.00 AMF23 

Issue 24 £5.00 AMF24 

Issue 25 £4.00 AME25 

One binder £4.95 AM 108 

Two binders £9.00 AM 109 

All prices include postage, packing and VAT 

Mo Hidden Extras 

HOTLINE 0458 74011 

3D Construction Kit 
Incentive give away the secrets behind their Frecscapc 

games system, giving you the power to create your own 

3D action adventure games in the mould of Driller and 

Total Eclipse. Easy to use. AF rating of 91 per cent. 

Description Price Order No 
3-D Construction Kit £39.99 AMI 94 

Technosound Turbo 
The updated sampler from New Dimensions will not 

only grab digitised sounds but also allows you to 

sequence them into full compositions. It even features 

MIDI linking, so you can use it w ith MIDI instruments. 

Description Price Order No 
Technosound Turbo £27.99 AM199 

See our remarkable Subscription Offer on page 179! 
r—      -- — *  ---1 

i Amiga Format Mail order i 
Name SEND THIS FORM TO: 

! Amiga Format, 
Future Publishing 
Ltd, Freepost, 

g?tcode_ Somerton, 
! Telephone No,_______ Somerset, TA11 7BR ! 

Description Price Order No. 

Total Order 

Method of payment (please circle) Access • Visa • Cheque • PO 

Please make all cheques payable to Future I’uhlishinn Limited. 

Credit Card No, [ 

No stamp required 
if posted in the 
United Kingdom, 
Channel Island or 
the Isle of Man 

For overseas orders 
call Nikki for prices 
on 0458 74011 

Expiry Date j 
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A brain The next best thing 

CORTEX 8Mb RAM Expansion for 
the Commodore Amiga A500/A1000 

• External fining. Warranty remains intact 

• Fully implemented auto-configure 
• Fully operational through-bus Commodore 

• Uses standard 1M x 8 bit or 1M x 9 bit SIMMs Approved 
• Complete with its own power supply unit (UK, US or EURO) 

• Designed with A1000 compatibility in mind 

• Zero wait-states 

• RAM test software 

2Mb £269 4Mb £349 8Mb £519 

CORTEX 8Mb RAM Expansion for the 
Commodore Amiga A1500/A2000 
• Fully implemented 

auto-configure 
♦ Zero wait-states 

* Uses standard 1M x 
8 or 9 bit SIMMs 

• 2, 4, 6 or 8Mb 
configurations 
possible 

2Mb £199 4Mb £289 6Mb £369 8Mb £449 

CORTEX External 3.5" Floppy Drive 
• High-quality silent mechanism 

• Enabled/disable switch 

Through port 

“ The Cortex umt is the ben that has ever passed through my hands * *. 
This is THE board for the AS00 user who wants memory* ” 
John Kennedy, Amiga User International, December 1990 

"What a joy! This really is an expansion and a half” 
Pat McDonald, Amiga Format, November 1990. 

u There is nothing in the universe more annoying than the lack of a 
through port, except perhaps the tendancy of Volvo drivers t 
front of my GPzSSQ.** 
Nick Veitch, Amiga Computing, December 1990 

r to cut out in 

CORTEX 512K RAM Expansion for the 
Commodore Amiga A500 
* Low power 1 Mbit RAM 

chips 
* Enable disable switch 

* “Fatter” Angus compatible 
for 1Mb Chip RAM 

* Available with or without 
battery-backed clock 

calendar module £27. 95 

Clock version £31. .95 

CHIP UPGRADES 
1 Mb Agnus Chip 8372A - Requires some technieiil skill to fit 

£60 
Kicksiart ROM upgrade version 1.3 £35 

256K x 4bit DRAM chips (for CBM A590. CBM 2091. 

ICD Ad RAM. Ashcom etc) 0.5Mb £25 

1Mb £49 2Mb £95 
A3000 Static Column Mode DRAM upgrade 4Mb £269 
1M x 8 bit SIMMS for CORTEX 8Mb cards 2Mb £90 

4Mb £175 6Mb £260 
All prices include \ A I uml postage & packaging. 
Dealer enquiries are welcome. 

Cortex Design Technologies Ltd., Britannia Buildings, 46 Fenwick Street, Liverpool L2 7NB, England. 
U.K. Tel: (051) 236 0480 • 24 Hour Sales (051) 227 2482 • 24 Hour Fax 

+ Free software is limited to one set per order and is supplied without warranty 



The Gravis Mouse Stick™ 
The award winning joystick 

For sophisticated simulation enthusiasts, who 
demand PERFECT control, with programs 
such as Proflight. FI9, Mig29, etc. A 
professional quality, programmable optical 
joystick C/W 16k microprocessor and L C D. 
screen offering 1200 line count resolution. 
Works perfectly with all simulations with 
sensible mouse routines and any others in its 
programmable joystick mode. No other 
joystick comes even dose to the Mouse Stick for performance, reliability 
and pleasure in use. 

For full technical support and 1 year 
guarantee, 

SAE. or telephone for full details. 

Telephone: {0272} 550900 
Fax: (0272)411502 

Unit 1b Bee Hive Trading Estate 
Crews Hole Road 

St. George 
Bristol BS5 BAY 

"YOU HAVEN'T HEARD OF LS YET, BUT YOU WILL, 

WE ARE A NEW EXCITING COMPANY CALLING OURSELVES 

"THE MECHANIX" 
AND WE HOPE TO THRILL YOU WITH OUR NEW RANGE 

OF COMPUTER GAMES*1' 

We are always looking for new exciting potential and games 
so this message is to all you part-time programmers: we 
wish to see your software. All material sent to us will be 
reviewed by our dedicated team of programmers, and if 
your software is of interest to our company you will be 
contacted by one of our team within 48 hours. 

We will consider all games, utilities and demo's in any 
language from Assembly to Amos, 

Please send your software to the following address: 
The Mechanic Aprica House, Roughiea Terrace, Him wick, 

Crook, County Durham, DU5 OLS Teh 0388 662530 

Professional 
FOOTBALL 

SIMULATION 
V 3.0 

American Football 
at its best. 

The ULTIMATE in League play 
Create your own pfaytoook 

MODEM play 
Even realistic weather 

Many more features than we 
can detail here. 

COSMIC 
fORGE 

State of the Art 
Role Playing 

11 Races with Id Professions 
6 Spell Books with 

462 Combinations. Over 
400 Documented Items. 

A Huge Game l 

HARPOON 
Battlcsct #2 "North Atlantic Convoys" 

Battleset #3 ’The Med Conflict" 
and a Scenario Editor 

LATEST U.S.A. RELEASES 
Flight Simulations 

Role Playing 
Strategy - Sports Simulations 
Wargames - Adventures 

VISIT our SHOP in Hampton Hill 
or send £2.50 for our Extensive CATALOGUE. 

Mail Order and Overseas orders welcome. 

Phone 081 977 8068 Fax 081 977 4822 
28 D&E The Courtyard. High Street. Hampton Hill. Middx. TW12 1PD 

Reach the top LCL^ 
with. ^J 

Self-Tuition Courses 

P NATIONAL 
t CURRICULUM* 

World leaders - Hons graduate/teacher authors - At all major 
shows - £5 off total for 2, £ 10 off for 3 NEW 

UPDATED 
VERSION MICRO MATHS 

Complete course taking bepnners to GCSE in 24 pro 
on 59 topics + a book am 
PCW, CPC. BBC) 

a manual. £24 (Amiga, 
sramis 

f. PC. 

READING WRITING COURSE NATIONAL 
CURRICULUM 

(A.T. 1-5) 24 program course teaching reading & spelling with a 
book and a manual and voice tape £24 

PRIM ARY M ATHS COURSE | Complete course for ages 
3-12 vears with full screen 

colour graphics. NATIONAL CURRICULUM (Levels 1-4). 24 
programs + a book and a manual. £24 

MICRO ERENC H | Complete course taking beginners 
to GCSE, with real speech & graphics 

adventure game, 24 programs + a book and a manual 
£24 (Amiga & ST) 

j MICRO ENGLISH I Complete course taking age 8 years to 

SPELLING, reading and oral. 24 programs and a book and a 
manual at £24 {Amiga, PCW, CPC, BBC). 

w-steo ___ __ _ . 
i graphics for 

jP 
j MEGA MATHS | A-ievel step-by-step course of 24 

I 1 programs Full screen graphics foi 
1 calculus. £24 (Amiga, CPC. BBC). 
I (' LCL courses are compatible with the 

N.C. in so far as it has been finalised) 
Send coupon and dieques/PO's or phone orders 
or requests for free colour poster catalogue lo 

LCL (DEPT STF) THAMES HOUSE, 73 BLANDY ROAD, 
HENLEY-ON-THAMES, OXGN RG9 UJB 

or ring 0491 579345 (24 hrs) 
Name,,.. 

Address. 
Title... 

Computer 

Do you want to trace photographs and sketches imo your 

DTP or graphics package? You need Tracey! This precision- 

moulded transparent puck attaches to your Amiga's mouse 
to give a quick visual guide of what you are tracing. Fixes to 
either side of the mouse for left or right handed use, 

* Removable when 
not in use 

* Ideal for Naksha* 
Commodore and 

all flat-sided mice 

* Only £7_95 

including VAT 
and p&p 

“This novel little device makes copying pictures easy” - 
Amiga Formal, Nov, *90 

wIf the rule that all the simplest ideas are the best is applied, 

then Tracey gets the prize” - Computer Shopper, Jan ’97 

Cheque with order. Trade enquiries welcome 

SideWise Ltd (Dept AF26), PO Box 4, 

Totnes, Devon TQ9 JEN 



IIInGariin °fHamPshire i 

IMC JCI VC Best for service 

Canon BJ-lOe 

360dpi Inkjet printer 

with cable & paper 

£233.83 (£199.00 + VAT) 

Star 
LC10 149.00 
LC200 199.00 
LC24 10 188.00 
LC24 200 244.40 
LC24 200 Col 299.00 

prices inc. VAT cable & paper 

Panasonic 

KXP4420 761.40 

KXP1180 149.23 

KXP1123 185.65 

KXP1124i 252.63 
prices inc. VAT cable & paper 

Printer Dust Covers 
Most types in stock 

From £4.70 inc VAT 

Amiga 1500 

with Full software pack 
£649.00 inc VAT 

Deskjet 500 

H.P. 300dpi Inkjet printer 

3 year warrantee 

£386.58 

(£329.00 + VAT) 

CBM 1084SD 

with cable 
£249.00 (£211.91 + VAT) 

Philips CM8833 Mk2 

with cable 
£225.00 (£191.49 +VAT) 

Swift 24 

2 year warrantee 

£245.00 inc vat 

Colour krt with printer £24.00 1Mb Cartoon Class 
£369.00 inc VAT 

Citizen Swift 9 
with cable & paper 
£175.00 inc VAT 

Class of 90's 

£439.00 inc VAT 

Quantum 52M Disk 

+Controller for A1500 
£329.00 inc VAT 

Citizen 120D+ 
with cables and paper 

£128.00 (£108 94 + VAT) 

Accessories 
Inc VAT 

Joystick/Mouse twin extension ..£4.70 
,Jnv^ttrk/MntiQP 3M pvt F3 7A 

Cumana CAX354 
Exlemat 1 Mb Drive 

£56.95 inc VAT 
-bjvvi yuyoipyrv itfuuou hJIVi cal . r 
A500 Printer lead.*..,£7.95 
A500 to Philips CM8833 lead .*£7.95 
Modulator/Disk Extension.£10.95 
23 Way Plug or Socket...,.£3.45 
A5QG Dust Cover ,..  ,,£4,70 
Mouse Mat (thick soft type).£4 95 
A501 Memory Upgrade Clock. £42.00 
KCS Powerboard 740K & IBM .£224.90 
Mouse House...£2.95 

A590 20Mb Hard Disk 

£269.00 inc VAT 

DISKETTES 
SONY branded 

(100% certified error free) 
Inc VAT 

10 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi.£7.50 
50 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi.£32.30 

100 3,5" DS/DD 135 tpi.£59,93 

GVP Series 2 with 52M HD £409.00 
IM Internal 3,5' drive.£57.50 

Naksha Mouse 
With house & mat 

£21.50 inc VAT 

1K 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi.£540.50 

DISKETTES 
SONY bulk 

(lifetime warranty) 
(100% certified error free) 

Inc VAT 
10 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi.£5.95 
50 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi.£19.80 

100 3.5" DS/DO 135 tpi.£37.95 
250 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi.....£82 25 

IK 3.5 DS/DD 135 tpi.£309.23 
50 x 3.5'f Disk Box with lock.,.£5.99 
100 x 3,5'’ Disk Box with lock.£7.50 

Squick Mouse 
£14.50 inc VAT 

1/2 Meg Ram + Clock 
£28.95 inc VAT 

Phone for Amiga Software catalogue. 
Many titles inc. Educational. 

Phone for our 40 page catalogue 
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

All products have a 30 day money Pack & 12 month warranty. 
Prices subject to variation without prior notification. 

Established 6 years We are closed Saturday afternoons. 
Free parking 2 minutes from M27 junction 11 

Postage 94p (80p + VAT) Securicor £7.05 (£6.00 + VAT) 

LUeSerue 
Larger items delivered 

by Securicof 

Amiga F Dept 
40-42 West Street 
Portchester, Hants, 
P016 9UW 
Tel: 0705 325354 

ALL FORMATS 
COMPUTER FAIR 

AMIGA, IX , ST. CONSOLE*. « BIT. HUGE SAVINGS OM EVIKYTHING COMPUnNC. 

NORTH 
UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS SPORTS CENTRE, 
CALVERLEY STREET, 
CENTRAL LEEDS, 

^ SUNDAY 1st SEPTEMBER 

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL HALL, 
GREYCOAT STREET, WESTMINSTER 
(VICTORIA TUBE) 

► SATURDAY 7th SEPTEMBER 

NATIONAL MOTORCYCLE MUSEUM, 
SOLIHULL, J6 M42, BIRMINGHAM 
INTERNATIONAL STATION 

► SATURDAY 14th SEPTEMBER 

SCOTLAND 
CITY HALL, 
CANDLERICCS, 
GLASGOW 

► SUNDAY 22nd SEPTEMBER 

THE BRUNEL CENTRE, 
BRISTOL OLD STATION 
NEXT TO TEMPLE MEADS STATION 
► SUNDAY 6th OCTOBER 

Admission £4 Stands From Only £60 
Book either with John Riding 0225 868100 

FAX 0225 868200 
ALL FAIRS 10am till 4 pm 
AMPLE CAR PARKING AT ALL VENUES 
SHOW OSGAMHR; B<UU (vtRlSS 

ALL FORMATS COMPUTER FAIRS Newsline 0898 299 389 
ihqprie tor a eviriss p o box 71 bishops itchingion cvnm 

CALLS CHARGED ^T PER MIN CHEAP «AT( A J5p AT AU OTHER 

DATADISK 
LATEST FROM COMMODORE 

AMIGA A500 CARTOON CLASSICS 1Mb PACK 
Amiga 500TV Modulator. 512K Ram Expansion Mouse 

The Simpsons. Lemminss 

Captain Planet Deluxe Paint tl 

OUR 
PRICE £399« H 

EXCELLENT VALUE ON BULK DISKS 

3.5" DSDD (2 for 1 guarantee) 
10 25 50 TOO 

4.IS 9 95 IB.95 34*95 

Sony DSDD 
10 25 50 100 

4*95 11*45 91.50 40.95 

RAINBOW DISKS 3.5“ DSDD 
10 25 50 100 

5*95 12.91 25.95 44*95 

RAINBOW DISKS 5.25“ DSDD 
10 25 50 100 

4*15 9*95 18*95 34.95 

BrandedSony 3M KAO £7 Box 10 
High density disks also available 
All disks 100% error free and are supplied with labels 

Bulk Branded KAO 100 £46 

A500 Basic Pack 329 95 
Class of 90 s First Steps 469 95 

Accessories 
1/2 Meg expansion without clock 96 9$ 
1/2 Meg expansion with dock .29.95 
External disk drive ..,.55.95 
External disk drive Cumana .59.95 
Mouse Mat .. 2-45 
Mouse Pocket......-.1.45 
Amiga/Atari dust cover 3.95 
3 5/5 25 Cleaning Kit....1 95 

Naksha Mouse...  ,2295 
ttvaksha Scanner 14995 

Qisk Stems 
3.5 50 Capacity...4 95 
3.5 100 Capacity....5h9J5 

35 Ban* Box.8.95 
5.25 50 Capacity...^**.*4,95 
5 25 100 Capacity..,..  5,95 

Joysticks 
Quickshot Apache ..,....,,.6.95 
Comp Pro 5000....**+11 95 
Quickshot Maverick (Auto)... 19 95 
Konsx Navigator (Auto)___...12 95 
Logic 3 Manta Hay (Auto)..— -14 95 
Logic 3 Stingray (Auto)   15 95 

All prices include VAT* E&OE* WitP £3*50 Next Day ftf 
UK mainland only 

Cheoues/PO's etc payable to DataDisk and send to- 
DataDlsk, 15 Wivelsfield Rd, Brighton, BN2 8FP. 
Enquiries call 02T3 304747 T

i
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fTn LETTERS 

AF BY MAIL 
You csn actually make life a lot easier Tor us and make certain 
of getting a reply H you make darned sure you're addressing 
your letter lo the right person or place, so Here's a guide 10 
what to send where. We con never give personal replies by 
mil, to don't wfrtJ us a ttamped-addressed errvetope: and we 
can under no circumstances give personal replies by fax. 

WORKBENCH 

IV you have any problems with the technical side of your 
Amiga, with hardware or with serious software, wrtt* to Pat 
and ha’O try to answer you. Alternatively, If you have any 
advice for others or any handy tips to share, send tt in and you 
could wins prize. 
PAY MCDONALD, WORKBENCH. 
AMIGA FORMAT, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, 8A1 20W 

GAMEBUSTERS 

If you've Just found the cheat mode, mapped out the levels or 
found all the passwords for the latest game - whatever the 
game cheat, send N to Matt and you could win a prize. Also, If 
you're stuck somewhere, ask the Helping Hand section In 
Gamebusters for advice - or If you've reed of a problem In 
Helping Hand that someone else has and you can solve It, 
then send In the answer to win a prize! 
MAFF EVANS, GAMEBUSTERS {OR GAMEBUSTERS HELPING 
HAND), AMIGA FORMAT, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BA1 20W 

The Letters pages are for you to air your views and share your 
opinion!: please remember not to ask questions that should 
be in Workbench? What Damien la looking for are thought' 
provoking or entertaining letters, H they re short there s s bet¬ 
ter chance they II gel in. Prizes for the best two. LETTERS, 
AMIGA FORMAT, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BA1 28W 

COMPETITIONS 

To enter a competition, wrlle the answers and your name, 
address and phone number on the back of a postcard or a 
stuck-down envelope and send it in. don't put several entries 
In together, or Include entries with letters to any other part of 
the mag. 
COMPETITION, AMIGA FORMAT. 
29 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA1 2AP 

AD PROBLEMS 

M you have a problem with companies advertising in Amiga 
Format ^ you’re cheque's been cashed but you've had nothing 
or whatever - our advertising department should be able to 
help. Write telling them briefly about the problem and which 
company it concerns 
AMIGA FORMAT ADVERTISING COMPLAINTS DEFT, FUTURE 
PUBLISHING, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA1 2BW 

MAIL ORDER 

H you v* ordered anything from the Amiga Format Mall Order 
section and you've got a problem, please remember that we 
on the magazine don't deal with H at all. Write to them at our 
Somerton address or phone 0453 74011. 
AMIGA FORMAT MAIL ORDER, 
THE OLD BARN, SOMERTON, SOMERSET TAM 7PY 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Similarly, If you move house and went lo make sure your copy 
of the mag catch** up with you, than send the new address to 
AMIGA FORMAT SUBSCRIPTIONS, THE OLD BARN. 
SOMERTON, SOMERSET TAM TRY 

FAULTY COVERDISKS 

The diaka are duplicated and stuck on the magazine by ■ firm 
who we employ tor that specific purpose, tt you have a faulty 
disk, tend it to them enclosing an $AE. We don t keep stocks 
of disks, eo we can't help. 
DISKCQPY LABS, UNIT A. WE STM ARCH, LONDON ROAD, 
DAVENTRY, NQRTHANTS, NNtt 4SA 

EACHING US BY PHONE 
The Amiga Format editorial team can only take enquiries from 
reader* between 10 30am and 6.33pm on Tuesdays. 

The Advertising department can help you with problems 
you may have with companies who advertise In the magazine 
It you call during normal office hours. 

Our subscriptions service and the Amiga Format mall 
ordar department are not In the same building and should be 
contacted on 0458 74023. 

If you've got something to say, this is the place to say it. If you want 

to share your wisdom, lend the benefit of your experience or make a 

few waves, then get in touch. Keep it short, original and amusing 

and send it to Letters, Amiga Format, Bath BA1 2BW. 

USELESS INFO 
Do you know that if you work 9-5, five days a week in 

front of a computer you spend 2,0HO hours a year in 

front of a screen? "You might get square eyes*"' said 

the Auntie lo the boy! Do 1 get a prize for that incredi* 

blc piece of information? 

MATTHEW LEAKE, POTTERS BAR 

No, you don't. But os f work about twice as much as 

that in front of a computer, you have reminded me to 

get one of those weird cacti that are supposed to soak 

up radiation. Anyone know if they work? 

NICE TRY 
if ifs games immortalised in song you're looking for, 

then look no further than the album 'X 00 Multiplies* 

by Yellow Magic Orchestra, It has a track entitled 

'Invader* which has no lyrics but includes sounds from 

Breakout, Space invaders. Boot Hilt and some more 

that 1 can't idcniify. The rest of the album's also worth 

a whirl if you like the idea of a Japanese Kraftwerk, 

MARTIN SMITH, HOOK WOOD 

Thanks for the gen, but I don't ready think it counts 

unless the name of a game is specifically mentioned in 

the words of a song. 

CONVERT 
For three years I saved up to buy an Archimedes until l 

had seven hundred pounds* and one day last year 1 

walked into a shop with cheque book at the ready. Just 

as 1 was about to write the cheque, I heard the sweet 

sound of my favourite song, 'Hotel California1* from 

across the room. 1 smiled and complimented the shop 

assistant on his good taste in music. "Yes," he said, 

"it’s our Amiga 500/* 1 stopped, “Hang on," 1 said, 

"computers can't make sound like that!" "Oh yes they 

can!" he replied, 

Ten minutes later I walked out of the shop with an 

Amiga under my arm and £300 still in my pocket, My 

only regrets are that the Amiga is so goddamned ugly 

and that they have such a godawful reputation, Why do 

all other computer owners despise Amiga owners as 

gamesplayers who never do anything serious? I know, 

because 1 used to. but the Amiga is great as a serious 

computer as well. 

DAVID WIGNALL, WEST LINTON 

/ find it incredibly hard to believe that all other com¬ 

puter owners don't want to own an Amiga. / think it 

must be jealousy that makes them put the Amiga down, 
Probably the Amiga has something of a reputation as a 

games machine because it has a bigger range of games 

produced for if than any other, including the consoles. 

But we*re also talking about the only truly multi-task¬ 

ing home computerr the only one that has had stereo 

sound since launch, the only one that now gives you 

access to the latest in computing technology, such as 

24-bit graphics. You can t get more serious! Right, I'm 

offfor a game of Llamatron.,. 

WHAT’S THE 
SECRET OF GOOD... 
Why is it that Deuteros* previewed in the December 

1990 edition with a claimed ETA of December, and 

reviewed in the April 1991 issue of Amiga Format, is 

not* according to Amiga Power, going to be released 

until late August!!! I was most upset when 1 trotted 

down to my local software store after reading the 

review only to find that I can't buy it. How does this 

sort of thing happen? 

DARREN MOHRS, GERRARDS CROSS 

Timing! We are normally very careful to ensure that 

game reviews are in an issue of the mag that is out 

about the same time as the game. The trouble with this 

one. though, is that we reviewed it and sent the mag off 

to be printed just a feHr days before it was announced 

that Activision UK was to close, It seemed to take an 

age for Deuteros and the aho-excellent Hunter to be 

released by Activision France* the new label estab¬ 

lished by the people who bought out the UK software 

house. Nothing we could do about that, fm afraid, We 

were victims of circumstances. 

COMEDY 
Just letting you know that piracy rules the air. Just 

thought i*de tell you I ripp off the software industry. 

You* will here from me Again. 

BOB 

I've printed this illiterate scrawl just as it appeared in 

Bob s letter. What a poor, sad, pathetic no-hope. 

Anyway, what air? 

YOUR OPINION 
A lot of the games that are being released at the 

moment are a toad of rubbish. Although the games 

may seem good* with fancy graphics, they tend to be 

very short on lasting appeal. 

BEN AND AL, ORPINGTON 

Ben and Al go on to list their favourite top ten, includ¬ 

ing such classics as Kick Off 2 and Stunt Car Racer. 

Bid where your argument falls down* guys, is that 

you've also got PGA Tour Golf and Indy 500 in there: 

these aren't exactly aged. / was recently telephoned by 

a trade computer magazine and asked what I thought 

of games in 1991. and though l have to agree with a 

few letter-writers who have said there's a lot of dross 
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SMD ENTERPRISES LTD 
Amiga software 

Armour Geddon,... £19.95 Killing Game Show .£19.95 Super Cars. .,.£19.50 

Atom in o. £19 00 Lemmings.....,..£19.95 Swiv. ,.,£19.50 

Blasteroids. .£6.00 Moonshine Racers ...£19,95 Ultimate Ride. .£19.50 

Brat. ..£19.95 Panza Kick Boxing ...£19,95 White Sharks... ..£18,00 

Buggy Boy..... £7,99 Platoon.£6.00 Xenon.. ....£5.95 

Carrier Command. ....£7 40 Rainbow Island.£19.50 Xenon 2 .... ..£19.50 

Full Contact...... ....£7.00 Secret of Monkey Island Joystick. ..£10,50 

Fun School 3. ..£19.00 ...£19.95 i Meg Ram Clock- ..£29.95 

Gods.. ..£19.95 Shadow Of The Beast Disk Drive 3r. ..£70.00 

Harley Davidson ... ..£20.99 ......£18.00 3= DSDD Disk * P+P 

IK+... ...£6.00 Speedball....£19.50 . ...£39.00 

Hanp other titles anti formats araitahh. 

Ring (0707) 375239. 
Send cheque or postal order payable to; 

SMD EnltTpri*c* Lid. 53 Blythway* Welwyn Garden City. Herts, AL7 1DL 

OFF 
S)r.r.p. 

ALL LATEST RELEASES 1 POPULAR MES 
Write / Phone for FREE LIST or Quotation 
(stating computer) or calculate yourself 
i.e. SoftCentre Price = RRP x 0.65 

Cheque I Postal Order 1o Softcentre 
(cheque clearance allow S days) 

1 High Street 
Eastleigh 

Hampshire 
S05 5LB 

TEL 
X> (0703) 
*>/ 615542 

VISA / ACCESS - number expiry date 

WE GUARANTIEE 
#35% off RRP 
♦ All brand new stock 
♦ Despatch normally 48hrs 
♦ Prompt, no-fuss repiacement 

of any defective title 
♦ P&P FREE tor UK orders 

over £10 (UK under £10 
add £1, elsewhere £2} 
FAX 
(0703) 615553 .n 

ENQUIRIES FROM 
Bam - 8pm AMIGA & PC MAIL ORDER ONLY 

NO CALLERS PLEASE 

HARD DRIVES 

UNBEATABLE 

PRICES 

AVAILABLE 

1/2 MEG 

UPGRADES 

£21.50 

BLANK DISKS 

FROM 30P 
CALL FOR 

BULK PRICES 

CALL FOR 
HARDWARE 

AND SOFTWARE 
PRICE LIST 

20% OFF RRP 

MOST 

SOFTWARE 

CALL FOR 

FREE 
PD CATALOGUE 

DISK 

MG Computer Services, 74 Roach Road, Sheffield, S Yorks, Sll 8UB 

TEL 0742 682612 OR 654318 VAT Reg No. 534 1458 57 

AIL PRICES INCLUDE VAT* CARRIAGE FREE ON ORDERS OVER £20 

(Zafiibzl VUntA Atd. 
w E 

Present 
■■ mm mm m . i i ■ —— ■—- 

■ 1tvc*.*X:*x*.r*■ iftt:. 

A 16-Bit 

COMPUTER EXHIBITION 
EXTRAVAGANZA 

at the Leeds University Exhibition Centre, Calverley Street, Leeds 2. 
Friday, 13th September, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. 

Saturday, 14th September, 9 a.m.-8 p.m. 

y .^Sunday, 15th September, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. y ^ 
t'l PLUS: Bring your "T BE SMART. BE THERE! v ' L ,hc l,,,,, 

spare computer software & 
equipment to sell ait the 

rBrlrig and Huy Counter, 
J.0% Commission. ^ ^ it Car parking for 1200 if Refreshments available if 

Stand Enquiries: Tel./Fax 0532 677657/610997 

hardware 
Thousands of — - ^ 

bargains. ^ 

✓y J ' 



AMIGA 500 MAMMOTH 
% MEG UPGRADE 

LATEST DESIGN INCORPORATES 'CHIPMEN' OPTION AT NO EXTRA COST! 

..... I: ncgokyV 

Price includes VAT and 
end pack ing -s^ [ 

Tel: 0582 491949 
BRITISH MADE 

Send order with payment to: 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds LU4 8EZ 

Your computer is 
the only teacher 
which YOU CONTROL 

I 
Whatever your age, whatever your subject 

> let your computer help you learn. 
Subjects include... 

French, German, Spanish, Italian, English 
History, Geography, Science, General Knowledge, 

Football, First Aid, Sport, England, Scotland, 
Natural History, Junior Spelling and Arithmetic 

Available for most popular — 
home & business computers 

Kosmos are specialist producers of Educational 
Software designed to help you enjoy learning from your 

computer Our programs even allow you to add your 
own lesson material. 

Write or telephone for a FREE 20-page BROCHURE 
of our Educational & Leisure software 

Please state your computer type 

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed) 
DUNSTABLE. Beds. LU5 6BR 

Telephone 052S5 3942 or 5406 
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YOU MUST BE CRAZY 
NOT TO BUY YOUR DISKS AT THESE PRICES EVERy 

DISKETTE 100% CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE 

50 DSDD3.5V. 
100 DSDD 3.5" 

DISKETTES 
.£24.00 200 DSDD 3.5" 
.£36.00 500 DSDD 3.5" 

.£64.00 

.£155.00 

3.5" High Density 

55p each 

5.25 DSDD 

Only 25p each 

5.25HO 

Only 4Op each 

STAR OFFER 
A 200 DSDD 3.5" £72.00 

'df' Plus 2 
^ 100 capacity boxes ★ 

ACCESSORIES 
50 capacity lockable box 3,5V. .£3 95 Mouse mats... .£$.95 

SO capacity lockable box 3.5V...£4 50 3.5’ head cleaner. 
too capacity lockable box 3.5" ..£5 50 OHLY IF BOUGHT 

Barw Stackable box.£8.95 WITH DISKS 

TOTAL SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK 
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s 
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ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY 

081-467-0131 
DIAL A DISC 

203 Southborough Lane, 
Bromley BR2 8AR 

All offers subject to availability E/OE. 
\\\\\\\\\\\\\W\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\< 
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MASSIVE PRICE 
REDUCTIONS 

NOW EVEN 
BIGGER 

SAVINGS!! 
LOOK FOR THE* 

THE OATAFirERS 
UNBEATABLE VALUE FOR MONEY 

THE DATAFLTER MO URGE 
kMErtW^nniSaangtollw 

All PRICES INCLUDE VAT - NO HIDDEN EXTRAS 

DESKTOP VIDEO PERIPHERALS 
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ANTISTATIC, Um 
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HOTUN 

0274-691 
HOW TO ORDER 
ALL PUCES INCLUDE VAT*- NO HIDDEN EXTRAS 

l*at 17>»% excluding books! 

CARRIAGE 
CARRIAGE FREE 0*4 ALL ORDERS! 

Optional 12 day Express Delivery 

C3.5Q per order or [7,00 for guaranteed 
next working day. 

{UK mainland, esc Scottish Highlands!. 

^FftEE NEXT DAY DELIVERY ON^ 

W ORDERS OVER £500 * 

EXPORTS a speciality - add ElSSfor 

surface mail or E3.99 for airmail 

CCortiptitera, monitofs & printers — 

Please phone for carnage charges) 

TO ORDER BY MAIL PHONE OR FAX 
- flrpmpf Despatch 

Simply quote your cfcwti deters, name & 

address & your order & leave the rest to 

us. Vbu are not charged until the goods 

are despatched Or send cheque or FO 

(payable <o TRILOGIC), or cash 

(send cash by registered post) 
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iTRILOGICMg 

■ PACK 
r ▼ 
W * AMIGA 500 WITH I i WORKBENCH 
F * 3 MEG RAM • TV MODULATOR 

• BUILT-IN 3 5' DISK DRIVE 
• ALL MANUALS & CABLES 
• MOUSE ©FREE VIDEO' ^ 
PLUS 
» SHADOW Of THE BEAST II 
• BACK TO THE FUTURE II 
• DAYS OF THUNDER • DELUXE PAINT il 

AMIGA 

500 

• AMIGA 500 WITH 

1.3 WORKBENCH 
• l MEG RAM • TV MODULATOR 
• BUILT-IN 3.5" DISK DRIVE 
• ALL MANUALS & CABLES 
• MOUSE • FREE VIDEO1 

^n^ftins 
r F * S *** pAnsiQn h » 

T r * S8*11 «C ts Of orh«r 
- i 

■ ** DOSt^,, ' 

PACK 1 ►►►► 
1 MEG VERSION £369.! 

10 STAR PACK * xji+GLC’H QcAS^ 
ONLY £30***r *|MOTOk 
purcnased #*h an Am«a * 
• 5 SON* D»SAS * tAgfcli + m ^ go* I' 
# woustWA!, * MMmtt 

gk <***» 

PLUS PHILIPS CM8833 
mk 2 COLOUR MONITOR 

• CONNECTING LEAD • RGBS VIDEO INPUTS 
• MED RESOLUTION * OVER 4056 COLOURS 
• TWIN STEREO SPEAKERS • ! 4'SCREEN 
• STEREO HEADPHONE SOCKET 
• GREEN SCREEN SWITCH 

pack 2 ►►►►L^yy 99 

MONITORS ••lTCAOS'1 

PHILIPS CM8833 Mk2 C239.99 
• 14' SCREEN • HIRES. 41mm DOT PITCH 
• STEREO HEADPHONE SOCKET 
• COMPATIBLE WITH AMIGA, ATARI ST. C64, PC 
(CGA) VCRs ETC • TWIN STEREO SPEAKERS 
• PHILIPS GREEN SCREEN 
12 MONO MONITOR £89.99 

COMMODORE 1084S £269.99 
Similar jp« t petyie quality totne 5833 

HI RES MONITORS 
INTERQUAD MSI480 £349.99 
AOCCM326 £369,99 
• VERT SHARPS EAST 10READ 
• MULTISVNCMULTISCAN 
• BUILT IN T1U/SWIVEL BASE 
• COMPATIBLE WITH AMIGA, ST, POTMAC :l 
• LEAD INCLUDED (STATE COMPUTER; 
• 14- NON GLARE SCREEN 
• 028MM DOT PITCH • 1024 * 768 PIXELS 
• !N0 SPEAKERS FITTED USE ONE 

OE OUR W1N-AVP STEREO 
SYSTEMS OR TOUR HIFI! 

• flicker eixercqmpatible 

V2 MEG UPGRADE 
iWITHOUT CLOCK P 2 fi QQ 

& BATTERY) 

• CLOCK & BATTERY 
• WOFF SWITCH 
• EASY TO FIT 
• ALL CHIPS SOCKETED 
• DOES NOT INVALIDATE 

THE A500 WARRANTY 
fWfTH CLOCK 

& BATTERY)£3Wj 

A590 HARD DRIVE 
Available with up to 2meg 
o< cam installed £289.99 
WITH 1 MEG RAM £319 99 
WITH 2 MEG RAM £349 99 
The A590 oMers 20 megabytes 
storage * up lo 2 megs o# >asl ram it * 
autobocftng so you wort fteed to use tr»e 
workbench oak as-*1* Complete win power 
supply Ptis1 tree 

ORDER HOTLINE 
0274 691115 

SEE OPPOSITE FOR HOWTO ORDER 

£29 99 

PRINTERS «« 
STAR LC10 £154.99 
9 pin head, 4 fonts, 144 cps draft. 36ops 
NLQ, condensed, double 1 quadruple sties. 
240dp< graphics, single or continuous sheets 

STAR LC200 £209.99* 
New 9 pm colour pi inter replaces LClOcdour 
STAR LC24-200 £259.99* 
New 24 pin printer which replaces the 
LC24-10 printer 
STAR LC24 200 colour E314.99* 
Completely new 24 pin odour 

STARSCRIPT LASER 4 £1299.99 
4ppm Postscript Laser Printer. With 2mb 
ram. 300x300 dpi. Epson a HP Laserjel 2 
Compatible 12 months on-siie war raniy 
CITIZEN 120D+ £144.99* 
Good Cudgel 9 pin punier 

EXTERNAL 
3.5''DISK 

DRIVE £54 „ 
* 680K FORMATTED 

1 MEG UNFORMATTED 
• SLIMLINE CASE 

i ONIOFF SWITCH 
• LOW POWER CONSUMPTION 

• through port for connection of 
ADDITIONAL DRIVES 

• EXTREMELY QUIET OPERATION 
• VERY RELIABLE MECHANISM 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
(JTEC AMIGA 3 5'DRIVE £64,99 
QTEC AMIGA 51-4- DRIVE £9999 
INTERNAL REPLACEMENT DRIVE 
(Clwwtywonlyl ... £7999 
CJMANACA > 364 £6999 

LOW COST A590 
DRIVE UPGRADES 

Why not upgrade your A590 wiih a larger■ faster 
AUHOBOOTIMG & SELf PARKING SCSI drive 
Out direct replacement haro drives simply Id m 
ptsce of itw anginal unit, and are easy lo formal 
and partition with the ordinal A59Q installation disk 
Instruction* supplied. 

49 MEG 28ms £249 99 
60 MEG 28ms £299 99 
83 MEG 24ms £339.99 
111 MEG 15ms £399.99 

Free DISKMASTER worth over £34.99 

For alternative larger ready built Amiga 
500 hard drive units see our DATAFIYER 
range on opposite page 

■REDUCED PRICES! BIG SAVINGS! A 

SOFT EXCHANGE 
Offers you the best in prices, quality and service. 

We will beat any advertised price in this magazine* 
All our diskettes are of high quality Japanese media. 

-- 
Probably the b&$t unbranded disks available in the UK, ■■ 

3lf2" DSDD IGCKr certified error free 
10. .£4.99 20. .£8.49 30. . .,£12.49 I 
40. .£15.49 50. ..£18.99 100... ,£33.99 
ISO.... .£49.99 200-. .£63.99 300. .£94.99 
400. .£123.99 500.... ..£154.99 1000. ,,£289.99 

Including Labels 

.... „ SPECIAL OFFERS 
10 Disk + 60 Cap Box........ ..£9.99 
20 Disk + SO Cap Box„.„„..........”"!!!"□ 2 99 
30 Disk * 80 Cap Box...... £j7 99 
40 Disk * SO Cap Bo\....„...£20.99 
50 Disk + SO Cap B-ux***.... £23 99 
100 Disk + LOO Cap Box.*,......,.£39,99 
200 Disk + 2x100 Cap Box............!e69*99 
_Inthiding Labels 

ACCESSORIES 
40 Cap Lockable Box .£5.99 SO Cap Lockable Box    .,..£6,99 
100 Cap Lockable Bo*,..£7.99 Mouse Mai,,. ... £2 99 
Disk Labels 50,.„..„.£ 1.50 Disk Labels 100...£2,50 
Disk Labels 500... ..... £9 99 Universal Primer Stand.£8.99 
Disk Head Cleaner 31/2.,,.£2,99 Dusi Cover Amiga 'Atari tKevboafdl ,,.....£4.47 
Dust Cover 12r Monitor.£4.99 Dust Cover 14 Monitor.£5.99 
Logitech 2 Button Mouse......£26.99 

KAO Branded Disk Box of 100......£45,99 

All prices include VATr post and packing in L;K, overseas orders 
please write or telephone. To order please send Chcque/P.O. mmdc payable to 

SOFT EXCHANGE 
iOl Clifton Road, South Norwood, London SE25 603 

Teh 081 633 9094 (24 HRS ORDER UN£}ACCESS/V1SA ACCEPTED. 
All above offers close 30-09*91* 
Government and Educational 
quoted at very competitive prices. 

Announcing... 

POOLSWINNER 
THE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM CjOld 

WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE Ir*** 

£36.50 

• TNI LKCLNOAKY KX)LS PREDrCTlON’ AID, Pooliwinnef. 
h*^ jJLLiiijiii ifiltliigcRcc. Tht: talcai verxinri o( Ike cmgrjm, 

I’ttoiMv Ltinrr C.nid, >ijv the ptiwcr to Icjrn Irom ihc resuhi of il* 
own predictions, tomUrUly jd}ushng Ihc prirdiciiun formuii 10 

imnmvf performance 
* AUTOMATIC rnCTURLGtNCRATlON Futures for English 

and Scoliivh Icjicue mulches ire ^enenied lyiomiticilly bv 
rool^mncf Cold, whkh now incorponlr^ itv sister praerim 
FtXrd.N (yrirly updilf^ trt iviiliblr from Self cl. 

♦ MASSIVE DATABASL 220OC milch diilhivc over 10 yeirs. 
# TRUDICTS SCOKEDRAWS, NO-SCORtS. AWAVSind 

HOMES Predictions ire bised on miny factors . recent form, 
I he inmivc diubase, Icigur srindint, goil scoring ralei, and 
dnw iveTi^es. The uvercin idiust iflpir jmelcrs 

* SUCCLSSrUl SflfC paunlfr ^hil PoaUwinnei pprfnrms. 
sigmlKinUy bellrr tTun chance 

• LEAGUL AND NON-LEAGUE mitches ire covered. Can be u*ed for the non-lcigue 
and iiruture muches so often cm the coupon now, 

• FULL LEAGUE TABLES (home it iwiy) *rc luLomificilly generated by the program 
is results come in. 

6 UPDATED WEEKLY. Foolswinnti Gold is supplied fully updated with all league 
results from the start of the season ■ its ready for immediate use. 

• PACKAGE CONTAINS disc, detailed operating manual and support literature, all you 
need to start forecasts immediately. 

Afatf available ft om St tec 

COURSEWINNER V4 £36.50 
THE PUNTER'S COMPUTER PROGRAM, Uses artiftrial intelli* 
gence. Uses past form, going, distance, speed ratings, prize money 
etc. Contains British course statistics - best jockeys, trainers, draw 
effect etc. Detailed analysis of all runners in a race, with profit. 
Sophisticated aid to successful belling with a long pedigree. 

POOLS PERM PLUS £32.50 
Perm analyser and checker, complete with 5 years of coupon, results and 
popular perms for analysis. Checks your weekly entry for winning lines, 
or lests your theories on results over the last 5 years. Reveals all the week* 
a bet would have won, and the probable dividend. 

FOOTBALL FOLLOWER £32.50 
Statistical analysis for Football enthusiasts. Tables, 
fixture lists, sequences etc. Set up for British League 
football, but can be set up by the user for any league - 
amaiure rlc. Ideal for all fans, league secretaries etc. 

Alt programs are mppited on 
disc, packaged with detailed 
instruction manual, and support 
literature Format* available: 

IBM (JJ1* or 5,25") 
AMIGA 
ATARI ST 
AMSTRADPCW 

Fncc.1 yie incMivi? erf VAT A descry 

Selec Software^. 
61 Altrincham Rd. Galley. Cheadlt, Cheshire SK84DP 
 {wndlof fn>ll tmrtf ftmr WiwHti 

Tel 061-42K-7415 
Phone « FAX 24 ta 



RICHARDS DEVELOPMENTS 
^2 Meg Amiga upgrades no clock includes on/off switch_£19.95 

4D-Ram Version 

^2 Meg Amiga upgrades with clock and switch .£24.95 

4D-Kam Version 

★ ★★★★★★ SPECIAL LAUNCH OFFER *★*★★★* 
Amiga 1.5 Meg upgrades fully populated, includes clock, 

easy fit runs off Gary Chip, requires 1,3 version. 
5 year warranty free 2 Mb demo, 

ONLY £69.95 inc VAT 
iritit if it * 

3.5M Disks DD/DS 100% error free.,....1-49-,..,...35p each 
49-99 „„..3Ip each 
100+.   ...28p each 

ALL DISKS INCLUDE FREE LABELS 

40 Cap locking disk box 3.5" .    £3.99 each 
80 Cap locking disk box 3.51' .      ...........£4,90 each 

Null modem lead for back to back communications..£3.99 each 
Amiga 4 player adaptor lead.....£4.99 each 
Joystick extension lead.,..........£4.99 each 
Amiga dust cover ...—....£2.99 each 
Mouse mat top quality........each 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POSTAGE AND PACKING IS EXTRA 
PLEASE ASK WHEN ORDERING, 

Cheques/Postal Orders to: 
RICHARDS DEVELOPMENTS, 14 Windmill Way, Kegworth, 

Derby DE7 2FA, Please phone first for price of postage. 
ALL PRODUCTS CARRY A FULL 5 YEAR WARRANTY 

Public Domain also available all disks only 99p plus p+p 
For full catalogue send £1*00 

THE SILICON 
PICTURE COMPANY 

FULL COLOUR 
WILL, AT LIAS? ALL 40** COLOURS TttI AMIGA CAN DISPLAY 

Using over £30.000 of me latest print technology we con produce a fu« colour 
print. T'Shirts & sweatshirts using the Amiga s full 4096 colour palette, we DO NOT 
use dot matrix or inkjet printer but the Cyan. Magwenta, Black Vellow process as 
used in fuM colour printing the prints are taken erectly from the Amiga screen 
giving you the ful W6 colour pallette. (Coming soon fufi 24 bit output) 

WHAT TO DO 
As we have said these prints ore token directly from the screen which means 
you will need to frame your picture with a black border this is what you do In 
LOW RES: make a border of 10 pixels top, 5 left St right and from the bottom of | 
me screen up 26 pixels (Selecting Coords from your paint package helps) MED 
RES: 10 pixels left right, top & 25 bottom HIGH RES: 20 pixels top, 10 left & right & 
50 bottom HAM Some as Med Res Then all you need to do is send us your disk 
giving instructions what size you require (A4P A3. T- Shirt / Sweatshirt), St quantity. 
Please send £3.50 tor demo print. 

PRINTS 
A4 ■ (opprox Itu in& of ini fnoQOiine) £5 50 

A3 - (OppfQx tt'iJJ mogozir>e opened £*,S0 
AO * £P*ng framed . 

The siie of o bedroom wall or larger (Ring) 
Encapsulated <n d*ar plastic 

Doom great) %l 00 extra 

T-SHIRTS 
CNfcJ = £13 99 (2-4, 7-8, >M\} 

Adult - £15,99 t S,M. L JCL) 

SWEATSHIRTS 
Chita £15.99 (2-4 S4. 74,^11) 

Adull *£I9 99CS. M L. XL) 

Please add £1 50 postage & packaging 

Price* ere fvb|td to change without notice* All cheques/ postal 
order* made payable to The Silicon Picture Company 

The Big Alternative Scroller * £45.00 Imagine = £190 
Real 3D Beginners = £120.65 Real 3D Pro = £340 
Wordworth (Workbench 2.0 like performance even 

on a 1.3 machine) =£129.99 

081 - 556 - 7607 
CALL 8am - 8pm 

22 Lascelles Close, Leytonstone, London, Ell 4QE 
Personal collar* by appointment only 

464188 CREDIT CARD HOTLINE • 

Upgrade your Amiga from 512K to 1Mb of memory for just £25.00 
SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER: 

If you submit your computer to ourselves for repair, enclosing this 
advert along with Just an additional £25, we will supply and fit a 

■ 512K memory expansion at no extra cost. 

AMIGA REPAIRS 
JUST £44.95 inc. 

★ 
★ 

* 
★ 

* 

★ 

Commodore registered 
Over 10 years experience with Commodore computers 
20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal 
We will undertake to repair your Amiga 500 computer for just £44,95 including 
pans, labour, VAT and post & packing 
Most computers should be repaired within 24 hours of booking in. 
Prices include full service check, overhaul soak-test and replacement of power 
supply unit if necessary 
Repairs to keyboard and disk drive also included (£25 extra if these units are 
unrepairable and require complete replacements) 
All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty 

How to lake advantage of this exceptional offer; simply send or hand 

deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed right, enclosing 

payment and this advert and we will do the rest. (If possible please 

include a daytime telephone number and fault description f 

* If you require 24 hour courier to your door please add £5 else your 

computer will he sent hack by contract parcel post. 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD 
STUDIO MASTER HOUSE 

CHAUL END LANE 
LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ 

Telephone (0582) 491949 - (4 lines) 
WTS reserve the right to refuse machines that in our opinion 

are beyond reasonable repair 
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around, we've also had some real classics this year. 

Lemmings and The Secret of Monkey Island are just 

two good examples 

Remember, nr don't review games just for our awn 

personal enjoyment: Screen Play is there to help you 

pick out the real goodies and avoid the real losers. And 

I d really like to hear anyone's views on the current 

state of games 

FAIR DEAL WANTED 
Some months ago 1 sent a game 

hack to a software house because it 

had slopped working after a 

month's play. I pointed out that l 

could not return the game to the place it was bought as 

it had been a present, and 1 sent only the disk, not the 

box or instruction booklet, to save on postage. Since 

then I have heard nothing at all. 

This is in sharp contrast to Gremlin Graphics, who 

promptly exchanged a disk and apologised into the 

bargain, and that was from a budget compilation! 

If software houses make disks that cannot be 

hacked up, 1 do think they should be prepared lo 

change disks that develop faults. Aficr ail, the first 

thing that we are told to do by Commodore is to back 

everything up! 

DENIS GREGORY, RICHMOND 

/ don't know if you*re aware, but there's been a defi¬ 

nite increase lately in the pressure exerted by the 

software houses to oppose such things as copying 

devices. While we agree that piracy is a problem which 

we all share - the more of it goes on, the more we ali 

have to pay for our softw are ** we also believe that we 

buy data, not disks, and that we have the right to con¬ 

tinue enjoying a game even if not the magnetic medium 

on which it is stored packs up. If we can t back the 

disks up because they are copy-protected, then we must 

be entitled to free replacements 

If you do have a disk that you cant back up and it 

stops working, then yon should send it hack to the soft¬ 

ware house keeping the box and the manual. just tike 

Denis here very sensibly did. 

Last hut by no means least. / would be very pleased 

to hear from anyone who has any praise for or com¬ 

plaints about the service provided by particular 

software houses. We may start up an awards system 

for the best and the worst software houses! 

ARCHIPELAPOLOGY! 
Oh dear! It seems I owe you an apology for suggesting 

that you were peddling dud games on the Coverdisk. I 

must write out a hundred times “If all else fails, please 

read the instructions.*,'’ 

TD BURGE, BANSTEAD 

Apology accepted, and you needn't do the lines, 

Naturally wc don't expect you to have to guess how to 

use the Coverdisk, so we do our best to give you clear 

instructions: hut it does help if you read them! 

And we wouldn’t dream of putting dud games on 

the Coverdisk. so in case you are one of the few people 

whose disk refuses to work every month, please be 

patient. I know1 there's alw'ays a few disks that seem to 

take an age to he returned hut we're streamlining the 

system now. If you can bear in mind that we now dupli¬ 

cate 160,000 disks every month and that a few' are 

bound to go wrong, we'd he grateful 

THE END 
You asked for interesting endings to games. Well, after 

what seemed to be an eternity of playing my time 

away, night after night and nearly all of my spare time, 

to the annoyance of my wife, 1 eventually got to the 

end of Cinemaware's Wings, it was such a feat to 

achieve: it was also quite a pleasure to see that so 

much effort had been put into it. Smashing stuff! By 

the way, the secret to finishing Wings is saving a lot. 

ANDY GUNN, LINTHGRPE 

YES. BUT WHAT HAPPENS? Believe it or not. I 

htn en't actually finished every game played, w hich is 

why I’m so curious about the end game sequences, I 

want to know what happens! Come on, you readers, 

send in the details of your favourites! There may he a 

prize in it.., 

US BONDS 
l had the joy of discovering your magazine on a recent 

business trip, I am not sure how you can pack so much, 

including one or two disks and shipping from Britain, 

into a magazine that retails in the States for about 30*£ 

less than our domestic magazines whth disks. It was a 

delight to once again read an Amiga magazine that 

addresses all types of users and is not totally filled with 

video usage! 

I have two questions: how can I subscribe over here 

(1 may never see another issue otherwise) and why tmy 

son asks} do you call your Teenage Mutant Ninja 

Turtles game 'Hero Turtles'? 

BARLOW SOPER, RISTON, LOUISIANA 

Very pleased to hear you like it: l reckon US maga¬ 

zines with disks overcharge. Of course the problem w e 

have occasionally is that our magazine is produced 

mainly for European PAL users and some programs 

may not work on the American NTSC system. 

Fortunately, this doesn't seem to be too much of a 

problem with most Coverdisk software. 

Simply took at our Subscription pages for details: 

this issue's are on Pages 178-9. Overseas subs go by 

air mad. so they are a shade expensive. Tm afraid, and 

1 believe you should pay with an International Money 

Order if possible. As for the Turtles: welt, it seems that 

w hen the 7V cartoon was imported by the BBC they 

insisted on the name being changed because 'Ninja' 

had excessively violent connotations. The TV version 

over here even has a 'Hero Turtles' version of the 

theme song, The Hero tag has stuck to some licences, 

including the computer game. 

YOU LITTLE MONKEY! 
My parents bought me The Secret 

of Monkey Island because I had 

chicken pox, hut they wouldn’t 

allow me to see the guide you 

show in Issue 24 until Td nearly finished the firsi part. 

Now I fmd once I've finished the first part that 

you’ve goi iwo things missing. 

The first one is that the Voodoo shop is not just as 

far as the ehesl with the chicken. If you go to the edge 

of the screen after you've completed the three trials, 

you will find that there is a voodoo lady and she will 

tell you about your journey ahead and about the only 

thing that can destroy Captain LeChuck, 

The second thing is that it’s much easier to find the 

swoedmaster by following the shopkeeper after you ask 

him to show you the way to the swordmaster. As soon 

as he has left, go out of the door and you will sec him 

going through the archway. And if you follow him he 

will show you a much quicker route through the forest. 

JOHN WALLEY, AGED % SWANSEA 

PS Dictated by John and typed by Mum on her PC, 

The whole family think that this game is absolutely 

brilliant - it even repays playing over and over again, 

And any game I can do better than my chi ldren just has 

to he brilliant.., 

Well, John, of course being absolutely mad on Monkey 

Island, we just had to agree with you and your mum 

and / think you desene a T shin. Just tell your mum 

she shouldn't be using a PC. would you? 

THE ICEMAN 
COMETH... 
Here in Iceland, many computer freaks fell into the PC 

pit. but a few of us sensible ones have Amigas. We’ve 

formed a club called Pronvo. counting 53 members at 

the moment. As the entire nation only consists of 

260,000 humans this should be considered remarkable! 

FREYR NJARDVIIC, REYKJAVIK 

Only 260,000 humans, eh? So what are all the non- 

humans? If there's anyone else out there in the wide 

world outside the UK, please write in. We* d love to 

hear from you and, if you live in Florida, we'd like to 

come and stay for a couple of weeks... 

SCARLET TREE FISH 
There is a chicken inside my Amiga and it can speak 

"English’*, and without fail every Tuesday it says "1 am 

going to get you on your nineteenth birthday". It 

knows my father’s name and what kind of cigarettes 

my grandmother smokes. 

Sometimes I hear the voice of Adolf Hitler when I 

am on the toilet. 1 am scared as l will be nineteen soon. 

Am I going mad. or does this happen to everyone who 

is learning Assembly language? 

RODGER 

The philosopher Wittgenstein was walking down a cor¬ 

ridor one day w ith a friend. He turned to his friend and 

said, "Tell me. why do people always say it w-jj natu¬ 

ral for primitive man to assume the sun went round the 

earth?" 'Because it looked that way" answered the 

friend. "But what would it have looked like." 

responded Wittgensteint "if it had looked as if the 

earth w-ent round the sun?" 

CDTV QUESTION 
1 have been greatly impressed by the potential of the 

CDTV* and after reading your feature 1 am very 

tempted to buy my own ‘black magic box’. However, I 

feel this may be a rash move with the imminent arrival 

of the Amiga CD-ROM unit, l already have an A50G 

expanded to 1 Meg and I would save a considerable 

sum by purchasing the CD-ROM instead. 

Could you please tell me the advantages of buying 

the CDTV over the CD-ROM unit? I w?as also wonder¬ 

ing about the reactions of the people w ho have already 

bought a CDTV... are they still glad they did? 

JULIE-ANNE SPARKED WIMBLEDON CHASE 

I’ve been wondering about people who've bought a 

CDTV too: please do write in and tell me w hat you 

think about it. if you have got one. Now. as far as / am 

aware, the CDTV has only two advantages over the 

Amiga-pIus-CD-ROM combination, and that's its looks 

and a MIDI interface. The CD-ROM drive for the 

Amiga should - and f emphasise the should, because 

we don't yet know - should enable infra-red remote 

control to be used and play Hi Fi CDs back. This 

would actually leave the Amiga massive advantages: 

you already hose a keyboard, a disk drive and standard 

joystick pom (some COW games, like Xenon 2, do 
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not perform well under infra-red control and need the 

wire-connected controller} Mow much of the 'should 

do’ becomes ‘does' in the CD-ROM drive remains to 

be seen. I’d certainly hang on to your Amiga, 

CDTV REACTION 
“So remember: the future of the CDTV depends on 

you../* you said at the end of your CDTV feature in 

the July issue. A big invite to comment, I thought. 

Tm looking forward to multimedia and all that. I’m 

not a computer buff - 1 don't even own one, can't even 

operate one - but when I was only halfway through 

your piece on the Commodore CDTV l was just bust¬ 

ing to know where I would have to phone die next day 

to buy one, I could hardly contain my excitement at the 

prospect of having one - and so reasonable a price too! 

What a let-down it was, then, to read the 4th para 

on die picture on p34: “not a CD player for the Hi Fi 

buff..." So it’s useless! well, that's my view anyway, 

make it Hi Fi and for. say, £650 and they’ll sell very 

well, but like it is there'll be few takers. 

MAURICE SAWYER, BEACONSF1ELD 

f'm fascinated that you are reading Amiga Formal if 

you're not a computer huff anyway! But that actually 

makes your comments all the more interesting, because 

your more than us Amiga fans, are the sort of person 

Commodore would like to see buying the CD 71/ 

About the Mi Fi thing: what I actually meant is that 

the quality of the CDTV's CD audio is nor up there 

with the top CD players: it's still a 16 times oversam¬ 

pling system that's in there with the sort of stuff most 

of would buy. It's not great, it's not awful, 

But what surprises me most is that this is one of 

only four letters we've had on the subject of the CDTV 

- and of those w ere from the same person! Don't 

you lot t are at all? Are you looking forward to paying 

CD software on your Amiga, or nor? Come on, let’s 

hear your views. 

SMART COOKIE 
1 would like to make a suggestion lo all new Amiga 

owners: check that all the ports on your Amiga are 

working. When I’d saved enough money to buy my 

printer. I was like a kid in a sweet shop with a tanner to 

spend. Imagine my disappointment when I got it home, 

read the instructions twice, plugged it all in and... 

nothing but garbage! 

Back to the shop I went, grabbed the shop assistant 

politely by the throat and said in a most polite voice 

that it didn’t work, the printer was checked and found 

to be in working order... could 1 bring my Amiga in? 

I had to have a new motherboard and parallel port. 

Luckily for me it was just six weeks before the war¬ 

ranty ran out. If I had bought the printer six weeks later 

I would have had all the expense of the repair, even 

though the port might not have been working when l 

bought the machine, 

GORDON SUTHERLAND, LEICESTER 

That’s a very good point, / don't believe it's one Tve 

heard before. Ten Brownie points to you, old chap! 

MIXED 
METAPHORMOTOSIS 
Just recently. Commodore have received criticism 

from Atari and Sam Tramiel in particular about the 

CDTV launch (E refer to the interview in New 

Computer Express). Also Atari are Launching new con¬ 

soles and updating their somewhat old ST. Isn't it 

about time Commodore stopped treading the minefield 

in the dark and got their finger out? 

JOHN BURGIN, LINCOLN 

Err.., got their finger out of what ? 

GET REAL! 
You have got yourself into the ridiculous si [nation 

where you are distributing the August edition in the 

First week in July! Isn’t it time you got back in the real 

world? I suggest you call the next issue * August extra’ 

and carry on from there,,, 

CART ERIC STARLING, W KILBRIDE 

Magazines always publish their August editions in 

July: it's a tradition dating. I'm told, back to maga¬ 

zines that w ould carry diaries of events for the next 

month, anyway, it's all right for you,.. you don't have 

to work on the September edition, the one that comes 

out in August, during July... if gets very confusing. 

What day is it? 

GOOD QUESTION! 
Call me stupid, which you probably will, but why have 

the computer Finn called Hart Micto always advertised 

upside down for as long as J can remember? Is it a 

gimmick to get people to look at their ad, or are the AF 

priming facilities not as hot as they used to be? 

TIM MEADER, NEW ASH GREEN 

The first, believe it or not: We reckon this particular 

gimmick is getting a bit tired. but it must w ork for the 

boys at Mart otherwise they'd stop doing it pretty 

quickly, wouldn't they? Certainly it just got them some 

free publicity.,. 

YOUR HONEST OPINION OF AMIGA FORMAT - 
SO WE CAN MAKE IT EVEN BETTER! 

This questionnaire helps us monitor what you, our readers, think of 
AMIGA FORMAT and keep it tailored to your wishes. Please don't pass 
up this opportunity to influence the future of your magazine. We really 
do want to know your honest views! 

1. Which equipment do you own? 
□ A500 H A1000 DAI 500 □ A/B2000 
□ Extra RAM □ Hard drive 
□ Atari ST □ Commodore C64 or Cl28 
□ Sega console □ Nintendo console □ PC 
3 Amstrad CPC □ Spectrum 3 Other 

2. How do you rate AMIGA FORMAT in terms 
of value for money? 
H Excellent value 
□ Good value 
□ Reasonable value 
□ Poor value 
□ Rip-off 

3. How much does the cover 
of this issue appeal to you?,.....,/10 

4. How much does this issue 
appeal to you overall?,,,.,./10 

5. How does it compare with previous 
issues you've seen? 
3 Much better 
□ Slightly better 
□ The same standard 

3 Slightly worse 
□ Much worse 

6. Please rate out of ten this and any other computer magazines you 
read regularly: 
AMIGA FORMAT ................./10 
............../IQ 

............,,..710 

........................./TO 

7. What is it you like most; and then 
least about this issue? 
f most like,,..,.................................. 

And I least like 

■ You don't need a stamp. 
Simply return to:- Reader Survey, 
AMIGA FORMAT, Future Publishing 

Freepost, Avon, Bath BA1 7XY 



WE MUST BE MAD 
Due to massive bulk buying and low cost ADVERTISING 

we can offer you THE BEST DISKS AVAILABLE 
AT THE MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES. 

3.5 II DSDD 
DISKS 
FROM 31p INC VAT + 

LABELS For 
Qty's of 100+ 

Qty's below 100 @ 33p each; 250 + @ 30p each; 500 -»- @ 29p each 
ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE 

SONY 3.5' 38p 
3.5" DSHD. .65p 
5.25" DSDD. .21p 
5.25" DSHD. .36p 

DSDD BULK 
100 Capacity Disk Box.4.25 50 Capacity Box..3.50 

Mouse Pockets.1.75 Mouse Mat.2.25 

Printer Stand.4.25 Amiga/Atari Dust Cover.2.95 

Posso Box.15.96 3.575.25" Cleaning Kit.1.95 

Amiga 512K RAM Expansion with clock,.,.,. .24.95 

Amiga/Atari External Drive (ZYDEC)...... 
e 

.54.95 

■THIS MONTHS 200 3.5" DSDD DISKS i 
|SPECIAL OFFER + 2 x 100 CAP BOXES * )6. 95 
Please add £3.35 p&p/next day £8.50. Cheques/POs to 

PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES {Dept AMF] 

11 Meakin Avenue, Clayton, 

Newcastle, Staffs ST5 4EY. _ 

TELESALES HOTLINE | 

0782 212970 

BUILD MUSCLES 
FAST 
YOU CAN BUILD 
A FANTASTIC POWER 
PACKED BODY IN ONLY 
12 WEEKS! 

NEW! Fastest and best way to build 

muscles and strength without weights - 

EVER! SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN. 

Just 20 minutes daily in the privacy of your 

home will develop an amazing physique. 

MUSCLE DYNAMICS is a new bodybuilding system based on 

principals developed otter years of exhaustive research It is o total 

exercise programme involving the very latest scientific 

breakthroughs in the field of muscular development. It is the fastest, 

most effective way to build muscles in existence. 

NOTICEABLE RESULTS IN 28 DAYS GUARANTEED 

Send for exciting FREE information pack today 

MUSCLE DYNAMICS ( AMF), « MX 40, GATESHEAD, NE8 lPD 

Yes! I won! to build muscles fast Please rush me my FREE information pock! 

Name . .... ..... ......... 

Address .......__ . -« ...... 

I_ 

„_* *. Postcode ,*,*,*., 

{A stomp for reply appreciated) 
_J 



M 
YOUR ONE STOP SHOP 
MORE SOFTWARE THAN YOU CAN 

HANDLE! 
MORE HARDWARE THAN YOU CAN 

USE! 

AMIGA MEGAPACK 

the 1 MEG AS&EdM pack 
Exclusive to Software Superstore 

Limited Offer 

♦ Amiga A500 
(Inc uwfcbenrh, mouse’, PSU & manuals,) 

♦ TV Modulator 
♦ Astra Pack Software 
♦ 1 Meg Memory upgrade + clock 
♦ Drive Head Cleaner 
♦ De-Luxe Dust Cover 
♦ Mouse mat 
♦ Lockable disk box (80) 
♦ Zip Stik Auto fire Joystick 
♦ 10 disks full of Amazing 1 meg Demos 
♦ Free Holiday accommodation 

WORTH 

399.99 

29.99 
224.50 
39.99 

4.99 
4.99 
3.99 
9.99 

14.99 
20.00 

TOTAL £753.42 

OUR PRICE 
£399,99m‘““ 

with 
IMeg AMIGA * 

Amazing ASTRA PACK 
Ten superb games - all 

received rave reviews - 

from 70% - 95% 

Courier delivery 

AMIGA 512K 
MEMORY UPGRADE 

* Brings your Amiga up to 1 Meg in seconds. 

* Easy to fit - DOES NOT INVALIDATE YOUR 
GUARANTEE. 

* RELIABLE, fast, high quality chips on a robust 
through plated P.C.B. Do not confuse with 
cheaper, inferior products, 

* Disable switch 

ONLY +£2 Postage 

OR WITH CLOCK/CALENDAR 

ONLY £39 .99 +£2 Postage r.99 +£2 Postage 

PRINTERS 
All Printer* Carriage FREE 

SQffiOP LC10 
’’Best Buy” budget printer. 

Only £169.99 

LC24 ■ 200 

Only £259.99 

New Colour Printers 

©$©[? LC200 

Only £219.99 

©Qffll? LC24 • 200 

Only £329.99 

♦ Datastorm 
♦ Dungeon Quest 
♦ E-Motion 
♦ Grand Monster Slam 
♦ Kid Gloves 
♦ Powerplay 
♦ RVF Honda 
♦ Shufflepuck Cafe 
♦ Soccer 
♦ Tower of Babel 

TOTAL RETAIL VALUE £224.50 

£19.95 
£24.95 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£24.95 
£19.95 
£24.95' 
£19.95 
£24.95 
£24.95 

CUMANA 
DRIVES 

EVERYTHING 
you could 

possibly need 
tor your 

AMIGA 
Blank Disks 
We sell only the 
highest quality 

blank media 100% 
certified and made 
in Japan. Each disk 

is guaranteed for 
life. 

Unbranded 
BULK PRICES 

50.-.£19.99 
100 **.*.....*,£37.99 
10 with box (40) 
....£9.99 
10 with box (SO) 
........£12*99 
Add £2 pOSCiigr |mt orrfcr 

the BEST NAME in Disk Drives 
Legendary Quality 
Great Styling 
Total Compatibility 
Fully Guaranteed m 
Outstanding Spec ■ 99 

Carriage & insurance £2.00 

NOW Only 

£64 
MEGADRIVE UK 

Version 

+ Mickey Mouse + World Cup Italia 90 

+ Joypad + Japadaptor 
£l 79.99 
Carriage FREE 

O.ILTWARE 
Order HOTLINE (0782)204639 

MAIL 
ORDER 

Unit 7a Oldham St 
Hanley 
Stoke on Trent 
STi 3EY 

STOKE-ON-TRENT ST HELENS STOCKPORT WARRINGTON 
11 MiH(T SouAfll Arcade, 27 Baldwin Strut, 6 Mialmouii Brow. Thi Courtyard 

Hanliv, Sioki qh Tmwt (Off Littl* Undcrbamh), 50 Horu market St 
Manager: Adrian Til: 0744 27941 Manager-' Rat Til: 0925 232047 

Til: 0782 268620 Til: 061 480 2693 MahAGIR: Adrian 
L Opr H 8 PAYS 1 Cloved THURSDAY Ohh 6 Divi Ohm 6 Days 

BOLTON 
SKin«rn 

ShOR+IMD CtHTRE 
MAH*01At IAH 

Til: 0204 36&8S1 
Op, n 6 Da tv 
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NEW LOW PRICES 
BRANDED DISKS AT BULK PRICES 
Benchmark r brand 

ALL 3l'2‘ DISKS COME WITH LABELS. ALL 5*V DISKS COME WITH LABELS WHITE PROTECTS AND SLEEVES 

Disk Type Qty 25 50 100 200 500 1000 
3V2" DS/DD 1 Mb £ 17.00 29.00 41.00 75.00 163.00 309.00 

Zv2” DS/HD 2Mb £ 33.60 61-00 67.00 132.00 320.00 630.00 i 

5V4" DS/DD 96/48 TPI £ 11.00 18.00 28.00 51.00 122.00 225.00 

51;4" DS/HD 1.6Mb £ 18.00 31.50 52.50 99.00 228.00 394.00 

ALL OUR DISKS ARE 100% CERTIFIED GUARANTEED ERROR FREE 

ALL BENCHMARK Zv2" DS/DD DISKS ARE NOW MANUFACTURED 
BY THE WORLD'S LEADING MAKER. 

DISK STORAGE BOXES LOCKABLE 

3^2" 50 capacity... .£3.70 

100 capacity.. .£4.70 

S1^" 100 capacity. .£4.70 

S1^" 200 capacity (stackable).... .£13.50 

THESE PRICES ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS 

mm ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & PSP UK ORDERS ONLY 

M Cheques and 
Postal Orders to: y ^ ^ 

c 
s 

Manor Court Supplies Ltd 
Teteptorw: 059? 87 792 Fax No: 059787416 

Dept AF9, Glen Celyn House, Penybont, Llandrindod Walls. Powys, LD1 5SY 

EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

' 

UNBRANDED DISKS AT SAME PRICES 
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A LAST LOOK BACK fTp 
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Sample 
An exuberance of curmudgeonliness from the month in which AF 26 was stapled to pieces of bromide... 

ttfmVMIf Ml KT7 4 llll Will* \ MtH\1 \| MAHKM Ull HitKM K\n 

summer touring in the UK once again. 

Tire 4 litjic inn the Contents pag.c of Ivare 24, "The future iv And always 

has been, an iiUercfciing plate*. is from Andy Smith, oK-time Reviews 

IvtMirr id Atnigti Format, in Ins review of ihe giime Interphone m Iruic 4. 

Well wadUya know. ch? There was only one tingle pcrwHi who got it 

right: Umi U'OMimtrflf Tmwhridge- And slw wins live prire, 

wmiNAio nun 4 
To win a special Amigo Itinnul T shirl, i tic hi iJ J I he i«V ihe 

Conicm* papo and send an accurate. amusing m imagmaioe dcstiipiHm 

of where it twites trom lo Who Said Thal^ 6. 4mi.etr h*nmtl at our Bath 

address before SejHcmhcT 13. 

Wc seked uurtdvef whal our favourite canned or bottled beers are The 

sample of people interviewed is in noway representative of ihe country ji 

large and this inlonnalion should not be used except lor ihe purgmses of 

bribery ami corruption, all caodidates UK ftum demofnphic groupings A, 

B or Cl except hankie who is in dermatological classillajiion D-mintn. 

Mamie: Zipfer (Austrian lager, honied I Pat: Newcastle Brown Ale 

lOfttidtC, Mtlcd* Paul Kiiin lJapanese lager. MUcdi Fmnkie. Kremi 

Nolsuo A/zuro t Italian beer, hotlkiil IJanocn. Wadwofih'v hX I vaimed I 

Gary: Budwciscr tC«vt» lager, bottled - not the US slulh Trsmion 

Draught Guinnessuaitned> Mall. Vhbt/ iMilwaukee bodied beeri 

§ 

102 

It's Mad Max meets Chipperfieid's 

with plenty of trashed cars! 

SOLNDBYTES 

"There'* mi damage m the c«r: except, ul course, lo ihe car iisctfZ 

Murray >> ulkrr milch es up a not lift tlirsvii during the British Grand 

Priv. 14 July k 

"Wc pul togethet 25.CM1I Home 1-Jiiertainment packs lor ChritfnttH They 

included the t‘64 computer, games, a personal stem- and a guitar synihe- 

sner. all for £IW. It was a disaster wc «4d about 7.0III. Fortunately, 

when the Berlin wall came down Ihe lirsl thing they wanted to buy was 

personal stereos, W we managed to get fid ol them. But 1 was left with 

about IH.1HK1 guitar synthesisers 

Sieve Franklin, M imaging I Ji ref lor olt mint union' IK. talk Lug ulmul 

hbi greatest mistakes in thr Indtprndrni un San daw 21 July. 

SH>T IHft1NHCVTJ 

11 was a tncky one, this: but ihe shot was a small portion of a wall from 

ft'yr t*f thr ftehotder? Still, plenty of you got h nghi despite the inclines* 

of the queslinn and the lucky w inner we picked out of the cat's hat is 

Darnel Meeuws of Boar* PHIL Onfwd, Well done, and a special 

Formal T shin js tm the w&y. 

SPOT IMP Mill I $ 

Win a special limited edition Amiga Format 

T shirt by identifying the game that this is a 

small pod ion of and sending die answer on a 

postcard lo Sf>>i ihe Shut 5, Amiga format ul 

our Competition address before September M. 

TOP EVENT 

The Amiga Formal Work! of Commodore Show! We're working mir lit* 

lie bottoms oil preparing conic special surprises, and we look forward lo 

seeing you all m perwmol Pori's Court II in November* 

MfOMmiWTHHISNUS! 

The answers lo the icn qucctkmc on: a bit involved to prim here, w we ll 

ju>t name the eight lucky pewpk who won a free copy erf Digital new 

word pnves>or They are: John lYwr, High Wycombe SR Ptue. 

Rhuddlan l>avid Whrtakcr. Darlington: Jim Campey. BrenifonJ fulic 

Mundy. Thelford: Steve Taylor, East Dereham: RT Baldcrson. L'ckfrdd: 

S Gulliver, Southampton. 

undtr^ 
ICE T 

-ORIGINAL GANGSTER" 

GREGORIAN CHANTS 
"I.OADA RUBBISH. REALLY” 

grantee i 

Tturs magazine comes from fuuxe PuMshng, a com 
pany founded just sk years ago. but wtmch no* seis 
more computer magazines than any other publisher tn 
Britain. We offer 

Better advice, Ouf titles are packed with lips, sugges 
tions and exofanatory features, written by the best m the 
business. 

Stronger reviews. We have a cast iron policy of edilo- 
ctal independence, and our reviews give clear buying 
recommendations, 

Clearer design. You need solid information fast, So our 
designers highlight key elements by using charts, rfcfr 
grams, summary boxes, annotated photographs, etc. 

Greater relevance. At Future, editors operate under 
two golden rules: 
* Understand your readers* needs 
* Satisfy them 

* Then go down the pub. 

More reader interaction. We draw strongly on read¬ 
ers contnbiJbons, resulting m the heies! letters pages 
and the best reader tips. Buying one of Our magazines is 
Hke joining a nalwnwKJe user group. 

Better value for money, More pages, better quakty: 
magazines you can trust. 

uiure 
Home of Britain's finest con^uler magazines 

Amiga Format * ST Format 
Amiga Power * Amiga Shopper 

PC Answers - PC Plus * 8000 Plus 
Amstrad Action ■ Your Sinclair * Sega Power 

New Computer Express * Commodore Format 

The Team ... 

EDITOR Damien Noonan ART EDITOR Marcus Dr Dyson 
SCREENPLAY EDITOR Trenton Webb TECHNICAL EDITOR 
Pat McDonald STAFF WRITER Maff Evans PRODUCTION 
EDITOR Gary Lord DESIGNER Frank Bartutca REVIEWS 
EDITOR Paul Lyons CONSULTANT EDITORS Jon Bates fMujjc), 
Brian Larkman fGraphics) CONTRIBUTORS James Leach, 
Andy Hutchinson, Frank O Connor, Neil Jackson, Mark Smiddy, 
Jason HoJborn ADVERTISING MANAGER Jennie Evans SENIOR 
SALES EXEC Duncan Ferguson AD SALES EXEC Jackie Garford 
AD PRODUCTION Fiona Mifne PUBLISHER Greg Ingham 
PROMOTIONS MANAGER Michele Harris AD SERVICES Tam Ward 
WE CREATED AMIGA FORMAT and they... well you remember! 

htCTOGAAfHT Ashton Janwi irtdtefrfviporvAwn COLOUR ORIGINATORS Swiff Graph*i Cttf. 

Southampton, TOURERS RtrenM* PWii ltd Si Ivti MX. G.JJn^hJm NEWS TRADE PISTRIBUlKJh 

UK Future PuMxhlnq 022 S 442244 NEWS TRADE DtSTHfRUTlON OVERSEAS: UUC Ltd SUJ 

211222 CIRCULATION DIRECTOR Sue Hartley MZS 442244. 
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Dear Newsagent, | 

Please reserve_ copy/copies of Amiga Format: 

Amiga Format Issue 27, October 1991 - on sale September 12 

Name__—........ 

Address..... 

:iiz==z::z:z:::::::::z: i 
To the Newsagent: Amiga Format is published and distributed | 

by Future Publishing and is available from your wholesaler. Send | 

back these coupons for entry in a free prize draw to: Kate Hodges, I 

Future Publishing, 30 Monmouth Street, BATH BA1 2BW. Remember I 

to include your shop, name and address. 

BE SAFE: RESERVE 

YOUR COPY! 

Amiga Formsf always sells out. Wherever 
you live, you may already have been through 
the awful experience cf trekking round all the 
newsagents in town wthout being able to get 
your hands on a copy. We just can’t keep up 
with demand; we are, after all, far and away 
Britain's biggesl-seiling Amiga magazine. 

And of course Issue 27 is likely to sell 
out even more quickly than the magazine 
normally does. It'll be carrying a special 
report on 24-bit True Colour, including the 
details of the latest high-end kit and a review 
of the first affordable 24-bit system. 

The best way to make sure you get your 
sticky mitts on this exciting issue is to cut 
out or photocopy the coupon on the right, fill 
it in, take it down to your newsagent and 
make Sure he Saves you a copy. Don’t forget! 

SUBSCRIBE 
AND GET A SPECIAL GIFT! 

THERE'S ONE way you can be sure 
lo get your copy of the magazine 
treeh off the presses every month, 
and that a lo get a subscription to 
Amiga format fat the next year 

THINK ABOUT rT: twelve issues of 
Amiga Format delivered straight to 
your door, a free special extra 
subscriber s bonus of a game or 
some serious software, plus the 
chance to buy special offers that 
only subscribers can have! You 
known makes sense! 

Turn to Page 178 NOW! 



THE NEXT MILLENIUM 
It is the end of the 31st Century* Nearly one 

thousand years ago man colonised the moon, and 
from there created a range of human mutations which 
were left to develop other planets. At the same time, 
life on earth was destroyed by a cataclysmic climatic 
change* 

Now the mutant races are at war with each other, 
and man has returned to Earth, rebuilt civilisation, 
and forgotten about past adventures. 

Deep in Earth City, plans have been made to 
explore space again.The race has started to develop 
Earth's resources, to research new technology, to build 
for future adventures* 

You must control the training, research, resources, 
production and stores of Earth City in a complex 
strategic battle to maximise the planet's supplies. You 
must construct and pilot the hi-tech space shuttles 
and ships needed for mankind to venture out into the 
furthest reaches of the war-torn solar system* 
Operation Deuteros has begun. 

Available in August on Amiga & Atari ST 

Copyright © 1991 IAN BIRD 

■ 
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1 D I G I VIEW GOLD 
4096 Colours in High Resolution...is just the beginning 

Oith the all new Digi-View 4.0 soft¬ 
ware you can do the one thing most 
people thought was impossible— 
digitize and display all 4006 colours 

in high resolution! We call this revolutionary new 
graphics mode Dynamic HiRes. Amiga Format magazine 
calls it “breathtaking, easily the best images ever seen 
on an Amiga screen!' But that's just the start of what 
makes Digi-View 4.0 a breakthrough. Other new features 
include: Dynamic HAM (fringe free HAM). Noise 
Fteduction (lor the sharpest images ever). AFtexx sup¬ 
port. super bitmap digitizing. 24 bit colour support 
and dozens of other new features making Digi-View Gold 
the hottest Amiga graphics product ever. 

And it's still just as easy to use. Simply focus your 
video camera on any object or picture, and in seconds 
Digi-View Gold turns it into Amiga graphics that 
glow with vibrant colour and stunning clarity. Whether 
you are creating graphics for desktop publishing, 
presentations, video, or just for fun, Digi-View Gold gives 
you dazzling images with amazing simplicity. 

L These images were pholographed directly Irom an Amiga 
1080 monitor and show I he new 4096 colour 

HiRes mode available Onfy 
1h NewTek s Ogi-View 4 6 

Digi-View 4.0 and Digi-Paint 3 Become One 
with the ultimate link between digitizer and paint program. With 
Digi-View 4.0*s Digi-Porl feature they can both share the same 
screen so that touching-up your digitized images is easier than ever. 
Transfer 768x592, 4096 colour super bitmaps tram Digi-View 4.0 
to Digi-Pamt 3 with a simple menu command, make changes 
such as combining images or adding titles, and redisplay them as 
Dynamic HiRes or other resolution images. 

Only Digi-View Gold: 
• Digitizes in all Amiga resolution modes trom 320 x 256 up to i 

768 x 592 (full HiRes overscan) / 
• Includes powerful Digi-Paint 1 software for retouching digitized / 

images or creating original artwork rp 
• Uses 2 to 4096 colours (including halfbrite) / 
• Has exclusive Dynamic modes lor 4096 colours in HiRes 
• Digitizes in 21 bits per pixel (2.1 million colours) for the highest quality 

images possible 
• Has advanced dithering routines that give an apparent 100.000 colours 

on screen simultaneously v . 
• Has a special line art mode for desktop publishing 
• Comes with an icon driven slideshow program tor presentations 

using both IFF and Dynamic images 
• Has complete software control ot colour saturation, brightness, 

sharpness, hue. resolution, and palette 
• Digitizes in full overscan with no borders lor use with video genlocks 
• Oflers an unprecedented lifetime warranty 

If you want the best graphics possible for your Amiga, then get the best 
selling video digitizer of all time: Djgi-View Gold. 

t 

flnllf C1AQ QC For a NewTekauthorized dealer 
Ulliy near you contact HB Marketing, 

lncVAT Ud. at 0753 686000 

Now includes 
Digi-Paint 1 

•Requires standard gender changer lor use with Amiga 1000 Dvoaokc HiRes 
requires 2 megs ol RAM Digi-Vtew Gold is a trademark of HewTek. Inc 


